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Les firmes transnationales dans la gouvernance de l’eau
Veolia et Suez au Mexique et aux Etats-Unis (1993-2014)

Résumé
La participation du secteur privé dans la gouvernance de l’eau a considérablement évolué au
cours des vingt dernières années. Aujourd’hui, les firmes transnationales de l’eau ne sont pas
des opérateurs locaux mais sont devenues des acteurs économiques et politiques dans la
gouvernance mondiale de l’environnement. Leur vaste offre de services et l’expansion de leurs
activités sur des marchés internationaux ont largement contribué à construire une image de ces
entreprises en tant qu’acteurs-clés, à coté des autorités publiques locales. Le rôle des firmes
transnationales dans la gouvernance de l’eau ne se limite plus à la gestion des services dans des
territoires locaux spécifiques, mais comprend également la création et la diffusion de modèles
de gouvernance de l’eau à l’échelle mondiale.
Cette thèse étudie les firmes transnationales de l’eau en tant qu’acteurs actifs et puissants dans
la gouvernance de l’eau à des échelles multiples. Le pouvoir des deux plus grandes firmes de
l’eau dans le monde, les groupes français Veolia et Suez, est analysé en termes d’intérêts, de
ressources et de stratégies dans le cadre de l’« espace transnational de l’eau ». Ce concept est
utilisé pour analyser les stratégies de développement et d’adaptation de Veolia et de Suez au
Mexique et aux Etats-Unis de 1993 à 2014.
Les échelles de gouvernance de l’eau s’avèrent déterminantes pour le pouvoir des entreprises
transnationales de l’eau. Alors que Veolia et Suez créent leur pouvoir à l’échelle locale, elles
le cultivent et diffusent à l’échelle mondiale. Ce processus est toutefois conditionné à l’échelle
nationale et peut être potentiellement limité à l’échelle régionale.
Mots clés : eau, gouvernance, partenariats public-privé, firmes transnationales, Mexique,
Etats-Unis, Mexico, Aguascalientes, Atlanta, Milwaukee.
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Transnational Corporations in Water Governance
Veolia and Suez in Mexico and the United States (1993-2014)

Abstract
The involvement of the private sector in water governance has greatly evolved over the last 20
years. Private water companies have gone from being local operators to becoming economic
and political actors of global environmental governance. Their vast array of services and the
expansion of their operations in international markets have contributed to building the image
of these companies as key stakeholders alongside public authorities. The role of transnational
corporations (TNCs) in water governance is no longer limited to the provision of services in
specific local territories, but also includes the creation and diffusion of models of water
governance at the global scale.
This dissertation studies water TNCs as active and powerful actors in water governance at
multiple scales. The power of the two largest water companies worldwide, the French groups
Veolia and Suez, is analyzed in terms of interests, resources and strategies within the
framework of the “transnational space for water.” This concept is used to analyze the
development and adaptation strategies of Veolia and Suez in Mexico and the U.S. from 1993
to 2014. The study argues that scales of water governance are central to understanding the
power of water TNCs. While Veolia and Suez create their power at the local scale, they
cultivate and diffuse it at the global scale. This process, however, is conditioned at the national
scale and can be potentially limited at the regional scale.
Key words: water, governance, public-private partnerships, transnational corporations,
Mexico, United States, Mexico City, Aguascalientes, Atlanta, Milwaukee.
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Las firmas transnacionales en la gobernanza del agua
Veolia y Suez en México y Estados Unidos (1993-2014)

Resumen
La participación del sector privado en la gestión del agua ha evolucionado considerablemente
en los últimos veinte años. Hoy en día, las empresas transnacionales del agua han pasado de
ser operadores locales a actores económicos y políticos en la gobernanza ambiental mundial.
Su amplia gama de servicios y la expansión de sus actividades en mercados internacionales
han llevado a construir una imagen de estas empresas como actores clave, junto a las
autoridades locales. El papel de las empresas transnacionales del agua ya no se limita a la
prestación de servicios públicos en territorios específicos sino que también incluye la creación
y la difusión de modelos de gestión del agua a nivel internacional.
La presente tesis explora a las empresas transnacionales del agua como actores activos y
poderosos en la gobernanza del agua a partir de una perspectiva multi-escalar. El poder de las
dos compañías más grandes a nivel mundial, los grupos franceses Veolia y Suez, es analizado
en términos de intereses, recursos y estrategias en el marco del “espacio transnacional del
agua”. Este concepto es propuesto y utilizado para analizar las estrategias de desarrollo y de
adaptación de Veolia y Suez en México y en Estados Unidos de 1993 a 2014.
Al final de este trabajo se demuestra que las escalas de gobernanza del agua son determinantes
para el poder de las firmas transnacionales del agua. Mientras Veolia y Suez crean su poder en
la escala local, éste es cultivado y promovido en la escala internacional. Este proceso, sin
embargo, se encuentra condicionado por la escala nacional y puede ser potencialmente limitado
por la escala regional.
Palabras clave: agua, gobernanza, asociaciones público-privadas, firmas transnacionales,
México, Estados Unidos, ciudad de México, Aguascalientes, Atlanta, Milwaukee.
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in English, though names are provided in the original language when first mentioned in the
text. All translations from interviews or written sources are by the author.
Unless otherwise indicated, all photographs have been taken by the author. The maps in this
dissertation have been designed and created by the author using the following cartography
software programs: Philcarto, QGIS, and Adobe Illustrator.
Monetary sums in this dissertation are quoted in U.S. dollars (U.S. $), euros (€), and Mexican
pesos (M.X. $). The latter are consistently indicated in U.S. dollars as well, using exchange
rates valid in 2014. In Chapter IV, the symbol “$” refers only to U.S. dollars.
Interviews cited in the text include the name of the interviewee, the location of the interview,
and the date. A complete list of interviews conducted for this thesis can be found in the
bibliography.
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Lyonnaise des Eaux

MDSWDS

Miami-Dade Water and Sewer Department

MIG

Integral Management Improvement (Mejora Integral de Gestión)

MMSD

Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District

MNC

Multinational Corporation

MOST

Municipal Option Sales Tax

MRU

Ministry of Reconstruction and Urban Planning

MuniApp

Program for Strengthening Municipalities for the Right to Public Private
Partnerships (Fortalecimiento de Municipios para el Desarrollo de
Proyectos de Asociaciones Público-Privada)

MWW

Milwaukee Water Works

NACo

National Association of Counties

NACWA

National Association of Clean Water Agencies

NADB

North American Development Bank

NAFTA

North American Free Trade Agreement

NARUC

National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners

NAWC

National Association of Water Companies

NCPPP

National Council for Public-Private Partnerships

NGO

Non-Governmental Organization

NPDES

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

NPNPP

Non-Profit/Non-Profit Partnership

NYSE

New York Stock Exchange

O&M

Operation & Management

OECD

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development

ONEMA

National Office of Water and Aquatic Spaces (Office National de l’Eau et
des Milieux Aquatiques)
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OTV

Omnium de Traitement et de Valorisation

PAL

Federal Program for Clean Water (Programa de Agua Limpia)

PAN

National Action Party (Partido Acción Nacional).

PIAPPEM

Program to Promote Public Private Partnerships in Mexican States
(Programa para el Impulso de Asociaciones Público-Privadas en Estados
Mexicanos)

PIMOH

Plan of Water Operation Improvement (Plan Integral de Mejora de
Operación Hidráulica)

PNH

National Water Program (Programa Nacional Hídrico)

PNI

National Infrastructure Program (Programa Nacional de Infraestructura)

PPI

Private Participation in Infrastructure

PPPs

Public-Private Partnerships

PPS

Peer Performance Solutions

PRI

Institutional Revolutionary Party (Partido Revolucionario Institucional)

PRODDER

Program for the Reimbursement of Duties on Water Use and Wastewater
Discharge (Programa de Devolución de Derechos)

PROMAGUA

Water Utilities Modernization Program (Programa para la Modernización
de los Organismos Operadores de Agua)

PROME

Water Utilities Efficiency Improvement Program (Programa
Mejoramiento de Eficiencias de Organismos Operadores)

PROSANEAR

Federal Sanitation Program for Wastewater (Programa Federal de
Saneamiento de Aguas Residuales)

PROSSAPYS

Program for the Sustainability of Drinking Water and Sanitation in Rural
Communities (Programa para la Sostenibilidad de los Servicios de Agua
Potable y Saneamiento en Comunidades Rurales)

PROTAR

Federal Program for Wastewater Treatment (Programa de Tratamiento de
Aguas Residuales)

PSIRU

Public Services International Research Union

PUCs

Public Utilities Commissions

PuNPP

Public/Non-Profit Partnership

PuPs

Public-Public Partnerships

PWF

Public Works Financing

RFI

Request for Information

RFP

Request for Proposals

de
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RFQ

Request for Qualifications

RPR

Rally for the Republic (Rassemblement pour la République)

RWRD

Pima County Regional Wastewater Reclamation Department

SAASA

Servicios de Agua de Aguascalientes

SABESP

Companhia de Saneamento Basico do Estado de São Paulo

SACMEX

Water System of Mexico City (Sistema Nacional de Aguas de la Ciudad de
México)

SADE

Société Auxiliaire de Distribution d’Eau

SDWA

Safe Drinking Water Act

SEAAL

Société des Eaux et de l’Assainissement d’Alger

SEMARNAT

Secretariat of the Environment and Natural Resources (Secretaría de Medio
Ambiente y Recursos Naturales)

SENA

Suez Environnement North America

SFP

Secretariat of the Public Sector (Secretaría de la Función Pública)

SFR

Société Française du Radiotéléphone

SIEP

National Union of Drinking Water Production, Processes and Swimming
Pools (Industries Syndicat National des Industries de Production d'Eaux
Potables, de Process et de Piscines)

SITA

Société Industrielle des Transports Automobiles

SLEE

Société Lyonnaise des Eaux et de l’Éclairage

SMB

Small and Medium Business

SRH

Secretariat for Water Resources (Secretaría de Recursos Hidraúlicos)

SSOs

Sanitary Sewer Overflows

SYNABA

National Unions of Design Offices on Sanitation (Syndicat National des
Bureaux d’Études en Assainissement)

TIFIA

Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act

TNC

Transnational Corporation

UCLG

United Cities and Local Governments

UIE

National Union of Water and Environmental Industries and Enterprises of
Water (Union Nationale des Industries et Entreprises de l’Eau et de
l’Environnement)

UMPT

Union for a Popular Movement
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UNAM

National Autonomous University of Mexico (Universidad Nacional
Autónoma de México)

UNCTC

United Nations Center on Transnational Corporations

UNDP

United Nations Development Program

UNECE

United Nations Economic Commission for Europe

UNECE

United Nations Economic Commission for Europe

USG

Utility Service Group

UWM

University Wisconsin-Milwaukee

UWSA

United Water Services Atlanta

VEES

Veolia Environnement Europe Services

VIA

Veolia Innovation Accelerator

WBCSD

World Business Council for Sustainable Development

WDNR

Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources

WEF

Water Environment Federation

WEFTEC

Water Environment Federation’s Annual Technical Exhibition and
Conference

WIFIA

Water Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act

WPDES

Wisconsin Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

WRRC

Water Resources Research Center

WRRDA

Water Resources Reform and Development Act

WWC

World Water Council

WWF

World Water Forum
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Introduction

“The era of water at throwaway prices is coming to an end. […] We need to set a price
that more accurately values our most precious commodity”
Peter Brabeck-Letmathe, former CEO1 and Chairman of Nestlé, 2010.

“Veolia and public-sector employees identify areas for improvement and consider
alternate approaches. Then they work as one team...”
Antoine Frérot, CEO of Veolia Environnement, 2014.

According to the chairman of Nestlé, water should have a market value. While BrabeckLetmathe may not be the first person to express this view, the fact that he is the former CEO
and current chairman of one of the largest water transnational corporations (TNCs) in the world
raises significant questions about the role that business plays in water governance today.2
Indeed, Brabeck-Letmathe, a top business executive, is not only an active board member of
other companies such as L’Oréal, Delta and Exxon, but he also chairs global initiatives such
as the Foundation Board of the World Economic Forum and the 2030 Water Group (Nestlé
2014).
More recently, Antoine Frérot, the CEO of Veolia Environnement, has spoken of
alternate approaches to private and public collaboration in the water sector. The statement cited
above came following the conclusion of a partnership between Veolia and water authorities in
Washington D.C. in June 2014. Frérot emphasized that public and private employees would
work together as “one team,” calling into question the traditional division between the two
sectors. Moreover, such a partnership highlights the broad involvement of water businesses in
the creation of new models of water governance.

1

Chief Executive Officer (CEO).
Generally speaking, the term “transnational corporation” (TNC) will be privileged over “multinational company”
(MNC), since it better reflects the functioning of large water companies. These companies not only operate in
multiple countries, but their activities span state borders while their networks involve multiple state and non-state
actors.
2
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While Nestlé is the largest bottled water company worldwide, Veolia is ranked first in
the global market of water services. Although their services are different, both companies are
water TNCs that operate in scores of countries and have accumulated broad expertise over
time.
The statements of the CEOs of these firms reflect the presence of water TNCs in the
construction of new approaches to perceiving and governing water. Indeed, the provision of
water services in many countries around the world has traditionally been considered the
responsibility of the state. Public authorities at different scales are given the responsibility to
establish institutional and regulatory frameworks in order to manage water as a natural
resource and a public service. Though most water systems worldwide are publicly-owned and
managed, the involvement of the private sector in the provision of urban water services has
significantly grown in importance over the last 20 years.
During the 1990s, heated academic debates focused on the question of water
privatization. The World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the largest private
water companies played active roles in the international diffusion of a public-private model for
water services. While this model was presented as a “magic solution” (Marin 2009) for solving
all problems related to the ostensibly inefficient public management, some experiences resulted
in the early termination or non-renewal of contracts, as well as in the remunicipalization of
water services (Corporate Europe Observatory and Transnational Institute 2014; Hall and
Lobina 2013; Hoedeman et al. 2012; Poupeau 2010).
Since then, a large body of literature focusing on the so-called “public-private” debate
has emerged. The main question of this debate revolves around whether private management
models of water services are economically more efficient than those managed by the public
sector. While some studies have favored an economic approach (Bel and Warner 2008; The
World Bank, PPIAF 2006; Megginson and Netter 2001; Vickers and Yarrow 1991), others
have focused on the social and political implications of water privatization (Fournier 2014; F.
Brenner 2012; Blanc and Botton 2011; Schneier-Madanes 2010; Hall, Lobina and Corral 2010;
Castro 2006; Schneier-Madanes and De Gouvello 2003; De Gouvello and Fournier 2002;
Jaglin 2001; Fournier 2001; Coing, Montano, and Schneier 1989).
Situating itself within the academic debate on water governance, this dissertation focuses
on the role played by water TNCs in the current transformations of the water sector. More
particularly, this study analyzes the development and adaptation strategies of the two largest
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water companies in the world, the French groups Veolia Environnement and Suez
Environnement,3 in Mexico and the U.S. from 1993 until present day.

The Challenge of Studying Water Business from an Academic
Perspective
The study of business in academic research has frequently revolved around multiple
antagonisms: public vs. private, local vs. global, autonomous vs. state-controlled. These
approaches reflect a state-centric view that does not sufficiently consider the role played by
non-state actors, especially given the economic and political power wielded by transnational
business actors today.
In the mid-1970s businesses started to be considered important actors in trade exchanges,
and gained importance not only in the academic literature but also in conferences and
publications of international organizations (Finger and Allouche 2002). Business as an object
of study was first approached from an economic perspective (Michael Porter 1985; Jensen and
Meckling 1976; Hymer 1976, 1970; Vernon 1977, 1971) and later reached the disciplines of
International Relations and political science.4 Over time, the increasing presence of business
actors in regional and global arenas led to a general perception of TNCs as “global political
actors” (Goldmann and Sjöstedt 1979 cited in Uhlin 1988). A vast body of academic literature
on business emerged, focusing on its power (Wilks 2013; Woll 2007a; Fuchs 2007; Strange
1996; Strange 1992; Uhlin 1988; Dahl 1984; Goldmann and Sjöstedt 1979), its private
authority (Ougaard and Leander 2010; Cutler, Haufler, and Porter 1999) and its capacity to
establish transnational networks (Sklair 2002, 1998; Yeung 1998).
The water sector illustrates the clear rise of TNCs as not only economic but also political
actors. Furthermore, numerous and different types of private firms operate within this sector.
While several companies provide water services in urban areas, others are specialized in water
infrastructure engineering and technological equipment. Along with the distinct range of
services they offer, private water companies differ in terms of size, capital resources, domains
of specialization and technological advances.

3

Or simply Veolia and Suez.
In this dissertation, the usage of capital letters in the term “International Relations” refers to the academic
discipline, in opposition to “international relations” in general.
4
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This study focuses on the operations of Veolia and Suez. Today, these two French groups
respectively hold first and second place worldwide in the provision of water services. Their
services are broad and diversified, ranging from the provision of multiple water services in
urban areas and the development of technological solutions to the management of water
infrastructure. More recent fields of operation include the creation of water equipment
(intelligent water meters, water purification technologies), the provision of consulting services
(baseline surveys, impact and risk assessment services), and the direct management of water
resources (aquifer storage and recovery, groundwater monitoring services). Furthermore,
Veolia and Suez have recently adopted an “environmental approach” with the goal of replacing
their prior sectorial perspective with the broader notion of a “circular economy” (Veolia
Environnement 2014; Suez Environnement 2012a). In this manner, the French groups no
longer portray themselves as simple water companies but as “creators of environmental
solutions.”
The development of this broad offer of services has been accompanied by the geographic
diversification of their activities. Following a concentration of operations in Western European
countries during the 1980s, these companies extended their activities to a large number of cities
in developing countries during the 1990s. After 20 years of public-private partnership (PPP)
experiences around the world, Veolia and Suez are now refocusing their operations on “highpotential regions” (Suez Environnement 2013a), which are characterized by rapid economic
growth and political stability.
As the largest water services companies worldwide, Veolia and Suez represent key
objects of study for analyzing the evolution of water governance since the early 1990s. On the
one hand, they have survived the multiple transformations of the sector and remained at the top
of the field of water TNCs. The diversity of local contexts within which they operate (in terms
of water challenges, institutional frameworks and governance structures) highlights their strong
adaptation capacity. On the other hand, their active involvement in water and environmental
global platforms shows their capacity to move between different scales of water governance.
Debates on water TNCs –in particular normative ones– tend to reveal Manichean
perspectives. Large water companies are seen as either quasi-autonomous actors whose
ultimate goal is to maximize their profit at the expense of the public or as a magic solution that
is able to solve any and all problems regarding water services. Indeed, much of the literature
on the topic has a pronounced activist or journalistic slant (Barlow 2008; Snitow, Kaufman,
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and Fox 2008; Lenglet and Touly 2006; Olivera and Lewis 2004; The International Consortium
of Investigative Journalists 2003; Barlow and Clarke 2003; Shiva 2002), while only a few
scholars have addressed the topic from an academic perspective (Finger and Allouche 2002;
Guérin-Schneider and Lorrain 2003). Furthermore, scholarly research on Veolia and Suez
remains limited to authors familiar with the French context (Pezon 2011; Bauby 2010; Lorrain
2005a; Jacquot 2002; Assens 2002; Assens, Baroncelli, and Froehlicher 2002; Trancart and
Pflieger 2001).
While taking into consideration the literature mentioned above, this dissertation seeks to
contribute to the academic debate on water governance in three ways: first, by producing an up
to date study of the operations of water TNCs. This constitutes an indispensable first step, given
the rapid pace at which the role of business in water governance has changed and continues to
evolve. Second, by focusing on water business as the central object of study and developing a
perspective that leaves behind the simplistic dichotomy of the public-private debate. Third, by
promoting dialogue between recent approaches in French and English-language scholarly
literature, in particular concerning the operations of Veolia and Suez worldwide.

Water PPPs in Mexico and the U.S.
The choice of working on the operations of Veolia and Suez in the U.S. and Mexico stems from
an interest in understanding how leading water TNCs have succeeded in adapting their services
to different local contexts and within different frameworks. This scholarly interest has grown
over the years, starting with my academic background in International Relations and my first
professional experience in the organization of the 4th World Water Forum in 2006, which led
me to explore the field of international water cooperation as an initial research interest. The
identification of business as a key actor in water governance drove me then to study the role of
Veolia and Suez in the provision of water services in the cities of Mexico and Paris in my
master’s thesis. The study of the remunicipalization of Parisian water services and the renewal
of four PPP contracts in Mexico City allowed me to identify the main arguments raised by local
authorities in the adoption of a public-private model of water services. Moreover, my analysis
of both cases of PPP contracts enabled me to develop an initial panorama of the transnational
networks established among actors involved in the provision of water services.
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The field work carried out for this study and my personal involvement in all stages of
preparing and organizing an international water conference have provided me with a solid
foundation regarding the functioning of Veolia and Suez at the local and global scales. This
doctoral thesis builds on my prior experience, and focuses on the operations and adaptation
strategies of Veolia and Suez in the U.S. and Mexico from 1993 to 2014, with the goal of better
contributing to the academic literature on how water TNCs exercise their power as
transnational actors while operating in local territories.
The selection of these two countries has largely been motivated by the dynamism of their
water services markets, the historic and diversified presence of Veolia and Suez in both
countries, and the possibility of analyzing private water participation within two countries that
are usually considered as opposed to one another in terms of the “Global North” and “Global
South,” or “developed” and “developing countries.” Furthermore, the number of academic
studies that present an updated analysis on the development of water PPPs in both countries
remain limited.
From a general perspective, scholarly research on the development of water PPPs in
Mexico is more developed than in the case of the U.S. Academic literature on private water
participation in Mexico ranges from studies with a national perspective (Kauffman 2012;
CONAGUA 2010; Contreras 2008; Delpierre 2008; Barkin and Kloster 2006; Tortajada and
Biswas 2004; Fournier 2003; Pineda 1999) to specific case studies. For the purposes of this
dissertation, literature focusing on the cases of Mexico City (Pierce 2012; Marañón 2005;
Benítez-Eslava 2005; Martínez 2002; Saade Hazin 2001; Haggarty, Brook, and Zuluaga 2001)
and Aguascalientes (Caldera 2006; 2008; Torregrosa et al. 2003) has proven to be particularly
instructive.
Regarding the U.S., the study of water PPPs has been taken up by a smaller number of
scholarly contributions (Arnold 2012; Solomon 2011; Melosi 2011; Snitow, Kaufman, and Fox
2008; National Research Council 2002; Beecher, Dresse, and Stanford 1995), while the subject
is also treated in business magazines such as Public Works Financing and Global Water
Intelligence.
While such literature constitutes a starting point, this dissertation aims to provide more
recent information on the current trends of private water participation in both countries through
the extensive use of primary sources, especially qualitative interviews and official company
documents (for more on these sources, see below).
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Research Questions and Hypothesis
Up to this point, two main aspects have been highlighted. On the one hand, the global water
sector has experienced transformations, in terms of actors and models of governance. On the
other hand, water TNCs have become key actors in the construction and diffusion of these
models at the global scale, while remaining providers of water services at the local scale.
Taking into account these aspects, the main question addressed in this dissertation is as follows:
How have transnational water corporations contributed to the evolution of models of water
governance over the last 20 years?
In my approach to answering this question, I identify the major trends of private water
participation, in terms of services, business models and geographic locations. Moreover, the
study of the current operations of Veolia and Suez permits a broader analysis of the current
role of water TNCs in the governance of water services. How and where do they operate?
Which strategies do water TNCs deploy and at which scales? Does water business continue to
represent a powerful actor in water governance today?
This dissertation proceeds based on two main hypotheses.
The first posits that the number of state and non-state actors involved in the governance
of water services has increased since the early 1990s. The private sector has emerged as one
of the most active and powerful actors in the construction and diffusion of new models of water
governance.
The second hypothesis assumes that, as the two largest water TNCs worldwide, Veolia
and Suez implement adaptation strategies at different scales of water governance, especially
the global and local scales. As a result, the national and regional scales are considered to be of
relatively low importance in determining the operations and strategies of both companies.

Water as a Territory of Ambiguity: Between the Local and the
Global
Taking water as an object of study has inevitably led to analyzing the convergences between
the fields of social and natural sciences. The multiple perspectives from which water can be
studied are as vast as the number of actors involved and the types of dynamics resulting from
water governance and its uses.
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This dissertation focuses on the private provision of water services, which are
distinguished from water as an open-access natural resource (superficial water bodies) and
water as an economic good (bottled water). Generally speaking, water services can be defined
as services that involve economic costs to cover investments in water infrastructure,
technology, and qualified human resources (Grigg 1986). While Veolia and Suez initially
concentrated their offer of services on drinking water supply in urban areas, these companies
now provide a large diversity of services and technologies in the environmental field.
The provision of water services takes place within spaces that are territorially limited
and, as a result, factors related to water quantity, water quality and water infrastructure remain
essential. Conversely, leading water companies mobilize resources and implement strategies
within spaces that cannot always be situated at one single spatial scale. These firms develop
their competitive advantages by operating in multiple cities and “transnationalizing” their
know-how beyond and across spatial scales and temporality frameworks. In order to analyze
the convergence between actors and scales of water governance, this study uses an
interdisciplinary approach.
Starting with literature from the fields of political economy and strategic management,
concepts from the disciplines of International Relations and geography are at the center of the
theoretical framework presented in this study. Overall, the provision of water services is
perceived as a local matter, considering the territorial aspect of the natural resource. Indeed,
the study of water from a spatial perspective has been addressed most thoroughly in the
academic discipline of geography. The approaches proposed are multiple and range from
naturalistic notions that define the relationships between water and territory (SchneierMadanes 2014, 3) to the creation of water territories understood in terms of social interactions.
A large body of literature treating the convergence between water and space has been
produced in France, particularly in the fields of urban and social geography. While a significant
number of scholars have analyzed the impact of water on the creation and fragmentation of
urban territories (Jaglin 2010; Deroubaix et al. 2010; Dorier-Apprill 2006; Schneier-Madanes
2003), others have focused on the study of inequalities in water access as the result of social
struggles within a geographic space (Baron and Belarbi 2010; Fournier 2010; 2001; Zérah
2010; Poupeau 2009; Botton 2007). Furthermore, these approaches have been enriched by
studies addressing the impact of networked water infrastructure on the re-organization of space
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(Féré and Scherrer 2010; Lorrain 2005b; Coutard, Hanley, and Zimmerman 2005; Coutard
1999).
While the study of water in geography generally emphasizes the territorial aspect of the
resource, in International Relations water has been considered a state matter. Three main
research axes have characterized the academic debate on water within this discipline.
The first considers the frequent association between water resources and security. From
a traditional perspective in geopolitics and International Relations, states, considered the most
important units of the international system, interact in a world of anarchy and conflict (Waltz
1959; Morgenthau 1955; Bowman 1921; Mackinder Halford 1904). Consequently, the
ownership and use of water resources represent strategic instruments of state power.
The second research area focuses on the study of water and international environmental
sustainability. Indeed, while the military and economic aspects of the control of water resources
have been largely addressed in the literature, the “environmental” approach has attracted
increasing scholarly interest in recent years. Accordingly, water research has shifted beyond
the study of potential “water wars” in the 1980s and 1990s (Lasserre 2009; Galland 2008) to
the impact of global climate change on water landscapes and environmental sustainability
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2014; UNESCO UN-WATER 2012; SchneierMadanes and Courel 2010; Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2008; Le Prestre
2005).
The third research area refers to the question of the management of transboundary waters.
Due to the recognition that “formal political power is territorially bounded, while […] water
systems are not” (Hagen et. al. 2011, 6), the management of international river basins and
transboundary aquifers has become a main concern in academic research and international
cooperation (UNESCO-IHP 2013; Varady et al. 2013; Rodríguez 2013; Marina 2012; Molle
2009; Maganda 2008; Ghiotti 2007; Petit 2003). The management of transnational waters has
usually entailed the study of mechanisms of international cooperation and the adoption of legal
frameworks for water resource allocation and interstate dispute resolution.
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The Transnational Space for Water: Building a Conceptual
Framework for Understanding the Globalization of Water Governance
By the early 1990s, water had become a “globalized” question (Schneier-Madanes 2014) in
terms of actors and scales. Not only has water evolved from being a local state matter to
becoming a crucial issue in regional and global environmental summits, but the number of
actors involved in water debates has increased and diversified.
This study focuses on water business from a multi-scale perspective. In order to explore
the role of water TNCs in water governance, the concept of the “transnational space for water”
is proposed as the basis of the theoretical perspective adopted in this dissertation. I define the
transnational space for water as the space in which state and non-state actors involved in the
management of water resources and services establish multi-scale networks according to their
interests via resource mobilization and adopting diversified strategies.
The proposed concept is inspired by the works of French and Anglo-American scholars
who have explored the concept of space from a geographic, social and political perspective
(Harvey 2006; Lefebvre 2000; Soja 1971). Of particular note is David Harvey’s “relational
space,” which he defines as the space “contained in objects in the sense that an object can be
said to exist only insofar as it contains and represents within itself relationships to other
objects” (Harvey 1973, 13), and which provides a useful approach for the theoretical concept
introduced here. For Harvey, space and time cannot be dissociated since the relationship
between both notions “implies the idea of internal relations [meaning that] external influences
get internalized in specific process or things though time” (Harvey 2006, 123–124). In the
transnational space for water, Harvey’s “objects” correspond to the actors involved in the
management of water resources and services. The relationships between objects refer to the
interactions and networks between actors, which define the limits of the space itself.
Within the transnational space for water, four main categories of actors are identified: 1)
states and governmental sub-units, 2) firms and other private entities that are financially linked
to business, 3) societal actors, and 4) international organizations. This space is conceived as an
“abstract” framework within which all these actors interact (through any type of formal or
informal links established generally between two actors and with a limited scope) and establish
networks (set of relationships between at least three or more actors, which exchange resources
in order to obtain specific gains).
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The approach adopted in this study seeks to understand the transnational space for water
in terms of networks, and stems largely from the academic literature on the role of non-state
actors in global governance. While certain scholars have analyzed the development of
“transnational advocacy networks” (Keck and Sikkink 1998; Rodrigues 2004) by nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), others have focused on the creation of “epistemic
communities” (P. Haas 1992) and “expert networks” (Conca 2006).
In this dissertation, water governance is understood as an ongoing process through which
state and non-state actors govern water “with and through networks” (Rhodes 2007, 1246). The
high interdependence of all members participating in the process entails the need to exchange
resources and negotiate shared interests. Water governance is strongly connected to the concept
of the transnational space for water. While the first term describes the process through which
actors interact and establish networks, the second term refers to the space within which this
process takes place.
Water TNCs are perceived as active and powerful actors within the transnational space
for water since they have the capacity to “drive networks and make things happen” (Dicken et
al. 2001). Power is seen more as the capacity to exercise through practice rather than as a
position within a network. The power of water TNCs is analyzed in terms of interests (specific
goals determined by a firm), resources (basic units that confer market power) and strategies
(the conformity between a firm’s interests, resources and the surrounding opportunities and
risks) (Allen 2003; Michael Porter 1990, 1985, 1980; Grant 1991; Hofer and Schendel 1978).

1) From an Abstract Space to Scales of Water Governance
The involvement of TNCs in water governance has led to the redefinition of the scales at which
they operate and exercise their power. The complexity surrounding the over-lapping and crisscrossing of scales as viewed from geographic, political, social or organizational perspectives
has been largely addressed in academic research (Ghorra-Gobin 2012; Luke 2009; Velut and
Ghorra-Gobin 2006 ; Swyngedouw 2004; N. Brenner 2004; Herod and Wright 2002; Dicken
et al. 2001; Badie 1995; Brunet, Ferras, and Théry 1994; N. Smith 1992; Cox 1998). The
emergence of terms such as “scale jumping,” (N. Smith 1992) (télescopage des échelles in
French); “glocalisation” (Robertson 1992; Sassen 1991), and “orbialisation” (Grison 2000)
indicates the difficulty of situating actors and dynamics within space.
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In this study, scales are understood as the spatial scales at which water governance takes
place (local, national, regional and global).5 Scales of water governance are differentiated from
political-administrative levels, which may correspond to spatial scales but vary from one
country to another (municipal, metropolitan, regional, state, federal, etc.).
The transnational space for water is conceived as an abstract space that can be manifested
at the global, regional and national scales and territorialized at the local scale. The local scale
represents an arena of singular importance, because it is the site at which the interplay of water
TNCs, local public authorities and institutional frameworks is confronted with the geographic
realities of water resources and the creation of territories via water infrastructure. I call this
moment of coalescence the territorialization of the transnational space for water (rather than
manifestation), meaning that the dynamics of this transnational space can be reproduced on a
local scale, while taking into consideration the geographic specificities of each local site. In
order to analyze these processes, this dissertation proposes to take into consideration three
main variables: 1) the territorial embeddedness of water (applied only at the local scale), 2) the
regulatory and institutional framework of each scale, and 3) the power of water TNCs (see
Figure 1).

5

Scales of water governance are based on a geographic vision of the world. While there is no universal vision, in
this dissertation the local scale refers to the governance of water within territories that do not span national borders;
the national scale refers to the governance of water within a country; the regional scale refers to the governance
of water within the limits of regional blocs; and the global scale refers to the issues of water governance that spans
the entire world. “Global” is favored over other terms that have been used in geography (world, planet,
international), since it refers better to a set of elements or a system (Brunet, Ferras, and Théry 1994, 242) as well
as to the idea of “connectivity” between different actors in the world system (Ghorra-Gobin 2012, 502).
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Figure 1 “The Transnational Space for Water at Different Scales of
Water Governance”

Scales of Water
Governance

Global (world)
Regional (regional blocs)

Manifestation

National (country)
Local (below country)
Territorialization

Source: elaborated by author.

Analyzing the Power of Water TNCs at Different Scales: Selection
of Case Studies
As mentioned above, the power of water TNCs is one of the elements analyzed in this
dissertation to understand how the transnational space for water can be manifested or
territorialized at different scales of water governance. In order to explore how water TNCs
exercise their power at these scales, this study analyzes the operations of Veolia and Suez in
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four cities: Aguascalientes and Mexico City (Mexico) as well as Atlanta and Milwaukee (U.S.)
(see Map 1).
The study is delimited from 1993 to 2014. While some aspects of the public-private
debate that emerged during the 1990s are addressed from a historical perspective, this
dissertation focuses on current trends of private water participation. The point of departure is
1993, which corresponds to the year that two of the four aforementioned PPP contracts were
signed.

Map 1 “Delimitation of Case Studies: Countries and PPP Contracts in Four
Cities”

1) Selection of Countries
The analysis of the operations of Veolia and Suez in terms of countries is essential to
understanding how the transnational space for water is manifested at the regional and national
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scales. Furthermore, this approach enables the exploration of how dynamics at these scales
have an influence on the power of water TNCs.
The choice of Mexico and the U.S. as case studies responds to several considerations: 1)
there is a significant presence of Veolia and Suez, 2) both countries offer a large diversity of
cases, 3) they are considered target countries and growing markets by the companies
themselves, 4) both countries are part of the North American region, and 5) their water services
and institutional and regulatory frameworks exhibit significant differences. Each of these
elements is explained in the following paragraphs.
First, though the two French groups have been operating in both countries for a number
of decades, their development in both countries truly began in the 1990s. Consequently, the
geographic delimitation presented here permits a comparative analysis of the development and
adaptation strategies of these companies during the same time period.
Second, a number of cities in Mexico and the U.S. have established water PPPs with
Veolia and Suez. While the French groups have limited their operations to only one or two
cities in certain countries, Mexico and the U.S. both offer a large diversity of cases.
Furthermore, these partnerships have involved different types of contractual arrangements and
local contexts, providing additional depth for the analysis of the strategies of Veolia and Suez.
Third, Mexico and the U.S. are considered growing markets by both companies. This
reflects an important development: namely, that the involvement of the private sector in the
provision of water services had undergone a fundamental shift during the decade since they
truly entered the North American market. While private water participation was initially
concentrated in countries such as France and the United Kingdom in the 1980s, it expanded to
a large number of countries during the 1990s. Over time, some of these cases resulted in the
early termination of contracts and the remunicipalization of water services. The well-known
cases of Suez in Buenos Aires (Botton 2007; Schneier-Madanes 2005) and Cochabamba
(Olivera and Lewis 2004), as well as the 2010 financial crisis of Veolia, have largely
contributed to the redefinition of their strategies and geographic orientations. For both
companies, Mexico and the U.S. represent large markets with the potential for substantial
growth in the future.
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Fourth, Mexico and the U.S. are part of the North American region.6 As a Mexican,
studying the current trends of private water participation in this region seemed a relatively
straightforward choice to me. On the one hand, I am deeply concerned by and interested in the
water and environmental challenges faced by my country. On the other hand, the dynamism of
the U.S. water sector, the current development of water PPPs in the country and the fact that it
has yet to attract significant academic attention represent factors that elicited a high degree of
scholarly interest for me. Canada has been excluded from this study for the simple reason that
the presence of Veolia and Suez in this country is both limited and underdeveloped.
Furthermore, given the geographic challenges imposed by the two countries already under
consideration, conducting field work in a third country would not have been possible in terms
of financial resources and time.
Fifth, despite the geographic proximity between Mexico and the U.S., the characteristics
of water services in both countries, as well as their institutional and regulatory frameworks,
exhibit a number of differences. Mexico faces important challenges related to the quality and
quantity of water, as well as the frequency and types of access to drinking water supply. Even
though the institutional and regulatory water framework stipulates the autonomy and operating
capacity of public utilities, the federal government retains control over funding sources and
water policies. In the case of the U.S., the main water challenges for the future are related to
its aging water system infrastructure and its capacity to treat wastewater. Moreover, increasing
water infrastructure needs have created a growing funding gap, especially after the economic
recession of 2008. Finally, in contrast to Mexico, U.S. states and local governments have a
broader degree of financial and administrative autonomy.
These differences do not invalidate the selection of my case studies. Quite to the contrary,
it is precisely these differences that permit the comparative analysis of Suez and Veolia’s
strategies in different contexts. The characteristics of the U.S. and Mexican water sectors
respond to the kind of markets that both French groups currently target in order to expand their
operations in terms of new services, tailor-made business models and “innovative”
technologies. At the same time, operating in different geographic areas forces transnational

6

While the delimitation of a region may vary in terms of economic and trade flows, historical and linguistic
similarities or styles of business management, in this dissertation, the region of North America corresponds to
Canada, the U.S. and Mexico.
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water companies to understand how water is managed in each specific context, and which
public and private actors are involved.

2) Selection of PPP contracts
In this dissertation, the PPP experiences of the cities of Aguascalientes and Mexico City were
chosen as the Mexican case studies since they represent the oldest PPP experiences in the
country and involve two different types of contracts (concession in the case of Aguascalientes
and a service contract in the case of Mexico City). Indeed, the historical involvement of Veolia
and Suez in these cities allows the analysis of the evolution of private water participation over
time. Furthermore, the fact that both cities face different water challenges and that their
structures of governance differ in terms of actors and institutional frameworks highlights the
diversity of local contexts to which Veolia and Suez have succeeded in adapting their
operations.
In the case of the U.S., the PPP experiences of the cities of Atlanta and Milwaukee were
selected on the basis of the characteristics of the cities and the contracts. A first aspect includes
to the fact that both cities are part of an evolving and dynamic U.S. water services market in
terms of contracts and competition. A second element focuses on the premise that, although
the same federal institutional and regulatory framework applies in both cases, the water
challenges and potential benefits of adopting a public-private management model in each city
are largely different.
The third aspect refers to the distinct characteristics of the PPP contracts. While in
Atlanta, Suez was responsible for the management of the city’s drinking water system, in
Milwaukee, Veolia operates the regional wastewater system. Studying PPP contracts that cover
different water subsectors (drinking water and wastewater) is essential to developing a
comprehensive understanding of the power of water TNCs. Indeed, these two subsectors entail
different challenges in terms of expertise, investment, human resources and technical
performance, and are also perceived differently by public opinion and elected decision-makers.
Fourth, the experiences of Atlanta and Milwaukee offer two different scenarios in terms
of outcomes. While the case of Atlanta has been considered the largest “failed” PPP experience
in the U.S., particularly by opponents of water privatization, the case of Milwaukee is presented
as a “successful” partnership by both the private contractor and local authorities. The selection
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of these case studies presupposes that PPPs can lead to diverse results. As a consequence, these
cases also raise the question of whether the failure or success of a PPP depends on the
characteristics of the local context, the actors involved or the experience of businesses in the
field.
Fifth, both contracts offer a pertinent framework in terms of temporality. While the city
of Atlanta awarded its PPP contract in 1998, the contract in Milwaukee was signed ten years
later in 2008. The 10-year gap between both contracts makes it possible to conduct a historical
analysis exploring the evolution of the strategies of Veolia and Suez in the water sector.
The aforementioned case studies all share the similarity of offering a large diversity of
local contexts that contribute to my analysis of water TNCs in different ways. The Mexican
cases are presented in Chapter III as prime exemples of the influence that national dynamics
can have on the development of Veolia and Suez. The establishment of these two contracts in
the early 1990s reflects the preeminent role of the central state in public policy-making and the
promotion of water PPPs. By focusing on these cases, I seek to demonstrate Suez and Veolia’s
adaptation strategies in a less favorable national environment.
The Mexican experiences of Aguascalientes and Mexico City are pertinent for an analysis
of how the overall framework constrains the development of Veolia and Suez at the national
scale. Nevertheless, this dissertation focuses in particular on the U.S. cases of Atlanta and
Milwaukee, which are studied in greater depth in order to analyze the strategies implemented
by the French groups at the local scale. Indeed, these latter two cases are ideal for an in-depth
examination of local dynamics, including the interplay between private actors and public
authorities, and the fundamental importance of geographic and territorial considerations.

Favoring a Qualitative Approach: Primary and Secondary Sources
This dissertation favors a qualitative approach that relies in large part on primary sources. By
building on the information and contacts gained from my previous study on the PPP
experiences of Mexico City and Paris, I have sought to go into greater depth and contribute to
the academic literature by providing up to date data on the current operations of Veolia and
Suez.
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The first step has been to analyze the current offer of services, business models and
geographic locations of both groups. In order to do so, the annual reports, sustainability reports,
corporate magazines and press releases of Veolia and Suez have been extensively studied.
Since most of these documents have been made accessible online, it is been imperative to
attentively following all developments on both companies’ network of corporate websites.
The second step consisted in the selection of case studies. Mexico and the U.S. were
chosen following the identification of both countries as high potential areas for the growth and
development of Veolia and Suez. Furthermore, an evaluation of the feasibility of conducting
field work in these countries, whether in terms of time and financial resources, was a key
element in the final selection of case studies.
The field work for this dissertation was carried out in the U.S., Mexico and France
between 2009 and 2014. Being based in Paris aided enormously in the realization of this study,
considering that both Suez and Veolia are headquartered in the French capital. I was able to
interview corporate executives of both firms, as well as follow the evolution of both companies
within the French context. Moreover, I was able to attend several events and conferences,
during which I was able to speak directly with a number of major actors of the global water
sector.
The field work in the U.S. and Mexico was divided into two research visits, both of
which lasted a total of 7 months. Staying for an extended period of time in each country
provided me with numerous opportunities so as to obtain a broader picture of the private water
companies that currently lead the water services market at the national level, as well as develop
an in-depth understanding of the functioning and regulation of water services.
The research visit to the U.S. was carried out from September 2010 to March 2011.
During the first six months, I was received as a visiting scholar in the Joint International
Research Unit 3157 “Water, Environment and Public Policy” established between the Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) and the University of Arizona. My stay was
supported by the Partners University Fund Program “Water, Environment and Urban
Development: US and EU Case Studies” (2009-2012). Within the framework of this program,
I was able to elaborate a report on a PPP wastewater project in Pima County, Arizona, which
allowed me to conduct interviews with representatives of water firms and local authorities, as
well as perform field visits.
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My stay in the U.S. was enriched by academic exchanges with Dr. Robert Varady and
Dr. Christopher Scott of the Udall Center for Studies in Public Policy, Dr. Sharon Megdal of
the Water Resources Research Center (WRRC) and Dr. Carl Bauer of the School of Geography
and Development at the University of Arizona. Discussions with other M.A. and Ph.D.
students within the Water Resources and Policy Group of Dr. Scott and in the doctoral seminar
“Comparative and International Water Policy” of Dr. Bauer contributed further to my
understanding of the institutional and legal framework of water management in the United
States.
During the first six months in the U.S., I also had the opportunity to attend two national
water events that focused largely on the question of private participation in the United States.
The first was the conference “The Future of Water Partnerships in the West,” organized by the
National Council for Public-Private Partnerships (NCPPP) on 28 September 2010 in Phoenix,
Arizona. The second event was the 113th Annual Conference of the National Association of
Water Companies (NAWC), which was organized from 10-13 October 2010 in Tucson,
Arizona. Attending these conferences helped me complete a monograph on the U.S. private
water sector and identify the questions that currently lead the debate on water PPPs.
Furthermore, initial exchanges with executives of Veolia and Suez in the U.S. during this time
period contributed to my decision to choose the PPP experiences of the cities of Atlanta and
Milwaukee as the main case studies.
In May 2011, I traveled to Atlanta, Milwaukee and Washington D.C. with the goal of
conducting interviews and gathering the documents necessary for the analysis of the case
studies. For Atlanta, I identified key actors involved in the establishment of the PPP contract
in 1998 and was provided by these individuals with further contacts and sources of
information. In addition to meeting with local water authorities and executive managers of
Suez-United Water, I was able to carry out a 3-hour interview with a former corporate political
consultant who was directly involved in the implementation of lobbying strategies during the
contract’s bidding process.
In the case of Milwaukee, I conducted interviews with representatives of local water
authorities and executive managers of Veolia Water Milwaukee. Furthermore, I met with other
actors who had an impact on how water is perceived and managed at the local scale, such as
the managers of the Milwaukee Water Council and the executive director of the American
Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees of the Milwaukee area.
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Finally, a last set of interviews was conducted in Washington D.C. with the goal of
obtaining a broader vision of the perception of water PPPs by actors active at the national scale,
as well as by international organizations. The field work in the U.S. capital included interviews
with senior policy analysts of the World Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank
(IDB), representatives of the NAWC and the National Association of Clean Water Agencies
(NACWA), an analyst of the NGO Food and Water Watch and lobbyists from the public and
the private sectors.
My research stay in Mexico took place between September 2011 and March 2012. As in
the case of the U.S., I was received as a visiting scholar at an academic institution, the Centro
de Estudios Demográficos, Urbanos y Ambientales (CEDUA) of the Colegio de México in
Mexico City, which helped in facilitating contact with corporate executives and decisionmakers. The field work carried out in Mexico also benefited from my prior professional
experience in the Secretariat of the 4th World Water Forum at the Comisión Nacional del Agua
(CONAGUA) in 2006 and the contacts that I still maintain with former colleagues.
At the beginning, my time spent in Mexico was dedicated to reviewing academic
literature and media sources on private water participation. Subsequently, I met with scholars
from different disciplines who have a large degree of experience on the topic. Exchanges with
Dr. Vicente Ugalde, Dr. Judith Domínguez, Dr. Carlos Alba, Dr. Luis Aboites and Dr. Sergio
Puente from the Colegio de México were particularly valuable in furthering my understanding
of water management, environmental legislation and the role of entrepreneurs in the political
life of the country.
Attending the 25th Convention of the Asociación Nacional de Empresas de Agua y
Saneamiento (ANEAS) from 24 to 28 October 2011 in San Luis Potosi allowed me to conduct
interviews with representatives of different private companies operating in the Mexican water
services market. Furthermore, this event provided me with the opportunity to speak with
representatives of different entities working at the national scale, such as the Water
Environment Federation, the National Federation of Municipalities, as well as water specialists
and consultants.
After attending this conference, the PPP experiences of Mexico City and Aguascalientes
were selected as the case studies for this dissertation. Based in Mexico City, I extended my
network of contacts to municipal officials and other public authorities, which enabled me to
gather invaluable information concerning both the national and the municipal contexts. I was
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able to meet with executive managers of the Mexican subsidiaries of Veolia (Proactiva) and
Suez (Bal-Ondeo), the executive director of the Sistema Nacional de Aguas de la Ciudad de
México (SACMEX) and representatives from CONAGUA and the Coalición de
Organizaciones Mexicanas por el Derecho al Agua (COMDA). The exchanges with Dr.
Arsenio González, Dr. Boris Marañón and Dr. Manuel Perló from the Universidad Nacional
Autónoma de México (UNAM) greatly enriched my comprehension of the water challenges
faced by Mexico City. Finally, I also conducted field visits to the Cutzamala system, a large
engineering system that constitutes one of the main water suppliers to Mexico City and its
metropolitan area. All these encounters permitted me to broaden my vision of the role played
by public, private and social actors in the governance of water services.
In the case of Aguascalientes, I met with key local actors who had participated in the
establishment of the PPP contract in 1993, including the governor of the state of
Aguascalientes at the time. I also interviewed representatives of the local government,
including the mayor of the city and managers from Veolia’s subsidiary in Aguascalientes
(Proactiva CAASA). Meetings with scholars and a representative of the NGO Conciencia
Ecológica were also part of the activities carried out during my stay. Finally, I was able to visit
a wastewater treatment facility and take a guided tour of the city, focusing on its water and
urban planning challenges. The director of social communication of Proactiva Aguascalientes,
Arturo Macias, was of great help in contacting several of these actors and arranging the
meetings.
The challenge of producing an up to date study on water PPPs led me to extend my field
work during 2012. I attended the 6th World Water Forum in Marseille, France, with the goal
of identifying the key trends of private water participation at the global scale. Furthermore, I
was able to meet with representatives of local authorities, private companies, consultants at
international organizations, and NGOs from multiple countries. Thanks to my experience
researching the 5th World Water Forum in Istanbul for my master’s thesis, and my direct
participation in the organization of the 4th World Water Forum in Mexico D.F., I was wellprepared to employ participant-observation techniques during the forum, as well as establish
contacts and interview private and public actors in attendance.
The second element of the field work that I carried out in 2012 involved three subsequent
research visits to Mexico City as part of the project “Governance on Essential Urban Services
within the Metropolitan Area of Mexico,” coordinated by Dr. Catherine Paquette of the Institut
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pour la Recherche et le Développement (IRD). My participation in this project later took the
form of a contribution to the “Third Report of the Global Observatory on Local Democracy
and Decentralization (GOLD III)” of United Cities and Local Governments (UCLG).
A total of 106 interviews were conducted during the course of this doctoral thesis. They
lasted between one and three hours, and were recorded and transcribed. In some cases my
interlocutors asked to remain anonymous, which I have respected by not divulging their names
in this study. The interviews were conducted in English, French, and Spanish, and all passages
cited in this dissertation are of my own translation. Meetings took place in both formal and
informal locations, from the corporate headquarters of both Veolia and Suez to water facilities,
cafés and restaurants.
The individuals with whom I conducted interviews were chosen for their knowledge of
Veolia and Suez’s operations, their personal expertise concerning water services in Mexico
and the U.S., or their direct experience as actors involved in the establishment of PPP contracts.
Questions were focused on general themes regarding private water participation, as well as
specific details corresponding to each individual’s background and experience (a sample
questionnaire can be found in Annex 1). The decision to employ semi-directive interviewing
techniques as a methodological tool resulted from the primary goal of gathering a substantial
amount of comparable data from the different actors active in the water sector, though not at
the expense of cutting short conversations on subjects that subsequently provided me with
original perspectives or unexpected information.
In each case study, my interviewees correspond to a set of theoretical categories of actors
that I had elaborated in advance. For instance, in each case of a PPP contract, I classify actors
into either “state” or “non-state” actors, and identify the scale at which they are most active or
authoritative (local, state, national or global). Following the transcription of the interviews,
this classification grid was used along with a thematic analysis to compare and contrast the
responses of the interviewees. The results were summarized in a number of comparative
analysis tables, which I then used to organize the use of citations from my interviews as both
primary sources of information, as well as objects of scholarly inquiry.
In addition to interviews, the original PPP contracts for the cases of Milwaukee, Mexico
City and Aguascalientes, which I was successful in obtaining during my fieldwork, provided
me with another primary source of information. Finally, academic literature, media sources
and official reports of government agencies, international organizations, and NGOs concerning
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private participation in water services constituted the secondary sources used in this
dissertation.

Challenges of the Field Work
During my field work I was faced with four main challenges. The first was the difficulty of
meeting with corporate managers. In general, most business actors responded favorably to my
requests for interviews, although this was not always the case. Though several were
accustomed to speaking with media reporters, a number of corporate managers had never been
interviewed and were hesitant about providing information ⎼ in some cases I was treated with
outright suspicion. During one moment in Mexico City, I was literally chased away by security
guards while taking pictures of the local branch of Veolia in Mexico (Proactiva), despite the
fact that I had just carried out an interview with the general director of the water division.
The second biggest challenge stems from the administrative and managerial structure of
the water sector itself. In Mexico, as in the U.S., most of my interviewees were men, over 50
years old and with a background in engineering. The majority of executive managers of private
companies, water utilities and local governments shared this profile. As a young female
researcher, gaining the confidence of my interviewees while being treated with enough
seriousness was not always an easy task. In addition, conducting interviews in three languages
required full fluency of technical vocabulary specific to the business and water sectors.
The third challenge is related to the overall comprehension of the functioning of water
services. While my thesis focuses on the strategies of two transnational actors, understanding
how water services are provided within a specific local territory was essential, since it
determines the terms of a PPP contract and the performance of private operators. Taking this
into account, my fieldwork could not be limited to the study of contracts and interviews with
key actors. Quite to the contrary, I had to conduct tours and visit water facilities in the cities
under study, with the goal of fully grasping the challenges of different urban landscapes.
The fourth and final difficulty was the challenge of presenting a “real-time” panorama
of private water participation within a context where business and politics in the water sector
are constantly changing. On the one hand, retracing the characteristics of the global private
water sector requires an arduous amount of work in order to collect and analyze data that rarely
remains stable. Water TNCs create services, technologies and business models that vary
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according to each local context. Moreover, they operate on the basis of an active merger and
acquisition strategy that entails very frequent changes in the names of subsidiaries, capital
structures and management teams. On the other hand, the continuous rotation of public
decision-makers between different administrative and political levels, which includes the
operators of water facilities, required unrelenting attention so as to update and verify
previously acquired data.

Structure of the Dissertation
On the basis of a multi-scale structure, this study is divided into three parts, each comprising
two chapters. The first part explores the transnational space for water and the history and
development of Veolia and Suez at the global scale. The second part concerns the strategies of
the French groups in Mexico and the U.S. at the regional and national scales. The third part
focuses on the territorialization of the transnational space for water at the local scale by
exploring the PPP experiences of Atlanta and Milwaukee.
Chapter I presents a literature review on the rise of non-state actors in the global arena,
and more particularly on the emergence of business as a transnational actor of world politics
and the global economy. The concept of the transnational space for water is presented in
greater depth and the three parameters of its manifestation and territorialization are explored
in detail.
Chapter II situates the global private water sector in time and space. The goal of this
chapter is to present an up to date view of private water participation at the global scale and to
explore how Veolia and Suez have transitioned from being local water companies to
transnational corporations. The chapter also examines the evolution of the public-private
debate within the global context. The World Bank and the leading water TNCs are identified
as active actors in the promotion of water privatization during the 1980s and 1990s and of a
revisited PPP model since the early 2000s. In addition, the current trends for water PPPs are
addressed in terms of leading companies, markets and services. After situating Veolia and Suez
as the two largest water companies worldwide, this chapter analyzes their origins and
internationalization. The French state is identified as a major driving force that has contributed
to the development of Veolia and Suez in France and abroad. Finally, the continuous creation
of demand is explored as a key element in the adaptation strategies of the French groups.
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Chapter III focuses on the operations of Veolia and Suez in Mexico. This chapter initially
studies the evolution of water PPPs in the country (number and types of contracts, geographic
locations and water subsectors) and presents the current largest water companies. Veolia and
Suez are identified as strong competitors in the Mexican water services market, while the
circumstances of their arrival and development at the national scale is explored in greater detail.
Furthermore, this chapter explores the major factors that have contributed to the slow
development of water PPPs in the country and the implementation of adaptation strategies by
Veolia and Suez. While the strategies of Veolia in Aguascalientes are based on the building of
business networks and a local corporate image, the current strategies of Suez in Mexico City
seek to reproduce business models from other contexts, as well as improve its political
communication.
Chapter IV analyzes the operations of Veolia and Suez in an evolving and dynamic U.S.
water sector. This chapter initially explores the evolution of PPP contracts at the national scale
and identifies the current leading water companies. The study of the arrival and development
of Veolia and Suez in the U.S. makes it possible to situate these companies in the non-regulated
water sector at the national scale. This chapter shows how growing competition within the U.S.
water sector has led Veolia and Suez to develop distinct adaptation strategies. In the case of
Veolia, the company is currently reinventing its strategy by creating new business models and
targeting industrial clients. Suez, on the other hand, has focused on renewing its corporate
image through the promotion of a new concession model and portraying itself as a local player.
Chapters V and VI have the same structure since the three parameters of territorialization
of the transnational space for water are applied to each case study. While Chapter V discusses
the partnership between Suez-United Water and the city of Atlanta, Chapter VI analyzes the
PPP established between Veolia Water and the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District
(MMSD). In the first section of both chapters, the territorial embededdness of water and the
local institutional framework are discussed by examining the characteristics of the cities, their
water challenges and governing entities. In the second section of each chapter, the power of
water TNCs is studied through the identification of the interests, resources and strategies of
Veolia and Suez. These elements are explored during the three main periods of the contracts:
the antecedents, the bidding and negotiation process, and the final results.
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I. THE TRANSNATIONAL SPACE FOR WATER:
ACTORS, SCALES AND NETWORKS
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Business in Water Governance
The provision of water services within local territories by transnational corporations entails
numerous interactions and the overlapping of actors, spaces and scales. Over time, business
has gone from being perceived as a mere economic actor to taking part in global water
governance as an active political partner. Furthermore, the nature and the scope of the activities
of water TNCs are no longer easily situated within a sole spatial scale. Today, these companies
have become key actors in the global economy. They are listed in stock exchanges worldwide,
they participate in the setting of a global and regional environmental agenda and they adopt
different models of water management at the local scale.
Departing from the hypothesis that water TNCs are active at all scales of water
governance, the first part of this dissertation seeks to explore water business from a
transnational perspective. Accordingly, Chapter I presents a literature review on the study of
non-state actors, particularly in the disciplines of geography and International Relations.
Indeed, the increasing number of academic studies focusing on the power of TNCs testifies to
the greater involvement of business in global environmental platforms.
In order to identify all the actors that currently participate in water governance, this
chapter explores the concept of the transnational space for water. Understood as an abstract
space within which state and non-state actors establish networks on the basis of their interests,
resources and strategies, this chapter examines the parameters through which this space can be
manifested or territorialized at different scales.
After addressing the main conceptual and methodological tools that will be mobilized in
this study, Chapter II unravels the global private water sector in terms of time and space. On
the one hand, the chapter identifies the leading private companies in the water services market
worldwide and the main trends of private water participation at the global scale. On the other
hand, the process through which Veolia and Suez have become the two largest water TNCs is
analyzed by reviewing their origins and development. Taking into account the recent changes
in the strategies of both companies, particular attention will be given to their current offer of
services, business models and geographic locations. Finally, the role played by the French state
in the development of Veolia and Suez is studied by focusing on the historical links between
the worlds of business and politics as well as current French industrial policies.
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I - The Transnational Space for Water
The involvement of transnational water corporations (TNCs) in water management raises
significant questions. On the one hand, the traditional division between the public and the
private sector is challenged. The provision of water services by actors that are considered as
transnational calls for a redefinition of the scope of the competences of local authorities and
business. On the other hand, the fact that certain activities of public and private actors involved
in water governance go beyond state borders raises the need to explore the overlapping of
spatial scales and political-administrative levels.
This chapter studies the emergence of water business as a transnational actor. The first
section of this chapter reviews the main academic contributions in the disciplines of
International Relations and geography regarding the study of non-state actors and the
transnational approach to world politics. After addressing the evolution of approaches within
these disciplines, transnational corporations (TNCs) are analyzed as key actors in the global
economy and politics. While the study of business is generally treated from an economic
perspective, this chapter highlights the growing body of research that considers private
companies as political actors. Finally, the greater involvement of water TNCs in the global
arena is illustrated through the study of different initiatives implemented by leading water
companies: corporate normative frameworks, the creation of influence, and international
business platforms.
The second section of this chapter explores the main concepts and methodology that will
be used in this dissertation. The concept of the transnational space for water is examined in
detail as well as the parameters that will be used in order to understand its manifestation and
territorialization at different scales of water governance. These parameters are: the territorial
embeddedness of water, the regulatory and institutional framework and the power of TNCs.

Beyond State Boundaries: Water Business as a Transnational
Actor
From an International Relations perspective, water has been commonly studied through a statecentered approach. The adoption of the Westphalian order in 1648 led to the construction of an
international system composed by “territorially organized states […which] are constitutionally
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independent (sovereign) and have exclusive authority to rule within their own borders”
(Caporaso 2000, 2). This system of nation-states placed the management of natural resources
and the determination of geographic and political borders at the core of state affairs.
The primordial role of the state in water management has often been explored through
the lens of geopolitics. This term was first coined in 1905 by Rudolf Kjellén, a Swedish political
scientist, who defined it as “… the study of the state as a geographic organism or phenomenon
in space; that is as land, territory, area, or, most pregnantly, as country” (Kjellén 1917 in Venier
2010) . The development of geopolitics as an academic school was greatly influenced by the
works of Friedrich Ratzel (1897) in Germany, Harlford Mackinder (1904) in the United
Kingdom (U.K.) and Isaiah Bowman (1921) in the United States (U.S.). As Guntram Herb
notes, research in geopolitics stemmed from a particular national interest and had a “clear
political dimension, […] since the projection of the state power in the international arena was
also accommodated to an internal vision” (Guntram Herb 2008, 8). This was illustrated through
the use of the “seemingly inherent determinism of geopolitics” (Hagen et al. 2011, 12) by Hitler
during the Second World War. Such a use of the field generated a rejection of geopolitics as a
school of thought, resulting in it being banned from the academic sector following the war.7
In the early 1980s, studies on strategy and political geography gained prominence once
again, but this time with a strong critical approach. These new research currents included the
development of a French-language school of political geography greatly influenced by the
work of Yves Lacoste, who actively participated in the foundation of the journal Hérodote in
1976. Employing a more critical perspective, Lacoste emphasized the necessity to adopt a “new
and active geography” in his book Geography Serves First and Foremost to Wage War (La
géographie, ça sert d’abord à faire la guerre) (1976). He claimed that the importance of the
geographical territory for political geography is not limited to its natural forms or resources,
but that it also involves the women and men who live in those territories and their different
power dynamics. This critical approach to geopolitics was developed further during the 1990s
in the work of authors such as Claval (1994) and Raffestin (1995) in France, as well as Ó

7

In order to give another lens to geopolitics, German geographers have distinguished between academic political
geography and forms of political activism. Indeed, while the first term refers to scholarly studies characterized by
their objectivity and neutrality, geopolitics (associated with German Geopolitik in the first half of the 20th century)
encompassed geo-deterministic explanations of politics that could be used for political motives (Guntram Herb
2008).
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Tuathail (1996), Dalby and Ó Tuathail (2002) and Atkinson and Dodds (2002) in the Englishlanguage geography literature.
The rejection of traditional geopolitical reasoning and its use as an ideology in the
political and military spheres, led to the emergence of critical geopolitics as an alternative
research approach within the field of political geography. According to Ó Tuathail and Agnew,
geopolitics “should be critically re-conceptualized as a discursive practice by which
intellectuals of statecraft ‘spatialize’ international politics in such a way as to represent a
‘world’ characterized by particular types of places, peoples and dramas” (Ó Tuathail and
Agnew 1992, 192). For Ó Tuathail, critical geopolitics “is a tactical form of knowledge. It
works within the conceptual infrastructures that make the geopolitical tradition possible and
borrows from it the resources necessary for its deconstruction […]. Its mode of operation is a
mobile, guerrilla one that uses what is at hand within a terrain governed by hegemonic political
understandings in order to advance critical positions in a permanent war of position”
(ÓTuathail 1996, 53).
The development of geopolitics as a school of thought has influenced markedly the focus
and priorities of research on water and politics. While most scholars have focused on three
mains research areas –water resources and security, water and international environmental
sustainability and transboundary waters– the role of non-state actors in the establishment of
transnational water networks remains little explored. This study places business within this
analytical framework by focusing on the power of water TNCs in the construction and diffusion
of new models of water governance. Indeed, given that water management is frequently studied
as a state affair, working on water TNCs represents a line of research capable of offering
considerable contributions to the study of water governance.
The private water sector has evolved over time in terms of companies, services and the
scope of the activities offered. From local operators, the largest water companies have become
key players in global environmental governance. Their vast array of services and the expansion
of their activities within international markets have greatly contributed to building the image
of these companies as potential “crisis resolvers” (Galland 2013). The role of transnational
water companies in water governance is no longer limited to the provision of services in
specific local territories, but also includes a major presence and influence in global forums.
Today, leading water TNCs participate actively in major conferences worldwide, develop new
initiatives for cooperation and promote “innovative” business models of water management.
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While these actors operate and provide services at the local scale, they implement strategies
and establish multi-actor networks that go beyond state borders. This aspect will be studied in
a more detailed manner in the next section through a state of art literature review on the rise of
non-state actors in world politics from a transnational perspective.

1) Non-State Actors and the Transnational Approach to World
Politics
The study of the rise of non-state actors in global arenas, and subsequently at the regional and
local scales, represents a growing field of research for a large number of scholars across social
science disciplines. Although the idea of challenging the traditional approach of a multistate
system8 was already evoked during the interwar period, this question gained importance within
academic research primarily during the 1960s and 1970s. The study of the role played by nonstate actors at the global stage, as well as their position vis-à-vis the traditional figure of the
nation-state, has evolved over time. While at the beginning of the 1960s the impact of actions
pursued by non-state actors were considered the exception rather than the rule (Wolfers 1962),
current studies on governance present a holistic approach in terms of actors and scales. The
increasing importance of non-state actors in world politics and the emergence of “transnational
relations” were studied particularly within pioneering works of International Relations
theorists.
The origins of the current literature on the transnational approach in International
Relations were based on the opposition of a “state-centered” versus a “society-dominated”
view of world politics (Risse-Kappen 1995). As Arnold Wolfers (1962) highlighted in the
early 1960s in his “Discord and Collaboration Essays on International Politics,” the traditional
approach to international relations that considers the nation-state as the sole actor of world
politics was initially challenged by two different approaches. The first referred to “theindividuals-as-actors approach,” and sought to personify international politics by focusing on

8

The state-centric paradigm is at the core of political realism and the tradition of realpolitik. Within the field of
International Relations, realism is understood as an approach or a current that “emphasizes the constraints on
politics imposed by human nature and the absence of international government. Together, they make inter-national
relations largely a realm of power and interest” (Donnelly 2000, 9). This tradition has been strongly shaped by
the initial contributions of Thomas Hobbes (1651), Hans Morgenthau (1955), Kenneth Waltz (1959) and Raymond
Aaron (1962). For a complete review of the main arguments of these authors and a typology of realists see
Donnelly (2000).
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individual human beings as actors. Along the same lines, the “decision-making approach” did
not only shift attention to individuals but also to groups of individuals that were responsible
for making decisions in the name of the state.
Nevertheless, in the words of Wolfers, these approaches offered a limited perspective
since the study of international politics must take into account more than the idea of a private
individual who seeks to secure his own personal welfare or that of his family. Posing this
argument as evidence, he stated that “[although] nothing can happen in the world arena unless
something happens inside the minds and hearts of scores of men, psychological events are not
the whole stuff out of which international politics is formed. If they were, the political scientist
would have to leave the field to the psychologist” (Wolfers 1962, 8).
The second approach questioning the traditional state-centric view of world politics
concerns the growing emergence of “non-state corporate actors.” This term was introduced and
defined by Wolfers as “potential co-actors” of the state at the international stage. He added that
their “ability to operate as international or transnational actors may be traced to the fact that
men identify themselves and their interests with corporate bodies other than the nation-state”
(Wolfers 1962, 23). Another classification of actors was proposed by James Rosenau (1990),
who identified eight different types of generic actors at the “micro” and “macro” levels. 9
For the purposes of this study, the notion of “actor” is understood as any entity that plays
an identifiable and significant role in the management of water resources and services. Actors
are classified as: a) state actors, involving public authorities at all levels as well as international
organizations; and b) non-state actors, making reference to transnational companies, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), individuals and all other actors aside from central and
sub-state actors.

9

According to Rosenau, actors at the micro level include individuals who are part of macro collectivities (citizens
or organization members); leaders of macro collectivities (public officials or organization leaders); or private
actors. The latter are defined as those “who, quite apart from his or her membership in or leadership of
collectivities, [... are] able to carry out independent actions in the global arena that may be consequential for the
course of events” (Rosenau 1990, 118). Macro-level actors are defined in terms of “collectivities,” or, in other
words, as the actors with “authority structures and other mechanisms for sustaining the coherence and coordination
of their members and for maintaining the boundary distinction between themselves and their environments”
(Rosenau 1990, 122). Macro-level actors involve: three collectivities with different hierarchies of authority (states,
subgroups and transnational organizations); a collectivity produced in the absence of an organized authority
(leaderless public), and finally an actor whose activities can be organized either hierarchically or not (movement).
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The increasing presence of non-state actors in world politics led to the study of what it is
known today as “transnational relations.” Philip Jessup was one of the first scholars that
addressed the need to discuss the appropriateness of using the term “transnational” in the field
of legal theory. Within the framework of his three Storrs Lectures on Jurisprudence delivered
at Yale Law School in 1956, Jessup proposed using the term “transnational law” to describe
the law applicable to “transnational situations,” defined as those that may involve individuals,
states, organizations of states or corporations. In other words, this term would involve “all law
which regulates actions or events that transcend national frontiers. Both public and private
international laws are included, as are other rules which do not wholly fit into such standard
categories” (Jessup 1956, 2).
This pioneering reference to transnationalism within legal theory crossed disciplinary
borders and was subsequently taken up by several scholars, particularly in the fields of political
science and international relations in the second half of the 1960s and during the 1970s. In
1966, the sociologist Raymond Aron made reference to a “transnational society” that he
defined it as:
[The society that] reveals itself by commercial exchange, migration of persons,
common beliefs, organizations that cross frontiers and, lastly, ceremonies or
competitions open to the members of all these units. A transnational society
flourishes in proportion to the freedom of exchange, migration or communication,
strength of common beliefs, the number of non-national organizations, and the
solemnity of collective ceremonies (Aron 1966, 105).
Through this definition, Aron highlighted the emergence of a society characterized by
dynamics and actors that cross state borders. Following the development of the idea of an
existing “transnational society,” Horst Mendershausen highlighted the duality between this
transnational society and sovereign states, arguing that, while the first “link[s] social unities of
all countries in vast exchanges of diverse kinds and subjecting the social unities to a permanent
revolution of technology [...], the second provid[es] whatever security, law, and allegiance to
collective purposes the states could manage to generate” (Mendershausen 1968, 5). What is
interesting here is the way Mendershausen sought to reconcile the notions of transnational
society, defined in terms of social contacts and a sense of community, with that of state
sovereignty, which is translated in terms of independence and personality. Within the context
of the Cold War, Mendershausen concluded that “both, the civilized international community
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and the national personalities [of the state] are indispensable to peace” (Mendershausen 1968,
7).
The perspective opposing the global arena, characterized by interactions among multiple
state and non-state actors, to the national domain of domestic politics, called for a “linkage [of]
politics” (Rosenau 1969). Over time, the use of expressions such as “superpolitics” (Cohen
1969) “shrinking world” (Rosenau 1969) or “turbulence in world politics” (Rosenau 1990) led
once again to the challenge of analyzing the impact of the increasing overlapping over domestic
and world politics.
The study of non-state actors in world politics was further developed thereafter in
research that analyzed the impact of transnational relations on specific fields. The German
political scientist Karl Kaiser proposed to study the consequences of transnational relations for
democratic processes and institutions. Departing from the idea that studying international
politics should go beyond treating “structures and process within the nation-states as ‘black
boxes’” (Kaiser 1971a, 792), he concluded that the relevance of transnational relations
represents a threat to democratic control of foreign policy (Kaiser 1971b).10
At the same time that Kaiser was exploring the impact of transnational relations on
democratic processes, a number of scholars were conducting research in other domains. In
1972, Keohane and Nye compiled an 18-article publication entitled “Transnational Relations
and World Politics,” which over time became a major reference in the development of the
transnational approach to international relations.
With the goal of developing a more comprehensive theoretical framework, Keohane and
Nye (1972) proposed “transnational relations” as a key concept for explaining the diversity
of phenomena that crossed state boundaries (labor relations, nuclear energy policies, private
international finance) and the role played by different transnational actors (business enterprises,
private foundations, religious institutions). While they did not intend to prove that transnational
relations were new, nor to replace the role attributed to the nation-state, they argued that
transnational relations “affect interstate politics by altering the choices open to statemen [sic]

Kaiser proposed a theoretical framework based on a model of “multinational politics,” defined as the “processes
in which public bureaucracies allocate values either jointly in decision-making frameworks that are intermeshed
across national frontiers or separately as a result of transnational interaction at the societal level” (Kaiser 1971b,
796). This concept brings to the fore the idea of overlapping decision-making frameworks that Kaiser classified
into three categories: multibureaucratic decision-making, multinational integration, and transnational politics.
10
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and the costs that must be borne for adopting various courses of actions” (Keohane and Nye
1972, 375).
These authors identified three types of interactions: 1) interstate interactions (exclusively
between states); 2) transgovernmental interactions (between governmental subunits across
state boundaries); 3) transnational interactions (between two or more actors out of which at
least one is a nongovernmental actor). These categories of interactions are included in two other
broad terms: 4) transnational relations (including both transnational and transgovernmental
interactions) and 5) world politics interactions (involving all three types of interactions –
interstate, transgovernmental and transnational⎼) (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 “World Politics Paradigm”
Category of Interactions

Definition

Interstate

Between states

Transgovernmental

Between governmental
subunits across state
boundaries

Transnational

Between two or more actors
from which at least one is a
nongovernmental actor

Transnational
Relations

s

Source: elaborated by author based on Keohane and Nye (1972).

For the purposes of this study, only the definition of “transnational interactions” will be
retained: “movement of tangible or intangible items across state boundaries when at least one
actor is not an agent of a government or an intergovernmental organization” (Keohane and Nye
1972, xii). On the basis of this definition, the term “transnational” in this study will refer to 1)
spaces, actors and dynamics that across state boundaries and 2) networks between state actors
and non-state actors.
Although Keohane and Nye’s work was considered an approach to international relations
and not a theory (Battistella 2006),11 the transnational approach has gained importance in
11

This was particularly due to the proximity of their approach to the liberal current of IR theory and the orientation
of their future research towards the place of the state as the dominant actor in the control over material resources.
After developing the concept of “complex interdependence” (Keohane and Nye 1977), Keohane oriented his
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academic research over the last 50 years. Within the most relevant studies on the matter, one
can mention the work of James Burton and his “world society” (Burton 1972) or James
Rosenau and his understanding of world politics in terms of “turbulence” (Rosenau 1990).12
Another example is provided by the French sociologist Marcel Merle who proposed to talk
about an international society rather than an inter-state system. He identified “new actors” of
international relations who were characterized by “an absence of an official dependency of the
state actor” (Merle 1986, 157). Finally, the work of Bertrand Badie and Marie-Claude Smouts
(1992) on the “reversal of the world” (le retournement du monde) equally highlighted the rise
of non-state actors on the international stage.
Since the 1970s, interest in the role played by non-state actors in the global arena and in
the establishment of transnational relations reached other disciplines such as sociology,
geography, political science, law, history and economics. This trend has equally extended to
interdisciplinary fields of research, in particular studies on migration, business, gender and
environmental governance (Vertovec 2009).
The development of this literature has similarly had a significant influence on the study
of water issues. The growing relevance of non-state actors on the global scene to the
management of water resources or the provision of water services in a local community may
not be immediately evident to all observers. However, the rise of partnerships among multiple
actors such as transnational corporations, local governments, international organizations or
environmental NGOs has clearly shown that water is not just a “local” matter. Quite to the
contrary, the management of water resources and services constitutes an issue that involves a
large number of state and non-state actors who interact with another at multiple scales. It has
been frequently approached from a multi-level water governance perspective in academic
research, which highlights the roles played by private companies, international organizations
and water advocacy NGOs. For the purposes of this study, I focus on the development of
literature on transnational corporations as key actors in water politics and the global economy.

research to the study of cooperation and international regimes (Keohane 1982; 1984), while Nye developed the
concept of “soft power” and applied it to the study of U.S. foreign policy leadership at the international stage (Nye
2004).
12
According to Rosenau, turbulence is “rooted […] in the multiplicity and rapidity of the flows of action that link
groups and societies together and that conduce to uncertainty as they diffuse widely across the political landscape”
(Rosenau 1990, 56).
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2) Business as a Key Actor in Global Economy and Politics
The classification of actors within world politics is diverse and has evolved over time. The
changes in the Westphalian Order, defined by James Caporaso (2000) in terms of authority,
sovereignty, territoriality and citizenship, have led to a general consensus that non-state actors
are increasingly present as key actors who participate in global governance structures. In
keeping with the definition of “actor” given above, water TNCs are identified in this thesis as
active and powerful actors involved in the management of water resources and services.
As Hymer (1970) highlighted more than four decades ago, there are a multitude of terms
that are used to refer to business: international business, international corporate group,
international firm, multinational enterprise, multinational family group, worldwide enterprise
or transnational corporation. In general, the main term used in current business and global
governance literature is transnational corporations (TNCs). The majority of early studies on
private firms that were published in the 1970s and 1980s referred to multinational corporations
(MNCs) (Fuchs 2007; Uhlin 1988). Although business management literature highlights that
there is a major difference between TNCs and MNCs,13 scholars and international
organizations frequently use the terms interchangeably. As mentioned in the introduction, the
term transnational corporation is privileged in this study over multinational company since it
better reflects the functioning of the current leading water firms: beyond simply having
contracts in several countries, the scope of their activities goes beyond state borders, while their
networks include both state and non-state actors.
Studying TNCs in terms of their interactions with other actors has become a common
approach in the literature. Although most studies have been constructed on the basis of a
traditional state-centric view, there is an increasing amount of research that considers TNCs as
autonomous actors in world politics and the global economy. After the mid-1970s, foreign
direct investments (FDI) were no longer considered simply in term of a capital inflow into a
country, but rather as a “firm-driven managerial decision” (Finger and Allouche 2002, 121).
TNCs started being perceived as actors in trade exchanges and gained importance, not only in
TNCs are distinguished from MNCs by the structure of their organization. Fuchs (2007) states that “TNCs
pursue a worldwide intra-firm division of labor, locating parts of the production process wherever it makes the
most sense, whereas MNCs replicate the entire production process within different countries or regions” (Fuchs
2007, 10). Wilks (2013) argues that the difference between the two terms is that a TNC is “a corporation with no
pre-eminent links to a single nation-state in terms of ownership or management. [However,] the prevailing view
is that genuine transnationals are very rare. Most corporations have a strong identification with a ‘home’ country”
(Wilks 2013, 47).
13
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the academic literature, but also regarding their visibility in conferences and publications of
international organizations.
In the late 1970s, a number of international organizations began to focus on different
issues pertaining to TNCs. The International Labor Organization (ILO), the United Nations
Center on Transnational Corporations (UNCTC) and the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) attempted to develop the first codes of conduct for
TNCs, with the goal of regulating their activities (Finger and Allouche 2002). The increasing
growth of TNCs in the global arena raised a number of questions, which were initially
considered from an economic point of view and later extended to other disciplinary fields, in
particular international relations and political science.
The first approaches for studying TNCs were tied to the development of cross-border
investments and trade doctrines (Finger and Allouche 2002; Uhlin 1988). Anders Uhlin, in his
extensive review of the main theoretical perspectives in international political economy
concerning the study of TNCs (1988), identified three main groups of theories: liberal theory,
theories of imperialism, and neo-mercantilist theory.14 Each one of these theoretical approaches
were in turn divided into different perspectives (see Table 1).
Uhlin’s literature review is based on the idea that TNCs are “global political actors” that
possess “relative autonomy in relation to other global actors and [have] power over other global
actors” (Goldmann and Sjöstedt 1979 cited in Uhlin 1988). Based largely on the earlier works
of Goldmann (1978; 1979) and Dahl (1984), Uhlin framed the question of the autonomy and
power of TNCs through a detailed review of literature on power, highlighting five main aspects:
domain of power, scope of power, power bases, constraints to potential power and instruments
used to exercise power.

14

Generally speaking, liberal theory focuses on the organization of TNCs. Theories of imperialism are based on
the concepts of inequality, dependency and exploitation and departs from the idea that the relation between center
and periphery is exploitative. Finally, the neo-mercantilist theory explores the relationships between nation states
and TNCs.
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Table 1 “International Political Economy Approaches to Transnational Corporations”
Theoretical Approaches

Liberal theory

Perspectives
Business school

Focus on TNC organization,
management and strategy

Traditional liberal

Domestic and international
effects of TNCs (mostly
positive for home and host
countries)

Sovereignty-at-bay

TNCs are autonomous actors
that restrict the power of states

Neomarxist

Stress the exploitation by TNCs
in host countries

Dependency

Holistic view of the world
capitalist system and focus on
underdevelopment effects in the
periphery

Theories of imperialism

Structural theories
imperialism

Neomercantilist theory

Description

TNCs are an important element
of of the structural relations
established between center and
periphery nations

The role that TNCs can play in international politics is
determined by the international structure of power

Source: elaborated by author based on Uhlin (1988).

This approach distinguished between economic theories that sought to explain the factors
of TNCs’ growth and internationalization. Spero and Hart (2010) synthesized these theories
into the following categories: 1) the internalization theory states that a firm invests abroad in
order to “internalize” transaction costs; 2) the OLI model (or the “eclectic paradigm”),
developed by John Dunning (1992), affirmed that three conditions determine the expansion of
TNCs through FDI: ownership, location and internationalization; 3) the product cycle theory
explains that a firm expands by establishing foreign subsidiaries in order to remain competitive
when its basic products have become “mature” in domestic markets; 4) the obsolescing bargain
theory states that a firm can obtain a good bargaining position with the host government
concerning its investment thanks to certain competitive advantages, such as technology, access
to capital markets and access to final product markets; 5) the oligopoly theory states that within
an oligopolistic competition context, firms “move abroad to exploit the monopoly power they
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possess through factors such as unique products, marketing expertise, control of technology
and managerial skills, or access to capital” (Spero and Hart 2010, 144); and finally, 6) the tariffjumping hypothesis states that TNCs establish foreign subsidiaries in order to avoid tariff
barriers.
The development of the literature on TNCs that privileged an economic perspective is
broad and has evolved over time. Most of these theories have focused on the analysis of TNCs’
internationalization and transactions costs. However, an increasing interest in the study of
TNCs as political actors in global arenas, and their qualities in terms of power and authority,
has led to TNCs being considered key actors in both the economic and political domains. This
study will adopt the latter perspective with the goal of analyzing the capacity of power of the
largest water companies in water governance.
While in economics a multinational firm has been defined as “one form of legal fiction
which serves as a nexus for contracting relationships” (Jensen and Meckling 1976, 9) or as “a
substitute for the market as method of organizing international exchange” (Hymer 1970, 441),
broader definitions focusing on TNCs as political actors have emerged. For Uhlin, TNCs are
“global political actors” that can play an important role in the decision-making processes
carried out by national governments. They exercise this power through different instruments:
propaganda in mass media that may influence public opinion, lobbying strategies, the promise
of new investments, the threat of dislocating activities, bribery and economic contributions to
politicians (Uhlin 1988).
Leslie Sklair (1998) has argued that TNCs have always been political actors. However,
within a context of changing global economic demands, TNCs have become political “in a
more systematic sense” (Sklair 1998, 284) by leading a “transnational capitalist class” in order
to achieve their political objectives and economic interests. This class is composed of four main
interlocking groups: 1) corporate executives and their local affiliates; 2) globalizing
bureaucrats and politicians, 3) globalizing professionals, and 4) merchants and media. These
interlocking groups are constituted by a number of key individuals who often belong to more
than one group at the same time and move between these groups (Sklair 1998; 2002).
Consequently, the increasing interest in TNCs and the impacts of their activities in the
global political arena has coalesced in the growing literature around the role of business in
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global governance. Ougaard (2010) identifies three main approaches through which scholars
and international organizations have addressed this topic.
A first approach refers to the analysis of global business regulation (Sethi 2011;
Braithwaite and Drahos 2000) through the creation of international policy regimes for business
and their institutional forms (Ougaard 2010). These forms range from national legislation and
international treaties to less formalized regulatory arrangements, such as voluntary codes of
conduct or bench-marking audits. This approach seeks to understand how these regimes “have
been created, modified, non-created, or unmade in political processes where state and non-state
actors have interacted and where material structures, institutions and ideas have all been at
play” (Ougaard 2010, 21). This involves the analysis of multi-actor interactions within political
processes, as well as the convergence between market dynamics, national regulatory
frameworks and international regulatory standards.
A second approach concerns the role of TNCs in global governance through a “political
corporate social responsibility” (CSR) perspective. By highlighting the new social and political
responsibilities assumed by business firms, Scherer and Palazzo (2011) define CSR as “… an
extended model of governance with business firms contributing to global regulation and
providing public goods” (Scherer and Palazzo 2011, 17). For Ougaard (2010) the concept of
CSR is concerned “with wider societal and environmental consequences of business activities
and goes beyond the regulation of these activities per se. It is about more than doing business
in a legal and ethical way, it is about business contributing more to society than employment
and the sale of products and services” (Ougaard 2010, 25).
The CSR concept has been widely defined in the corporate and academic literature
without reaching a real consensus (European Commission 2013; Scherer and Palazzo 2011;
WBCSD 2000; Carroll 1991). For instance, Alexander Dahlsrud identified and analyzed 37
different definitions from scholars and international organizations that were published between
1980 and 2003. His analysis shows that most CSR definitions make reference to five
dimensions –stakeholder, social, economic, voluntariness and environmental– to varying
degrees. He concluded that, although CSR definitions are predominantly congruent, they
Are a phenomenon, but fail to present any guidance on how to manage the challenges
within this phenomenon […]. The challenge for business is not so much to define CSR, as it is
to understand how CSR is socially constructed in a specific context” (Dahlsrud 2008, 6).
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Today, CSR involves a large number of codes and instruments to monitor
implementation. Several of these instruments constitute international guidelines for TNCs
developed by international organizations, including the OECD Guidelines for Multinational
Enterprises (OECD 2011); the United Nations Global Compact (United Nations 2013;
Cetindamar and Husoy 2007); the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human
Rights (United Nations Human Rights 2011); the International Labor Organization (ILO) Tripartite Declaration of Principles on Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy (International
Labour Office 2006) and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 26000
Guidance Standard on Social Responsibility (ISO 2010). Other initiatives are focused on
providing principles and guidelines for the preparation of CSR reports by TNCs, such as the
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Sustainability Reporting Guidelines (GRI 2013).
The third and last approach focuses on the question of the power of business (Fuchs 2007;
Uhlin 1988) and its implications in different governance arrangements. Departing from the
general idea that business occupies a central position in the global economy and world politics,
its power resources are vast and diversified. For example, Susan Strange (1992) has used the
term “corporate diplomacy” in order to make reference to the bargaining relations between
states and firms, as well as between firms themselves, while considering the advantages of
business concerning their command of technology, access to global sources of capital and
access to major markets worldwide. Fuchs (2007) identified three kinds of business power –
direct or instrumental, structural and ideational– within which a large number of instruments
regarding the exercise of power are evoked, such as campaign and party finance activities,
agenda-setting and rule-setting activities as well as the use and shaping of ideas.
The study of business power resources has also included academic work on the questions
of lobbying and political mobilization that may influence agenda-setting or public opinion
(Wilks 2013; M. Smith 2000; Woll 2007b; Miller 1998). Finally, business power has also been
addressed through the notions of private authority and private institutions (Ougaard 2010;
Cutler, Haufler, and Porter 1999) as well as the emergence of business transnational networks
(Yeung 1998).
While this thesis addresses some aspects of the two first approaches (global business
regulation and CSR), the business power perspective is privileged. As Chapter I.B.3 will show,
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the analysis of the power of Veolia and Suez will take into account several of the resources and
strategies evoked by the majority of the aforementioned scholars.

3) Transnational Business Initiatives in the Water Sector
The literature review conducted above has permitted the identification of the most relevant
academic contributions to the study of non-state actors in world politics and the introduction
of business as a key economic and political actor. However, several essential issues have not
yet been addressed: How is the rise of non-state actors in the global arena related to water?
Moreover, how do water TNCs exercise their capacity of power? A partial answer to these
questions is to be found in the analysis of three central transnational initiatives that large water
companies have implemented in different contexts in recent years.

a) Corporate Normative Frameworks
Transnational corporations have gained legitimacy as providers of public services in the water,
energy, waste and transportation sectors. In the case of water services, the largest water TNCs15
have become key actors in the production of international policy regimes,16 defined as
“system[s] of principles, norms, rules, operating procedures, and institutions that actors create
or accept to regulate and coordinate action in a particular issue area of international relations”
(Downie 2011).
Over time, water TNCs have increased their capacity to influence a wider array of actors
through the construction of international policy regimes. A regime is established by a series of
“good practices” promoted by international organizations and the private sector, as well as by
the creation of institutions that favor private participation in the water sector. A clear example
of this is the development of a “corporate norm-entrepreneurship,” defined as “private

15

The largest water TNCs correspond to a relatively small group of companies. At the end of 2012, the leading
water firms in the provision of drinking water and wastewater services (in terms of people served) come from
France (Veolia Environnement, Suez Environnement, Saur); China (Beijing Enterprises Water Group, Shanghai
Industrial Holdings, NWS Holding); Spain (FCC); Brazil (SABESP); Italy (ACEA) and the U.S. (American
Water). For a detailed overview of the largest water companies, see Chapter II.A.3.
16
Literature on international regimes is vast in the field of International Relations. For a more detailed review of
this concept see (Hasenclever, Mayer, and Rittberger 1997; Keohane 1984; Krasner 1983; Young 1980,1999;
Keohane and Nye 1977; Haas 1961).
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standard-setting institutions in which corporations have taken on authoritative roles and
regulatory functions” (Dieter et al. 2010). Corporate norm promotion is different from classical
norm-entrepreneurs, since private companies are simultaneously the target and the creators of
regulatory frameworks. In other words, through the mobilization of their resources TNCs are
able to create new standards and norms that regulate their own activities.
An example of this is provided by the World Business Council for Sustainable
Development (WBCSD), a CEO-led organization composed of more than 180 TNCs
specialized in a large diversity of sectors, such as paper production, chemicals, oil and gas,
mining, telecommunications, banking or water services. In the third edition of the “Water for
Business” publication, the WBCSD provides an overview of multiple initiatives and tools that
will allow business to conduct a “corporate sustainable use of water.” This document provides
a list of several “tools to consider” in the implementation of efficient corporate water
management. The relevance of this initiative resides in the fact that several of these initiatives
emanate from large TNCs, such as the BIER Water Footprint Working Group, GEMI’s Local
Water Tool and the Water Impact Index.
The Beverage Industry Environmental Roundtable (BIER), an entity created in 2006 that
brings together leading beverage companies, was behind the development of the first initiative.
It is interesting to note that the leading companies in the bottled-water market are among
BIER’s members: The Coca-Cola Company, Danone Waters, Nestlé Waters and Pepsico.
Aiming at “developing leadership definitions on water stewardship in the beverage industry”
(BIER 2010), BIER has been working on the creation of “best practice guidance tools,”
conservation practices, benchmarking water use and water foot printing practices. The BIER
Water Footprint Working Group was created in 2010 and has produced benchmarking studies
for annual quantitative water use and has published two guidance documents, “A Practical
Perspective on Water Accounting in the Beverage Sector” (BIER 2011) and “A Practical
Perspective on Managing Water-Related Business Risk and Opportunities in the Beverage
Sector” (BIER 2012).
The second example of the initiatives mentioned in the WBSCD’s report is the GEMI’s
Local Water Tool. This tool was developed by the Global Environmental Management
Initiative (GEMI), an organization of leading companies focused on sectors such as sealed air,
oil and gas and industrial technology. The main goal of the GEMI’s local water tool is to help
firms identify and evaluate external impacts, as well as business risks and opportunities related
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to water use and water discharge (GEMI 2013). Two main aspects should be highlighted with
regard to this initiative.
First, the tool was created with the leadership of CH2M Hill, a TNC that specializes in
consulting, design, and the building and operation of management programs (see Chapter
II.A.3). This firm operates in 122 countries and portrays itself as a leading company in the
development of tools measuring business performance in sustainable management strategies
(CH2M Hill 2013).
Second, considering that the GEMI’s Local Water Tool was developed in cooperation
with the WBSCD, the council emphasizes that both tools should be used in conjunction
(WBCSD 2012). This indicates a degree of self-promotion on the part of the WBSCD as an
active actor in the development of corporate norm-setting, and reveals strategic alliances
between key corporate actors.
The last tool corresponds to the Water Impact Index, an initiative developed by the largest
water TNC worldwide, Veolia Environnement. This index is intended to assess the positive
and negative impacts of human activities on water management. Accordingly, three categories
of factors are incorporated into the existing volume-based water measurement tools: volume
(water quantity and water used), stress (water stress index and local hydrological context) and
water quality (extracted and released). As Chapter VI shows, Veolia has applied this tool to the
greater Milwaukee area in combination with an additional tool focused on carbon analysis.
Through the establishment of this index, Veolia not only seeks to promote partnerships with
other local and regional actors, but also to create a corporate normative framework that it
champions at the global scale.

b) Creating Influence
The capacity to exercise influence within the construction of policy regimes is strongly linked
to the possession and mobilization of resources, the creation of capabilities and the
implementation of strategies (see Chapter I.B.3). Leading water TNCs have vast experience in
this field.
The two largest water companies, Veolia and Suez, have been involved in highly
mediated cases involving the funding of political activities and the implementation of lobbying
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strategies within local, national and global platforms. A clear example of this is provided by
one of the case studies analyzed in this thesis. The Public Private Partnership (PPP) contract
signed between the city of Atlanta and United Water-Suez Environnement in 1998 was
characterized by a turbulent negotiation and bidding process between the two top competitors:
United Water Services Atlanta (a joint venture of United Water Services LLC and WilliamsRussell & Johnson Inc.) and Atlanta Water Alliance (a team formed by Air and Water
Technologies Corp., Philadelphia Suburban Corp. and Compagnie Générale des Eaux17) (see
Chapter V). According to a member of one of these companies who was actively involved in
the negotiations of the PPP contract, both companies deployed significant lobbying strategies.
Hired as a political consultant to approach Atlanta’s mayor and local council members, the
informant explained to the author the meaning and challenges of being a lobbyist:
[Lobbying] is mainly the company’s job that can’t be done without [...] gaining the
confidence [of the client ...] so that at the end of the day there will be savings
coming to the city through [a] partnership […]. That meant really pressing and
touching a lot of people, the mayor, the council members […] working unions, the
union leaders (interview with author, 2011, Atlanta).
While lobbying strategies refer mostly to activities carried out at the local scale, water
TNCs also channel important sums of money to sponsor and participate in national and global
events. Corporate diplomacy practices are frequently mobilized to these ends, with the goal of
influencing agenda-setting processes as well as the creation and circulation of ideas. This trend
is clearly illustrated by the creation of organizations working at the national scale by
establishing transnational networks with a large diversity of state and non-state actors.
The fieldwork conducted in the United States and Mexico for this study included
attending several meetings organized by such entities. The U.S. National Association of Water
Companies (NAWC) defines itself as “the voice of the private water industry –the organization
exclusively representing this group of quality service providers, innovation drivers and
responsible partners–” (NAWC 2013a). In the words of its former director for congressional
relations, Erika Berlinghoff, this association has “an educational role to provide expertise on
water […]. We are more of an education liaison and [we are] actively pushing an active agenda”
(Erika Berlinghoff, interview with author, 12 October 2010, Tucson).

17

Today Veolia Environnement.
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This perspective was also shared by the NAWC’s executive director, Michael Deane,
who explained how the activities of this association have evolved over time, ranging from
“environmental regulatory work on certain issues, [and…] taxation of utilities or corporations
[to] bigger expanded work in leading water management” (Michael Deane, interview with
author, 12 October 2010, Tucson). In order to become a recognized entity at the national scale,
the NAWC seeks to strengthen its communication strategies and to create new instruments
capable of reaching a broader public. While Deane expressed the organization’s intention of
becoming

“the environmentalist’s best friend” (Deane, interview), E. Belingoff (2010)

explained how the NAWC works with other actors at the global scale:
We do work with [other] organizations [… such as] Aquafed.18 [The NAWC]
work[s] with them because […] that helps PPP people to know a lot more and
because they [represent] a lot of companies […]. What we do is we help Aquafed
for their global newsletter, we send a comment from our country, and say what we
are doing (Berlinghoff, interview).
The NAWC aims at becoming a key actor at the national scale in the promotion of the
private sector as an efficient provider of water services. This role can be only achieved through
solid engagement with the largest water firms operating in the U.S. water sector. While the
NAWC’s annual meetings count on corporate sponsorship, its agenda and goals are defined by
its member firms. This is facilitated by the shape and circulation of ideas on the part of rotating
personnel between water TNCs and the NAWC. For example, before he had been appointed as
executive director of the NAWC, Michael Deane “… was an executive at several water
management companies, including United Water and its parent company Suez and the U.S.
operations of Vivendi (now Veolia) focusing on innovative financing and infrastructure policy”
(NAWC 2013b).
The creation of organizations that represent private water firms at the national scale is
also found in the context of Mexico. The National Association of Water and Sanitation
Companies (Asociación Nacional de Empresas de Agua y Saneamiento, ANEAS) was created
in 199219 with the goal of bringing together Mexican state commissions, public water

The International Federation of Private Water Operators (AquaFed) was created in 2005 as an association “to
connect international organizations with private sector providers of water and sanitation services” (AquaFed
2013). In 2012, the federation consisted of 300 members from 40 different countries.
19
The original name of the association was Water and Sanitation Companies of Mexico, A.C. (Empresas de Agua
y Saneamiento de México A.C, or EAS). EAS, in turn, was created on the basis of the National Association of
18
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organizations and private enterprises. ANEAS seeks to support “the increase of efficiency in
the provision of services as well as the level of professionalization and autonomy” (ANEAS
2013). In order to achieve this, the association deploys a large diversity of tools that encourage
convergence between public authorities and the private sector. In addition, the association
organizes an annual meeting that aims at becoming a national platform for water professionals
in Mexico. According to Roberto Olivares, ANEAS’s executive director, this meeting “has
grown a lot. [In 2009] we set up almost 400 stands and welcomed between 6000 and 7000
members. It has gained a respectable dimension” (Roberto Olivares, interview with author, 19
March 2009, Istanbul). Beyond bringing together a large diversity of actors, ANEAS seeks to
broaden the scope of its activities by working with international organizations such as the
World Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) and the International Water
Association (IWA). Last, but not least, ANEAS currently holds a seat on the Board of
Governors of the World Water Council (WWC) and currently leads, together with Mexican
National Water Commission (Comisión Nacional del Agua, CONAGUA), the Americas’
regional process towards the 7th World Water Forum (Roberto Olivares, interview with author,
20 October 2011, San Luis Potosí; Water Platform of the Americas 2014). While the NAWC
portrays in a more direct manner the interest of large U.S. water companies than in the case of
ANEAS, both entities represent active platforms for leading water TNCs in the creation of
influence at the global scale.

c) International Business Platforms
The possession and exercise of power by water TNCs is strongly related to their positioning as
“key partners” in global governance (Ougaard and Leander 2010). Within the last 30 years,
private water companies have become increasingly active in the establishment of multi-actor
partnerships and the creation of policy networks.
The largest private water firms dedicate important human, technology and financial
resources to strengthen their image as important “change agents” in global water governance

Drinking Water and Sanitation Organisms (Asociación Nacional de Organismos de Agua Potable y
Alcantarillado, or AANOAPA).
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(AquaFed 2012a). To achieve this aim, water TNCs create platforms for representation at the
global arena, join international organizations and participate in major global water events.
An example of this is the creation of entities such as the WBCSD and AquaFed, which
claim to be “the voice of the private sector” at the global scale. Today, the WBCSD is
composed of 200 member companies from multiple business sectors and geographical regions.
The council was created in 1992 by Stephan Schmidheiny, chairman of the Swiss firm Anova
Holding AG and principal advisor for business and industry to the secretary-general of the 1992
Earth Summit. The WBCSD seeks to hold “the leading advocacy role for business” by
providing “a forum […] to share best practices on sustainable development issues and to
develop innovative tools that change the status quo” (WBCSD 2013a).
In order to produce a global image, this council developed a “regional network” through
an alliance of 60 business organizations. This alliance has the goal of “promoting their
messages at a local level, […enabling] contacts and linkages with global corporations and […]
facilitating learning across countries and sectors” (WBCSD 2013b). Since its creation, this
council has been working on the development of innovative communication tools in order to
better represent business in global environmental platforms, including the creation and
publication of online guides, resource kits, tutorials, business “agendas” and “actions,”
databases and internet blogs (WBCSD 2013c).
A second example is to be found with AquaFed, an association created on April 3, 2005
in France as a non-profit association with the goal of representing private water firms on the
international scene. AquaFed’s French roots are no coincidence. On the contrary, this
association is currently managed by an executive committee whose key actors have a great deal
of experience working for the largest French water TNCs. For example, Gérard Payen,
AquaFed’s president, worked for Suez Environnement for almost 20 years, holding executive
positions at head offices as well as within the subsidiaries of Dégremont and Ondeo (AquaFed
2005). Juan Antonio Guijarro, one of the two vice-presidents of the association, is also general
director of Aqualogy, the global technology and solutions division of Agbar (a subsidiary of
Suez Environnement). Finally, Pierre Victoria, the second vice-president of Aquafed, is
currently the Vice-President of Sustainable Development at Veolia Environnement.
Beyond holding important positions in private firms, these actors participate actively in
other national and international organizations. While Pierre Victoria is also the general director
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of the French Water Circle (Cercle Français de l’Eau),20 Gérard Payen has been appointed as
a member of the U.N. Secretary-General’s Advisory Board on Water and Sanitation. The
relationships of key actors in local and global platforms has allowed AquaFed to be present at
major water events, such as the International Water Association (IWA) World Congress, World
Bank conferences, UN-Water events and the World Water Forum (AquaFed 2012b).
The creation of these entities and the active involvement of the largest water TNCs in
international water forums have led to the establishment of transnational networks. With the
goal of becoming “key partners” in global governance structures, large private firms are
involved in multi-purpose public-private partnerships (PPPs), which not only cover the
provision of goods and services but also include resource mobilization (fundraising, channeling
private funds), advocacy and the creation of policy networks (Bull and McNeill 2007a).

The Construction of the Transnational Space for Water
The examples discussed above illustrate the role that water TNCs currently play as active and
powerful economic and political actors in global platforms. In order to provide a broader
picture of the power of water TNCs in water governance from a multi-actor network
perspective, this dissertation proposes to develop the concept of the “transnational space for
water” (TSW).21
The TSW is defined as the space in which state and non-state actors involved in the
management of water resources and services establish multi-scale networks according to their
interests via resource mobilization and by adopting diversified strategies.
The lack of a universal definition of the concept of space has been largely addressed in a
rich interdisciplinary body of literature (Soja 1971; Bourdieu 1984; Lefebvre 2000; Harvey
2006). The concept of transnational space for water proposed in this study draws on David
Harvey’s work, who distinguishes between three different perspectives from which “space”
can be understood. The first refers to an “absolute space,” defined as a “thing in itself with an

20

This entity was created in 1990 as a structure for reflection, exchange and dialogue, with the goal of promoting
the founding principles of French water policy: decentralized decision-making, responsibility for territories,
efficiency of actors and solidarity within hydrological basins. The French Water Circle comprises elected
members as well as professional and institutional representatives. Its main activities include organizing annual
meetings, breakfast-debates and conducting surveys (Cercle Français de l’Eau 2013).
21
Elements of this concept are analyzed in Valdovinos 2015 (Forthcoming).
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existence independent of matter” (Harvey 2006, 121). The second perspective makes reference
to a “relative space”, which can only be understood as a “relationship between objects which
exists only because objects exist and relate to each other” (Harvey 2006, 121). Finally there is
“relational space,” which is defined as the “space regarded in the fashion of Leibniz, as being
contained in objects in the sense that an object can be said to exist only insofar as it contains
and represents within itself relationships to other objects” (Harvey 1973, 13). In other words,
it is the relationships between the objects contained in the space which define their own spatial
frame. This last approach also states that space cannot be dissociated from time since “external
influences get internalized in specific process or things though time” (Harvey 2006, 123–124).
The concept of TSW is based on Harvey’s relational space. Indeed, the objects contained in
the space refer to the “actors” involved in the management of water services and the
interactions between the actors result in processes that define the limits of the space itself.
Four major categories of actors are identified in the transnational space for water: 1)
states and the sub-units that form the governmental apparatus; 2) firms and other private entities
that are financially linked to business; 3) societal actors, which commonly take the form of
collective actors; and 4) international organizations, including intergovernmental and
supranational organizations as well as other entities with an international scope. All these actors
interact within a “transnational space,” defined as the abstract framework within which all
actors involved in the management of water resources and services establish networks on the
basis of their power, which is in turn understood in terms of interests, resources and strategies
Since the construction of the transnational space for water depends on the multi-scale
linkages between all actors involved, a special focus is placed on the identification and analysis
of different types of links. These links can take the form of simple interactions between two
actors or the establishment of transnational multi-actor networks. An interaction makes
reference to any type of formal or informal link established between two actors and with a
limited scope. In turn, the term “network” refers to a set of relationships between three or more
actors that exchange resources in order to obtain specific gains. Most of these networks are
“transnational” since they involve both state and non-state actors and their scope goes beyond
state boundaries. For the case of water TNCs, the majority of their links are best represented
by networks rather than simple interactions, given that they exchange resources with other
actors with the goal of attaining specific interests.
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The literature on networks has received increasing attention from scholars in multiple
disciplines. Within the large diversity of approaches, Ansell (2008) identifies six main
perspectives from which networks have been studied. The first refers to the actor-network
theory (ANT), an approach developed in the 1980s by the early theoretical contributions of
Latour (1993), Callon (1986) and Law (1986). The ANT approach is focused on the analysis
of actions or practices, rather than structures, and conceptualizes networks as “hybrid
collectives of humans and non-humans” (Dicken et al. 2001, 101). In the words of Murdoch
(1998), the aim of this approach is the analysis of “how social and material processes (subjects,
objects and relations) become seamlessly entwined within complex sets of association”
(Murdoch 1998, 359). Since its emergence within the academic field, ANT has been widely
studied, reviewed and criticized.22 This approach has also developed quantitative techniques
and software programs that analyze the properties of networks by developing measures of
centrality, cohesion or equivalence (Ansell 2008).
A second current of research focuses on the study of policy networks, which are defined
as all “formal and informal institutional linkages between governmental and other actors
structured around shared interests in public policymaking and implementation” (Rhodes 2007,
1244). The literature on policy networks encompasses a large variety of terms that have
emerged in the field of political science. In the late 1970s Heclo (1978) coined the term “issue
networks,” to refer to the “webs” of influence of the most powerful actors within a network.
This notion was distinguished from that of “iron triangles,” which describes informal political
alliances between congressional committees and sub-committees, administrative agencies and
interest groups (Ripley and Franklin 1976).
Literature on policy networks has also been enriched by the terms “policy subsystems or
subgovernments,” referring to “clusters of individuals that effectively make the most of the
routine decisions in a given substantive area of politics” (Freeman and Stevens 1987, 8) as well
as “epistemic communities.” The latter was introduced by Haas (1992), who defined it as “a
network of professionals with recognized expertise and competence in a particular domain and
an authoritative claim to policy-relevant knowledge within that domain or issue-area” (Haas
1992, 3).

22

For a detailed list of references, see Law 2004; Law and Hassard 1999.
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The study of networks has also been approached from a perspective of interorganizational relations (Benson 1975; Powell 1991) and for conceptualizing market dynamics
and the relationships between states and markets (Granovetter 1983; Mattsson 1997). Finally,
the emergence of the term “transnational advocacy networks” (Keck and Sikkink 1998;
Rodrigues 2004) led to the study of networks in terms of political mobilization and social
movements.
Although “no single network paradigm exists” (Ansell 2008, 1), the notion of
transnational space for water is based on four main principles addressed by Dicken et al. (2001)
and Ansell (2008). The first refers to a relational perspective, which considers networks as
relational processes and structures. Thus, the relationships amongst actors constitute the basic
unit of analysis. The second principle is related to complexity in terms of the overlapping and
cross-cutting “geographical and organizational scales at which networks are manifested”
(Dicken et al. 2001, 92). On the basis of a large body of literature on the social construction of
scale (Cox 1998; N. Smith 1992, 1993; Dicken et al. 2001; Herod and Wright 2002;
Swyngedouw and Heynen 2003; Swyngedouw 2004; Marston 2000; Luke 2009), networks are
not only studied in terms of spatial scales (local, national, regional or global), but through new
scalar configurations, which can refer to scales of organisation, regulation or contestation. This
approach calls for a reinterpretation of spatial scales since they are “never fixed, but are
perpetually redefined, contested and restructured” (Swyngedouw 2004, 33). Scalar
configurations are conceived as the “outcomes of socio-spatial processes that regulate and
organise social power relations” (Swyngedouw 2004, 26). Their construction and
transformation are analyzed through a process of “scale jumping,” whereby political strategies
are mobilized to contest the structure of scale (N. Smith 1992).
The third principle makes reference to the resources and constraints on behavior that are
involved in the establishment of networks. Actors participating in a network mobilize resources
in order to obtain certain gains, and their action is limited by the structure of social influence
and control. The fourth and last principle is linked to the difficulty of embedding networks
within specific territories. A methodological outlook based on networks leads to conceiving
the relationships among actors across geographical space but also as embedded in particular
locations. Faced with the complexity of placing networks within territories, Dicken et al. (2001)
propose thinking in terms of “spaces of network relations,” which can include localized or
inter-urban spaces.
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The study of the networks established within the transnational space for water takes into
account these four principles. Focusing on the networks built by leading water TNCs, this
dissertation studies the power of Veolia and Suez within the transnational space for water and
their capacity to exercise it at different scales of water governance.
As mentioned in the introduction, this study proposes the concept of the transnational
space for water as an abstract space that can be “manifested” at the global, regional and national
scales and “territorialized” at the local scale. In order to analyze these processes, three main
parameters that link the spatial characteristics of water and the political dimension of its
governance are proposed for study: 1) the territorial embeddedness of water, which refers to
the geographic aspects of water resources and water services infrastructure; 2) the regulatory
and institutional framework, consisting in the set of regulatory laws and public policy programs
conducted by public authorities, and 3) the power of TNCs, defined in terms of their interests,
strategies and resources. All three parameters are applied at the local scale, since it is solely at
this scale that the geographic realities of water resources and services are confronted with
actors and institutional frameworks. As for the global, regional and national scales, only the
regulatory and institutional framework (proper to each scale) and the power of water TNCs
will be taken into consideration (see Figure 3).
The processes of manifestation and territorialization of the transnational space for water
at different scales results in the creation of hybrid structures of water governance. Governance
is understood here as a manner of “governing with and through networks” (Rhodes 2007,
1246). Indeed, these structures of governance are characterized by a high interdependence
between state and non-state actors and involve “continuing interactions between network
members, caused by the need to exchange resources and negotiate shared purposes” (Rhodes
2007, 1246).
The structures of governance can vary greatly depending on the number and type of
actors involved, the spatial scales and political-administrative levels at which networks take
place, and the configuration of power relations. This latter aspect is analyzed according to the
premise that “powerful, or active, actors are those who drive networks and make things happen.
Their ability to do so depends on their control of key resources […]. Power [is seen] as the
capacity to exercise that is realized only through the process of exercising” (Dicken et al. 2001,
93). As will be shown, the largest water TNCs constitute today active and powerful actors in
the transnational space for water since they hold and mobilize a large number of resources,
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create capabilities and implement strategies across scales. In the following section the three
parameters mentioned above are explored in greater detail.
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(global, regional,
national scales)

Territorial Embeddedness of
Water

Regulatory and Institutional
Framewor
Power of TNCs (interests,
resources, strategies)

Territorialization (local scale)

Figure 3. “The Manifestation and Territorialization of the Transnational
Space for Water: Parameters of Analysis”

Source: elaborated by author.
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1) Territorial Embeddedness of Water
Understanding water governance in terms of interactions between politics and actors entails
the major challenge of considering the dual aspect of water: as an open-access natural resource
and as a limited-access service. As a resource, water is found in nature generally in an openaccess form and belongs to no one individual. By contrast, water services are defined as “the
systems (physical or non-physical) that are in place to meet [water] needs at different levels”
(Renault n.d., 2). Renault proposes using the term “multiple-use services,” in order to
emphasize the importance of thinking about water services through a conceptual approach that
focuses on the provision of water for multiple uses. This term not only includes the systems or
infrastructure needed to provide the resource, but also the corresponding management and
governance arrangements. Figure 4 provides an example by showing the chain of the different
stages that are usually involved in the provision of drinking water, sewage and sanitation
services.
Figure 4 “Chain of Stages Involved in Water Supply and Sanitation Services”

Source: (CRISIL Asian Developement Bank (ADB) 2009, 22).

As Holzinger (2008) rightly points out, a resource should not be confused with the
good(s) or service(s) that the resource provides. From one single resource it is possible to obtain
different kinds of goods and services with diverse degrees of excludability and rivalry. Indeed,
while water is a common pool resource, characterized by not being exclusive (any individual
can gain access to the resource in its natural state) and by its proclivity to bring about rivalry
(its consumption by one individual will have an effect on that of another), it can also be
perceived as a good or service of limited access.
The difference between water as a resource and water as a service is a key question when
studying the establishment of water PPPs. Indeed, the contract negotiations take into account
not only the interactions between the actors that are responsible for the planning and
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management of the service, but also the characteristics of water systems, which depend greatly
on the geographic features of a spatial territory.
In order to understand how the TSW is territorialized at the local scale, this first
parameter will explore the relationship between water and territory from two perspectives:
networked water systems and the creation of fragmented territories.
A first crucial aspect of the relationship between water and territory concerns water
sources. Where does a city get its water from? Does water quality change depending on the
sources used? How do water sources impact the characteristics of water systems? These
questions not only condition the quantity and the quality of the resource, but also the
characteristics of the infrastructure required for the provision of water services within a
territory. The emergence of networked water systems, also known as “large technical systems”
(Coutard 1999) or “technical networks” (Offner and Pumain 1996), was encouraged first by
public health concerns and later by increasing water needs in fast-growing urban areas. As
Petitet and Schneier-Madanes (2005) highlight, the water “network model” was based on the
idea of “exploiting and mobilizing a natural resource (considered as free of charge and
inexhaustible), through a system standardized by technical equipment and heavy infrastructure,
for the production of a collective consumption good” (Petitet and Schneier-Madanes 2005, 21).
Networked water infrastructure has grown from the establishment of small artisanal
systems during the nineteenth century to the organization of water production, distribution, and
treatment in larger territorial scales today. This evolution has led to the consideration of
networked infrastructure as not only systems of distribution of essential services, but as “the
key physical and technological assets of modern cities” (Graham and Marvin 2001, 10).
New infrastructure in urban areas is now characterized by important changes concerning
the “intensity, power, speed and reach between [...] connections” (Graham and Marvin 2001,
13), as well as the use of more sophisticated and advanced technologies. This tendency is
clearly understood by the largest private water companies around the world, which are
constantly seeking to develop modern and “smart” water systems. The introduction of
technologies such as wireless water meter reading systems or remote leak surveillance systems
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represent new business opportunities and new ways of conceiving of networks in terms of
spatiality and temporality.23
The study of networked water systems leads to the second perspective, which considers
the creation of fragmented territories. The emergence, development and renewal of
infrastructure networks entail processes of structuration and restructuration of territories. In the
words of Offner and Pumain (1996), the relationship between technical networks and territory
is ambiguous, since networks can be both factors of cohesion, solidarity and homogenization,
as well as units that “transgress territories, do not respect administrative borders and oppose
the institutional and functional aspects of the territory” (Offner and Pumain 1996, 22). Thus,
the creation of “interconnecting infrastructural landscapes” (Graham and Marvin, 8) raises the
question of how space, networks and territory are articulated: are networks adapted to
territories or do networks create territories? (Offner and Pumain 1996).
While this question raises philosophical considerations regarding the definition of
territory (in terms of geographic space or social interactions), the construction of networked
water systems within a delimited area is translated into tangible and direct implications for
water users. The establishment of networked water infrastructure entails an automatic
delimitation concerning who receives the service, under what conditions, and which
geographical areas are concerned.
The creation of territories through networked water infrastructure has significant
implications for the strategies of water TNCs. While in Mexico most PPPs focus on the design
and construction of water facilities, water companies operating in the U.S. seek to implement
business models that improve the commercial efficiency of water systems.
The different degrees of access to and performance of water services have been
analyzed in terms of the connectivity to networked infrastructures and the socio-economic
implications. Botton (2007), for example, talks of “neighborhoods carenciados”24 (Botton
2007) to make reference to neighborhoods that are not connected to networked water systems.
Allen (2003) analyzes the provision of water services in what she calls the “peri-urban
interface,” defined as “a specific context where both rural and urban features co-exist, in
physical, environmental, social, economic and institutional terms” (A. Allen 2010, 28). Finally,
23

This point will be further explored through the study of the technology innovation strategies of Veolia and Suez
in Mexico and the U.S.
24
Translated as “deprived neighborhoods.”
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Fournier (2003; 2010) states that most cities of Latin America provide “socially differentiated
strategies of water access,” an aspect that reflects the access inequalities and socio-spatial
fragmentations of water services. All these studies highlight the importance of considering the
“non-network forms of services” as a part of a broad range of informal models of water supply
and sanitation services (Jaglin 2001; Amis 2004; Zérah 2010; Botton 2012).25
The emergence of these “fractured spaces” (Gandy 2004) as a result of networked water
infrastructure is not only understood in terms of spatial fragmentation (why does a
neighborhood have access to water supply and sanitation services and why are other
neighborhoods excluded from such access?), but also in terms of social interactions. Drawing
on the idea that a network not only entails technical factors but also has social meanings,
Jacopin states that beyond exploring the existence or absence of water networks, it is
fundamental to understand how these networks were built and developed; this is what he calls
“making networks speak” (faire parler les réseaux) (Jacopin 2003).
Keeping this in mind, water infrastructure offers a critical window for an analytical
perspective seeking to understand how water is conceived within a society in terms of its uses,
functions and values. Moreover, understanding water’s territorial embeddedness entails a
holistic comprehension of the characteristics of water sources, their impacts on water quantity
and service quality, as well as the origins, development and maintenance of water
infrastructure.
Networked water systems represent the evolution of technologies in “the perpetual
process of transformation of nature into city” (Kaika and Swyngedouw 2000, 1), as well as the
emergence of differentiated spatial, social, and institutional territories. These territories
constitute an arena in which the largest water TNCs create business opportunities, particularly
in terms of “smart” water services or technologies.
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According to Graham, the provision of water services is not only conditioned by the question of being connected
to a networked water system but also by the “quality and degree of social and geographical access” (Graham 2000,
185). In this manner, the recent emergence of “premium networked spaces,” defined as “new or retrofitted [...]
water infrastructures that are customized precisely to the needs of powerful users and spaces” is opposed to
“normalized and standardized infrastructure” (Graham 2000, 185–190). Along the same lines, Lorrain argues that
there is “a new, third phase in urban history characterized by the growing role of technological networks and other
infrastructure as key elements of modern life” (Lorrain 2005b). By distinguishing between three types of cities
(polis, megalopolis and gigacity), he states that networks now have a broader role in the life of a city, in terms of
urban boundaries and dynamics.
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2) Local Institutional Framework
The analysis of the institutional framework permits the identification of who is responsible for
the planning, operation and provision of water services in a specific context. Depending on the
water services management model adopted (public, social/community, private or mixed), the
regulatory laws and policies may vary, as well as the entities responsible for applying them. 26

a) Public Management
In a public management model, the state, in the form of a national, regional or municipal water
utility, is the responsible entity for providing water services, as well as establishing the
corresponding regulatory and institutional water framework. Public management of water
services is based on the idea that water, as a common good, is essential for life and that
universal access to water should be guaranteed by the state. The state is perceived as
responsible for upholding the general interest and providing a public service of quality.
Many arguments promoting public water management have arisen from the perspectives
of economics and political science. In economics, state intervention in the provision of public
goods is generally based on the economic argument that the marketplace cannot provide these
goods or solve externality problems (Deneulin and Townsend 2007; Feeny et al. 1990;
Friedman 1986; Hardin 1978; Hardin 1968).27 Furthermore, Cornes and Sandler (1996) have
highlighted the importance of the government’s role in the provision of public goods, not only
in terms of externalities and resources allocation, but also concerning the expenditure and
revenue decisions of governments.
In the field of politics, Bakker (2007) identified two perspectives in favor of public
management: 1) the anti-privatization approach, which is based on the opposition between the
26

There are a plethora of terms that refer to water management models. See for example Langford (2005), who
refers to approaches categorized according to commodities, the public, community or local groups and
social/human rights; Baker (2007), who talks about state, market and community water supply delivery models;
or Al Jayyousi (2007), who makes reference to the state planning model, the market model and the community
model.
27
A market failure is produced when an economic outcome (good or service) is inefficiently produced and/or
inefficiently allocated. This means that the marginal cost of producing one more unit of a good is not equivalent
to the marginal benefit of consuming one more unit of that good. An economically efficient outcome will occur
when the market forces function perfectly, which means that there is competition, no barriers to entry and that
buyers and sellers are perfectly informed about the costs and benefits of the economic transaction. When this is
not the case, a market failure will occur and state intervention will be required to improve efficiency in the
production or allocation of those outcomes (Labonte 2010).
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human right to water and water as a commodity, and 2) the alter-globalization approach, which
views water in a way that highlights its features as an essential and non-substitutable resource
as well as its place in community life.
The first perspective has been built over the last 30 years by a large number of actors
including scholars, NGOs, labor unions, and International Organizations (IOs) that act in local
and global arenas. Their main argument is that the involvement of private companies in the
management of water services invariably introduces the logic of the market, which is
incompatible with the basic human right to water. The partisans of this approach generally
claim that all human beings have an inherent right to have access to water in order to meet their
basic needs. Thus, water is a non-substitutable resource that is essential for life and is also
indispensable for respecting other human rights, such as the right to food and the right to health.
The literature on this topic is very broad and covers a large diversity of sub-perspectives. While
some scholars give priority to the study of the evolution and implications of the notion of the
human right to water in international law (Embid Irujo 2007; Al Jayyousi 2007; Langford 2005;
Smets 2002, 2006; Calaguas 1999; Gleick 1998), other studies focus on the negative effects of
water services privatization (Barlow 2008; Barlow and Clarke 2003; Shiva 2002; Marvin and
Laurie 1999; Hoedeman et al. 2005).
The anti-privatization discourse has also been adopted as the central argument of several
international campaigns and movements, such as the “global water justice movement,” which
unites several environmental groups, human rights advocates, community activists, academics,
trade unions and social justice organizations.28 This movement is an international network of
local organizations and global initiatives that promotes a vision of water as a fundamental
human right and not as a commodity. In the words of Claudia Campero, a consultant of Food
& Water Watch and Blue Planet Project, the recognition of the human right to water by the
United Nations in 2010 (General Assembly of the United Nations 2010) as well as in the
national constitutions of some countries are part of the movement’s achievements (Claudia
Campero, interview with author, 10 February 2012, Mexico City).
The second perspective, the alter-globalization approach, criticizes the human rights
perspective, arguing that “rights talk resuscitates a public-private binary that recognizes only

28

For the movement, the Blue Planet Project, Public Service International and Corporate Accountability
International Rivers are characterized as “international initiatives or organizations.” For more information about
the members at the local scale, see Focus on the Global South (2012).
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two unequally satisfactory option –state or market control: twinned corporatist models from
which communities are equally excluded” (Bakker 2007, 440). Furthermore, rather than
consider water as an economic good,29 the alter-globalization approach perceives water as a
common good whose management has to involve the community, considering that 1) there are
multiple state and market failures around water supply, 2) it is the community that knows best
the place-based practices of water management, and finally 3) water conservation is more
effective if its management is driven by the principles of collectiveness and solidarity.

b) Social or Community Management
The community or social management model can be defined as a “strategy that enables local
water users to be involved in and responsible for the management of their water resources”
(Institution of Civil Engineers, Oxfam GB and WaterAid 2011, 7). This model emphasizes the
principle of social organization in the management of water resources within and between
communities. Although community management represents an older form of social
organization, it has been poorly addressed in the academic literature. A number of studies have
considered this question, applying it to the provision, production, appropriation, and use of
local common pool resources (Abdullaev and Shah 2011; J. Lee 2006; Ostrom 1994; Ostrom
1990).
While this current of research has discussed the viability of adopting a community or
social management model of water resources, the question of applying this model to water
supply and sanitation services remains largely unexplored in the academic literature (Hardey
and Poupeau 2014; Poupeau 2008; McCommon, Warner, and Yohalem 1990). Within the
sparse literature developed on this topic, community management is defined as the “capability
of a community to control, or at least strongly influence the development of its water and
sanitation services” (McCommon, Warner, and Yohalem 1990, 10). According to these
authors, this model of management requires that the beneficiaries of the services have
responsibility (implicit obligations for owning the system); authority (concerning the decision-

According to the 4th principle of the Dublin Statement on Water and Sustainable Development “water has an
economic value in all its competing uses and should be recognized as an economic good” (“The Dublin Statement
on Water and Sustainable Development” 1992).
29
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making process); and control (determination of the outcomes of decisions) over the running
and development of their services.
The relevance of adopting this “alternative” model in the provision of drinking water
supply and sanitation services is questionable, since these services entail specific requirements
that users may not be able to meet. Thus, while managing water as an open-access resource
may entail negotiations around its uses and exploitation limits, providing water services to a
community entails important investment challenges. The construction, maintenance and
renewal of infrastructure such as water systems, sewerage or wastewater treatment plants, is
one example. Additional factors to consider are technological innovations for meeting water
quality requirements and professional human resources that are able to plan and manage the
provision of these services.

c) Public and Non-Profit Partnerships
In addition to public and social management, other institutional arrangements between public
and non-profit entities have emerged as an object of study in the academic debate (Olivera and
Lewis 2004; McDonald and Ruiters 2012). The origins of this perspective are located in the
literature on public-public partnerships (PuPs), which was originally produced by Public
Services International Research Union (PSIRU) and the Transnational Institute and Corporate
Europe Observatory (Hall et al. 2009; Hall and Lobina 2006; Hall, Lethbridge, and Lobina
2005; Hall 2000). A growing number of recent academic articles have also addressed this topic
(Boag and McDonald 2010; Bontenbal 2009; Hukka and Vinnari 2007; Phumpiu and
Gustafsson 2009).30 Public and non-profit partnerships are defined as
Any substantial contractual collaboration between two or more agencies in the
public and/or non-profit sector for the purpose of operating and/or financing the
delivery of a service over an extended period of time (McDonald and Ruiters 2012,
23).
Three types of partnerships are identified: 1) public-public partnership (PuP); 2) nonprofit/non-profit partnership (NPNPP) and 3) public/non-profit partnership (PuNPP).31 All of

30

PuPs have largely been used and mobilized by NGOs and global initiatives, such as Food & Water Watch, the
Council of Canadians, the Blue Planet Project, On the Commons or the Red Vida, in order to promote public
water management.
31
Spronk, Crespo, and Olivera (2012) apply this typology of partnerships to the water sector.
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these partnerships are characterized by the involvement of several actors from the public sector
(government bodies and departments, state utilities and departments, and state development
agencies) or the non-profit sector (community-based organizations, NGOs, churches,
foundations, social movements, trade-unions, etc.).

d) Private Management
After having briefly introducing public, social and non-profit models for water services
provision, it is now time to explore the different modalities of private participation in water
management.
The promotion of the involvement of private operators in water services relies on the
general idea that local governments face important challenges in performing water utilities
efficiently because of the lack of financial and human resources, bureaucratic obstacles or
insufficient expertise and technological innovations. Thus, under the “state failure” hypothesis,
states are perceived as inefficient, ineffective and unproductive due to the structural defects of
the public sector in charge of water management (Bakker 2003; 2005).
The involvement of the private sector in managing water services emerged as the new
paradigm in the late 1980s. Following the privatization of the water industry in England and
Wales in 1989, a growing number of cities adopted fully or partially private management
models of water services. It is estimated that by the end of 2001, around 200 water supply and
sanitation services were managed by private operators in more than 93 countries (Brubaker
2001; The World Bank 2004). After the first concession contract in Latin America between the
city of Corrientes, Argentina and the British company Thames Water in 1991, a series of
concession and management contracts were established all around the world: Buenos Aires in
1993; Cancun and Gdansk in 1994; Santa Fe and Kelantan in 1995; Senegal, Manila and
Cartagena in 1996; Gabon, Cordoba, La Paz-el Alto, Budapest, the west of Jakarta,
Barranquilla and Casablanca in 1997; Chengdu in 1998 and Santiago in 1999 (SchneierMadanes 2010; Marin 2009; Lorrain 2000).
The majority of the contracts awarded in the 1990s were characterized by the provision
of part or all water services by private operators. This trend was based on the idea that private
operators were able to provide a more efficient service due to their investment capacity,
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expertise, and technological performance. However, according to Marin (2009), the number of
contracts established around the world has dropped since 2001 due to several problems in
implementation that have resulted in a number of early-terminated and un-renewed contracts.
Today, the idea of privatizing water services has been reshaped and new trends in terms of
contracts types and business opportunities (in terms of geographic orientation and service
markets) have emerged (see Chapter II).
In general terms, one can distinguish between privatization (also known as divestiture)
and PPPs.32 While the first term refers to the full transfer of a water utility’s ownership and
management to the private sector, a PPP is a contractual agreement established between a
public entity and one or more private company for the delivery of a service or the construction
of infrastructure.
PPPs can be divided into different categories, which can involve more or less private
participation: concessions; lease and management contracts; mixed-ownership companies;
contract services; technical assistance contracts; as well as a large number of contracts
involving the construction, financing, operation, and transfer of water facilities. Although there
is no universal consensus on the typology of these partnerships, multiple classifications have
been provided by scholars (Tuinhof, Attia, and Jan Saaf 2003; Nickson and Franceys 2003; T.
Lee and Jouravlev 1997; Beecher, Dresse, and Stanford 1995), as well as by water-related
organizations (Asian Development Bank 2008; The National Council for Public-Private
Partnerships 2000; The World Bank, PPIAF 2006; OECD 2009).
In order from lower to higher degrees of private participation, the most frequent types of
contractual arrangements between public authorities and one or more private company are:
1) Service contracts, in which public authorities outsource one or more specific service
or task to a private company for a pre-stipulated fee and for a short duration of time. Tariff
setting and capital investments remain the responsibility of the public sector;
2) Operations and management contracts (O&M), in which the private company is in
charge of some or all of the services linked to the management and operation of the utility for

While the supporters of private management highlight the importance of distinguishing between “privatization”
and “public-private partnerships” (Asian Development Bank 2008), their opponents argue that there is no such
difference, given that privatizing water services includes any form or degree of private participation (Food &
Water Watch 2009).
32
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a given fee. The major capital investments and tariff setting are not transferred to the private
sector;
3) Lease or affermage contracts, in which public authorities delegate the provision of the
service including the operation and maintenance of the infrastructure, as well as the obligations
related to quality and service standards, to a private firm, which is responsible for all costs
related to the service’s provision, but not for new or replacement investments. The private
partner collects the tariffs from consumers and pays a fee to the public sector. The only
difference between an affermage and a lease is that in the first case the fee is pre-determined
by both parties, while in the second case the fee is fixed according to the volume of water sold;
4) Concession contracts, in which the entire operation and management of the service,
as well as the responsibility of capital investments related to the operation, maintenance,
renewal or replacement of the infrastructure, are delegated to the private sector by public
authorities. The private sector obtains its revenue directly from the consumers, with the service
fees generally established in the contract.
While these forms of contracts are more common for the provision of a service or the
management of a utility, Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) contracts between public authorities
and one or more private companies are more prevalent in cases involving the financing of the
construction and operation of a new facility. Thus, the private company provides the capital
needed for building a facility and operating it for a period of time, and then returns its assets to
the public sector when the contract expires.
There are a considerable number of variations of BOT contracts33 such as Build-OwnOperate (BOOs), in which the private sector does not transfer the new facility’s ownership to
the public sector; Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOOT) contracts, where the private sector
transfers the facility’s assets to the public sector after building and operating the new facility
for a period of time, usually between 15 and 30 years; and Build-Operate-Train-Transfer
(BOTT) contracts, in which the private operator agrees to train the public sector, with the goal
of guaranteeing a smooth transition of the facility’s ownership (OECD 2009, 21).
A last type of PPP refers to joint ventures, which are defined as agreements between the
public and private sectors to form a new company or to share the ownership of an existing

33

To review other categories of BOT contracts see (The World Bank, PPIAF 2012; Asian Development Bank
2008).
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company. While the company is co-owned by both parties, the private partner usually assumes
the operational role through the establishment of a board of directors (see Figure 5).

Figure 5 “Typology of PPPs”

Source: The World Bank 2013.

The institutional local framework conditions the establishment of water PPPs and, in
consequence, the types of strategies implemented by water TNCs. For instance, as will be
shown in Chapters III and IV, the recent establishment of federal laws in Mexico and the U.S.
has been with the goal to boost the development of water PPPs.
The regulatory and institutional framework constitutes a key element for understanding
how the transnational space for water is manifested at the global, national and regional scales
as well as territorialized at the local scale. The establishment of an institutional framework for
the management and regulation of water services involves multiple actors and politicaladministrative levels: supranational (as in the case of the European Framework Directives);
international; regional; federal (or central); state; sub-state; or local.
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3) The Power of Transnational Corporations (TNCs): Interests,
Resources and Strategies
The transnational space for water is built through the establishment of interactions and multiscaled networks. The relationships between state and non-state actors participating in this space
are structured in terms of power. The most powerful and active actors are those who possess
and mobilize different types of resources to obtain specific gains. Since power is conceived as
a practice and not as a mere position within a network (Dicken et al. 2001), the employment of
multiple resources and strategies remains essential for understanding the capacity of each actor
to exercise its power.
In this study, the power of water TNCs is analyzed in terms of interests, resources and
strategies. This perspective makes it possible to identify the evolution of water TNC interests
(from the maximization of economic gains to their recognition as world corporate references);
categorize the diversity of mobilized resources (highlighting the adoption of new information
technologies and social networks); and explore the strategies deployed at multiple scales.
Departing from the idea that “the scope of power” (Uhlin 1988) of TNCs includes
economic functions (production, financing, marketing, technical development and
management) as well as political issue areas, TNCs are presented here as active and powerful
economic and political actors.

a) Interests, Resources and Strategies
Based on research within the field of strategic management, and more particularly on the
resource-based theory of the firm, the concept of power within this research is understood in
terms of interests, resources and strategies.
Interests are defined as the specific goals determined by a firm. Though they are usually
delimited following a unique and centralized orientation set out by company headquarters,
interests are also adapted to the characteristics of each local context. The interests of TNCs are
usually of an economic and political nature. While understanding the challenges imposed by
an increasingly competitive international market, private firms are interested in developing
broader capacities in terms of economic performance and as active agents in diverse political
arenas.
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Resources are defined as the basic units that confer market power, which can be owned
individually by a firm or jointly through inter-firm joint ventures (Grant 1991). While there are
several categories of resources developed in the strategic management literature, this study
takes the classification initially developed by Hofer and Schendel (1978) and completed by
Grant (1991). Six major categories of resources will be considered: financial, physical, human,
technological, reputation and organization.
Grant distinguishes between resources and capabilities, defining the latter as
What [a firm] can do as a result of teams of resources working together […].
Creating capabilities is not a simple matter of assembling a team of resources:
capabilities involve complex patterns of coordination between people and between
people and other resources (Grant 1991, 120–122).
This ability to coordinate and organize teams of resources can be understood as an
“organizational routine” (Nelson and Winter 1982; Becker 2004) or as “a number of interacting
routines” (Grant 1991, 122). This perspective highlights the historical conditions through
which routines are shaped (Becker 2004).
The term “capabilities” makes reference to the set of “skills acquired [by a firm] through
practice over time. [… Thus] the advantage of an established firm over a newcomer is primarily
in the organizational routines that it has perfected over time” (Grant 1991, 123). In the resourcebased theory literature, a firm’s capabilities have also been called “economies of experience”
(Grant 1991, 123), or referred to by the expression “organizations remember by doing” (Nelson
and Winter 1982, 99). As it will be shown later in this study, the identification of resources and
the constitution of capabilities have constituted the basis of the “learning process” of Veolia
and Suez over time.
The evaluation of a firm’s resources and capabilities makes it possible to identify its
“distinctive competences” (Hofer and Schendel 1978, 145) based on which strategies are
formulated. For John Allen, the mere fact of holding resources and capabilities does not
guarantee the exercise of power. As he writes: “resources may be misused, incompetently
applied, mobilized for all the wrong reasons and, perhaps worst of all, simply wasted […]. [For
this reason] we need to distinguish clearly between the exercise of power and the resource
capabilities mobilization to sustain that exercise” (J. Allen 2003, 5). Grant (1991) supports his
argument by claiming that that the potential benefits a firm can obtain from its resources and
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capabilities depend on the “sustainability” of its competitive advantage over time and the firm’s
ability to appropriate these returns.
The degree of sustainability of a firm’s competitive advantages is determined by four
characteristics of their resources and capabilities: 1) durability, referring to the rate at which
these elements become obsolete; 2) transparency, defined in terms of the speed at which a firm
is able to imitate another firm’s strategy; 3) transferability, making reference to the firm’s
ability to obtain the resources needed to replicate another firm’s competitive advantage, and
finally 4) replicability, which refers to the firm’s ability to replicate resources (Grant 1991).
The identification of these characteristics allows a firm to determine which existing
resources should be deployed and how its resource base can be developed. The idea of
“upgrading” a firm’s competitive advantage (Grant 1991, 131) is especially interesting for the
study of the development of water TNCs in terms of geographical expansion and services offer.
How do water TNCs identify business opportunities? What kinds of resources do these
companies mobilize? What strategies do these firms adopt to continuously develop a base of
resources and capabilities?
These questions lead to the third and last term on which the concept of power is built:
strategies. According to Hofer and Schendel’s definition, a strategy is “the match between an
organization’s resources and skills and the environmental opportunities and risks it faces and
the purposes it wishes to accomplish” (Hofer and Schendel 1978, 11). According to this notion,
an actor’s strategy takes into account its interests (through the establishment of goals and
objectives); its resources and capabilities; as well as the general conditions of the environment.
With the goal of understanding the power exercised by water TNCs within the transnational
space for water, this thesis explores the interests, resources and strategies of Veolia and Suez
at different scales of water governance. While the literature on strategy formulation is vast and
offers a practical perspective for business managers (Hofer and Schendel 1978; Abell 1980;
Michaël Porter 1980; Paley 2008), this study seeks rather to explore how water TNCs have
become active and powerful actors in water governance.
The categorization of business strategies has been addressed especially from a
management perspective. For example, Hofer and Schendel (1978) distinguished between
corporate, business and functional strategies and proposed different formulation models for
each strategy. By discussing the competitive strategy classification addressed by Porter (1980;
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1985), and the generic strategy classification scheme of Abell (1980), Chrisman et al. (1988)
proposed a new classification scheme based on 16 different business strategies. This approach
is largely different from others that focus on the “political power” of TNCs and their role in
global governance (Uhlin 1988; Sklair 2002; Cutler, Haufler, and Porter 1999; Fuchs 2007;
Ougaard and Leander 2010; Wilks 2013). With the goal of proposing an analytical framework
that embraces both the economic-managerial and political perspectives, this study identifies
the following strategies implemented by the largest water TNCs:



Business Networks

Based on Yeung’s definition, a business network is “an integrated and co-ordinated set of
ongoing economic and non-economic relations embedded within, among and outside business
firms” (Yeung 1997, 5). According to his classification, there are three main types of business
network relations.
The first category refers to intra-firm networks. They are defined as the relations between
different departments and subsidiaries of a firm, which can be based on formal or informal
contractual structures. While formal intra-firm structures “facilitate vertical, functional
decision-making and learning, [… informal structures promote] horizontal, cross-functional
learning and decision making” (Yeung 1998, 72). Concrete examples of these networks are to
be found in the organizational forms of parent-subsidiary relationships (multi-divisions, family
business groups, conglomerates); the internal arbitration of disputes concerning labor relations;
the establishment of specific guidelines for negotiating PPP contracts; or common research and
development strategies.
The second category refers to inter-firm networks. They are understood as the relations
between two or more firms, with the goal of obtaining shared benefits. Child et al. (2005)
distinguish between external and internal “drivers of cooperative strategies.” For external
challenges, they identify the continuous turbulence in world markets, an increasing number of
regional industries, rapid technological changes and investments requirements, the existence
of economies of scales, and shorter product life cycles. Internal motivations can involve
dependence on another firm’s resources, a demand for being part of knowledge creation and
learning processes, risk limitation or the goal of reaching new markets (Child, Faulkner, and
Tallman 2005). Thus, on the basis that private companies “simultaneously compete and
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cooperate with each other in local and transnational markets” (Yeung 1998, 72), businesses
establish different forms of inter-firm networks, including joint-ventures, strategic alliances,
consortia, outsourcing, licensing and franchising agreements, collaborative marketing,
technology financing and research and development partnerships (Powell 1991; Yeung 1998;
Child, Faulkner, and Tallman 2005; Hakansson et al. 2009) .
Extra-firm networks constitute the third category. They are defined as “any relationship
between the firm and other institutions embedded in society and space” (Yeung 1998, 73). This
broad definition includes agreements and partnerships between business and all other actors
participating in the transnational space for water (state and sub-state, societal and international
organizations). The establishment of these networks can follow economic motivations, as well
as the search for political authority and social legitimacy. Extra-firm networks can involve a
large range of contracts and agreements with governmental entities at the local, national and
regional levels, joint research and development programs with academic institutions or private
foundations, multilateral fundraising or advocacy partnerships with international organizations
(Yeung 1998; Bull and McNeill 2007a).



Technological Innovation

The largest TNCs have integrated the production of innovative technological processes and
equipment as one of their core competencies. In the environmental sector, private firms have a
broad range of business opportunities. On the one hand, the “environmental crisis” calls for the
creation of “green technologies” in order to decrease the impact of human activities on the
natural environment. More rigorous regulations on the preservation of natural resources have
become a driver for private companies, which seek to maintain their competitiveness through
the innovation of sustainable management systems. On the other hand, the common association
between cities and the need for performative urban services constitutes another important field
for business. Today, technological innovation can involve “smart systems” for providing and
monitoring urban services, the creation of alternative sources of energy, methods for the
treatment and disposal of wastewater, multi-modal transportation and sustainable technologies
to reuse and recycle waste.
The implementation of this strategy is based on the notion “technological rent,” which is
defined as “the revenue which is obtained by the competitive advantage of possessing a unique
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technological resource” (Chauchefoin and Sauvent 2010, 76). Thus, by acquiring technological
competences (know-how, human resources or innovative products), TNCs seek to preserve
their advantage as producers of knowledge and performance in the international market
(Simmie 1997). This strategy is strongly linked to the research and development activities of a
company. The increasing investments in this area and partnerships with other firms and
research entities are important indicators for evaluating the place that technology innovation
has within a firm’s strategy.



Lobbying

Over time, water TNCs have implemented a large set of lobbying tactics and adapted them to
continuously changing contexts. Several scholars from diverse disciplinary traditions have
proposed multiple definitions of lobbying (Milbrath 1963; Schlozman and Tierney 1986;
Miller 1998; Woll 2007b; Fuchs 2007; Wilks 2013). In this study, the term “lobbying” is
understood as the actions and tactics implemented by an individual, group or organization in
order to promote and achieve their interests by influencing decision-makers (Astié-Burgos
2011). Understanding influence as “the activity of producing change on a given issue” (Woll
2007, 61; see also Baumgartner and Leech 1998, 36–38), business corporations deploy
different direct and indirect lobbying tactics with the goal of obtaining certain benefits.
Miller (1998) distinguishes between advocacy-led lobbying and pressure-based
lobbying. The first category is “based on careful case-assembly and quiet representations or
negotiations […] particularly where the issue is technical, complex, unlikely to attract political
concern or where public debate could be counter-productive” (Miller 1998, 51). Thus, this type
of lobbying includes tactics such as face-to-face contact, organization of social events or an
increasing presence in political and legislative-related events. The second category, pressurebased lobbying, seeks to “… harness and direct public opinion towards Government […
especially when the] issue could be politically sensitive and it is newsworthy” (Miller 1998,
51). This strategy involves the use of “grass roots lobbying tactics” (Goldstein 1999), which
seek to promote mass participation and group influence, including regular communication with
citizens and media, “mounting grass roots campaigns” or even “inspiring letter-writing”
(Schlozman and Tierney 1986). Financial support for parties and election campaigns has also
become a recurrent practice amongst lobbyists. Although this tactic is more specific to the
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context of the U.S., campaign funding remains a key lobbying tactic for water TNCs that have
expanded their activities to international markets.
Water TNCs can adopt multiple lobbying strategies in order to reach different goals
(regulatory frameworks, public policies, legislative processes and elections or contract
negotiation), in individual or collective firms, and across scales of water governance (local,
national, regional or global).



Agenda Setting and Political Communication

Firms also deploy political communication strategies to strengthen their visibility and influence
agenda setting at the national and global scales. These strategies seek to enhance the public
image of an industry, a profession or a firm (Baumgartner and Leech 1998, 35). The largest
TNCs mobilize important financial, human and technological resources with the goal of
becoming a key reference within their sector. Broader visibility can contribute towards
strengthening a company’s reputation and private authority (Uhlin 1988; Cutler, Haufler, and
Porter 1999; Ougaard and Leander 2010).
Political communication includes increasing mobilization, presence and participation in
political arenas, the provision of consultancy services to advisory committees and national
delegations, the active use of social networks and online blogs and vigorous publicity
campaigns by means of media, digital and printed materials. By promoting a “dependence of
politicians and bureaucrats on business for information and expertise” (Fuchs 2007, 79),
business places itself as a “partner in policy making” (Wilks 2013, 109). The reputation and
corporate image of a firm may favor the establishment of a PPP contract. On the one hand, if
local governments award contracts on the basis of a score-competition, the experience of the
firm and the characteristics of its previous projects (size, performance and overall cost) can
have an important impact on the final decision of public authorities. On the other hand, utility
companies depend on the regulatory and institutional framework elaborated by public
authorities. Active corporate mobilization is intended, therefore, to build strategies to “enter
government,” particularly with specialized governmental departments, ministries or agencies
(Wilks 2013, 109).
Other than enhancing a firm’s image, political communication is also meant to influence
agenda setting. The organization of an increasing number of international conferences on
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environmental issues since the 1970s has shaped new forms of private sector participation. The
involvement of businesses in global environmental negotiations is not new; indeed, it has gone
from understated participation within national delegations as advisers and observers to the
creation of business associations that promote private interests (Le Prestre 2005). Nevertheless,
if this evolution can be qualified as a general trend for all of TNCs, industrial engagement
varies according to the prevailing risks and opportunities. For example, while firms operating
in mining, oil and chemical sectors have been more reluctant to adopt international regulatory
frameworks, water TNCs have found an opportunity for growth and economic profit within the
“environmental industry” (Le Prestre 2005, 117). Their active participation in global forums
and in multi-actor think-tanks, the establishment of partnerships with the most influential
NGOs and research institutes worldwide, and the creation of “corporate foundations” are
concrete examples of strategies through which business influences global agenda setting.



Corporate Norm-Entrepreneurship or Self-Regulation

The first part of this chapter made reference to what Ougaard (2010) calls the emergence of
“international policy regimes for business.” The creation and continuous modification of such
regimes are based on “best practices” promoted jointly by the private sector and international
organizations. The development of a “corporate norm-entrepreneurship” (Dieter et al. 2010),
also referred to as “industry self-regulation” (Haufler 2001), involves the creation of multiple
entities that regulate business activity on an individual or sector-wide basis.
Nadvi and Wältring (2004) differentiated between product and process standards,
company codes of labels and different types of process standards (environmental, quality
assurance, social and labor) according to different criteria: geographical reach, function, key
drivers, forms, coverage and regulatory implications. In parallel they identified five generations
of global business standards in order to show the chronological development of standards at
the international level. The first generation saw the emergence of company codes of conduct
seeking to present TNCs as leading firms of supply chains. The second generation was
characterized by the creation of business-defined sector codes and labels created and
implemented mainly by enterprise associations. Generic international standards defined by
business proliferated during the third generation. The fourth generation made reference to
sector-specific codes and labels that emerged through partnerships and networks between
business and NGO interests. Finally, the fifth generation referred to generic social standards
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that seek to “harmonize the diverse firm- and sector-specific codes and develop a global social
minimum standard” (Nadvi and Wältring 2004, 81).
The development of codes of conduct, labels and standards is part of the broader context
of corporate social responsibility (CSR). As Wilks pointed out, “the CSR industry encompasses
awards, league tables, codes of conduct, NGOs, specialist divisions of management consultants
and auditors, government sponsored initiatives and [… other actors of] the academic works”
(Wilks 2013, 199). In this manner, business has adopted an ever- broadening CSR perspective
within a stronger regulatory framework that has expected rigorous accountability from private
actors. Wilks (2013) identified five main factors that motivate corporations to undertake CSR:
1) protecting economic profits and securing financial benefits; 2) minimizing risk management
through trust, reputation and popular perception; 3) responding to governmental preferences
and creating “a regulatory dialogue”; and 4) increasing the leadership of a firm’s corporate
élite.
The creation and legitimization of self-regulation by business is a well-defined strategy
to exercise business power. While the first standards and codes established by business were
addressed to specific firms and narrow sectors, the number and scope of current entities has
expanded to new business areas and involves multiple actors.



Legal Partnerships

TNCs seek to develop new international markets within an increasingly competitive context.
The expansion of the activities of a private firm to different geographic regions requires that
the company adapt to diverse national legislation. This situation raises the question about which
legal instruments private companies can use and adapt to specific local contexts. The largest
water TNCs have undertaken a relatively new strategy: hiring legal experts as project managers
and official business representatives.
Legal experts working in the private sector help companies avoid judicial and legal risks
that private enterprise may face at national, international and supranational levels (Coeurdray
2009). These risks could refer to limits imposed by national legislation in the areas of
sponsoring, trade practices, PPP contracts or bi-national litigation.
The transfer of their competencies from the public legal sphere to the private sector has
made “extra-professional mobility” (Boigeol 1998) towards a different institutional entities
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possible for legal experts. While this mobility was initially oriented toward public companies,
many former legal employees of the public system are now hired as “legal consultants” by
international organizations and private companies. This evolution is at the core of a changing
international economic and political context, characterized by stronger regulatory frameworks
and growing competition between industries and public sectors. While in the 1980s, private
companies hired legal experts as top managers in order to challenge the perception of widelyspread corruption in public and private relationships, the 1990s were characterized rather by
the emergence of corporate ethical codes.
In this manner, private companies have deployed communication strategies to highlight
the growing importance of ethics for business, with the goal of promoting a “renewed image”
for CEOs (Coeurdray 2009, 416). These strategies changed from the public mobilization of top
managers in the first half of the 1990s to less-mediatized interventions in national and
international forums in the 2000s. Today, the integration of legal experts into the core
management body of a private firm is not only a recurrent strategy, but also reflects the
convergence of the political, legislative, legal and economic spheres, all of which represent key
arenas for business.
Water TNCs have adopted numerous concrete strategies in the legal field: the creation of
strategic partnerships with international organizations and NGOs, the adoption of ethical
committees and codes in a firm’s headquarters as well as in their subsidiaries, the promotion
of a “new commercial business philosophy” and the hiring of legal experts as business
consultants (Coeurdray 2009; 2004). The establishment of judicial partnerships is a key aspect
in the arbitration and conciliation of legal disputes between international private investors and
states. An example of this is provided by the current proceedings registered at the International
Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) that oppose the two largest water TNCs
worldwide with the states of Egypt (in the case of Veolia) and Argentina (in the case of Suez)
(ICSID 2014).
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Conclusion
Over time, business has become an active actor from both an economic as well as a political
perspective. This chapter showed that the increasing involvement of TNCs in global platforms
has led to a fundamental change in the way business has been analyzed by scholars and
international organizations. This evolution was addressed through a state of art literature review
concerning the main academic contributions in the fields of geography, International Relations
and political economy to the study of non-state actors, particularly in the global economy and
world politics. It is interesting to note that in all these disciplines, the rise of non-state actors in
economic, political and social spheres has been followed by the emergence of critical
approaches that question the role and competencies of the state. Furthermore, the increasing
involvement of TNCs in agenda setting, decision-making and the creation of international
policy regimes at the global scale testifies to the growing power of non-state actors in global
governance.
The preceding pages have identified three main academic approaches from which
business has been analyzed as a key actor in global governance: global business regulation;
corporate social responsibility; and the power of business, while the latter approach represents
the main focus of this study. The heightened capacity of power held by water TNCs was
illustrated by three examples: the development of corporate normative frameworks (BIER
Water Footprint Working Group, GEMI’s local water tool and Water Impact Index); the
creation of influence (lobbying tactics); and the participation in international business
platforms (WBSCD and Aquafed). The study of these initiatives permitted the exploration of
how leading water companies establish transnational networks with both state and non-state
actors.
The second part of this chapter presented the concept of the transnational space for water.
While discussing its theoretical foundations, the key concepts of space, actor and networks
were explored through a brief state of art. As part of this dissertation’s methodology, this
chapter analyzed the parameters that explain the manifestation of the transnational space for
water at the global, regional and national scales as well as its territorialization at the local scale.
The first parameter refers to the territorial embeddedness of water and is only applied to
the local scale. This parameter entails the study of the characteristics of water sources and their
impact on water quantity and service quality, as well as networked water infrastructure and the
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creation of fragmented water territories. Taking into account these aspects remains
fundamental in the development of business opportunities and potential market niches.
The second parameter makes reference to the regulatory and institutional framework,
which can vary according to the scale analyzed. Defined in terms of the set of regulatory laws
and policies, as well as the entities responsible for applying them, the institutional framework
regulates the way water services are managed. Four different models were identified: public;
social or community; public and non-profit partnerships and private.
Focusing on the operations of private companies in the water sector, privatization was
distinguished from PPPs. Whereas the former involves the full transfer of a water utility’s
ownership and management to the private sector, a PPP is a contractual agreement between a
public entity and one or more private companies for the delivery of a service or the construction
of water infrastructure. Despite there being no universal classification of PPPs, five main types
of contracts were identified: service contracts, operation and management [O&M], lease or
affermage, concession and several types of BOTs contracts.
The third parameter corresponds to the power of TNCs. The power of large private
companies was defined as their capacity to drive networks and make things happen within the
transnational space for water, and can be understood in terms of interests, resources and
strategies. In order to define each one of these concepts, literature from the field of strategic
management was mobilized in particular.
Interests respond to specific goals determined by a firm, and are usually of an economic
and political nature. Resources refer to the basic units that confer market power on a firm and
are classified into financial, physical, human, technological, reputation and organizational
varieties. Resources were distinguished from capabilities, which were defined as the set of
skills acquired by a firm through practice over time. Finally, strategies make reference to the
match between the interests of a firm, its resources and capabilities and the general conditions
of the environment within which the company operates. Several strategies can be adopted in
order to achieve one or more interest, mobilizing different types of resources in the process.
Since the implementation of strategies remains essential for the study of the power of water
TNCs, six main types of strategies will be focused on in this thesis: business networks,
technological innovation, lobbying, agenda setting and political communication, corporate
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norm-entrepreneurship or self-regulation and legal partnerships. These strategies embrace both
the economic and political nature of water TNCs’ operations.
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II - Situating the Global Private Water Sector in Time
and Space
Though water PPPs became an issue of international debate during the 1990s, the involvement
of the private sector in the provision of water services is not a new phenomenon. Quite to the
contrary, a pioneering private sector, shaped mainly by small private entrepreneurs and
families, participated in the development of the first water systems of a large number of cities
around the world.
Over time, this initial private sector has changed. The number of companies has increased
and the scope of their activities has extended to multiple environmental fields. Today, the
French groups Veolia and Suez lead the global private water sector. This chapter seeks to
explain how and by which means these companies have gone from being local water companies
to transnational corporations.
The first section of this chapter addresses the main factors that have contributed to the
development of water PPPs. The World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) are
identified as key actors in the promotion of private companies as efficient providers of water
services. What kind of arguments have these organizations mobilized in the promotion of water
privatization? How has the World Bank’s discourse on private water participation changed
within the last 20 years?
After addressing these questions, this chapter analyzes the current trends regarding the
private sector’s involvement in the management of water services in terms of geographic
locations and types of contracts. Furthermore, a general portrait of the current leading private
companies is presented. The emergence of a larger number of water firms today testifies to the
evolutions currently experienced by the water sector at the global scale.
The second part of this chapter focuses on the largest water companies, Veolia and Suez.
The first section presents a detailed analysis of the history of both companies and highlights
key dates, names and moments that marked the development of these French groups. The
second section explores the main factors that have contributed to the development of both
companies as transnational corporations. On the one hand, the French state has played a key
role in the development of these water TNCs through the creation and exportation of the socalled “French school of water” and the establishment of favorable industrial policies. The
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creation and reproduction of a “managerial élite,” formed by top ministerial employees and
business executives as well as the establishment of transnational lobbying networks, has also
greatly contributed to the development of Veolia and Suez in France and abroad. On the other
hand, these French groups have implemented a continuous adaptation strategy, in terms of
services, markets and business models. The mobilization of different resources constitutes a
driving element of their adaptation strategy.

Unravelling the Current Global Private Water Sector
Though the debate concerning private participation in the provision of urban water services
took shape at the end of the 1980s, it would be mistaken to believe that private sector
involvement in water-related activities is a recent development. Indeed, since the early 1800s,
private participation in the ownership and management of small water systems has occurred in
several different countries.
In the U.S., 79 out of the 156 waterworks that existed in 1860 were privately owned
(Blake 1956), and around 94 percent of the American water services were provided by private
firms during the 19th century (Beecher, Dresse, and Stanford 1995; Gleick et al. 2002). The city
of London has relied on the private sector since the 16th century, and by 1861, 60 percent of
the population in larger towns had their water supply provided by private companies (Prasad
2007, 221). In France, the early involvement of private companies in water supply is attested
in several cities. Starting in 1782, “… the Perrier brothers were given license to supply piped
water in Paris” (Prasad 2007, 222), and by the mid-19th century the recently created Compagnie
Générale des Eaux (today Veolia Environnement) had signed its first concession contracts with
the cities of Lyon (1853) and Nantes (1854) (Jacquot 2002). Another example is provided by
the city of Berlin, whose first water supply system was developed by a private firm in 1852
with the goal of street-cleaning and firefighting (Prasad 2007).
The main reasons for local governments to call on the services of the private sector
covered a number of needs related to public health concerns, firefighting, industrial
development, lack of water access and the poor quality of water services (Prasad 2007). Over
time, this trend changed and the public sector increased its investments in water infrastructure
and took control over water supply systems. The transfer of the management of water systems
from the private to the public sector was strongly motivated by the “institutionalization of
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cleanliness” (Goubert 1989, 1082) at the beginning of the 19th century. The relationship
between high waterborne disease rates and the lack of hygienic conditions within growing
urban areas had become evident. The broader involvement of public authorities in the operation
of water and wastewater systems reflected the new role given to water as an element of a city’s
prestige and from which multiple social, economic and political benefits could be obtained
(Dardenne 2012).
Along with the emergence of more rigid health concerns, the performance of private
companies was increasingly scrutinized from the middle of the 19th century onwards. Their
capacity to provide clean and safe water to all citizens in an equitable manner was at the center
of public concerns. Private firms began facing serious problems concerning water coverage to
poor neighborhoods, water quality improvement, investment in water infrastructure, general
distrust from the population, and unequal water rates (Troesken 2001; Gleick et al. 2002;
Prasad 2007).
Even though private companies were highly involved in the development of the first
water supply networks of urban areas, public monopolies became the norm in most large cities
in the U.S. and Europe. In London, for example, only 10 percent of the population in 1900 was
supplied by private companies (Dardenne 2012). In the case of the U.S., “thousands of cities
and towns ‘municipalized’ their local water systems by purchasing incumbent private water
companies” during the late 19th and early 20th centuries (Troesken 2001, 755). Parisian water
services also become publicly-managed after the 1788 bankruptcy of the French state, and
remained so until 1984 (Dardenne 2012).
The replacement of private monopolies by broader public sector involvement was not a
trend restricted to the U.S. and European countries. In Latin America, for example, private
firms signed concession and affermage contracts34 for the construction and/or management of
water systems in cities like Recife (1837), Puebla (1855), Rio de Janeiro (1863), Montevideo
(1867), and Buenos Aires (1887) (Birrichaga 1998; Dardenne 2012). In the aftermath of
national independence movements, the management of water services was recovered by the
public sector. However, as Dardenne (2012) points out, this remunicipalization of water
services came not as a reaction to the monopolistic practices of foreign companies, but
corresponded rather to a search for national sovereignty by newly-founded states.

34

For more information on the types of contracts see Chapter I.B.2.
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In other geographic regions, the early involvement of private entrepreneurs followed
from the former colonial economic structure. Thus, while French and British entrepreneurs
played an active role in the development of private concessions in the cities of Cairo,
Alexandria or Beirut, the water market of the city of Shanghai was split between British, French
and Chinese traders from 1902 to 1937 (Valiron 1996; Dardenne 2012; Tremolet 2012).
Following decolonization, many former French colonies and protectorates in Africa, such as
Morocco, Burkina Faso, Niger, Mauritania and Senegal, continued to follow models in which
the management of water services remained in private hands. Indeed, in several of these
countries, it was the French groups Veolia, Suez and Saur that retained control over the
management of water services. In the case of former British colonies,
The first private initiatives were generally replaced by public organizations before
the end of the colonial era. The disappearance of a powerful water services industry
at home rendered it more difficult to create private water companies overseas
(Dardenne 2012, 44–45).
The first examples of private participation in the construction and management of water
supply networks had already occurred by the time a second generation of water PPPs appeared,
beginning with the privatization of infrastructure utilities in the U.K. in the 1980s. Since then,
PPPs have been diffused as a model for the efficient management of urban services within the
water, energy, transportation, waste and telecommunications sectors. According to Marin
(2009), more than 260 water PPP contracts have been signed in emerging and developing
countries between 1990 and 2007 (Marin 2009, 13). At the same time, the number of new PPP
projects within the water and wastewater sector has decreased from 41 in 2005 to 32 in 2012.
The year 2008 registered the highest number of PPPs, accounting for 65 projects (Van 2013;
Izaguirre and Perard 2009; PPIAF The World Bank 2006).
A historical review of private participation in the water sector thus highlights three mains
aspects. First, the private water sector has evolved in terms of types of firms and activities.
Though at the end of the 1800s and at the beginning of the 1900s most private companies were
small entrepreneurs and family businesses, the current leading water firms are transnational
groups that operate all around the world through a large number of subsidiaries and jointventures. Over time, their activities have also changed by going from the operation of small
water systems to the creation of a broad range of services within the environmental field.
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Secondly, the development of water companies has been accompanied by a strong
involvement of “home states.” The “nationality of the firm”35 is of fundamental importance
when analyzing the factors that have contributed to the success of a company as well as its
perception at the local level. The ties between businesses and home states remain essential in
the study of the current private water sector.
Finally, there have been repeated shifts between the public and private models of water
services management in many different geographic contexts. The early involvement of the
private sector within the development of water and wastewater infrastructure preceded the
establishment of public monopolies in many countries. The “comeback” of the private sector
at the end of the 1980s was initially promoted in the form of privatization and later as PPPs.
As Jacobson and Tarr (1995) pointed out, “the range of choices that has historically been made
with respect to the ownership, financing, and operation of different infrastructures has been far
too varied to be encompassed by simple distinctions between ‘public’ and ‘private’” (Jacobson
and Tarr 1995, 2). Indeed, this serves as a reminder that both the public and private sectors
have played significant roles in the development of water systems and the creation of different
management models over time.

1) An Evolving International Context: From Privatization to the
Emergence of Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs)
The second generation of PPPs that emerged in the 1990s appeared quickly thereafter on the
agendas of scholars, international organizations, politicians and social movements. Presented
as a “new paradigm” for the management of water services, PPPs have been approached from
a number of different angles. While the approach adopted during the late 1980s and early 1990s
was more oriented toward a cost-benefit analysis (McQuaid and Scherrer 2010; Bel and Warner
2008; Grimsey and Lewis 2002), recent studies have focused more on the specific
characteristics of a given local context (Jooste, Levitt, and Scott 2011).
The idea that there is a universal model of PPP that fits all situations has been replaced

Claude Serfati (2006) defines a firm’s nationality on the basis of three main considerations: 1) the territory of
origin; in other words, the territory where a firm has historically developed its activities and has built its
competitive advantages; 2) the regulatory and institutional environment, which includes business laws,
headquarters localization, taxation and labor standards; and 3) business culture, which involves the localization
of decision-making and management centers as well as the nationality of stakeholders and managers.
35
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by the argument that each local context is different and the results of a partnership may vary.
Under this premise, certain international organizations that promote water PPPs have created
guidelines and principles for local governments to “guarantee” the success of a PPP project
(Asian Development Bank 2008; The World Bank, PPIAF 2006; OECD 2009; Guasch 2004).
Today, there is a growing consensus that recognizes that a “public versus private”
perspective has become increasingly obsolete. This dissertation does not intend to demonstrate
that one model is better than another, but rather to explore the factors that have contributed to
the emergence and development of PPPs in the water sector and the ensuing impact on the
transnationalization of large water firms.
In general terms, three main factors are identified as key elements in the emergence of
water PPPs in the late 1980s. The first aspect is related to the adoption of a number of neoliberal
reforms that promoted the deregulation, decentralization, and the privatization of public
services by local governments. All these reforms are part of the “neoliberal ideology,” a term
that has circulated widely during the last 30 years in academic and political debates, but is
rarely defined or used from a neutral point of view (Thorsen 2010).
Neoliberalism can be defined as “... a theory of political economic practices that proposes
that human well-being can best be advanced by liberating individual entrepreneurial freedoms
and skills within an institutional framework characterized by strong private property rights,
free markets, and free trade” (Harvey 2005, 2). Larner (2000) distinguishes between three
different perspectives from which neoliberalism can be conceptualized: as a policy framework,
as an ideology or as governmentality.36
In the first case, neoliberalism refers to a policy reform program framed by a political
ideology that promotes freedom of choice, market security, laissez-faire economic policies,
and minimal government intervention. International organizations such as the World Bank and
the IMF have promoted neoliberalism as a policy framework capable of being exported and
placed on national policy agendas in order to carry out significant reforms of state-funded
programs.
According to Larner (2000), the study of neoliberalism as an ideology has occurred
mainly within neo-Marxist and socialist-feminist theoretical approaches. In her words,
36

A similar argument is stated by Bakker (2010), who proposed to conceptualize neoliberalism as a political
doctrine, economic project, regulatory practice or a process of governmentalization.
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neoliberal projects reveal “a complex and hybrid political imaginary, rather than the
straightforward implementation of a unified and coherent philosophy” (Larner 2000, 8). In this
manner, neoliberal reforms are not imposed through a top down process, but are the result of
political struggles.
Finally, understanding neoliberalism as a form of governmentality means focusing
analysis on official discourses and government policy documents. For Larner (2000), this
approach is generally linked to the post-structuralist literature, and more specifically to the neoFoucauldian literature on governmentality. This latter approach “... makes a useful distinction
between government and governance, and argues that while neoliberalism may mean less
government, it does not follow that there is less governance” (Larner 2000, 8).
Conceptualizing neoliberalism in different ways shows the large diversity of academic
approaches that have emerged in order to theorize its origins and implications for each local
context. As the British geographer Noel Castree pointed out, “national, regional and local level
actors in various parts of the world have enacted their own neoliberal policies in relation to
specific sets of people, places, natural resources, industries, and so on” (Castree 2006, 4). Thus,
neoliberalism is understood as the theoretical abstraction of a range of different and local
practices of neoliberalizations.
A considerable number of terms and expressions, such as “neoliberalization of nature”
(Castree 2005; Castree 2011; Heynen and Robbins 2005), “market environmentalism” (Bakker
2005); “green imperialism” (Goldman 2005), or yet “accumulation by dispossession”
(Swyngedouw 2005) have emerged in the literature to make reference to the adoption of
neoliberal reforms in the water sector. However, the increasing use of the term “neoliberal” to
make reference to many different kinds of reforms requires greater clarification. Bakker
identifies three aspects of resource management that can become the object of neoliberal
reforms: 1) institutions, referring to policies, norms and laws by which resources are governed;
2) organizations, defined as the collective social entities that govern resource uses; and 3)
governance, which makes reference to the practices that determine how organizations are
managed (Bakker 2007, 434).
When analyzing the processes by which private firms have become involved in the
management of water services since the 1980s, it is possible to identify neoliberal reforms that
concern all three aspects. In the case of institutions, the adoption of deregulation policies and
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the creation of legal frameworks that have led to the privatization of water utilities constitute
clear examples. Concerning organizations, new schemes of organizational structures for
managing water services have been created, including PPPs and the corporatization of stateowned water companies. Finally, in terms of governance, neoliberal reforms have include a
process of commercialization of the management of water services by introducing “...
commercial principles (such as efficiency), methods (such as cost-benefit assessment) and
objectives (such as profit-maximization)” (Bakker 2005, 25).
Neoliberal reforms entail a large diversity of processes. For instance, privatization leads
to the transfer of a utility’s ownership and management from the public to the private sector;
commercialization is understood as the adoption of commercial principles in the management
of a resource; commodification assigns prices to goods and services through market exchange;
regulation signifies the adoption of policy frameworks that allow one or more of these
processes; and deregulation represents the “rolling back” of state intervention (Castree 2005,
2011; Bakker 2005).
The second element that contributed to the emergence and evolution of water PPPs has
been the active role played by the World Bank and the IMF in the promotion of the private
sector as an efficient provider of urban services. These organizations adopted a conditionality
approach in their policy-based lending during the 1980s and 1990s. At the beginning,
conditionality entailed the adoption of short-term economic adjustments, including the
privatization of public services and trade liberalization. Over time, these reforms were replaced
by a more indirect approach that promotes the creation of “a favorable investment climate” and
encourages “policy dialogue” (Bull and McNeill 2007b, 151).
According to a 2005 World Bank publication, new “development policy lending” has
emerged, given that it does not include “... prescriptive passages on specific policy areas, such
as privatization, financial sector reform, and public sector reform, because it had recognized
that generalized prescriptions often fail and policies need to be country- and time-specific”
(The World Bank 2005, 7). This new approach of the World Bank recognizes that its original
prescriptions failed and proposes to adopt a perspective with a more local focus.
The initial aspect of conditionality of the lending policies implemented by the World
Bank and the IMF sought to promote the involvement of the private sector as a major source
of water infrastructure funding. Two decades later, a senior policy analyst of the World Bank
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stated that the vision that perceived the private sector primarily as a source for capital and
financing “was largely the wrong focus. The review of [PPP] cases that worked shows that the
biggest contribution that private operators can make is improving operational efficiency and
service quality” (Marin 2009, 7).
This point has also been raised by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD), which in a 2009 report stated that “the expected flow of private
investments did not materialize” (OECD 2009, 9). Furthermore, Hall and Lobina argue that the
greater part of financial investments in water and sanitation services have been provided by the
public sector through loans or taxation (Hall and Lobina 2012, 17).
This situation has forced promoters of privatization to change their discourse, referring
now to a PPP model that can be qualified as “revisited.” While traditional advantages of the
private sector –expertise, technology innovation, and high levels of performance– have not
disappeared from their discourse, privatization is no longer presented as the panacea for
managing water services. In a 2004 publication, the World Bank stated that its role has become
limited to supporting public sector initiatives rather than supplanting them, considering that
less than 10 percent of total water sector financing is carried out by the private sector (The
World Bank 2004, 14). Thus, this revisited model of PPPs no longer focuses on the promotion
of concession contracts but gives priority to infrastructure and operation and management
(O&M) service contracts. With the goal of reducing the role of the private sector as a provider
of funding, these contracts seek to valorize its expertise and management skills to restructure
state-owned enterprises.
International organizations that promote private participation in water have also
incorporated new approaches into their discourse in order to address the “potential role” of
private operators in managing environmental and urban services. The integration of these
services into a holistic perspective of the city, as well as the idea of “managing urbanization”
(International Finance Corporation 2012, 12), have come to represent new markets that are in
the process of expanding. Indeed, the challenges of providing public services in an increasingly
urbanized world in the context of water resource scarcity and climate change represent new
business opportunities for private companies (see Chapter II.B.2).
A final change in the promotion of PPPs by international organizations is the
representation of the private water sector not as limited to a group of four or five transnational
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corporations (TNCs), but as including a large number of small and medium private operators.
In a 2009 report of the World Bank, it was estimated that
By 2001 [only] five international companies accounted for 80 percent of the
population that was served by private operators in the developing world [...]. The
period 2001–06 saw a major change, with the growing participation of new private
operators from emerging and developing countries (Marin 2009, 45).
In addition to the identification of new private operators, the World Bank has been exploring
other fields within which private companies can operate.37 According to a 2010 report,
domestic water supply in small settlements and rural areas are potential markets for all types
of private operators, ranging from transnational firms to small local entities. Thus, it is expected
that “governments and development partners will implement more rural private operator
initiatives over the coming years because this model has shown results where other
management models performed poorly” (Kleemeier 2010).
The third and last factor that has contributed to the development of PPPs is the
construction by the private sector of an image of itself as an efficient provider of environmental
services. By presenting themselves as efficient actors in managing water services, private
operators play the roles of judge and participant at the same time.
Water TNCs portray themselves as “global leaders in environmental solutions” (Veolia
Environnement 2012a) or as key “agents of change” (AquaFed 2012a) for improving the
quality and efficiency of services. The scope and impact of their image in water platforms
highly depends on the resources and capabilities held by each private company. Indeed, the
possession of multiple resources by a private company influences to a large extent its position
within the market. The use of these resources and the development of capabilities strengthen
their international visibility and increase their capacity to exercise their power at multiple
scales.

2) Current Trends for PPPs in the Water Sector
All the factors mentioned above have led to the emergence of a second generation of private
37

According to a paper published by the World Bank, between 1998 and 2006 local and regional investors and
operators accounted for 40 percent of private investment in the water sector. These investments filled the gap
created by water TNCs following their withdrawal from large infrastructure projects in high-risk markets (Von
Klaudy, Sanghi, and Dellacha 2008). However, the idea that local and regional private operators and investors
represent new players in the water market is strongly challenged by Hall and Lobina (2009). According to these
authors, most of these firms are in reality subsidiaries of the largest water groups and do not represent credible
sources of investment finance.
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participation in the water sector. The privatization of England and Wales’ water industries in
1989 marked the beginning of an intense wave of support for greater private sector involvement
in the management of water services.38 However, even though there was substantial support
for privatization at the global scale, this model was rarely adopted in the water sector elsewhere.
Instead, many cities in developing countries opted rather to establish concession
contracts. During the 1990s, Latin America was the main region in which these contracts had
been concluded, with a total of 81 water and sanitation concession contracts. Some of the most
important examples were to be found in Argentina (Corrientes, Buenos Aires, Santa Fe),
Mexico (Aguascalientes, Cancun), Bolivia (Cochabamba, La Paz-El Alto) and Colombia
(Barranquilla, Cordoba) (see Figure 6).

Figure 6 “Incidence of Concessions in Infrastructure Projects Involving
PrivateParticipation in Latin America and the Caribbean, 1990-2000”

Source: Guasch (2004, 25).

These concession contracts equally meant that Latin America became the leading region
in terms of the population served by private water operators in developing countries. At the
end of 2000, 93 million people in developing countries were served by private firms, out of
which 43 million were in Latin American, 16 million in Sub-Saharan Africa, 14 million in

38

In 1989, ten private companies replaced the regional water authorities that served around 75 percent of the
population of England and Wales in the late 1980s. The ownership of the water infrastructure, the management
of water supply and sewerage services, as well as rate collection, were entirely transferred to the private sector
(Bakker 2005; Marin 2009). The privatization of the water industry also included the creation of a separate
regulatory agency –the Water Services Regulation Authority (OFWAT)– that became responsible for regulating
the evolution of water rates on the basis of a price-cap methodology.
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Asia, 13 million in Eastern Europe and Central Asia, and 7 million in the Middle East and
North Africa (Marin 2009, 22) (see Figure 7).

Figure 7 “Water Utility PPPs Awarded and Urban Populations Served in Developing
Countries, by Region, 1991-2000”

Source: Marin (2009, 23).

a) Geographic Overview
The geographic orientation of PPP contracts has changed over time. Figure 8 shows that by the
end of 2012, China had become the top market for new water PPP projects –particularly
management contracts and, to a lesser extent, the construction of sewage treatment plants. This
latter subsector has attracted high levels of private investment over the last 12 years.
Latin America remains one of the main regions for new water PPP projects and still
occupies the highest place in terms of private investment in 2012. The Middle East and North
Africa (MENA) occupies the third place in terms of new projects as well as private investments.
In this last geographic region, contracts were concluded for water utilities management,
alongside lease contracts and infrastructure projects for water, wastewater and desalination
treatment plants (Perard 2012).
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Figures 8 and 9 clearly show that private activity in the water sector has significantly
declined in recent years. On the one hand, after a peak in 2007, the number of new water PPP
projects has greatly decreased in the years thereafter (see Figure 8). On the other hand, private
investments have generally stayed low since the beginning of the 2000s, and have only begun
growing again in the last few years thanks to increasing investment in Latin America (see
Figure 9).
Figure 8 “New Water PPP Projects, by Region, 1991-2010”

Source: Perard (2012, 5).

Figure 9 “Private Investment in Water and Sewerage by Region, 1990-2012*”

*In billions of U.S. dollars. Africa (AFR); East Asia and Pacific (EAP); Eastern Europa and
Central Asia (ECA); Latin America and the Caribe (LAC); Middle East and North Africa
(MNA); Sub-Saharan Africa (SA).
Source: Van (2013, 1).
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b) Types of Contracts
Private companies have become increasingly less involved in the overall management of water
utilities and investments in recent years. While during the 1990s, the most common contractual
arrangements were concessions, the number of infrastructure projects has increased since 2003.
Management and lease contracts remain limited and the number of divestiture contracts has
fallen considerably since 2001.39 At the end of 2012, the World Bank registered 21 concessions
and 11 infrastructure projects (mainly in Brazil and China), and no divestiture or management
and lease contracts (Van 2013).40
Private investment has remained low over the last ten years, with the exception of the
1997 and 2000 peaks. The annual average amount of private investment has been between U.S.
$2 and 3 billion since 2001. With regard to the types of contracts, private companies invest
primarily in concession contracts, followed by infrastructure projects (see Figure 10).
The greater number of infrastructure projects has been the result of stricter regulatory
frameworks concerning water quality, particularly for water and wastewater treatment plants.
In 2012, there were 32 new water PPP projects, out of which 60 percent were treatment plants,
while the rest were for water utilities (Van 2013). It is interesting to note that despite the greater
number of treatment plant projects, private firms have invested more in water utility projects.

39

The World Bank employs numerous terms to refer to different types of PPP contracts. For the sake of simplicity,
“brownfield concessions” should be understood as concession contracts, which focus on operating and potentially
renovating infrastructure. Conversely, “greenfield projects” are to be understood as infrastructure contracts (BOT,
BOO, BOOT, BOTT) (see Chapter I.B.2). Finally, “divestiture” refers to privatization, or in other words, the
transfer of infrastructure ownership from the public to the private sector (The World Bank, PPIAF 2012).
40
This information is provided annually by the Private Participation in Infrastructure Database of the World Bank.
Data on water projects includes primarily medium-size and large projects in low and middle-income countries
and excludes small-scale projects.
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Figure 10 “Private Involvement and Investment by Type of Contracts, 1990-2012”

Source: Van (2013, 3).

This data remains essential for understanding the role of water TNCs in the management
of water services. While PPPs increasingly rely on public funding, private operators are now
focusing on the improvement of the quality of services and on maximizing their operational
efficiency (Marin 2009, 8).
The decline in water PPP contracts worldwide has led to a reappraisal of the role of the
private sector in water governance. While recent studies claim that the public sector will
eventually take back control over the provision of public services (D. A. McDonald and Ruiters
2012; Hoedeman et al. 2012; Wollmann 2011; Hoedeman et al. 2005), other authors insist on
the historic presence of private companies in managing these services (Gleick et al. 2002;
Dardenne 2012). Following this analysis of the main factors that have contributed to the
development of PPPs in the water sector, the next section identifies the leading private water
companies, as well as their markets and services.
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3) Identifying Leading Companies, Markets and Services
Worldwide
At the end of 2012, the global private water sector can be divided into three main groups of
firms. The first includes large European transnational corporations, which have consolidated
their presence in countries such as the U.K., France, Spain, Germany and Italy. These firms
have also an international presence, by dint of operating through multiple subsidiaries and
joint-ventures with national companies. The second group makes reference to a few small and
medium-size firms that have become regional players. Companies that have consolidated their
presence in national markets constitute the third and last group.
Table 2 identifies the main leading water private companies as of the end of 2012. These
firms are ranked according to the number of people they served through municipal contracts,
excluding industrial water services contracts. The number of people served is calculated on the
basis of PPP contracts that have a duration of at least five years and cover a minimum of 10,000
people. This table also indicates the percentage of the people served by each firm within its
home country as well as the firm’s main services and markets worldwide.
These firms are divided into the following categories: national (the company is based and
operates within one country); regional (the company operates within a region or it is based in
one country and operates in one or more surrounding countries); and transnational (the
company operates in multiple countries all around the world) (see Table 2). This depiction of
water companies and the classification of the scope of their activities make it possible to
identify the current position of Veolia and Suez globally. While there are additional companies
within the international business scenario, the French groups remain the leading private actors
worldwide in the provision of water services.
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Table 2 “The Global Private Water Sector in 2012”

Rank

Company

Home
Country

People
Served
(million)

%
Home

Services

Main Markets

Player

1

Veolia
Environnement

France

131,260

18

Water, waste and energy

Western and Central Europe,
U.K., U.S., China

Transnational

France

117,350

10

Water and waste

China

28,460

100

Water supply and sewage
treatment

China

National

Latin America, Eastern
Europe, North Africa and
China

Transnational
National

2
3

Suez
Environnement
Beijing Enterprises
Water Group

Eastern Europe, Canada, U.S.,
Transnational
Russia, Australia, China

4

FCC

Spain

28,300

46

Water, infrastructure and
energy

5

SABESP

Brazil

27,100

100

Water and sewage treatment

Brazil
France, Spain, Poland, U.K.,
Senegal, Armenia and Saudi
Arabia
Italy, Latin America

Transnational

China

National

China

National

6

SAUR

France

18,000

41

Water, waste, leisure
equipment

7

ACEA

Italy

17,980

54

Water and energy

8

Shanghai Industrial
Holdings

China

17,500

100

9

NWS Holdings

China

16,120

100

Toll roads, water and real
estate
Roads, energy, water and ports
& logistics

Transnational
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10

American Water

U.S.

16,000

98

Water and wastewater

U.S, Canada

Regional

11

Sound Global

Singapore

15,600

0

Water and wastewater

China

Regional

12

Chongqing Water
Group

China

15

100

China

National

13

Thames Water

U.K.

13,800

100

U.K.

National

14

COPASA

Brazil

13,600

100

Brazil

National

15

Severn Trent Plc.

U.K.

13,250

62

Water and wastewater

Europe, Middle East, U.K.,
China, U.S.

Transnational

16

Beijing Capital

China

12,600

100

Wastewater treatment plants

China

National

17

Tianjin Capital
Environmental
Protection

China

12,350

100

Water, sewage, road toll
collection

China

National

18

Manila Water

Philippines

11,400

64

Water and waster

Philippines, Vietnam

Regional

France

10,800

0

Energy and water

Senegal, Ivory Coast

Regional

China

10,800

100

Water supply and sewage
treatment

China

National

19
20

Finagestion
(Bouygues)
China Water
Affairs

Water supply and sewage
treatment
Water supply and sewage
treatment
Water supply and sewage
treatment

Source: elaborated by author based on Pinsent Mansons (2012, 28–29) and the annual reports of each company.
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a) European Water Firms: Transnational Players
At the end of 2012, five water TNCs from France (Veolia Environnement, Suez Environnement
and Saur), Italy (ACEA) and Spain (FCC) lead the international water market. The English firm
Severn Trent Plc. is also identified as a transnational player but occupies a lower position within
the general ranking. While the French groups along with the English firm Thames Water were
the leading private water companies during the 1990s (Finger and Allouche 2002), the Italian
ACEA and the Spanish FCC represent new leading transnational players today.
Veolia Environnement and Suez Environnement are the largest firms within the water
sector in terms of people served, offer of services and international presence.41 Veolia occupies
the first rank, serving more than 130 million people within the water, waste, energy and
transportation sectors. Its leadership relies greatly on the experience that the firm has amassed
since its creation in 1853, as well as on its large number of subsidiaries and joint-ventures. In
2012, Veolia reported a turnover of €29.4 billion and a workforce of 220,000 employees all
around the world.
Water activities represent 41 percent of Veolia’s total revenues, followed by waste
services (31 percent), and energy services (26 percent). The remaining 2 percent correspond to
its transportation activities, a sector that Veolia decided to gradually divest, transferring 60
percent of the capital of the transportation branch –Transdev– to the French state-owned bank
Caisse des Dépôts (Veolia Environnement 2013a). This decision is part of broader
“transformation plan” that Veolia has undertaken since December 2011, with the goal of
reducing its net financial debt (€11.3 million in 2013). This plan proposes to modify the firm’s
organizational basis in order to create “the new Veolia,” a company that will be “more attractive
to its investors, customers and employees” (Frérot 2012) (see Chapter II.B.3).
Four main elements characterize this plan: 1) a focus on the most dynamic business
sectors and regions; 2) the improvement of productivity through innovative working methods
and cost reduction; 3) the reduction of firm’s debt; and 4) the development of new business
models (Veolia Environnement 2013b). By implementing these reforms, Veolia expects to
recover its financial flexibility and to retain its leadership as the private operator of
environmental services.

41

For a detailed overview of Veolia and Suez, see Chapter II.B.
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According to Veolia’s Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Antoine Frérot, this
transformation plan will improve the performance of the firm as well as its capacity to innovate:
“This is not the first time our company has had to transform itself. The fact that we are still here
after 160 years of existence testifies to our ability to successfully renew ourselves when needed”
(Frérot 2012, 5). The focus on new activities and the most dynamic business regions shows the
need for leading water companies to create new services and to implement business strategies
that are adapted to the changing conditions of the market.
Suez Environnement, the second largest water firm worldwide, has also faced a difficult
and competitive environment. Created in 1880, Suez serves more than 117 million people
within the water and waste sectors. This firm currently operates in 70 countries and targets highpotential regions with “a clear, stable legal and regulatory framework. [Its] priorities are North
America, the Middle East, China, Australia, Eastern Europe and the Mediterranean Basin”
(Suez Environnement 2013a). Suez reported a turnover of €15.1 billion in 2012, out of which
51.5 percent corresponded to waste activities and the remaining 48.5 percent to water activities
(Suez Environnement 2013b).
As in the case of Veolia, Suez has deployed a multi-services strategy by exploring
different sectors including those of water, waste and energy. After the merger of Suez and Gaz
de France (GDF) in 2008, Suez Environnement retained only water and waste activities in its
business portfolio. Today, its strategy seeks to enable “its customers to achieve their
environmental performance goals” (Suez Environnement 2013c) thanks to six main principles.
The first refers to a large offer of services that involve the entire chain of value of water and
waste services. In a complementary fashion, the group’s second principle actively seeks to
develop synergies between both sectors. As a third principle, Suez encourages the establishment
of partnerships with local operators. The following two principles of Suez’s strategy involve
the adoption of innovation as a driver for industrial activities and sustainable development as a
guiding approach. Finally, the group’s last principle is to create a good working environment
for its employees (Suez Environnement 2013c). In sum, Suez focuses its strategy on the
identification of low risk geographic regions and a creating a broad offer of water and waste
services.
The third transnational water company is the Spanish firm Fomento de Construcciones y
Contratas SA (FCC). Although the number of people served by this company (28,460 million)
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is far smaller than the number of people served by Veolia (131,260 million) and Suez (117,350
million), FCC has reached a considerable number of international water markets. Operating in
more than 55 countries, FCC reported a 2012 turnover of €11.152 billion, 56 percent of which
came from its international activities. The firm operates in the areas of infrastructure
(construction of facilities, civil engineering works, industrial projects); environmental services
(water, waste, maintenance of green spaces, street-cleaning); and, energy efficiency (renewable
energy, co-generation) (FCC 2013a).
Its current leadership has been possible due to its early origins and the acquisition of
experience during a period of more than 100 years. Although FCC was formerly founded in
1992 as the result of the merger between Construcciones y Contratas and Fomento de Obras y
Construcciones (FOCSA), the latter has existed since 1900. By 1910, this firm had already
carried out large-scale projects such as the construction of railroad lines, road surfaces and port
wharfs. Its entry into the water sector took place a year later, with a contract for providing
sewage cleaning to Barcelona. The city also transferred residential waste collection and streetcleaning to FOCSA in 1915 and urbanization works during the 1920s.
By 1940, FOCSA was in charge of waste collection in other Spanish cities, such as
Madrid and Zaragoza, and received several contracts for rebuilding infrastructure following the
Spanish Civil War. During the 1960s, FOCSA won contracts for diversified building contracts
including the construction of an air force base, a telephone exchange, street paving, urban
structures, shopping centers and even toll highways. Along with the firm’s constant growth
within the Spanish market, it obtained its first contract abroad in 1979 for the expansion of the
telephone system in Tripoli, Libya (FCC 2013b).
Its international expansion continued during the 1980s, with the establishment of
contracts for waste collection and street-cleaning in Latin America (Venezuela, Argentina,
Colombia, Chile, Mexico and the Dominican Republic) and Europe (France, Portugal and the
U.K.). At the end of the 1980s, the firm signed its “first significant contract” (FCC 2013b) in
water management with the city of Vigo, Spain. The merger between FOCSA and
Construcciones y Contratas in 1992 resulted in the creation of FCC and the diversification of
its services, including airport handling, high-speed transportation and urban infrastructure. In
1998, FCC established an alliance with Vivendi (today Veolia) with the goal of entering the
field of urban environmental services. In the years since, FCC has expanded its activities to
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include the provision of “urban furniture” contracts and has developed its infrastructure
services.
In terms of geographic orientation, this Spanish firm began to operate in new international
markets, such as Canada (2001), Brazil (2002) and Mexico (2004). The firm’s operations were
diversified through the creation of different subsidiaries and specialized sub-divisions, as in the
case of Ambito (waste management) or Aqualia (water subsidiaries). During the 2000s, FCC
acquired more firms specialized in the environmental field and expanded its international
presence. Along with the company’s increased offer of services, its international revenues
exceeded domestic revenues for the first time in 2011.
Today, FCC seeks to “become a more global business group” (FCC 2013c) by
implementing a strategy based on three main factors. The first refers to the international
expansion of its infrastructure activities in countries with financial and legal security such as
the U.S., the United Arab Emirates and Brazil. The second focuses on the development of
renewable energy materials and infrastructures as well as energy efficiency mechanisms.
Finally, FCC intends to continue expanding its offer of environmental and water services in
Central Europe. With 80,549 employees, FCC provides water services to more than 1,100
municipalities located in 17 countries.
The fourth transnational water company is the French group SAUR. Created in 1933 as
the Société d'Aménagement Urbain et Rural for the design and operation of water production
plants, today this firm serves 18,000 people in eight countries. Its development in France began
with the signing of a concession contract with the community of Villejoubert and other small
French rural communities. From its formation until the 1960s, SAUR established itself as “the
authority and preferred partner for rural local authorities and rural development authorities”
(SAUR 2013a). Focusing on the development of water distribution services and treatment of
superficial waters, SAUR created the specialized engineering company Stereau in 1959.
A year later, SAUR began its internationalization with the foundation of the firm Sodeci
(Société de Distribution des Eaux de la Côte-d'Ivoire) for managing an affermage contract in
Ivory Coast. This contract marked the beginning of Saur’s presence in Africa, a region that
became a priority after the creation of the subsidiary SAUR-Afrique. In 1984, SAUR was
acquired by the Bouygues group, one of the largest industrial conglomerates in France.
Following the acquisition, new targeted business sectors included a large variety of water
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services (drinking water supply, wastewater treatment, irrigation, construction of water plants)
and waste services (collection and recovery). In 1988, waste activities were regrouped around
the firm Coved, which continued expanding throughout the 1990s. The formation of
partnerships and corporate alliances has played a major role within SAUR’s strategies since the
mid-1990s. In 1994, SAUR and EDF established a strategic partnership, with the goal of
developing joint activities at the international level. Two years later, SAUR merged with Cise,
a subsidiary of the French firm Saint Gobain (SAUR 2013a).
During the 2000s, the shareholding structure of SAUR was modified several times. In
January 2005, Bouygues sold SAUR to the private equity house of PAI Partners. Two years
later, PAI sold SAUR to Hime, a consortium formed by Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations
(38 percent), Séché Environnement (33 percent), AXA Private Equity (17%) and Cube
Infrastructure Fund (12 percent) (Pinsent Mansons 2012, 224). As a result of the
implementation of a 2012 refinancing plan for SAUR-Hime, this firm has three new leading
shareholders as of October 2013: Banque Nationale de Paris Paribas, Groupe Banque
Populaire Caisse d'Epargne and the Royal Bank of Scotland.
At the end of 2012, SAUR reported a turnover of €1.7 billion and a workforce of 13,000
employees. The firm focuses its activities on countries where it has a historic presence (Spain,
Poland, the U.K. and Senegal), as well as in countries where it has recently started operating
(Armenia and Saudi Arabia) (SAUR 2012).
Today, the group operates in the water sector (Saur), waste activities (Coved),
engineering (Stereau), infrastructure (Cise TP), leisure services (Blue Green, Flower Camping)
and public amenity (SG2A l’Hacienda and Atrium) (SAUR 2013b). The diversification of its
activities differs from the strategies followed by the other two French groups Veolia and Suez,
which have concentrated on refocusing their activities in terms of geographic presence. The
company group currently looks to maintain its leadership within the French and international
markets, notably through the development of environmentally-friendly technologies.
The Italian firm Azienda Comunale Energia e Ambiente (ACEA) is the fifth transnational
leading water company, and served 17,980 people by the end of 2012. Its current shareholding
structure is as follows: Rome City Council (51 percent), the Caltagirone Group (21 percent) the
French firms Suez Environnement (8.3 percent) and GDF (4.9 percent) and a group of other
investors. Operating in Italy and Latin America, ACEA’s workforce includes 7,257 employees
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and the company reported a 2012 turnover of €3.612 million. This firm currently operates in
the water, waste, energy and environmental sectors as well as in the design and construction of
energy efficiency infrastructure. Water activities are the most dynamic business sector,
accounting for 49 percent of the company’s total revenues. ACEA’s other revenues come from
the provision of services in the areas of electrical energy networks (36 percent), energy (8
percent) and waste (7 percent).
At the end of 2011, ACEA provided water and sewerage services in Italy, Peru (800,000
people), Honduras (2,726,000 people) and Colombia (3,700,000 people). Due to the expiration
of the concession contract of Aguazul Bogota, the international revenues of ACEA decreased
by 62 percent from €18.6 million on 30 June 2012 to €7.1 million a year later. According to the
firm’s interim financial statement of 2013, ACEA’s international revenues currently include its
operations via Aguazul Bogota (€4.2 million), Acea Dominicana (€1.5 million) and Consorcio
Agua Azul (€1.4 million) (ACEA 2013c, 53).
ACEA is today the leading water and wastewater company in Italy. The firm was created
as a municipal electricity utility in 1909 to supply energy for public and private lighting in the
city of Rome. Over time, the firm entered the water sector through the construction of aqueducts
and water distribution networks for Rome in 1937.
The firm was transformed from a municipal company to “a special status company”
(ACEA 2013a) in 1992. Seven years later, the firm was listed on the stock market. In 2001,
ACEA acquired the electricity branch of the firm Enel and created a joint-venture with the
Belgian firm Electrabel a year later. By 2003, ACEA became the national leader in the provision
of water services and entered the waste and energy sectors through the acquisition of the firm
Tad Energia e Ambiente in 2006. Four years later, ACEA together with GDF-SUEZ,
“establishe[d] the […] the joint venture AceaElectrabel, […which] thereby became entirely
independent” (ACEA 2013b, 21). At the end of 2012, ACEA provided services in the water,
energy and environmental sectors through more than twenty group companies. The leadership
of the firm relies on its solid position in Italian markets thanks to its long historical presence as
well as its alliances with other utility companies.
According to ACEA’s business plan, between 2012 and 2016 the firm seeks to enhance
its position in the regulated activities market with an integrated water services approach.
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Moreover, the firm seeks to implement new projects for an “entrepreneurial” management of
waste services and the development of energy efficiency mechanisms (ACEA 2013b, 29).
The sixth and last transnational company is the English firm Severn Trent. This firm was
created in 1974 as one of the ten state-owned water authorities of England and Wales. In 1989,
these ten water authorities were privatized and the company took the name of Severn Trent Plc.
Today, the company operates within the water and wastewater sectors through two main
business divisions: Severn Trent Water and Severn Trent Services. Its operations are mainly
located in the U.K. (62 percent), China, Singapore, the U.S. and several countries in Europe
(Ireland, Spain and Italy) and the Middle East (Egypt and United Arab Emirates) (Severn Trent
2014a). In December 2012, Severn Trent reported an annual turnover of £1,831.6 million
(€2,319.3 million) and employed 5,631 individuals all around the world (Severn Trent 2014b).
Severn Trent currently implements a strategy focused on the provision of water and wastewater
services in the U.K. and key international markets (Severn Trent 2014b, 9).
The review of the history and activities of these six transnational water companies
permits the identification of the main factors that have contributed to their leadership at the
global scale.
The first factor concerns the historical origins of these companies, and number of which
were founded in the 19th century. In many cases, it is thanks to their longevity and impressive
histories that local authorities perceive them to possess an important degree of experience and
know-how.
The second factor is related to their solid geographic presence, first within their home
country, and then internationally. As Figure 11 shows, the internationalization of leading
private water companies has been preceded by the consolidation of their operations in home
markets. Moreover, this aspect calls attention to significant role that national states play in the
creation of business competitiveness in international markets.
The third factor concerns the diversification of services, which is built on a multi-sectorial
basis. While some companies have favored a vertical integration strategy (services related to a
specific field such as water or waste), other firms have adopted a horizontal integration strategy
(transversal services within the urban field). Additionally, the French groups Veolia and Suez
have adopted an “environmental integration” strategy, which refers to all services related to the
management of the environment (Bauby 2010, 96–99) (see Chapter II.B.2).
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Figure 11 “Transnational Water Companies: the Examples of FCC, SAUR and ACEA”
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Finally, all transnational water companies share a dynamic development strategy, which
is based on the establishment of intra-firm and inter-firm networks. The creation of specialized
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divisions and subsidiaries, as well as the formation of joint-ventures has allowed these groups
to acquire resources and expertise in specific areas.
The leadership of the largest water TNCs is based not only on the number of people
served, but also on multiple factors related to their experience, geographic locations and offer
of services. Furthermore, their leading position worldwide is directly dependent on their
innovation strategies in terms of services, technologies and business models.

b) Regional Players
Of the 20 leading private water firms at the end of 2012, four companies are considered regional
players: American Water (U.S.), Sound Global (Singapore), Manila Water (Philippines) and
Finagestion-Bouygues (France).
For the first category of regional players, the “regional” scope of their activities involves
the provision of services in the home country of each firm and/or in a limited number of
countries located in the same region. This definition corresponds to the firms American Water
and Manila Water, which operate mainly in their home country but have also expanded their
activities to a neighboring country.
In the case of American Water, the firm operates in more than 30 U.S. states and in the
Canadian provinces of Manitoba and Ontario. Founded in 1886 as American Water Works &
Guarantee Company, the origins of the firm can be traced back to the period following the U.S.
Civil War with the purchase of small local water utilities by entrepreneurs. Later renamed
American Water Works Company Inc., the firm was acquired by the German group RWE in
2003, becoming a subsidiary of Thames Water.42 Two years later, RWE decided to divest its
British and U.S. water businesses in order to focus its activities on the energy and gas sectors.
Returning to public ownership in 2009, American Water is today the largest publicly-traded
water and wastewater utility company in the U.S. and operates in both regulated and nonregulated business (American Water 2014).43

42

Thames Water was acquired by RWE in 2001 and became the operating company responsible for managing
water and wastewater activities of the group in Germany and Eastern Europe (RWE 2014).
43
See Chapter IV for definitions.
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Manila Water is a Philippine firm that operates mainly in its home country (64 percent)
and also provides services in Vietnam. Created in 1997 by the business group Ayala as a result
of the privatization program carried out by the Philippine government, Manila Water took over
operations in the East zone of metropolitan Manila within the scope of a 25-year concession
contract (Manila Water 2014). Initially responsible for the management of 40 percent of
drinking water and sewerage systems of the capital city, Manila Water now operates in other
Philippine cities like Laguna, Pampanga, Boracay and Cebu, as well as in Vietnam.
Map 5 displays American Water and Manila Water as two examples of current regional
players in the water sector, and shows the number of people served in home countries and within
a neighboring country.
Another category of firms that are considered “regional” are those that are based in one
region and operate in another. This is the case of Sound Global, a Singaporean firm that operates
in China, and the French firm Finagestion (Bouygues), whose activities are concentrated in
Senegal and Ivory Coast.
The creation of Sound Global goes back to 1993, the year the company’s forerunner,
Beijing Sound Environmental Technology Development Bank, was established. Six years later
Beijing Sound was created and started developing its activities within the Chinese water and
wastewater sectors. In 2005, the firm was incorporated in Singapore as a private company,
taking the name of Sound Environmental Holdings Pte. Ltd, finally becoming Sound Global
Ltd in 2010 (Sound Global 2014). Today, Sound Global operates in China through four
subsidiaries and seeks to expand its activities in Saudi Arabia and the Middle East (Sound
Global 2013).
The last “regional” firm is Finagestion, a holding company based in Paris that owns four
subsidiaries responsible for providing water, energy and gas services in Ivory Coast, as well as
water services in Senegal. Until 2009, Finagestion depended on the French group Bouygues,
which maintained its activities in Africa after SAUR was sold in 2005. Today, the capital
structure of Finagestion is shared between Bouygues (35 percent) and the private equity firm
Emerging Capital Partners (65 percent) (Bouygues 2009).
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Map 5 “Regional Companies: The Examples of American Water and Manila Water”

c) National Firms: the Rise of Chinese Companies
Eleven different firms belong to the category “national,” which refers to those companies that
only operate in their home markets. Of these eleven firms, eight are located in China, two in
Brazil and one in the U.K.
Founded as a public authority and then privatized in 1989, Thames Water is currently the
U.K.’s largest water and wastewater services provider in London and the Thames Valley.
Following an important stage of internationalization, Thames Water was acquired by RWE in
2001 and obtained a large number of contracts worldwide. After five years, the German group
sold Thames Water to Kemble Water Limited, a consortium of investors from the U.K. and
Europe, Canada, Australia, the Middle East and China, which is managed by Macquarie Capital
Funds Limited (Thames Water 2013). As a result of these changes, Thames Water has gone
from operating at the international level to becoming again mainly a national player.
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In the cases of the two Brazilian firms, they are ranked in the fifth (SABESP) and
fourteenth (COPASA) positions of the 20 leading water private companies by the end of 2012.
Both firms are mixed-economy companies, given that their capital structures are held by public
and private investors. The first refers to the Companhia de Saneamento Basico do Estado de
São Paulo (SABESP), whose assets are held by the Sao Paulo State Government (50.3 percent),
the BM&F Bovespa stock exchange (26.3 percent) and the New York stock exchange (23.4
percent) (SABESP 2013). Founded in 1973 with the merger of six different companies,
SABESP provides water and sewage services to more than 27,000 people in 364 municipalities
of the São Paulo state. Although its activities are concentrated in Brazil, this firm also provides
consulting services in Panama and Honduras (SABESP 2014).
The second firm is the Companhia de Saneamento de Minas Gerais (COPASA), which
was created in 1963 by the Government of the Minas Gerais State as the Companhia Mineira
de Agua e Esgotos. Today, this firm provides water and sewerage services to more than 13
million people in the state of Minas Gerais, mainly through concession and service contracts.
The shareholding structure of COPASA is divided between the Minas Gerais State government
(51.1 percent), stock exchanges (48.6 percent) and the company’s treasury (0.3 percent)
(COPASA 2012, 20). This firm is an example of state-owned companies that have been
“corporatized” through the sale of a percentage of their shares to institutional and private
investors (Pinsent Mansons 2012, 533).
Finally, the remaining seven firms are companies that are located and operate in China.
This country has not only become a top market in terms of new water PPP projects but also
concerning the emergence of multiple utility companies. According to the Pinsent Mansons
Water Yearbook 2012-2013, the Chinese water private sector includes three types of
companies. The first includes international companies that have entered the Chinese market
through the establishment of joint-ventures or partnerships with specialist funds. The second
makes reference to expatriate Chinese firms that are located in Hong Kong, as well as
companies from Singapore and Malaysia. The third and last category refers to national
companies that are based in China and operate individually or in partnership with international
firms.
All seven Chinese firms identified in Table 3 correspond to at least one of these
categories. These firms offer a broad variety of water services, and continuously establish
strategic alliances with the goal of expanding their operations in the Chinese market. Their offer
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of services extends to other fields, such as urban infrastructure development (Shanghai
Industrial Holdings, NWS Holdings, Beijing Capital Group, Tianjin Capital Environmental
Protection); financial services and investments (Beijing Capital Group), or real estate activities
(Beijing Capital Group, Shanghai Industrial Holdings).
These companies also share the objective of developing their networks through the
establishment of joint-ventures with national and transnational firms. This is clearly illustrated
by the 1992 agreement between the French group Suez Environnement and the Hong Kongbased firm, NWS Holdings, which resulted in the creation of the company Sino French Water.
This firm, in turn, entered into an agreement with the Chongqing Water Group in 2006, creating
the Chongqing Sino French Water Investment Company Limited.
While in both cases these joint-ventures involved a Chinese company and a transnational
partner, some Chinese firms have preferred to establish partnerships exclusively with other
national companies. This is illustrated by the case of China Water Affairs, which has a great
deal of experience in working with other Chinese firms. Beijing Capital Group has also
followed this strategy and has established strategic partnerships with other leading state-owned
companies in China.
A last aspect shared by these companies is the goal of expanding their presence in the
Chinese market. While the idea of operating in international markets is not excluded, these
firms are currently pursuing the consolidation of their activities in Chinese cities. This is mainly
due to the fact that urban areas in China are becoming potential markets for businesses in terms
of future water supply needs and infrastructure modernization. According to the Pinsent
Manson’s 2012 water yearbook, domestic activities of Chinese firms have largely increased in
the last decade:
At the end of 1999, Chinese and expatriate companies served 11 million people
against 15 million being served by international players. […] Since 2000, contracts
serving a further 21 million people have been awarded to international companies,
while contracts serving 36 million people have been awarded to Chinese and
expatriate companies (Pinsent Mansons 2012, 100).
This trend can be explained by the fact that “international companies seeking to enter this
market need official support from at least one of the main Beijing Government bodies” (Pinsent
Mansons 2012, 100). This policy is part of an institutional framework that favors the growth of
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national players within the domestic market. Map 6 shows the examples of five national
companies, two of which are Brazilian and three of which are Chinese.
Map 6 “National Companies: Examples in Brazil and China”

Reviewing the global private water sector across time and space makes it possible to
identify the leading private water companies worldwide. By 2012, transnational European
companies led the global market in private water services. The leadership of these companies
largely depends on the creation of competitive advantages over time, the adoption of innovative
strategies in terms of services, markets and business models and a consolidated presence in their
home countries.
Medium-size companies have also become significant regional and national players.
Their potential expansion to other markets represents a key element in the future development
of the global private water sector. Chinese firms stand out in this regard, given the rapid
development of a domestic market of water and infrastructure services that has been strongly
encouraged by the Chinese state. As Lorrain (2012) explains, this development has been made
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possible by a “change in doctrine” by Chinese state leaders, who passed a law in 2002
authorizing “foreign companies to participate throughout the process up to the final user [and]
allow[s] investments to be financed through loans from Chinese banks rather than from
international financing” (Lorrain 2012, 310).
These institutional changes have had a significant impact on the way China’s water
services market is organized, notably by promoting the establishment of joint-ventures
involving national and foreign companies. As a result, Chinese private water companies have
become increasingly visible actors in the home market, prompting Lorrain to speculate as to
whether these international partnerships are in fact “mechanisms for extracting the skills that
were lacking in order to allow modernized Chinese companies to become operators themselves”
(Lorrain 2012, 319). Chinese firms may thus have the potential to grow into significant global
players in the future, especially given the support provided by the Chinese state. However, at
present their vision remains focused on the Chinese market and its regional neighbors, and they
do not represent real competitors for transnational European companies.
Even though the rise of new regional and national private companies has led to a more
diversified global private water sector, only five companies worldwide can be considered as
transnational. According to Fuchs, TNCs are defined as those “companies that pursue
worldwide intra-firm division of labor [by] locating parts of the production process wherever it
makes the most sense” (Fuchs 2007, 10). While this definition particularly characterizes TNCs
that produce manufacture goods for commercial consumption, this study argues that water
TNCs also operate on the basis of a transnationalization of know-how and practices. By
providing services at the local scale, water TNCs accumulate resources and create capabilities
over time, which are later shaped and applied to different local contexts. In this manner, while
their operations remain local, the creation of their competitive advantages entails a process of
transnationalization.
Out of the five European transnational corporations presented, Veolia and Suez stand out
as the undeniable leaders of the global private water sector. The next section explores how these
groups have gone from being local water companies to transnational corporations.
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From Local Water Companies to Transnational Corporations: The
Case of the Groups Veolia and Suez
When the Compagnie Générale des Eaux was created in 1853 and the Société Lyonnaise des
Eaux was founded in 1880, no one could have predicted that both firms would become leading
water companies at the global scale. Their origins, internationalization and development took
place within a very specific context, characterized by the active interventionism of the French
state and the construction of a managerial élite formed by top ministerial and business
executives. The process through which both companies went from being local 44 water
companies to transnational corporations raises several questions concerning the internal
functioning of each firm as well as the external factors that favored their development: What
are the main factors that have permitted Veolia and Suez to become the largest water TNCs
worldwide today? What was the role of the French state within this process? How have these
companies built their competitive advantages over the last century?
The next two sections address these questions in detail. In the first section, a thorough
historic review of both groups is presented, focusing on key dates, names and moments that
have marked the history of Veolia and Suez. The second section explores the main factors that
led each company to become transnational groups, focusing on the role played by the French
state as well as the adaptation strategies of Veolia and Suez.

1) Origins and Internationalization
Veolia Environnement was created as the Compagnie Générale des Eaux (CGE) on 14
December 1853 by French imperial decree. Its founder, Count Henri Siméon, had the
pioneering idea of creating a firm with a “national dimension,” capable of providing water
supply and water distribution services. This idea arose within a favorable context under the rule
of Napoleon III, who had founded the Second French Empire the year before. While farming
and irrigation development were promoted, the goal of modernizing cities and improving the
living conditions of urban populations also gained importance during this period (Jacquot
2002). Count Siméon ensured that the founders of the company represented the business and
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Veolia and Suez represent local companies in the sense that they were initially founded around a handful of
municipal contracts for the management of water services. As this section shows, thanks to the backing of the
French state both have become national champions that rapidly extended their operations to international markets.
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political French élite: 24.1 percent were exchange agents and bankers, 21.2 percent were
landlords and owners, 16.6 percent were statesmen of the Empire and finally, 11 percent were
senior civil servants, politicians and liberal professionals (Jacquot 2002, 35). This was
illustrated, for example, by the involvement of James de Rothschild, the largest banker in
France at that time, or the Duke de Morny –half-brother of the Emperor⎼ both of whom were
stakeholders in the firm and also promoted the purchase of shares within their personal
surroundings (Stefanovich 2005, 72).
The CGE began its activities in 1853 with a 99-year concession contract with the city of
Lyon. Under this contract, the CGE was responsible for providing drinking water to the city
and for the construction and maintenance of infrastructure. This experience was followed by a
contract signed with the city of Nantes in 1854, and three years later with the municipalities of
Ivry and Villejuif. These contracts marked the adoption of a business model characterized by
the principle that the CGE only “defines, commands, coordinates and verifies the tasks over
which it has responsibility, without executing them by itself” (Jacquot 2002, 36).
In 1860, the CGE obtained a 50-year concession to supply water to Paris, a contract that
would be essential to its future development. After a first refusal in 1854 from the Emperor to
delegate the distribution of drinking water in Paris to a private company –a decision made
following the advice of Baron Haussman45– the CGE decided to adopt a new strategy in order
to obtain the management of the water services of the French capital. Through the acquisition
of three local enterprises (Bombier et Cie, Société des eaux d’Auteuil et MM. A. Dufour et Cie),
the CGE became responsible for managing water distribution services in 48 municipalities
located in the suburbs of Paris. When Napoleon III announced that 23 out of those 48
municipalities were to become part of Paris in 1853, the city had no choice but to negotiate a
contract with the CGE (Stefanovich 2005, 87).
On 11 July 1860, the city of Paris and the CGE signed a contract under the form of régie
intéressée.46 Under this arrangement, the company transferred 48 concessions to the city for 58
million French francs (around €8,842 today), including the ownership of all water

Baron Haussman’s role was decisive for the adoption of public policies in Paris. Haussman was the Prefect of
the Department of the Seine and commissioned by the Emperor to carry out a vast urban modernization program
of the French capital carried out between 1853 and 1870.
46
A régie intéressée is a contractual arrangement in which a public authority transfers the right to operate and
manage a public service to a private company while retaining ownership of the utility. Private operator’s
remuneration includes a fixed fee and a fee that can vary according to its performance (Le Strat 2008, 172–173).
45
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infrastructure. In this manner, the city of Paris became responsible for managing water services
within these 48 municipalities and for making all the necessary investments concerning
infrastructure expansion and maintenance. By contrast, the CGE was in charge of the
commercial service, which included the activities of bill collection, supervision of the
construction of water-connecting branches at the foot of houses and the usage of public water
fountains (Stefanovich 2005, 95).
The first major challenge faced by the CGE emerged in 1885 when the city of Lyon
decided not to renew its concession contract, followed by the city of Nantes in 1895. Although
the city of Paris also explored the possibility of returning to public management, the contract
with the CGE was renewed in 1910 for another 25 years.
Along with its development in France, the CGE began to expand its activities abroad with
the creation of the Compagnie Générale des Eaux pour l’Étranger (CGEE) in 1879 (Jacquot
2002, 40). Its first international contract was signed with the city of Venice in 1884, which
allowed the firm to expand its activities to other cities such as Verona, Naples and Bergamo
(Italy), Porto (Portugal) and Istanbul (Turkey) (Veolia Environnement 2013c).
At the same time that the CGE started operating abroad, the firm Suez Environnement
was created. This company was founded on 2 February 1880 as the Société Lyonnaise des Eaux
et de l’Éclairage (SLEE) by the banking firms Crédit Lyonnais (76 percent of shares), the
Banque de Paris et Pays-Bas (6.6 percent) and a number of Genevan bankers (Sédillot 1980,
51–52). Created with the goal of ensuring the purchase and the lease of all concessions
concerning water and lighting services (Lyonnaise des Eaux 2013), the SLEE sought to become
the main competitor of the CGE (Stefanovich 2005, 138). The SLEE started its activities with
the purchase of a concession for distributing water in the French cities of Cannes and the
suburbs of Rouen as well as in San Remo, Italy. This firm also obtained a contract of technical
assistance in Melun and purchased 75 percent of the shares of Eaux de Barcelona (Sédillot
1980, 54).
Under the management of Jules Roche from 1889 to 1922, the SLEE sought to develop
its own market in the conservative suburbs of rich cities (Stefanovich 2005, 141). Accordingly,
the SLEE together with the CGE created the Société des Eaux du Nord on 25 April 1912, which
obtained a concession contract for assuring water distribution in 13 municipalities located in
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the suburbs of the city of Lille (Eaux du Nord 2011). A year later, the SLEE also started
activities in Bordeaux.
The arrival of Albert Petsche as the new president of the SLEE in 1922 marked a shift of
the firm’s activities towards the electricity sector. After selling its water concessions in the
Spanish cities of Valencia and Barcelona, and thanks to its massive investments in power plants
and hydroelectric dams, the SLEE became the leader of the French electricity market by end of
the 1920s.
Although the SLEE as well as the CGE obtained a considerable number of contracts in
France and abroad at the beginning of the 1900s, the outbreak of the First World War brought
new difficulties to the table. On the one hand, the prices of raw materials and workers’ salaries
greatly increased with inflation, making it more difficult for both companies to continue their
ongoing investment responsibilities.47 On the other hand, since 1880 an increasing number of
municipalities “stopped considering ‘private’ access to water a luxury, and instead looked on it
as a way to ensure public health” (Pezon 2011, 179). This new attitude was translated into
multiple disagreements between local authorities and their concessionaries, especially
regarding the renegotiation or termination of concession contracts (Pezon 2011, 179).
These factors led to the heightened involvement of the French state in the establishment
of new guidelines concerning contract modifications. Until 1916, the Conseil d’État was the
main actor responsible for deciding whether a contract could be adjusted.48 However, this
framework changed with the introduction of the notion of “imprévision” (unforeseen events),
which stipulated that a contract could be adjusted in order to restore its financial equilibrium in
case of unexpected events (Pezon 2011; Stefanovich 2005, 124). Following this idea, the private
partner obtained the right to receive compensation that could take the form of a municipal
subsidy or a rate increase for their services (Pezon 2011). As a result of this new stipulation,
the French state secured the position of water firms by giving them the right to negotiate the
terms of concession contracts with local authorities.
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This was especially due to the fact that most of their contracts were concessions and their remuneration came
directly from households that asked for a private connection to public networks (water from public fountains and
standpipes was free) (Pezon 2011). Since these contracts stipulated fixed-price schemas, water companies were
not able to raise the rates for their services.
48
In France, the Conseil d’État is the top instance of administrative law and serves as the legal adviser for the
executive branch of the state.
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Although they counted on the backing of the Conseil d’État, the SLEE and the CGE were
forced to adopt another strategy to survive the increase of prices and greater involvement of the
public sector in managing water services. This new strategy consisted of acquiring part of the
shares of small local companies and in creating subsidiaries to carry out the tasks that had been
delegated to external firms beforehand. Accordingly, the CGE created the firms Société
Auxiliaire de Distribution d’Eau (SADE) in 1918 for building water works and contracting
design, as well as Tuyaux Bonna in 1924 for water pipe production. In turn, the SLEE set up
the Société Industrielle des Transports Automobiles (SITA) in 1919 to carry out waste services
in Paris, and Degrémont in 1939 to assure water treatment services.
The Second World War and its aftermath marked another major shift in the development
of these French firms. Though water infrastructure had been greatly damaged and the French
state had stipulated industrial reconstruction as a priority (Jacquot 2002), concession contracts
were no longer seen as the best option. In response, most large French cities opted to terminate
their contracts and adopt a public management model. In the case of small municipalities, they
went from “the demise of […] concession contract[s] through new contractual arrangements
that prefigured the lease [or affermage] contract that would be the general rule in France”
(Pezon 2011, 185). According to this type of contract, the private partner would no longer be
responsible for infrastructure investments, but only for operating the service. The French state
accompanied this process with the adoption of an aid policy for the reconstruction and outfitting
of destroyed buildings, headed by the Ministry of Reconstruction and Urban Planning (MRU)
(Jacquot 2002).
In addition to the gradual replacement of concessions by the public management model,
the wave of nationalizations that took place in France between 1945 and 1946 had an important
impact on the future development of the two private water companies. Following the Second
World War, several high-investment sectors and banking firms were nationalized with the goal
of reviving the French national economy and providing the country with industrial
infrastructure (Chabanas and Vergeau 1996). While the sectors of coal, railway, gas and
electricity were all nationalized, the water industry was excluded.
For the CGE, the first wave of nationalization only represented a temporary source of
concern. By contrast, for the SLEE these reforms represented the loss of all its gas and
electricity activities, which were transferred to the firms Électricité de France (EDF) and Gaz
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de France (GDF).49 In 1951, after five years of negotiations, the more than 100,000
stakeholders of the SLEE and the other three electricity production firms received a €2.4 billion
compensation from the National Fund for Energy (Caisse Nationale de l’Energie) (Stefanovich
2005, 156).
After the adoption of these reforms, the SLEE became Lyonnaise des Eaux (LDE) and
concentrated its activities within the water sector. Following an initial strategy focused on the
Bordeaux region, the LDE joined forces with the CGE through the creation of common firms.
These companies quickly became part of their largest and most important subsidiaries, and
prominent examples include the Société des Eaux de Marseille and the Compagnie des Eaux et
de l’Ozone (CEO) (Stefanovich 2005).
This strategy was followed by both the CGE and LDE until the end of the 1960s. Though
the CGE counted three times more water customers than the LDE in 1959 (Stefanovich 2005,
163), the latter increasingly began to explore the market of public services. The number of
subsidiaries of the LDE increased rapidly, offering new services such as highway construction
and maintenance (Cochery); electrical equipment for high voltage power lines (Trindel et
Forculum); heating and air conditioning (Cofreth); fire extinguisher production (Sicli); and
waste management (Sita) (Stefanovich 2005).
The LDE also sought to strengthen its international presence in Africa, a region that
represented 80 percent of its portfolio’s value and 15 percent of its profit in 1959 (Bauby 2010,
100). Nevertheless, the independence movements of former African colonies forced the French
firm to gradually withdraw from this region and focus rather on the French market.
Following an attempted merger between the LDE and the firm Pont-à-Mousson (PAM),
which specialized in drainage and sewerage systems, the financial firm Suez50 entered the
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The energy sector was regrouped around three firms: EDF, GDF and Charbonnages de France. Over time, EDF
and GDF (today GDF-Suez) have become two leading companies in the energy and gas markets in France, while
both also have operations abroad.
50
Suez was created in 1858 as the Universal Suez Ship Canal Company by Ferdinand de Lesseps. The treaty of
concession of 25 November 1854 provided the company with “exclusive rights” for building and operating the
Suez Canal for 99 years. After the nationalization of the canal in 1956 by Egyptian president Gamal Abdel Nasser,
the Suez Canal Company was “re-founded” as a financial group named Compagnie Financière de Suez. In 1997,
the LDE merged with the Compagnie Financière de Suez, becoming Suez-Lyonnaise des Eaux. In the summer of
2008, the firms Gaz de France (GDF) and Suez merged and created GDF-Suez (Bonin 2010).
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capital structure of the LDE in 1967. Seven years later, Suez became the largest stakeholder of
the LDE.
As for the CGE, the firm gradually began a new period of modernization with the arrival
of Georges Huvelin as General Director and Guy Dejouany as Deputy Director in 1952 (Jacquot
2002). In 1976, when Dejouany became CEO of the CGE, the firm experienced a rapid period
of growth in terms of its international presence as well as its offer of services. The development
of both firms was greatly influenced by the intense urbanization that France underwent between
1954 to 1975 (Guérin-Schneider and Lorrain 2003). This was accompanied by the adoption of
an increasing number of affermage contracts, through which public authorities delegated the
management of water services to a private operator. As a result, while in 1939 around 75 percent
of the population received drinking water services from public authorities, this had decreased
to 50 percent by 1973 (Pezon and Canneva 2009, 34).
The stricter water quality standards and the inability of a number of municipalities to
obtain financial resources and technical know-how led to the rapid development of PPP
contracts. The private operation of water services greatly increased during the 1980s, attaining
73 percent of the French water market in 1989 (Bauby 2010, 95). The predilection of local
authorities to adopt affermage contracts was strongly promoted by the implementation of
regulations stipulated by the French state.
On the one hand, the adoption of the accounting rule “MO 69-67” required municipalities
of more than 10,000 inhabitants to balance their water exploitation and investment budgets by
adopting rates that reflected the real cost of the provision of water services (Pezon 2002, 65).
Since the establishment of new water services rates entailed considerable political costs in terms
of electoral preferences, local authorities increasingly began embracing the idea of adopting
affermage contracts.
On the other hand, the 1982-1983 decentralization laws offered more autonomy to
municipalities to choose between the public and the private sector to run their water utilities.
These factors converged within a context characterized by an insufficiency of public funds, the
diffusion of a free market ideology that promoted the privatization of public utilities, and the
emergence of a few international private operators from France and the U.K. (Pezon and
Canneva 2009). While the institutional context was undergoing multiple transformations in
France and internationally, French water groups discovered a new global utilities market.
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a) The Internationalization of the CGE
From 1950 to 1970, the CGE focused on the development of its activities within the sectors of
water (drinking water and wastewater), waste (collection, incineration and treatment) and
energy (geothermic, wasted energy recovery, urban heating). This diversification was greatly
accelerated under the mandate of Guy Dejouany, CEO of the CGE from 1976 to 1996.
Dubbed the “Lord of the Networks” (Guinde 2013), Dejouany managed the CGE with a
particular method that modified the group’s internal labor organization and the orientation of
its services. During his mandate, the CGE adopted a “biological” (or “organic”) model of
functioning (Poirier 2013; Guinde 2013), characterized by the absence of a formal organization
chart and the transfer of autonomy to each senior executive. This “extreme decentralization” of
the firm’s management structure led to the creation of the “barons” (Poirier 2013, 18), or in
other words, the CEO’s closest collaborators who were in charge of identifying business
opportunities within their fields of specialization. By “trusting men more than organizations”
(Guinde 2013, 36), the CGE sought to develop a management strategy based on human capital.
As Dejouany mentioned during a 1990 speech: “The most important limitation to our
strategy can be found next to what until now has constituted our main resource, that is to say,
men: we [the CGE] won’t be able to develop unless there is a renewal of this human capital and
a training of new talents” (Rioualen 1991, 13).
The CGE decided to fully enter the market of public services in addition to consolidating
its existing environmental activities. While water activities were regrouped under the company
Omnium de Traitement et de Valorisation (OTV), the transportation and waste operations were
strengthened with the acquisition of the Compagnie Générale des Entreprises Automobiles
(CGEA), which later became Connex and Onyx. The CGE also acquired the Compagnie
Générale de Chauffe, later known as Dalkia, with the goal of reinforcing its energy and heating
activities (Veolia Environnement 2013c).
The telecommunications sector also underwent important reforms in 1983. The CGE
acquired 20.4 percent of the shares of Canal +, a pay-tv channel, as well as 26 percent of UGC,
one of the largest cinema operators in Europe (Poirier 2013, 29). Although important efforts
were undertaken to make these investments profitable, the shares did not generate the expected
results, and were recovered by Canal + under the name of NC Numéricable in 1998. Another
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example in this sector was the creation of the Société Française du Radiotéléphone (SFR) as a
subsidiary company specialized in the provision of mobile phone services.
The CGE also integrated the construction sector into its portfolio of services. The group
entered this sector in 1978 as a stakeholder of Fougerolle, an important construction firm that
later became Eiffage. In 1988 the French firm Saint-Gobain transferred one of the largest
construction firms in France, the Société Générale d’Entreprises (SGE), to the CGE. After ten
years of operation, the CGE sold its shares of Eiffage, and decided to develop a pole of property
services through the Compagnie Immobilière Phénix.
The firm offered services such as the building and construction of houses and the
modernization of hotels and casinos. Despite its significant development, the company
collapsed in 1994 due to the strong decline in property prices in Europe and Paris between 1990
and 1996 (Poirier 2013). Despite this failure, two other companies –Sarin (commercial
building) and Seeri (house building)– succeeded in making this sector profitable for the group.
In addition to all these services, the CGE also entered the collective transportation sector
in 1989. Under the initiative of Henri Proglio (CEO of the group from 2002 to 2009), the CGE
acquired the Société de Chemins de Fer et de Transports Automobiles (CFTA), a subcontracting
firm of the SNCF, one of the largest European groups specialized in transportation services.
Today the CFTA is a subsidiary of Transdev, a company held by the Caisse des Depôts and
Veolia Environnement (Transdev 2014).
In the early 1990s, the CGE became a leading company in the provision of urban services,
not only in France but also at the global scale. On the one hand, the turnover of the group greatly
increased, climbing from €2.7 billion in 1981 to €17.8 billion ten years later (Assens,
Baroncelli, and Froehlicher 2002, 19). The group also diversified its activities under the
management of Dejouany, who considered collective public services as “a real industry, one
of the most important industries of the next century, [from which] a certain number of new
services, especially in urban areas, [… were] being created or should still be created” (Guinde
2013, 66).
Thus, while in 1971 water activities represented 75 percent of the group’s revenues, these
were obtained from multiple sectors in 1993: property and building (36 percent), water (26
percent), heating and energy (23 percent), waste (6 percent); communication (2.7 percent) and
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others51 (6.3 percent) (Stefanovich 2005, 216). On the other hand, the group had attained a
signification presence internationally, operating in 60 countries through its subsidiaries, which
increased in number from 185 in 1981, to 1070 in 1991 (Guinde 2013, 49).
The year 1996 marked the end of the Dejouany era and the arrival of Jean-Marie Messier
as the new CEO. Under his mandate, the management of the group was reformed in three main
areas. The first concerned the group’s organization. While Dejounay had created a “network
model” based on a strategic center and a cooperative network of autonomous subsidiaries
(Assens, Baroncelli, and Froehlicher 2002), Messier favored the creation of groups of top
executives. These groups were formed by senior executives from different industries, and
became the closest collaborators of the CEO and the directors of core divisions. The final goal
was to promote “cross-fertilization” between different business sectors and to create personal
links with executive staff of other industries (Poirier 2013).
The second change concerned the services portfolio of the group. In May 1998, the CGE
became Vivendi. After this change of name, the firm restructured its activities into three main
branches: environment, communication, and construction and property. All other activities,
such as health, mass catering and parking services, were sold. From the very beginning, JeanMarie Messier expressed his desire to withdraw the CGE from the construction sector.
According to him, these activities had little potential for synergy with other services that the
group provided and represented a high risk for a low profit return.
The first reform was the transformation of Immobilière Phénix, which became CGIS in
1995, and Nexity three years later. After selling the activities of individual house holdings, the
CGE withdrew from the capital structure of Nexity in 1999 (Poirier 2013). This was also the
case of the SGE, later known as Vinci, which was partly sold in 1997 (the CGE only retained
51 percent of its shares) and finally became independent in 2000. Once the group had
abandoned its construction activities, the CEO chose to focus on the environmental and
communication sectors (Poirier 2013).
In 1999, all environmental operations –water (Vivendi Water), waste (Onyx), energy
(Dalkia) and transportation (Connex)– were regrouped around Vivendi Environnement. The
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This refers to a range of services provided by the CGE that did not have a large impact on the revenues of the
group: health services (Générale de Santé), parking (Compagnie Générale de Stationnement) and mass catering
(Générale de Restauration et Elitair-Elior) (Poirier 2013, 61).
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provision of these services in a large number of cities all around the world allowed the French
group to establish a visible international presence. Water PPP contracts were obtained in cities
such as Budapest and Chengdu (1997), Tianjin (1998), Berlin (1999), Bucarest and Prague
(2000). The group also strengthened its presence in the U.S. water market through the
acquisition of the firm U.S. Filter Corporation in 1999, for $8.5 billion in debt and equity.52
Energy activities were also developed at the global scale, mainly in the U.K., Poland,
Czech Republic, Russia, and the U.S. (with the partial acquisition of Sithe Energies Inc.).53 The
group also obtained several contracts in the waste sector for providing diverse services:
industrial waste management (Australia), urban waste management (Chennai) and beach and
road cleaning (Rabat). Finally, transportation activities were also internationally developed
through important contracts obtained in Norway (Linjebus), the U.K. (Connex rail), Portugal
(bus) and Sweden (subway and tramway) (Poirier 2013; Veolia Environnement 2013c).
The French group also undertook an intensive strategy to increase its presence in the
communications sector. While this sector represented just 7 percent of the group’s profit in
1994, this jumped to 21 percent five years later (Poirier 2013, 74–80). In addition to the
activities of Canal + and SFR, Vivendi enlarged its offer of services with its gradual acquisition
of Havas between 1996 and 1998. After selling the advertising and travelling branches of the
company, Vivendi kept only Havas’s publishing and multimedia activities. By 1998, the French
firm had become “one of the major European actors of the communications sector with [the
services of] images (Canal +), publishing (Havas), games (Havas interactive) and land and
mobile lines (Cegetel and SFR)” (Poirier 2013, 79).
These acquisition were followed by the purchase of Pathé in 1999, a firm specialized in
television and cinema services. After selling its cinema activities, Vivendi strengthened its
remaining television activities by becoming a stakeholder (24.5 percent) of the firm British Sky
Broadcasting (BSkyB). A year later Vivendi established an agreement with Vodafone to create
Vizzavi, a €1.6 billion Internet portal for mobile telephones, televisions and computers.

In 2004, Vivendi sold most of U.S. Filter’s core water products, keeping only HPD and Kruger. The group
Siemens purchased the rest of U.S. Filter’s activities for U.S. $993 million. Since then, U.S. Filter has become
Siemens Water Technologies (Global Water Intelligence 2011). For an analysis of Veolia’s activities in the U.S.,
see Chapter IV.
53
In 2002, Vivendi sold its participation in Sithe Energies Inc. (34 percent) to American Apollo Energy Inc. for
U.S. $323 million (Vivendi Universal 2002).
52
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With the goal of prioritizing its media and communication activities, Vivendi merged
with Canal + and Seagram in 2000, resulting in the creation of the group Vivendi Universal.
This merger led the group to reorganize its activities into two main branches: 1) Vivendi
Universal, which integrated Canal + (television), Universal Studios (cinema), Universal Music
Group (music), Vivendi Universal Publishing (games and publishing), Vizzavi (internet) as
well as land and mobile telephone (Cegetel-SFR); and 2) Vivendi Environnement, which
included all water, waste, energy and transportation activities.
Vivendi Universal continued its strategy of acquisitions. In 2001, the group purchased 35
percent of the shares of Maroc Télécom, the firm Houghton Mifflin and the Parisian concert
hall Olympia (Poirier 2013; Vivendi 2013). While the financial results of the group reached a
historic net revenue of €2.3 billion in 2000, its debts also increased to €25 billion (Poirier 2013,
94). The acquisition of the firm EchoStar and the entertainment assets of the USA Networks in
December 2001 marked a turning point in the group’s financial situation. In the summer of
2002, Jean-Marie Messier resigned as the CEO of Vivendi Universal, leaving it with a €25
billion loss.
Vivendi Universal started a program for transferring “non-strategies shares” (Vivendi
2013) and gradually sold its main subsidiaries. Vivendi Universal also withdrew from the stock
of Vivendi Environnement, reducing its shares from 70 percent in 2000 to only 20.4 percent
two years later. Once Messier’s dream of building a media and communications giant had
collapsed, attention returned to Vivendi Environnement –an independent company since 2002
(Veolia Environnement 2013d).
Transformed into a company with a Board of Directors, the capital structure of Vivendi
Environnement was held by several long-term French shareholders, including the Caisse des
Dépôts, Groupama, Société Générale and EDF at the end of 2002 (Poirier 2013, 113). After the
seven-year mandate of Messier, Henri Proglio took control of the company. Having entered the
CGE as an intern in 1972, Proglio had become the General Director of the CGEA in 1990 and
was made responsible for the “environmental” wing eight years later. In 2000, after Vivendi
Environnement was listed on the stock market, he became the Chairman of the Management
Board –in other words, the “operational boss” (Poirier 2013, 108). He became the CEO of
Vivendi Environnement in 2002, and under his management the group changed the name in
2003, becoming internationally known as Veolia Environnement. In 2005, all the group’s
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subsidiaries were federated around the name “Veolia,” with the exception of Dalkia, the firm
specialized in energy services.54
The group experienced a period of continuous growth during the 2000s, climbing from
an annual turnover of €30.08 billion in 2002 to €36.2 billion in 2008 (Veolia Environnement
2008a; Veolia Environnement 2003). In 2002, Veolia restructured its services and focused on
its environmental activities. As part of this process, the group sold its American subsidiary U.S.
Filter, as well as its participation in the Spanish firm Fomento de Construcciones y Contratas
(FCC). The group’s activities were now organized around four divisions: water, waste, energy
services and collective transportation.55
Henri Proglio has promoted the notion of sustainable development as one of Veolia’s core
strategies (Veolia Environnement 2003, 3). Considering Veolia as “an actor of sustainable
development” (Veolia Environnement 2003, 5), Proglio sought to provide environmental
services according to the notion of “environmental needs,” “sustainable solutions” and “quality
of urban life” (Veolia Environnement 2008a).
Under Proglio’s management, the group internationalized its activities while keeping a
strong presence in the French and European markets. In 2003, the operations of Veolia in France
represented 45.6 percent of its turnover, while the rest came from its international activities.
Five years later, the data had slightly changed: France accounted for 40 percent of the group’s
turnover, whereas 60 percent corresponded to Veolia’s activities abroad (Veolia Environnement
2008a; Veolia Environnement 2003). At the global scale, most of Veolia’s operations at the end
of 2008 were concentrated in countries such as Germany, the U.S., the U.K., Australia, the
Czech Republic and Italy (Veolia Environnement 2008a). The Chinese market also gained
importance within the activities of the group, especially after the signing of a 50-year water
supply and management contract with the city of Shanghai Pudong in 2002 (Lorrain 2012, 310).
Since then the group has established a large number of PPP contracts with other Chinese cities
such as Shenzhen, Changzhou, Kunming, Liuzhou, Haikou and Tianjin (Veolia Water 2010a).

54

This exception is explained by the opposition of EDF, which has held 33 percent of the shares of Dalkia France
and 50 percent of Dalkia International since 2000 (Dalkia 2014).
55
With the goal of developing a market for environmental services, the group abandoned the production of energy,
focusing instead on the provision of energy services. With regard to its transportation activities, Proglio portrayed
the company not as an investor, but as a “designer and an operator” (Stefanovich 2005, 474).
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In addition to the geographic diversification of the group’s activities, Proglio also
implemented a more hierarchical internal organization and mobilized a large network of
personal contacts (Poirier 2013). Among these contacts were a large number of French
politicians who occupied high-level governmental positions at the time: Jacques Chirac (French
President from 1995 to 2007); André Santini (Mayor of Issy-les-Moulineaux and President of
the Syndicat des Eaux d’Île-de-France); Jean-Claude Gaudin (Mayor of Marseille since 1995)
and Dominique Strauss-Khan (Minister of Economy and Finance from 1997 to 1999) (Poirier
2013; Stefanovich 2005). The maintenance of these relationships in the long-term allowed
Proglio to stay active in French politics and business. In September 2004, Proglio became
director of EDF and five years later, he was appointed as the Chairman and CEO of EDF (EDF
2013). Despite his new position, Proglio remained head of Veolia’s Board of Directors for a
year and then a board member from 2010 to 2012.
In 2009, Antoine Frérot was named the new CEO of Veolia. Though the transition of
mandates between Proglio and Frérot had led to a corporate governance crisis within the firm
(see Chapter II.B.2), Veolia’s Board of Directors has decided to renew Frérot’s term of office
and extend it until 2018. As part of a transformation plan that the company undertook in 2011,
Veolia is now organized based on a regional management structure. The group has abandoned
a structure of “divisions” (water, waste and energy) and instead adopted a perspective based on
types of customers (Laurent Auguste, interview with author, 25 July 2014, Paris).
As Veolia’s history has shown, the CEOs of the company have played a key role in the
elaboration and implementation of a business strategy. Through their vision, Veolia has adapted
their services and geographic locations over time (see Table 3).
Table 3 “CEOs of Veolia”
Years of Mandate
1946 – 1972
1972 – 1976
1976 – 1996
1996 – 2002
2002 – 2009
2009 – (2018)
Source: elaborated by author.

CEOs
Robert Gérard
Georges Huvelin
Guy Dejounay
Jean-Marie Messier
Henri Proglio
Antoine Frérot
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b) The Internationalization of the Lyonnaise des Eaux
At the end of the 1970s, the SLEE portrayed itself as “a medium-size company, which does not
seek to accede to the top roles on the international stage, but which stays open to international
[markets] and holds a good position at [French] national scale” (Sédillot 1980, 129). By 1980,
the group was the leader in fire protection and waste collection and the number two in water
distribution and electrical equipment in France (Sédillot 1980). In 1980, the ten-year mandate
of Pierre Chaussade ended, and Jérôme Monod became the new CEO of the LDE.
Under Monod, the group strengthened its core activities (water, waste and urban heating)
and developed a utilities market abroad. After an initial stage of exploration of potential
markets, the group began its internationalization in the early 1980s. This period was
characterized by the “intuitive and pragmatic” (Lorrain 2005a, 344) vision of a reduced number
of decision-makers, who after establishing initial business contacts would then decide to start
operations in a specific country. This strategy allowed the group to strengthen its presence in
Spain, enter the U.S. and Japanese markets and establish partnerships with Chinese companies.
In 1990, the LDE merged with Dumez, a French construction company. This merger gave
a significant boost to the international activities of the group. In Monod’s words, this merger
allowed the LDE to double its size, employees, resources and international presence as well as
to “transform [its] corporate services culture […] into one of builders and contractors with
larger horizons, who decide quickly and are used to large-scale projects abroad” (Monod 2009,
133).
The LDE then obtained a large number of PPP contracts abroad. A first wave of contracts
were established in 1993 (Buenos Aires, Sydney, Mexico and Rostock) with a second wave
coming four years later (Manila, Jakarta and Casablanca). These contracts meant a significant
increase in the number of people served by the group worldwide, increasing from 22 million in
1994 to 40 million in 1997 (Lorrain 2005a, 347). The internationalization of the activities of
the group was accompanied by several reforms concerning its internal functioning. The group
was initially organized around regional departments, subsidiaries and a central coordinating
department. The increasing number of contracts abroad led the group to divide its water
activities into two geographic scopes: France and international. This binary division ended in
1996 with the establishment of seven large regions around the world representing 40 million
clients (Lorrain 2005a, 348).
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In addition, the LDE carried out an active strategy aimed at training and mobilizing
“international managers” through the creation of multiple programs (50 internationaux,
SemaFor, Focus, Explorer or Global Player) as well as the foundation of the “Suez-Lyonnaise
des Eaux University” in 2000.56 According to Monod, this initiative sought to improve the
management of each working team. The final goal was to “share, circulate and use the
knowledge and experience obtained by the company without obstacles or hierarchies that may
prevent free communication” (Monod 2009, 167).
Another development strategy of the group was the promotion of the PPP model within
international organizations such as the World Bank, the United Nations Development Program
(UNDP) and the World Water Council (WWC). As Monod relates in his memoirs,
The Lyonnaise des Eaux innovated by developing new techniques with international
financial organizations, which did not practice the most advanced forms of project
funding. I remember that, on the invitation of the World Bank, I organized a
conference with Ivan Chéret in 1981, [which was] addressed to its managers, and
later, to those of its subsidiaries: the International Finance Corporation, the InterAmerican Development Bank, and the Asian Development Bank. We had in front
of us the global and regional financial organizations; we organized seminars and
invited them to visit French concessions, such as Cannes, Biarritz and later,
Casablanca or Macao. I remember that, together with some colleagues, I was invited
by banks, and then by mostly Anglo-Saxon57 private organizations, to explain our
know-how to them (Monod 2009, 161).
This strategy allowed the group to create different models of project funding and to strengthen
its international presence through the signature of multiple contracts all around the world. It was
within this context that the LDE merged with the Compagnie Financière de Suez in June 1997,
resulting into the creation of Suez-Lyonnaise des Eaux. Under this new name, the group moved
to focus on its energy activities (through Société Générale de Belgique)58 and water and waste
operations (through the LDE). The branches of building and communications services received
less attention and in 2002, the group officially divided its activities into two wings: energy
(Suez) and environment (Suez Environnement).

56

Now called GDF SUEZ University, this training initiative held 186 training sessions in 16 different countries in
2011 (GDF SUEZ University 2012).
57
This expression is used in French to refer to the English-speaking world, especially the U.S. and the U.K.
58
The Société Générale des Pays-Bas, later known as Société Générale de Belgique, was created in 1822 and was
partially owned by Suez at the end of the 1980s. In 1998, it became a subsidiary of Suez-Lyonnaise des Eaux and
merged with Tractebel in 2003, resulting into the creation of Suez-Tractabel. Today, the company operates under
the name of Tractabel Engineering, a “legal entity and fully-fledged independent company within the GDF SUEZ
Energy Services business unit of GDF SUEZ” (Tractebel 2014).
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After the 1997 merger, the group became a limited liability company with a board of
directors (presided over by Gérard Mestrallet) and a supervisory board (chaired by Jerôme
Monod). Under their management, the group carried out a vast restructuration of its internal
organization. Starting with the sale of “non-strategic subsidiaries” (Ondeo Nalco,
Northumbrian Water Group), the group also withdrew from the capital structure of firms within
which the group was a minority shareholder (Axa, Fortis, Total, Vinci) (Condijts and Gadhoum
2008; Lorrain 2005a). The communications sector illustrates this strategy in a clear manner.
After winning the call for tenders announced by the Haute Autorité de l’Audiovisuel in 1985,
the LDE launched the television public channel M6 on 1 March 1987. However, the group
decided to gradually disengage from M6 thereafter: the LDE sold 26.7 percent of its shares for
€750 million in 2004, and the rest was sold two years later (M6 Group 2013). The group also
withdrew from other communication firms such as Coditel, Codenet, Paris Première, and Noos
(Suez 2004).
With the goal of reducing investments, the LDE revisited its PPP contracts in several
cities. Some contracts were terminated early (Atlanta, Aguas de la Costa, Antalya, Nkonkobe,
La Paz) or renegotiated (Manila, Cordoba) (Hall, Lobina, and Corral 2010; Lorrain 2005a). The
French firm also announced the implementation of a 2003-2004 Action Plan, which stipulated
five main goals: the continuity of the asset disposal program; the reduction of operating costs
and the selection of contracts on the basis of profitability criteria; the focus on two main
business lines (energy and environment); an investment reduction from €8 billion to €4 billion
per year during the 2003-2005 period; and the reduction by one third of its risk exposure in
emerging countries (Suez 2003).
In this way, the LDE sought to reorient its international activities to “more stable markets”
(Suez 2003, 24), which included the European Union and North America (see part 2.A). The
group withdrew “from most developing countries unless they were protected from currency
risk, financing all investment out of local profits, and providing a reliable short-term cash-flow”
(Hall, Lobina, and Corral 2010, 3). In the words of group’s CEO, the main idea was to avoid
working with “partners [who] do not play by the rules” (Suez 2003, 5).
Reforms were also applied to the organizational structure of the company. Following the
principle of “connectivity,” the group was restructured around its subsidiaries (“business
units”), which then addressed reports to regional directors every month. The collected
information was then transferred from the regional directors back to the company headquarters
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in Paris (Lorrain 2005a). The adoption of a decentralized organization was intended to integrate
a new “ambitious and aggressive” (Trancart and Pflieger 2001, 61) customer policy. With the
goal of optimizing the relations between the company and the final customer, Suez introduced
several marketing methods within its communications strategy. This included a clearer design
for water bills, the creation of “focus groups” and more interactive dialogue with consumer
associations (Trancart and Pflieger 2001).
While the implementation of these reforms allowed the group to reduce its net debt by
one half, (€15 billion at the end of 2003) (Suez 2004), the company still faced important capital
needs. This was a direct consequence of a series of “non-profitable investments” that the group
had made in different countries between 1996 and 2001, and which had led to losses of €30
billion (Stefanovich 2005, 485).
By 2003, the firm was going through a difficult financial situation and 67.2 percent of its
turnover came from energy activities. These two factors favored the merger between SuezLyonnaise des Eaux and Gaz de France (GDF), a project announced in February 2006 by
Dominique de Villepin, the French Prime Minister at the time. The two companies agreed on
terms on 3 September 2007, and on 22 July 2008 the group GDF-SUEZ came into existence.
The idea of merging both companies had appeared in 2000 as an initiative of Suez, which
had been exploring different options to strengthen its presence in the energy sector. Three
possibilities were evoked at that time: the German group Veba-Viag, later known as E.ON; the
Italian group ENI; and the French firm GDF (Condijts and Gadhoum 2008). The latter option
was favored on the basis that this merger would allow both firms to increase their offer of
energy and gas services to industrial customers. However, after organizing several meetings in
June 2000, both firms decided to stop their project of merging and to wait for “the convenient
moment” (Condijts and Gadhoum 2008, 34).
In the following years, Suez and GDF experienced important changes in their internal
structures. On the one hand, Suez became the majority shareholder of Electrabel, a Belgiumbased energy corporation, acquiring 50.01 percent of its shares in 2003.59 On 9 August 2005,

59

This operation was highly covered in the media, as Belgian media revealed that three men, recruited by Patrick
Ouart, Secretary General of Suez at the time, entered the headquarters of Electrabel on the night of 19 February
2004 to do “a computer audit.” A few days later, the computer services of Electrabel discovered that these men
had hacked the computer of Patrick De Vos, who was responsible for the group’s investor relations, along with
the help of Jean-Pierre Hansen, chairman of the Board of Directors of Electrabel. In 2008, Ouart and Hansen were
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Suez obtained total control of Electrabel after acquiring 98.62 percent of its shares (Condijts
and Gadhoum 2008). On the other hand, the French Council of Ministers approved the change
in the status of the groups GDF and EDF in May 2004. These groups went from being stateowned companies to limited liability companies with a board of directors. According to the
French law of 9 August 2004, the shareholding of GDF and EDF was opened to private capital
on the condition that the French state hold at least 70 percent (Legifrance 2004). Fulvio Conti,
CEO of the Italian firm Enel, and Henri Proglio, CEO of Veolia Environnement, saw this reform
as a good opportunity to absorb Suez (Le Monde 2006).
In order to avoid the Italian firm Enel from taking control of Suez, French Prime Minister
Villepin accelerated the project of merging Suez and GDF. After the announcement of this
merger, other European energy firms (Essent, Nuon, Centrica, RWE, E.ON, Enel, Veolia and
EDF), carried out intense lobbying campaigns under the premise that this merger would entail
“serious competition problems” (Condijts and Gadhoum 2008, 144). Their main argument
pointed to a significant conflict of interests, since the French state was simultaneously
shareholder of GDF and responsible for setting gas prices.
Despite these arguments, the merger project continued. After defining the stages of the
merger (vote of the French privatization law, approval from the European Commission and
support from the shareholders), Suez and GDF were ready to become a sole group.
Nevertheless, decision 2006-543 of the French Constitutional Council (Conseil Constitutionnel
2006) and the arrival of Nicolas Sarkozy as the new President of France in May 2007 delayed
the process.
Following a series of negotiations between the French President Sarkozy and the CEO of
Suez Gérard Mestrallet, the terms of the merger were finally stipulated at the end of 2007: the
new entity GDF-SUEZ would concentrate its activities in the energy sector; the French state
would hold 35.6 percent of the shares of GDF-SUEZ; water and waste activities would be
regrouped under Suez Environnement; and Suez would keep 35 percent of the shareholding of
Suez Environnement (Condijts and Gadhoum 2008, 234–237). 60

convicted of “hacking” by a Belgian court; however, the sentencing was ultimately suspended and the charges
dropped. This affair was named “Electragate” by the Belgian press (Vernier 2008; Defawe 2008).
60
The agreement also stipulated that this 35 percent shareholding of Suez Environnement would be distributed
between big shareholders (Albert Frère, Area, CNP, CDC, Crédit Agricole) and individual shareholders. The latter
would benefit from a full tax exemption for the capital gains on the Suez Environnement securities (Condijts and
Gadhoum 2008).
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The group GDF-SUEZ was finally created on 22 January 2008. At the end of 2012, the
group operated in the power, natural gas and energy sectors in almost 50 countries and had
138,200 employees. The company had a 2012 turnover of €82 billion and has now become the
leading producer of non-nuclear power worldwide (GDF SUEZ 2013). Concerning Suez
Environnement, the company became independent in 2008 and has been headed by Jean-Louis
Chaussade since then (see Table 4).
Table 4 “CEOs of Suez Environnement”
Years of Mandate
1954 – 1966
1966 – 1969
1970 – 1980
1980 – 2000
2001 – 2007
2007 – 2015
Source: elaborated by author.

CEOs
Joseph Thuillier
Maurice Bonfils
Pierre Chaussade
Jérôme Monod
Gérard Mestrallet
Jean-Louis Chaussade

2) Building Capacities: The Role of the French State
The individual histories of Veolia and Suez show the process through which these companies
have gone from being local private water operators to transnational corporations that offer a
large diversity of services. Their leading position in the global private water sector has been
greatly influenced by the active interventionism of the French state and the implementation of
a continuous strategy of adaptation in terms of services and markets.
As Michael Porter highlights in his book The Competitive Advantage of Nations,
“national prosperity is created, not inherited […]. A nation’s competitiveness depends on the
capacity of its industry to innovate and upgrade” (Michael Porter 1990, 73). According to
Porter, the role of national states remains fundamental in the international success of a given
industry, since state have the power to “create an environment in which companies can gain
competitive advantage” (Michael Porter 1990, 87). Indeed, governments can implement
policies that support national competitiveness, such as the promotion of domestic rivalry,
continuous change and innovation.
The French state has supported the development of Veolia and Suez over time by
elaborating different institutional and regulatory mechanisms. The transnationalization of these
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companies has been greatly influenced by the implementation of four main strategies by the
French state: the creation and exportation of the “French school of water”; favorable industrial
policies; the construction of a managerial élite; and its own participation in transnational
lobbying networks.

a) Creation and Exportation of the “French School of Water”
The development of Veolia and Suez as two of the leading private operators of environmental
services worldwide has been intimately related to the “French approach” to public services. The
origins of the French theory on public service are situated at the beginning of the 20th century
with the work of Georges Teissier on “Public Authority Liability” (1906). Teissier focused on
the responsibility of the state regarding the compensation of damages caused during the exercise
of its functions, and based the competency of administrative jurisdictions on the notion of public
service. His work was later systematized at the level of political philosophy in the work of Léon
Duguit (1928) and from a legal perspective by different authors of the “Bordeaux School”
(particularly Roger Bonnard and Gaston Jèze) (Chevallier 1977). Today, the French
administration defines a public service as
An activity of general interest that is taken in charge by a public or a private person,
but which is under the control of a public person. Public order services are
distinguished from those concerning regulation (defense, justice, etc.), those with
the goal of social and sanitary protection, those with an educative and cultural
vocation and those with an economic character. The legal regime of public service
is defined according to three principles: the continuity of public service, equal
access to public service and mutability (adaptability) (Direction de l’Information
Légale et Administrative 2014).
This definition of public service does not exclude the involvement of multiple actors,
which can be public or private, and individual or collective (Martinand 1995, 32). In accordance
with this vision, the French state has encouraged the development of private companies in the
national market by creating an institutional and regulatory framework that has allowed their
direct involvement in the provision of public services.61
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For an overview of the notion of public service within the French and European contexts, see Bauby 2011a;
Bauby 2011b.
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This general framework aims at structuring the relationships between local governments
and private operators. Known in the literature as “the French model” or “the French school of
water” (école française de l’eau) (Petitet 2010; Lorrain 1995), the system is built on the basis
of three principles.
The first is related to the institutional organization, which stipulates the primary
responsibility of the communes (the smallest French administrative subdivision) in the
management of water services. Since 1828, French local authorities (collectivités locales) have
been legally responsible for supplying water within their territories. The 1884 French Municipal
Law was particularly important in the creation of a single legal regime for all French communes,
since it established the framework for their organization and for local elections for municipal
councils (Barraqué and Le Bris 2007). The principle of responsibility has resulted in a
significant degree of autonomy for elected officials in each commune, and constitutes the legal
basis for the ability of the mayors of big cities to sign PPP contracts (Lorrain 1995, 9).
Furthermore, as figures with political power and social legitimacy, the role played by
mayors is essential to understanding the relationships between local governments, private
operators and users. According to Lorrain, these actors are interconnected on the basis of a
system of “non-written and non-codified cultural principles” (Lorrain 1995, 12). These
principles involve the continuous search for solutions to problems, an obligation for private
operators to produce results and the establishment of trust-based relationships (Lorrain 1995,
12).62
This institutional architecture provides local governments with significant power to
establish partnerships with the private sector. In turn, private firms are forced to produce
convincing results, given that they operate within a system where “all actors know each other
[and] information is rapidly circulated by political networks, municipal engineer associations
and media” (Lorrain 1995, 15). Users, in turn, recognize elected officials as responsible for
guaranteeing collective access to public services and indirectly control the performance of
private operators through the electoral vote.

Today, this argument is challenged by the recent “wave of remunicipalizations” and non-renewal of PPP
contracts in many large French cities such as Bordeaux, Brest, Cherbourg, Montpellier, Nantes, Nice, Rennes,
Rouen, Paris and Toulouse (Corporate Europe Observatory and Transnational Institute 2014) (see Chapter II.B.3).
62
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The second principle refers to the intervention of the French state at key moments to
encourage private participation in the management of water services. The Conseil d’État has
protected the rights and interests of concessionaries since the 19th century, notably by
establishing strict conditions on contract termination practices and limiting the power of public
authorities to interfere in the commercial relationships between households and private
operators (Pezon 2011).
In the aftermath of the Second World War, the “protector” role of the French state came
to be overshadowed by a new role as “promoter” (Schmidt 1996, 76). During this period, known
as “neo-Colbertism” or “dirigisme,” the French state implemented national planning that
involved
Selective nationalizations and an industrial policy focused on creating “national
champions” in an effort to improve the international competitiveness of French
industry as a whole. This industrial policy sought to encourage greater industrial
concentration and the formation of conglomerates in both public and private spheres
in an attempt to find a solution to the inefficiencies of French industry that were
becoming […] increasingly subject to international competition (Schmidt 1996,
79).
This policy orientation has transitioned into a “protectionist approach to water business”
(Godoy 2003, 17) that seeks to keep the French market of water services outside the reach of
foreign companies. While the firms Veolia, Suez and Saur have an oligopoly over the private
management of water services in France, the state has also limited the involvement of foreign
firms in the shareholding of French groups.
An example of this occurred in 2002, when Vivendi Universal announced the sale of the
shares of its environmental division, Vivendi Environnement, and the French state acquired a
percentage of its shares in order to prevent the firm from “fall[ing] into bad hands” (Godoy
2003, 24). In December 2012, the capital structure of Veolia was divided among several
individual and collective shareholders, including the state bank Caisse des Dépôts et
Consignations (9.3 percent) and the state-owned company EDF (4.2 percent) (see Figure 12).
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Figure 12 “Capital Structure of Veolia by December 2012”

Source: (Veolia Environnement 2013e).

This strategy was also applied to the group Suez Environnement, which was in the sights
of the Italian firm Enel in the mid-2000s. Together with Veolia Environnement, Enel planned
to launch a take-over bid for Suez in 2006. Faced with this “Franco-Italian conspiracy”
(Condijts and Gadhoum 2008, 123), the French government encouraged the merger between
Suez and GDF, a state-owned company at the time. By the end of 2013, the French state held a
significant percentage of the capital structure of both GDF-SUEZ and Suez Environnement (see
Figure 13).
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Figure 13 “Capital Structure of GDF-SUEZ and Suez Environnement”
GDF-SUEZ (December 2013)

Suez Environnement (July 2013)

Sources: GDF SUEZ 2014; Suez Environnement 2014a.
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The French state has carried out “selected interventionism” with the goal of encouraging
the development of Veolia and Suez in France and abroad (Schmidt 1996, 85). This institutional
organization has allowed the state to consolidate a vision of the “technical water cycle –capture,
use and discharge– around the polluter-pays principle, while respecting the autonomy
management principle of [French] cities” (Lorrain 1995, 12). For instance, in the mid-1960s
the French state created six basin agencies as public institutions attached to the Ministry of
Sustainable Development. Thanks to this development, the French groups have been able to
benefit from yet another important source of funding (water agency fees as environmental tax
revenues taken from water bills) as well as the designation of wastewater treatment issues as
priorities for local governments.
The third and last principle on which the French school of water was built is related to
the regulatory mechanisms that the French state has adopted. In addition to the “political”
regulation (the system of relationships between private operators and local governments),
Lorrain (1995) identifies two other types of regulation. On the one hand, companies are
regulated through diverse market mechanisms that encourage competition. They compete to
enter new markets, maintain their presence where they already operate, and offer an innovative
and profitable range of services. The competition between firms is encouraged by market
mechanisms, such as the establishment of strategic alliances, the adoption of diverse business
models, and listing of companies on stock markets (Lorrain 1995, 14).
On the other hand, a company’s performance is also regulated by its “reputation.”
Businesses consider their reputation to be the “equivalent of the brand in other markets [and as
a particular kind of] capital of an enterprise” (Lorrain 1995, 16), and attribute high importance
to their image and prestige, notably by implementing political communication strategies.
During the long history of Veolia and Suez, the French state has encouraged the
development of both companies by employing a number of different mechanisms. Initially
playing the role of “protector” and later that of “promoter,” the French state has created a
favorable politico-institutional framework for water firms. The creation and international
diffusion of the French school of water has allowed Veolia and Suez to expand their activities
around the world (Petitet 2014; 2002). The idea that these companies represent a “French model
of excellence” remains a key element in the industrial policies implemented by the French state.
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b) Favorable Industrial Policies
In the words of Arnaud Montebourg, French Minister of Industrial Renewal from 2012 to 2014,
the collaboration between state and business is not “a love against nature […]. Intervening is
not betraying. Acting is not subduing. Reaching out is not dominating.” According to his
perspective, a “strategic” state must “not to be afraid of intervening in the real economy, which
means making choices by promoting a subsidiary, cutting-edge technology, […] and having
industrial ambition” (Montebourg 2012, 2). Indeed, the role of the French state in the promotion
of certain industrial sectors and businesses is based on a comprehensive model of institutional
engineering guided by the central government.
The French water sector has been greatly influenced by current national industry policies,
which are covered in the “New Face of Industry in France” plan. Announced by the French
President François Hollande on 12 September 2013, this plan identifies France’s industrial
priorities in the form of 34-sector based initiatives. The recovery plan has the goal of defending
the “made in France” label, enhancing the country’s competitiveness and creating industrial
employment (French Government 76, 2). Each initiative is headed by a “project leader” who
also occupies an executive position in one of the largest French companies.
The CEOs of Veolia and Suez head two initiatives: Antoine Frérot leads the “recycling
and green materials” initiative and Jean-Louis Chaussade manages the “water quality and
scarcity management” initiative.63 The appointment of these CEOs reflects the clear will of the
French government to work directly with large French businesses in the elaboration and
implementation of industrial policies. This government initiative is translated into the creation
of continuous synergies between the state and industry concerning the identification of “priority
sectors,” “potential market niches,” and “cutting-edge services.” The kind of cooperation on
display in this instance reflects a framework that aims at obtaining potentially common benefits
for both the French state and businesses. On the one hand, the state guarantees the creation and
maintenance of industrial competitiveness, economic growth and employment. On the other
hand, private companies determine their range of services and target growing markets by
relying on the solid institutional backing from the state that will protect their operations in the
national market and encourage their international development.
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This initiative has two project leaders: Jean-Louis Chaussade (CEO of Suez Environnement) and Christophe
Chevillion (CEO of Environnement, S.A.).
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The renewed focus on industrial policies that target the environmental field demonstrates
clearly the extent of state-industry synergies. In February 2013, the “National Conference of
Industry” was replaced by the “National Council of Industry,” with the goal of enhancing
dialogue between the state, business and labor organizations. The Council is now organized
around 14 “strategic industry committees” (Comités Stratégiques de Filières), which seek to
support the creation of the “industries of tomorrow” (Direction Générale de la Compétitivité de
l’Industrie et des Services 2013). As a part of this new organization, the “Strategic Committee
of Eco-Industries” (Comité Stratégique de Filière Eco-Industries) (COSEI) was created in 2008
with the goal of defining the “development strategy of French eco-industries in the national
market and abroad” (Ministère du Redressement Productif 2012). The creation of this
committee is of great importance in order to understand how institutional mechanisms
implemented by the French state influence the development strategies of Veolia and Suez.
First, the COSEI promotes the emergence and development of “eco-industries,” a U.S.
$1,400 billion world market that involves business activities in the water, waste and energy
sectors (Montebourg and Martin 2013, 2). The notion of “eco-industry” has its roots in the term
“environmental industry,” which emerged in the 1970s and focused on the “de-pollution” of
the environment. The growing emergence of climate change and environmental issues on the
international agenda has led institutional organizations to create a broader definition of the term
(Direction Générale du Trésor et de la Politique Économique 2010, 2). According to the OECD
and Eurostat definition, eco-industries are those which
Produce goods and services to measure, prevent, limit, minimize or correct
environmental damage to water, air and soil, as well as problems related to waste,
noise and eco-systems. This includes cleaner technologies, products and services
that reduce environmental risk and minimize pollution and resource use (OECD
and Eurostat 1999, 9).
This definition widens the key role of the environmental field in order to broaden the
scope of future business opportunities. In the case of Veolia and Suez, the management of smart
services and technologies, as well as the protection of natural resources, are at the core of their
current range of services (see Chapter II.B.3).
Second, the organization of COSEI around five main sector working groups allows
French water companies to be at the center of the creation of future water demands and services,
as well as interact with other public and private actors. The COSEI has identified eighteen
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“green industries,” which are divided into five working groups: 1) water and sanitation, 2)
industrial valorization of waste, 3) construction with low environmental impact, 4) production
of renewable energies, and 5) smart electrical systems and energy storage.
The first group is formed by 900 companies that provide water and wastewater services,
including transnational corporations such as Veolia, Suez and Saur and small and medium-size
firms. This sector represents 38 percent of the market of French eco-industries, employs
124,000 people and produces an annual turnover of €16 billion in France (Groupe Eau du
COSEI 2013, 3). The institutionalization of a working group focused on water and sanitation
issues is of great importance for the leading French water companies for two main reasons.
On the one hand, this working group functions as a platform for dialogue and consultation
that brings together multiple actors. Representatives of Veolia and Suez have the opportunity
to be in direct contact with individuals from other water companies that operate in different
water sub-sectors (engineering, production, distribution and collection), trade unions,
professional associations, and public authorities. These potential connections are illustrated in
Figure 14, which shows the firms and organizations that are currently members of the water
and sanitation working group of the COSEI. It is interesting to note that this group is headed
by Daniel Villessot, who is also the science director of Suez Environnement-Lyonnaise des
Eaux, member of the Fédération Professionnelle des Entreprises de l'Eau (FP2E) and president
of the Sustainability of Water Resources and Aquatic Environment Cluster (DREAM).64
Villessot’s numerous positions in the world of water business allow him to be in contact with
state decision-makers and to place the interests of the largest French water groups on the public
agenda within key national platforms.
On the other hand, the existence of this working group presumes a “reciprocal
engagement” between the French state and business. According to a roadmap established by
the group in October 2013 called the “water industry contract” (Contrat de Filière Eau), all
members are to participate in the “development of the French school of water” (Groupe Eau du
COSEI 2013, 5). With this goal in mind, the group identifies five priorities on its “priority axis”
(innovation, solidarity, internationalization, funding and training) in order to “develop
employment and the savoir-faire of the water [and sanitation] group in France and abroad”

64

DREAM is a competitive cluster in the central region of France that seeks to support small and medium
companies in the development of green technology related to the fields of water and aquatic environments
(DREAM Eaux et Milieux 2014).
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(Groupe Eau du COSEI 2013, 5). This roadmap has been highly useful for Veolia and Suez,
who are currently redefining their range of services and the geographic orientation of their
operations.
Figure 14 “Members of COSEI’s Water and Sanitation Working Group”
Presidency

• Daniel Villessot (Suez Environnement-Lyonnaise des Eaux)

Large
Groups

• Saint-Gobain - PAM
• Veolia Eau
• Suez Envrionnement - Lyonnnaise des Eaux
• SAUR
• Schlumberger

Small and
Medium
Business

• BRL
• EA Image
• IGA CB Conseil
• Phytorem

Funding
Providers

• Demeter Partners
• PEXE

Professional
Associations

• French Professional Federation of Water Companies (FP2E)
• National Union of Drinking Water Production, Processes and Swimming Pools
Industries
• National Union of Water and Environmental Industries and Enterprises of Water
• Canalisateurs of France
• National Union of Design Offices on Sanitation
• Federation of Mechanical Industries
• Syntec Federation
• National Federation of Contracting Municipalities and Régies

Research
Organizations
Competitiveness
Poles

• Orléans Val de Loire Technopole - DREAM Cluster
• Hydreos

Public
Authorities

• Office National de l'Eau et des Milieux Aquatiques (ONEMA)
• Ministry of Industrial Renewal (General Direction of Competitiviness of Industry and
Services)
• Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable Development and Energy
• French Association of Standardization
• General Labor Direction

Source: elaborated by author based on Direction Générale de la Compétitivité de l’Industrie
et des Services 2013a.
The group identifies “unifying themes” with the goal of aligning the priorities and efforts
of the group’s members. In addition to providing a structure for the group, the roadmap
constitutes a guideline for water businesses in identifying key future markets and services.
According to the COSEI’s water group, three main themes will shape the water industry in the
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short and medium-term: ecological engineering and biodiversity, treatment plants in the
sustainable city, and smart water. The identification of these themes as key future challenges
opens up a range of opportunities for water companies in the development of green
technologies, equipment and services. At the same time, the French state gains a greater ability
to anticipate the evolution of markets, employment and skill requirements associated with the
emergence of new regulations, such as the current draft law on biodiversity and the creation of
the Agency of the Biodiversity in 2015 (Groupe Eau du COSEI 2013, 5).
This roadmap stipulates the involvement of the French state through research funding
and innovation programs as well as exportation of “French expertise” via partnerships between
large groups and small and medium businesses (SMB). The policy of the French state to support
the international development of French firms relies on national institutions such as the Public
Investment Bank (Bpifrance), the French Agency for International Business Development
(Ubifrance) and the French Agency for Development (AFD).65 With regard to funding for water
initiatives, the French government has identified potential funding sources including European
funds (the European Regional Development Fund [ERDF] and the European Agricultural Fund
for Rural Development [EAFRD]) as well as funds from large private groups and international
finance organizations. In addition, the French state has created public funding mechanisms,
such as the Tax Credit for Encouraging Competitiveness and Jobs (CICE). The goal of CICE is
to provide tax credits to businesses for financing “improvements in [their] competitiveness […]
through investment, research, innovation, training, recruitment, exploration of new markets,
and the recovery of working capital” (Ministère de l’Économie et des Finances 2012).
The current industrial policies carried out by the French government show the state’s
desire to reconstruct France’s industrial and productive capacities through solid institutional
and financial support for business. This economic patriotism encouraged by the French
government places the state as the leader of the industrial renewal and competitiveness creation
project. The current leadership of the French state is the result of a strong centralization of
65

Bpifrance is a public investment bank that assists and finances business through loans, equity and guarantees.
The capital structure of Bpifrance is held equally by the French state and the Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations
(Bpifrance 2014). The goal of Ubifrance is to accompany large groups and small and medium businesses in the
exportation of their operations. Ubifrance is placed under the administrative supervision of the Ministry of
Economy, Finance and Industry, the Ministry of Foreign Trade and the General Directorate of the Treasury.
Ubifrance is currently present in 70 countries with 80 offices (Ubifrance 2010). Finally, the AFD is a public
institution that finances development projects in developing countries and the French Overseas Territories (Agence
Française de Développement 2014). For an overview of Ubifrance’s activities in the promotion of French water
business in the U.S., see Chapter IV.A.2.
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governmental decision-making and the historic reproduction of “circuits of power” (Schmidt
1996, 200). These circuits are based on personal relationships among key individuals who are
part of a “managerial élite” and who transit regularly between the worlds of government and
business.

c) Formation of the Managerial Élite
Historically, the French state has played a key role in the management of the economy and in
“owning and/or controlling business, supported by strong, cohesive bureaucratic institutions
and a culture receptive to government leadership in the economy” (Schmidt 1996, 73). Its long
tradition of “dirigisme” can be traced back to the time of Louis XIV, who, together with his
minister Jean-Baptiste Colbert, encouraged cooperation between “the engineers of the state and
the entrepreneurs” (Schmidt 1996, 75). This tradition, also known as “Colbertisme,” was
reinforced under Napoleon III, who sought to promote rapid growth through infrastructural
investments and large-scale urban renewal projects (Schmidt 1996).
Since the foundation of Veolia and Suez, the French state has played an active role in the
representation of “the employers,” or what Bourdieu and Saint-Martin (1978) refer to as
“patronage.” These authors distinguished between two structures of capital –educational or
economic– in the identification of two types of executives in French industrial firms. The first
type refers to those who
Are closely linked to the state, are often the offspring of families of high officials
or of members of the liberal professions, and owe their position to a social capital
of relations, augmented by the transition from the State bureaucracy to business,
and to their educational capital (many of them having attended the élite colleges
and professional schools — les grandes écoles) (Bourdieu and Saint-Martin 1978,
3).
This group is contrasted with a second category of French business executives, who
include “the heads of the private companies, the heirs of leading middle class business families,
or else parvenus issued from the petite bourgeoisie who have spent their whole career in the
private sector and whose schooling was relatively brief” (Bourdieu and Saint-Martin 1978, 3).
The historical construction of a French “managerial élite” involved both these two types
of business executives, as well as top ministerial and industrial officials who shared their social
background in terms of education, class and membership in the civil service corps (Schmidt
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1996). This managerial élite was intimately involved in the creation of the largest French water
companies, while ensuring close connections between the state and business.
Veolia was founded by Count Henri Siméon, a politician who served as the prefect of
numerous départements (Vosges, Loiret and Somme), a member of parliament (Vosges and
Var) and a senator. Coming from a family with a long tradition of occupying high government
positions,66 Henri Siméon guaranteed the continuity of his aristocratic class by marrying AnneCamille Seillière, daughter of the French baron and banker François-Alexandre Seillière
(Stefanovich 2005).
In the case of Suez, the firm was created by the Administrative Council of Crédit
Lyonnais, which was represented by Charles-Léon Rabeau at the time. The firm’s shareholders
were a group of bankers of Crédit Lyonnais and the Banque de Paris et des Pays-Bas, who met
in 1880 under the leadership of Charles Lan (Sédillot 1980, 50). Lan was an engineer who
graduated from the École Polythecnique with a great deal of experience in the metallurgical
industry, who went on to occupy executive positions in academia (as professor and chair of the
École des Mines de Paris); government (he undertook research missions in the United
Kingdom); and business (as CEO of the Grande Compagnie Métallurgique de ChâtillonCommentry) (École Polytechnique 1897). In the case of both companies, their initial
management teams were led by senior officials who maintained close ties between government
and industry. While these links have been retained over time, the élite recruitment patterns have
changed.
The traditional criteria for recruiting élites were based on top-level educational
credentials (École Nationale d’Administration [ENA], or the École Polytechnique) and élite
civil service corps membership (Inspection des Finances, the Corps des Mines and the Corps
des Ponts et Chaussées). Although these criteria have not been abandoned, a slight change took
place in the early 1980s, when these companies began giving greater importance to “the
candidate’s administrative expertise and/or business experience than political affiliation […].
The main difference between the former heads and the new heads was that the latter were
mostly younger and politically more on the left” (Schmidt 1996, 296–297). Indeed, this new
élite was characterized by “a more dynamic approach to management, their greater openness to
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His grandfather, Joseph Jérôme Siméon, was a state counselor and responsible for writing the French Civil Code,
while his father, Joseph Balthazar Siméon, served as the Prefect of the Var (1815) and Pas-de-Calais (1818)
(Stefanovich 2005, 68).
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new management techniques such as participative management, and their [younger] age”
(Schmidt 1996, 308).
Veolia and Suez also followed the trend of recruiting younger and more active business
managers during the 1980s. As Guinde highlights, one of the sources of the unity of Veolia
came from the culture of polytechniciens, and particularly from the Corps des Ponts et
Chaussées (Guinde 2013, 53). Although the majority of the group’s CEOs have had similar
educational credentials, the arrival of Guy Dejounay as the head of Veolia in 1976 marked a
major managerial change. Under his mandate, the group underwent an extensive process of
decentralization that gave more autonomy to senior executives, while the company made its
full entry into the market of public services. In the case of Suez, the year of 1980 marked the
beginning of a new orientation of the group, led by Jérôme Monod, CEO of Suez-Lyonnaise de
Eaux until 2000. Under Monod, the firm was thoroughly internationalized and programs were
created to train and encourage the global mobility of “international managers” (see Chapter
II.B.1).
CEOs of large companies are leading figures that not only contribute to the evolution of
management practices, but also play a key role in the reproduction of a managerial élite. This
is clearly illustrated by the multiple and long-term connections between top executives of
Veolia and Suez and the French state. A first example is Jérôme Monod, who occupied multiple
government positions before and after becoming the CEO of Suez-Lyonnaise des Eaux.
Graduate of two grandes écoles, Sciences Po Paris and the ENA, Monod entered the French
government as an auditor at the Cour des Comptes in 1957. Two years later he became a cabinet
member of Premier Minister Michel Debré (1959-1962). After working as a technical advisor
and assistant to the director of politician Maurice Schumann’s cabinet in 1962, Monod returned
to the Cour des Comptes as a “referendary counselor” (conseiller référendaire). He then spent
nine years at the Interministerial Delegation for Territorial Development and Regional
Attractivity (DATAR) before becoming director of Jacques Chirac’s cabinet during his tenure
as Prime Minister (1986-1988). Thanks to his proximity with Chirac, Monod was appointed
secretary-general of the political party Rally for the Republic (Rassemblement pour la
République - RPR),67 a position he held from 1976 to 1978 (Sciences Po 2014).

67

The RPR was the forerunner to the Union for a Popular Movement (UMP), the main centre-right political party
in France today.
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In 1979, Monod officially entered the business world as a member of the LDE’s senior
management, and in 1980 became the CEO of Suez-Lyonnaise des Eaux. Over the next twenty
years, he headed the second-largest water company in the world. His ties to top French
governmental officials and industrial executives allowed him to consolidate the company’s
presence in the French market and obtain multiple contracts abroad. In 2000, Monod returned
to politics as the political advisor of Jacques Chirac, who was starting his second term as French
president (2000-2007).68 The professional trajectory of Monod reflects the many bridges that
exist between the worlds of French politics and business, as well as Monod’s personal ability
to establish and maintain these extensive professional networks over time.
A second example of the reproduction of the French managerial élite is provided by the
recent controversy concerning Veolia’s corporate governance. In February 2012, the company
became the center of a media storm that made public the rivalries between the current CEO of
Veolia Antoine Frérot, and his predecessor Henri Proglio. After serving as head of Veolia for
seven years, Proglio was named CEO of the state-owned company EDF at the end of 2009.
Despite this new position, he maintained an active presence in Veolia as head of the board of
directors for a year, and as a board member from 2010 to 2012. Following Proglio’s official
departure from Veolia, Antoine Frérot became the new company’s CEO, and the rift between
Proglio and Frérot concerning the firm’s management strategy was evident from the very
beginning (Pietralunga 2012).
The “power struggle” (Boxell 2012) between these two businessmen exploded in the
media when a supposed putsch attempt against Frérot and organized by Proglio came to light.
According to media, Proglio received the “blessing” of the former French President Nicolas
Sarkozy to place Jean-Louis Borloo, former Minister of Ecology, at the head of Veolia
(Decouty 2012; Pelissier 2012). Despite this rumor, the company’s board of directors renewed
Frérot’s position as CEO of Veolia in February 2012. Over the last two years, Frérot has faced
other conflicts regarding the firm’s new strategies, which has led to dissatisfaction among
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The proximity between these two political figures has been viewed with suspicion by certain media. Referring
to Monod as “Chirac’s shadow” or “the eminence grise de la droite” (Polo 2004), a number of newspaper articles
called attention to the key role played by Monod in Chirac’s reelection campaign in 2000 and the creation of the
UMP (Fulda 2009; Tchakaloff 2004; Polo 2004; Pégard 2000). Others refer to the supposed affiliation of both
politicians to freemasonry (Coignard 2002; Ottenheimer and Lecadre 2001).
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certain stakeholders (particularly from the Marcel Dassault Industrial Group) and labor unions
(Soumier 2014; Le Figaro AFP 2013). 69
The controversy surrounding Veolia’s leadership demonstrates yet again the many
connections that exist between key individuals who occupy executive positions in government
and business in France. The executive managers of Veolia and Suez are examples of the creation
and reproduction of a managerial élite in France, which is guided by unwritten and unspoken
codes that are familiar to all leading French politicians and business leaders. The cyclical
reproduction of this managerial élite not only involves a shared educational and professional
background, but also the construction of multiple actor networks that have come to extend far
beyond French borders.

d) Transnational Lobbying Networks
The reproduction of a French managerial élite and the strengthening of the links between the
French state and business have been greatly enhanced by the creation and development of
transnational lobbying networks. From the state perspective, cooperation with companies such
as Veolia and Suez represents a strategic tool for promoting the exportation of leading French
eco-industries (Direction Générale du Trésor et de la Politique Économique 2010, 6).
Conversely, for the main water TNCs, the financial and political support of the French state
remains an essential element in the development of their activities at home and abroad, as well
as in the identification of future services and markets.
The convergence of common goals has been reflected in the creation of a network of
national entities that provide governmental and business representatives with spaces for
dialogue and platforms for lobbying and political communication. This network involves
federations that represent the interests of private companies (Aquafed, FP2E); multi-actor
entities that work on water governance and technical issues with a clear orientation toward the
private sector (French Water Partnership, French Water Circle, Scientific and Technical
Association for Water and the Environment [ASTEE]); and institutes that promote the PPP
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In December 2013, the four main labor unions of Veolia published a collective announcement that called for
Antoine Frérot’s resignation as the CEO of the group (Le Figaro AFP 2013).
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model (Institute of Delegated Management (IGD); Support Missions to PPP; School of PublicPrivate Partnerships; French Center of Expertise for the Observation of PPPs).70
This network of national water entities has become “transnational” due to the links and
partnerships they have established with the main international water organizations, such as the
International Water Organization [IWA], the World Water Council [WWC], U.N. Water, the
Global Water Partnership and the World Bank. Three main elements have shaped the
transnationalization of this network: the common membership of the French state and
businesses in executive boards of international organizations; the sponsorship of international
water initiatives; and active revolving door practices.

Common membership
The first aspect refers to the fact that representatives of the French state along with Veolia and
Suez can be found on the executive boards of international water organizations. Their presence
in the top governance bodies of the main water organizations worldwide allows them to be at
the center of global agenda setting and decision-making. On the basis of active lobbying and
political communication strategies, the French state and water groups benefit from a favorable
position within these international organizations, enabling them to bring their interests to the
table and propose joint initiatives.
An example of this is provided by the governance structure of the IWA. Created as a
“global network of water professionals,” the organization has 10,000 individual members and
500 corporate members from 130 countries (IWA 2014a). Among these members,
representatives of the French state and water companies occupy executive positions in the most
important governing bodies of the IWA. The French state is represented in the IWA governing
assembly by a management committee composed of nine members. Most of these members are
part of the French organization ASTEE and occupy executive positions in government and
water business entities (IWA 2014b). For example, the chair of the IWA’s governing
management committee, Pierre-Alain Roche, is also president of the ASTEE; general counselor
for the environment and sustainable development at the French Ministry of Ecology,
Sustainable Development and Energy; as well as governor of the World Water Council. Roche
70

For full titles in French see list of abbreviations.
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is also a board member of the Académie de l’Eau, the French Water Partnership, the National
Water Committee and the International Secretariat of Water.
Another example is provided by Gérard Payen, who occupies a number of positions at
the IWA, including: vice-chair of France’s committee management, governing assembly
representative, member of the board of directors and chair of the strategic council. In addition
to these functions, Payen is president of Aquafed and president of the international affairs
committee of the ASTEE.
The French water groups have also appointed key individuals to represent their interests
at different levels of the IWA. In the case of Suez, a good example is that of Diane d’Arras,
who is currently senior vice-president of the IWA and a member of the board of directors.
Before joining Lyonnaise des Eaux in 1981, d’Arras worked in the French public water
authority Seine Normandie. After working in water operations in the Parisian region, she held
executive positions in Suez Environnement’s subsidiaries of Aguas Argentinas and Dégremont.
In 2003, she became senior vice president for technology and research at Suez Environnement,
and eight years later she was appointed Western Europe Senior Executive for Water. D’Arras
was also a founding member and the first president of the Water Supply and Sanitation
Technology Platform (WSSTP), as well as a founding member and board member of Acqueau,
the water cluster of Eureka. Today, Diane d’Arras is a board member of the companies ACEA
and Ondeo Italia, as well as a member of the technical committee of the Société des Eaux et de
l’Assainissement d’Alger (SEAAL) (IWA 2014c; Singapore International Water Week 2007).
In the case of Veolia, the company is represented in the IWA’s governing management
committee and in the strategic council by Pierre Victoria and Dominique Gatel, respectively.
In both cases, the company is represented by senior executives who, in addition to their
positions at Veolia, have held appointment in multiple other organizations. Pierre Victoria, a
former socialist member of parliament, is currently director of sustainable development of
Veolia and general delegate of the French Water Circle (Cercle Français de l’Eau 2014).
Dominique Gatel is the deputy technical director for drinking water at Veolia Eau; chair of the
ASTEE's drinking water commission; and chair of the risk management working group of
EUREAU (European Commission 2012).
These are only a few examples of “key individuals” that represent the interests of the
French state and water companies in global platforms. Membership on the executive boards of
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international organizations allows them to be in frequent contact with one another, as well as
to constitute a political lobbying front. The appointment of these individuals to top positions in
different water organizations generally involves political bargaining between the French
government and private companies. Consequently, the continuous transition of “water
specialists” from one executive position to another and between organizations shows the
undeniable connections that exist between water and politics.

Sponsorship
Transnational lobbying networks are similarly built on the active involvement of the French
state and its sponsorship of water initiatives, thanks to which leading private water companies
are able to promote their activities at the level of local authorities. In order to illustrate this
development, the 6th World Water Forum (WWF) represents a revealing example.
Since 1997, the World Water Council (WWC) and a hosting country have organized the
WWF every three years. Following the first five meetings of the forum –held in Marrakech,
The Hague, Kyoto, Mexico City and Istanbul– the city of Marseille hosted the 6th WWF in
March 2012.71 According to the WWC’s website,
The council is financed primarily through membership fees and Forum licencing
fees and additional support is provided by the host city of Marseille. Specific
projects and programmes are financed through donations and grants from
governments, international organisations and donors” (World Water Council
2014a).
While this ambiguous description of the Council’s revenues highlights the “primary” role of
member fees, a confidential report of the Council revealed that more than 70 percent of its
provisional budget for the year 2011 was to come in fact from the French state (see Figure 15).
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The next two meetings of the WWF will take place in the cities of Daegu-Gyeongbuk, Republic of Korea (2015)
and Brasilia, Brazil (2018).
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Figure 15 “Break Down of World Water Council 2011 Revenue”
Revenues
Subsidies
City of Marseilles - Direct Financing
City of Marseilles - Direct in Kind
Projects
French Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Africa
Programme)
Water and Green Growth (led by the
Government of Korea and the WWC)
Membership Fees
Membership Fees
Forum - Government of France
6th Forum Agreement 2009/2012 France
Income for Services
Financial and Exceptional Income
Financial Income
Exceptional Income
Total Revenues

Provisional Budget 2011
(in euros)
855 000
440 000
415 000
110 000
50 000
60 000
180 000
180 000
2 750 000
n/a
8 000
3 000
5 000
3 903 000

2011 Revenues of the World Water Council
0,2%

City of Marseilles
22%

5%
70%

1%
2%

Ministry of Foreign
Affairs
WWC and Republic of
Korea
Membership Fees
Government of France
Financial and Exception
Income

Source: World Water Council 2011.
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This financial contribution was expected to be given via the 6th Forum Agreement
2009/2012 and the Africa Programme led by the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The
second-largest financial contribution came in the forms grants from the city of Marseille, which
represented 22 percent of the Council’s revenue. The remaining 8 percent were made up by the
membership fees (5 percent), the Water and Green Growth program (2 percent) and financial
and exceptional income (0.2 percent) (World Water Council 2011, 6i–6ii).This important
financial contribution from the French government and the city of Marseille on the eve of the
6th WWF reveals the significant political interests at work. In the words of a former official of
the WWC who has been involved in the organization of the WWF since 2003,
The WWC has a very cyclical scope. It is like a serpent that changes skin every
three years […]. [While] the Council portrays itself as the historic memory of the
WWF, every host country without exception has made the comment that the Council
is not sufficiently involved in the organization of the forum. The actor that truly
organizes the forum is the host country and there is an effort by these countries to
go over to the Council and establish a bilateral organization concerning the
organization of the forum (WWC official, interview with author, 19 October 2011,
Mexico City).
The prominent role played by the host countries of the forum is not limited to their active
involvement in the event’s organization, but also includes financial support. According to the
amounts indicated by the author’s interviewee, the 4th WWF had an official total cost of U.S.
$20 million and the 5th WWF’s budget was between U.S. $22 and $25 million. For this specialist
in international water cooperation,
The host country seeks to do something innovative, something to demonstrate [its
position] because its investment [in the forum’s organization] is very high. The host
country seeks to obtain a certain geopolitical positioning at the international level
that shows [its] leadership” (WWC official, interview).
In the case of the city of Marseille, its substantial financial contribution to the Council
allowed the city to have a permanent seat on the board of governors, currently occupied by the
city’s mayor, Jean-Claude Gaudin. The treasury of the Council is also managed by the city of
Marseille through its representative Martin Vassal (World Water Council 2014b). The general
subsidies of the city involve a €440,000 grant that is provided every year, and two staff members
who are responsible for administrative and financial activities (World Water Council 2005, 22).
In the words of the aforementioned Council official:
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The city of Marseille seeks to protect its investment and overlooks that the Council
does not do anything that would go against the good image of the city. Before the
establishment of the Council in Marseille in 1996, two cities were candidates:
Montreal and Marseille. [… The latter] was the one that ‘put forward the best offer.’
There is no reason to hide the real reasons of that choice. Since then, the city of
Marseille has supported the Council (WWC officer, interview).
During the opening ceremony of the 6th WWF, the mayor of Marseille did not hesitate to
reaffirm the city’s support to the WWC:
This Council has its headquarters in Marseille. It was our wish and we have fought
for it to be set up here. And it is an honor for us to support, day by day, the growth
of this young organization which, within the space of fifteen years, has established
itself internationally and has been able to organize gatherings of this size and this
ambition. So I say here emphatically: we will continue because, I admit, this
Council is just a little ours and because I sit on it myself with pride and happiness
(Gaudin 2012).
The French governmental funding of the 6th WWF in 2012 and the continuous financial
support of the city of Marseille to the WWC displays the French state’s clear desire to play an
active role in international water platforms. The sponsorship of global water initiatives provides
the French state with spaces for mass communication to actively promote the French school of
water and the international development of leading French water companies. Former Prime
Minister François Fillon raised this point during the opening ceremony of the 6th WWF:
France has an original and efficient model of water management. [… It is] a model
based on a double organization, public and private management, that favors the
existence of our industrial champions which are amongst the best worldwide […].
In short, we have an experience and an expertise that we continue to develop and
that we would like to share largely (Fillon 2012, 4).
This speech clearly alluded to the support of the French state in the internationalization
of companies such as Veolia and Suez, which are considered major “innovative enterprises” and
“national champions” (Fillon 2012). The provision of water services and the creation of efficient
green technologies for future environmental challenges are potential growth markets for these
companies. At the same time, reinforcing the competitiveness of certain key industries
constitutes a fundamental aspect of the current industry renewal policies promoted by the French
government.
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Revolving Door Practices
The third and last aspect that contributes to the creation of transnational lobbying networks are
revolving door practices, that is to say the movement of governmental employees from state
positions to the lobbying industry (Blanes i Vidal, Draca, and Fons-Rosen 2012, 1). In the
history of Veolia and Suez, it is possible to find multiple examples of individuals who have
transitioned from government and business to the lobbying world. A clear example is the
current composition of Veolia’s lobbying office in Brussels, which represents the company’s
interests at the level of the European Union (EU). The association was officially registered as
“Veolia Environnement Europe Services” (VEES) in the Transparency Register of the EU in
February 2009. The official team of VEES includes seven members, four of which are based in
Brussels and three in Paris.
In addition to these members, Veolia has formal and informal lobbying networks in
multiple organizations. While it is difficult to identify all the actors that are connected to the
French company at the EU level, a few examples include: professional and sectorial
associations (Aquafed, FP2E); European federations (European Association for the Promotion
of Cogeneration [Cogen Europe], European Federation of Intelligent Energy Efficiency
Services [EFIEES], European Union of National Associations of Water Suppliers and Waste
Water Services [EUREAU]); think tanks (Robert Schuman Foundation, Confrontations Europe,
Centre on Regulation in Europe [CERRE]); and lobby groups and foundations (Business
Europe, Eurocities) (European Union 2014; Pigeon 2008, 15).
The main activities of VEES include following-up on and monitoring legislative and
regulatory processes; representing the company within organizations and think tanks; and
providing “external expertise and the operational feedback to the EU institutions” (European
Union 2014). The total operational costs of Veolia’s lobbying office were between €600,000
and €700,000 during the 2013 financial year.
Revolving door practices are a common element of VEES’s functioning. In 2008, Martin
Pigeon (2008), a researcher at the NGO Corporate Europe Observatory, highlighted the extent
of Veolia’s lobbying activities at the EU level. In his study, Pigeon identified seven waterspecific lobbies, eleven business lobbies, five think thanks and several public and private bodies
that connect the company’s interests to EU institutions (Pigeon 2008, 23). For Pigeon, Veolia
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has had access to political power through the active participation of its personnel in EU policy
making and advisory groups, granting it a degree of influence over parliamentary reports and
EU’s research agenda (Pigeon 2008, 23). The professional background of the individuals that
represent the company’s interests in multiple European organizations reveals their experience
within the governmental, business and lobbying fields.
The current head of Veolia’s office in Brussels is a good example. Rainier
D’Haussonville has been Veolia’s director for public affairs and representative to EU
institutions since 2010. After graduating from the ENA, D’Haussonville began his career as a
member of the European Community Monitoring Mission in Serbia in 1997. Thereafter, he has
occupied multiple positions within the French government: auditor of the Cour des Comptes
(2000-2004); deputy to the head of the financial section within the General Secretariat for
European Affairs (2004) and finally, director of European Economic Affairs in the cabinet of
the French Prime Minister (2005-2007). He transitioned from the governmental world to the
business world in 2008, when he became director of institutional and European relations for
Veolia Water. Since then, D’Haussonville has represented Veolia’s interests in multiple
lobbying organizations at the national, European and international levels. He is currently
member of the board of Eureau; member of the advisory board of the French Institute for
Delegated Management; and member of the PPP business advisory board of the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) (UNECE 2014). For a company such as Veolia,
D’Haussonville’s vast professional experience within the French government and his
knowledge about economic affairs at the European level constitute major assets for the
representation of the company’s interests.
The professional backgrounds of potential lobbyists as well as their experience in the
local field constitute essential aspects in the hiring policies of water companies. Suez
Environnement has illustrated this point through its decision to hire a Washington-based
consultancy firm to represent the company’s interests within the World Bank and the InterAmerican Development Bank (IADB).
According to a member of the Suez representative office in Washington D.C., 72 the
creation of a large network of contacts and the understanding of the internal functioning of

The interviewee preferred to remain anonymous considering the “sensitivity” of the subject and the “differing
passions” that this topic may raise.
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“targeted” international organizations are essential skills that every lobbyist should have. The
interviewee, a civil engineer with extensive experience in business lobbying, explained his role
in the promotion of Suez Environnement’s interests in a two-hour interview with the author. In
general terms, the activities of this senior lobbyist can be divided into two main areas. On the
one hand, he plays the role of intermediary between Suez and the World Bank and the IADB.
With the goal of helping Suez interact more directly with the World Bank, he puts key
individuals from the firm in contact with similarly high-placed individuals within these
international organizations. He also facilitates the dialogue between these individuals by
explaining the internal functioning of the organizations and participating in common policy
discussions and workshops. He portrayed himself as a counselor and a professional facilitator,
whose main task is to represent the culture and philosophy of the company in international
forums.
Speaking more specifically about the importance of lobbying within the World Bank and
the IADB, the lobbyist underlined their character as “objectives actors” who have “intellectual
leadership” among multilateral organizations. Given that the private sector on its own may be
perceived as less “legitimate,” it is through cooperation with the World Bank and the IADB
that it may be able to influence certain basic rules in the water market. This senior lobbyist
accompanies Suez in the identification of potential markets and in obtaining new PPP contracts.
Based on his broad experience in bidding and contractual procedures, the lobbyist provides
Suez with consulting services throughout all tendering and negotiation phases.
In the interviewee’s words, once the information related to a call for tenders has circulated
within the World Bank and the goals of the project have been defined, a small number of
companies are pre-selected. The next stage is the organization of common and individual
meetings between the client country, the World Bank and the companies concerned. The
lobbyist claimed that, since the final decision belongs to the public authority, the role of the
World Bank is in fact limited to advising the client country, and its degree of influence may
vary according to the characteristics of each client. Hiring corporate lobbyists allows Suez to
promote its interests and obtain a certain guarantee that the World Bank would “counsel” the
central governments of client countries in order to improve their “institutional frameworks” and
the implementation of “sectorial policies” (Suez lobbyist, interview with author, 18 March
2011, Washington D.C.).
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Though the lobbying strategies of these companies have been strongly criticized for their
“opaque” nature (Pigeon 2008, 23), it is undeniable that the French groups have shown an
extensive capacity to adapt their strategies to different actors and scales of water governance.

3) Adaptation Strategies: The Continuous Creation of Demand
In addition to the active support of the French state, Veolia and Suez have adapted their offer
of services and business models to different contexts and periods of time. Since their creation,
these firms have accumulated broad expertise in the management of urban services, particularly
within the water, waste and energy sectors. After diversifying their range of services during the
1980s and 1990s, these French groups decided to return to their original market niche: the
environmental sphere.
The adaptation strategies of Veolia and Suez have been shaped by the creation of demand
through new services, innovation, corporate communication tools and geographic locations.
These four aspects represent the foundation of a development strategy focusing on
environmental and urban sustainability issues.

a) Creating Demand through New Services
Pierre Bauby (2010) proposes that the development of Veolia and Suez can be understood in
terms of “integration strategies,” which can be horizontal (all urban services), vertical (all
services related to a specific field, such as the water or waste sectors) and environmental (all
services related to the management of the environment) (Bauby 2010, 96–99).
While the first two categories represent the development of the French groups during the period
of their internationalization (1970-1990), the “environmental integration strategy” reflects the
current orientation of their services. Today, Veolia and Suez both focus on the creation and
provision of “environmental services.” The scope of this term is very broad, since these firms
use it to refer to any service that is related to the management of the environment.
Veolia’s traditional core business included the management of water, waste, energy and
transportation services. The appointment of Antoine Frérot as the group’s CEO in 2010 marked
a new orientation for the firm’s activities. After launching a “strategic plan” in 2011 to
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restructure the firm’s operations and reduce its financial debt, the new CEO has favored the
group’s withdrawal from less-profitable branches of services. This was the case in particular of
transportation activities, which had been concentrated around the firm Transdev. In October
2012, Veolia transferred 60 percent of the capital of Transdev to the French state-owned bank
Caisse des Dépôts, which took control of the firm. Through this operation, the French state
absorbed Veolia’s debt in the transportation branch (€900 million) (Arensonas 2011). While
the sale of the 60 percent of Transdev’s assets was due to economic reasons, Veolia’s CEO
highlighted the low level of “synergies” between the transportation sector and the other
environmental services provided by the firm. In the words of Antoine Frérot,
Transdev is a great company but indeed, we have decided to withdraw from this
activity because we can’t get a breath of fresh air. Veolia used to do many things,
it was in debt largely. [This is why] Veolia has re-focused on activities that have
strong synergies between them: water, waste, energy, pollution treatment and
solutions to resources scarcity (Frérot 2014).
In addition to the transportation sector, Veolia withdrew from waste activities in the U.S.,
sold its majority stake in U.K.-regulated water activities and sold 25 percent of its stake in the
German firm Berlinwasser. These are a few examples of a broad economic plan through which
the firm sold €6.3 billion in assets and reduced its total debt from €15 to €8 billion by the end
of 2013 (Regan and Alawadhi 2012). Furthermore, the company has identified seven “potential
profitable markets” within which Veolia now seeks to secure its standing: 1) the circular
economy (solutions to extend the life of a resource); 2) the promotion of sustainable urban
systems; 3) the treatment of hazardous pollution; 4) decommissioning (optimization and
recovery of materials); 5) food and beverages (reduction of industry’s impacts and creation of
alternative resources); 6) mining; and 7) oil and gas services (Veolia Environnement 2014) (see
Table 5).
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Table 5 “Veolia: Creating Markets and Services, 2010-2013”
Report Year

Slogan

Target Services

2010

Environmental engineering:
our dedicated approach

-Manage and preserve natural resources
-Control impacts on natural environment
-Care for health and living environments
-Develop alternative sources of energy

2011

Creative solutions for the
environment

-Water and wastewater management contracts
-Treatment and recycling of hazardous waste
-Manage local energy cycles

2012

2013

The new Veolia

Creative solutions for our
environment

-Water, waste and energy
-Oil, gas and mining
-Chemicals and pharmaceuticals
-Agribusiness and food processing
-Luxury and cosmetics industries
-Circular economy
-Creative solutions for cities
-Hazardous pollution
-Decommissioning
-Food and beverage
-Mining
-Oil and gas

Source: elaborated by author based on Veolia’s annual reports (2014; 2012b; 2011; 2010).
The identification of these sectors as growing markets and, therefore, as business
opportunities for Veolia, entails an active strategy of “creating demand” for new environmental
services. In 2009, Philippe Grandjean, a project manager at Veolia Eau France highlighted the
potential role of environmental services in the firm’s strategy:
We think that our role goes beyond water and sanitation [activities. Instead, it
extends to] the control of the management of resources and the environment. We
have to adopt a long-term vision and to deal with human activities in nature [...]. In
this manner, rather than being water managers, we have become managers of the
environment […]. This profession is an on-going creation, which started getting
organized in France with [obtaining] a certain control over public works.
[Furthermore, this is encouraged by initiatives on] biodiversity [and] the Grenelle.73
This environmental conscience is being materialized. Without a doubt, we are going
to have goals concerning environmental protection [… and the] return of
biodiversity to lower levels of degradation. [These challenges] will require
professionals of the environment as there have been professionals of water. We are
developing environmental technologies [and] expanding the borders of
The Grenelle de l’Environnement was a 2007 multi-actor process through which the French state, local
governments, business, labor unions and NGOs identified, discussed and negotiated environmental priorities
(Ministère de l’Écologie, du Développement Durable et de l’Énergie 2013).
73
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environmental professions (Philippe Grandjean, interview with author, 9 April
2009, Paris).
This new offer of services involves a broader conception of “environmental needs,” in
terms of future services as well as target clients. The CEO of Veolia, Antoine Frérot, illustrates
this point by providing an example of the “future key markets” of the group:
The sector of nuclear decommissioning is a good example of Veolia’s new markets.
It concerns nuclear power plants […and] an entire series of installations that have
to be dismantled. [For example] there are 2,000 oil platforms with a 40 or 50-year
life that have to be dismantled within the next ten years in the North Sea, the Gulf
of Mexico and Southeast Asia. There are also the old trains, old ships, old airplanes,
old factories and nuclear power plants (Frérot 2014).
The identification of infrastructure decommissioning shows the adaptation strategy of the
firm in terms of new services. Based on the growing and stricter requirements of environmental
protection, Veolia seeks to create “high value-added environmental services” (Veolia
Environnement 2011, 3)74 and to increase the number of its industrial clients. While around 70
percent of the firm’s services concern public authorities, the current CEO of the group intends
to create and develop a customer base among the largest industries worldwide. For Antoine
Frérot, “Veolia’s activities are becoming strategic for these industries [since] you cannot open
a mine in the world, even in Africa, if you do not bring the proof that you’re not going to pollute
the environment” (Frérot 2014).
While Veolia has turned to new environmental services and increasing its industrial
activities as the two key elements of its current strategy, Suez Environnement has decided to
focus on its traditional business activities: water and waste services.
Since the merger of GDF-SUEZ in 2008,75 the synergies between both firms have led to
the development of a complementary range of services targeting the areas of seawater
desalination, intelligent networks, green energy and unconventional gas (Suez Environnement
2012 2011). In the words of Gérard Mestrallet, current CEO of GDF-SUEZ, “Suez
Environnement plays a key role within GDF SUEZ that complements and is fully compatible
with energy businesses: the company helps our customers with their environmental
performance, with cutting-edge skills in water and waste” (Suez Environnement 2011, 13). In

Veolia defines these services as those that “require the technologies and processes in which Veolia
Environnement already has significant competitive advantage” (Veolia Environnement 2011, 3).
75
See Chapter II.B.1.
74
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addition to inter-firm collaboration, Suez has sought to increase its range of services throughout
the entire water and waste cycles. According to Jean-Louis Chaussade,76 CEO of Suez
Environnement since July 2008, the firm seeks “to be a strategic partner for [their] customers.
We want to help them optimize their resources in order to enhance their environmental
performance” (Suez Environnement 2012a, 7). Table 6 shows the firm’s particular orientation
towards the provision of water and waste services by identifying the main targeted services of
the company from 2010 to 2013.
In the area of water services, the group’s strategy is based on the development of valueadded solutions and the use of information technology to guarantee an “intelligent
management” of water networks. This is translated into the creation of “controlled, smarter and
more economical” (Suez Environnement 2012a, 7) services that involve the production of
alternative resources (desalination of seawater, reuse of reclaimed water, sludge recovery) and
new water-saving mechanisms (remote meter reading, acoustic sensors, remote leakage alerts,
intranet sites for real-time monitoring) (Suez Environnement 2014b).
With regard to waste activities, Suez has also identified new “value-added services”
within the waste value chain. Its strategy involves the creation of greener collection services
(fully electric collection vehicles), smart waste sorting (sorting centers) and optimum waste
disposal and recovery (incineration, non-hazardous waste storage facilities, agronomy
recovery) (Suez Environnement 2014c). All of these services focus on conceiving of waste
management in terms of “intelligent technologies” and identifying business opportunities at
each stage of the waste cycle (collection, sorting, recycling and recovery).

Jean-Louis Chaussade joined Dégremont in 1978. Before becoming Suez Environnement’s CEO in 2008, he
occupied high executive positions in different subsidiaries of the group (director of Aguas de Barcelona, CEO of
Dumez Copisa Espagne, Chief Operating Officer of Lyonnaise des Eaux in South America).
76
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Table 6 “Suez Environnement: Creating Markets and Services, 2010-2013”
Report Year
2010

2011

2012

2013

Slogan

Target Services
-Environmental performance
Making the planet sustainable -Biodiversity protection
is the best job on earth
-Management of the water and waste cycles
-Environmental performance
-Conservation of natural resources
Making the planet sustainable
-Exploiting energy from wastewater
is the best job on earth
-Waste recovery
-Engineering the city of tomorrow
-Protection of resources
-Circular economy
5 years, 1 group
-Smart metering and leak detection in water
networks
-Waste sorting, recycling and recovery
-New water services
-Industrial water
Making the planet sustainable
-Smart waste collection, treatment and recovery
is the best job on earth
-Communal cleaning services (railroads and
beaches)

Source: elaborated by author based on Suez Environnement’s annual reports (2014; 2012;
2011; 2010).
The organization of Suez’s water and waste activities is built on the premise that
“environmental performance” is possible through the creation of “intelligent services.” Through
the promotion of its broad know-how and experience in the provision of urban services, Suez
portrays itself as a global actor that “reconciles sustainable development with financial
profitability” (Suez Environnement 2013c).

Innovation
While “innovation” is defined in economics as a “change in routine” (Nelson and Winter 1982,
128), the largest private water companies have adopted it as a key element of their strategy.
According to Chauchefoin and Sauvant, the innovation strategy of Veolia and Suez is organized
“around an international network […of] research activities [that] are segmented between
subsidiaries and partners according to the knowledge and learning capacities they require”
(Chauchefoin and Sauvent 2010, 80). This strategy involves the development of capabilities
that allow private companies to identify “innovation opportunities” and to “preserve their
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advantageous [position] in the origins of the technological rent” (Chauchefoin and Sauvent
2010, 80).
For these authors, the innovation strategy of the French water groups is built on their
technical expertise in the provision of water services and a broad commercial network with
local authorities and other private firms. Moreover, the competitive advantages of Veolia and
Suez have been developed over time, taking into account the interactions between technology
and the characteristics of the urban services market. Within the context of urban growth and
more demanding environmental protection requirements, the provision of “innovative” services
through “smart networks” represents business opportunities for the French groups. In order to
portray themselves as global leaders of “creative solutions,” Veolia and Suez have developed a
strategy based on an environmental innovation approach. The extent of this approach is quite
large, given that it may include the creation of services, technologies or business models.
For instance, the Veolia Innovation Accelerator (VIA) program, launched in 2010, has
been officially defined as a “major initiative to support green growth around the world by
promoting the development and deployment of leading clean technologies in partnership with
entrepreneurs” (Veolia Environnement 2013f). Operating as a platform that brings together
representatives of private companies and investors, this program seeks to establish multi-actor
research partnerships in all areas in which Veolia offers services. The VIA program is part of
Veolia’s broader innovation strategy that aims at pursuing the creation of the “smart and
sustainable” cities of tomorrow (Veolia Environnement 2013f).77
This tool allows Veolia to develop its contacts with leading business and academic actors
that are actively engaged in the development of green technologies and models of
environmental management. Furthermore, the creation and maintenance of this platform
enables the French group to take into consideration diverse international ideas and proposals
that target key future environmental challenges. Indeed, the accumulation of expertise is
presented to local authorities as a driving force of the firm’s innovation and research capital.

According to Blanca Jiménez, the emergence of the concept of “cities of tomorrow,” entails a change in the
urban paradigm since it involves the integration of “urban rights,” the use of large amounts of investment for urban
infrastructure as well as the formation of human resources for the design and operation of these cities. For this
author, the cities of tomorrow are characterized by: the efficient use and integral management of natural resources;
the joint optimization of the use of water; energy and food; the city’s low environmental footprint and adaptation
to climate change; and the slow demand of internal and external transportation, among others (Jiménez 2014, 17–
18).
77
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The recent initiatives carried out by Veolia in the American city of Milwaukee constitute
a good example (see Chapter VI). Since Veolia Water Milwaukee began its operations in
2008,78 multiple initiatives involving public and private actors have been undertaken. On the
one hand, Veolia has encouraged collaboration between its U.S. water subsidiary, Veolia Water
North America, and the VIA program regarding the identification and evaluation of “promising
water technology start-ups” (Veolia Environnement 2013g). The mayor of the city, Tom
Barrett, and the Water Council, have also supported this initiative.79 On the other hand, Veolia
has chosen to apply the “first water-carbon analysis of a major metropolitan water cycle” to the
city of Milwaukee (Veolia Water 2010b). According to Veolia, this choice was based on the
favorable characteristics of Milwaukee: the city’s location on Lake Michigan, the precedent for
research activities on water management, and the city’s selection as the only “United Nations
Global Compact City focused on freshwater management” (Veolia Water 2010b, 8).
Veolia proposes to measure the economic and environmental impacts of water and carbon
activities in the city of Milwaukee using combined analysis. The methodology involves
measuring carbon and economic footprints, as well as the Water Impact Index. From a
“technology innovation” perspective, water and carbon analysis provides Veolia with tools to
establish a scientific bridge between the “water and energy nexus.” According to the company,
footprint indicators are “important steps in a broader dialogue about water, energy and the
environment” (Veolia Water 2010b, 11). By presenting these initiatives as multi-sectorial,
Veolia strengths its development strategy based on a holistic approach to environmental
management.80
From the point of view of commercial networks, the initiatives carried out by Veolia in
Milwaukee constitute “institutionalized” ways of facilitating data exchange and collaboration
with other public and private actors. Veolia’s continuous presence in local, national, regional
and global water platforms allow it to strengthen its networks and build its image as a
78

Veolia Water Milwaukee has been operating the regional wastewater treatment system of the Milwaukee area
since 2008 through a 10-year PPP contract with the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District (MMSD) (see
Chapter VI).
79
The Water Council is a non-profit organization that was created in 2007 with the goal of “capturing the attention
of the world and transforming the Milwaukee region into a World Water Hub for freshwater research, economic
development, and education. For more information on the Council, see Chapter VI.
80
In April 2009, Milwaukee became an “innovating city” of the U.N. Global Compact Cities Program for its efforts
as a “world water hub” (Schmid 2009). This program is the “urban branch” of the U.N. Global Compact and seeks
to promote the adoption of the ten principles of the Global Compact by member cities (International Secretariat
2014). In the U.S., only the cities of Milwaukee (water) and San Francisco (climate change) have been selected as
“innovating cities” by this program.
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“legitimate actor” in the provision of “creative solutions.” These initiatives are presented as the
heart of the firm’s innovation and research strategy to create “model[s] for governments,
organizations and business to provide best practices toward responsible water management and
sustainable living” (Veolia Water 2010b, 10).
Over the last five years, Veolia has created a significant number of tools and indicators
to highlight the “vulnerability of an activity” (Veolia Water 2014) to environmental challenges.
A few examples are the VIA program, the Water Impact Index, the carbon analysis and the
True Cost of Water tool. Through the creation and diffusion of these initiatives, Veolia seeks
to construct a corporate image as “the world leader in the environmental services sector” and
as a key actor in the creation of “innovative and practical” solutions.
A second example of the key role that innovation plays in the development strategy of
the largest water companies is Suez’s proposal to create business models. This initiative began
in 2004 with the creation of the Foresight Advisory Council (FAC), a 25-member consultative
body that meets twice every year. The FAC’s mission is to “inform and guide Suez
Environnement’s strategy on key corporate, environmental and societal challenges” (Suez
Environnement 2012b). This initiative was formalized three years later by the establishment of
“stakeholders sessions,” with the goal of promoting multi-actor dialogue and “redefining the
governance of contracts” (Suez Environnement 2012c).
The adaptation strategy carried out by the French firm concerning the creation of new
business models involves two main approaches. The first refers to the promotion of a
participatory public-private partnership (4P), which emphasizes the incorporation of “a process
of consultation with local participants from the tender phase onward” (Suez Environnement
2014e). Given that the structure of the PPP does not change, the contention that this represents
a “new type of PPP” is debatable; nevertheless, such discursive practices equally constitute a
key element of Suez’s strategy. Through the 4P approach, the firm seeks to obtain a guarantee
that its public partner will establish an “appropriate pricing policy.” In other words, the firm
wants to ensure that water service users would be able to pay the potential increase of water
rates once the contract begins.
The second approach refers to the emergence of “innovating contracts” on the basis of
co-governance. These new types of contracts are part of an ostensibly new generation of PPPs
intended to combine the innovation and expertise of Suez with the long-term capabilities of
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local authorities or a third partner. One example of these new business models is the “new
contract governance” (also known as the solution concession model) that was established in the
American city of Bayonne, New Jersey in December 2012. Through this partnership, the
Bayonne Municipal Utilities Authority (BMUA) awarded a 40-year water and wastewater
concession to the joint venture between United Water (the U.S. subsidiary of Suez
Environnement) and the investment firm KKR & Co. This contract stipulates that United Water
will be responsible for the operation of the systems, while KKR will cover 90 percent of
infrastructure investments through its corporate fund (United Water 2012). In turn, the BMUA
will retain the systems’ ownership and the control over water rates. This contractual model has
been largely diffused by Suez Environnement-United Water as a “unique model” designed to
address the future investment needs of America’s aging water infrastructure, maintain rate
stability and reduce city debts (United Water 2012) (see Chapter IV.B.2). These powerful
arguments are part of the current innovation strategy carried out by Suez, which has sought to
adapt its range of services to a more difficult economic environment.
A second new business model is what the firm has called the “new public-private
alliance.” The “alliance contract” was implemented for the first time in February 2012 between
the state of South Australia, Suez Environnement-Degrémont and its partner Transfield
Services. Through this 10-year contract, the government enterprise, SA Water, delegated the
operation and maintenance of the metropolitan water, wastewater and recycling services of the
city of Adelaide to the alliance of the three private firms.
This contract is managed by an “alliance leadership team” that comprises two
representatives from Suez Environnement, two from Degrémont, three from Transfield
Services and two from SA Water. While private firms are in charge of the management and
investments of water systems, SA Water retains ownership and control over water rates.
According to Suez, the innovating aspect of this contract is that the risks and benefits of the
PPP are shared by the operator and the client, while implementing an “efficiency through
innovation” approach (Suez Environnement 2012d, 15). Moreover, the firm argues that the
alliance contract is characterized by a high level of technique innovation that pursues more
efficiency and less economic and environmental costs, as well as a co-construction process of
governance (Suez Environnement 2012d, 17).
The alliance contract is coherent with the example of the governance contract, since both
involve a private company as a third partner. Presenting these contracts as new business models
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provides Suez with the opportunity to address two key elements of PPPs that have been strongly
criticized within the last five years: transparency and risk profit-sharing. While public
authorities face growing problems concerning funding for water infrastructure and more
demanding environmental standards, Suez Environnement has oriented its innovation strategy
to the development of new forms of PPPs. These business models are presented as “innovative”
solutions to environmental future challenges.

Corporate Communication Tools
The innovation strategy of Veolia and Suez has relied on the use of multiple and diversified
resources. For both cases the questions of urban sustainability and the creation of smart
environmental services have become two key platforms for deploying corporate
communication tools. The interest of water TNCs in developing intelligent and green
technologies for the management of urban services reflects the evolution of the costs and
benefits of the environmental sector as a business activity. While during the 1980s and 1990s
the private sector offered services that focused on the direct management of urban systems,
today these firms orient their services toward the creation of “the cities of tomorrow.” This new
approach responds to the need to create business opportunities within a context of water
consumption reduction, which lowers revenues and profit for private operators.
Veolia addresses urban and environmental challenges under the form of “a new approach
to city management.” This approach is understood as a cross-category perspective that seeks to
“re-invent” different elements of the conception of city management: urban planning,
performance criteria, real-time information technologies and increasing expectations of urban
lifestyles (Veolia Environnement 2013h). In order to do so, Veolia uses a large variety of
resources, ranging from the creation of specialized websites and online platforms that focus on
urban challenges (the citiesoftomorrow.com, kidslovecities.com) to the creation of research
tools and institutions (Observatory of Urban Lifestyles, Institut Veolia Environnement, Veolia
Summer School). Other resources include the publication of written materials (Handbook of
Innovations for Cities and Regions, Planète Magazine, Cities for Living 2010), the development
of multi-media technology and social networks (Veolia TV, city challenges showcases,
Facebook and twitter) and the establishment of multi-actor partnerships (citynet.com, U.N.
Habitat initiatives). Veolia’s participation in international environmental meetings (U.N.
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Conference on Sustainable Development, U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change),
water-specific initiatives (World Water Week, World Water Forum) and events focused on
water and business (Global Water Summit, WBCSD Council Week) similarly constitute
platforms for the company through which it can promote its vision of itself as a leader in the
provision of environmental services.
Photo 1 shows a few examples of written materials and communication tools used by
Veolia over the last five years. Each of these materials refers to the firm’s capabilities as an
efficient provider of “innovative solutions” to future urban challenges. The brochure on the left
highlights the advantages of adopting a “more efficient and proven method” (Design-BuildOperate [DBO]) in the implementation of water and wastewater infrastructure projects. The
brochure in the center stresses the capabilities and resources of Veolia to work with
“government decision-makers to build the city of the future” (Veolia Environnement 2008b).
Finally, the right side of the photo shows the 25th issue of the magazine Planète Veolia, which
focuses on urban sustainability as a primordial challenge for business.
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Photo 1 “Veolia’s Corporate Communication Tools: Focus on Urban Sustainability”

Source: © J. Valdovinos, 2014.

As in the case of Veolia, Suez Environnement also mobilizes a broad range of resources
to promote its leadership in the provision of “differentiating and innovative solutions” (Suez
Environnement 2014f) to environmental and urban challenges. The company has developed
what it calls an “open innovation” strategy (Suez Environnement 2014g), which focuses on the
identification and creation of innovation processes from a multi-actor perspective. Suez
Environnement’s resources involve research initiatives and online platforms (New ideas about
water, Ideas competition), social media (Water blog, twitter, YouTube) and written
communication materials (Les cahiers de l’eau, publicity campaign on visuals).
Focusing on the creation of a “city-system” (Suez Environnement 2010, 43) within which
all urban services are interconnected and share a sustainability approach, Suez has also
developed real-time information technologies (application iBeach for smart-phones). Two other
resources used by Suez Environnement and its subsidiaries are the creation of funds and
institutions (Fonds Suez Environnement Initiatives, Blue Orange) as well as the establishment
of “collaborative networks” and programs (innovation technological tests, graduate programs).
Photo 2 shows a few examples of Suez’s corporate communication tools that focus on the
ability of the firm to find solutions to environmental and urban challenges. The three brochures
on the left of the photo highlight the emergence of “the century’s great urban and environmental
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challenges” and stress the Suez’s role in creating services in order to “prepare the future with
serenity.” On the right side of the photo, three brochures belonging to the series “Water Stories”
present the history, main characteristics and achievements of the PPP contracts signed between
Suez Environnement and the cities of Mexico, Paris and Casablanca.
Photo 2 “Suez Corporate Communication Tools: Focus on Urban Sustainability”

©J. Valdovinos, 2014.

Geographic Locations
Identifying and selecting targeted markets remains an essential aspect for business. Over time,
French water companies have adapted the geographic orientation of their operations to a
changing environment. While during the 1990s, Veolia and Suez broadly diversified their
operations through the promotion of the “French school of water,” these groups are now refocusing their activities both in terms of services and geographic locations.
Over time, the French groups have gradually abandoned the idea of a universal model of
PPP and promoted instead tailor-made business models. These models are contractual
arrangements that take into account the specific requirements of the local context and the needs
of each client. According to Alexandre Braïlowsky, director of societal engineering for Suez
Environnement, the biggest challenge for the largest water companies is “to create models of
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sustainable management that are adapted to each context, with the help of all stakeholders”
(Braïlowsky 2009). The implementation of these contracts has led to the identification of
“growing and stable” markets.
The current geographic orientation of the operations of Veolia and Suez has been greatly
influenced by a more difficult economic environment that has significantly limited the
investment capacities of public authorities. Moreover, a significant number of cities around the
world have decided to return to public management after having implemented a PPP model
(Corporate Europe Observatory and Transnational Institute 2014). An example emblematic of
this trend is the remunicipalization of water services in the city of Paris (Bauby and Similie
2013; Valdovinos 2012). After 25 years of private-sector operation, the Parisian local
government decided not to renew water distribution contracts with the subsidiaries of Veolia
(Compagnie des Eaux de Paris) and Suez (Eau et Force-Parisienne des Eaux). Since 1 January
2010, the municipal company Eau de Paris is in charge of managing the city’s water services
(Valdovinos 2012, 111).
While representatives of the French water groups claim that this decision was merely
political and does not concern their performance, a number of NGOs and researchers argue that
the case of Paris is emblematic of a current “water remunicipalization wave” (Corporate Europe
Observatory and Transnational Institute 2014; McDonald and Ruiters 2012; Hoedeman et al.
2012; Wollmann 2011; Hoedeman et al. 2005). According to Dominique Olivier, a former
senior technical advisor at Veolia Water, the Parisian reform
Is a political decision announced by Mr. Delanoë [the former mayor] that we
respect and it is not linked to any dissatisfaction concerning our provision of the
service [...]. We can regret this decision in terms of image. I work at the European
level and a lot of people talk to me about this topic. [... However] we were not
fired because of our mistakes, it’s the end of the contract and for political reasons,
that we respect once again, the municipality decided to go back [to
public management] (Dominique Olivier, interview with author, 17 March 2009,
Istanbul).
In the words of this senior executive of Veolia, this Parisian reform does not reflect a broader
global movement signaling a return to public management. Moreover, the executive claims that
there are public statistics that show “that delegated management [...] is not decreasing in
France” (Olivier, interview).
This vision is also shared by Laurent Auguste, senior executive vice president of
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innovation and markets for Veolia, who stated in an interview with the author:
[The Parisian case] is something that is mentioned by opponents concerning the
involvement of the private sector [in water services]. Yes, [this case] had an impact
on the image of Veolia; however, if you look at what opponents often contest –the
fact that a private company has a role to play in water-related issues– you’ll see that
they always present the same cases. This means that there are not as many cases as
they claim (Auguste, interview).
By constrast, a number of organizations participating in the Water Justice Movement
claim that “there is a strong remunicipalization trend both in the global North and South” (Hall
and Lobina 2013, 1). According to a report of PSIRU, 83 cases of remunicipalization have taken
place worldwide between 2000 and 2013. For the authors of this report, the trend has been
greatly influenced by the recent cases of remunicipalization in Paris and Berlin, since they are
“the capital cities of the two countries (France and Germany) that are regarded as leading the
European Union project” (Hall and Lobina 2013, 1).
In their opinion, “the case of Paris is symbolically powerful as Paris hosts the
headquarters of the two major water multinationals” (Hall and Lobina 2013, 1). Furthermore,
they state that the Parisian reform produced a “stronger acceleration” of remunicipalization in
France. Of the 21 remunicipalizations that took place in France from 1997 to 2013, 15 occurred
between 2010 and 2013 (Hall and Lobina 2013, 1). Given that a significant number of large
French cities have recently returned to public management (Bordeaux, Brest, Cherbourg,
Montpellier, Nantes, Nice, Rennes, Rouen, Paris and Toulouse (Corporate Europe Observatory
and Transnational Institute 2014), it should come as no surprise that French groups are even
more interested in seeking potential new markets.
In the case of Veolia, the firm aims to develop “highly selective international growth”
(Veolia Environnement 2013i). Operating in 69 countries in 2009, Veolia is now focusing on
48 countries that are characterized by rapid economic growth and political stability for longterm commitments. According to Veolia’s activity report of 2013, the firm’s “potential targets”
are Canada, the U.S., Brazil, the U.K., Germany, Poland, Russia, China and Japan, as well as
the regions of Western and Eastern Europe, Middle East and Latin America (see Map 6) (Veolia
Environnement 2014).
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Map 6 “Veolia’s International Operations: Present and Future”

The adaption strategy implemented by Suez also involves a new geographic orientation
for its overseas operations. While during the 1990s, Suez was intensively engaged in developing
its international activities, the group now seeks to reduce its risk exposure in emerging
countries. At the beginning of 2014, Europe stands out as the priority market for Suez
Environnement, which operates through its two main organizational branches: Water Europe
and Waste Europe. Its international division encompasses water and waste activities in “highpotential regions” (Suez Environnement 2013a). The target geographic regions include
countries where Suez has already a significant presence (the U.S. and China), as well as
countries where the firm is a new player (Poland and India) (see Map 7).
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Map 7 “Suez International Operations: Present and Future”
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Conclusion
This chapter has shown that the global private water sector is under transformation. Generally
speaking, the number of new water PPP projects has decreased since 2007. Private investments
have also decreased and have remained low over the last ten years, with the exception of the
1997 and 2000 peaks. In terms of business models and types of contracts, private water
participation has experienced major changes. On the one hand, the idea that privatization was
the best solution for solving the ostensible inefficiency of the public sector has been replaced
by the emergence of a revisited model of PPPs that promotes its adaptation to different local
contexts. On the other hand, public authorities no longer seek to establish long-term concession
contracts for the management of their entire water systems, but rather aim at implementing
flexible models of PPPs involving the construction and operation of water and wastewater
facilities.
Even though infrastructure PPP projects have increased since 2003, it is interesting to
note that water TNCs no longer portray themselves as sources of capital. Quite to the contrary,
these companies now promote business models that seek to mix public funding with private
expertise. Finally, from a geographic perspective, private water participation has also
undergone important changes. While water TNCs have reduced their risk exposure in
developing countries, China has become the top market for new water PPP projects as well as
one of the major destinations for private water investments.
A last major change concerns the companies that currently lead the water services market
worldwide. This chapter identified the twenty largest private water companies (in terms of
people served) at the end of 2012, highlighting three main types of firms: transnational, regional
and national. Five European companies can be classified as transnational, while a larger number
of regional and national firms have emerged, particularly in China. Although the rise of Chinese
firms as significant national contenders and potentially regional players has diversified the
composition of the global private water sector, this chapter has argued that they do not represent
real competitors for European water TNCs in the short and medium terms. This argument is
explained by the fact that the leading European private water companies have transnationalized
their competitive advantages over time, notably by accumulating resources and capabilities that
have then been shaped and applied to different local contexts.
The French firms Veolia and Suez are at the head of the group of European transnational
water corporations. An analysis of their historical development has shown that these firms have
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experienced several changes concerning the orientation of their services, their geographic
locations and their internal management. From the 1970s to the 1990s, these companies
significantly diversified their offer of services, ranging from media and communications
services in the case of Veolia, to building and construction services in the case of Suez. The
diversification of their services was accompanied by the internationalization of their operations,
which was translated into the establishment of long-term concession contracts with several
cities around the world. The international development of Veolia and Suez has been largely
influenced by the vision of their CEOs, who have implemented different corporate management
strategies with noticeable consequences for each company’s subsequent development.
Today, these companies are re-focusing their offer of services to the field of urban
environmental sustainability and target growing and stable markets. In the case of Veolia, a
regional management structure based on the types of customers (municipal and industrial)
rather than on a sectorial division is currently being implemented. The firm has identified seven
potentially profitable markets, which entail the use of smart and green technologies and include
new environmental fields. Through its new offer of services, Veolia seeks to secure a leading
position not only as a provider of water services, but as a TNC specialized in the management
of future environmental challenges. Finally, Veolia is also focusing on selective international
growth by reducing its geographic locations to only 48 countries.
In the case of Suez, the company is currently concentrating on the development of smart
technologies within the water and waste sectors. By targeting specific fields of operations, the
group seeks to identify new potential business opportunities in the environmental field. As in
the case of Veolia, Suez is also reducing the number of countries within which it operates and
seeks to limit its activities to “high potential regions.”
These current changes in the strategy of Veolia and Suez testify once again to their
capacity of adaptation. While several cities in France and around the world have decided to
return to a public water management model, the largest water TNCs are developing PPPs
models that are presented as flexible and tailor-made solutions capable of responding to the
specific needs of local authorities.
The adaptation strategies of Veolia and Suez have been largely based on the creation of
demand. Over time, the French state has played a key role in this process through the creation
of institutional and regulatory mechanisms that have guaranteed Veolia and Suez a secure
position within the French water services market and have encouraged their expansion abroad.
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This chapter has identified four main strategies through which the French state has backed the
development of Veolia and Suez: the creation and exportation of the French school of water;
favourable industrial policies; the formation of a managerial élite; and participation in
transnational lobbying networks.
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Conclusion Part I
The concept of the transnational space for water permits the identification of different
categories of actors who participate in water governance. The rise of non-state actors in global
environmental platforms has demonstrated that the management of water resources and services
not only involves the state and its governmental sub-units, but also private entities, societal
actors and international organizations.
A fundamental idea advanced by the transnational space for water is that all these actors
are interdependent since they interact and establish multi-scale networks with one another. This
ongoing process through which state and non-state actors govern water “with and through
networks” (Rhodes 2007, 1246) is understood as water governance. In turn, the transnational
space for water represents the abstract framework within which this process takes place.
In the first part of this dissertation, business was situated at the centre of this space by
qualifying it as an active and powerful actor. The increasing involvement of water TNCs in the
global economy and politics shows not only evolutions in the academic literature but also with
regard to the traditional division between the fields of operations of the public and the private
sectors. Changes in the discourse of the main international institutions that promoted water
privatization at the beginning of the 1990s (the World Bank, regional development banks and
the IMF) as well as several experiences of early-termination and non-renewal of contracts
around the world have highlighted the mistakes and shortcoming of this approach.
Today, private water participation has experienced major changes, whether in terms of
companies, services, business models or geographic orientation. In addition to the role played
by international organizations, leading water TNCs have emerged as key actors in the creation
and promotion of a revisited model of PPPs at the global scale. This aspect constitutes a clear
example of their adaptation strategy, which has been largely based on the creation of demand.
The analysis of the origins and international development of Veolia and Suez has allowed
the identification of two essential elements that constitute the power of water TNCs. On the one
hand, these companies do not act alone within the transnational space for water, nor in an
isolated manner. This argument has been clearly illustrated by the active interventionism of the
French state in the expansion of the operations of Veolia and Suez abroad. Though its initial
role was that of a protector (Schmidt 1996), the French state now portrays as a promoter of
French eco-industries in international markets. The benefits obtained from the support of home
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states to water TNCs has also bee, demonstrated through the emergence of new national and
regional water private firms. Furthermore, water TNCs’ highly interconnected approach to
developing their business activities has been shown by the identification of specific business
networks (intra, inter or extra-firm) that they pursue as one of their main strategies, which they
have implemented at all scales of water governance.
On the other hand, the manifestation of the transnational space for water at the global
scale is particularly significant in order to understand the power of water TNCs. Water
businesses deploy their power at this scale by diffusing international corporate standards,
creating water entities that represent their interests in environmental and water platforms or
transnationalizing their know-how and technological innovation. In addition to exercising their
power through formal and informal mechanisms, water TNCs actively target the global scale
as a means of developing their networks with an even larger number of state and non-state
actors.
After analyzing water business from a transnational perspective, the next part of this study
will address the role of Veolia and Suez in water governance at the regional and national scales.
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II. WATER TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS
(TNCs) AT THE REGIONAL AND NATIONAL
SCALES: VEOLIA AND SUEZ IN MEXICO AND
THE U.S.
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Water TNCs have accumulated extensive expertise and elaborated a broad portfolio of services
over the last decades. Their operations cover all geographic areas and the scope of their
activities spans national borders. The power of these companies within the transnational space
for water is strongly linked to their capacity to mobilize a large number of resources, create
capabilities and implement multiple strategies.
As chapter II illustrated, the French groups Veolia and Suez lead the current global market
of water services. Their role as providers of drinking water and wastewater services has evolved
over the years and includes today the creation of a wide range of services within the
environmental field. These companies have built a solid base of resources and capabilities over
time, while their strategies have frequently involved the transnationalization of their know-how
and practices. Strategies such as the establishment of business networks or the use of political
communication tools involve the participation of multiple state and non-state actors and cannot
be localized at one sole, finitely delimited spatial scale. Indeed, while it is true that these
companies diffuse their power as economic and political actors at the global scale, their
operations take place in localized territories and are manifested at other scales as well.
Consequently, the second part of this dissertation explores the implementation of Veolia and
Suez’s strategies at the regional and national scales.
On the one hand, the identification of geographic regions as business areas by water TNCs
raises the necessity to investigate the meaning and importance of adopting a regional
perspective for these firms. As the next two chapters demonstrate, the delimitation of a
“growing region” from a business point of view is usually the result of a confluence of factors,
including traditional geographic divisions, economic criteria and the identification of business
opportunities. The way Veolia delimits a region may differ from the perspective adopted by
Suez. These difference are important to take into consideration since these companies create
and implement certain types of strategies that are adapted to the regional context. This section
first explores the strategies of Veolia and Suez in North America, and focuses on the following
questions: is this region delimited in the same way by both water companies? What are the
drivers determining the interests for Veolia and Suez in adopting a particular regional vision?
Does the identification of potential business regions have an impact on the strategies of water
firms?
On the other hand, the national scale remains essential for the study of water PPPs and
the strategies of leading water companies. While these actors are transnational and their
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operations are local, the following chapters also examine the importance of the national scale
in the development of Veolia and Suez in Mexico and the U.S.

Defining North America as a Growing Business Region
Today, North America81 represents a particularly dynamic region in terms of migration, trade
and business. The 1,951 mile (3,200 km) border between the U.S. and Mexico is considered
“one of the busiest in the world in terms of cross-border traffic and interactions” (American
Immigration Council 2013, 5). The San Ysidro Port of Entry (located between Tijuana, Mexico
and San Diego County, U.S.) is currently the busiest land border crossing worldwide, with more
than 30 million people crossing from Mexico into the U.S. in 2011 (Becker and Armendariz
2012). Photo 3 shows the masses of people and vehicles on the Mexican side that regularly
“line up” (hacen la línea) while waiting their turn to cross the border.
According to the Mexican National Population Council (CONAPO), around 33 million
people who were either born in Mexico (36 percent) or are of Mexican origin (64 percent) lived
in the U.S. in 2010 (CONAPO 2012, 12). Accordingly, migratory flows between the two
countries have become an issue of prime importance for bilateral relations. Although the federal
governments of both countries have argued that there is a dire need to establish an appropriate
regulatory framework, U.S. migration policies have become increasingly more restrictive.
Photos 4 and 5 show the Mexico-U.S. border that separates the cities of Nogales, Arizona (U.S.)
and Nogales, Sonora (Mexico). The construction of a border wall has produced the current
landscape that characterizes this frontier area.
The geographic proximity between the three countries has also contributed to the
development of the tourism industry. In 2013, around 33 percent of people who visited the U.S.
came from Canada and 20 percent from Mexico (National Travel and Tourism Office 2014).
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Historically, the region of North America has been defined in diverse forms (Casagrande 1987; Garreau 1982).
For the purposes of this study, North America encompasses Canada, the U.S. and Mexico considering the current
economic, trade, political, cultural and migratory dynamics that existing between these the three countries.
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Photo 3 “Crossing the Mexico-U.S. Border at San Ysidro Port of Entry
(Tijuana-San Diego)”

Source: © J. Valdovinos, 2014.

In addition to migratory flows and the subsequent transnationalization of certain cultures
(particularly the “Mexican-American” culture), North America is also the world’s largest free
trade area (Office of the U.S. Trade Representative 2014). The signing of the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) on 1 January 1994 marked the official construction of the
region as an economic and trade bloc (Wackermann 2012, 18). Today, NAFTA ties together
“450 million people producing U.S. $17 trillion worth of services and goods” (Office of the
U.S. Trade Representative 2014). The importance of trade relations between NAFTA countries
is undeniable: while Canada and Mexico represented the first and the third trading partners for
the U.S. in 2012, the U.S. market attracted 74.5 percent of Canada’s exports and 78 percent of
Mexico’s exports (Central Intelligence Agency 2014a; U.S. Census Bureau 2013).
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North American interdependence also entails a significant geopolitical dimension. As
Chevalier explains, the historic imbalance between energy production and energy consumption
in the U.S. has been compensated by the natural resources of its NAFTA partners (Chevalier
2012, 65). Today, Canada is “the U.S.’s largest foreign supplier of energy, including oil, gas,
uranium, and electric power” (Central Intelligence Agency 2014b). In turn, 71 percent of
Mexico’s crude oil exports went to the U.S. and 80 percent of Mexico’s natural gas imports
came from the U.S. in 2013 (U.S. Energy Information Administration 2014). This
interdependence has been reinforced through the establishment of a Transboundary
Hydrocarbon Agreement between Mexico and the U.S. in February 2012, with the goal of
developing transboundary oil and gas reservoirs in the Gulf of Mexico (U.S. Department of
State 2013).

Photo 4 “Border Wall Separating the Cities of Nogales, Arizona (U.S.) and Nogales,
Sonora (Mexico)”

While on the Mexican side of the border one finds residential houses right next to the wall, the
U.S. side is planned as an open surveillance area. As the photograph shows, the continuous
presence of the U.S. Border Patrol has become a permanent element of the border landscape.
Source: © J. Valdovinos, 2011.
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Photo 5 “Border Wall as Seen from the Mexican Side (Nogales, Sonora)”

The border wall that separates the contiguous sister cities both called “Nogales” has been used
by local populations to publicly displays certain opinions. The photograph shows a very
symbolic message: “Walls turned on their side are bridges” (Las paredes vueltas de lado son
puentes). Behind the wall, a Burger King sign emerges as another symbol of the “American
Dream.” Source: © J. Valdovinos, 2011.
North America has come to be characterized by growing interactions between the three
countries, whether in terms of trade, the economy, migration, tourism or drug trafficking (Paris,
Martinaud, and Boillet 2012; Ghorra-Gobin and Musset 2012; Wackermann 2012; Gauchon
and Gervaise 2005). Despite these regional ties, the three North American countries differ
largely and do not form a “homogenous block” (Nazet 2012, 27). While Canada and the U.S.
share a larger number of economic, cultural and linguistic characteristics,82 the place of Mexico
within the North American continent remains a continuous source of debate.
Depending on the geopolitical representation of the world adopted, Mexico can be
considered as the northern border of Latin America or the southern border of North America
(Musset 2012, 11). For the French geographer Yves Lacoste, this wavering of Mexico’s position
between the North and the South of the American continent depends on the criteria that are used
Despite the “Americanization” of Canadian lifestyle (including food, clothing and sport traditions), Gauchon
and Gervaise (2005) argue that the assumed sameness between Canada and the U.S is false. For these authors,
there are significant cultural differences between these countries, especially in the fields of foreign policy, regional
inequalities and the construction of intellectual elites (Gauchon and Gervaise 2005, 437).
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to define each region. In this manner, while geologically Mexico belongs to North America, the
economic, social and political characteristics of the country generally situate it as part of Latin
America (Lacoste 2006, 130).83
The different debates around the place of Mexico as part of North America or Latin
America have also been observed in the world of water business. In the words of Laurent
Auguste, director of innovation and markets at Veolia, the firm’s organization by regions
remains essential in the identification of growing markets: “We are organized by regions and
within these regions, we have [target] countries. We are looking to balance our geographic
presence, whether in terms of types of regions or countries. The goal is to have a broader
portfolio of activities in growing countries” (Laurent Auguste, interview with author, 25 July
2014, Paris). In the words of this high-placed executive:
[For Veolia] Mexico [is part] of our Latin America zone […]. [The] North America
zone [involves] the U.S. and Canada. [Including Mexico in Latin America] results
from the recognition that there is a more specific dynamic in this zone. [It] responds
to practical aspects that are related to the culture and language […]. [For example]
the management of Proactiva84 is Spanish and Latin American. This is a very
different dynamic than the one that is found in North America, (or in other words
in the] U.S. and Canada (Auguste, interview).
Although Laurent Auguste pointed out how different regions can have similar challenges,
whether in terms of water availability or infrastructure development, the identification of
“growing regions and countries” remains essential for Veolia. As he explained:
Within a regional strategy […] we have different strategies depending on the
dynamics of each country. Venezuela and Chile are not the same. The balance of
our municipal and industrial activities is also determined according to the needs of
each country […]. Veolia focuses its activities on the countries where the needs are
more important and where it has greater capacity to bring added value (Auguste,
interview).

The “idea” of Latin America was originally proposed by French geographers in the middle of the 19 th century
to make reference to a region constructed by cultural links between Spanish and Portuguese speaking countries in
America and Romance-language European countries (Musset 2012, 12; Lacoste 2006, 132). The creation of this
term had an evident geopolitical goal: through the delimitation of a “Latin” region, European countries, particularly
France and Spain, sought to justify their presence in the region within a context characterized by the increasing
expansion of the U.S. (Lacoste 2006, 132). Over time, Latin America has become a widely-used expression that
refers to the entire region from the south of Rio Grande to the end of South America. Latin American countries
are linked by similar cultural and linguistic characteristics. For an overview of the main contemporary challenges
facing Latin America countries see Velut and Goulet 2014 ; Velut and Le Tourneau 2011.
84
The subsidiary of Veolia that manages operations in Latin America (see Chapter III.A.2).
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While for Veolia, Mexico is placed within its Latin America business region, for Suez its
operations in North America are to be found “from the Canadian Rockies to the beaches of
Cancun and in hundreds of U.S. communities in between” (Suez Environnement North America
2010, 3). This difference has implications for both firms’ organization. Suez concentrates its
activities in Mexico, the U.S. and Canada within the Suez Environnement North America
(SENA) business unit. In turn, SENA encompasses four subsidiaries: Bal-Ondeo, Degrémont
Technologies, United Water and Utility Service Group and has more than 4,000 employees
(Suez Environnement North America 2010, 3).
Considered by Suez as a “high-potential region” (Suez Environnement 2013a), North
America represents a priority for the group. The identification of similar challenges within the
region, particularly in the fields of water scarcity and urban development (Suez Environnement
North America 2010, 5), remains important for the development of the group’s strategy. In the
words of Bertrand Camus, CEO of Suez Environnement North America and United Water, the
operations of the group within North America includes “four main zones by degree of
importance: U.S., Mexico, Canada and the Caribbean world and the rest of Central America”
(Bertrand Camus, interview with author, 12 October 2010, Tucson).
Within this region, most of Suez’s operations are concentrated in Mexico and the U.S. In
the words of Camus, the strategies implemented by the company in each country led to different
results:
At the beginning of 2000s […], Suez Environnement began a phase of consolidation
following a period of growth, which was fast but not always well controlled. This
situation led us to make choices. Canada was put on the side [since] there were not
much going on. In the U.S., we undertook a restructuration program in 2003 [and]
from 2005-2006 we began focusing on growth with the idea of developing our
activities in the U.S. With regard to our activities in Mexico, they did not really get
off the ground. Suez Environnement-Degrémont should remain leader in the
Mexican sector, but there have not been as many projects as we had expected
(Camus, interview).
The statements of these executives of Veolia and Suez show that determining geographic
zones as business regions is important for organizing operations via subsidiaries and
management teams. Nevertheless, it is essentially at the national scale where they decide which
business strategy should be applied within a country. While in some cases regional agreements
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can entail stricter regulation concerning the operations of water TNCs,85 NAFTA’s stipulations
on water do not have a direct impact on the operations of Veolia and Suez in the North America
region.86

Exploring the Regional and National Scales
In the case of North America, the impact of the regional scale on Veolia and Suez is limited to
its indirect influence over the organizational and management structures of both companies. As
a result, the following two chapters focus on the strategies of both firms at the national scale.
As indicated in the general introduction, this thesis is limited to the study of Veolia and Suez’s
operations in Mexico and the U.S. for two main reasons.
On the one hand, the operations of Veolia and Suez in Mexico and the U.S. are much
larger than those in Canada. In consequence, it is of greater scholarly interesting to conduct an
analysis of the arrival and development of these companies over time in the two countries where
this is possible. On the other hand, studying the evolution of the strategies implemented by
Veolia and Suez in Mexico and the U.S. raises questions about the perception of these countries
by water TNCs. While both companies have identified Mexico and the U.S. as target growth
countries, the characteristics defined by each company differ in several aspects.
A large number of academic studies have addressed the question of “urban sustainability”
using an approach that contrast the “North” and the “South,” or “developed” and “developing”
countries (Lorrain 2014; Gouëset and Paquette 2006; Bertrand 2002; Dorier-Apprill 2000;
Pelletier and Delfante 2000; Rochefort 2000; Troin 2000; Le Bris 1996). Furthermore, the
provision of water services in the “urban south” has itself become a focus of academic research
for numerous scholars (Schneier-Madanes 2010; Dos Santos 2009; Fournier 2010; Jaglin 2001;
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This is particularly the case within the European Union (EU). EU treaties and directives have had three main
impacts on the involvement of the private sector in the provision of water services. First, although the water is not
subject to EU liberalization policy, the water and sanitation sector was qualified as “services of general economic
interest.” Second, water quality requirements have been harmonized. The third and last factor refers to the
regulation of competition among private operators of water services. For more details, see Lupton and Bauby 2010;
Guérin-Schneider and Breuil 2010; Ghiotti 2010.
86
Although four chapters of the NAFTA address water issues (3,10,11 and 12), they are more related to the trade
of water as a good or the potential allocation of water resources, rather than the private provision of water services
within a locality (Coffin, Poulton, and Vander 2011, 18). For the complete agreement see NAFTA Secretariat
2014.
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Coing, Montano, and Schneier 1989) and international organizations (World Health
Organization and UNICEF 2014; OECD 2012; The World Bank 2004).
Most of these studies highlight the existence of disparities between countries, particularly
in the fields of water infrastructure, rate setting, financing schemes, social equity and public
policy. As a general trend, problems related to water access inequalities, socio-spatial
fragmentation and non-network forms of services have been generally linked to the cities of the
“South” (Fournier 2010; 2003). The establishment of water PPPs has raised the importance of
these aspects when new structures of governance involving multiple public and private actors
are adopted in a specific local context. Does the North-South dichotomy remain valid for
understanding the strategies of water TNCs? Are water companies more efficient in a developed
country than in a developing one? What makes a country “developed,” “developing” or
“emerging” in terms of business opportunities and risks?
In addition to these questions, the second part of this thesis explores the extent to which
national frameworks can limit or encourage the development of water companies. Chapter III
analyzes the arrival and development of Veolia and Suez in Mexico and Chapter IV does the
same in the U.S. context. While in the case of Mexico, the development of these companies has
remained limited, Veolia and Suez have succeeded in becoming leading operators in a growing
competitive water sector in the U.S. What are the main reasons that explain this different degree
of development? How do national dynamics impact the strategies of these companies? To what
extent do the different contexts of each country, in terms of water availability, infrastructure
and public policy tools, condition the development of Veolia and Suez?
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III - Veolia and Suez in Mexico: the Limits of Adaption
Strategies in a Highly Politicized and Centralized Water
Sector
By the early 1990s, Mexico was perceived as a potential growing market for water PPPs. Over
one hundred years after the first PPP experiences in the country, the second wave of PPPs was
inaugurated when three contracts were signed between private operators and Mexican
municipal authorities.
In 1993, the city of Aguascalientes signed a concession contract with Concesionaria de
Aguas de Aguascalientes, a consortia formed by the Mexican firm Ingenieros Civiles Asociados
(ICA) and the largest water company in the world, Veolia. Another concession was signed the
same year in the municipality of Cancun, where local water utilities partnered with DHCAguakán. Until January 2014, this company was a joint-venture between Grupo Mexicano de
Desarrollo (GMD) and Bal-Ondeo (the latter was established by Peñoles and Suez). Suez
operated in Cancun (via its subsidiary Bal-Ondeo) for more than 11 years, but eventually
decided to sell its participation to DHC-Aguakán.
A third pioneering experience is represented by the four service contracts that Mexico
City’s local water authorities awarded to four different consortia in 1993. While the
composition of these consortia has changed over time, Veolia and Suez continue to operate in
the city through their subsidiaries (Proactiva for Veolia and Tecnología y Servicios de Agua
[TECSA] and Industrias del Agua de la Ciudad de México [IACMEX] for Suez). Alongside
these three examples which took place in the early 1990s, other cities such as Saltillo,
Hermosillo and Puebla have more recently implemented water PPPs. In addition to
management and operation contracts, local water authorities have favored the adoption of
Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) contracts, particularly in the field of wastewater treatment
plants.
By the early 1990s, it was seemed as if Mexico had become a “fertile land” for water
PPPs; nevertheless, their development has remained constrained over the last 25 years. What
factors have contributed to the slow development of PPPs in the Mexican water services
market? How have national dynamics influenced this trend? What kind of strategies have
Veolia and Suez implemented in Mexico? How are these companies currently adapting their
services offer?
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In order to answer these questions, this chapter is structured in two sections. The first
examines the evolution of water PPPs in the country (the number and types of contracts,
geographic locations, and water subsectors) and identifies the current leading water companies.
This section highlights the role of Veolia and Suez as two prominent competitors in the Mexican
water services market and investigates their arrival and the development of their activities. The
second section focuses on the corporate adaptation strategies of both companies. After
analyzing the main reasons that have contributed to the slow development of water PPPs in
Mexico, the strategies of Veolia in Aguascalientes and Suez in Mexico City are considered in
detail.

The Development of Water PPPs in the Mexican Water Sector
The involvement of private companies in the Mexican water sector is not a new phenomenon.
In 1855, the municipality of Puebla granted a concession to the entrepreneur Ignacio Guerrero
y Manzano for drinking water distribution (Birrichaga 1998, 200). This first experience was
followed by several other municipalities located in northern Mexico, such as Culiacan (1887),
Guaymas (1892), Saltillo (1889), Monterrey (1904) or Tampico (1927) (Birrichaga 1998, 200–
209).
These pioneering examples of private participation in the construction and operation of
drinking water infrastructure took place within a context characterized by increasing health
concerns and favorable governmental policies. Indeed, the growing consensus among health
specialists on the link between water and the transmission of certain diseases such as cholera
or typhoid fever increased the demand for networked water systems. At the time, the debate on
the pertinence of granting concessions to private companies for the construction and operation
of water systems involved engineers, entrepreneurs and leading politicians. While there was no
unique vision at the national level, a large number of municipalities decided to delegate control
over water resources to small family companies and individual entrepreneurs. Generally
speaking, most of the contracts were established during the period known as the “Porfiriato”
(1876-1911) and were characterized by advantageous conditions for private companies.87

The “Porfiriato” refers to regime of Porfirio Díaz, a military general under whose rule Mexico experienced
important economic growth, and who was ultimately overthrown during the Mexican Revolution.
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On the one hand, these contracts granted private operators control over water resources,
as well as the right to collect water rates and impose fines. In addition, most local governments
conferred the monopoly of water systems on a sole private company by prohibiting the
involvement of competitors and forcing local populations to use the service in an obligatory
way. On the other hand, these companies benefited from tax exemptions and public subsidies.
Finally, most contracts allowed the assignment of a concession to another entrepreneur or
family from Mexico or abroad (Birrichaga 1998, 205–210). Though in most cases local
governments granted concessions to private operators under such favorable conditions, “the
[final] terms of the contracts differed according the capacity of negotiation of investors”
(Birrichaga 1998, 208).
The initial “private water sector” in Mexico differed significantly from the companies
that lead the water services market today. The initial cases of private participation involved
three main categories of private operators. The first category included individual investors who
obtained a concession for constructing water systems and/or distributing drinking water within
a small locality. Most of these investors had good relationships with local governments and
state authorities. The second category refers to limited companies that were composed of
several stakeholders who were usually wealthy entrepreneurs, politicians or foreigner investors.
The final category involved family enterprises, which ranged from small local businesses to
large companies that invested in several sectors over time.
Despite the growing interest of private entrepreneurs in the water sector, water users were
engaged in multiple conflicts at the local scale. On the one hand, the emergence of private
companies was incompatible with the old system of “mercedes.” This system was inherited
from the colonial period and stipulated that access to water was only possible through a
concession or a merced given by the king (Suárez and Birrichaga 1997, 40).88 In general terms,
most local authorities continued applying this system after Mexico became an independent
country in 1821 (Aboites 1998, 46). Nevertheless, conflicts concerning the control of water
sources among residential and industrial users became more prevalent. Textile, paper and
agricultural industries sought to guarantee broader control over water resources through the
construction of public water point sources. In turn, local governments stipulated that all users
88

Well before the arrival of the Spanish, water played a key role in the life of ancient Mesoamerican civilizations.
As Alan Musset pointed out, water was a “sacred object” and part of a “fantastical world” that guided people’s
beliefs, fears and expectations (Musset 1992, 25). For more information, see Collado 2008, 17; Krieger 2007;
Musset 1992, 19–42; Palerm 1973.
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had to make use of these services and pay the rates established by the private operators. This
situation exacerbated conflicts between the pioneering investors and the traditional
“mercedarios,” who were usually “people with a high social level and the members of political
parties” (Suárez and Birrichaga 1997, 75).
Opposing interests resulted in the non-payment of water rates. In addition to mercedarios,
other sectors of local populations refused to pay, arguing that access to water demanded
“excessive costs.” Leagues of water and electricity consumers were formed and incipient labor
unions began mobilizing in some cities (Birrichaga 1998, 219). The lack of a regulatory
framework to resolve local disputes led to the unequal provision of water services and the
nonfulfillment of contracts.
All these elements contributed to the weakening of private water entrepreneurs,
particularly after the Mexican Revolution, which began in 1910. The wealth and power of
private water entrepreneurs at the local scale diminished as the country experienced extensive
political and economic changes. Furthermore, the 1917 national constitution “consolidated a
complex and slow process of [water] centralization” by strengthening the role of the federal
government in a “supreme instance in the management of water resources” (Birrichaga 1998,
217).
The process of centralization took place during the 1930s. The water laws of 1929 and
1934 stipulated that water companies should be subject to federal jurisdiction in cases where
these firms make use of national waters (Aboites 1998, 160). As part of making water a national
priority, the federal government also centralized the funding of water infrastructure through the
National Urban Mortgage and Public Works Bank (Banco Nacional Hipotecario Urbano y de
Obras Públicas, BNHUOP).89 As Aboites explained:
Over time, the activities of the BNHUOP allowed a greater federal intervention in
the management of drinking water. This institution permitted a financial
arrangement in which the bank lent money for water works, which were constructed
under its technical supervision and with the support of the state government. When
these water works were finished, all parties involved formed a committee. The bank
was responsible for naming the facility’s manager, who would then be required to
stay in that position until the loan was repaid (Aboites 1998, 163–164).

89

Today called the National Works and Public Services Bank (Banco Nacional de Obras y Servicios Públicos,
Banobras).
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In addition to funding water infrastructure, the federal government also centralized all
technological and human resources. Federal technical employees had control over most studies
on water availability and underground water sources that were being carried out across the
country (Aboites 1998, 164). Eventually, this situation contributed to a loss of technical
knowledge at state and local levels, as well as to a weakened capacity for municipal
governments to react to local problems.
The creation of the Secretariat of Water Resources (Secretaría de Recursos Hidraúlicos,
SRH) in 1946 was the most prominent example of the process that brought about the
centralization of drinking water and sanitation services management (Aboites 1998, 179). Two
years later, the Federal law for sanitary engineering gave the federal government complete
jurisdiction over the construction and planning of drinking water and sanitation facilities:
It is the responsibility of the Federal Government, through the Secretariat of Water
Resources, to plan, design and execute drinking water and sanitation works as well
as planning and zoning works in the communities of the Republic when these
waterworks are constructed entirely or partially with federal funding or with
funding obtained from the support or any other type of guarantee from the Federal
Government (“Ley Federal de Ingeniería Sanitaria, 1948” 1982).
In this manner, the federal government became the sole entity responsible for water
infrastructure in terms of the funding, planning and designing of facilities. Its primary role in
all water-related decisions also encompassed the operation of water facilities. According to
Article 7 of the aforementioned law:
The Federal government [...] has the capacity to intervene in the operation of
waterworks that were entirely or partially built with Federal funding or with funding
that was obtained with its endorsement [...] even when these waterworks have been
given over to local authorities” (“Ley Federal de Ingeniería Sanitaria, 1948” 1982).
As this article shows, the capacity of the federal government to intervene in the
management of water facilities undermined the autonomy of local governments. Furthermore,
it contributed to the disjuncture between an institutional framework elaborated at the federal
level and a large diversity of local water realities.
The central role played by the federal government in water policies also had important
consequences in fiscal terms. As Aboites pointed out: “The centralization of political power in
Mexico can be measured through the concentration of public revenues in federal hands to the
detriment of the revenues of states and municipalities” (Aboites 1998, 181). Thus, while the
autonomy of local authorities gradually diminished in terms of decision-making and financial
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capacities, the federal government became “a protagonist of the local life” (Aboites 1998, 182).
Over time, water became an “instrument of economic development” (Aboites 1998, 181),
particularly in the sectors of agriculture, public health and industry. The federal government
became responsible for the provision of drinking water and sanitation services, as well as the
centralized funding sources for water infrastructure and human resources. This gradual but
comprehensive centralization of water policy-making at the federal level limited the
involvement of private companies in the management of water services.

Second Wave of PPPs

After the initial involvement of entrepreneurs and small businesses in the construction and
operation of water facilities in late 1800s and early 1900s, Mexico experienced a second wave
of private water participation at the end of the 20th century. This new wave took place within a
context of institutional decentralization and involved a growing number of private companies
and water sub-sectors. Indeed, the role played by the federal government in the management of
water resources and services changed significantly with time. Though the Mexican state had
consolidated its role as the supreme authority in the ownership and regulation of all water
resources by 1950, an institutional and operational crisis took place thirty years later.
According to Aboites (2009), three main moments marked this crisis: the disappearance
of the SRH in 1976; a reform to the Federal Water Rights Law in 1985; and the issuance of the
National Waters Law in 1992. In Aboites’ opinion, all these factors contributed to the
“dismantling” of a national project that placed the Federal government at the center of all
decisions and sought to develop large-scale waterworks. Conversely, a new model oriented
towards a “commercial-environmental” approach surfaced by the early 1990s. For Aboites, the
adoption of this new model was a result of the “growing ineffectiveness” of the national model
and the emergence of new dynamics in the water sector (Aboites 2009, 12). In this manner, the
adoption of a more decentralized structure was largely pushed by the growing opposition of
different social groups, as well as a decrease of public investment in irrigation projects and the
fiscal weakness of the state.
The first change concerning the institutional organization of water services occurred via
a presidential agreement on 29 October 1980. This agreement was published in the Official
Gazette of the Federation on 5 November 1980 and stipulated that
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… the Secretariat of Human Settlements and Public Works, with the intervention
of the Secretariats of Finance and Public Credit, of Programming and Budget and
of Commerce will deliver to the state and municipal governments, all the drinking
water and sanitation systems that the federal government manages and operates
directly or via the organisms created for that effect (Gobierno Constitucional de los
Estados Unidos Mexicanos 1980, 7).90
According to this agreement, state and municipal governments were able to ask the
federal government for technical assistance and investment for the future construction and
expansion of their water systems. However, only in a few cases and under certain conditions
would municipal and state authorities not have to repay these investments to the federal
government. Most federal investments granted after the agreement’s publication were to be
considered “water system debt,” held by state and municipal governments. Accordingly, within
this agreement the three levels of government would decide on the method of payment, and the
state and municipal allocations from federal revenues would be taken as a guarantee for the
repayment of the debt (Gobierno Constitucional de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos 1980, 10).
These institutional changes regarding the management of water services show the desire of the
federal government to reduce its budgetary allocations to state and municipal governments.
The process of decentralization regarding the operation of water services was formalized
in 1983 with a reform of the Constitutional Article 115. According to this article, “municipal
governments, with assistance from state governments […] will be responsible for the
management of drinking water and sanitation services” (Constitución Política de Los Estados
Unidos Mexicanos 1917). While this reform stipulated the transfer of responsibility from the
federation to the state and particularly to municipal levels, little was said about the
implementation of financial mechanisms that would be adapted to the new institutional
structure.91
In addition to the new distribution of competencies, the Federal Water Rights Law was
reformed in 1985. With this first reform, the federal government started viewing the extraction
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Secretariat of Human Settlements and Public Works (Secretaría de Asentamientos Humanos y Obras Públicas);
Secretariat of Finance and Public Credit (Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público); Secretariat of Programming
and Budget (Secretaría de Programación y Presupuesto); Secretariat of Commerce (Secretaría de Comercio).
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Constitutional Article 115 was reformed again in 1999 with the goal of reinforcing the autonomy of
municipalities. According to this new reform, municipalities were also responsible for sanitation and wastewater
treatment services. States can only intervene in the provision of water services on a temporary basis, and when the
municipality formally requests it. Finally, this reform provided municipal governments with the capacity to
approve administrative rules of general compliance in order to regulate the local provision of water services
(CONAGUA 2010, 45–46).
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and use of water as a “right,” rather than as a “tax.” A second reform to the law in 1991 made
it possible to charge for the discharge of untreated wastewaters. According to Collado, these
reforms provided the federal government with a tax base that associated “the economic value
of water with its physical availability” (Collado 2008, 32).
Along with these reforms, the National Water Commission (Comisión Nacional del Agua,
CONAGUA) was created in February 1989 as a “deconcentrated” (desconcentrado) agency of
the federal government.92 The commission was given the principal tasks of “proposing”
national water policy as well as managing and regulating national waters and hydraulic
infrastructure (Gobierno Constitucional de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos 1989, 3). The
establishment of CONAGUA as the “water authority” (E. Rodríguez 2008, 52) revealed a
significant contradiction within the emerging institutional water framework. While the reform
of Article 115 gave full responsibility over the provision of water services to states and
municipalities, the creation of CONAGUA reinforced the primary role of the federal
government in all water-related issues.
As Rodríguez points out:
CONAGUA is both judge and jury since it plans, builds, operates, authorizes
projects, and oversees waterworks. At the same time, it exercises the function of
arbitrator of any conflict regarding water and manages the resource by extending
concessions and assignments of water […]. The commission also stipulates charges
over the exploitation of the resource […] and distributes financial resources and
determines investments in the water sector […]. It also determines water quality
requirements […] and is responsible for the national and regional policy planning
of the resource. Its field of intervention is so large that the commission ends up not
providing enough attention to all aspects, provoking several contradictions and
corruption (E. Rodríguez 2008, 52).
With the creation of CONAGUA, the water sector was restructured around basin
committees (consejos de cuenca) and new guidelines concerning drinking water and sanitation
services were incorporated. The commission initially focused on drinking water operators,
which they considered as technically inefficient and with a low level of water rates collection.
In order to invert this trend, CONAGUA began promoting the decentralization and autonomy
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The National Water Commission was created as a devolved agency of the SRH. Today, the commission is a
devolved agency of the Secretariat of the Environment and Natural Resources (Secretaría de Medio Ambiente y
Recursos Naturales, SEMARNAT). CONAGUA is organized along three main areas: 1) the headquarters, where
national water policies are designed; 2) basin committees, which manage and conserve national waters in thirteen
hydrological-administrative regions; and 3) local management departments, which are responsible for the
implementation of policies, strategies and programs of the commission at the local level (CONAGUA 2012a).
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of operators as well as the involvement of the private sector in the provision of water services
(Comisión Nacional del Agua 1989 in Pineda and Salazar 2008, 76). Within this new approach,
operators of water services were able to obtain greater autonomy in terms of management and
financial capacities. Furthermore, state governments were encouraged to update their drinking
water laws and contribute to the establishment of “new forms of organization and financial
systems that correspond to the new [national] water policy” (Pineda and Salazar 2008, 76).
The promotion of private sector involvement in the provision of water services was
reinforced with the National Water Law of 1992. This law enabled CONAGUA to transfer the
right to exploit and use national waters and their inherent resources (bienes inherentes) to
physical and moral persons, which can be of a public or private nature (Comisión Nacional del
Agua 1992). Thus, Article 102 of the aforementioned law clearly recognized the participation
of individuals or private entities in the “funding, construction and operation of federal hydraulic
infrastructure, as well as in the provision of water services” (Comisión Nacional del Agua 1992,
85).
The involvement of the private sector in the operation of water systems was reinforced
by two other factors. On the one hand, the commission actively promoted the adoption of new
legislation at the state level, which had the goal of establishing a regulatory framework for
private schemes of water services management. As Pineda and Salazar point out, by 1996, 29
of the 31 states in the country had already issued state laws that authorized private participation
in the operation of water services (Pineda and Salazar 2008, 81).
On the other hand, the Federal government mobilized important international funding
sources for the “modernization” of drinking water and sanitation services. Most of the
international funding was acquired via donations and loans from diverse entities. In the words
of Griselda Medina, deputy manager and appraiser of foreign credit projects at CONAGUA,
Mexico has extensive experience in developing water projects with multilateral development
banks: “In the water sector, Mexico has received funding from the World Bank, the InterAmerican Development Bank (IADB), the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) and
the North American Development Bank (NADB)” (Griselda Medina, interview with author, 8
February 2012, Mexico City). In her opinion, each of these entities operates differently, whether
in terms of projects, expected results or negotiations. The collaboration between Mexico and
these multilateral entities have brought about different results over the last years:
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In terms of time, the World Bank and the IADB are the oldest. The first began
operating in 1945 and the second in 1961. Both banks have lengthy experience in
implementing drinking water projects and they usually work through a trial and
error process […]. As for the JICA, the Japanese and Latinos are very different.
Japanese are very serious when it comes to respects the terms of an agreement. If
we have an agreement [… and] we change something in the terms, they think that
we are not honoring our agreement. From a Latino mentality we consider that we
are respecting the terms, but circumstances change and we have to adapt ourselves
to new scenarios. [Finally], the collaboration with the NADB has been very
successful. […]. Their loans are less complicated since the bank […] can give loans
directly to the operators [of water systems], making the process much faster
(Medina, interview).
As this statement illustrates, the Commission has developed a great deal of experience in
negotiating loans with multilateral banks and development agencies in drinking water and
sanitation services. Furthermore, collaboration with these entities has entailed the mobilization
of federal programs that also encourage private participation. The active role of CONAGUA in
promoting water PPPs as well as implementing a more favorable institutional framework by the
early 1990s has contributed significantly to the greater involvement of private companies in the
water sector.
The evolution of the institutional and regulatory framework of drinking water and
sanitation services has entailed the involvement of the three levels of government. Today, the
most important laws that shape this framework are the Constitution of Mexico (Articles 4, 27
and 115), the National Waters Law and its regulations, the Federal Law on Public-Private
Associations and State Water Laws.
There are also other legal instruments that include clauses that can be applied to private
sector participation in water projects. At the federal level, there is the Public Works and Related
Services Law (Ley de Obra Pública y Servicios Relacionados con las Mismas); the Public
Sector Procurement, Leasing and Services Law (Ley de Adquisiciones, Arrendamientos y
Servicios del Sector Público); the General Law of National Assets (Ley General de Bienes
Nacionales); and the Federal Water Rights Law (Ley Federal de Derechos). At the state level,
different state laws and decrees related to public works as well as fiscal and commercial aspects
can also have an impact on the regulation of water PPPs. Finally, municipal regulatory and
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administrative rules can be applied to private participation schemes (CONAGUA 2010, 44–
49).93

1) The Evolution of Water PPPs and the Leading Water Companies
The projected growth of private participation in the water sector has been brought up within the
National Water Program (PNH) 2014-2018 and the National Infrastructure Program (PNI)
2014-2018. While the PNH emphasizes the importance of establishing consultation
mechanisms with the private sector in policies, research and funding sources (SEMARNAT
and CONAGUA 2014), the PNI focuses on the need to increase water infrastructure (Gobierno
de la República 2014). According to the PNI, an investment of roughly M.X. $292.2 billion
(U.S. $22.3 billion) is needed to improve the current provision of drinking water, sewerage and
sanitation services from 2014 to 2018 (Gobierno de la República 2014, 106). In order to meet
these investment requirements, the federal government seeks to diversify its funding sources
by involving the private sector as well as state and municipal governments. In this manner, it is
expected that a mix of sources and actors will cover the required investments for water
infrastructure: the federal government (56 percent); the National Infrastructure Fund (Fondo
Nacional de Infraestructura, FONADIN); state and municipal governments (20 percent); the
private sector (14 percent) and Fideicomiso 1928 (3 percent) (Gobierno de la República 2014,
106).94
From the perspective of the Mexican government, the involvement of the private sector
is particularly useful for the maintenance and operation of water purification, wastewater
treatment and desalination plants, as well as for aqueducts (Gobierno de la República 2014,
106). The federal government has undertaken several institutional and legal reforms over the
last five years, with the goal of promoting private participation in these areas. In the words of
José Luis Luege Tamargo, Director of CONAGUA from 2006 to 2012, water PPPs have
become an essential element of water policies at the federal level:
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In addition to federal and state laws and municipal rules, the drinking water and wastewater sectors are also
regulated by a set of Mexican official standards related to water quality (NOM-127-SSA1-1994; NOM-179-SSA11998), drinking water (NOM-012-SSA1-1993; NOM-014-SSQ1-1993; NOM-013-SSA1-1993); wastewater
treatment (NOM-001-ECOL-1996), and performance of water utilities operators (NMX-AA-148-SCFI-2008;
NMX-AA-149/1-SCFI-2008; NMX-AA-149/2-SCFI-2008) (CONAGUA 2010, 49–51). For more information,
see Domínguez 2011; Aguilar Ibarra 2010; Jiménez, Torregrosa, and Aboites 2010.
94
Fideicomiso 1928 is a trust fund that brings together CONAGUA and the governments of Mexico City and
Mexico State to construct large-scale water works within the Valley of Mexico.
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The old and absurd taboo that private participation [in water services] means
privatizing the resource is false. In fact, private participation strengthens the large
investments that are being carried out in the country […]. [In addition] these
companies are Mexican […]. [Private participation] is a very good option;
obviously, it has to be carried out in an orderly fashion and according to the law.
[Private sector involvement] is what has allowed us to undertake large-scale
waterworks, such as in the case of big aqueducts (José Luis Luege Tamargo,
interview with author, 1 October 2011, Mexico City).
Luege’s view of private participation in water infrastructure has been supported by the
development of a broad policy framework that promotes the establishment of water PPPs. In
addition to the precedent set by the PNH and the PNI (2007-2012), which clearly encouraged
the involvement of private companies in major waterworks, CONAGUA launched the 2030
Water Agenda in March 2011. According to the 32 initiatives of the Agenda, increasing private
participation in water infrastructure requires adopting efficient regulatory frameworks that
“recognize the legitimate interests of each partner” (CONAGUA 2011, 58). In order to do so,
the Agenda calls for modifying state laws and harmonizing concessionary systems with local
development programs.
Another major change came about as a result of the enactment of the Federal Law on
Public-Private Associations in January 2012. This law provides a legal framework for PPP
projects from the beginning of the procurement process to the potential emergence of
controversies between partners. The law stipulates the terms and conditions under which a PPP
project should be implemented, negotiated, modified or terminated. It also sets contract
durations at 40 years and designates the Secretariat of the Public Sector (Secretaría de la
Función Pública, SFP) as the responsible entity for supervising PPP processes (“Ley de
Asociaciones Público-Privadas” 2012).95
The encouragement of private sector involvement in water services provision and water
infrastructure by the federal government has also taken the form of broader policy and
regulatory frameworks. Through these new legal stipulations, the government seeks to give a
boost to water PPPs, whose development has remained limited over the last 25 years.
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The issuance of the Federal Law on Public-Private Associations entailed important reforms to several other
laws, with the goal of creating a more secure legislative environment for water PPPs. These laws are the Public
Works and Related Services Law, the Public Sector Procurement, Leasing and Services Law, the General Law of
National Assets, the Expropriation Law and the Federal Code of Civil Procedure.
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According to a report published by Business Monitor International, a Fitch Group Company
specialized in economic analysis, country forecasting, financial markets and industries, 53
percent of Mexico’s total infrastructure in 2022 is projected to be in the fields of energy and
utilities (Business Monitor International 2013, 39). Furthermore, it is expected that the water,
electricity and oil and gas pipeline sectors will attract most government and private investments.
As Figure 16 shows, the value of the water infrastructure industry will continue to increase in
the coming years. While the industry was valued at U.S. $3.6 billion in 2011, it is expected that
it will reach U.S. $8.3 billion by 2016 and U.S. $18.6 billion by 2022 (Business Monitor
International 2013, 36,39).
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Figure 16 “Value of Water Infrastructure Industry, 2011-2022”
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Source: elaborated by author based on (Business Monitor International 2013, 36;39).
The majority of water PPPs in Mexico today have been established for the construction
and operation of wastewater treatment plants. These projects have taken the form of BOT
contracts, which are usually temporary and limited to a single instance of infrastructure
construction. According to a report jointly published by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and CONAGUA, 38 BOT contracts were signed between
1997 and 2012 for wastewater treatment plants, aqueducts and desalination plants (Kauffman
2012, 4). As Map 8 shows, while projects for desalination plants are concentrated in northern
Mexico (particularly in the states of Baja California Norte, Baja California Sur and Sonora),
contracts for the construction and operation of wastewater treatment plants are to be found all
around the country.
In addition to BOT contracts, only a small number of concessions and management
contracts have been signed over the last fourteen years. By 2014, Mexico only had three
concession contracts: Cancun and Islas Mujeres (1993), Aguascalientes (1993) and Puebla
(2014). Mexico City awarded four service contracts in 1993 for water meter reading, water rate
collection, customer attention and the reparation of water leaks. In 2011, the city of Saltillo
delegated the management of water services to Agsal, a joint company held by the municipality
of Saltillo (55 percent) and Aguas de Barcelona (45 percent) (Aguas de Saltillo 2014a) (see
Map 8).
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Map 8 “Main Water Projects with Private Participation in Mexico, 2014”

Most of the large water PPPs that remain in operation were signed in the early 1990s.
While the cities of Aguascalientes and Cancun adopted concession contracts in 1993, Mexico
City awarded four service contracts the same year (see Chapters III.B.). These contracts took
place within the context of the active promotion of water services privatization by the largest
water companies and international organizations (particularly the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund [IMF]). However, despite the fact that that Mexico was expected
to become a fertile ground for the establishment of water PPPs, such developments have
remained limited.

a) Federal Programs and International Funding
BOTs have become the most common type of contract adopted by local authorities in Mexico,
especially for infrastructure projects. According to the World Bank’s Private Participation in
Infrastructure (PPI) Projects Database, the country has received funding from the World Bank
for 56 water infrastructure projects that involved private participation between 1992 and 2013.
Figure 17 shows the main characteristics of these projects.
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In terms of water subsectors, only 9 projects (16 percent) correspond to water utilities and
the rest (84 percent) to treatment plants. 69 percent of the projects were BOT contracts and the
remaining 54 percent was a mix of contracts that involve the construction, rehabilitation,
operation or transfer of infrastructure (see Annex 2 for a detailed summary of the projects).

Figure 17 “Water Infrastructure PPP Projects in Mexico with Funding from
the World Bank, 1992-2013”
By Water Subsector
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Source: elaborated by author based on World Bank and PPIAF 2014.
The rapid increase in the number of BOTs for the construction of drinking water and
wastewater treatment plants in particular is due to the convergence of several factors. A first
aspect is explained by Manuel Contijoch, a water specialist who has worked for different public
and private water entities in Mexico and is currently a project leader at the World Bank. In his
words, the involvement of the private sector in infrastructure projects has come to occupy a
central place in governmental water policies since the early 1990s:
The World Bank thought that [privatization] was the panacea [and] Mexico was
severely criticized for not privatizing. In Mexico, what happened was that state laws
changed in order to facilitate the involvement of the private sector. At the time [the
early 1990s], private participation was used for the construction of wastewater
treatment plants with the idea that each cubic meter of wastewater was going to be
paid. The [economic] crisis [of 1994] hit those projects and in the end, all of them
had to be renegotiated (Manuel Contijoch, interview with author, 17 March 2011,
Washington).
Despite the promotion of private participation in water infrastructure projects, the scope
of the private sector’s activities remains limited. According to a 2010 report carried out by the
OECD, CONAGUA and the Mexican Institute of Water Technology (Instituto Mexicano de
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Tecnología del Agua, IMTA), “private-sector participation and direct private financing of water
investments has been rare” (OECD, CONAGUA, IMTA 2010, 4). As Table 8 shows, most
funding for water infrastructure comes from the federal government, in the form of subsidies
(66 percent of total investments during the period 2008-2012). The second source of funding
comes from states and municipalities; however, both greatly reduced their participation in 2012,
decreasing funding from more than M.X. $14 billion (U.S. $1.56 billion) in 2008 to only M.X.
$2.2 billion (U.S. $162.5 million) four years later. Finally, funding also comes from a mix of
sources that may include private financing, revenues of water services users and international
funding. It is interesting to note that funding from this category largely increased in 2012,
providing 23 percent of the total funding for water infrastructure (see Table 8).
Table 8 “Funding Sources for Water Infrastructure, 2008-2012”*
Year

Federal

State and
Municipal

2008
26,849.6
14,574.2
2009
24,610.2
13,156.3
2010
33,541.8
9,274.0
2011
32,928.6
8,066.5
2012
29,336.7
2,219.5
Total
147,266.9
47,290.5
*In millions of Mexican pesos (M.X. $).
Source: Gobierno de la República 2014, 86.

Other Sources and
Water Users

Total

3,902.2
3,644.0
4,219.0
5,201.1
9,668.2
26,634.2

45,326.0
41,410.5
47,034.8
46,196.2
41,224.3
221,191.9

While private funding has remained limited, most established BOT contracts “have been
effective ways of raising funds for investments in facilities for treating water, treating
wastewater and desalination. [However, they] do not improve the level of efficiency of the
water and sanitation providers and do increase the cost of service” (OECD, CONAGUA, IMTA
2010, 5). As a result, most PPP projects have been implemented for the construction and, in
certain cases, the management of wastewater treatment plants. Moreover, according to the
official statistics on the current coverage rate of wastewater treatment, Mexico currently treats
less than 50 percent of all of its wastewater at the national level.
According to the PNI 2014-2018, Mexico had 2,342 wastewater treatment plants with a
treatment capacity of 140.1 m3/s or higher by the end of 2012. However, only 47.5 percent of
the 210 m3 of wastewater that is collected in sewerage systems is currently treated, since “not
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all plants that are installed are operating or they do not operate at full capacity” (Gobierno de
la República 2014, 88). Furthermore, the coverage rate of wastewater treatment varies largely
between states: while Aguascalientes or Nuevo Leon treat 100 percent of their municipal
wastewater, the state of Yucatan treats only 2.7 percent. Figure 18 shows the major disparities
between the 32 Mexican states.

Figure 18 “Coverage Rate of Wastewater Treatment in Mexico, by State, 2012”

Source: Gobierno de la República 2014, 90.

These disparities illustrate the challenges Mexico currently faces in terms of construction,
rehabilitation and operation of wastewater infrastructure. In the opinion of Cesar Herrera,
former general secretary of the 4th World Water Forum and currently consultant for the World
Bank and the United Nations, a major problem has been the disconnection between the
construction of water infrastructure and efficient operation. Indeed, while private companies
participate in the construction of wastewater treatment plants (in most cases with federal
funding), their participation does not necessarily entail an improvement of the service:
The presence of the private sector is important for two main reasons. One
is that private companies have expertise and the second is that they have
resources. What we have seen is that the programs that we call
“federalized,” –those within which the federation provides a percentage of
the investment required and the other percentage is provided by state and
municipalities– are limited to infrastructure issues and the quality of the
service does not evolve. We have not understood that issues related to the
quality of [water] services have a very different logic than that of building
infrastructure (Cesar Herrera, interview with author, 26 October 2011, San
Luis Potosi).
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As Herrera points out, private participation in water infrastructure projects has relied on
the implementation of federal programs as well as state and municipal investments. The
involvement of the private sector in water projects is occurs via two main federal programs.
On the one hand, the Drinking Water and Sanitation Program for Urban Areas (Programa
para Agua Potable y Alcantarillado Sanitario en Zonas Urbanas, APAZU) provides federal
resources to states and municipalities for the development of drinking water, sewerage and
sanitation systems in urban areas with more than 2,500 inhabitants. The program has been
implemented since 1990 and seeks to increase the coverage of drinking water and sanitation
services, improve commercial and physical efficiency of water systems and strengthen the
institutional development of water services providers. While APAZU provides funding for the
construction, rehabilitation and conservation of water infrastructure, the program cannot be
used for water infrastructure operation and maintenance.
On the other hand, the Water Utilities Modernization Program (Programa para la
Modernización de los Organismos Operadores de Agua, PROMAGUA) seeks to boost private
investment in water infrastructure in order to increase the coverage rate and quality of drinking
water, sewerage and sanitation services. This program was created in 2011 and targets
communities with more than 50,000 inhabitants. PROMAGUA uses the resources of the
FONADIN, which was created in 2008 as a “mechanism permiting the funding of waterworks
infrastructure that involves private participation” (CONAGUA 2010, 56).96
FONADIN provides revolving and non-revolving funds, loans and guarantees according
to the nature of each project. These projects can be related to drinking water supply, sanitation,
macro projects or Integral Management Improvement (Mejora Integral de Gestión, MIG). This
last type of project is the most recent effort of CONAGUA to promote private participation in
water projects. Thus, MIG contracts promote the involvement of private companies in the direct
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In addition to APAZU and PROMAGUA, other federal programs have the potential to exert an influence over
private participation issues; however, such impact remains limited. These programs include the Program for the
Sustainability of Drinking Water and Sanitation in Rural Communities (Programa para la Sostenibilidad de los
Servicios de Agua Potable y Saneamiento en Comunidades Rurales, PROSSAPYS), the Program for the
Reimbursement of Duties on Water Use and Wastewater Discharge (Programa de Devolución de Derechos,
PRODDER), the Federal Program for Clean Water (Programa de Agua Limpia, PAL), the Water Utilities
Efficiency Improvement Program (Programa de Mejoramiento de Eficiencias de Organismos Operadores,
PROME), the Federal Sanitation Program for Wastewater (Programa Federal de Saneamiento de Aguas
Residuales, PROSANEAR) and the Federal Program for Wastewater Treatment (Programa de Tratamiento de
Aguas Residuales, PROTAR). For more information on these programs see OECD 2013, 267–270; CONAGUA
2010, 52–55.
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management of water utilities, with the goal of obtaining gains in efficiency, as well as in the
provision of funding for capital investments (CONAGUA 2010, 56–57; Kauffman 2012, 12).
In the words of Grisel Medina, deputy manager and appraiser of foreign credit projects at
CONAGUA, the use and impact of MIGs remain very limited:
The most advanced option [for the promotion of private participation] that we have
is MIGs [...]. From my perspective, these contracts have not been as successful as
they should be. The intention is good but it has not worked out [...]. Risks are not
well defined [...]. Our colleagues in drinking water carried out a diagnostic to
identify key elements that would permit water utilities to function correctly. The
conclusion was that water utilities could obtain greater financial viability through
the improvement of their physical and commercial efficiency. So, what they did
with the MIGs was say: “ok, what happens if CONAGUA explains the conditions
of a water utility to the private sector along with the actions that have to done.”
[However, the private sector responded]: “No, if I’m involved in the project, I say
what I have to do. [….].” That’s the controversy (Medina, interview).
As Medina’s statement shows, implementing federal programs that promote the direct
involvement of private companies in the management of water utilities remains a challenge.
While there is a clear centralization of decisions and financial resources by CONAGUA
(consequently limiting both state and municipal autonomy), potential private partners continue
to seek greater autonomy in their activities.
In addition to federal programs, the rapid development of water infrastructure BOTs in
Mexico has been greatly influenced by the policies of three major international financial
organizations. This includes the World Bank, whose water strategy in the early 1990s largely
focused on the development of infrastructure projects. As Manuel Contijoch explained to the
author:
[The World Bank’s water policies] are like a pendulum. The Bank has gone from
supporting several infrastructure projects, particularly in the development of
irrigation projects [...], to [projects characterized by] the emergence of
environmental and social concerns. The World Bank changed and adopted a
philosophy […] related to poverty relief. On the other hand, the emergence of
conflicts related to security and emergency issues made the Bank change its
policies: the international economic crisis, the emergence of the euro, [...] the fall
of the U.S.S.R. The water sector has been very clear evidence of these changes. The
World Bank is the philosopher of the integral water management even though its
projects and internal organization work by sectors (Contijoch, interview).
A second such organization is the NADB, considering that it funds large-scale water
infrastructure in the U.S.-Mexico border region (Aguilar 2011a, 144–145). According to its
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official website, this bilateral institution aims at financing projects that “will prevent, control
or reduce environmental pollutants or contaminants, improve the drinking water supply, or
protect flora and fauna, so as to improve human health, promote sustainable development, or
contribute to a higher quality of life.” As of 31 March 2014, a total of 96 water projects that
received funding from the NADB had been completed in terms of construction and funding
activity. As Figure 19 shows, most NADB water projects correspond to the wastewater
subsector. Projects that involve both water and wastewater subsectors are the second-most
funded by the NABD. Finally, eighteen projects were related to water conservation, nine to
water and one to storm water (NADB 2014).
Figure 19 “Completed NADB-Funded Water Projects by 31 March 2014”
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Source: elaborated by author based on (NADB 2014).

Finally, the IADB has also promoted water infrastructure funding and greater
involvement of the private sector. According to the IADB’s strategy in Mexico between 2010
and 2012, drinking water and sanitation infrastructure are considered one of the ten “priority
sectors” of the Bank, and private participation had a “transversal presence” (BID 2013, 5). The
Bank’s new strategy (2013-2018) states that “coordinated intervention with the private sector
[will be implemented] within different strategic areas” (BID 2013, 39). In order to reach this
goal, the IADB’s Multilateral Investment Fund (Fondo Mulilateral de Inversiones, FOMIN)
launched an initiative in 2007 to promote water PPPs among public authorities, entrepreneurs
and civil society. The main idea was to support sub-national entities of Latin American
countries (essentially states and municipalities) in the development of legal and regulatory
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frameworks that favor private investment in infrastructure projects (Alborta, Stevenson, and
Triana 2011, 82).
In the case of Mexico, this initiative was established via the Program to Promote Public
Private Partnerships in Mexican States (Programa para el Impulso de Asociaciones PúblicoPrivadas en Estados Mexicanos, PIAPPEM). The program sought to “transfer the existing
knowledge at the federal level to the state level with the goal of promoting an harmonized
adoption of PPPs among participant states” (Alborta, Stevenson, and Triana 2011, 82). IDB’s
strategy was reinforced in 2010 with the Program to Strengthen Municipalities for the
Development of Public Private Partnerships (Fortalecimiento de Municipios para el Desarrollo
de Proyectos de Asociaciones Público-Privada, MuniAPP). This program sought to promote
the improvement and expansion of municipal waterworks through the establishment of PPPs.
Two other initiatives have arisen as a result of these programs. On the one hand, the
PIAPPEM supports the Trust Fund for the Regional Development of the South and Southeast
(Fideicomiso de Desarrollo del Sur-Sureste, FIDESUR), which provides member states with
technical assistance. On the other hand the MuniAPP, in collaboration with the Tecnológico de
Monterrey, launched an online communication and interactive space called the Center for the
Development of Infrastructure and Services on Public Private Partnerships (Centro para el
Desarrollo de Infraestructura y Servicios en Asociación Público-Privada). This center actively
diffuses an online degree on PPPs (Diplomado en Asociaciones Público-Privadas para el
Desarrollo de Infraestructura y Servicios, DAPPIS), which is addressed to the public and
private sectors (BID, ITESM 2013).
As shown, the federal government of Mexico (via CONAGUA and several of its
programs) and major international financial organizations have played a key role in the
development of PPPs in Mexico, particularly in the area of water infrastructure. While in most
cases the involvement of the private sector is limited to the design, planning and construction
of wastewater treatment plants, these projects are essentially funded by federal grants and
international loans.
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b) Leading Private Water Companies
The Mexican water sector currently comprises two main categories of companies. The first
category includes large infrastructure consortia, which have been involved in water
infrastructure activities. These groups are essentially from Mexico (ICA, GMD, Impulsora del
Desarrollo y del Empleo en América Latina [IDEAL] and Fypasa Construcciones), Spain
(Fomento de Construcciones y Contratas [FCC], Abengoa and Acciona); Japan (Atlatec) and
Colombia (Ticsa). As Table 9 shows, most of these companies operate in several sectors,
including transportation, roads, water and energy.
There is also a second category of private firms specialized in the management and
operation of water utilities. Most of these firms are foreign companies that began operating in
Mexico via strategic alliances. Today, Veolia and Suez occupy leading positions in this market
via its subsidiaries: Proactiva and Rimsa for Veolia and Bal-Ondeo, Degrémont and Agbar for
Suez (see Table 9). The Mexican firms Agua de México and Concesiones Integrales are also
part of the main water companies that currently have key roles in this market.
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Table 9 “Main Companies Operating in the Mexican Water Sector, 2014”
Company

Parent Company

Country

Main Sectors of
Operations

Mexico

Roads, energy, mining,
housing, oil and gas, water
and transportation

Mexico

Roads, water, industrial
waste and transportation

Mexico

Toll roads, energy, water,
multimodal terminals

Infrastructure
ICA
Grupo Mexicano
de Desarrollo
(GMD)
IDEAL
Fomento de
Construcciones y
Contratas (FCC)
Abengoa

Spain
Inversión Corporativa
IC, S.A and Finarpisa
(main stakeholders)

Acciona

Spain

Fypasa
Construcciones
Ticsa

Spain

Mexico
Grupo
EPM

Empresarial

Mitsui and
Engineering
Corporation
Utilities Management

Colombia

Tokyo

Atlatec

Japan

Roads, transportation,
water, housing
Energy, water,
desalinization, solar
technology
Energy, water and
transportation services
Construction and operation
of wastewater treatment
plants
Design, construction and
operation of wastewater
treatment plants
Design, construction and
operation of wastewater
treatment plants

Proactiva

ICA and Veolia

SAPSA
Rimsa
Bal-Ondeo

Praoctiva
Veolia
Peñoles and Suez

Water, wastewater and
waste
Mexico/France Water and waste
France
Industrial waste
Mexico/France Water and wastewater

IACMEX

Bal-Ondeo

Mexico/France Drinking water

TECSA

Bal-Ondeo

Degrémont

Suez

Mexico/France Drinking water
Water and wastewater
France
(equipment, infrastructure
and management)

Aguas de
Barcelona
DHC-Aguakán

Suez and Criteria Caixa
Holding
Grupo Mexicano de
Desarrollo and Grupo

Mexico/France

France/Spain

Water and wastewater

Mexico

Water and wastewater
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Agua de Saltillo
Concesiones
Integrales

Bursátil
Mexicano
Hidraúlica
Municipality of Saltillo
Mexico/France
and
Aguas
de
Water and wastewater
/Spain
Barcelona
Monex
Grupo
Financiero,
Epcor,
Mexico
Water and wastewater
Agua de México

Agua de México

Mexico

Water and wastewater

N.B. This list is non-exhaustive.
Source: elaborated by author, based on World Bank and PPIAF 2014; Pinsent Mansons 2012,
165; Delpierre 2008, 64–72, and the websites of each company.

2) The Arrival and Development of Veolia and Suez in Mexico
The French groups Veolia and Suez have consolidated their presence in the Mexican water and
wastewater sectors over the last decades. While their arrival in Mexico was part of a broad
internationalization strategy, their limited development in the country raises questions
concerning potential future growth for these companies.
Veolia began operating in the Mexican water sector in 1993 through the Proactiva Medio
Ambiente México consortia. This firm began in 1988 when the Mexican engineering firm ICA
and Promociones Industriales Banamex created Operación y Mantenimiento de Sistemas
(OMSA). Veolia Environnement joined the group in 1993. At the same time, the collaboration
between Veolia and the Spanish firm FCC resulted in the creation of Proactiva Medio Ambiente
in Spain in 2000. ICA became partners with Proactiva and OMSA became Consorcio
Internacional de Medio Ambiente (Grupo CIMA). Finally, Grupo CIMA became Proactiva
Medio Ambiente México in 2005 (Proactiva Medio Ambiente México 2008, 36).
According to Jérôme Cardineau, director of the water division of Proactiva, the arrival of
Veolia in Mexico was a result of the convergence of two main factors. On the one hand, the
long-term partnership between Veolia and FCC made it possible to put together the skills of
both companies in the water and waste sectors:
Proactiva is a sui generis experience. [...]. This company was born in a period within
which Veolia had an [important] presence in Spain. At one moment, the CGE [today
Veolia] entered the capital structure of FCC. Since both companies had activities
within the sectors of water and waste, they decided to put together their operations.
All water activities were concentrated in a group called Aqualia, which currently is
a branch of FCC [...]. In 2000, Veolia and FCC agreed to combine their activities
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in Latin America and they created Proactiva Medio Ambiente (Jérôme Cardineau,
interview with author, 20 February 2012, Mexico City).
On the other hand, establishing strategic alliances between engineering, financial and
utility companies became a popular way to develop PPP projects in Mexico in the early 1990s.
As Cardineau expressed to the author:
In the case of Mexico, the group ICA [...] was looking for a technical partner to
improve its offer of services. At the beginning of the 1990s, the CGE and ICA came
together [... within] a company called OMSA. At the same time, FCC had some
waste activities in Mexico. When Proactiva was created in 1994, all these contracts
were put together within Proactiva Mexico, which came as a result of the
partnership between ICA and Proactiva Madrid. This structure has been adopted in
other countries and today Proactiva is present in eight Latin American countries
(Cardineau, interview).
This statement reveals how the establishment of strategic alliances played a key role in the
initial development of Veolia in Mexico, and in Latin America more broadly. First, Veolia’s
collaboration with FCC allowed both groups to strengthen their presence from a regional
perspective. Until November 2013, FCC and Veolia held equal shares of Proactiva’s stocks (50
percent-50 percent). As part of Veolia’s current restructuring plan, the French group decided to
purchase the 50 percent stake held by FCC for U.S. $204 million. This transaction enabled
Veolia to acquire Proactiva as a fully-owned subsidiary, with the goal of consolidating “its
position in Latin America in water, wastewater services and waste management in accordance
with its strategy to develop in fast-growing areas” (Veolia Environnement 2013b). Today,
Proactiva Medio Ambiente is present in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru,
Venezuela and Mexico and serves more than 42 million people. Moreover, at the end of 2013,
the company had a workforce of 11,470 employees (Proactiva Medio Ambiente México 2013a).
Second, the partnership between Veolia and ICA demonstrated how beneficial
collaborating with a national company was for the French group when entering the Mexican
utilities market. In the words of Cardineau, this strategy was applied to several countries and
worked because “there was a general interest that projects function well” and because Veolia
adopted a long-term vision in the management of services (Cardineau, interview). Today,
collaboration with ICA remains positive for Veolia since the Mexican firm is one of the oldest
and largest engineering firms at the national level. As Ruben Barocio, a water specialist who
participated in the initial development of ICA’s water and waste activities, explained to the
author:
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ICA was one of the first companies, along with another firm called Grupo Mexicano
de Desarrollo, which embarked on the path of private participation in water services
in Mexico. The first experience was in Aguascalientes with a service contract, and
then with a concession. Later, we were also one of the enterprises that began
operating in Mexico City (Rubén Barocio, interview with author, 26 October 2011,
San Luis Potosi).
As in the case of Veolia, the firm Suez Environnement also established strategic alliances
with national companies. Suez entered the Mexican water sector in the mid-1960s through its
subsidiary Degrémont. This firm began its operations in Mexico within a borader context in
which it sought to internationalize its activities throughout Latin America: Peru and Brazil in
1957, Argentina one year later and Chile in 1960 (Suez Environnement-Degrémont 2014a).
Over the last decades, the presence of Degrémont in Mexico has become more important in
terms of location and services. In the words of Jacques Letondot, Director of Bal-Ondeo, the
internationalization of Degrémont represent a window for Suez to enter the Mexican water
sector:
Suez Environnement has been working in Mexico for more than 40 years. At the
time, the firm was called Lyonnaise des Eaux [...] and its first operations were
carried out via a subsidiary called Degrémont. [This firm] is specialized in the
design and construction of water and wastewater treatment plants [...] particularly
for municipal costumers. Today, I think that there are more than 100 water
treatment plants built by Degrémont all across Mexico. Degrémont is a very special
company that focuses greatly on its international activities. This is why, in several
cases, Degrémont has begun operating in a specific country and then the parent
company arrives to offer management services in addition to those of construction
(Jacques Letondot, interview with author, 7 February 2012, Mexico City).
Following the arrival of Degrémont, Suez Environnement opened an office in Mexico in
1989. Three years later, the French group (Lyonnaise des Eaux [LDE] at the time) affiliated
with Bufete Industrial to create Tecnología y Servicios de Agua (TECSA). This firm, initially
held by the LDE (49 percent) and Bufete Industrial (51 percent), won a 10-year service contract
for providing commercial water services to 2.5 million people in Mexico City (Bal-Ondeo
2014a). In addition to this strategic alliance, the LDE affiliated with another Mexican firm,
Industrias Peñoles, to form Aguas, Servicios e Inversiones de México (ASIM).97 In 1997,

97

Peñoles was created in March 1887, in the Mexican city of Durango, and has become one of the oldest and
largest mining companies in the world. Today, Industrias Peñoles is part of the BAL group, “a diversified private
organization shaped by independent Mexican companies, among which one finds Grupo Palacio de Hierro
(department stores); Grupo Nacional Provincial (insurance); Profuturo GNP (Afore) Valores Mexicanos – Casa
de Bolsa (financial services); Crédito Afianzador (bonds); and agricultural business” (Peñoles 2014).
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Peñoles decided to extend its collaboration with the LDE and purchased the participation of
Bufete Industrial in TECSA (51 percent).
While the LDE and Peñoles consolidated their partnership in the early 2000s, ASIM
decided to buy five concessions from the U.S. firm AZURIX, a subsidiary of the energy group
ENRON. The U.S. $93 million transaction enabled ASIM to obtain a 30-year concession
contract in Cancun, a service contract in Mexico City and three BOT contracts in three cities of
in the state of Guanajuato (Leon, Torreon and Matamoros) (Casallas 2002). While the three
BOT contracts were sold, ASIM kept the service contract in Mexico City (under the name
Industrias del Agua de la Ciudad de México, IACM) and the concession contract in Cancun
(Desarrollos Hidraúlicos de Cancun, DHC). Finally, ASIM became Bal-Ondeo in 2004.
The history of Suez’s operations in Mexico highlights the central role of establishing
strategic alliances in the group’s internationalization strategy. In the words of Letondot,
collaborating with local partners provided Suez with corporate knowledge of local business
trends:
Suez Environnement has always thought that it is necessary and important to have
a local partner [in the countries where we operate], particularly for our water
activities. This helps us understand the functioning of a country that it is not our
country: here in Mexico, we have an association with the group Peñoles and we
created Bal-Ondeo. If you do not know that Bal-Ondeo is part of Suez, you might
think that our firm is a Mexican company. This confusion does not bother us; we
are not trying to boast the French flag (Letondot, interview).
While Veolia and Suez applied similar strategies to enter the Mexican utilities market,
their corporate images differ. According to Letondot, “Veolia has a different philosophy from
that of Suez. If they can, they go it alone. They have followed this strategy in almost all the
countries where they operate. We have a different vision” (Letondot, interview). This
perception was shared by Jérôme Cardineau, director of the water division of Proactiva, who
stated:
My feeling is that the strategies of Suez [...] have been more linked to the
establishment of [joint-ventures] with local partners that have an important
presence in the country where they operate. They do not go it [alone] directly.
Degrémont takes another path and I think that it is a perfect presentation card [for
Suez] […]. In Veolia we have gone more with Veolia, and [the establishment of]
partnerships depends on the [characteristics] of each project (Cardineau, interview).
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While these differences between Veolia and Suez greatly concern their business cultures
and corporate images at the international level, they have also affected their development in
Mexico and elsewhere.

a) Development and Current Locations
Over the last decades, the French water companies Veolia and Suez have actively sought to
extend their activities in medium and large Mexican cities. In the case of Veolia, the group has
been operating for more than 20 years and is currently undertaking an extensive restructuration
of its internal organization. Veolia’s current range of services is focused on types of customers
(municipal and industrial) rather than according to a division-based perspective (Auguste,
interview). Veolia operates in the Mexican water and waste sectors mainly through its
subsidiaries Proactiva Medio Ambiente México and RIMSA. Veolia Water Solutions &
Technologies [VWS] and Dalkia have also established several contracts in Mexico, but their
operations remain limited.
Proactiva represents most of the group’s activities, providing water and waste services to
13 million people in more than 20 cities with a workforce of more than 3,000 employees (Veolia
2014a). In terms of its sectors of operations, Proactiva provides water services to 5 million
people in the cities of Aguascalientes, San Luis Potosi, Mexico City and its metropolitan area.
Proactiva also currently operates 13 sanitary landfills and has built and/or operates 6 separation
plants across the country (Veolia 2014b).
Veolia’s range of waste services is complemented by the activities of its subsidiary
RIMSA. This firm has been operating in Mexico for more than 28 years and specializes in the
integral management of industrial waste. RIMSA provides a large range of services, from waste
treatment, tracking and final disposal to the management of biological hazardous waste
(RIMSA 2014a). With its central headquarters in Monterrey, the firm has 11 transfer centers
and 17 commercial headquarters throughout the country (RIMSA 2014b). Map 9 shows the
main sites of operations of Veolia, via its subsidiaries Proactiva Medio Ambiente and RIMSA.
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Map 9 “Main Water and Waste Operations of Veolia in Mexico, 2014”

VWS has been operating in three key areas in Mexico since 1994. The first includes the
design, installation and commercialization of drinking water and wastewater treatment
equipment. Most of these services are provided in association with a national company that
specializes in the development of engineering systems and funding. The second activity refers
to the exploitation and maintenance of wastewater treatment plants for industrial customers
through operation and management contracts. According to a PWC report, “this business
represents 10 to 15% of VWS’s contracts in Mexico and 20 to 30% of its revenues” (PWC
2013, 155). Finally, VWS commercializes chemical water products, which range from
demineralizing systems to wastewater technologies (Veolia Water Technologies 2014).
Veolia is also present in Mexico through Dalkia, a firm that has been operating in the
Mexican energy sector for more than 10 years. Veolia became manager of all international
activities of Dalkia in July 2014 as a result of the collaborative agreement it established with
the French firm Electricité de France (EDF) on 25 March 2014 (Dalkia 2014). Today, the range
of services offered by Dalkia in Mexico includes energy efficiency management in buildings;
the optimization of industrial production; and the maintenance of energy equipment and the
management of renewable energies (geothermal, thermal solar, photovoltaic and biomass). The
firm targets multiple types of clients, including hospitals and health institutions, commercial
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and entertainment centers, banks, telecommunication firms, industries and local governments
(Dalkia México 2013). Dalkia operates in 150 sites in Mexico, with a workforce of 650
employees, and provides services to diverse entities such as Liverpool, Mexico City’s metro
system, Eurocopter and the International Airport of Mexico City (PWC 2013, 155). While
Veolia operates in Mexico in the sectors of water, waste and energy, Suez has limited its
activities to the provision of water and wastewater services.
Suez is present in the Mexican water sector through its subsidiaries Degrémont, Aguas
de Barcelona (Agbar) and Bal-Ondeo. Degrémont has been operating in Mexico since the mid1960s in five main areas of specialization: drinking water, desalination, wastewater, reuse and
sludge treatment. The firm’s activities are mainly focused on the design and building of turnkey
facilities; the operation and maintenance of wastewater treatment plants; the provision of
equipment packages; and the implementation of BOT contracts (Suez EnvironnementDegrémont 2014b). Most of Degrémont’s operations in Mexico have included the design,
building and, in some cases, the operation of water and wastewater treatment plants. A few
examples of Degrémont’s completed projects are the design and building of water treatment
plants in Tabasco (the Carrizal, Xaltepec, the Mango), the construction of an inverse osmosis
water treatment plant in the state of Mexico (Santa Catarina) and the construction of four
wastewater treatment plants in Puebla and one in Hermosillo, Sonora (Suez EnvironnementDegrémont 2014c).
By the end of 2013, Degrémont had four on-going projects: the building and operation of
two wastewater treatment plants (north and south) in Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua; one in
Culiacán, Sinaloa; and another in Villa de Reyes, San Luis Potosi (Suez Environnement 2013b,
104). According to the International Desalination & Water Reuse Quarterly industry website,
Degrémont has recently been seeking business opportunities in the market of construction and
operation of desalination plants. The French firm is particularly looking at tenders in northern
Mexican states such as Sonora and Baja California (North and South) (Faversham House Group
Ltd 2014).
Agbar currently provides water services to more than 700,000 people in Saltillo, Coahuila
in association with the municipality of Saltillo. The partnership between both entities took the
legal form of a mixed company called Empresa Paramunicipal de Servicios Aguas de Saltillo,
S.A. de C.V. The company was created on 17 September 2001, with a shared capital structure
between Agbar (45 percent) and the municipality of Saltillo (55 percent) (Aguas de Saltillo
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2014a). This business model allowed the municipality to keep the ownership of water
infrastructure and to be involved in the management of the entire city’s drinking water and
wastewater systems. Aguas de Saltillo began operations in October 2001 through a 25-year
concession contract (Aguas de Saltillo 2014b).98
While the experience of Saltillo remains unique in Mexico, Agbar is now seeking to
consolidate its presence in the country through its subsidiary Aqualogy. This company was
created in 2011 with the goal of creating a services portfolio around four main areas:
environment, infrastructure, solutions and knowledge (Aqualogy 2014). Aqualogy’s strategy
considers large countries in North and South America (particularly the U.S., Mexico and Brazil)
as potential growth markets. More particularly, Mexico represents a promising market for
Aqualogy, since its “technical solutions have raised great interest within the oil sector”
(Sacristán 2014).
Finally, Bal-Ondeo provides management services in urban drinking water, sewerage and
wastewater systems. The firm’s strategy is based on the promotion of “flexible and multi-scale”
business models that are designed according to the needs of each customer and adapted to local
characteristics (Bal-Ondeo 2014b). In Mexico, the company promotes three main types of
contracts: technical assistance (1-3 years), service contracts (5-15 years) and concessions (more
than 15 years). While Bal-Ondeo had activities in cities such as Cancun and Hermosillo, the
firm’s current operations are limited to only two service contracts with the water system of
Mexico City (SACMEX).
The firm operates through its subsidiaries TECSA and IACMEX in Mexico City in two
of the four areas within which the city has been divided since 1993 (see Chapter III.B.2). These
areas represent almost half of the city in terms of geographic area, as well as a total of 4.6
million inhabitants and more than one million water users. Bal-Ondeo is responsible for the
provision of commercial services (updating the water user census; installing, maintaining and
reading water meters;

billing and customer services) as well as specific infrastructure

waterworks according to the demand of the local government (registration and substitution of
networks; detection and reparation of water leaks) (Bal-Ondeo 2014c). Both contracts were
awarded in 1993 and have been renewed several times (2004, 2009, 2011 and 2014)
(Valdovinos 2011, 49). Map 10 shows the main current activities of Suez Environnement in

98

For more information on the case of Saltillo, see Aguilar 2011b; Garza 2006.
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Mexico that were on-going via its subsidiaries Degrémont, Agbar and Bal-Ondeo in September
2014.
It is interesting to note that in addition to contracts in Mexico City, Bal-Ondeo was
involved in two other significant cases that had an impact on its corporate image at the national
scale. The first was a 30-year concession contract for the provision of drinking water and
wastewater services to the municipalities of Benito Juarez (Cancun) and Isla Mujeres signed in
1993. This concession contract was originally awarded to DHC, a subsidiary of GMD. While
DHC held the contract, the firm Aguakán was designed as the operator.
In 1999, the U.S. firm Azurix bought 49.9 percent of DHC and three years later, BalOndeo acquired Azurix. In this manner, the consortia Bal-Ondeo (Peñoles and Suez) and DHC
(GMD) became the new stakeholders of DHC-Aguakán in 2002 (Aguakan 2014). After eleven
years of operations, Bal-Ondeo decided to sell its 49.9 percent participation in DHC-Aguakan’s
stock. As of 1 January 2014, DHC-Aguakán has a new capital structure: GMD (50.1 percent)
and Grupo Bursátil Mexicano Hidraúlica (GBM Hidraúlica) (DHC-Aguakan 2014, 18).
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Map 10 “Main Current Water Operations of Suez Environnement in Mexico, 2014”

The second situation involves a contract of technical assistance signed between Aguas de
Hermosillo (Aguah) and TECSA (subsidiary of Bal-Ondeo) in May 2011. Only two months
before the signing of the contract, Bal-Ondeo had carried out an analysis on the difficulties and
opportunities of Aguah’s commercial area for a total of M.X. $1,25 million (U.S.$ 94,313)
(UNAM 2011). Despite the fact that a local union of water users along with Aguah’s employees
expressed their opposition to delegating the commercial service to a private company, the board
of governors of Aguah eventually signed a contract with TECSA (G. González 2011).
After only a year and half of operations, local pressure and TECSA’s performance led to
the early-termination of the contract on 31 May 2012. In the words of the mayor of Hermosillo,
Javier Gándara, “Bal-Ondeo did not meet its requirement of technical assistance, particularly
concerning processes, and now, [we] consider[ed] that Aguah can continue improving its
efficiency without the intervention of Bal-Ondeo” (Bahena 2012). Given that the contract was
terminated before the originally stipulated date, both companies agreed that Aguah would pay
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M.X. $24.4 billion (U.S. $1.8 billion) to Bal-Ondeo over a 28-month period (G. González
2014). In November 2012, following an announcement by Aguah regarding a possible
suspension of payments, both companies began legal proceedings. As of September 2014, the
companies are still in litigation (Carbajal 2013, 4A).
The sale of Bal-Ondeo’s participation in DHC-Aguakán as well as the early-termination
of the technical assistance contract in Hermosillo constituted hard blows to Suez’s image in the
Mexican water sector. Considering that the group’s operations in Mexico remain limited and
the market of management and operation contracts is at a standstill, Suez will be forced to
develop a more flexible and adaptable corporate strategy in the years to come.

Corporate Adapting Strategies
The first section of this chapter illustrated the general trends concerning water PPPs in Mexico
and identified Veolia and Suez as leading private water companies in the provision of water
and wastewater services. The promotion of long-term water PPPs and the opening of the
Mexican market in the early 1990s largely contributed to the development of both corporations.
Veolia and Suez have both increased the range of services they offer and continue to
promote the adaptability of their business models to different local contexts. However, despite
their active mobilization at the national, state and local levels, their presence in the water
services market of Mexico remains limited. While Veolia registered only 3 on-going water
projects in 2014, most of Suez’s projects were limited to short-term BOT contracts. Why have
water PPPs not taken off as was expected in the early 1990s? Which factors have hampered the
development of water PPPs in Mexico? Which strategies have Veolia and Suez implemented
to increase the scope of their operations?
On the basis of the field work conducted for this dissertation between 2010 and 2012, the
slow development of water PPPs in Mexico can be explained by the convergence of three main
factors that reflect the national trends on how water is perceived and governed in the country.
The first and main reason highlighted by the majority of the author’s interviewees was the high
politicization of water issues. This aspect was explained as the incompatibility between the
design and implementation of long-term water policies and the short-term mandates of elected
decision-makers. This contradiction was pointed out by representatives of the three categories
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of actors that are generally involved in PPP projects: private companies, local authorities and
international financial institutions.
Jérôme Cardineau, director of the water division of Proactiva Medio Ambiente Mexico,
provides the first example, stating that:
In Mexico, there is an important development problem [concerning water PPPs]
due to the organization proper to the country and the short-term mandates of local
governments and all the operating teams. Water issues have to be seen from a longterm perspective. Designing a project and looking for state funding can take one
year, a year and a half. In addition, projects go cold since people change all the time
(Cardineau, interview).
This vision was shared by Jacques Letondot, director of Bal-Ondeo, the largest subsidiary
of Suez in Mexico. In his opinion, a change in the Mexican electoral system could contribute
to a change in this situation:
If mayors had a term of six years, rather than three years, or if they could be
reelected, that could help [the development of water PPPs]. Local authorities arrive;
barely understand what is happening; and they leave. Municipalities lack continuity
and a long-term vision. No one can have a long-term vision with a 3-year mandate”
(Letondot, interview).
Manuel Contijoch, a water specialist at the World Bank, also identifies short-term
political mandates as a potential limit to the development of water PPPs. In his opinion, the
continuous change of decision-makers has an impact on the professionalization of water
services:
In Mexico, people responsible for water utilities are strongly tied to local
governments which change every three years. […]. It is almost impossible to build
something in three years. At the same, there is a lack of professionalization of
[water] services. Every time that a municipal president [i.e. the mayor] arrives in
office, the first person that he changes is the manager of the water utility and so on.
He changes everyone, even the person who serves coffee (Contijoch, interview).
While these statements highlight the close connection between short-term political
mandates and the elaboration of long-term planned water policies, the former director of
CONAGUA views this relationship from a different perspective. In Luege Tamargo’s words,
“politics and water cannot be separated. Politics is creating good services […]. I am not mixing
the electoral question with the water question. The politics that I speak of refers to the design
of long-term projects, the promotion of the participation of citizens, [the creation of] honest
governments. That is politics” (Luege Tamargo, interview).
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According to the interviewee, the politicization of water does not refer to an “electoral
question” but to the manner of governing the resource and its corresponding services. While
the relationships between politics and water are perceived in different manners (short-term
mandates, electoral tools or governmental policies), there is no doubt that the links between
both spheres remain a key part of how water is perceived, managed and governed in Mexico.
An example of this close relationship is illustrated in Photo 6, which shows an electoral poster
of the current President of Mexico Enrique Peña Nieto during his official campaign. This
particular poster had been put up in the hallways of a Mexico City subway station with the
electoral pledge: “I promise: investments so that there will be no lack of water. Vote Green.”99
Photo 6 “Using Water for Electoral Purposes”

Source: © J. Valdovinos, 2012.

This situation has led to the emergence of a second factor that has directly conditioned
the characteristics and development of water PPPs in Mexico. As shown in Chapter III.B.1,
most of the current water PPP projects in the country are limited to designing and building

During the last presidential elections in 2012, the Ecologist Green Party of Mexico (PVEM) or the “Green”
(verde) party allied itself with Mexico’s Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI), whose candidate was Enrique
Peña Nieto.
99
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infrastructure. While the majority of BOT contracts have called for private participation, the
operation of water utilities has generally remained in the hands of local authorities. Though this
business model may provide positive results in certain contexts, the low financial capacity of
municipal water utilities in Mexico has led to the sub-standard operation of water infrastructure,
or in some cases a complete lack of usage. As Jérôme Cardineau, Director of the water division
of Proactiva, explained to the author in an interview:
Mexico has not decided which model it wants. [The government] has focused on
the question of water scarcity and, in consequence, has built more [infrastructure].
The idea that building water infrastructure is good for the country is a very Latin
and Hispanic trend: “let’s build more wells, aqueducts, dams.” In my opinion, it is
evident that the problem lies with efficiency and the lack of a [long-term] vision.
When [local authorities] have projects every 3 years, they do not have the capacity
of getting involved in long-term improvement projects. The efficiency of municipal
water utilities [is tied to] the amount of lost, stolen and unpaid water (Cardineau,
interview).
Jacques Letondot similarly raises the idea that increasing the efficiency of water utilities
management is equal to or even more important than the construction of water infrastructure.
For the director of Bal-Ondeo, focusing on efficiency is a current trend in the development of
water PPPs in Mexico: “In essence, the biggest opposition to [water PPPs] comes from
politicians who do not really know the challenges and [who] then change position quickly. They
are not interested in improving the efficiency of water utilities” (Letondot, interview). This
senior Suez executive, who has overseen water projects in France, Hong Kong, China,
Philippines and several Central European countries, argues that the limited interest of decisionmakers in increasing the operational efficiency of utilities has a direct impact at the local scale:
A mayor who remains in power three years is not going to consider a 20-year project
because he will leave before this time framework. At most, what he will do is build
a wastewater treatment plant, because it can be done in two years. So, he signs the
contract during the first year of his mandate, the plant is built in two years, and he
cuts the ribbon.
Later, if the municipality does not even have the money to pay the electricity needed
so that the plant works, it does not really matter because he has already left office.
Proposing long-term projects […] to municipal authorities who only have a 3-year
vision or to the state governor whose vision goes up to six years does not work.
They are not interested, why would they be? (Letondot, interview).
The statements of these private managers are very telling. While the federal government
has favored the development of large-scale infrastructure projects, municipal operators face
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important challenges in terms of financial resources and decision-making capacity. As
Cardineau pointed out, the convergence of these contradictions over time has led to the increase
of extensive financial and management inefficiencies in water utilities:
In Mexico, lots of [water] plants have been built and bided. CONAGUA has
mobilized financial resources [through] FONADIN to build [water] plants with
concession schemes [...]. This model has worked, but that is an easy thing. It permits
the creation of infrastructure but does not solve the problem of customer attention,
global efficiency and the lack of sanitation services (Cardineau, interview).
The high politicization of water issues and sub-standard or lack of usage of large-scale
infrastructure projects have largely contributed to the emergence of a third driving force that
has limited the development of water PPPs: the unsuitable system of water service rates and
low levels of collection. In Mexico, water services are billed on the basis of rising rates. In most
cities, there is a fixed charge which increases according to water consumption. Rates vary
greatly from one city to the next, depending on water uses (municipal, industrial or commercial)
and services (drinking water supply, sewerage and sanitation). While cities such as Morelia and
Aguascalientes registered the highest water service rates in 2011 (between M.X. $19 and $26
for water consumption of 30 m3), the cities of Campeche and Oaxaca barely approached M.X.
$2 for the consumption of the same volume of water (CONAGUA 2012b, 58) (for more
information on water services rates in Mexican cities, see Annex 3).
The low water service rates in most Mexican cities have led local authorities to manage
water utilities in an unsustainable manner, whether in terms of finances or the environment. In
addition to water service rates, municipalities face important challenges concerning the
collection of water rates. According to CONAGUA, only 73.8 percent was collected of the
roughly M.X. $42 billion (U.S. $3 billion) billed for drinking water supply services for domestic
use in 2011 (CONAGUA 2012b, 60). This percentage not only raises questions about the low
commercial efficiency of water utilities, but also highlights the problem of non-payment by
water users. This situation becomes a vicious cycle: people do not receive water services of
good quality; users do not pay adequate rates for water services; operators of water utilities
cannot provide services of good quality; and so on. In the end, operators keep working at a loss
and people continue receiving poor quality water services.
This situation is a general trend in Mexico. According to official sources, the national
coverage of drinking water and sewerage was respectively 92 percent and 90.5 percent for
sanitation services by 31 December 2012 (Gobierno de la República 2013, 34). Although these
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coverage rates are relatively high, it would be pertinent to distinguish between different types
of drinking water supply systems. González (2010) provides an example by identifying seven
different forms of access to drinking water in Mexico City: while around 97.6% of the
population in the city has access to drinking water, only 85.07% have a direct access to tap
water within their homes.100
This situation shows that the official coverage rates do not necessarily reflect the actual
conditions of water services, which can vary according to the system of supply, frequency,
availability and water quality (Goicoechea 2004). Major disparities concerning water quality
and water quantity have led to the emergence of a large market for bottled water, as inhabitants
have turned their back on tap water. As seen in Photo 7, stores that sell water in the form of
garrafones (large water jugs) have become a familiar feature of both rural and urban landscapes
across the country.101
In addition to disparities in terms of types of water access, there are significant regional
differences across the country. For example, while Aguascalientes, Mexico City and Coahuila
supply more than 98 percent of their population with drinking water, the state of Guerrero
reported the lowest coverage rate at 72.9 percent. The situation is similar for sewerage services,
which reach 99.5 percent in Mexico City and only 71.4 percent in the state of Oaxaca (Gobierno
de la República 2014, 89).
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The seven forms of access are: home access from the public system; access from the public system located
outside the home, but on the residential property; access from a public fountain or hydrant; access from another
home; access from pipes; access from wells, rivers, streams, lakes or other; non-specified access.
101
For more on what Fournier (2003; 2010) calls the “socially differentiated strategies of water access,” see
Chapter I.B.1.
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Photo 7 “Store Selling Garrafones in Mexico City”

Source: © J. Valdovinos, September 2012.
The store displays its vocation as a “water purifier” (purificadora de agua) that uses “eight
different processes of purification,” which are listed underneath. However, given the lack of
any standardized norms concerning these different filtration and purification processes, there is
no way of guaranteeing the quality of the water. Furthermore, purchasing bottle water clearly
has a higher financial cost than tap water.
Mexico also faces a major problem of water infrastructure maintenance and replacement.
According to the federal government, the country loses between 30 and 50 percent of drinking
water within the distribution systems. These high water losses are mainly due to “the age of
water distribution systems, the lack of control over water pressure and the poor quality of the
equipment used” (Gobierno de la República 2013, 35).
According to Jacques Letondot, the provision of good quality services conditions the
establishment of an adequate system of water services rates: “you cannot increase water rates
simply because you need them to be higher. First, you have to offer a service of good quality
and then you can say the customer, ‘Have you seen the results of my work? Ok then, now it is
possible to increase water rates because in order to provide you with this service, I need you to
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pay more’” (Letondot, interview). For the director of Bal-Ondeo, the poor conditions of water
services in most Mexican cities are proportional to the low water rates paid by the population:
In Mexico, there is a fundamental misconception concerning the payment of water
[services]. In most Mexican municipalities water [services] are paid at absurdly low
rates. [Local populations] have a very poor quality service but it does not matter
because they do not pay. Water is supplied every month or every week but [people]
only pay, I do not know, 5 cents per a cubic meter, so what does it matter? This
favors what we are seeing across all Mexico that is water is wasted in an absolutely
incredible and absurd manner. Mexico is a very rich country in water resources but
it wastes them in a brutal manner (Letondot, interview).
In the opinion of Jérôme Cardineau, the current situation of water services in Mexico is
not only related to lack of adequate rates, but also to a “cultural problem of trying to cut and
run with everything” (Cardineau, interview). For this Veolia executive, who has also held top
positions in Spain, Portugal and China, the only manner to guarantee the provision of good
quality water services is by applying sanctions in the case of non-payment:
In the entire world, the only system that has worked has been [the application of]
penalties, there is not another way. If you appeal to the civic awareness of citizens,
there will not be positive results. It is essential to have a socially accepted system
of water rates and make people to pay for them […]. A lot of didactic action has to
be taken. It is important to explain to the people why they have to pay for water
[services], for what goal, how water services work […]. Once this has been done,
it would be possible to incorporate the culture of payment (Cardineau, interview).
The three factors mentioned above –the politicization of water issues, water policies
oriented toward large-scale infrastructure projects and an unsustainable system of water service
rates– are factors inhibiting a more rapid development of water PPPs in Mexico. Reforming
any of these three factors would require a political consensus at the national scale. On the one
hand, the political system with regard to the election of decision-makers and the institutional
and regulatory frameworks concerning water services rates ought to be modified. On the other
hand, the federal government, via CONAGUA, should promote a water policy oriented toward
the rehabilitation and maintenance of existing water infrastructure rather than continuing to
invest in the construction of large infrastructure projects.
Despite the fact that Veolia and Suez have become leading private companies in the
Mexican water sector, their operations remain limited. Veolia and Suez have mobilized
different types of resources, created capabilities and implemented adaptation strategies. The
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next two sections explore these aspects by briefly delving into the current strategies of Veolia
in Aguascalientes and Suez in Mexico City.

1) Veolia in Aguascalientes: Building Business Networks and a
Local Corporate Image
As shown in Chapter II, Veolia is currently the largest water company in the world. As an active
and powerful actor within the transnational space for water, the company has identified its key
interests (economic and political), mobilized resources, created capabilities and implemented
strategies in all the countries in which it operates. In the case of Mexico, Veolia has built multiactor networks and sought to develop a corporate image that focuses on the local needs of each
client, which entails a solid understanding of the local institutional framework and the ability
to identify business opportunities. This process is clearly illustrated by the activities of Veolia’s
subsidiary, Proactiva Medio Ambiente México, in the city of Aguascalientes.
The operations of this firm go back to the establishment of the first service contract
between the municipality and Servicios de Agua de Aguascalientes (SAASA) in 1989. SAASA
was part of OMSA, a firm set up by the Mexican companies ICA and Banamex. In 1993, Veolia
joined OMSA and SAASA to become Concesionaria de Aguas de Aguascalientes (CAASA)
(Proactiva Medio Ambiente México 2008).
According to Hernan Mateus, current director of business development of Proactiva
México,102 the governor of the state of Aguascalientes at the time, Miguel Angel Barberena,
who, as a “personal friend of the owner or president of ICA,” called on the company to conduct
studies on the conditions of the city’s water networks (Hernan Mateus, interview with Ismael
Aguilar, 24 November 2011, Mexico City). According to the result of the ICA study, there were
“technical deficiencies in the construction and operation of wells and [in] the operation and
maintenance of drinking water and sewerage networks” (Aparicio et al. 2002, 5). In light of
these findings, the municipality signed a service contract with SAASA that provided specific
services in the operation, maintenance and management of water services from 1990 to 1993.
After reviewing the possibility of either continuing with the same scheme or having the state
absorb the utility’s debt, the municipality of Aguascalientes decided to adopt a concession
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Proactiva Medio Ambiente Mexico and Proactiva Mexico are used interchangeably.
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model (Granados 2008, 6–7). The contract was signed on 21 October 1993, stipulating the
transfer of the entire management of drinking water and sewerage services from the
municipality to CAASA for a period of 20 years (CCAPAMA, CAASA 1993, 26).
Although the negotiations of the concession were led by the local government of the
municipality, the state government played a key role in the process. As Otto Granados, governor
of the state of Aguascalientes at the time, related to the author:
Formerly, the government of the state did not have the ability to approve [the
concession] but, of course, we were very enthusiastic and supporters of the
municipality throughout the entire process […]. [Our support was present] from the
design [… and] negotiation of the concession to [its approval] by the town council
and the state parliament. In practice, the original initiative came from the
government of the state (Otto Granados, interview with author, 10 December 2011,
Aguascalientes).
In the words of the former governor, the municipality and state of Aguascalientes chose
to adopt a concession contract for four main reasons. The first involved the conceptual design
of the policies adopted at the national and state levels at the time. Concerning this point,
Granados stated: “I do believe in a small state and in a relatively slim and efficient government.
In that sense, I am pretty liberal. [At that time], we had a conceptual design of that nature”
(Granados, interview).
It is interesting to note that this vision on the proper political and economic role of the
state was not restricted to the former state governor. Quite to the contrary, the policies
implemented by the government of Otto Granados in Aguascalientes were fully aligned with
the economic liberalization policies promoted by the federal government. Otto Granados was
not only an active member of the Institutional Revolutionary Party (Partido Revolucionario
Institucional, PRI), the same political party that was in power at the national level, but also part
of the “inner circle” (Mendieta and Schmidt 2005, 111) of Carlos Salinas de Gortari, president
of Mexico at the time.
The second reason was related to the territorial conditions of the city and the urgent
problem of diminishing water availability. In the words of the former governor:
Aguascalientes is located in a semi-arid area. [In 1963], the government of the
[former] president López Mateos issued a decree […]banning greater or new
exploitation rights of wells and aquifers for agricultural use […]. We had to look
for a market mechanism that induced modifications to the patterns of water
consumption. In that moment, patterns reached 370, 380, maybe 400 liters per
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person per day, a volume that is extremely high for an area with these characteristics
(Granados, interview).
The third factor raised by Granados was the city’s rapid population growth in the early
1990s and the subsequent mushrooming demand for water services: “the city of Aguascalientes
was growing in an accelerated manner […]. We had a lot of people who came from other places
seeking a job. [There were also] new housing developments, which needed to be provided with
drinking water and sewerage services” (Granados, interview).
Finally, the former governor highlighted the utility’s financial problems as the fourth
reason that motivated the local government’s decision:
The operator had an important debt [with CONAGUA and BANOBRAS] which
generated two kinds of problems. The first was that it did not have the resources to
grow and serve those new [housing developments] […]. The second was that there
were no resources for modernizing the city’s old water networks” (Granados,
interview).
The combination of these four challenges led the governor of Aguascalientes to “ask the
municipal president to lead the negotiation group with SAASA” (Granados, interview).
According to Granados, this process “was not a public tender since there was the antecedent of
SAASA, a firm that was already operating in Aguascalientes and later became CAASA”
(Granados, interview).
This statement underscores the conditions that characterized the arrival of Veolia in
Aguascalientes. On the one hand, the city was facing important financial and technical
difficulties concerning its water services. By 1993, it was estimated that the municipality of
Aguascalientes had a debt of M.X. $100 million (U.S. $7.5 million), which greatly increased
after the economic crisis of 1994-1995 (Granados 2008, 7). In addition, the rapid development
of Aguascalientes as an urban industrial center has led to significant migratory movement
coming from within and outside the state and, as a consequence, a greater demand for water
services.103 On the other hand, the involvement of the private sector in the management of water
services was part of the economic liberalization policies adopted at the national level, and which
were reproduced at the state and local levels.
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The textile industry occupied a prominent position within the local economy of Aguascalientes from the mid1800s until the 1970s. Since 1975, the automotive industry has gradually replaced textile activities (Martínez 1994,
135–137).
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The contract entered into force in October 1993. According to the contract’s terms, the
Urban Commission of Drinking Water and Sewage (Comisión Ciudadana de Agua Potable y
Alcantarillado, CCAPAMA)104 became the “supervising entity” for all of Proactiva’s
operations. Article 17 of the contract stipulated that the commission was tasked with executing
“an efficient control and verification of the concession and the services provided to users by the
concessionary.” In addition, the commission had to “supervise the maintenance of the
concession’s financial balance […], supervise the quality and frequency of the service, [as well
as ] receive users’ complaints” (CCAPAMA, CAASA 1993, 12).
Beyond modifying the utility’s management structure, the concession contract also
included new economic and financial clauses. A major aspect concerned to water user rates.
The new manner of establishing rates not only included all the costs for which a public operator
usually charges, but also the “recuperation of the investments made by the concessionary” and
a “reasonable profit” for the firm (CCAPAMA, CAASA 1993, 17–18). These investments
referred to all potential costs that may derive from Proactiva’s operations: the provision of the
services stipulated in the contract; the acquisition of liabilities during the concession; the
utility’s existing debt; the rehabilitation of water infrastructure managed by the company; and
the administration costs for the “operation, conservation and maintenance of infrastructure”
(CCAPAMA, CAASA 1993, 17–18).
A second element involved the capacity of the firm to cut customer water services in case
of non-payment. According to Article 20 of the contract, the concessionary has the right to
“restrict or suspend the provision of the service in case the user does not pay two or more water
invoices and after addressing a notification 15 days in advance” (CCAPAMA, CAASA 1993,
15).
The increase of water services rates in 1994 and 1995, as well as the controversial
capacity of the firm to suspend the provision of water services to those who did not pay, led to
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CAPA was created in 1984 as a decentralized public municipal entity for the operation, management and
conservation of the drinking water and sewerage services of the city of Aguascalientes. In 1991, when the service
contract was signed with SAASA, CAPA became the Comisión de Agua Potable y Alcantarillado del Municipio
de Aguascalientes (CAPAMA) and its functions were limited to the management of new water infrastructure
projects. In 1996, the concession contract with CAASA was renegotiated and CAPAMA became the Comisión
Ciudadana de Agua Potable y Alcantarillado del Municipio de Aguascalientes (CCAPAMA). Today, the
CCAPAMA has three main functions: 1) supervision of the operation and water rates collection of Proactiva, 2)
operation and maintenance of the wastewater treatment plants under the commission’s jurisdiction, and 3)
provision of customer services (Group interview with executives of CCPAMA: Beatriz Hernández, Jaime Antonio
García, Rafael Berúmen, Jorge Antonio Rodríguez, interview with author, 9 December 2011, Aguascalientes).
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increasing sentiments of discontent in the city. In the words of Enriqueta Medellín, president of
the local NGO Conciencia Ecológica, the concession was established in a context of strong
opposition from organized groups within civil society. As she explained to the author:
[The process] was very turbid [and] opaque. There was little information about it
[…]. We denounced this and called for public consultations. Everything was dealt
with under the table. Of course we did not like the concession contract because it
had everything except equity. Since then, we have been pushing and pushing [for a
more strict control over the firm’s activities] (Enriqueta Medellín, interview with
author, 8 December 2011, Aguascalientes).
The social opposition was exacerbated by the national economic crisis of 1995 and the
municipal elections (Caldera 2006, 199). Social opposition led to a change in political colors,
with the victory of Alfredo Reyes of the National Action Party (Partido Acción Nacional, PAN).
While the municipality was now governed by the PAN, the governor of the state of
Aguascalientes was still a member of the PRI. Although Alfredo Reyes actively mobilized the
idea of “remunicipalizing” the provision of water services during his political campaign, once
elected the new mayor decided to conduct a “rescue” of water services in March 1996 (Caldera
2006, 199). Ultimately, this rescue resulted in the renegotiation of the concession contract.
In the words of Alfredo Reyes, the modifications made to the contract were preceded by
an in-depth audit carried out by the local government over Proactiva’s operations: “when we
arrived as the first municipal government from the PAN tradition, we had the task of carrying
out an on-site investigation [of the firm’s performance]. The audit was in three areas: legal,
financial and technical” (Alfredo Reyes, interview with author, 9 December 2011,
Aguascalientes). According to Reyes, this audit led the municipal government to “realize that
[the contract] was locked everywhere,” and that returning to public management would be much
difficult than expected. He raised three main difficulties related to the terms of the concession
contract:
First, the drinking water utility of Aguascalientes, called CAPAMA, was a chimera
since the firm had fired [many employees] and there was no one who could provide
the service. From the moment that we broke off our relationship with the company,
it would be them who had the human resources to provide the services. [… Second],
from a legal point of view […] we had to pay [significant] penalties if we wanted
to cancel the contract […]. [Finally, the model had large] financial problems [since]
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it had a debt of M.X. $200 million105 at the time […]. He who kept the model would
also have to keep that debt (Reyes, interview).
In light of these circumstances, Alfredo Reyes explained his experience as leader in the
concession contract renegotiation process with Proactiva in 1996:
We were dialoguing, threatening [the firm] that we were going to terminate the
concession [...] if we did not sit down to negotiate modifications to the concession
in order to have a more balanced contract and not oriented towards the [interests]
of the firm. Three months later, we decided to apply a legal model called theory of
unforeseen events, which let us take back control over the concession in the name
of public interest […]. We kept control over water services for a month, until we
could sit and negotiate with both the French and even […] Bernardo Quintana
[ICA’s owner]. It was the only way to talk to him, because these personalities never
talk to the municipal president of a town or a city; they only talk with state
governors (Reyes, interview).
As this statement shows, the renegotiation of the contract took place within a context of
political opposition to the PPP, an on-going economic crisis that affected the entire national
economy and unfavorable local public opinion. As Reyes pointed out, the concession contract
was renegotiated in three main areas. First, the scheme for calculating water service rates was
modified. According to Article 26 of the modified contract, rates were established on the basis
of two components. The first was the “concessionary part,” which included the company’s
“operation and maintenance costs as well as the recuperation of [its] investments related to
drinking water and sewerage services” (CCAPAMA, CAASA 1996, 23). The second was called
the “concedent part” and encompassed the investments made by the grantor in accordance with
the contract as well as the rights of CCAPAMA, CONAGUA, the state government and the
social support fund (CCAPAMA, CAASA 1996, 23). In addition, it was stipulated that water
service rates should be fixed monthly and a new index system was incorporated (see Annex 4).
For the former mayor, a second major change was the creation of the social support fund.
As various CCAPAMA executives explained to the author in a group interview, this fund is
“allocated for seniors, retired people, pensioners and low-income people […] whose first 10m3
of monthly water consumption is subsidized by 50 percent” (CCAPAMA executives,
interview).

105

Approximately U.S. $15 million.
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Finally, the third aspect Reyes discussed was the 10-year extension of the concession.
While prolonging the contract was strongly criticized by the political opposition, Alfredo Reyes
explained the reason that led him to make this decision:
Any economist or even people with common sense understand that if you gain the
same [amount] and [suddenly] your monthly fee increases because of inflation
circumstances, how are you going to do to pay? The sole manner to pay is to extend
the due date in order to diminish your monthly fee [...]. [The contract’s extension]
was a proposal from the company. [Executives from Proactiva told us]: “ok, we
accept to establish rates on the basis of real costs [and] the creation of the social
support fund but give us 10 more years. It is the only way we have to diminish
rates.” [We understood that] there has to be an internal rate of return on their
investments. They are not Sisters of Charity, nor the government; [they are not
there] to subsidize the rate or the service (Reyes, interview).
As this statement demonstrates, the company mobilized its human and organization
resources to negotiate the extension of the contract. While Veolia, one of CAASA’s
stakeholders at the time, has extensive experience in renegotiating contracts in different
countries, the local context of Aguascalientes greatly accelerated this process. Since the
contract was modified in 1996, the relationships between the firm and the consecutive
municipal governments have reached a certain level of “stability.” As Humberto Blancarte,
general director of Proactiva in Aguascalientes, explained to the author: “[this project] has gone
through a learning curve for both partners in order to arrive at this complete and mature model.
[While there] are still situations that require more care, there is more certainty now, particularly
concerning the legal and regulatory frameworks” (Humberto Blancarte, interview with author,
28 October 2011, San Luis Potosi). In his opinion, while the electoral political system of
alternation has an impact on the firm’s communication with local public authorities, this aspect
does not condition their performance:
It is complicated for us that every two years and a half, three years when we are
lucky, [local authorities…] change and unfortunately they take with them their
entire technical team. A different team arrives and it has to learn everything all over
again […]. The first year there is a little mistrust, the second year is the
consolidation and the third year is ‘bye, and let’s see who is coming next’
(Blancarte, interview).
The government of the municipality of Aguascalientes has conducted several financial
audits since 1998. The first resulted in the strengthening of regulatory mechanisms. On the one
hand, the water law of the state of Aguascalientes of 2000 provided CCAPAMA with greater
regulatory capacity and autonomy in the management of its own resources (Caldera 2008, 208).
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On the other hand, the Water Institute of the State of Aguascalientes (Instituto del Agua del
Estado de Aguascalientes, INAGUA) was created as a decentralized public entity of the
government. INAGUA’s mission is to
Regulate and coordinate within the state of Aguascalientes the participation of
federal, state and municipal authorities […] in the execution of actions related to
the planning, exploitation, integral and sustainable use, conservation, refilling and
reuse of water, as well as drinking water, sewerage and sanitation services
(Gobierno del Estado de Aguascalientes 2014b).
The institute was created with the goal of “beginning a decentralization process” of the
functions of CONAGUA in the state of Aguascalientes. While CONAGUA remains responsible
for the “operative part” involving the extraction of water at the national level, INAGUA
represents the “normative party in the entire state” (Torregrosa et al. 2003, 21). In addition to
these general functions, INAGUA was also responsible for operating 39 of the 46 wastewater
treatment plants in the state at the end of 2011 (Efrén Villalón, interview with author, 8
December 2011, Aguascalientes). Another major change was the merger between SSASA and
CAASA in October 2001 (Caldera 2008, 209).
The private firm was audited for a second time at the end of 2005 under the mandate of
Martín Orozco, mayor of Aguascalientes from 2005 to 2007. The audit’s results led to the
establishment of joint engagements, including the incorporation of water well owners to the
user register; the adjustment of water consumption levels if air was detected in water networks;
and the extension of the social support fund (CCAPAMA, CAASA 2007; Caldera 2008, 209–
210).
Since Orozco’s term, the city of Aguascalientes has been governed by the PRI and the
government of the state of Aguascalientes has alternated between PAN and PRI (see Table 10).
While the concession of water services has remained a key issue in the campaigns of elected
politicians, Proactiva was audited a third time during the tenure of Lorena Martínez (20112013).
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Table 10 “Mayors and Governors of Aguascalientes, 1987-2014”
Year

Mayor

Political
Party

1987-1989

Héctor del Villar

PRI

1990-1991

Armando Romero

PRI

1991-1992

María Alicia de la Rosa

PRI

1993-1995

Fernando Gómez

PRI

1996-1998

Alfredo Reyes

PAN

1999-2001

Luis Armando Reynoso

2002-2004

State Governor

Political
Party

Miguel Angel Barberena

PRI

Otto Granados

PRI

PAN

Felipe González

PAN

Ricardo Magdaleno

PAN

Juan Jose León (2004)

PAN

2005-2007

Martín Orozco

PAN

2008-2009

Gabriel Arellano

PRI

Luis Armando Reynoso

PAN

2010

Adrián Ventura

PRI

2011-2013

Lorena Martínez

PRI

Carlos Lozano

PRI

2014-2016 Juan Antonio Martín

PAN

Source: elaborated by author based on H. Ayuntamiento de Aguascalientes 2014a; Gobierno
del Estado de Aguascalientes 2014a.
In an interview with the author, the former Mayor of Aguascalientes Lorena Martínez
referred to the relationship between the municipality and Proactiva as “highly coordinated”:
There is extraordinary communication. [We] have a relationship of high
coordination in terms of work and the efforts that we are making.[106] That is
fundamental if we want this to keep working. We are departing from a relationship
of trust […] not only with local executives but also with executives at the national
and international levels (Lorena Martínez, interview with author, 10 December
2011, Aguascalientes).
Despite the good communication between both partners, the former mayor explained the
reasons that led her to order an “integral audit” of Proactiva’s performance:
Starting this year, we are going to conduct a first integral audit of the concessionary
[...]. Depending on the audit’s results, we will reconsider the relationship that the
These “efforts” refer in particular to the Integral Plan of Water Operation Improvement (Plan Integral de
Mejora de Operación Hidráulica, PIMOH). This M.X. $330 million plan (U.S. $24.9 million) was established in
November 2011 between CCAPAMA, CONAGUA and CAASA, with the goal of “improving the provision of
water services, controlling the pressure and leaks in the networks as well as increasing the physical efficiency of
the utility” (El Sol del Centro 2011).
106
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municipality has [with the firm]. We do not have the certainty that this concession
is overly beneficial [for the firm or if] we are receiving what ethically and legally
corresponds us. The issue is that these audits have not been done, and according to
the contract, [the municipality] has the right to conduct them and the concessionary
has to cover the costs of these audits (Martínez, interview).
On 12 May 2011, the executive board of CCAPAMA authorized the audit. The technical
and financial study was conferred on the Instituto Tecnológico de Estudios Superiores de
Monterrey, Aguascalientes campus, and cost M.X. $6.8 million (U.S. $514,389) (CCAPAMA
2012, 3). Generally speaking, the audit produced negative results concerning the firm’s
performance, CCAPAMA’s regulatory role and the future sustainability of water resources in
the city.
The study concluded that “[…] the concession contract favors the concessionary’s benefit
rather than social interest. The municipal water authority does not execute its regulation and
supervision functions properly” (CCAPAMA, Tec de Monterrey 2012, 2). In response,
Proactiva presented a series of “observations” regarding the results of the audit. According to
the firm “the conclusions presented by the auditing team [… gave] a partial and inexact vision.
[… This negative vision] is excessive since it does not correspond to the realities of the
provision of [water] services in the country and does not integrate the historic trajectory of the
concession” (Proactiva Medio Ambiente. CAASA 2012, 2). In light of the audit’s results, the
relationship between the municipality of Aguascalientes and Proactiva has grown more tense
in recent years.

a) Adaptation Strategies
The concession contract with the municipality of Aguascalientes represents the oldest and most
extensive experience of Veolia in Mexico. Over time, this firm has implemented different
strategies that have permitted it to continue operating within changing scenarios. In the words
of Hernan Mateus, director of business development of Proactiva México, this project has led
the company “to go through all experiences imaginable (por las de dulce, chile y manteca)” and
to “suffer everything that it could suffer” (Mateus, interview). Using these idioms, Mateus
equally highlights the capacity of the firm to renew and adapt its corporate strategy to difficult
and volatile circumstances.
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Representatives of the firm and local authorities who were interviewed by the author
generally considered the contract between Proactiva and Aguascalientes as “successful,”
although they recognize that improvements could be made. In the words of Humberto
Blancarte, general director of Proactiva in Aguascalientes, the success of this project is greatly
due to
The persistence, efficiency [… and] methodology that we have as operators […
and] the political will of local authorities to keep this experience in place. [The
support] has not been from everyone nor at every moment, but in general terms I
think that [local authorities] have recognized that we are alleviating the
municipality’s responsibility of providing a basic service (Blancarte, interview).
Similarly, Mateus pointed out that, although the contract remains “perfectible as
everything,” the concession “has very interesting mechanisms that make of it a successful
model.” In his view, these mechanisms include a system of differentiated rates; the relocation
of politicians within CCAPAMA; a clause of immediate recession of the concession; and a
long-term amortization of investments (Mateus, interview).
For Otto Granados, former governor of the state of Aguascalientes and staunch supporter
of the project at the time, the success of this PPP is also linked to its “survival” of changes in
the political affiliation of different mayors. As he pointed out: “I think that it is a successful
model because it is still in place. There has not been a municipal government, whether of the
PRI or the PAN, which has not promised [the remunicipalization of the service] within the last
ten years” (Granados, interview).
In addition to this element, Granados commented on the progress made by the firm in
terms of the condition of water services: “the provision of drinking water supply has increased
[…]; the quality of the water is much better than in the past; […and] water consumption has
evidently diminished. From the 370-380 L that people consumed per day before 1994, I think
that now [the average] is about 270-280 L” (Granados, interview).
This vision was shared by Lorena Martínez, former mayor of Aguascalientes, who in an
interview with the author pointed out:
The municipal government has obtained enormous advantages from the concession
contract. The first of them is related […to subsidies of water services rates]. The
municipal and state governments [subsidized] more or less 60 percent of the water
services rate [… before the concession took place] […]. There was a deficient
collection of water rates by the local authority. Secondly, […] the physical
efficiency of our network was around 40 percent, [which means] that 40 L reached
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their destiny and 60 got lost in the way. Now, with the concession contract we have
reached an efficiency of 64 percent (Martínez, interview).
While representatives of the concessionary and the city’s public authorities raised the
positive aspects of the concession during the field work carried out for this dissertation,
CCAPAMA has been adopting a more critical position over the firm’s performance since
September 2012.107 The continuous changes of the perceptions of local authorities over
Proactiva’s performance clearly illustrate the need for the firm to constantly adapt its
development strategy. Over time Veolia, through its subsidiary Proactiva, has implemented
several actions in Aguascalientes in order to adapt its image to the changing local context.
The current strategy of Proactiva in Aguascalientes is built on three main axes. The first
refers to the construction of business networks, which can be established within the same firm
(intra-firm networks), between two or more firms (inter-firms networks) or between a firm and
an external actor (extra-firm) (see Chapter I.B.3).
The group has modified its internal organization several times, particularly regarding the
parent-subsidiary relationship. Thus, after Veolia acquired the total capital of Proactiva Medio
Ambiente, the group undertook a process of standardization of its brand and a restructuring of
Proactiva’s internal organization. As Humberto Blancarte pointed out, as far back as 2011 the
group was seeking to position the brand at different levels: “we have been trying to position the
brand within the last years. […] This has started having an impact on the position [of Proactiva
Medio Ambiente] at the national and Latin American levels […]. We are standardizing our way
of doing things: uniforms, responses to customers, exchange of experiences” (Blancarte,
interview).
The implementation of this strategy in Aguascalientes is illustrated in Figure 20. Photos
1 and 3 show the logo of the firm “Proactiva Medio Ambiente CAASA” which is clearly
exposed, whether on the back of a water pipe or on the front glass of an office of rate collectors.
The standardization of the image of employees is illustrated in Photos 1 and 3, which show the
official uniforms for both employees in the field and those in customer service.

For example, CCAPAMA qualified the dismissal of more than 60 employees by Proactiva as “terrible” in a
press release in June 2014. In the same document, the commission also stated that “there is non-compliance by
Proactiva, since the provision of water services remains ‘deficient’ […] and the discount programs were
suspended” (H. Ayuntamiento de Aguascalientes 2014b, 1).
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Figure 20 “Standardizing the Image of Veolia’s Subsidiary Proactiva Medio Ambiente in
Aguascalientes”

Photo 1: Employees of Proactiva distributing water in pipes in the city of Aguascalientes; Photo
2: Customer service office; Photo 3: Office for Water Service Rates Collection.
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Veolia has partnered with several Mexican companies in order to increase its resources
and capabilities in the country’s market of water services. In the specific case of Aguascalientes,
the firm continues to operate with its original partner, the Mexican engineering company ICA.
The French group has also come to favor the establishment of extra-firm networks with
several local entities. This strategy remains highly significant in the case of Aguascalientes, a
city that has been characterized by historic and close relationships between the local political
élite and business managers.108 As Eugenio Herrera explains, “[in Aguascalientes],
entrepreneurs have obtained municipal power every year, they participate in decision-making
within mixed state committees and it is easy to find entrepreneurs who become public
employees and vice versa. They also play several roles at the same time: ‘government is
business and business is government’” (Herrera 1996, 30).
Proactiva has come to understand the central role that business plays in economic and
political life, not only in the city but also at the state level. As Humberto Blancarte explained to
the author, building networks with business and political leaders constitutes a key element of
the firm’s strategy:
We have succeeded in participating in local events. [For example] we are
collaborating with chambers of industry [and] supporting several events of
municipal governments. We are trying to integrate ourselves into the daily life [of
the city] […]. I think that this has helped people get to know us and recognize the
efforts that we are making. We have had meetings with chambers of industry in
order to inform them about the development and process of our progress. This gives
them confidence and tranquility (Blancarte, interview).
An example of this strategy is the close collaboration between Proactiva and the
Corporate Center of Aguascalientes (Centro Empresarial de Aguascalientes, CEA), the union
of entrepreneurs in the state. This center was created on 30 January 1981 and is part of the
Mexican Employers’ Confederation (Confederación Patronal de la República Mexicana,
COPARMEX) (Coparmex Aguascalientes 2013). As one of the two biggest sponsors of CEA,
Proactiva holds a visible and important position in the events organized by the confederation
(see photo 8). By participating in multi-actor events, Proactiva remains in frequent contact with
decision-makers and business leaders, where it is able to promote its interests via lobbying
tactics.
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For more information see J. A. Rodríguez 2008; Alba 2001.
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Photo 8 “Building Extra-Firm Networks: Sponsorship of Proactiva of Coparmex
Aguascalientes”

In the “monthly luncheon” of Coparmex Aguascalientes of 5 December 2011, several
entrepreneurs met in order to talk about the most relevant issues for the city at the time. Lorena
Martínez, former mayor of Aguascalientes, was the guest speaker. She made reference to the
“good level of the city’s urban services” and mentioned the imminent establishment of the
PIMOH in partnership with Proactiva and CONAGUA. The image on the left shows the logo
of Proactiva Medio Ambiente as one of the sponsors of the event.
In addition to the establishment of networks with industry, the firm also seeks to reinforce
its presence in the public and social spheres. In the words of Ignacio Macías, director of social
communication of Veolia Mexico, and who works for the Aguascalientes project, the company
seeks to “be part of the socio-economic life of the state” (Ignacio Macías, interview with author,
5 December 2011, Aguascalientes). As he emphasized in a corporate presentation, the firm
collaborates actively with municipal and state authorities and other “social” entities, such as the
Red Cross and the National System for Integral Family Development (Sistema Nacional para
el Desarrollo Integral de la Familia, DIF). For Macías, all these actions are part of the firm’s
public relations, which seek to “favor the access” of key people to the company’s activities and
to identify “legitimate” business opportunities (Macias, interview).
The establishment of business networks is strongly related to the second axis on which
Proactiva bases its strategy: agenda setting and political communication. According to Macías,
the company undertakes different “strategic actions” with the goal of enhancing its public image
as “true socio-economic agents” and not as “the enterprise that opens and closes water faucets”
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(Macías, interview). While building an active strategy of political communication has an impact
on the reputation and visibility of the firm, it can also influence agenda setting at the local scale.
Considering the potential impact that this strategy can have on the firm’s image, Proactiva
has mobilized a large degree of human, reputation, and organizational resources in
Aguascalientes. Examples include continuously monitoring of local and national media;
funding research projects; organizing guided visits; and conferences on the new culture of water
(Veolia 2014c; Macías, interview). Figure 21 shows two examples of the actions undertaken by
Proactiva in Aguascalientes. While the image on the left shows the required form for
“requesting a chat on water culture,” the image on the right details to the requirements needed
for organizing a guided visit.

Figure 21 “Instruments of Veolia’s Political Communication Strategy: Making Proactiva
Aguascalientes a Local Key Actor”

Source: Veolia 2014c.
The third and last axis of Proactiva’s strategy corresponds to technological innovation.
While Veolia largely promotes its technological rent at the global scale (see Chapter II.B.3),
Proactiva diffuses its know-how in water and waste services in Latin America. In the case of
Aguascalientes, the company largely bases its performance on the continuous progress made in
commercial efficiency. According to the firm, water services rates collection has reached 92
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percent in Aguascalientes, a high percentage that is due in large part to the use of advanced
technology in water metering and the provision of high quality customer service (Proactiva
Medio Ambiente México 2008, 33).
All these actions are illustrative of the core elements of Proactiva’s strategy in
Aguascalientes. Moreover, the implementation of adaptation strategies remains just as essential
for Proactiva’s parent company, Veolia, which seeks to increase its “footprint and achieve its
growth goals in Latin America” (Global Water Intelligence 2014b). More precisely, the group
proclaims a “permanent vocation” in Mexico through “long-term investments and the
implementation and adaptation of global experience in the region” (Proactiva Medio Ambiente
México 2013b). The case of Aguascalientes remains highly useful for the group in attaining
such global experience.
As Lorena Martínez, former mayor of the city, pointed out: “transnational companies
have a lot of interest in making the concession of Aguascalientes a very successful model […].
I think that, as a company, [the quality of its services is] the only flag and calling card they have
for opening opportunities in other cities of the world” (Martínez, interview).
The adaptation strategies implemented by Proactiva in Aguascalientes have permitted the
company to continue operating in a relatively “stable” local context. Though the group portrays
this PPP as a “successful” experience with the goal of creating new business opportunities, the
development of Veolia has remained limited. Despite the fact that the federal government is
currently carrying out reforms to the institutional and regulatory framework in order to promote
water PPPs, in practice there are still political forces that limit private water participation at the
national scale.
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2) Suez in Mexico City: Reproducing Business Models and
Improving Political Communication
As in the case of Veolia, Suez has implemented a corporate adaptation strategy across Mexico.
While the concession contract of Aguascalientes remains the largest and oldest experience for
Veolia, the service contract of Mexico City is the “reference case” for Suez.
On 15 March 1993, the Department of the Federal District (Departmento del Distrito
Federal, DDF) through the Water Commission of the Federal District (Comisión de Aguas del
Distrito Federal, CADF),109 awarded four “general contracts” to four different consortia for the
provision of commercial services and specific water infrastructure tasks. These contracts were
established for 10 years and have been extended five times (in 2004, 2009, 2010, 2011 and
2014).
As in the case of Aguascalientes, the decision to involve the private sector in the provision
of specific water services in Mexico City was greatly influenced by the adoption of neoliberal
policies at national, state and local levels. During the presidency of Carlos Salinas de Gortari
(1988-1994), the country put in place policies oriented towards economic liberalization and
greater private participation in several fields. By the early 1990s, the figure of the president
exerted significant influence over the policies and programs adopted by state governors.
Unlike other Mexican states and municipalities, Mexico City was not governed by an
elected mayor, but by a “direct presidential appointee who automatically held a high cabinet
position in the Federal Government” (Haggarty, Brook, and Zuluaga 2001, 18–19). In 1997,
city residents gained the right to elect their mayor. This factor remains essential in the analysis
of the strategies of water TNCs at national and local scales. Whereas in the case of
Aguascalientes, the close collaboration between the president and the former state governor at
the time favored the adoption of a concession model, in Mexico City it was the federal
government itself that decided to delegate the city’s commercial water services to several
private companies.
Today, the local government of Mexico City is constituted by a governor, a legislative
assembly and a superior court of justice. In addition, the city is divided into 16 political units
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These entities were replaced by the Government of the Federal District (Gobierno del Distrito Federal, GDF)
and the Water System of Mexico City (Sistema de Aguas de la Ciudad de México, SACMEX).
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called delegaciones, each of which is headed by a local municipal authority known as a
delegado.
In accordance with the national economic liberalization policies, the federal government
created the CADF in 1992 as the entity responsible for the provision of water services, as well
as the regulation and management of water policies in the city. The commission put in place a
“new water strategy,” which sought to 1) increase the collection of water service rates and
improve the conditions of water infrastructure, and 2) promote the involvement of the private
sector in the operation of the city’s water systems (Martínez 2002, 169).
By identifying these aspects as the two most important axes of the city’s water policy, the
commission intended to “solve” its financial insufficiency. Indeed, at the time the contracts
were signed, Mexico City faced huge challenges in terms of institutional governance, the
collection of water service rates and the maintenance of water infrastructure. On the one hand,
the participation of several entities in the management of the city’s water services led to
relatively weak coordination and communication among them. The General Direction of Water
Construction and Operation (Dirección General de Construcción y Operación Hidraúlica,
DGCOH) was responsible for the management of water infrastructure, the Treasury Department
of the Federal District (Tesorería del Departamento del Distrito Federal) was in charge of water
service rates collection, and the CADF provided the city with water services and was the
normative entity for water policy (Valdovinos 2011, 47).
On the other hand, most of the water consumption of the city’s inhabitants was not
measured, and as a consequence, not paid. Water service rates were fixed and the percentage of
collection was very low. As Contreras points out, in 1993 only 60 percent of water users were
registered, 7 percent of water intakes had a meter and water leaks reached 37 percentage
(Contreras 2008, 124). The convergence between the national economic liberalization policies
in the water sector and the city’s water systems led the DDF, via the CADF, to issue an
international call for tenders for the provision of services related to the drinking water and
sewerage services on 13 November 1992.
Although international organizations and leading water TNCs were actively promoting
the adoption of concession contracts by the early 1990s, federal authorities chose to implement
a PPP scheme for the city that included several stages and consortia. According to the original
call for tenders, selected companies had to provide “professional and technical services in two
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or more zones in which the Federal District will be divided. [These zones] will be determined
at the moment of awarding the contract and will be exclusive for each contractor” (CADF 1992
in Omaña 2002, 172). The call for tenders stipulated that the responding consortia could involve
foreign investments if these did not “determine the management and effective control of the
company” (CADF 1992 in Omaña 2002, 175). In addition, the involvement of the private sector
was structured around three main stages with the idea of gradually increasing private
participation. The first stage aimed to produce reliable information on water service users and
the conditions of water networks. The second stage sought to increase the collection of water
service rates and the third stage was planned to improve the management and operation of water
networks (see Table 11).

Table 11 “The Three Stages of Private Sector Involvement in Mexico City’s Water
Services”
First Stage
Completion of a water service users census
Regularization of water intakes and water meters
Mapping of the primary and secondary drinking, sewerage and treated water networks
Second Stage
Processing request forms for service and installation of new water intakes
Processing information related to the reading of water consumption
Technical support for determining water rights, issuance and distribution of water bills
Water service rates collection
Maintenance, reparation and replacement of water meters
Third Stage
Operation and maintenance of distribution water networks
Detection and reparation of water leaks
Maintenance, rehabilitation and extension of secondary water distribution networks
Source : elaborated by author based on CADF 1992, 1–2 in Omaña 2002, 175.
On 1 February 1993, the CADF received seven proposals.110 One month later, local
authorities issued the final pronouncement and the contracts111 were finally established in
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The seven responding consortia were 1) Industrias del Agua, 2) Bufete Industrial, Lyonnaise des Eaux-Dumez,
Anglian Water, Plc and Bancomer, 3) Servicios de Agua Potable, 4) Grupo GUTSA and North West Water
International Limited, 5) Geo Servicios Públicos and Sociedad de Aguas de Barcelona, 6) Triturados Basálticos
y Derivados and Thames Water International Services Holdings Limited, and 7) Grupo Mexicano de Desarrollo
and Biwater de México (Martínez 2002, 177).
111
In legal terms, these contracts are “concession titles.” The term “concession” should not be confused with a
model of integral concession of the management of water services. In reality, the SACMEX remains the owner of
water infrastructure and the entity responsible for providing water services in the city. The activities of the
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September and October 1993 (Auditoría Superior de la Ciudad de México 1992, 12). As Table
11 shows, four consortia, each integrating one Mexican company (51 percent) and one foreign
company (49 percent), were selected to operate in one of the four zones within which the city
was divided. Over time, these joint-ventures have changed. In September 2014, the consortia
were composed as follows: 1) Proactiva Medio Ambiente SAPSA (ICA and Veolia), 2)
Industrias del Agua de la Ciudad de México (Peñoles, Suez), 3) Tecnología y Servicios del
Agua (Peñoles, Suez), and 4) Agua de México (Grupo Mexicano de Desarrollo) (SACMEX
2014) (see Table 12).
Table 12 “Private Participation in Mexico City’s Water Services,
by Zone and by Consortia (1993-2014)”
Zone

A

Political Units
(Delegaciones)
Gustavo A.
Madero,
Cuauhtémoc and
Azcapotzalco

B

Venustiano
Carranza,
Iztacalco, Benito
Juárez and
Coyoacán

C

Iztapalapa,
Tláhuac,
Xochimilco and
Milpa Alta

D

Tlalpan,
Magdalena
Contreras, Álvaro
Obregón,
Cuajimalpa and
Miguel Hidalgo

Area
(km2)
200

Consortia
1993
Sistema de Agua
Potable SAPSA (ICA,
Générale des Eaux,
Banamex)

138

Industrias del Agua de
la Ciudad de México
IACMEX (Socios
Ambientales de
Monterrey, Severn
Trent)

617

Tecnología y Servicios
de Agua TECSA
(Bufete Industrial,
Lyonnaise des Eaux,
Anglian Water et
Bancomer)

538

Agua de México
AGUAMEX (GUTSA,
North West Water
Group)

Consortia
2014
SAPSA
(ICA-Veolia)

IACMEX
(Peñoles-SUEZ)

TECSA
(Peñoles-SUEZ)

AGUAMEX
(GUTSA)

Source: updated from Valdovinos 2011, 48.

companies are limited to the provision of commercial services (water meter reading, billing and customer service)
and specific public works in water networks according to the needs of the SACMEX.
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The unique nature of these contracts lay in the selection of four joint-ventures and the
division of the city into four zones. Why did public authorities decide to implement such a
strategy? Martínez highlighted the joint use of financial, technological and human resources as
a major reason for the choice of several companies:
[Selected] companies [were] applying advanced technology which, in most cases,
[was] given by foreign companies (French and English) and used in other
experiences, particularly in European cities. [...] Mexican entrepreneurs, together
with the government of the city, [were] those who participate[d] with the capital
(Martínez 2002, 181).
This vision was shared by the researcher Boris Marañón, who stated that local authorities
sought to sign contracts with several companies in order to guarantee good provision of
services. In his opinion, decision-makers did recognize the financial capacity of Mexican
companies at the time, but they expected that foreign companies could bring technological
advances and broader know-how (Boris Marañón, interview with author, Mexico City, 16
February 2012). In addition to this factor, Ramón Aguirre, current General Director of
SACMEX, pointed out that the establishment of joint-ventures was a general trend at the time:
“Foreign companies [associate with a local partner] in order to gain the contacts
and the management capacity of local companies. [... These firms] have networks
and know the [local] idiosyncrasies and how to do the paperwork. [This strategy] is
more a decision of companies than one of the government” (Ramón Aguirre,
interview with author, Mexico City, 9 February 2012).
Indeed, the choice of contracting companies with Mexican and foreign participation was
greatly influenced by the international context. While international organizations were
promoting the adoption of water PPPs among local authorities, the largest water TNCs were
diffusing their resources and capabilities all around the world.
The question of dividing the city into four zones is also highly revealing. According to
Martínez, this decision was made on the basis of three official “strategic reasons.” The first was
the idea of increasing competition by involving several firms in the process. A second reason
was the possibility of working simultaneously in the four delegations with the greatest potential
to collect a high degree of water services rates. Finally, local authorities sought to promote “the
creation of four very solid companies in the [water industry] for increasing competition at the
national level” (Casasús 1993 in Omaña 2002, 178).
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While the official motivations given by public authorities were related to competition,
Marañón stated that the city was divided into four zones on the basis of a purely “political
question.” In his opinion, the CADF did not want to provide one firm with the entire
management of the city’s water systems since that would mean the “mortgage” of the
government to the good will of one company. Moreover, Mexico City was (and remains) the
political center of the country, and the emerging organized civil society could become an
obstacle for the implementation of the project (Marañón, interview).
More than 20 years after the initial establishment of the contracts, the current director of
SACMEX qualified the division of the city into four zones as “appropriate.” In his words,
having four contracts does not constitute a challenge for the public entity: “each company
knows what to do [...]. If these contracts are totally independent and they do not interrupt or
interfere [with the activities of each other company], having 4, 5 or 10 contracts should not be
a problem” (Aguirre, interview). In addition, he argued that this division has provided the
SACMEX with the possibility of comparing the work and performance of each company:
All the companies operating in the city are professional [...] and meet the goals for
which they were contracted. However, there are some enterprises that better
disposed than others. I am not going to give you names but two out of the four
companies [operating in the city] have a better disposition to solve certain
situations. I am not saying that the other two firms do not do their work but it is like
if you go to the bank and the cashier smiles at you while he is assisting you or he is
upset. The work is done in either situations but the treatment is different (Aguirre,
interview).
As Map 11 shows, the city remains divided into the four zones. While SAPSA and
AGUAMEX hold their original areas, Bal-Ondeo (composed by Peñoles and Suez) operates in
the remaining two zones under its subsidiaries TECSA and IACMEX.112 Public authorities of
Mexico City and water companies have renewed the contracts five times. Each extension
usually entails slight modifications regarding the activities of the companies, particularly in
terms of purchasing water meters; the quality of customer service; an update of the water service
users’ census; the issuance of water bills; and incentives for identifying illegal water intakes
(Aguirre, interview). Despite these modifications, the activities of the consortia have not
followed the pre-conceived plan of three stages. While the idea was that companies would
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H. Mateus, director of business development of Proactiva Mexico, looks unfavorably on the participation of
Bal-Ondeo in two of the four zones. In his words, this situation is “illegal” since the current normativity stipulates
that “the concession should be given to four independent consortia” (Mateus, interview).
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become responsible for water distribution services, their operations have remained limited to
the provision of commercial and specific water infrastructure tasks (SACMEX 2014).113
Map 11 “Private Companies Operating in Mexico City, by Zone, 2014”

113

Following a request from the Federal Institute for Information Access and Data Protection (Instituto Federal
de Acceso a la Información y Protección de Datos, IFAI), SACMEX has published the four contracts with each
company, the corresponding annexes and the extensions of 2009, 2010 and 2011. For access to these documents
see SACMEX 2014.
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From the point of view of the managers of Veolia and Suez, this situation is related to the
characteristics of the city and the involvement of several decision-makers in the elaboration of
water policies. In the words of Jérôme Cardineau, director of the water division of Proactiva
Mexico, all of the consortia working with SACMEX lack “operating freedom” because of
decision-making problems:
I think that it has to do with the [...] wild growth of the Federal District [...]. The
more the city grows, the bigger the problem is and the smaller the planning capacity
of local authorities becomes [...]. People at the head of SACMEX are qualified but
they are blocked by the internal politicking within delegaciones [...]. When you see
the implications of bringing water here and how the city keeps growing, saving
water is capital and they are aware. There are big strategic lines [...] that are smart
but they are not carried out because there are decision-making problems. The
situation does not improve, it is very sad (Cardineau, interview).
At the same time, for the manager of Proactiva’s activities in Aguascalientes, Humberto
Blancarte, the experience of Mexico City “has not progressed.” In his opinion, local authorities
have not wanted to delegate the integral operation of the city’s water system because of the
historic presence of labor unions. For him, the establishment of short-term extensions of
contracts
... is in no one’s interest since there is uncertainty concerning the application of
resources to improve [customer service] offices and making investments. If the
schema were clearer, we would obviously have the technical and financial capacity
for substantially improving things in Mexico City. Local authorities could then
focus on other actions related to social aspects or public works (Blancarte,
interview).
These arguments were also raised by executives of Suez. For example, Jacques Letondot,
executive director of Bal-Ondeo, believes that the increase of private participation has been
stopped by “political problems” with the leaders of delegaciones and labor unions. As he related
to the author: “[SACMEX] does not publish it, but you know that between 16 and 18 thousand
people work at SACMEX and several of them are members of a labor union. How do you
manage this? It is almost impossible” (Letondot, interview).
A second example is provided by Bertrand Camus, CEO of Suez Environnement North
America, who since 2010, anticipated that the operations of Bal-Ondeo in Mexico City were
not going to change significantly:
[By October 2010, managers of SACMEX] said that they were ready to issue a call
for tenders [to increase the scope of our activities] by spring 2011. The most likely
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event is that they are not going to be ready and especially if Ebrard is the left-wing
candidate for the presidential elections. [He knows that] privatizing Mexico City’s
water services is not a very intelligent decision at this moment. It is more likely that
nothing is going to happen, as usual, and the whole process will be postponed after
elections (Camus, interview).
For this executive manager, the main problem lies in the fact that water issues “are very,
very politicized [...] along with the [existing] subsidiarity between the federation and states”
(Camus, interview).
Hugo Contreras, a manager of Bal-Ondeo who led the firm’s project in Hermosillo,
expressed the same sentiment, arguing that “things have not progressed” in Mexico City. As he
explained to the author:
I have not seen an evolution. The contract remains the same. When the [project]
began in 93-94 there was a period of growth [...] but at the end of the 1990s, it was
impeded. Now, the contract works as an instrument of the local government for
avoiding high operating costs and hiring more public employees [...]. In the end,
[the project] seems to be an outsourcing of specialized human resources (Hugo
Contreras, interview with author, 26 October 2011, San Luis Potosi).
Furthermore, Contreras stated that the slow development of the project had been
reinforced by the electoral victories of the left-wing political party, the Party of the Democratic
Revolution (Partido de la Revolución Democrática, PRD). In his opinion, the only way that the
situation might change would be with the arrival of a “reformer” at the head of the local
government of Mexico City (Contreras, interview).
These statements clearly reflect the dissatisfaction of Veolia and Suez at not being able
to increase their operations in Mexico City. At the same time, all the executive managers who
were interviewed demonstrated comprehension of the local forces and actors that are blocking
the evolution of the contract.
In order to compare the visions of these companies with that of local authorities, the
director of SACMEX was also questioned on this issue. According to Ramón Aguirre, two main
factors have influenced the limitation of private participation in the management of Mexico
City’s water services.
On the one hand, he stated that the state does not “believe in integral concession
[models],” since “integral concessions have the big disadvantage that they lead to the increase
of water rates [...]. Based on my experience, I think that what can work is a model where the
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government controls the utility and gives specific contracts to private operators in the areas of
commercial services or physical efficiency” (Aguirre, interview).
On the other hand, Aguirre argued that a model with greater private sector involvement
would lead to the dismissal of a large number of public employees from their positions:
Increasing the scope of activities of the concessionaries will necessarily entail an
additional cost for those activities that are already covered by people who were
hired for that task and who cannot be removed from their positions. We are talking
about public employees not only of the SACMEX but also of the delegaciones. [...
For example], when companies began operating in the collection of water services
rates, there were legal problems with public employees that were removed from
their positions as water meter readers [...]. These contracts have been in place for
more than 20 years and these legal problems persist (Aguirre, interview).
All these statements highlight the reasons that have prevented local water authorities from
increasing the scope of private companies’ activities. While adopting a different model would
entail significant political negotiations among decision-makers at multiple politicoadministrative levels, the potential opposition of labor unions and organized civil society
represents a major force of opposition.114
During 2014, social opposition to private water participation in Mexico City rebounded
following the presentation of the Water Law and Hydric Sustainability initiative of Mexico City
(Ley de Agua y Sustentabilidad Hídrica de la Ciudad de México, LAS) on 3 June 2014 by the
city’s current mayor, Miguel Angel Mancera. This initiative considers the delegation of the
construction of drinking water and wastewater treatment plants, the reparation of water leaks
and the installation of 525 thousand micro-meters to the private sector for a 15-year period via
service contracts (Cruz 2014). If this initiative is approved by the legislative assembly, it would
replace the current Water Law of the Federal District and would make the SACMEX a
decentralized entity.
The announcement of this initiative provoked the mobilization of citizens, scholars and
local organizations, which under the national campaign “Water for All, Water for Life,”
denounced the local government’s intention to privatize water services (“Agua Para Todos
Agua Para La Vida” 2014). Although Mancera stated that the initiative proposes the
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The Coalition of Mexican Organizations for the Right to Water (Coalición de Organizaciones Mexicanas por
el Derecho al Agua, COMDA) brings together a large part of this social opposition to water privatization at the
national scale. The COMDA was created in 2005 and is currently formed by 16 networks, NGOs, social movement
groups and an international partner (COMDA 2014).
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modernization of the city’s water system, rather than its privatization (Cruz 2014), the
researcher Rodrigo Gutiérrez viewed this as the beginning of a privatization process: “What […
the city’s local government wants] is that we give autonomy to the SACMEX so that it does not
have any obstacle. This is a technocratic view. It is incredible that a government that calls itself
left-wing wants to apply a program of ultra-right wing” (Pantoja and Vergara 2014).
Social mobilizations against greater involvement of the private sector in the management
of water services in Mexico City remain active, particularly in the political and academic arenas.
Furthermore, increasing social discontent related to water distribution within the city has been
exacerbated by local confrontations for the control of water sources, such as in the case of San
Bartolomeo Ameyalco, as well as the current debate on the elaboration of a new National Water
Law (Senado de la República 2014).115

a) Adaptation Strategies
While Mexico City’s local water authorities have been collaborating with several private
companies for more than 20 years, the city’s water challenges remain colossal. In the words of
Bertrand Camus, CEO of Suez Environnement North America, the situation of water services
in the Mexican capital is a “Russian roulette that can explode at any time” (Camus, interview).
For the director of SACMEX, Ramón Aguirre, the current major water problems faced by the
city are related to water supply sources, the capacity of drainage systems and water
infrastructure rehabilitation. As he pointed out, “[Mexico City] has to solve a lot of serious
issues, which have not been yet translated into service problems for citizens but remain a latent
risk in the medium term [...]. It is a controlled problem, but not solved and with the potential to
become more complicated” (Aguirre, interview).
The alarming tone of Aguirre’s statement has been echoed by many researchers who have
documented the gradual deterioration of water resources and services in Mexico City (Sosa
2010; Perló and González 2009; Legorreta 2008; Tortajada 2006; Castro 2006; National
Academy of Sciences 1995; Musset 1992; Palerm 1973). Furthermore, the expected growth of
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On 21 May 2014, the community of San Bartolomeo Ameyalco, located within the delegación Alvaro Obregón,
was the scene of a large confrontation between the police and inhabitants opposed to the installation of a water
distribution network that would take water from the community’s water source to supply the business district of
Santa Fé in Mexico City (R. González, Servín, and Cruz 2014).
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the metropolitan area of Mexico would increase its vulnerability in terms of water supply
sources, water quality and water infrastructure maintenance and rehabilitation (Delgado and
Suárez 2014; Martínez 2009; Montero et al. 2009). While the idea of adopting a model involving
greater private participation seems politically and socially difficult, what strategy is Suez
implementing in order to increase its chances of obtaining major responsibilities? Does the firm
expect to increase its operations in the city? What kind of resources does the company mobilize?
An interesting point to note is that Suez does not seek to become the only private operator
in the city. As Jacques Letondot, director of Bal-Ondeo stated:
Providing water services to the entire City of Mexico is almost impossible
for any company. Doing it in a half of the city is also difficult because there are
billions in investments needed to make the water system work every day and in a
correct manner. In addition, there are political problems with labor unions. [In terms
of size], Mexico City is a monster (Letondot, interview).
This view was also shared by Jérôme Cardineau, director of the water division of
Proactiva Mexico, who argued that it would not be “prudent” for a sole company to operate in
the entire city, considering its “institutional complexity and geographic dispersion” (Cardineau,
interview). While it is evident the provision of water services in Mexico City by one sole private
company would entail too many financial, technical and institutional challenges, Suez favors
the idea of implementing a PPP model that is “more adapted” to the local context. In the opinion
of Letondot, a medium-term management contract that permitted the private company to
“transfer” its know-how to local public authorities could be a good option in the case of Mexico
City:
We could find a formula similar to the contract that we have in Algiers […]. We
tell a public operator: “we are going to help you to improve your water system.”
We tell them where and how much they have to invest. We supervise the
waterworks in order to guarantee that investments are made where they have to be
made. Finally, we place people within the system to manage some very particular
operations such as the commercial service (Letondot, interview).
Even if this type of contract entails close collaboration between local authorities and
private companies, investments nevertheless remain entirely public. This ostensibly new type
of contract relies on the “mobilization and transfer of know-how” from Suez to local authorities
and the joint establishment of a public investment program that seeks to meet concrete goals
(Suez Environnement 2011). According to the firm, this model makes it possible to “create local
expertise,” provide greater “autonomy” to local authorities and guarantee a “longer durability”
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of water services. By promoting the “replicability” of this model, Suez endeavors to transfer its
capabilities to local water operators via consulting management services (Suez Environnement
2011).
As shown, this model is at the center of the general trend of implementing contracts that
are based on public investments and private technical assistance (see Chapter II.A.2). Indeed,
while public authorities remain in control of all the necessary investments, the largest water
TNCs portray themselves as providers of specialized expertise. In the words of Letondot, the
implementation of this type of contract requires an important financial investment from the
public sector:
The big advantage of Algeria is that it is an oil-producing country, similar to the
case of Mexico. They have a lot of money, so we told them, “we are going to
indicate to you when and where you have to invest and what activities you have to
encourage in order to obtain a coverage reaching 100 percent for water services.”
We reached this goal in five years. They had to invest a lot of money –we did not
invest under this model (Letondot, interview).
As Ana Espina, manager of Bal-Ondeo’s corporate communications, related to the
author, Suez Environnement mobilized important human and financial resources in order to
promote this model among Mexican local authorities:
A big difference [between Algeria and Mexico] is the political will of the Algerian
government. I had the occasion to take some people from CONAGUA to Algiers
in order to show them how this contract works. The truth is that this experience
opened their eyes; it is a model that could be easily implemented here in Mexico
City if there were an agreement between the federation and the [local government]
of the Federal District (Espina, interview).
Though this statement demonstrates that Suez has been adopting an active lobbying
strategy and mobilizing its intra-firm networks, contracts between Bal-Ondeo and SACMEX
have not significantly changed over time.
After the sale of Suez’s participation in DHC-Aguakán (Cancun) and the earlytermination of the Hermosillo contract, Suez has begun reappraising its strategy for the Mexican
water services market. On the one hand, the group targets cities with more than 250,000
inhabitants to begin operations (Letondot, interview). On the other hand, Suez is currently
undertaking a more direct political communication strategy, with the goal of heightening its
visibility and enhancing its corporate image.
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An example of this last aspect is the active participation of Bal-Ondeo in mass-campaigns
on sustainable water management. While the contract with SACMEX stipulates that these
activities are part of the firm’s responsibilities, the group seeks to differentiate itself from other
private contractors by going beyond the official requirements. In this manner, according to the
company, 204 workshops on water conservation were organized from January 2012 to May
2013, exceeding the contractual obligations of the firm. These workshops were addressed to
children between 5 to 12 years old and sought to raise awareness about the value of water (BalOndeo 2014c). Another example was the organization of a campaign for battery recycling in
2012. In the words of Ana Espina, these actions are part of a broader communication strategy
that the firm has implemented in the cities where it operates:
We have been making efforts in the last years to improve our position and to try to
be the clearest possible about what we do and what we offer […]. In the beginning,
it was pretty much an in-house [job] but finally we have decided to look for the
support of a [marketing] agency. We dedicated a lot of time trying to explain in the
best way possible what we do and how we can collaborate with local public
authorities (Espina, interview).
For this business communication manager, the group has built a solid corporate
communication strategy that includes the sponsorship of community events, the promotion of
school visits and the organization of conferences with large water users (Espina, interview).
Figure 22 shows two different examples of corporate communication activities carried out by
the group in Mexico City and Cancun.
These actions aim to portray Suez and its subsidiaries as “key local players.” By adapting
their activities to changing local contexts, the second-largest water TNC continues to develop
its capabilities and strategies. In the specific case of Mexico City, while the political
communication strategy of Bal-Ondeo can contribute to strengthening its image as an efficient
private operator in the eyes of local water authorities, the company’s future development
remains linked to the potential changes brought about by local elections and legislative changes.
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Figure 22 “Political Communication Strategy of Suez in Mexico”
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Conclusion
The development of water PPPs in Mexico has remained limited in terms of the scope of
contracts as well as the number of private companies involved. In general terms, the country
has experienced two waves of private participation. While the first took place in the mid-1800s
and concerned the development of the first water systems, the second emerged in the early
1990s and aimed at promoting the private provision of water services.
This second wave of partnerships was greatly favored by the convergence of international
and national factors. On the one hand, international organizations (particularly the World Bank
and the IADB) as well as private companies actively diffused water privatization and the
adoption of PPPs at the global scale. The promotion of the involvement of the private sector,
first in infrastructure projects, and later in the management of facilities, led to the
implementation of several water projects using international funding. Today, Mexico
collaborates with international organizations such as the World Bank, IADB, JICA and NADB
for the development of water PPPs.
On the other hand, the federal government played a key role in the adoption of a
“commercial-environmental approach” (Aboites 2009) to water policies at the beginning of the
1990s. As the main source of financial as well as technological and human resources, federal
water authorities ushered in a series of institutional and legislative reforms that sought to boost
private water participation. Although these driving forces intended to accelerate the
establishment of water PPPs in Mexico, the current number of contracts remains limited. Today,
most PPPs in Mexico correspond to BOT contracts for the design and construction of
wastewater treatment facilities. The country has only two water concessions and few
management and operation contracts in the fields of drinking water and desalination.
It is interesting to note that these contracts are mainly funded by the federal government
(via CONAGUA) and, in some cases, through international loans. In most cases, private firms
limit their activities to the design and construction of water facilities and do not represent
potential sources of private funding.
The international context and the central role played by the federal government in the
promotion of private water participation in the early 1990s largely contributed to the
establishment of the pioneering experiences of Aguascalientes and Mexico City. In
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Aguascalientes, national economic liberalization policies were reproduced at the state and local
levels, particularly by the governor at the time, Otto Granados. In the case of Mexico City, the
federal government itself decided to delegate the city’s commercial services to the private
sector.
Today, Veolia operates in Aguascalientes and Mexico City (via its subsidiary Proactiva)
and Suez is present in Mexico City (via its subsidiaries TECSA and IACMEX). The arrival of
these companies in Mexico took place within the period of their internationalization. Over time,
the development of Veolia and Suez in the country has remained limited. Even though these
companies have become recognized competitors in the water sector, the number and scope of
contracts have not grown as expected.
This chapter identified three main reasons that have contributed to the slow development
of water PPPs in Mexico: the high politicization of water issues; the implementation of water
policies oriented towards large-scale infrastructure projects that are ultimately underused or not
used at all; and the adoption of an unsustainable system of water service rates.
Faced with this unfavorable scenario, the French groups have been forced to implement
corporate adaptation strategies. While the arrival of both companies in the Mexican water
services market was similar in approach (via the establishment of joint-ventures with national
companies), the two corporations have implemented different development strategies.
Today, Veolia operates in Mexico in the water, waste and energy sectors. While its water
activities remain notable, the waste and energy sectors have become the two leading fields of
its operations. In the case of Suez, the group is mainly present in the field of water infrastructure
and equipment via its subsidiary Degrémont. In terms of management and operation contracts,
the group sold its participation in DHC-Aguakán (Cancun) and is facing the early-termination
of the contract in Hermosillo. Suez is now only present in Mexico City (via Bal-Ondeo) and
Saltillo (via Aguas de Barcelona).
After more than 20 years of operations in Mexico, Veolia and Suez are restructuring their
corporate strategies. While their arrival was highly facilitated by the national policies adopted
by the federal government in the early 1990s, their current development is intimately linked to
the adoption of institutional and legislative reforms at the state and local levels. Furthermore,
the implementation of flexible corporate adaptation strategies remains essential for the
identification of new potential business opportunities.
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The analysis of the experience of Aguascalientes has revealed how Veolia has built its
corporate strategy around three main axes. The firm operates on the basis of solid business
networks within the structure of the company itself (intra-firm), with other local companies
(inter-firm) and with actors that are not directly involved in the partnership (extra-firm). A
second aspect corresponds to the implementation of agenda setting and political communication
actions, which seek to enhance the image of the company in the eyes of the political and
business local elite. The third and last axis makes reference to the possession and mobilization
of technological innovation. By promoting specialized expertise in the field of commercial
efficiency, the company seeks to increase its competitive advantages.
Similarly, the study of Mexico City has permitted the identification of the two driving
forces of Suez’s strategy. On the one hand, the company has implemented lobbying practices
with the goal of promoting a business model that may be more adapted to the local needs of the
city. The diffusion of the PPP established in Algiers represents a good example of this strategy
and shows how the company mobilizes human, financial, organizational and reputation
resources to implement it. On the other hand, Suez is now seeking to improve its political
communication strategy in order to create clearer dialogue with local authorities about the
company’s range of services and the potential benefits of water PPPs. While these strategies
have been implemented in the Mexican context, the next chapter explores the adaptation of
Veolia and Suez to an evolving and dynamic water sector in the U.S.
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IV - Veolia and Suez in the U.S.: Adapting to an Evolving
and Dynamic Water Sector
In 2013, the EY Global Cleantech Center, a member firm of the group Ernest & Young Global
Limited, identified the U.S. water sector as a market “on the verge of transformation” (Ernest
& Young 2013, 1). According to the firm, the current characteristics of the U.S. water and
wastewater services indicate that “change is brewing in the U.S. water arena” (Ernest & Young
2013, 3). This description makes reference not only to the current challenges that local
governments face in terms of water infrastructure renewal and maintenance, but also to the
emergence of a more dynamic private sector.
The establishment of PPPs has been part of a long tradition of “rolling back the state” in
the U.S. However, while this model has spread widely in the transportation sector, the number
of PPPs in the water sector remains limited. In order to promote their establishment, entities
such as the National Association of Water Companies (NAWC) and the National Council for
Public-Private Partnerships (NCPPP) present the PPP model as an innovative choice for local
governments.
One example is the NCPPP’s conference on “The Future of Water Partnerships in the
West” that took place on 28 September 2010 in Phoenix, Arizona, and was attended by the
author. During this conference, participants discussed questions related to the regulatory
framework for PPPs; water and wastewater challenges in the U.S. West; advantages of the PPP
model; and the water-energy nexus. In general terms, most of the conference participants
emphasized the need to adopt a model that would enable municipalities to consider different
funding options. The PPP model was described as “a new option” that permits the creation of
value and the identification of “local solutions.” Furthermore, the need to coordinate efforts
between the public and the private sectors, together with water consumers, was repeatedly
highlighted. Finally, it is of particular interest to note that participants stressed the need to
“educate” the public sector in the search for new options (Field Work Journal).
This “educational” approach also emerged during the 113th NAWC Annual Conference,
organized from 10 to 13 October 2010 in Tucson, Arizona. Even though most of the participants
were upper-level executives of the largest water companies in the U.S., some representatives of
Public Utilities Commissions (PUCs) were also present. As in the case of the NCPPP
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conference, speakers of this 3-day conference highlighted the potential advantages of the PPP
model and the need to “educate people about the value of water.”
While water PPPs were presented as a “model in development,” citizens were described
as “consumers” who need to learn the “real value of water” (Field Work Journal). The way
water PPPs are promoted by these associations in the U.S. is not surprising. This model has not
only been largely adopted by countries such as France, Spain and the U.K., but has also
provoked intense debates at the global scale.
This chapter explores the current development of water PPPs in the U.S. and the ways by
which Veolia and Suez are implementing corporate adaptation strategies at the national scale.
Has the number of PPPs in the U.S. increased or decreased over the last ten years? What were
the main impacts of the economic crisis on the development of this model? Which private water
companies currently lead the sector? As in the case of Mexico, Veolia and Suez have become
recognized competitors in the provision of water services in the U.S. After exploring the arrival
and development of each of these two companies in the U.S. water market, the second section
of this chapter analyzes their adaption strategies.

The Development of Water PPPs in the U.S. Water Sector
A year after the city of Detroit filed for the “largest municipal bankruptcy in U.S. history,”
(Fletcher 2013) a coalition of organizations appealed to the U.N. over the water cut-offs that
the Detroit Water and Sewerage Department (DWSD) had been implementing in the city. This
coalition, which is formed by the Detroit People’s Water Board, the Blue Planet Project, Food
& Water Watch and the Michigan Welfare Rights Organization, issued a report on 18 June 2014
on the human rights violations of the city’s population concerning the right to water.116
According to this report, the DWSD’s water cut-off program brings to the fore the “deep racial
divides and intractable economic and social inequality in access to services within the United
States” (Blue Planet Project et al. 2014, 3).

The Detroit’s People Water Board includes other organizations that operate at the national and local scales: the
AFSCME Local 207, Detroit Black Community, Food Security Network, Detroit Green Party, East Michigan
Environmental Action Council, Food & Water Watch, For Love of Water, Great Lakes Bioneers Detroit, Matrix
Theater, Michigan Emergency Committee Against War & Injustice, Michigan Welfare Rights Organization, Rosa
and Raymond Parks Institute, Sierra Club and Voices for Earth Justice (Blue Planet Project et al. 2014, 2).
116
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Furthermore, the coalition accused the city’s water department of having disconnected
roughly 3,000 customers per week since June 2014 and expects that roughly 30,000 more
households will undergo the same situation in the coming months. Activists have diffused this
information through several platforms and have requested in an open letter for the U.N. to
intervene. In response, three U.N. experts on the human right to water and sanitation, adequate
housing and extreme poverty stated that:
Disconnection of water services because of failure to pay due to lack of means
constitutes a violation of the human right to water and other international human
rights […]. Disconnections due to non-payment are only permissible if it can be
shown that the resident is able to pay but is not paying. In other words, when there
is genuine inability to pay, human rights simply forbids disconnection […]. The
households which suffered unjustified disconnections [in Detroit] must be
immediately reconnected (United Nations Human Rights 2014).
While ten years ago no one would have predicted that the U.S. could be the site for such
a situation, the case of Detroit sheds light on the current crisis in the American water industry.
The growing investment needs for the maintenance and replacement of water infrastructure is
a key issue on which all water actors converge. This question was repeatedly highlighted by all
the representatives of private companies, local authorities, NGOs and labor unions that were
interviewed by the author over 7 months of field work conducted in the U.S. for this dissertation.
As Robert Weaver, an attorney with broad experience in representing local public agencies on
environmental, natural resource and public works issues in the U.S., pointed out: “in the U.S.,
water and sewerage is an environmental and a local government issue, but it’s [particularly] a
major infrastructure issue” (Robert Weaver, interview with author, 13 March 2011, Washington
D.C.).
According to a 2012 report by the American Water Works Association (AWWA), it is
estimated that more than U.S. $1 trillion in investments will be needed to replace drinking water
infrastructure nationwide over the next 25 years.117 By 2050, these investment needs are
estimated to exceed $1.7 trillion (AWWA 2012, 10). From a regional perspective, the southern
and western parts of the U.S. will require the largest investments, as a result of the rapid
demographic growth in these regions. While AWWA’s data is mostly based on population
growth, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) presents a more conservative
estimation. According to the EPA’s fourth “Drinking Water Infrastructure Needs Survey and
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Unless otherwise indicated, all monetary sums in this chapter preceded by the symbol “$” refer to U.S. dollars.
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Assessment,” water systems will require $334.8 billion in infrastructure investments at the
national level over the next twenty years (U.S. EPA 2009, 1). Almost 60 percent of total needs
correspond to transmission and distribution projects, followed by treatment (22 percent) and
storage (6 percent) projects (U.S. EPA 2009, 5).
Even though these assessments present differing estimations, the challenge of replacing
and expanding water systems over the next few decades remains a real financial concern for all
water utilities in the U.S. This situation is even more alarming given that most of the 30 largest
U.S. cities “experienced their lowest revenue levels in 2010 or 2011, well after the [economic]
downturn [had] ended” (Gilroy 2014, 2). In addition, nearly half of these cities have experienced
significant changes in federal and state aid, which in some cases has led to a decline in revenue.
Faced with these budget and fiscal challenges, U.S. cities have undertaken different strategies,
including the use of their reserve funds, the reduction of operational spending and workforce
cuts (Gilroy 2014, 3).
In order to fill this funding gap, utilities are exploring new financing options that go
beyond the traditional municipal bond market.118 These instruments include a large set of bonds
and funds such as private activity bonds, infrastructure equity funds, special subsidized bonds,
loans from federal government entities and state revolving funds (Ernest & Young 2013, 6). In
addition, the recently adopted Water Resources Reform and Development Act (WRRDA) on
10 June 2014 enables funding for major water infrastructure projects through low-interest
federal loans as well as loan guarantees for the establishment of PPPs. The WRRDA also
established a five-year pilot program –the Water Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act
(WIFIA)– which authorizes the U.S. Corp of Engineers (COE) and the U.S. EPA to provide
$175 million for the funding of water infrastructure projects between 2015 and 2019 (WRRDA
Conference Report 2014, 25). This program was modeled after the Transportation Infrastructure
Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA), with the goal of encouraging the establishment of PPPs
for water projects. For these purposes, WRRDA also created a Water Infrastructure PublicPrivate Partnership Pilot Program, which authorizes the Secretary of the COE “to enter into
agreements with non-federal interests, including private entities, to finance construction of at
least 15 authorized water resources development projects” (WRRDA Conference Report 2014,
23).
118

The municipal bond market constitutes the primary method for raising capital in the U.S. (Ernest & Young
2013, 6). For more information on the bond market’s functioning see Leurig 2010.
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The adoption of the WIFIA reflects the active role of the federal government in raising
public and private capital for water infrastructure projects. As in the case of Mexico, the recent
establishment of new legislation at the national scale has opened up significant business
opportunities for private water companies.
This section provides a general picture of the evolving and dynamic U.S. water sector
and the major trends of PPPs development, and addresses the following questions: what are the
most frequently established types of water PPP contracts in the U.S.? Which companies lead
the U.S. water market? Which positions are held by Veolia and Suez?
In order to answer these questions, this section is divided into two main sections. The
first explores the current trends of water PPPs in the U.S. water sector and identifies the major
water companies. The second section examines the arrival and development of Veolia (Veolia
Water North America) and Suez (United Water) in the U.S. water market.

1) The Evolution of Water PPPs and the Leading Water Companies
The involvement of the private sector in the management and operation of U.S. water and
wastewater services has gone through a number of phases. The development of the first water
works was linked largely to the participation of private entrepreneurs, town residents and family
businesses. Population growth, public health concerns and industrial development over time
originally led municipal authorities to purchase privately-owned water systems. After long
years of public ownership and operation, the private sector has reappeared as a key actor in the
management of water services in the U.S. over the last decades. Even though U.S. water and
wastewater services are mainly owned and operated by municipal authorities, the involvement
of the private sector has noticeably increased.119
Today private companies operate following two main modalities: 1) regulated business
(in which utilities are privately-owned and managed), and 2) non-regulated business (in which
utilities are publicly-owned but their management is transferred to a private company) (see Part
III.B). Figure 23 shows that the ownership and management of most water and wastewater
utilities in the U.S. is public. Private participation in both cases is present in approximately one-
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For a historical overview on the involvement of the private sector in water and wastewater services, see Part
II.A.
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third of the cases across the country. The main difference between the two types of operation is
in the higher number of regulated utilities in wastewater services, meaning that they are owned
and managed by private parties. In contrast, water services in the U.S. are more likely to be
managed rather than owned by the private sector.
According to the 18th annual water partnerships report of Public Works Financing (PWF),
the water and wastewater PPP market was valued at $1.9 billion in 2013 (Public Works
Financing 2014, 18). This number represents the total of fees paid by 760 government clients
for the operation, maintenance and/or management of water facilities to four major firms
(Veolia Water, United Water, CH2M HILL and Severn Trent Services). These companies
reported a total of 946 partnerships and new businesses “totaling U.S. $31 million in first-year
revenues and U.S. $151 million over the life of the contracts” in 2013 (Gilroy 2014, 20). It is
important to note that these numbers provide a partial picture of the total water PPP market,
since the survey only includes revenues reported by the aforementioned four firms, excluding
large companies such as American Water and other small firms.
Figure 23 “Ownership and Management of U.S. Water and Wastewater Utilities in 2001”
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Source: elaborated by author based on Pinsent Mansons 2012, 210.

In general, the revenues obtained from water PPPs grew during the 2000s. Figure 24
shows a summary of the total fees paid by U.S. municipal and industrial clients for Operation
& Management (O&M) contracts and Design-Build-Operate (DBO) contracts from 2001 to
2009. Though the fees experienced a decline in 2004, the general trend has been of constant
growth in the five years thereafter.
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Figure 24 “O&M and DBO Fees Paid by Municipal and Industrial Clients, 2001-2009”
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In terms of types of contracts, Figure 25 shows the number of O&M and DBO contracts
awarded in the U.S. from 1997 to 2008. O&M contracts lead the market and their growth has
remained constant, mushrooming from 623 in 1997 to 1,384 in 2008. In the case of DBOs, the
trend also shows an increase in the number of contracts awarded, but remains significantly
smaller than the O&M contract category. As Figure 25 demonstrates, the number of DBOs
awarded has fluctuated over time: while 336 contracts were established in 1999, only 117 were
counted in the first year of the economic crisis.

Number of contracts

Figure 25 “O&M and DBO Contracts in the U.S. Water Sector, 1997-2008”
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O&M Contracts 623 1116 1268 1211 1292 1355 1384
DBO Contracts 38
336 181 222 218 117 130
Source: elaborated by author based on Pinsent Mansons 2012, 212.
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The development of water PPPs in the U.S. water sector has undergone a major change
in terms of contract renewals. According to PWF (2014), approximately 3,620 PPP contracts
were contested between 2004 and 2013. As Figure 26 shows, the number of contested contracts
declined significantly at the beginning of the ongoing economic downturn, falling from 788 in
2007 to only 117 in 2008.
Figure 26 “Number of PPP Water Contracts Contested, 2004-2013”
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Source: elaborated by author based on Public Works Financing 2014.
Though the number of contested contracts decreased, the percentage of water systems
that were “remunicipalized” increased during the first four years of the economic crisis.120 In
this manner, the percentage of contracts that went back to public operations jumped from 5.1
percent in 2008 to 18.4 percent in 2011. As a consequence, the lowest percentages of contract
renewals were observed in 2011 with only 64.6 percent (see Figure 27).

120

For more information on how the recent water remunicipalization experiences have had an impact on the
adaptation strategies of Veolia and Suez, see Chapter II.B.3.
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% of Contested Contracts

Figure 27 “Renewed PPP Water Contracts Renewed and Contracts that Returned to
Public Operations, 2004-2013”
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Source: elaborated by author based on Public Works Financing 2014.

These numbers show that the development of water PPPs is strongly linked to the national
economic environment. As the CEO of Suez Environment-United Water, Bertrand Camus,
stated in an interview with the author:
From a logical perspective, financial difficulties should make municipalities call on
the private sector, whether for producing operational savings or raising funding
[…]. The problem is that this only works in the countries where these solutions
[PPPs] are already in place, such as in Spain, where 50 percent of the water market
is private, or in France, where private companies operate 70 percent of the water
market (Bertrand Camus, interview with author, 12 October 2010, Tucson).
In his opinion, the economic crisis greatly influenced the development of PPPs and,
consequently, the trends concerning private sector involvement in the management of public
utilities. For Camus, this is particularly important for the water sector:
In my personal experience, I was in Asia for the Asian crisis, I was in Argentina for
the Argentinian crisis and [now] I’m in the U.S. for the world crisis. Crises create
political tensions, which produce reactions that are not always rational. The water
sector is a very emotional and rarely rational field […] which usually leads to public
authorities taking back control […]. Even when savings have been produced from
the operation of a system, there will be municipalities that would rather prefer to
terminate the contract [instead of renewing it] with the goal of making a 10 to 15
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percent profit margin in the following years without thinking about [the service’s]
quality or the future (Camus, interview).
Despite the negative effects of the economic crisis on the water sector –due to a decrease
in city revenues, fluctuations in intergovernmental aid, and the financial vulnerability of water
services– it is expected that the recently-approved WRRDA will accelerate the establishment
of water PPPs in the next five years.

Leading Private Water Companies
There is a large diversity of private companies in the current U.S. water sector. Firms can be
distinguished on the basis of their size (small, medium, large); the scope of their activities
(transnational, regional, national and local); their field of operations (infrastructure, equipment,
management); and by types of business (regulated and non-regulated). The latter category
remains an essential element when discussing PPPs.
As mentioned, regulated business refers to utilities that are privately-owned and
managed. A utility’s private owner and operator is responsible for meeting the water and/or
wastewater quality requirements established at the federal, state, sub-state and municipal levels.
Non-regulated business refers to utilities that are publicly-owned but whose management has
been delegated to a private firm through a PPP contract. The degree of private management
depends on the type of PPP contract adopted. While the private partner is committed to
respecting the terms agreed upon in the contract, the responsibility for meeting U.S. water
regulations remains in the hands of public authorities (see Part III.B). The U.S. private water
sector includes companies that operate in one or in both regulated and non-regulated businesses.
According to the Water Year Book 2012-2013 of the law firm Pinsent Mansons, there
were around 200,000 public and private water suppliers in the U.S. in 2012 (Pinsent Mansons
2012, 209). Most private suppliers are companies that provide water services to specific
localities. In 2012, around 6,000 firms were owned by investors and 11 companies were listed
on the U.S. stock market (Pinsent Mansons 2012, 209). Only a limited number of firms are held
by international parent companies, most of which operate in non-regulated business. Table 13
shows the ten leading private water companies operating in the U.S. water services market in
2011.
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Table 13 “Leading Private Water Companies in the U.S. Water Sector in 2011,
by People Served (in millions)”
Rank

Company

Parent Company

Presence
(Number of O&M Own
U.S. states*)
40
4.2
11.4

Total

1

American Water

American Water

2

Veolia Water North
America

Veolia Environnement

43

14

0

14

3

United Water

Suez Environnement

21

5.1

2.2

7.3

4

OMI

CH2M HILL

30

3.5

0

3.5

5

Severn Trent Services Severn Trent PLC

20

3.25

0

3.25

6

Aqua America

Aqua America

10

0

3.1

3.1

7

California Water
Service Group

California Water
Service Group

4

0.18

2

2.18

8

Utilities Inc.

Corix

15

0

1.6

1.6

4

0.9

0.46

1.36

4

0.32

0.8

1.12

9

SouthWest Water
SouthWest Water
American States
American States
10
Water
Water
*Updated company data (2014).
Source: adapted from Pinsent Mansons 2012, 213.

15.6

The data presented in this table reflects the bifurcated structure of the U.S. water services
market. Generally speaking, all private water companies operating in the U.S. water sector
specialize in one of the two fields: regulated (ownership) or non-regulated business (PPPs). In
this manner, while American Water remains the leader in the field of regulated operations with
its 15 subsidiaries, the U.S. subsidiaries of Veolia (Veolia Water) and Suez (United Water) lead
the market in non-regulated operations. The leading position of the French companies in the
U.S. non-regulated business is clearly observed in Figure 28, which shows the “big five” players
in terms of revenues from 2008 to 2013.
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Figure 28 “The Big Five Players in the U.S. Non-Regulated Business by Revenues”

Source: Global Water Intelligence 2014a.

2) The Arrival and Development of Veolia and Suez in the U.S.
While most water companies listed above share historical origins in the U.S., the French
companies Veolia and Suez stand out as exceptions. The arrival of these companies in the U.S.
and their rapid development in a country characterized by a long tradition of public water
management is highly interesting for two main reasons. From a general perspective, the
presence of these companies in the U.S. makes it possible to study the role played by the largest
water TNCs in the transnational space for water. While these companies have become key
transnational economic and political actors, the U.S. constitutes a large market for the
development of a broad portfolio of environmental services. From a perspective more focused
on the U.S. market, the study of Veolia and Suez’s activities in the U.S. enables the
identification of both corporations’ business strategies in a context of exhibiting very different
characteristics than those of the Mexican water sector.
Veolia and Suez both began their operations in the U.S. using similar strategies. In the
case of Veolia, the company officially signed its first water PPP in 1972 with the city of
Burlingame, California. Through this partnership, the city gave the contract to Veolia Water (at
the time Envirotech Operating Services) for the management of a wasterwater treatment facility
that processed 5.5 millions of gallons per day (mgd). In the words of Laurent Auguste, former
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CEO of Veolia Water Americas and now senior executive vice-president of innovation and
markets, “this partnership helped establishing greater synergies between public employees and
the companies that are constantly creating and evolving new technologies and services […].
We’re obviously very pleased to say that it all began in Burlingame” (Veolia 2010).
The initial development of Veolia in the U.S. water sector took place through its
participation in the American company, Envirotech Operating Services. For Scott Royer,
general manager of Veolia Water Milwaukee and who has more than 25 years of experience
working for the group, the expansion of Veolia in the U.S. was largely possible due to the
adoption of a more demanding national water regulatory framework at the time:
In the strict PPP contract operations [Veolia] started in 1972 with a company called
Envirotech Operating Services, […a] company that produced equipment for water
resource treatments. Around that period of time the Clean Water Act was
promulgated and it required the construction of a lot of new facilities because of
tighter regulations. A lot of these municipalities [… built] these facilities and then
didn’t have operators who knew how to run them. Envirotech started training
operators on how to run these facilities and started opportunities to go into contract
operations. In 1972, they contracted with the city of Burlingame, California. That’s
really, in the United States, our first contract; [we] built up from there (Scott Royer,
interview with author, 24 March 2011, Milwaukee).
After the Burlingame contract, Veolia developed its water activities via numerous
mergers with and acquisitions of other U.S. companies. Scott Royer explained this process in
the same interview:
It’s a long story […]. Envirotech Operating Services had several acquisitions they
required for waste management and then they were put under E&I (Environmental
and Infrastructure) and […] Wheelabrator […]. Wheelabrator was acquired by U.S.
Filter […] in 1996 […] and then we were acquired by Vivendi. During the same
period of time there was another company called PSG –Professional Services
Group– who had been going on in the same path […]. They were a subsidiary of
multiple companies, eventually Vivendi. When Vivendi acquired U.S. Filter they
merged PSG and Wheelabrator and we [became] Vivendi Water.
Ultimately Vivendi was Vivendi Universal and had a lot of other holdings. The
split-off water group initially was Vivendi Water and then changed its name to
Veolia Water [...] Essentially, from 1972 until now it’s grown from a start-up
company to what we are today (Royer, interview).
As this statement indicates, Veolia expanded its activities on the basis of joint-ventures
with national U.S. companies. The purchase of U.S. Filter on 22 March 1999 by Veolia (Vivendi
at the time) for $8.5 billion gave a real boost to the development of the French firm in the
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growing U.S. water market (Global Water Intelligence 2011). In 2004, Veolia’s water
operations in the U.S. were brought together under the name of Veolia Water North America.
Finally, in 2013 the group decided to concentrate all of its activities under the unique name of
“Veolia” (Laurent Auguste, interview with author, 25 July 2014, Paris). While acquisitions and
mergers are a common business strategy, understanding the local economic conditions and the
continuous changes within the water sector represented essential elements for Veolia’s
development in the U.S.
This strategy was also implemented by Suez Environnement, which internationalized its
activities at the end of the 1970s. Suez Environnement arrived in the U.S. water sector in 1982,
with the purchase of a controlling stake in the firm General Waterworks Corporation. In 1994,
General Waterworks merged with the Hackensack Water Company to form United Water. This
operation permitted Suez Environnement (Suez-Lyonnaise des Eaux at the time) to become a
stakeholder in United Water with 32.9 percent of its capital (Camus, interview; Global Water
Intelligence 2000). The French firm accelerated the development of its activities through the
establishment of a joint-venture with United Water across 16 states in 1997. Thanks to this
joint-venture, the firm took over the management of large water service contracts in cities such
as Atlanta, Milwaukee and Indianapolis (Global Water Intelligence 2000).
Suez Environnement sought to strengthen its position in the U.S. water sector over the
following years. The French firm acquired the Nalco Chemical Company and Calgon
Corporation. Finally, in August 1999, Suez Environnement acquired United Water for $1 billion
and agreed to take on United Water’s $800 million debt (Tagliabue 1999). Today, the firm
operates in the U.S. under the name of Suez Environnement-United Water (hereafter United
Water). The most recent acquisitions of the company have included the Aquarion Water
Company of New York and AOS Operating Company in 2007, as well as Earth Tech North
American Contract Operations and Utility Services Company a year later (Suez
Environnement-United Water 2012a).
In the words of Jérôme Monod, CEO of Suez Environnement from 1980 to 2000, the
expansion of the firm’s activities to the U.S. took place in a moment of fierce competition
among water companies in France and Europe:
We could not greatly develop our activities in France since the Générale des Eaux
held a dominant position. I decided with the board of directors to save what we
could from our traditional markets […] and to begin operations in the United States
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in 1982 as well as in Japan, Macao and China in 1985. It was there where we should
grow. Contrary to what other international managers did, I decided not to start by
Europe: there were already a lot of competitors. There were no rules or status for a
European company; it was a very difficult and costly strategy at the time. We started
by the United States because most of water distribution firms were small, it was
possible to acquire medium-size companies and we could, in certain cases, contract
with a county or a city, such as in France (Monod 2009, 131).
As he noted, Suez’s participation in the capital of General Waterworks gave the French
firm a “base to go further. It permitted [Suez] to get familiarized with [U.S.] funding
mechanisms and the ‘Anglo-Saxon’ law which was used in a big part of the world at the time”
(Monod 2009, 131–132).
The arrival of the French water firms in the U.S. was possible because of a favorable
institutional and regulatory framework at the national and state levels that permitted early
involvement of the private sector in the ownership and management of water utilities.
Furthermore, Veolia and Suez implemented active internationalization strategies for their
operations in several countries. Since the very beginning of this process, the U.S. was identified
by these companies as a potential growth market. While Veolia began operating in the U.S.
water sector in 1972, Suez emerged as a competitor ten years later. Their development was
based on the establishment of joint ventures and a merger and acquisition strategy, which began
taking hold in late 1990s. Since then, these firms have greatly increased their presence in the
U.S., not only in the water sector but in the environmental field.

a) Development and Current Locations
Veolia and Suez are currently the top two companies in the U.S. non-regulated water business
sector. Their development across the U.S. has relied on offering a broad range of environmental
services and continuous geographic expansion.
Until 2013, Veolia Environnement operated in the sectors of water, waste and energy in
the U.S. through three divisions.121 The first, Veolia Water North America, provides water and
wastewater services to 550 communities through the management of more than 100 municipal

121

Since 2008, the group has undertaken an internal restructuration concerning its geographic locations and
organization. After withdrawing from the transportation sector (see Chapter II.B.3), the firm has reorganized its
U.S. activities. The group now operates under the umbrella of Veolia, and its strategy is focused on types of
customers (cities and industries) rather than sectorial divisions (Auguste, interview).
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and industrial facilities (Veolia Water North America 2010a). The firm is based in Chicago and
has a workforce of 2,700 employees. Veolia Water reported revenues of $595 million and had
signed 156 PPP contracts with local governments by the end of 2012. The average length of
Veolia’s contracts is 4.5 years (Food & Water Watch 2013b, 2). The firm’s water and
wastewater services cover all stages of the water cycle (treatment, distribution, collection,
reclamation) and includes both municipal and industrial clients (Veolia Water North America
2010b).
The second division is Veolia Environmental Services North America (VESNA), which
covers all waste-related activities. The firm’s range of services includes cleaning, maintenance,
treatment and recycling of regular and hazardous waste for industrial, commercial and
governmental clients. In 2012, this division reported annual revenues of $1.1 billion (Veolia
2014d).
Finally, Veolia Energy North America provides a large diversity of energy services,
ranging from the management of heating and cooling networks to the production of renewable
energy. As an innovative initiative, Veolia Energy has enlarged its portfolio of clients to include
housing complexes, universities, commercial and healthcare establishments, government
buildings, and hotels and leisure facilities (Veolia Energy 2008a). This division holds contracts
in 17 cities across the U.S., including Las Vegas, Los Angeles and New York.
Through these divisions, Veolia has extended its presence into the U.S. market of
environmental services. While this strategy has not always been profitable for the group
(particularly in the transportation sector), Veolia is currently one of the leading environmental
companies in the U.S. Indeed, according to the Engineering News-Record magazine, Veolia
Environnement North America was ranked in the 3rd position of the top 200 environmental
firms in 2013 (Engineering News-Record 2013). Furthermore, the group has implemented a
strategy based on an “environmental approach,” as a driving factor of Veolia’s corporate
communication activities. For example, Veolia Energy North America discusses the advantages
of operating through a business structure around “complementary divisions”:
In North America, Veolia Environnement’s three complementary divisions have
established a significant presence, with approximately $2.5 billion in annual
revenue. Should your requirements extend beyond energy management, Veolia
Energy North America can join forces with other North American divisions to
devise a comprehensive, custom solution for you (Veolia Energy 2008b).
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Although the group’s organization into divisions had permitted the establishment of
partnerships with “sister companies” (Joyce Harms, interview with author, 24 March 2011,
Milwaukee),122 Veolia’s new strategy calls for the elimination of this division perspective. In
the words of Laurent Auguste, current vice-president of innovation and markets for Veolia, the
group is now favoring a vision based on the needs of different types of customers:
Today, the manner that Veolia is organized in the U.S. is by customers. We have a
direction that is in charge of industrial clients and another that takes care of cities.
I prefer to say cities than municipal clients since it may be tertiary services which
are activities that are in the limits of the cities within the sectors of water, waste and
energy. [Our strategy seeks to] think about the customer and his needs […] and how
our expertise can help the customer to develop its activities (Auguste, interview).
This new strategy has led to the grouping of all activities under the brand “Veolia.” For Auguste,
this new organization will permit the group to offer a more complete range of services under
one sole management team:
All divisions are integrated within the brand “Veolia.” Before, there were divisions
so [the director of one division had] to talk to his counterpart [of another division].
Today, it is the director of city activities who says: “here, this is what I have, I do
waste and water activities and there are links between both.” [His challenge is to
know] how he can come up with a solution that creates value and reduces the
environmental impact (Auguste, interview).
According to the firm’s 2013 annual results, Veolia’s operations in the U.S
represented 7.6 percent of the group’s total revenues (Veolia Environnement 2014,
53). In addition to the reforms concerning Veolia’s organization, the role of the U.S.
as a key growth market has been reiterated. In 2009, Laurent Auguste highlighted
the need to create business opportunities in the U.S. following the economic
downturn: “now is a time of opportunity. We should not wait. If you’re waiting for
business to come to you, you can wait forever” (Public Works Financing 2009, 3).
This view was shared by the CEO of the group, Antoine Frérot, who stated in the GWI
magazine: “We will now be more agile and competitive, and stronger in terms of innovation
and marketing. This will enable us to better respond to our industrial and public-sector authority
clients’ needs in water, waste management and energy” (Global Water Intelligence 2013b). The
current strategy of Veolia in the U.S. focuses its activities on the sectors of water (particularly
by promoting industrial contracts) and energy (by encouraging projects on energy sustainability
and the reduction of ecological footprints) (Veolia Environnement 2014, 38).

122

This aspect is illustrated by the collaboration between Veolia Water Milwaukee and VESNA in the construction
of a landfill gas pipeline in Milwaukee (MMSD 2014; Harms, interview).
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Suez has adopted a development strategy that differs from that of Veolia. While for Veolia
the U.S. represents a “target market” in and of itself, Suez conceives the U.S. as a key element
of the North America region. From a global perspective, the group manages its international
operations through four main “business units:” Suez Environnement North America (SENA),
Central Europe, Mediterranean, Middle East (CEMME), Suez Environement Asia (ASIA) and
Degrémont (Suez Environnement 2013a). In turn, SENA is divided into four main subsidiaries
that operate in Mexico (Bal-Ondeo, Degrémont, Aguas de Barcelona [Agbar]), the U.S. (United
Water, Utility Service Group [USG] and Degrémont) and Canada (Sena Waste Services) (Suez
Environnement 2014i).
While Veolia has a greater and a more diversified presence in the U.S., Suez
Environnement has become a leading company in the country’s water and wastewater markets.
Suez currently operates through its subsidiaries United Water, USG and Degrémont in the U.S.
Of the three, United Water is currently the second provider of water and wastewater services in
the U.S., managing 90 municipal water systems across 21 states. In addition, it owns and
operates 16 water utilities in 6 states and employs 2,090 people (Suez Environnement 2013b,
73).
In 2013, the activities of United Water contributed $594 million to Suez
Environnement’s consolidated revenues, of which 67 percent came from regulated business and
33 percent from non-regulated business (Suez Environnement 2013b, 73). United Water
reported the signing of 89 PPP contracts with municipal and industrial clients at the end of
2012. The average length of the firm’s contracts was 4.5 years (Food & Water Watch 2013a,
2).
Over time, the development of United Water has followed different strategies.
Benefitting from an already established presence in the U.S. water market,123 United Water
targeted big city concession contracts during the early 2000s (Food & Water Watch 2010a, 1).
After following an acquisition strategy of medium-size companies in 2007 and 2008, United
Water now seeks to reduce the number of its small contracts. Accordingly, the firm decided not
to renew six low-margin O&M contracts and sold its regulated businesses in Arkansas and
Connecticut (Global Water Intelligence 2014a; Food & Water Watch 2013a, 1).

123

United Water was originally created as Hackensack Water Company in 1869. The firm merged with General
Waterworks Company in 1994 and was acquired by Suez Environment in 2000.
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The subsidiary USG, a firm originally created in 1963 as a tank-painting contractor and
which became a subsidiary of Suez in 2008, provides a wide range of water services. Its current
services include the assessment of the water system’s condition, asset management and
rehabilitation services. This Atlanta-based company is now under the management of Agbar,
another subsidiary of Suez Environnement. Through this partnership, Agbar entered the U.S.
water market to promote its services and business-line Aqualogy products (Suez
Environnement 2013b, 65).
Finally, Degrémont provides “water treatment solutions and services” to municipal and
industrial clients (Suez Environnement-Degrémont 2014d). Created in France in 1870, this firm
currently operates in 70 countries with a workforce of 5,500 employees. Degrémont is
structured around four areas of “core business” (design-build, operation and services,
equipment and BOT) and five main areas of expertise (drinking water production, desalination,
urban wastewater, sludge treatment and industrial water treatment) (Degrémont 2009, 2–5). All
services related to industrial water treatment are grouped under Degrémont Industry, which in
turn brings together numerous “product-line brands” (Suez Environnement-Degrémont 2014d).
In the U.S., the firm is part of Degrémont Technologies, which leads a network of brands
that provide water treatment equipment and manufacturing: Ameriwater, Infilco Degrémont
Inc., Ozonia North America and Water Power and Technologies LLC (WTP) (Suez
Environnement-Degrémont 2014e). In September 2013, Degrémont was selected to design and
supply mechanical bar screens for the COE’s Permanent Canal Closures and Pumps (PCCP)
facilities in New Orleans, Louisiana. This large project has allowed Degrémont to diversify its
portfolio of clients, as well as strengthen its presence in the U.S. equipment market (Suez
Environnement 2013c).
The development of the group’s activities in the U.S. reflects the strategy followed by the
group at the regional scale. While Suez Environnement considers North America a “high
potential region,” the U.S. water sector remains a potential growth market for the group. This
vision is confirmed by Bertrand Camus, CEO of Suez Environnement-United Water:
The North American market, and particularly that of the U.S., is a developing
market. This logic applies to all environmental services. When one looks at the
international growth areas, the U.S. is a priority area for Suez Environnement. This
is especially true in the water sector since it is the basis of our activities. (Camus,
interview).
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In the short-term, the group intends to increase its regulated business and consolidate its
service contract activities by pursuing long-term leases and concessions (Suez Environnement
2013b, 52). As shown, Veolia and Suez have adapted their geographic locations, their services
and their business models to a changing U.S. water sector over time. The development of these
firms has been conditioned by national driving forces, including economic fluctuations, the
presence of competitors and federal funding sources.

b) National Driving Forces and the Involvement of the French
State
The continuous fluctuations in the U.S. economy have had significant consequences for the
stability of the water services market. According to Global Water Intelligence (GWI) magazine,
the revenues of the five leading companies in non-regulated business only grew by 2.5 percent
in 2013, or a total of $1.68 billion (Global Water Intelligence 2014a). This moderate growth is
the result of increasing competition between large and medium companies as well as the slow
development of long-term, high-margin PPP contracts. Faced with this scenario, Veolia and
Suez have built broad and active networks of public and private entities that contribute to the
promotion of their services as well as the PPP model. In addition to the active involvement of
French companies in national U.S. water associations,124 the French state has also assisted these
companies in their international development.
The French Agency for International Business Development (Ubifrance) is one of the
most active actors in the promotion of French business in the U.S. water sector. This state
agency “promotes technologies, products, services and know-how from France, and puts
French-based professionals in contact with their international counterparts” (Ubifrance 2011).
Ubifrance is part of the French diplomatic network in the U.S. that provides French companies
with consulting and contact services for identifying potential partners. This agency operates
through an 85 member team in six different sites and has five “departments of expertise.”125
Most of the activities oriented towards the promotion of French water companies are
concentrated in the departments of infrastructure, transport and industries as well as new

124

Particularly, the NAWC and the NCPPP.
Ubifrance’s sites are located in Atlanta, Chicago, Detroit, Houston, New York and San Francisco. The five
departments of expertise are 1) food and beverages, 2) fashion, home decor and beauty, 3) healthcare, 4)
infrastructure, transport, industries, 5) new technologies, innovation and services (Ubifrance 2010).
125
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technologies, innovation and services. Ubifrance’s services include the organization of
individual and collective corporate missions through which companies have access to market
studies, lists of contacts, sector-focused events and face-to-face meetings.
This strategy has been illustrated by the organization of a French “collective pavilion”
within the Water Environment Federation’s Annual Technical Exhibition and Conference
(WEFTEC). This meeting is organized every year by the Water Environment Federation
(WEF). According to Jack Benson, the federation’s chief commercial officer, the WEF is a
“professional water organization with 36,000 members around the world including an
additional 700 company members [...] in over 90 countries. It is a very big education and
training organization [whose] mission is knowledge transfer” (Jack Benson, interview with
author, 28 October 2011, San Luis Potosi). In his view, the annual conference WEFTEC is “the
largest water show in North America and the largest annual water show in the world” (Jack
Benson, interview). In 2013, this conference attracted 22,589 attendees, while 971 companies
exhibited their services and products (Weftec 2014).
Considering the broad scope of this conference, Ubifrance, together with Veolia Water,
Veolia Innovation Accelerator, Suez Environnement-United Water and the Milwaukee Water
Council, organized a collective pavilion at the 2013 WEFTEC. This initiative sought to provide
participants with “exceptional networking for prospecting the American market and directly
presenting [their] technologies to the major actors of the U.S. water market and Ubifrance’s
partners” (Weftec 2013). In this manner, Ubifrance, in partnership with the largest French water
companies, offered a “package of services” that included exhibition spaces, meetings with “key
actors,” information and networking sessions, participation in technical conferences and field
work visits (Weftec 2013) (see Annex 5). In the words of Laurent Auguste, the collaboration
between the French state, via Ubifrance, and Veolia and Suez is not only positive for these
companies but also for other small and medium businesses (SMB):
Structures like Ubifrance are not unique to France. Globally, all countries have a
structure that supports and promotes the development of the activities of their
businesses. In general, these structures are focused on small and medium businesses
which try to start their activities [in a foreign country] but which lack the knowledge
to do so. Companies like us are active but more as providers of support rather than
the opposite (Auguste, interview).
While Veolia and Suez provide support to smaller French companies that seek to enter
the U.S. water market, these large firms also benefit from the establishment of multi-actor
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networks and the identification of potential business opportunities. In addition, the organization
of a French pavilion in a conference with a broad scope such as WETFEC illustrates the “will
of the French government to promote French businesses by making available to them the tools
and support they need to succeed in the North American market” (Ubifrance 2014, 4). This
strategy has been translated into the active mobilization of other French entities that operate in
partnership with Ubifrance North America and the French-American Chamber of Commerce.
Indeed, while the public investment bank Bpifrance provides financial support to French
companies, the Invest in France Agency seeks to “promote France’s business image and
attractiveness abroad” (The Invest in France Agency 2013).
Furthermore, the promotion of French water companies aims at developing transversal
perspectives rather than sectorial ones. This trend is clearly illustrated by Vivapolis, “the
umbrella brand of French stakeholders in the urban development industry on the international
stage” (General Commission for Sustainable Development 2014). This initiative was launched
by the Strategic Orientation Committee for Eco-industries (COSEI) at the end of 2013.126
Vivapolis seeks to provide “support for the structuring of a French sustainable city offer for
export [...]. More specifically [... this brand] takes the form of a strategy to federate French
actors around a shared international vision of sustainable urban development and to promote
their work” (General Commission for Sustainable Development 2014). Through the
international diffusion of this brand, the French government actively pursues the promotion of
a French vision of the sustainable city. In turn, this strategy enables the creation of business
opportunities for French companies specialized in the urban development industry.
As the largest environmental company worldwide, Veolia plays an active role in the
creation and diffusion of Vivapolis. Following the publication of a call for projects in July 2013
by the former French Minister of Trade Nicole Bricq, the firms Veolia and Artélia were selected
for developing a 3D simulator of a sustainable city to be applied to a neighborhood of Santiago,
Chile (Véran 2014). This project is at the core of the strategy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and International Development that seeks to export “French expertise” within the field of urban
sustainability, as well as new information and communication technologies. The
implementation of the project –called “Santiago Deseado”– is opening a space for the
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involvement of numerous French companies specialized in urban engineering, architecture,
building and the management of urban services.
As Catherine Savart, member of the Innovation & Markets Division of Veolia
Environnement, explained during a conference organized by the Institut des Amériques at the
French Senate on 28 May 2014:
The team for developing the project is innovating. We have a consortium that brings
together numerous actors of the sustainable city such as Artélia, a French
engineering company of 3,500 employees; Arte Charpentier, [a group of] French
architects who are recognized internationally; Veolia Environnement [which] is an
operator of urban services; and [… a] SMB called Siradel which develops software
programs for urban modeling […]. In parallel, we have Elithis, which brings its
expertise in terms of building, infrastructure and construction. [Finally], we have
the support of the city of Grenoble and the Île-de-France region which provide us
with consulting services (Savart 2014) (see Photo 9).

Photo 9 “Actors Involved in the Project Santiago Deseado”

© Joyce Valdovinos, 2014.
Presentation of Catherine Savart, member of the Innovation & Markets Division of Veolia
during the conference “Villes Durables, Villes Intelligentes: Regards d’Europe et d’Amérique
Latine et Caraïbe.” Paris, 28 May 2014.
According to Savart, this project is interesting since it creates “new links that develop a
new quality of urban life,” rather than just being “an infrastructure project.” The role of the
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companies involved in the project is “to accompany the city of Santiago [in its decision-making
process] by proposing an instrument that permits the visualization of potential choices and their
impacts.” As Savart pointed out, the Santiago Deseado project represents “a showcase for
French know-how” (Savart 2014).
The organization of a French “collective pavilion” at the WEFTEC and the international
promotion of Vivapolis are two clear examples of how the French state promotes French water
businesses abroad. According to a 2013 study of Ubifrance, the U.S. leads the international
environmental market. While the U.S. water industry was valued at $113 billion, the waste
sector represented $56 billion. The U.S. is not only the top producer of waste but also the 7th
largest producer of renewable energies worldwide (Bureau Ubifrance d’Atlanta 2013; Consulat
Général de France à Houston 2014).
These numbers are expected to translate into the creation of potential business
opportunities for leading French environmental companies. For Veolia and Suez, the support
of the French state in the promotion of their services has proven essential for their development
abroad. While both companies have benefitted from the initiatives implemented by the French
state and the favorable institutional and regulatory framework at the national scale in the U.S.,
increasing competition has driven Veolia and Suez to implement adaptation strategies.

Corporate Adaptation Strategies
As a result of the bankruptcy of the city of Detroit, the city’s emergency manager issued a
Request for Information (RFI) on March 21, 2014 regarding the delegation of the management
of the city’s water and sewerage systems to a private contractor. The city specified that all
respondents would need to meet the bid requirements and that they would be subject to an
evaluation in the areas of team structure and technical and financial capability (The City of
Detroit 2014, 13). The prospect of obtaining “the largest outsourcing agreement in the history
of the U.S. water sector” (Global Water Intelligence 2014a) led more than 40 companies to
respond to the RFI.127 While the city manager is considering a long-term lease as the most likely
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The city of Detroit owns and operates the Detroit Water and Sewage Disposal Systems for Detroit Water and
Sewerage Department (DWSD). The DWSD provides water and sewerage services to 4 million people within the
city and over 125 suburban communities (Global Water Intelligence 2014a; The City of Detroit 2014, 4).
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option, there was still uncertainty in July 2014 about which companies would bid in the
following months.
The growing competition of private water companies is not a common phenomenon for
the city of Detroit. The recent announcement of the establishment of the first water PPP in the
south eastern region of the U.S. also illustrates this trend. In November 2013, the Miami-Dade
Water and Sewer Department (MDSWD) issued a request for Expressions of Interest (EOI)
with the goal of gathering information from interested parties on the feasibility of adopting
PPPs for water projects (Miami Dade County 2013, 1). This initiative is at the core of the city’s
Capital Improvement Plan (CIP), which considers the implementation of numerous
infrastructure projects (covering all types of BOT contracts), as well as potential energy
optimization contracts (Global Water Intelligence 2014c; Miami Dade County 2013, 2–3).128
Miami Dade County stipulated that all respondents must indicate the firm’s financial
information (including the average annual turnover of PPP projects), experience in water and
sewerage PPPs, litigation history and evaluation of pre-selected PPP projects (see Annex 6). In
addition, the county clearly specified that “the cost associated with preparing a response to this
EOI, internal meetings or other participation in the EOI process is at the sole cost and expense
of the respondent” (Miami Dade County 2013, 3).
While the purpose of this EOI is “simply to solicit information for the County’s
information and use” (Miami Dade County 2013, 1), potential contractors are required to
provide the county with a competitive form at their own expense from the very beginning of
the process. These current competitive conditions have not discouraged water businesses: 31
firms responded to the EOI on 14 February 2014 (Global Water Intelligence 2014c).
Respondents included a large typology of water companies including investment developers,
utility operators and design-builders. The number and diversity of potential contractors for
high-margin, broad-scope PPPs augmented the increasingly competitive conditions of the U.S.
water services market.
According to a 2010 report of Food & Water Watch, many U.S. local governments had
begun exploring the option of adopting lease and long-term concessions for their water and
sewer systems in the aftermath of the economic recession. The NGO estimated that “there were
five times as many prospective [PPP] deals in 2010 as there were completed transactions in a
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typical year over the previous two decades” (Food & Water Watch 2010b). The search for
options that could fill public budget deficits represented significant business opportunities for
a large number of companies.
Today, the magazine GWI describes the U.S. market of water PPPs –particularly
operation and management contracts– as “increasingly crowded and increasingly competitive”
(Global Water Intelligence 2014a). The international business guide to PPPs, Public Works
Financing, stated in its newsletter that the U.S. PPP market was attracting the more “worldclass players” for the implementation of public works infrastructure projects (Public Works
Financing 2013). Indeed, the U.S. water services market has become recognized as the “the
world’s largest individual market” (Maxwell 2012, 9) and continues attracting an increasingly
diversified private sector.
While large “veteran” companies, specialized in both regulated and non-regulated
business, seek to consolidate their positions, an increasing number of “smaller [and] more
localized players” have emerged on the scene (Global Water Intelligence 2014a). This
landscape has important consequences in terms of the way local authorities conduct
procurement processes.
According to a 2012 survey conducted by the accounting firm WeiserMazars, technical
expertise and competitive pricing were the two most important factors for winning and
renewing water service contracts (WeiserMazars 2012, 4). While customer relationships and
credentials were rated as the third factor, a broad range of services occupied the fourth position.
Marketing strategies were considered as the least determinant; however, they still remained
“central to continuing to capture and/or retain service contracts” (WeiserMazars 2012, 8). The
results of this survey highlighted the importance expressed by local authorities of the innovation
capacity and technical knowledge held by private companies. While it is expected that private
firms contribute to the improvement of the operations of water utilities, local governments also
seek competitive prices.
Michael Gritzuk,129 an engineer with 25 years of experience in operating water and
wastewater systems across four U.S. states, explained to the author the elements local
authorities usually privilege when contracting a private company:
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Michael Gritzuk worked as an engineering manager in the U.S. EPA for six years and held executive positions
in water departments in Arizona, Florida, Massachusetts, and New Jersey.
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We look for innovation. When you get these mega companies, these international
companies with the talent that they have, and they know that they’re competing
with each other, well you do want to end up with the most innovatively-designed
[…and] most cost-effective project. They know that they’re competing not only
technically but with cost. These companies [… generally invest] a lot of money to
procure [PPP] projects (Michael Gritzuk, interview with author, 23 February 2011,
Tucson).
Gritzuk’s statement is very revealing, especially considering his experience in leading
“the first major DBO project in the State of Arizona” (DBIA 2014). In 2003, under the
leadership of Michael Gritzuk, the city of Phoenix awarded a $336 million contract to American
Water for the design, construction and operation of the Lake Pleasant Water Treatment Plant
(Business Wire 2003). Seven years later, as the new Director of Pima County RWRD,130 he
became responsible for the 32 mgd water reclamation facility DBO project between Pima
County and the firm CH2M Hill. With regard to this project, Gritzuk highlighted the
competitive environment within which they conducted the procurement process:
First of all, in order to compete in a project of this magnitude they have to be big
companies, that’s just natural. It doesn’t matter whether they are big national
companies or big international companies. When the first submitting came in on
this DBO there were five submittals […]. CH2M Hill, which is a big national
company, but they [also] do a tremendous amount of international work. The other
company was EPCOR-United Water. EPCOR is a very big company in Canada
[and] United Water is the American operating company of the French […] SuezLyonnaise des Eaux [...]. Again, very, very big companies. The French company is
huge, much bigger than CH[2M Hill].
The third group that came in was American Water with the same partnership that
they had in Phoenix. [This firm] is the biggest private operating company in this
country. [… Finally] we had a firm from Spain […] and another French firm, Veolia
(Gritzuk, interview).
As this statement shows, several companies were interested in the project. While not all
companies wound up presenting a bid, there was significant competition from the very
beginning. Indeed, the procurement process not only permits water companies to make
themselves known, but also to promote their services to local authorities.
The procurement process continued with a “team review” of the qualifications submitted
by American Water, EPCOR-United Water and CH2M Hill (Chuck Huckelberry, interview
with author, 22 February 2011, Tucson). By the time companies had to submit proposals,
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American Water decided to withdraw from the process. American Water’s sudden decision
came as a surprise to more than one individual involved in the project. For Michael Gritzuk,
the firm’s decision was related to “a cultural change in their marketing strategy” which sought
to pursue projects with less competition:
I personally was very, very surprised because [American Water] presented the same
team as the project in Phoenix […] and they were working with the same people
here […]. We still don’t know what the real reason was. Some of the rumors that
came out were once they felt that we couldn’t raise the financing to do this project
there was some haggling among the partnership there between the three entities
[design entity, operating entity and the contractor]. And then, there was some type
of, let’s say, cultural change in American Water on how they were going to pursue
projects: they weren’t going to pursue DBO projects because of the competition;
they were going to do their own projects where they had no competition (Gritzuk,
interview).
According to the former CEO of American Water Services, John Young, the firm
withdrew because they “were not sure that price, quality and risk were all going to be balanced
properly in the evaluation.” In his opinion, the request for proposals “was getting very, very
prescriptive on the process and even on the layout side […]. It was getting close to a hard bid”
(Public Works Financing 2010b). As Young’s statement shows, the increasingly competitive
context within which the project was being developed drove American Water to pull out.
With the departure of American Water from the process, only CH2M Hill and EPCORUnited Water submitted final proposals. The County decided to award the DBO contract to
CH2M Hill, according to the results of a “point system” that measured the technical and cost
considerations of each proposal. In the words of Chuck Huckelberry, an administrator for Pima
County, “the point rating on the technical side was almost identical. EPCOR-United Water has
proposed a couple of innovating things [… and] the CH2M Hill proposal [also] met all the
technical requirements of the proposal. I think what probably pushed [CH2M Hill] into the top
position was the price” (Huckelberry, interview).
Selecting CH2M Hill as the project winner depended to a large extent on the firm’s
technical expertise and competitive pricing strategy. Jennifer Dussor, a former project manager
at CH2M Hill, the explained that firm provided Pima County with a proposal that sought to
“meet the needs of the county with the highest quality product for the least cost” (Jennifer
Dussor, interview with author, 15 February 2011, Tucson).
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For Alan Forrest, former vice-president and area manager of CH2M Hill, an additional
competitive advantage of the firm was linked to the range of services it offered:
CH2M Hill operates systems, which is a little different than say Veolia, United
Water or American Water, [which] also own [the systems…]. The biggest
difference is that their business model is more about owning water and wastewater
utilities and operating what they own. [Furthermore] we are probably the only firm
that I know that has all three [services –design, build and operation–]. All the other
construction and engineering companies, they have to team up with [companies]
like American Water or Veolia [since] they don’t have all of that in one company
like we do. […] It’s an advantage we have over others (Alan Forrest, interview with
author, 15 February 2011, Tucson).
The growing competition of the U.S. water services market has led water companies to
develop different business strategies. In the case of the Pima County DBO project, both firms
succeeded in distinguishing themselves from each other. In the words of John Sherlock, acting
deputy director of the Pima County RWRD, “they had both very different approaches. Each
one had a uniqueness. Technically they were just different […]. I’d say that both companies,
either one, would have been win-win for Pima County” (John Sherlock, interview with author,
24 February 2011, Tucson).
The example of Pima County shows the need for water companies to continuously
reinvent their business strategies within competitive contexts. As the next two sub-sections
demonstrate, this question has been crucial in the development of Veolia and Suez in the U.S.
water services market.

1) Reinventing Veolia’s Strategy in the U.S.: the “Peer Performance
Solutions” Model and Targeting Industrial Clients
Veolia Environnement has evolved since its arrival in the U.S. in 1972. While the firm entered
the U.S. water services market through its subsidiary Envirotech Operating Services, the French
group currently leads the market in operation and management contracts. Over time, Veolia has
positioned itself as a leading company in the provision of environmental services in North
America, particularly in the U.S. water and wastewater services market.
Since 2011, the group has undertaken a strategic plan that includes the identification of
seven “potential profitable markets” and 40 target countries (Veolia Environnement 2014) (see
Chapter II.B.3). The activities of “the New Veolia” are now organized by countries, which are
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in turn regrouped into growth regions. This strategy is intended to simplify the internal
organization of the group and to offer services more adapted to each local context. In addition,
the firm created two “cross-functional departments” (Technical and Performance as well as
Innovation and Markets), with the goal of promoting “sharing and replication of best practices”
(Veolia 2014e).
Under the new slogan “resourcing the world,” the group is seeking to restructure its
business strategy around the identification of “promising and mature markets” (Veolia 2014e).
Circular economy services (solutions to extend the life of a resource) and industrial contracts
have been placed at the core of the company’s strategic shift.
Following this trend, Veolia has restructured its strategy in numerous countries with the
goal of becoming “more customer-oriented, simpler, more flexible and more efficient” (Veolia
Environnement 2014, 5). In the case of the U.S., the group has experienced important changes
in its regional organization, business models and targeted clients over the last three years.
Veolia is now organized under a “regional management structure,” which brings together
water, waste and energy operating divisions (Global Water Intelligence 2013c; Auguste,
interview). By adopting a “glocal” approach, the group seeks to “be part of the community”
and to maintain its “global image” at the same time (Global Water Intelligence 2013c). In the
words of Antoine Frérot, CEO of Veolia Environnement, “local people and public bodies want
two things. They want to have a local partner and the security of a top global operator. We need
to appear more local but endorsed by a global brand” (Global Water Intelligence 2013c).
Within this vision, Veolia has favored a more horizontal structure, which gives more
autonomy to executive management teams in the different countries in which the group
operates. According to Frérot, this new structure means that “the corporate decisions will go
more quickly into the field, and information from the field will come back more quickly to the
organization” (Global Water Intelligence 2013c). For Chris Howell, vice-president and global
director of mining and primary metals at Veolia, this strategy is highly favorable for the group,
as it will regionalize the firm’s functioning: “If North American Veolia representatives wanted
to develop an energy project in North America, for example, they had to go back and forth with
Paris for approvals […]. It wasn’t as seamless previously as this regionalization now will allow
us to be” (Global Water Intelligence 2014b).
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For Laurent Auguste, director of innovation and markets for Veolia, this new
organizational structure responds to the need to create a system that gives more autonomy to
team managers while remaining “coherent” with the group’s global strategy:
We have put in place a system that works according to investments. [...]. For certain
amounts, different levels of the company are going to be involved and for others,
[the decision] comes back here to Paris [at the headquarters]. For [smaller] amounts,
local autonomy is essential [...]. It is important to decentralize within Veolia. It is
important for us to have people with autonomy, people who can make decisions and
take initiatives, people who are like small entrepreneurs.
We have to grant them a certain level of flexibility and [at the same time] we have
to have systems that allow us to be coherent. I think that it is important that, within
a globalized world, when we work with Veolia, we work with Veolia and we find
Veolia everywhere. [... The customer] has to be able to expect a certain level of
competences, an attitude, a culture (Auguste, interview).
Along with this organizational shift, the group has enlarged its range of business models
by including “Peer Performance Solutions” (PPS). This model is at the crossroads of a large
number of partnerships that Veolia designates as alliance models, capital program management,
strategic alliance partnerships and the management of contract concession (Veolia
Environnement 2013a). In general, PPS are distinguished from all of these partnerships,
because “in PPS the contractor provides advice, guidance, tools and materials but does not take
over the work of operating, managing or implementing the recommended changes within the
utility” (Naylor, n.d. 2).
The number of terms used by water TNCs to refer to PPP contracts has become more
diversified. While during the 1990s, the term public-private partnership focused attention on
the collaboration between the two sectors, Veolia now aims to put the emphasis on the question
of performance. According to the group, PPS “are a compelling option for cities. The PPS
model preserves a public workforce and public governance while infusing private-sector
expertise” (Veolia Water North America 2010c). Veolia provides municipal and industrial
clients consulting services for the improvement of the management and operation of public
utilities. The “innovating” aspect of this model relies on the fact that the firm’s compensation
is based on the results of its performance, which is measured according to “Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs).”
While the group promotes PPS as a “transparent model” that gives confidence to the client
and local communities, KPIs are established jointly by Veolia and the customer from the very
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beginning (Veolia Water North America 2010c). These conditions enable the private company
to identify the limits and opportunities of its operations in a specific local context. This
ostensibly new business model is in fact not as new as Veolia suggests. While it is true that part
of the firm’s compensation depends on the results, PPS are built on the basis of consulting
services through which a company provides a customer with its expertise. In this manner, PPS
have “emerged” as part of Veolia’s strategy in order to identify new ways for maintaining its
leading position in a context of increasing competition. While the idea of privatizing water
systems or adopting long-term concession contracts has become less attractive for local
authorities, PPS are considered as more convenient and flexible options. These contracts permit
local governments to keep the ownership and control of public facilities and limit the
participation of the private sector to the provision of consulting services. Given these terms, it
is less likely that local communities will oppose the involvement of a private contractor since
its role remains purely consultative.
The PPS contract is gaining traction among local governments. Veolia has implemented
five PPS in North America (one in Canada and four in the U.S.) over the last three years (see
Map 12).
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Map 12 “Veolia’s PPS Contracts in Canada and the U.S. by July 2014”

The first contract was awarded by the Canadian city of Winnipeg in April 2011 for a
duration of 30 years. Through this agreement, Veolia committed to providing “strategic advice
and guidance on design, construction, technology and operational needs for three Winnipeg
wastewater treatment and biosolids facilities” (Veolia Water North America 2010d). Veolia is
compensated through a combination of fixed fees and shared risk and achievement of
performance goals (Global Water Intelligence 2014d, 8).
After only six months of the contract in Winnipeg, the city of New York adopted the first
PPS contract in the U.S. According to this agreement, Veolia provides consulting services to
the New York City Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) in order to identify
“opportunities to make improvements in every aspect of New York City’s drinking water,
sewage collection, and wastewater treatment operations” (Veolia Water 2012b, 1). Veolia
Water, together with McKinsey and Company and Arcadis, formed the “Operational Excellence
(OpX) team,” with the goal of strengthening the city’s analytical and technical expertise. The
OpX team estimated that the city of New York could make potential savings of $108 to $130
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million per year as a result of this contract (Veolia Water 2012b, 1). As in the case of Winnipeg,
New York’s PPS is a paid-performance contract, which means that Veolia is paid both fixed
fees as well as a percentage of operational efficiencies.
The scope of this contract has been broad. The New York City DEP serves 9 million
people and had an annual budget of $1.2 billion in 2012. According to Veolia’s estimations, the
potential savings for the city would come from reducing operating expenses (around $65 to $87
million) and increasing revenue collection ($43 million) (Veolia Water 2012b, 1). The city of
New York is not only recognized as a leading and cosmopolitan city worldwide, but it also
faces important water challenges in terms of people served, infrastructure and capital needs.
Veolia understands the weight of having a PPS contract with a city like New York given its
reputation.
By promoting the advantages of this contract, the group intends to obtain more contracts
of this type in other U.S. large cities. As Laurent Auguste, director of innovation and markets
for Veolia, stated:
In New York, we do not provide consulting services in a classic way: “here, this is
what you have to do. We write a report and move on; you do it.” We do not only
find ideas, but we also accompany New York in the implementation of those ideas.
Our compensation is linked to the real implementation of solutions because we
share the value, when value is created. We are in complete conformity with the
interest of New York and our interest (Auguste, interview).
For Auguste, the former CEO of Veolia Water Americas, this contract raises major
differences between the competences of a private operator and those of a public utility:
The strength of a company like Veolia is to know how to connect everything in
order to share the best practice. I like to say that each city is like an island [since] it
is difficult to go and find the best practices. And even when you find them [...] water
is something very local [...]. The operator usually faces issues that are linked to
changes in management, innovation and risk-taking. A large water utility’s operator
does not like to take risks and to introduce new practices that can modify the preestablished balance (Auguste, interview).
After New York, numerous cities began procurement processes for adopting a similar
model. In March 2012, the city of Pittsburgh awarded a PPS contract to Veolia Water for the
provision of “interim management” of the city’s utility for one year with a six-month renewal
option. According to this agreement, Veolia provides executive management oversight,
produces a six-month diagnostic evaluation of ten functional areas, and implements operational
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improvement initiatives (Veolia Water 2012a, 1). The company is paid $150,000 a month
(about $1.8 million a year) and can earn up to $1.5 million in bonuses along with 50 percent of
any money saved by the Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority (Boren 2013; Balingit 2013).
The contract was extended in July 2013 for another 18 months.
The PPS model has extended to the city of St. Louis as well, which awarded a
performance-based contract to Veolia Water in December 2012. According to the firm’s
proposal, Veolia would allow the city to reduce annual costs up to 15 percent without layoffs.
Its plan included three main phases, through which the firm would identify improvement
opportunities, implement a jointly-negotiated improvements plan and validate potential savings
(Veolia Water 2012c).
However, shortly after the city was selected, a growing opposition movement in St. Louis
pushed the city to put the contract on hold. Under the leadership of a local activist group,
concerns about “the company’s human rights practices and financial condition” (“Concerns
Over Veolia Corporate Behavior Delays City Water Contract” 2012) were raised. The local
opposition was shaped by two major driving groups. On the one hand, pro-Palestine groups
accused Veolia of being involved with “ethnic discrimination in Palestine” (Saint Louis
Palestine Solidarity Committee 2012). According to a statement published by the St. Louis
Palestine Solidarity Committee on 17 December 2012, Veolia Water is “infamous for poor
environmental standards, anti-labor practices, privatizing public resources, mismanagement,
corruption, bribery, embezzlement, fraud, and illegal activities in Israel/Palestine” (St. Louis
Palestine Solidarity Committee 2012). On the other hand, anti-privatization activists, who were
also supported by local politicians, represented the second oppositional group.
This opposition movement, which operated under the slogan “Dump Veolia,” gradually
took force (Dump Veolia Coalition 2014). Elections for the new mayor of St. Louis exacerbated
this situation and led to the freezing of the deal with Veolia Water during the election process.
In April 2013, Democrat Francis Slay was re-elected for a fourth term. Although the re-elected
mayor supported the idea of giving the contract to Veolia Water for a $250,000 annual
consulting fee, the strong local opposition led the private firm to withdraw on 30 October 2013
(Global Water Intelligence 2013d).
In the words of Laurent Auguste, the final non-implementation of the St. Louis contract
reveals the important political dimension that is always present in the field:
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In the United States, there are a certain number of people who consider the
involvement of the private sector in [the management] of public services, and
particularly in water services, as a bad thing. There is maybe a lack of confidence
regarding private companies. I do not know if this is based on American culture
which sees business from a short-term [perspective]. We are in a different logic. All
our businesses are on the long-term [...]. We are in a business that produces low
[financial] margins […and the importance] is to stay [in the market] for a long time
(Auguste, interview).
This experience emphasizes the importance of the reputation and the public image of a
company, as well as the powerful role that local communities can play as an opposition force.
As the magazine GWI pointed out, “though the company had strong support from one wing of
City Hall, that support was undone by hostility from another. The timing of the election cycle,
meanwhile, gave that hostility a ready outlet” (Global Water Intelligence 2013d).
While the case of St. Louis illustrated how local opposition can represent an obstacle to
the PPS model, it continued to spread elsewhere in the U.S.: in early 2014, DeKalb County in
Georgia and Washington D.C. adopted PPS contracts. For Rod Naylor, general manager at
Veolia Water and responsible for PPS contracts across North America, this model “is growing
quickly and has become the most common form of new water PPP in the United States”
(Naylor, n.d. 1). In his words, its rapid adoption “is an evidence of the effectiveness,
adaptability and acceptability of PPS” (Naylor, n.d. 4).
The promotion of PPS as an innovative model within a growing market for consulting
and efficiency contracts provides Veolia with significant business opportunities. Though each
contract is adapted to the needs and conditions of each local context, PPS generally pursue
improvements in the areas of customer service, revenue collection and reduction of operational
costs. The current strategy of Veolia in developing this model is to present it as a solution that
addresses “a part of the market where there was a hole before […]. It’s a more mature offering
now with a number of customers” (Global Water Intelligence 2014d, 9). In the words of
Veolia’s CEO, Antoine Frérot, PPS are made “for cities which don’t want to subcontract the
whole service or a big part of the service, it is a good way to take advantage of the best practices
in the industry […]. The results are quantified and made transparent to the public” (Global
Water Intelligence 2014d, 8).
Furthermore, the company aims to show how this model is bringing dynamism to the
water industry. As the former CEO of Veolia Water Americas, Laurent Auguste, pointed out:
“A few years back, the market was a bit flat and boring […]. I would absolutely not say that
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today. I think it’s a pretty exciting time because if the needs of the clients can be met by some
of the new products that are brought to the market by us and the competition, it is becoming a
more active and dynamic place” (Global Water Intelligence 2014d, 9).
While Veolia has been investing important financial, human, technological and
reputational resources to diffuse the PPS model across the U.S., the group has not excluded
other types of contracts. In Auguste’s words: “there are different models that [Veolia] can
monetize. Our approach is to listen to the market and our customers rather than saying that we
focus on concession contracts or PPS. [The goal is] to adapt our offer to the customer's
expectations and the realities of certain geographies” (Auguste, interview). In his opinion, the
strategy of the group is to develop different types of business models according to the specific
needs of each customer:
[In the U.S.] there is the market of large cities which are going to share similar
characteristics. Then there is an entire block of medium-size cities and then, smallsize cities. [Our services] are linked to the needs and the specificities of each city.
There will also be cities that are located in water stress zones or cities whose
difficulties are linked to flooding.
[Veolia] sees the market according to the needs and similarities [among cities] and
offers different options. In this manner, while a New York-style offer seems to be
more adapted to large cities, an offer like that of Rialto is a more convenient option
for medium-size cities. [Finally] what we did in Milwaukee corresponds to certain
particular needs.
The third and last factor of Veolia’s strategic shift makes reference to the types of clients
that are targeted. In April 2013, the CH2M Hill Global Market President Greg McIntyre stated
in the GWI magazine: “… the municipal contract [operations] market is showing flat to singledigit growth. It’s the same companies competing for the same existing contracts” (Global Water
Intelligence 2014a). While contracts with municipal clients for the O&M of water utilities have
become more competitive, Veolia has been actively seeking to increase the number of its
industrial clients. In 2013, the firm signed 12 new industrial contracts and gained $181 million
in industrial O&M revenue (Global Water Intelligence 2014a).
Veolia has identified industrial water services as a key growing market. The increasing
need of the water industry to outsource water management, particularly wastewater treatment,
has given a boost to the PPP model. The challenges raised by industrial clients involve, on the
one hand, a growing demand for freshwater and, as a consequence, more competition between
farmers, residents and industrial water users (Global Water Intelligence 2014e, 35). On the other
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hand, the increasing volumes of wastewater discharged represent high treatment costs for
industries in terms of technology and infrastructure. From Laurent Auguste’s perspective, the
increasing needs of industrial customers have been placed at the core of Veolia’s current
development strategy:
[Veolia's slogan] “resourcing the world” makes reference to the circular economy,
which is an issue that is developing more and more [...]. We provide water for
industrial processes but we also [treat] wastewaters in order to reuse them. [The
goal] is to think about loops as much as possible. We intervene, we treat
wastewaters [... and] we recover elements (Auguste, interview).
This vision is shared by the CEO of the group, who considers industrial clients to be “a
key strategic goal for Veolia” (Global Water Intelligence 2013c). While 70 percent of the
services Veolia currently provides are for local authorities and the rest are directed toward
industrial clients, the group intends to see this ratio even out at 50/50 within the following years
(Frérot 2012).
Moreover, the group plans to double its mining and metals revenues to $1.5 billion by
2020. In order to reach to goal, Veolia intends to focus on the development of mining-specific
technologies, including tailings pond management and resource recovery (Global Water
Intelligence 2014b). For Antoine Frérot, PPS contracts will be a key instrument in meeting
these goals since “it could save months and months of time for opening a new mine. That is a
big money for [… industrial] companies […]. You will see that there will be huge possibilities
for a water companies to be partners, to link to the performance of an oil and gas company”
(Global Water Intelligence 2014d, 8).
The identification of new growth regions, innovating business models and diverse types
of clients entails the continuous re-invention of Veolia’s business strategy. As shown in Chapter
I.B.3, water TNCs’ strategies seek to match their interests, resources and capabilities as well as
the environmental opportunities and risks they face. In the case of Veolia, the continuous reevaluation of the firm’s competitive advantages as well as growing business opportunities with
industrial clients represents the basis of the group’s current strategy in the U.S.
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2) Renewing Suez’s Corporate Image: The Solution Concession
Model and Creating an Image as a Local Player
Suez Environnement entered the U.S. water sector in 1982 through the American firm Water
Works Company. Since then, Suez has extended its activities geographically, increasing both
the number of contracts and people served. Today, its subsidiary United Water is the secondlargest private company in the market of regulated and non-regulated business in the U.S.
Operations in North America represented 5.4 percent of the group’s total annual revenues in
2013, with water operations in the U.S. unsurprisingly taking center stage.
The leading position of Veolia in the U.S. water services market has led Suez to develop
a corporate strategy that aims to differentiate itself from its competitors. While both Suez and
Veolia are French and have experience in the establishment of PPP contracts, they differ in
terms of business culture and corporate image.
The relationship between these firms has become increasingly competitive. Although
from their creation up to the 1970s most activities of Veolia and Suez were concentrated in an
“equally distributed” French market, their internationalization has changed this trend. Today,
U.S. water and wastewater services represent a growing business market for both companies.
Their development depends greatly on the construction of a strong corporate adaptation
strategy, which strengthens their visibility and political communication. For Laurent Auguste,
director of innovation and markets for Veolia, the presence of Suez contributes to the creation
of competition and innovation in a limited market:
The relationships between Veolia and Suez are competitive. Suez Environnement
is our main competitor [...]. I do not know what they would say, but for me it is a
competitor that I respect. As a private company, we are in a logic where one of our
motors is competition. That is what pushes us to be inventive, better and to create
value for our municipal customers [...]. It is essential to have Suez in the market
because there are not a lot of [companies] like us. There are a lot of local actors but
not actors that are able to play at the same level. Suez is a good challenger (Auguste,
interview).
This vision is shared by Bertrand Camus, CEO of Suez Environnement-United Water,
who described the relationship between both firms as “competitive” (Camus, interview). From
his perspective, Veolia benefits from broader visibility in the U.S. than Suez thanks to its larger
presence in the waste sector and their presence in financial markets:131
131

While Veolia is quoted on the New York Stock Exchange [NYSE] and the Euronext Paris, Suez Environnement
is listed on the Euronext exchanges of Paris and Brussels.
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Veolia has the advantage of also operating in the waste sector with more important
activities […]. Even if we [Suez Environnement] are bigger than them in water
activities, they have a global presence that is four times bigger than us. [In addition,
our company] has a little visibility since we are not quoted on the stock exchange.
Companies that are quoted have more relationships with investors and have more
visibility than us, even if we are the number two actor in the U.S. [water market]
(Camus, interview).
Faced with this scenario, Suez Environnement has built a development strategy focused
on the gradual diversification of the group’s activities, creating “innovating” business models
and implementing more discrete lobbying practices.
The French group currently operates in the U.S. through its subsidiaries United Water,
USG and Degrémont. The activities of United Water bring in the highest percentage of Suez
Environnement’s total revenues in the U.S. and have also determined the geographic expansion
of the group. United Water provides water services in 21 states and owns 16 utilities in 6 states
(see Chapter IV.A.2). As Maps 13 shows, most of the company’s water projects are located on
the East Coast of the U.S. (Suez Environnement-United Water 2012a). The longstanding
presence of United Water in this region has greatly contributed to the geographic concentration
of Suez’s operations in the eastern portion of the U.S. As Bertrand Camus explained to the
author:
[There is] a historical legacy of United Water’s presence in the [U.S.] north-east,
particularly in New Jersey and New York [which are] the heart of the country’s
north-east. Our non-regulated business is also in the north-east, plus the Great Lakes
region, essentially in Michigan. Our third branch of activity is represented by Utility
Services, which is a service provider based in Georgia. This allows the group to
have a strong presence in the southwest; however, generally speaking, we are an
actor of the East of the Mississippi (Camus, interview).
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Map 13 “Water Activities of Suez Environnement-United Water in the U.S.”

Although most of Suez’s operations are concentrated on the East Coast, the group has
developed a geographic diversification strategy. Camus highlighted the importance of creating
business opportunities in other regions of the U.S.: “Of course we look for opportunities in
[other regions, such as] the West, particularly in non-regulated business. For example, we have
just submitted an offer in California for a recycling facility and a second one in Pima County,
Arizona” (Camus, interview 2010).132
While Suez did not obtain either of these contracts, the company continues to look for
new projects in U.S. states where its presence is either limited (such as in California) or
inexistent (like in Florida). In addition, Suez intends to expand its activities to an emerging

132

Some aspects of the Pima County procurement process are explained in Chapter IV.B.
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Canadian market as demonstrated by a 5-year O&M contract that was awarded to SENA Waste
Services by the city of Edmonton in March 2014 (Suez Environnement-United Water 2014).
Along with gradual geographic diversification, Suez has redefined its strategy in terms
of business models and types of customers. Today, Suez’s strategy in the U.S. is based on three
main axes: 1) the development of regulated activities (through the expansion of its assets base
and an increase of investments in maintenance), 2) the consolidation of service contract
activities (via new contracts and private equity partnerships) and 3) the expansion of services
activities (through USG and its partnership with Agbar) (Suez Environnement 2013b, 46, 65).
The company is currently seeking to optimize its portfolio of activities by moving away
from small, short-term operation contracts and targeting large, long-term projects (Global
Water Intelligence 2013a). With this vision in mind, United Water sold its regulated water
operations in Connecticut in September 2012 and those in Arkansas five months later (Suez
Environnement-United Water 2013; 2012c).
After reducing the number of small projects, the French group has focused on the
promotion of what the firm has called the “Solution Concession Model.” This business model
was presented during the Clinton Global Initiative (CGI) Annual Meeting in New York City in
September 2012.133 According to the firm, United Water’s initiative is to be seen as an
“innovative, cross-sector solution and [source of] new private equity investment to address the
water challenge that many municipalities face today” (Suez Environnement-United Water
2012b).
The model proposes to establish a partnership between a private operator and a private
equity fund in order to run a public water facility over the long-term. The general idea is that
this partnership will permit public owners of facilities to benefit from private funding, which
can be used to reduce municipal debt or upgrade water infrastructure. In order to increase Suez’s
business opportunities within the U.S. water sector, the group promotes this model as
An innovative contractual approach [through which] the city will maintain
ownership and regulatory oversight of the utility [which] will never leave public
hands. The city will also continue to govern and approve water rates. [United
Water] will provide water management expertise and operate the system in

The CGI was established in 2005 as an initiative of the Clinton Foundation, with the goal of convening “a
community of global leaders to forge solutions to the world’s most pressing challenges” (Clinton Foundation
2014). An annual meeting is organized every September in New York City.
133
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exchange for standard, resident-paid water usage fees (Suez EnvironnementUnited Water 2012b).
As this description of the Solution model shows, United Water puts the emphasis on the
fact that this model does not involve selling the assets of water facilities. On the contrary, the
general idea is that cities will remain the owners of the utilities but will have access to “new
long-term capital from private equity partners” (Suez Environnement-United Water 2012b).
The first Solution contract was adopted by the city of Bayonne, New Jersey on 20
December 2012. Following the agreement’s approval by the Bayonne Municipal Authority
(BMUA) and state agencies, the city of Bayonne awarded a 40-year concession contract to
United Water and Kohlberg Kravis Roberts (KKR) for the management of its water and
wastewater systems. These companies formed a joint venture with the goal of sharing
responsibilities. While United Water is responsible for operating the city’s water and
wastewater systems for the 40-year term, KKR provides 90 percent of the joint-venture
investment through its infrastructure fund (Suez Environnement-United Water 2012d).
According to the agreement, the BMUA received an initial payment of $150 million in order to
eliminate its debt and improve municipal finances. The joint-venture also committed to
investing $157 million into the system, with the goal of improving its efficiency over the
duration of the contract (Suez Environnement-United Water 2012d).
The partnership establishes that the initial capital investment will be used for “wireless
water metering and other monitoring systems […], which help reduce water loss from leakage,
prioritize pipe replacement and improve operational efficiency” (Suez Environnement-United
Water 2012d). The adoption of this contract has been strongly promoted by the French
company, which considers it as a “unique” model that will bring together “United Water’s
operations expertise and KKR’s long-term vision” (Suez Environnement-United Water 2012d).
In the words of Bertrand Camus, CEO of United Water, “private equity partnerships offer
a new solution to our centuries-old problem. While private equity investment in U.S. roads,
bridges and airports is not new, it is new when it comes to investment in water infrastructure”
(Camus 2013). Furthermore, Steve Gallo, Executive Director of the BMUA, stated that this
partnership “will invest in [the city’s] aging infrastructure, and provide resources that the
BMUA could not otherwise deliver” (Suez Environnement-United Water 2012d). The
advantages of solution contracts were also shared by Raj Agrawal, head of North American
infrastructure at KKR, who pointed out that this “sustainable model” combines “the operational
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and environmental stewardship of United Water […] with [their] commitment to maintain
continuous investment into the system” (Suez Environnement-United Water 2012d).
The fact that all partners highlighted the importance of adopting a model that permits the
identification of private funding sources is far from trivial. On the one hand, this trend shows
that public authorities, aware of the increasing needs in water infrastructure and the pressure on
municipal budgets, are slowly incorporating the idea that water PPPs can represent viable
options for present and future funding challenges. On the other hand, the promotion of models
that involves a third actor (private equity funds) testifies to the continuous adaptation strategies
of leading water TNCs.
Largest private water companies have identified local governments’ concerns over
funding as potential driving forces for the future evolution of water PPPs in the U.S. The core
of their strategy now entails the diffusion of business models as innovative solutions. While
Veolia promotes PPS contracts, United Water offers the Solution concession model. Both
approaches portray these companies as efficient private operators and consultants rather than
capital investors. As in the case of Veolia, Solution concession contracts are only one of the
multiple business models Suez offers to its municipal and industrial customers. While the
company has been investing vast resources in the promotion of this model as “a very attractive
solution” (Global Water Intelligence 2013a), long-term O&M contracts and DBOs are by no
means forgotten.
Directing these contracts at target markets is in line with the current strategic shift that
Suez is carrying out concerning its customers. While solution and long-term O&M contracts
target medium and large cities, DBOs are expected to be adopted by industrial clients,
particularly in the oil and gas sector (Global Water Intelligence 2014a). The first category of
contracts has been promoted based on the cases of Bayonne (Solution concession) and Nassau
County (long-term O&M).134 As Bertrand Camus stated in the GWI magazine:
We have always had discussions, but now we have concrete examples to show what
it could look like if other municipalities decide to follow the same path. We have a
list of prospective targets, and we are trying to identify municipalities that may be
interested in exploring those solutions” (Global Water Intelligence 2014a).
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Nassau County, New York awarded a 20-year O&M contract to United Water on 30 June 2014. According to
the agreement, United Water is responsible for the operation of the county’s sewerage system and three wastewater
treatment facilities (Nassau County 2014).
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Suez seeks to strengthen the visibility of their business models through the promotion of
large, long-term contracts that appear successful in other cities. As in the case of Mexico City,
the company largely bases its development strategy in the U.S. on the idea of reproducing its
“successful” business models.
The group also focuses on industrial clients for DBOs. In the words of Bertrand Camus,
this strategy is a result of the increasing interest of industrial clients in adopting PPPs, especially
for greenfield projects: “Four or five years ago, you would never hear [industrial clients] talk
about DBOs and DBFOs.135 Now they are interested in exploring those alternatives [… since]
it’s a way for them to be more competitive [… and] to find a proper allocation of risk” (Global
Water Intelligence 2014a).
The current range of services for Suez Environnement’s industrial clients is built around
the goal of “rethinking production process[es]” (Suez Environnement 2014b, 1). The group’s
strategy seeks to develop a circular economy (particularly through recovering value in the
wastewater and waste sectors) and to increase the competitiveness and productivity of industrial
customers (Suez Environnement 2014b, 3). In accordance with this perspective, the group
acquired Process Group, a firm specialized in “engineering, design, fabrication [and]
commissioning of equipment for the global oil & gas industry” on 26 June 2014 (Suez
Environnement 2014j). While this acquisition mainly aims at extending Suez’s “geographic
footprint in the Middle East, South East Asia and Australia” (Suez Environnement 2014c), it
also reinforces the group’s portfolio of activities in the U.S. industrial market.
The diversification of geographic locations, business models and types of customers is at
the center of Suez’s strategy. As the CEO of United Water pointed out, the main issue for the
group at the moment is “about how to make the cake bigger, instead of having the same amount
of cake to share” (Global Water Intelligence 2014a). This statement not only demonstrates the
firm’s capacity to adapt their operations to changing contexts, but also the evolving means by
which water TNCs present themselves as key partners in the creation of models of water
services governance.
Another strategic shift by Suez Environnement regarding its U.S. operations is related to
its corporate image and lobbying practices. Over time, the group has mobilized a large number
of resources and built capabilities in order to renew its business image within the water industry.
135

Design-Build-Finance-Operate (DBFO).
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In the particular case of the U.S., the 1998 contract between United Water and the city of Atlanta
was a watershed case in terms of the group’s reputation. As Chapter V will show, Atlanta’s PPP
experience was “linked to corruption at the highest level” (Snitow, Kaufman, and Fox 2008,
65) in the international public-private debate. While this contract was originally established for
a 20-year term, both partners decided to sign an “amicable dissolution” after only five years of
operations. Following the early termination of the contract, international media followed the
legal case that targeted the former mayor of Atlanta, Bill Campbell, for bribery and racketeering
charges. During his trial, Campbell was accused of receiving “personal benefits totaling over
$12,900 for hotel rooms and a car and driver” from United Water and “its parent company,”
Suez Environnement (The U.S. Department of Justice 2004, 8). Despite Cambpell being cleared
of these charges, Atlanta’s former mayor was found guilty of felony tax charges and was
sentenced to serve 2 and a half years in federal prison (Nahmias 2006) (see Chapter V).
In the words of Laurent Auguste, director of innovations and markets of Veolia, “the
problem of Atlanta slowed down the development of the involvement of the private sector in
the U.S. water industry. [This situation] not only affected Veolia and Suez but all water
companies” (Aguste, interview). The negative outcome of this partnership was discussed by
local media and mobilized opponents of water privatization. According to a Food & Water
Watch report, the contract between the city of Atlanta and United Water was “a disaster,” which
resulted in poor maintenance of the water system, cost increases and allegations of corruption
(Food & Water Watch 2013a, 1–2). Food & Water Watch viewed the experience of Atlanta as
only one of the multiple cases that have shown the “poor performance” of United Water,
including those of Gary (Indiana), Milwaukee (Wisconsin) and Camden (New Jersey).
In the words of Wenona Hauter, general director of Food & Water Watch, Suez and
Veolia represent “economic forces that are interested in making water the next profit center”
(Wenona Hauter, interview with author, 14 March 2012, Marseille,). In her opinion, “when
these companies move in to privatize water services it ends up being more expensive [since
they have] a lot of pressure to just get bigger and bigger. It’s only about next quarter’s profits
and not about running a good company. It’s a short-term thinking” (Hauter, interview). For this
opponent of water privatization, water companies do not have a good reputation in the U.S.
because of their “dishonest tactics” and negotiation practices:
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Veolia is very aggressive and they’ve used […] a lot of dishonest tactics and there
is corruption involved in the contracting. They underbid on the contracts and they
come back and try to get more money when they’re just a poorly rated company.
[Suez] is just as unpopular in the United States as Veolia. They move in and they
increase prices. The management is far away, so it’s hard to get a good service. I
mean, that’s one of the problems with these multinationals, you know, they have
call centers, you have a problem with your water and it’s hard to get things fixed.
Suez had had similar problems in collapsing contracts when cities want to get out
of them (Hauter, interview).
As this statement shows, corruption, the renegotiation of contracts and the increase of
water rates are common arguments raised by opponents of private participation in water
services. In addition, Veolia and Suez have faced accusations of having carried out high-level
lobbying strategies that target elected officials. In the words of Michael Gritzuk, a senior water
specialist with a great deal of experience in adopting PPPs:
Operations in the [U.S.] water sector were predominately public. Then, there were
these foreign companies that landed on our shores. One was Lyonnaise des Eaux,
another one was Compagnie Générale […]. They felt that there was a tremendous
market for them in water sector operations. They started to cross the nation selling
their model and […] saying that they [could] do operations and maintenance far
cheaper than […] the public sector.
The way they marketed themselves or lobbied themselves was with elected officials
rather than with the utility directors like myself. They went to my boss and said “we
can do your operations and maintenance far cheaper than your current staff.” And
the reason why they marketed the elected officials was that the elected officials did
not have the detailed financial or technical knowledge to evaluate the private sector
versus the public sector (Gritzuk, interview).
From Gritzuk’s perspective, the strategy implemented by Veolia and Suez “left a very,
very sour taste in the water sector” (Gritzuk, interview). This statement is highly significant
when analyzing the development of the French water companies in the U.S. at the national
scale. On the one hand, their arrival in the U.S. water market represented a new way of doing
business. While the market of regulated business was already developed at the time, Veolia and
Suez largely contributed to the promotion of non-regulated business (PPPs) in the national U.S.
water sector. On the other hand, French water companies “exported” their lobbying practices
to the U.S. by directly addressing elected officials. This strategy not only gave a more political
tint to private sector participation in water services management, but also created a feeling of
“exclusion” among local water operating authorities.
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While the experience of Atlanta greatly affected the corporate image of United Water, it
also showed the limits and opportunities for water businesses in terms of lobbying tactics. In
the words of Bertrand Camus, the problem encountered in Atlanta was the result of the
“company’s desire to create the market and high risk-taking” (Camus, interview). Over time,
the firm has adopted a more discrete and flexible lobbying strategy that seeks to reinforce its
image as a “local player.”
According to a former executive of United Water, the company used to hire political
consultants “who could get them in the door, so they could meet [with] mayors” (interview,
2011). As this former executive related to the author, most political consultants targeted
national public water events in order to identify potential municipal contractors:
[United Water was] heavily invested in the National Association of Water
Companies (NAWC) and the U.S. Conference of Mayors. [This latter was] a great
forum for reaching out the mayors of [several] cities around the country. In
particular […] because we were chasing privatization in large urban markets where
there were black mayors. We were [also] involved in something called the U.S.
Conference of Black Mayors which is a separate entity […]. Then, there was […]
the American Association of County Executives and [another] national association
that deals with state and local elected officials.
That’s how we got the council members because they all go to that. I mean that’s
how you do business, that’s how it’s done. You have to get them familiar with you,
comfortable with you, it’s a lot of wining and dining, it’s a lot of craziness. Oh man,
I could tell you stories that I won’t tell you. You could never, ever imagine
(interview, 2011).
Once the contact was established, political consultants had the task of “pursuing the PPP”
through different lobbying practices, including political patronage, positioning, dinners and
organizing events (interview, 2011). In the words of the author’s interviewee, these practices
varied from one country to the next: “[Lobbying practices in the U.S.] were not as bad because
of the laws in the U.S. It’s not like in other countries. I mean, I remember stories when we were
trying to privatize the system in Puerto Rico, you know, I mean the public officials were like
‘how much are you going to pay me to get my support?’” (interview, 2011).
For Wenona Hauter, director of Food & Water Watch, the characteristics of the U.S.
political system helped the largest water companies lobby elected officials in a legal way: “in
the United States we have a system that legalizes bribery basically, you know, campaign
contributions from lobbies. I think [these companies] have become very successful at it and it’s
very difficult […] to count all of that money and power” (Hauter, interview).
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In addition to campaign donations, United Water identified another legal way to influence
elected decision-makers. In the words of the company’s former executive:
There is a legal way to do [lobbying] and it’s what every politician does. Think
about it, it can’t be donations [since] those are tracked and they have to go into your
campaign and you have to spend [them]. It’s something that no one thinks about
and there’s nothing that can be done [… since it is] a legal way to do it. It was done
in other cities where there were privatization efforts.
Go back and look at Indianapolis. The mayor who was in place at the time of the
privatization with United Water […] later became governor of Indiana. This littleknown mayor, not known to anyone, [wrote] a book on, I don’t even know what the
book was about, it wasn’t even worth reading. He sold millions of copies. There are
warehouses full of those books right now, somewhere, courtesy of United Water.
That’s how you do it. It’s legal, it’s clean, it’s free enterprise (interview, 2011).
While the information provided by the author’s interviewee cannot be verified, what is
certain is that United Water’s lobbying tactics have entailed the mobilization of a great deal of
financial, human and organizational resources over time. The strategy of the company included
hiring political consultants, attending large water events, making campaign donations and
funding municipal projects. These practices mainly targeted mayors of large cities and the
members of city councils. Their implementation took place within a context where privatization
was largely promoted as the “magic solution” (Marin 2009) to all problems related to the public
management of water services.
By the late 1990s, several cities decided to terminate their PPP contract with Suez before
the contract’s expiration date. Some of these cases were widely covered by media sources (such
as Buenos Aires, Cochabamba or Atlanta), resulting in negative consequences for the
company’s corporate image.136 In order to reduce the impact of these cases, the group
implemented changes to its business strategy. In the words of a United Water’s executive, these
changes had important consequences for the company’s lobbying practices in the U.S.:
We shifted our strategy and moved away from privatization because of the loss of
tremendous amounts of money. [We refocused] on the core business which was the
operation of plants […] and [we stopped] chasing, as our boss, the CEO of our
company said: “the white elephant.” Because […] that’s how they did it, they bribed
the great white elephant.
The strategy became, as I was told in one of our receptions with all the bosses:
“there won’t be any more to share with the great big fish; go to smaller ponds and
136

For more information on these cases see Food & Water Watch 2010a; Snitow, Kaufman, and Fox 2008; Botton
2007; Schneier-Madanes 2005; Olivera and Lewis 2004.
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look for the little fish. [It] is a lot less expensive than with the great big fish”
(interview, 2011).
In his opinion, United Water was not the only company that was forced to modify the
way it lobbied elected officials:
I don’t think that companies especially in this market now are hiring as many
political consultants [as before]. I think they’re more careful about that piece of it,
but I think that they still do hire some political consultants. Although it’s changed,
they receive more money on the back-end of a win and less money initially, which
is different from what we did then, cause we were just paying everybody and it
wasn’t about tying it to a win: “I’ll pay you a little now to help me and if we get it,
you’ll get a big check” (interview, 2011).
The shift regarding the lobbying practices of United Water took place within the context
of large water companies favoring the establishment of water PPPs rather than a privatization
scheme. In addition, stricter regulation of lobbying practices at the national and state levels shed
light on the activities of water firms. For this former executive of United Water, the U.S. federal
government played an important role in this trend:
The [U.S.] Federal government is always looking at those things and if there’s one
thing that the federal government can do, it’s investigate. [For example,] You spend
money on a truck that you get, ok, they can definitely track every dollar that you
spend. If the amount that you spent for any given period of time does not meet up
with the amount that you’ve been paid in your job, you have to prove that that
[amount] wasn’t given to you illegally. They have such a tremendous [...] forensic
accounting.
They can go through that trying to see if there was money that came into any
lobbyists’ account, any members’ account, […] a family’s bank account. Those
forensic accountants are how they can tell if a public official in this country […]
accepted kickbacks [...]. There is no way to get away from the government in this
country when you’re dealing with certain levels of cash (interview, 2011).
This statement shows that the actions of the federal government as well as the national
regulatory and institutional framework have had a large impact on the way water TNCs have
extended their operations to new local markets. While there is a general consensus among water
industries that “the lobbyists and lobbying efforts are how things are done” in the U.S.
(interview, 2011), Suez Environnement and its subsidiaries have been forced to adopt a more
transparent lobbying strategy.
Today, United Water is pursuing a “local player” image, in addition to its traditional
lobbying practices (hiring political consultants, campaign contributions, events sponsorship).
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In order to achieve this goal, the company has adopted several initiatives. One example is the
promotion of the Solution concession model. According to United Water, this model allows the
creation of “new infrastructure-related jobs” and the spurring of “growth in local economies”
(Suez Environnement-United Water 2012b). Diffusing the potential benefits that this model
could bring at the local scale is at the core of the group’s strategy. According to the Suez
Environnement’s 2013 Reference Document, the group has the goal of pursuing “continued
global development to maintain a local presence” (Suez Environnement 2013b, 45). By
emphasizing the local nature of its activities, the group actively seeks “to be recognized by its
customers as a local player” (Suez Environnement 2013b, 45).
In the words of Bertrand Camus, CEO of Suez Environnement-United Water, this strategy
responds to two main aspects:
On the one hand, there are all the questions related to the respect of [local] laws.
On the other hand, there is the willingness of the company to have a more [local]
image. Activities in the water industry are very political [since] we are in a
monopoly in the areas where we operate. It is important to be recognized as an actor
of the community (Camus, interview).
As part of this vision, United Water has adopted several initiatives that seek to reinforce
its image as a transnational company that holds broad know-how and expertise but that operates
at the local scale as a partner of the community. For Camus, this strategy has been particularly
important in the U.S. context:
The idea of giving back what we receive is something really deep within American
culture. [United Water] subsidizes and participates in lots of activities where it
operates. We subsidies training activities [and] we have a partnership with the
[United] Negro College [Fund], which is an association that funds municipalities
and black students. We have a lot of partnerships like this one. [In addition, our]
employees give a lot of their free time. [Community involvement] is something
very embedded within [American] culture and we are pioneers in this area.
We also have important initiatives on diversity and inclusion with the goal of going
beyond [the traditional image of] white, male, protestant [business men]. [We seek
to] have an image that corresponds to the areas where we operate (Camus,
interview).
Suez Environnement has actively sought to renew its corporate image in recent years.
The experience of Atlanta is now presented as a case study from which “lessons can be learned”
and the need for “building political consensus” has become central to the group’s strategy
(Joyner and Tanenblatt 2010). On the basis of a “strong culture of partnership,” (Suez
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Environnement 2013b, 42) and the diversification of its activities in terms of geographic
presence and business models, the group intends to extend its U.S. operations in coming years.
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Conclusion
The U.S. water services market has changed greatly over the last six years. As the first section
of this chapter showed, the development of water PPPs has been influenced to a large extent by
the national economic context. The economic downturn of 2008 had the immediate effect of
slowing down the implementation of water PPPs. However, after six years of economic
measures that sought to recover local finances, municipal clients are looking at PPPs again as
potential options. In addition, it is expected that the approval of the WRRDA will boost the
market for water PPPs across the country.
Beyond the well-known funding gap that local authorities are currently facing, the U.S.
water services market is going through a major change in terms of business models and clients.
The growing competition within the O&M contracts market as well as the limited development
of DBOs are leading water TNCs to promote business models that enhance their image as
partners in the management of water facilities and consultants, rather than sources of private
funding.
The second section of this chapter explored the corporate adaptation strategies of Veolia
and Suez. The favorable national institutional and regulatory framework that permitted the
involvement of the private sector in the ownership and management of water utilities was a key
factor for the arrival of these companies in the U.S. water services market. Furthermore, the
implementation of an acquisition and merger strategy by Veolia and Suez, as well as the active
role played by the French state in the promotion of French business in the U.S., have encouraged
such development over time.
Today, Veolia is pursuing a major restructuring of its regional organization, business
models and targeted clients. The group has abandoned an organizational approach based on
sectorial divisions (water, waste and energy), and has instead adopted a customer-focus. By
adopting a regional management structure, Veolia seeks to find a balance between its
decentralized local operations and a global strategy that gives coherence to the group’s
activities. In terms of business models and clients, the group has placed PPS contracts and
industrial clients at the center of its strategy.
In the case of Suez, the group has oriented its strategy in the U.S. toward a more
geographic diversification of its activities, the introduction of new business models and the
adoption of more discrete lobbying tactics. The French group, through its subsidiary United
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Water, aims to consolidate its presence on the northeastern coast of the U.S. and to extend its
operations to other U.S. regions. In addition, Suez targets industrial clients, promotes the
development of the circular economy and pursues the construction of a “local player” image by
getting involved in local initiatives.
A final major element in Suez’s strategy includes the development of new business
models. As in the case of Veolia, Suez has developed a “new” business model called the
Solution concession model. In this model, Suez partners with private equity firms in order to
manage a publicly-owned water facility over a long-term period while providing municipal
clients with capital investments. Whereas Veolia focuses on the “performance” aspect, Suez
emphasizes the place of private funding. The most interesting element of both these business
models is that they legitimize the role of Veolia and Suez as consultants and operators rather
than as investors.
Veolia and Suez have changed and adapted their business strategies to an evolving and
dynamic U.S. water sector as the years have gone on. While their range of business models and
types of clients follow the trends of the national U.S. market, Veolia and Suez nevertheless
exhibit significant differences in terms of their business culture and the corporate image they
seek to promote in order to expand their operations in the U.S. water market.
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Conclusion Part II
The study of the arrival and development of Veolia and Suez in Mexico and the U.S. raises
interesting issues concerning the power of water TNCs in water governance at different scales.
Over time, these companies have transitioned from local water companies to transnational
corporations, becoming key actors in the global economy and world politics. The second part
of this dissertation has revealed that the power of water TNCs is not limited to transnational
platforms, but is also manifested at the regional and national scales. While adopting a regional
perspective remains important for these companies, in terms of their organization and
management, these companies generally implement their corporate adaptation strategies at the
national scale.
The operations of Veolia and Suez in Mexico and the U.S. can be comparatively analyzed
on the basis of three mains parameters: 1) water challenges and the evolution of PPPs, 2) current
reforms to regulatory and institutional frameworks and 3) the power of water TNCs, from the
perspective of their adaptation strategies.
Mexico and the U.S. share problems related to the maintenance, rehabilitation and
replacement of water infrastructure. While in Mexico this issue is more related to the need for
increasing and homogenizing the coverage of drinking water supply and sanitation services,
water infrastructure needs in the U.S. have been impacted by the consequences of the 2008
economic downturn and the subsequent decrease in funding sources.
In addition, both countries face diverse water scenarios in terms of water quality, water
quantity and water uses. Despite the federal system of government that is shared by Mexico and
the U.S., the ways authorities at different politico-administrative levels address water
challenges vary greatly in the two countries. Broadly speaking, U.S. states and local authorities
have greater financial and decision-making capacities than their Mexican counterparts.
In terms of the number and scope of water PPPs, the U.S. has observed a more rapid
development of contracts than Mexico. In the U.S., local authorities have favored the
establishment of operation and management contracts. In the case of Mexico, however, the
largest number of PPPs corresponds to BOTs, particularly concerning the design and
construction of wastewater treatment plants.
The U.S. water services market is dynamic, whether in terms of the number and scope of
contracts or the competition between leading private water companies. National entities such
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as the NAWC and the NCPPP play key roles in the promotion of water PPPs as “innovating”
models through the diffusion of an “educational approach.”
In the case of Mexico, the development of water PPPs has remained limited, despite the
presence of a large number of Mexican and foreign companies, particularly from France and
Spain. The federal government has promoted the establishment of water PPPs via CONAGUA
since early 1990s. Unlike the U.S., promoters of water PPPs in Mexico do not present the model
as a “new” option, but rather as a multi-partner collaboration for the construction of large-scale
water infrastructure projects. This vision is based on the current national trend of involving the
private sector in the construction of toll roads and urban mass transportation facilities.
Despite the favorable policies at the national scale, the establishment of water PPPs in
Mexico has remained limited due to three main factors: the high politicization of water issues,
the orientation of water policies towards large-scale infrastructure projects (which are
ultimately operated in a substandard manner, or not at all) and the adoption of an unsuitable
system of water services rates.
While these countries share important infrastructure needs and water PPPs in both cases
are actively promoted by federal governments, the national regulatory and institutional
frameworks concerning water equally plays a key role. One major difference between Mexico
and the U.S. involves the ownership of water utilities and, as a consequence, the application of
a corresponding regulatory framework. In Mexico water utilities are publicly-owned and most
are regulated by public operators themselves, whereas in the U.S., there are several modalities
of ownership and regulation. Private water participation in the U.S. takes place through one of
two modalities: 1) regulated business, which refers to privately-owned and managed utilities
that are regulated by public utilities commissions or another overseeing body and b) nonregulated business, which makes reference to publicly-owned utilities that are managed by a
private company, while the regulation of the service occurs according to accountability
mechanisms. This difference is fundamental when considering the adaptation strategies of
water TNCs. While in Mexico, Veolia and Suez limit their activities to the provision of water
services, these companies have a broader range of market possibilities in the U.S. This latter
aspect is illustrated especially by Suez Environnement-United Water, which both owns and
manages water utilities.
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In addition to the economic regulation of water utilities, both countries have recently
undertaken institutional reforms that favor the establishment of water PPPs. In the case of
Mexico, the federal Law on Public-Private Associations was issued in 2012 in order to create a
more “secure” legislative framework for PPPs. In the U.S., the federal Water Resources Reform
and Development Act (WRRDA) was approved on 10 June 2014, with the goal of giving a
boost to the water PPPs market.
The convergence of all these factors reveals similarities and differences between the water
services market of both countries. Accordingly, these differing circumstances raise the question
of how Veolia and Suez have adapted their strategy to the different national contexts.
In the case of Mexico, both companies have implemented an active agenda setting and
political communication strategy. Managers of Veolia and Suez repeatedly pointed out the
incompatibility between the design and implementation of long-term water policies and the
short-term mandates of elected decision-makers. Faced with this continuously changing
context, the French groups seek to improve their political communication strategy with state
and local authorities.
Even though the two groups may have implemented similar political communication
actions, their strategies in Mexico are based on different approaches. For Veolia, the
construction of business networks (intra, inter and extra-firm) as well as the promotion of its
specialized expertise represent the two key elements of its strategy. In the case of Suez, the
group has limited its activities to a reduced number of cities and proposes to reproduce business
models that the firm has implemented in similar contexts (such as in the case of Algiers).
In the U.S., Veolia and Suez share a strategy of creating “flexible and innovating”
business models. The dynamism and size of the U.S. water services market has been perceived
by these companies as a driving force for creating models and identifying business
opportunities. While Veolia has moved to promote PPS contracts in the U.S., Suez now
emphasizes the benefits of its Solution concession model.
As in the case of Mexico, the strategy of these companies exhibits both similarities and
differences. Veolia is currently restructuring its strategy and is adopting a more regionalized
management structure as well as targeting industrial clients. Conversely, Suez’s strategy seeks
to move away from small, short-term operation contracts and to renew its corporate image by
portraying itself as a “local player.”
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The capacity of Veolia and Suez to adapt their services and business models to different
national regulatory and institutional frameworks (such as those of Mexico and the U.S.), is a
central element in construction and deployment of their power. As transnational economic and
political actors, these companies have mobilized resources, created capabilities and
implemented strategies at multiple scales. While the regional scale greatly influences the
organization of the operations of these firms, the national scale conditions their arrival and their
future development. In order to take this analysis one step further, the next part of this
dissertation analyzes the territorialization of the transnational space for water at the local scale
by presenting the PPP experiences of the U.S. cities of Atlanta and Milwaukee.
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III. TERRITORIALIZING THE
TRANSNATIONAL SPACE FOR WATER AT THE
LOCAL SCALE: EXPLORING THE PUBLICPRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS (PPPs) OF ATLANTA
AND MILWAUKEE
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After exploring the role of water TNCs in water governance at the global, regional and national
scales, the third part of this dissertation proposes to explore the “territorialization” of the
transnational space for water at the local scale. Three parameters –the territorial embeddedness
of water, the local institutional framework, and the power of TNCs– are applied to two case
studies in the U.S. The first refers to the PPP contract signed between the city of Atlanta and
Suez Environnement-United Water in 1998. Although this contract was originally concluded
for a duration of 20 years, it was terminated after only five years of private operations. Referred
to by some sources as the “largest water privatization fiasco” in the U.S. (Public Citizen 2003),
Atlanta represents one of the most pertinent case studies for understanding the changing role of
private water participation in the U.S. over the last decades.
The second case study concerns the operation and maintenance services contract
established between the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District (MMSD) and Veolia Water
Milwaukee. This 10-year contract was signed in 2008 and is considered today as the largest
wastewater PPP in the U.S. Before entering into a discussion on the details of each case study,
the first section of this part of the thesis introduces the reader to the general characteristics of
the U.S. water and wastewater services. Subsequently, the contemporary institutional and
regulatory frameworks that concern water at different political-administrative levels (federal,
state, sub-state and local) are analyzed. Finally, a brief introduction to both case studies is
presented.

Water and Wastewater Services in the U.S.
This section explores the U.S. water and wastewater services according to two main aspects:
their organization and characteristics, as well as the degree of involvement of the private sector.
In the United States, drinking water is provided by around 155,000 public water systems (PWS),
which are defined as systems that have at least 15 service connections or serve at least 25 people
for at least 60 days a year (U.S. EPA 2012c). The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
classifies water systems according to the number of people they serve (very small, small,
medium, large and very large), the frequency with which they serve the same population
(community water systems or non-community water systems137) and the source of their water
(surface water or groundwater).

137

A community water system refers to the provision of water to the same population year-round. Non- community
water systems can be divided into: 1) non-transient systems that supply water to at least 25 of the same people
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Most of the U.S. population is served by community water systems, which differ greatly
in terms of size and ownership. This diversity in water systems translates into a fragmented
water industry (Beecher, Dresse, and Stanford 1995, 3). While there are a broad number of very
small systems that serve a limited percentage of the U.S. population, a few very large systems
serve most of the inhabitants of the country. Of the 51,356 community water systems in 2011,
55 percent were identified as very small, 27 percent as small, 10 percent as medium, 7 percent
as large and 1 percent as very large. Conversely, while only 2 percent of the U.S. population
was served by very small systems, 46 percent was served by very large systems (see Figure 29).

Figure 29 “Community Water Systems and Population Served in the U.S.”

Source: elaborated by author based on U.S. EPA 2013, 9.

Concerning water sources, 75 percent of community water systems rely on ground water.
The rest of systems rely on surface water (8.9 percent) and on “finished, partially treated or
untreated water” (17.6 percent) (U.S. EPA 2009, 8).
The ownership of water systems represents another key aspect in their regulation.
Community water systems can be publicly-owned (by municipalities, counties, governmental
districts or other forms of local government) or privately-owned (by individuals, families,
during at least six months in a year, and 2) transient systems that provide water to people in transit places, such as
a gas station or campgrounds (U.S. EPA 2012c).
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private companies or holding companies). According to the EPA, 50.6 percent of all community
water systems in 2006 were publicly-owned and the rest were privately owned (U.S. EPA 2009,
8). Of the 49.4 percent of privately owned systems, 22.3 percent were run on a for-profit
business basis, 38.4 percent were not-for-profit, and 39.4 percent were ancillary systems.138
While most of the U.S. population is served by publicly-owned water systems, about 15 percent
rely on their own sources of drinking water drawn from cisterns, springs or wells (U.S. EPA
2002, 3).
Water systems are regulated by the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA). Under this federal
law, the EPA sets standards for drinking water quality and “oversees the states, localities and
water suppliers who implement those standards” (U.S. EPA 2012a). Publicly-owned water
systems are regulated through accountability mechanisms. Charges and rates of privately
owned water systems, on the other hand, are set by state Public Utility Commissions (PUCs).
Private drinking water wells are not regulated by the EPA, but can be subject to specific
protection rules of states and local governments (U.S. EPA 2012b).
Wastewater services are provided through 500,000 miles (804,672 km) of sewer systems
and 16,000 municipal wastewater treatment facilities (U.S. EPA 2004b, 9).139 Wastewater
utilities generally serve regional areas for collection and treatment. It is estimated that around
75 percent of the U.S. population was served by centralized wastewater collection and treatment
systems in 2000. The remaining 25 percent of the population relied on their own septic and onsite systems (U.S. EPA 2004, 6). Most wastewater systems are publicly-owned; however, in
some cases the management of these systems has been delegated to one or several private
contractors.
Wastewater systems are regulated by the Clean Water Act (CWA), a federal law that
establishes permits for the level of pollutants that can be discharged into surface waters. The
Office of Wastewater Management of the EPA oversees the implementation of this regulatory
framework, in collaboration with regional EPAs, states and local governments.

Ancillary systems are defined as “systems whose primary business is not water supply but that provide water
as an integral part of their business” (U.S. EPA 2009, 8–9).
139
Sanitary sewer systems are distinguished from storm water systems. While the latter refer strictly to storm
water, sanitary systems collect and transport wastewater from domestic, industrial and commercial sources (U.S.
EPA 2004b, 9).
138
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1) Involvement of the Private Sector
Historically, the water industry in the U.S. has been characterized by a long tradition of public
ownership and operation. Nevertheless, private participation in the water industry began already
in the early 1880s, with the initial development of water systems. At the time, the private sector
referred to private entrepreneurs, family businesses and town-dwellers who owned water wells
and supplied drinking water to small delimited areas.140
By the end of the 18th century, the most common way to obtain a supply of water was
through public pumps and wells. Inhabitants of a locality requested the construction of a pump
or a well to local authorities through a written petition, and the residents were then responsible
for the payment (Blake 1956). Another means of obtaining drinking water was via private water
companies, which were incorporated in the colonies. One of the earliest examples is the creation
of the Water-Works Company by the Massachusetts General Court in 1652. This company had
the goal of building the reservoir “Conduit” for serving families and fire extinction. Other
examples are the Providence Water Company and Rawson’s Fountain Society, two companies
created to serve the population of Providence, Rhode Island (Blake 1956).
These traditional ways of obtaining a supply of water were gradually replaced by more
advanced methods. The technical knowledge brought by engineers, who had worked in England
and built the first rural communities in the U.S., was a driving force in the development of new
techniques and mechanisms. Following the independence of the U.S., identifying water supply
sources gained importance and the first water systems were constructed. While in 1790, most
of the U.S. population obtained drinking water from springs, cisterns and wells, by 1860 cities
were supplied through aqueducts and pipes (Blake 1956).
The development of water systems was strongly linked to the need for providing water to
fight fires, as well as the emergence of public health concerns (Melosi 2008). On one hand, the
destruction of infrastructure by fires in major cities, such as in Boston in 1711 and in New York
in 1776, brought to the fore the need for fire protection. On the other hand, a growing
recognition of water as a vehicle for the spread of diseases, such as typhoid fever or cholera,
became prominent in public debates. Local authorities sought to build water systems that could

140

It is estimated that during the 19th century, private water companies provided around 94 percent of the U.S.
water market (Gleick et al. 2002).
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protect water sources and would allow for cleaning public areas (National Research Council
2002; Troesken 2001).
The first U.S. water works were constructed in Boston in 1652 by the private Water
Works Company (Turneaure, Russell, and Mead 1914, 8). This company was incorporated to
construct a cistern of 12 feet (3.65 meters) and a conduit, with the goal of bringing water from
springs by gravity and increasing water supply in the city (Wallace, Floyd, Associates Inc. 1984,
5). Between 1650 and 1750, other private local water works developed in cities such as
Philadelphia (1682), New Orleans (1707) and New York (1741) (Rogers 1993, 233). From 1750
to 1800, public investments for the construction of water supply systems and sewers increased.
Two primary examples can be seen in the work of Hans Christopher Christiansen, who built
the first municipal waterworks in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania (1755), and that of Christopher
Colles, who built New York City’s public waterworks and citywide distribution system (1774)
(Rogers 1993; Turneaure, Russell, and Mead 1914).
From 1850 to 1900, the development of machinery and materials used in the construction
of water systems accelerated, particularly in the large eastern cities of New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Boston. At the same time, Western states began to develop artesian water
supplies, with the goal of providing drinking water to the newly arriving population. Over time,
the capacity of water systems to provide water to a growing number of people increased: while
in 1880, about 12 million people were supplied with drinking water, this number had climbed
to 81 million by 1939 (Turneaure, Russell, and Mead 1914, 9).
The involvement of the private sector in the construction and management of water
systems diminished in the years thereafter. Believing that municipal ownership would reduce
death rates caused by waterborne diseases, local authorities purchased private water companies
and became responsible for operating water systems. This trend was justified by the low
performance of private companies in the installation of water mains in poor areas, as well as
the premise that “public companies provided better service because such enterprises were
guided by political rather than economic motives” (Troesken 2001, 750). Under public
management, water systems expanded and developing techniques for improving water quality
became a priority.
Along with drinking water supply systems, sewers were gradually introduced in different
cities. Wastewater was initially disposed via private vaults, cesspools and septic tanks, which
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were usually constructed at ground level and were discharged into the street, yard or an open
channel (Burian et al. 2000, 34). Another alternative was the dry sewage system, which
involved “placing containers beneath the seats of privies to collect human excrement. Once the
containers were full, the homeowner or other responsible party would transport the excrement
to a convenient disposal location near the residence” (Burian et al. 2000, 35).
Over time, these practices became less common due to the negative repercussions on the
quality of groundwater and the growth of urban populations. The pioneering work of Lemul
Shattuck, author of the Report of the Sanitary Commission of Massachusetts (1850), and
Stephen Smith, author of the Report of the Council of Hygiene and Public Safety of the
Citizens’ Association of New York (1865), addressed the emergence of sanitary problems. The
publication of these reports resulted in the creation of the first two health agencies in the U.S.:
the New York City Metropolitan Board of Health and the Massachusetts State Board of Health
(Fair and Geyer 1954).
During the second half of the 19th century, the urban population in the U.S. increased
greatly, as did the number of wastewater works. Gradually, decentralized wastewater
management options (privy vaults, cesspools and dry sewage systems) were replaced by
centralized wastewater management systems. As Burian et al. explain:
There were fewer public sewers than private in the early nineteenth century, and
most were constructed primarily for the purpose of removing storm water. Sewers
were built both below ground as underground conduits and above ground as open
channels. Typically, underground sewer conduits and open sewers ran along the
center of a street or the sides of a street. Sewers constructed before the 1850s were
not planned, designed, or constructed by trained engineers because sewers were not
perceived as technically complex systems requiring the services of an engineer
(Burian et al. 2000, 36).
The construction of the first comprehensive system of sewerage was carried out by Julius
W. Adams in Brooklyn, New York in 1857. A few years later, in 1871, James P. Kirkwood
built the first large water filters for the City of New York, while the first separate sewers
appeared in 1880 in Memphis (Fair and Geyer 1954; Rogers 1993). According to Burian et al.
(2000), the construction of centralized wastewater systems was influenced by several factors.
On the one hand, population growth led to overuse of privy vaults and cesspools, and their
capacities became insufficient. The growing recognition of the need for a sanitary reform
resulted into the increased construction of both piped-in water supply systems and centralized
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sewer systems. On the other hand, U.S. engineers favored these kinds of systems due to the
transfer of technology from European cities as well as the idea that these systems would be
more cost effective in the long term.
The development of wastewater systems in the U.S. underwent a second major change in
the aftermath of the Second World War. Centralized sewer systems were constructed for
transporting both storm and sanitary wastewaters through a single conduit to the same disposal
site. The growing density of urban areas and the more demanding standards for treating
wastewater led to the introduction of separate sewer systems, by incorporating a second conduit
that allowed the transportation of different kinds of wastewater to different disposal locations
(Burian et al. 2000, 43). This change had a significant impact on improving wastewater
treatment techniques and processes.
While the initially used methods included dilution, land application or “sewage farms,”
innovative chemical and biological treatment processes, such as chemical precipitation or
activated sludge process, were introduced over time (National Research Council 2002, 35).
Today, the 1972 Clean Water Act stipulates secondary treatment for all wastewater plants, and
tertiary treatment of wastewater for non-potable reuse in some U.S. states.
The early involvement of the private sector in the U.S. water industry inludes mainly the
construction and, to a lesser extent, the management of the first water supply systems. Private
participation decreased drastically during the Great Depression of the 1930s, following the
bankruptcy of several private providers who could no longer guarantee the provision of water
services. Public investment became the major source of funding, and local authorities
strengthened their role as providers of water services.
In the case of wastewater services, private companies have been much less involved in
terms of both ownership and management. Beecher, Dresse, and Stanford (1995) suggest that
the preference for public ownership of wastewater systems can be explained by a general
perception of sanitation as a traditional municipal responsibility. The wastewater sector,
considered less profitable, is a beneficiary of significant federal financial support.
The private sector reappeared as a key actor in the management of water services in the
1980s, in the form of PPP contracts. In terms of ownership, only a few water and wastewater
systems are owned by large private companies. By contrast, a growing number of local
authorities have delegated the management of these systems to one or several private
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operators.141 The choice of a management model for water services has been strongly linked to
the financial capacity of local governments to fund and operate water facilities as well as by the
changing regulatory framework.

Contemporary Institutional and Regulatory Frameworks
All drinking water and wastewater utilities are subject to regulation by the federal, state, substate and local levels (see Table 14). The U.S. system of federalism allows for several entities
at different levels to be involved in the regulation of water services in water quantity, water
quality, water funding and water prices (Beecher 2009b, 6). However, the fragmented structure
of the U.S. water industry, in terms of the number, size and ownership of water systems, is
indicative of the fact that regulation varies across states in terms of scope and degree exercised
(Mann 1993, 14).

Table 14 “Actors and Jurisdiction Levels in the Regulation of U.S. Water Services”
Area of
Regulation

Federal

River basin

Water
quantity

Water
quality

Interstate

commissions
U.S. EPA,
Congress,
Presidential
Executive
Orders

River basin
commissions

State
Resource
agencies
State drinking
water
agencies, clean
water agencies

Water
funding

State revolving
fund
agencies

Water
pricing

Public utility
commissions

Sub-state

Local

Water
management
districts
County
governments

Environmental
protection
departments,
Health
departments

City council,
Local elected or
appointed
commissions

Source: Beecher 2009b, with the author’s modifications.

141

For an overview on the current trends of water PPPs in the U.S., see Chapter IV.A.1.
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1) Federal Level
The history of federal involvement in water policy is tied to its early governmental functions
related to the regulation of harbors, waterways and fisheries, as well as the resolution of border
disputes regarding water resources. The federal government also played an important role in
the establishment of irrigation policies, which greatly influenced the development of settlement
policies in Western states (Rogers 1993, 46–48).142 The orientation of federal water policy has
been determined to a large degree by the political context and the areas considered water policy
priorities over different periods of time.
According to Rogers (1993), the chronological evolution of federal water policies can be
divided into four main periods: 1) progressive conservationism (1901-1920), during which
federal policies focused on the regulation of public utilities and the promotion of a better use of
natural resources; 2) the New Deal Era (1930s), during which the federal government
encouraged the development of water projects as well as the creation of water agencies and
corporations, such as the Tennessee Valley Authority in 1933. This decade was also important
for the wastewater sector, since many sewerage treatment works were financed with federal
resources; (3) the end of the New Deal and the wartime period (1940-1968), during which time
increasing coordination and legislative jurisdiction problems among federal water agencies led
to the restructuring of the federal bureaucracy. Examples of this include the establishment of
the Hoover Commission (1947) and the Cooke Commission (1950), as well as Congress’s quest
to obtain a more prominent position in determining the federal and state roles in water policies;
and 4) the policy commissions period (1968-1980), when new priorities for federal water
policies were identified with the creation of the National Water Commission in 1968 by
Congress. The issues of water quality protection, the improvement of water and wastewater
services, and the preservation of sites for tourist attractions and outdoor activities gained
importance within the federal agenda during this fourth period.
The 1970s marked a key moment in the establishment of a more systemic and
comprehensive environmental policy framework with the creation of the EPA in December
1970. The shift toward more rigorous environmental protection policies continued during the
following administrations, with the adoption of the Water Resources Development Acts of
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The Homestead Act of 1862, the Desert Land Act of 1877 and the Carey Irrigation Act of 1894 are a few
examples of statutes approved by the federal government to promote settlement in Western states through land
grants (Rogers 1993, 48).
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1986, 1988, 1990 and 1992.
Today, two main federal laws regulate the provision of drinking water and wastewater
services. The SDWA ensures the quality of drinking water in the U.S. by authorizing the EPA
to set national health-based standards and apply them to every public water system (U.S. EPA
2004a, 1). 143 The SDWA was passed by Congress in 1974 as a law for protecting public health
by regulating the quality of drinking water supply. The law was amended in 1986 and 1996,
and today includes more water protection guidelines (U.S. EPA 2004a, 1).
The Clean Water Act regulates the discharge of polluants into all waters and sets quality
standards for surface waters. The CWA originated in the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
of 1948. In 1972, the Act was reorganized, and since then it has been known as Clean Water
Act. Other amendments took place in 1981 and 1987, which stipulated the review of municipal
construction grants and the establishment of the Clean Water State Revolving Fund. Over time,
the CWA has been modified by other laws, such as the Great Lakes Critical Programs Act of
1990 and the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement of 1978 (U.S. EPA 2014).
The implementation of both laws is the primary responsibility of the EPA, but state
governments and Indian tribes have “primacy” in their implementation and enforcement of the
laws (Beecher 2009b, 7). 144 The primacy rule gives states and Indian tribes the ability to obtain
the authority to set up and enforce their own water quality standards if they meet the minimum
requirements stipulated by the EPA (U.S. EPA 2004a, 4; Gaba 1983).
In addition to these laws, the U.S. federal government can also exert influence on national
water policies through the issuance of Presidential Executive Orders (EOs). These legally
binding orders “direct EPA and other federal agencies in their execution of Congressionally
established laws and policies” (U.S. EPA 2012d)145.

2) State Level
U.S. states are involved in three main water-related spheres: water quality, water quantity and
economic regulation. Concerning the first aspect, every state is responsible for carrying out
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The SDWA is not applied to private wells that serve less than 25 people.
This is the term used to refer to U.S. Native American populations.
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For more information on EOs with a direct impact on water PPPs, see Chapter V.B.1.
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assessment programs in order to identify drinking water sources, potential sources of water
pollution and future water challenges. States have the double function of applying water quality
national-based standards stipulated by the EPA and can also reinforce regulation with additional
standards. Water quality regulation at the state level usually occurs via state drinking water
agencies and state environmental quality or environmental protection departments (Beecher
2009b, 7). Since water quality standards are legally enforceable, both the EPA and states can
take enforcement actions, such as issuing administrative orders, taking legal actions or fining
water utilities in cases of non-compliance (U.S. EPA 2004a, 4).
With regard to water quantity, U.S. states are also responsible for establishing a regulatory
framework concerning water withdrawals, water rights, watershed delimitation and monitoring
or diversions (Beecher 2009b, 7; Jacobs and Howe 2005, 96). Although the states have primacy
in this area, interstate and regional authorities can also exert a certain degree of influence, which
can vary between states (National Research Council 2002, 91).
In addition to water quality and water quantity, the states play a key role in the economic
regulation of water utilities.146 The ownership and operational structure of water systems
determines the regulatory framework concerning the approval of water service rates and
performance requirements. In the case of publicly-owned water systems, rates and finances are
traditionally approved by the corresponding local government on the basis that the ownership,
operation and regulation of the system are the responsibility of local authorities. As Mann
explains,
Generally local regulation involves oversight by mayors, city councils, elected
water boards, and appointed water commissions. Most publicly owned systems
are either a part of local government or are independent of local government. As
a part of local government, rates are generally subject to mayor or council
approval; as an independent agency, rates are under the jurisdiction of a locally
elected or appointed commission (Mann 1993, 15).
Publicly-owned water systems are subject to the requirements established by the
Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB). The GASB was created in 1984 as an
organization with the task of setting accounting and financial reporting standards for state and
local governments in the U.S. Although these standards are not federal laws, their compliance
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The economic regulation of water systems is intended to create public policy instruments that regulate the
prices, profits and performance of utilities within the context of natural monopoly or limited competition (Beecher
2009a, 791).
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is enforced through certain state laws and their acceptance in audit processes (Governmental
Accounting Standards Board 2012, 1).
Economic regulation of privately owned water systems is the responsibility of state
PUCs.147 These commissions regulate all privately-owned systems, some publicly-owned
systems, and do not concern systems owned by local governments that are managed by private
contractor companies. The functions, scope and methods of these commissions differ from state
to state. PUC regulatory activities are directly linked to the performance of water systems and
can involve the approval of financial issuances and loans, rates and revenues structures,
infrastructure projects and the resolution of consumer complaints (Beecher 2009a, 793).
Economic regulation, therefore, is a key aspect for water privatization: while for most
publicly-owned water systems the local government establishes revenue requirements, cost
allocation and rate structures, privately-owned water systems are subject to strict regulations
stipulated by PUCs.148 These commissions regulate water service rates and utility revenues. In
the words of Beecher:
[The ratemaking process] involves the determination of the utility’s revenue
requirements based on operating and maintenance expenses, depreciation expense,
income and other taxes, capital investment or “rate base,” and an overall rate of
return that compensates debt holders and shareholders […]. The regulated rate of
return is authorized but not guaranteed; utilities must perform efficiently between
rate-case adjustments in order to actually realize their returns (Beecher 2009a, 794).
Rate regulation can be viewed as a barrier to privatization since PUCs do not guarantee
a profit for private owners and investors of water systems, but set a “reasonable” and
“allowable” rate of return for all water utilities (National Research Council 2002, 92; Beecher
2009a, 794).
It is fundamental to note that economic regulation only applies in the case of
privatization, when the ownership of a water system is transferred from the public to the private
147

The roots of public utility regulation in the U.S. can be traced back to the Granger movement and public demand
for investigating railroad rates. The development of regulation frameworks and institutions was reinforced during
the progressive era, resulting in the establishment of regulatory commissions in every U.S. state by the 1920s
(Flynn and Boudouris 2005).
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The majority of water utilities adopt three main metered rate structures: decreasing-block rates (the more water
consumed, the lower the rate per unit of water charged), uniform rates (the same rate is given for all water,
regardless of how many units are consumed), and increasing-block rates (the more water consumed, the higher the
rate per unit of water). The current situation shows that there has been a shift away from decreasing-block rates
(35 percent of utilities adopted this structure in 1998 compared to only 19 percent in 2010) toward increased-block
rates (the percentage of utilities with this structure jumped from 31 percent in 1998 to 49 percent in 2010) (Rubin
2010; Association and Consultants 2011).
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sector. In the case of PPP contracts, regulatory jurisdiction is more limited.149 Most states
regulate the performance of a private operator on the basis of the contract’s terms and the agreed
upon expected results. This situation is well known by private water companies, which
distinguish between regulated business (referring to privately-owned water systems) and nonregulated business (referring to PPP contracts). This distinction was raised by Bertrand Camus,
CEO of United Water:
There are two separate worlds. The “regulated” world [....] has very specific laws
which can vary from one state to another state but which are very precise with more
than 100 years of jurisprudence where the rules of the game are clear, well defined and
from the moment that one does not apply them there is no surprise. Where the market
is not very well stabilized or created is in the “non-regulated” world, or in other words
the [PPP] contracts established with local governments. These contracts are negotiated
on a case-by-case basis and with an “Anglo-Saxon” tendency for anticipating
everything in the contract (Bertrand Camus, interview with author, 12 October 2010,
Tucson).
Consequently, economic regulation represents a key factor in the commercial strategies
carried out by water TNCs. While only a few large private firms operate “regulated utilities,”
such as in the case of American Water, most of these firms prefer the establishment of PPP
contracts.150
The historical significance of state commissions in the regulation of public utilities is
demonstrated by the example of the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
(NARUC). This association, created in 1889 as a non-profit organization, seeks to promote the
continued improvement of regulatory guidelines for public utilities and to represent the interests
of the commissions before the federal government. By the end of 2013, all U.S. states were
represented at the NARUC with a total of 268 commissioners, of which 214 were appointed by
the state governor or legislature, while the rest were elected (National Association of Regulatory
Utility Commissioners 2013).
The NARUC also plays an important role in financial accounting and reporting of water
utilities through its uniform system of accounts. This system is generally imposed by state
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Only a few states have stipulated regulatory clauses concerning PPP contracts in state legislation. New Jersey,
Florida and California are a few examples (National Research Council 2002, 98).
150
American Water is the largest U.S. company that owns and manages water and wastewater systems across the
country. This firm operates in 16 states through 15 subsidiaries (American Water 2014). For a general perception
of the global private water sector, see Chapter II.A.3.
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commissions on water utilities, in addition to the GASB (for publicly-owned water systems)
and the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) (for privately-owned water systems).151
While these systems provide general accounting and reporting guidelines, the detail and form
of annual financial reports of water utilities vary greatly (Beecher 2009b, 8).
Finally, U.S. states occupy a key position in the funding of water projects through the
operation of revolving loan programs. These programs are managed by the federal government
and are operated by state revolving fund agencies. Their objective is to provide funds to
municipalities in order to finance infrastructure projects for the maintenance and improvement
of water and wastewater systems.
Within this framework, the administration of municipal bonds by U.S. states will be a
crucial factor in the coming years. According to the magazine American Water Intelligence,
around 70 percent of communities in the U.S. used bonds to finance local infrastructure in 2011
(American Water Intelligence 2011). It is expected that this situation will intensify yet further,
considering that the long term debt of public water utilities will increase by 40 percent for large
water systems and 50 percent for mid-size systems by the end of 2015 (Fitch Ratings 2010 in
Leurig 2010, 25).

3) Sub-state and Local Levels
Water utilities are also regulated at sub-state (districts and counties) and local (municipality)
levels. In the first case, it is possible to identify water management districts, which have
regulatory functions related to water quantity issues, such as flood protection, water shortages
and the refilling of aquifers. Once again, these functions vary across U.S. states and may lead
to differing degrees of cooperation and coordination with local governments.
Counties also have regulatory jurisdiction in water resources management and water
quality. As geographic subdivisions of states, counties vary broadly in terms of population, size,
geography, and government structures. The emergence of counties in the U.S. as the “proper
governmental unit[s] to serve a large area” (National Association of Counties 2013a) was based
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Both the GASB and the FASB are part of the Financial Accounting Foundation (FAF), an independent privatesector organization created in 1972. The structure of the FAF includes the GASB, the FASB and their
corresponding advisory councils, the Governmental Accounting Standards Advisory Council (GASAC), and the
Financial Accounting Standards Advisory Council (FASAC) (Financial Accounting Foundation 2013).
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on the model of the “English county.” The first county government established in the U.S. was
formed in James City, Virginia in 1634 (National Association of Counties 2013a). Since then,
the number of counties has increased from 300 in 1917 to 3,069 in 2013 (National Association
of Counties 2013b; Gilbertson 1917).
In 2014, forty-eight of the fifty U.S. states have operational county governments. The
scope of their governmental functions and jurisdiction vary largely by state. The functions of
counties have changed as a result of the development of U.S. infrastructure and population
growth. Counties were traditionally responsible for organizing and managing local justice and
relied on the help of the sheriff (Gilbertson 1917, 13–14). By the second half of the 20th century,
the governing functions and financial obligations of counties had increased significantly. This
trend was largely influenced by the urbanization of areas adjacent to big cities and the
consequent development of suburbs located in unincorporated areas in the counties.
Additionally, the growth of urban areas led new settlers to increase their expectations for urban
service delivery and accelerated the development of transportation infrastructure.
The emergence of “urban counties” (Gilbertson 1917; Fairlie 1906) reflected the need to
create new forms of government that went beyond local government boundaries and allowed a
more solid degree of cooperation between the local, state and national levels. In this manner,
the functions of counties evolved from traditional activities with regard to police protection and
jail administration to diverse fields such as road and bridge construction, sewerage
infrastructure and city planning.
Furthermore, counties also experienced important changes within their organizational
structures. A first significant change concerned the grant of charter authority to counties by
states, or the ability of counties to determine their own structure with the approval of their
voters. A second change involved the possibility for counties to choose different forms of
government structures, such as commissions, board members with executive and legislative
authority and row officers. Today, the functions of counties in the water sector vary from one
state to the next. Two main fields within which counties have jurisdiction are the development
of water conservation strategies as well as the management of regional wastewater system
programs.
As in the case of state commissions, counties are also represented at the national level.
The National Association of Counties (NACo) was founded in 1935 with the goals of
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representing county officers and advancing priority issues with the federal government. NACo
also provides support to counties in developing research programs and diffusing the functions
of counties among local populations.
The adoption of “home rule” charters in the early 1900s contributed to the delimitation
of government functions of counties.152 Nevertheless, issues of overlap and jurisdiction
conflicts between cities and counties have always existed. One main problem involves the
overlap of functions between two levels of government, such as in the cases of peacekeeping
services, taxation and the administrative direction of public works (Gilbertson 1917). In
addition, the multiplicity of local government bodies can lead to the absence of coordination
among actors and jurisdictions.
This aspect is especially important in the water sector, considering that a significant
number of small community water systems are managed under the schemes of regionalization
and consolidation. Although both terms are generally used interchangeably, they have different
meanings. Regionalization refers to the “...creation of an appropriate management or
contractual administrative organization or a coordinated physical system plan of two or more
community water systems in a geographical area” (Grigg 1989, 367). Consolidation entails that
community water systems are absorbed into, combined with or are served by larger utilities,
leading in some cases to physical interconnection or diverse forms of shared management
schemes (Raucher, Harrod, and Hagenstad 2004, ii–iii; National Research Council 2002, 4).
Distinguishing between both terms is essential for the distribution of responsibilities and
delimitation of regulatory jurisdiction among different local government units.153
The growing urbanization of the U.S. in the 19th century conferred a primary role on local
governments in the management and delivery of urban services. In the water sector,
municipalities gradually became involved in the development of water and wastewater systems
by purchasing private companies and investing in infrastructure.
Municipalities own more than 50 percent of water systems and most wastewater systems
The “home rule” concept makes reference to the grant of general powers and jurisdiction by state legislatures
to cities, counties and municipalities. The state of California was a pioneer in adopting this rule, when it conferred
broader powers to Los Angeles County in 1913 (National Association of Counties 2013a).
153
The early organization of the U.S. governmental structure conditioned the large variety of functions assigned
to counties and city governments. In the Southern states and the emerging West, county governments were
strengthened and perceived as the most convenient actors to provide services to large areas. Conversely, in the
north of the U.S., city and town governments remained in control of most governmental functions (National
Association of Counties 2013a).
152
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in the U.S. These systems are managed by local governments, through different governmental
bodies, such as city councils, water boards, agencies or commissions, as well as health and
environmental departments.
As mentioned above, local governments also have jurisdiction in rate regulation. If the
water system is part of the local government, rates are subject to council or mayor approval. In
the case that the water system operates as an independent agency, rates are settled by an elected
or appointed commission. Finally, local governments are enabled to delegate a part or the entire
management of water services to one or several private contractors. The establishment of PPP
contracts generally needs the approval of the city’s mayor and the city council.

Presentation of Case Studies
Focusing on the U.S. responds to the need to produce updated academic work today on
countries actively targeted by water TNCs and where water PPPs are currently being promoted
as new local solutions.
In 2014, the two largest water companies worldwide, Veolia and Suez, identified the U.S.
water and wastewater sectors as potential business opportunities. For Veolia, the U.S. is one of
the seven growth markets “with significant potential to generate revenue, in which resource
strain drives growing demand for narrowly specialized expertise” (Veolia 2014). For Suez, the
U.S. is part of one of the “high-potential regions” within which the firm pursues a “selective
international development strategy” (Suez Environnement 2013). In addition to the
internationalization priorities of these companies, multiple debates on the benefits and
disadvantages of water PPPs have been waged in the U.S. over the last five years. The
mobilization of entities such as the NCPPP and the NAWC at the global, regional and national
scales has framed the debate on PPPs as a “new option” for local authorities. In this manner,
PPPs have received a recent boost and are being presented as an “emerging approach” for
creating value and local solutions (Field Work Journal).
While water PPPs have a long history in countries such as France and the United
Kingdom, the U.S. is a relatively “pioneering” country in adopting this model in the water
sector. Although a large number of water systems were initially privately-owned during the 19th
century, the first proper water PPP in the U.S. was established in 1972 in Burlingame, California
(Veolia Water North America 2010). Since then, a large number of PPPs have been established
in both the drinking water and wastewater sectors in the U.S. (see Chapter IV.A.1).
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The selection of the experiences of Atlanta and Milwaukee as case studies was based on
four mains aspects. Firstly, both cases offer the possibility of analyzing the development of
Veolia and Suez through their U.S. subsidiaries. Secondly, the PPP experiences in Atlanta and
Milwaukee refer to two different water sub-sectors. While the city of Atlanta delegated the
management of its drinking water system, the MMSD transferred the operation of its regional
wastewater system. Thirdly, these cases offer two different scenarios regarding outcomes: while
the PPP between Atlanta and United Water was considered the largest failed PPP experience in
the U.S., the PPP between the MMSD and Veolia Water is presented as a successful partnership.
The fourth and last factor is related to the contracts’ temporality. Given that this study does not
seek to produce a quantitative study on PPPs but rather to see how water TNCs are active and
powerful actors in the transnational space for water, the 10-year gap between these contracts
makes it possible to draw a historical analysis. On the one hand, these case studies permit an
analysis of the evolving interests, resources and strategies mobilized by water TNCs in late
1990s and today. On the other hand, the current perception of water privatization and PPPs in
the U.S. is studied in comparison with the general approach of these questions during the 1990s.
In the next two chapters, the water PPPs established in Atlanta and Milwaukee are
analyzed through the application of the three parameters for the territorialization of the
transnational space for water: the territorial embeddedness of water, the local regulatory and
institutional framework and the power of water TNCs.
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City

State

Atlanta

Georgia

Table 15 “Case Studies in the U.S.: Basic Information on Atlanta and Milwaukee”
Population 2013
(estimated)
Water Sources
Water Challenges
Institutional Framework
City
State
-Safe Drinking Water
-Potential sources of
Act
conflict at the local
-Clean Water Act
level (between
-ISR Revenue Procedure
suburbs within the
97-13
metropolitan area) and
National
-Presidential Executive
regional level (with
Orders (1992, 12875,
-Chattahooche River
the tri-state water war
12893)
between the states of
-Two Federal Consent
-Chattahoochee, Coosa, Georgia, Alabama and
Decrees (1998, 1999)
Flint, Ocmulgee,
Florida)
-Metropolitan River
Oconee, and Tallapoosa -Fast population
Protection Act
river basins. Water
growth and strong inRegional
-Water Supply and Water
from Chattahoochee
migration movement
447,841 9,992,167
Conservation
and Etowah rivers goes -Development of the
Management Plan
to Lake Lanier and
metropolitan area as a
Lake Allatoonna (in the low-density region
-Constitution of the state
metropolitan area).
characterized by urban
of Georgia
sprawl
-Georgia Water Quality
-Maintenance of
Control Act
combined sewer
State
-State Consent Decree
overflows
-Comprehensive
-Raw sewage
Statewide Water
discharge into the
Management Planning
Chattahoochee and
Act
South rivers
-Clean Water Atlanta
Municipal
Program
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City

Milwaukee

State

Wisconsin

Population 2013
(estimated)
City
State

599,164

5,742,713

Water Sources

- Lake Michigan

Water Challenges

Institutional Framework

-Pollution of Lake National
Michigan
-Convergence of two
ideologies built on the
basis
of
its
geographical location
Regional
(Great Lakes region):
protection of water
resources and wildlife
habitats / development State
of a hub for water
business and economic
growth
County

Municipal

-Safe Drinking Water
Act
-Clean Water Act
-ISR Revenue Procedure
97-13
-Presidential Executive
Orders (1992, 12875,
12893)
-Great Lakes Water
Quality Agreement
-Great Lakes Charter
-The Wisconsin
Constitution
-Wisconsin Home Rule
Amendment
-Milwaukee County's
Land and Water
Resource Management
Plan
-Environmental
Sustainability Policy
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Table 16 “Case Studies in the U.S.: Characteristics of PPP Contracts”

City

Atlanta

Milwaukee

Year

19982003

20082018

Length
(years)

20

10

PPP contract

Operation and
maintenance
services

Operation and
maintenance
services

Public
contractor

City of Atlanta

The Milwaukee
Metropolitan
Sewerage
District

Private Firm

Delegated activities

Management,
operation and
United Water Services maintenance of the
Atlanta
drinking water service.
Billing, collections and
customer service

Veolia Water
Milwaukee LLC

Management,
operation and
maintenance of the
wastewater system
(collection sewers and
two treatments plants)

Revenue
contract
(millions)

U.S. $428

U.S. $400
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V - Suez Environnement-United Water in Atlanta (19982003): A Pioneering “Failure” for Water TNCs
In 2006, national and international media covered one of the most distressing moments for
politics in Atlanta. After a six-and-half-year federal corruption investigation, Bill Campbell,
mayor of Atlanta from 1994 to 2002, was indicted for acts of racketeering, bribery and tax
evasion. Though he was acquitted of the first two charges, Campbell was found guilty on three
counts of tax evasion. The former mayor was sentenced to serve 2 years and 6 months in a
federal prison in June 2006.
At the beginning of Campbell’s second term as mayor of Atlanta, the city council awarded
a 20-year management contract to Suez Environnement-United Water for the operation of its
drinking water system.154 After only five years of operation, the city and the firm signed an
“amicable dissolution” of the contract following a large number of complaints from water users
and disagreements between both parties. While the early termination of the contract negatively
affected the image of United Water, Campbell’s racketeering and bribery charges aggravated
the situation even further. During the former mayor’s trial, prosecutors asserted that Campbell
and his chief operating officer accepted personal benefits from United Water that included a
trip to Paris and campaign funding (The U.S. Department of Justice 2004, 8). Although
Campbell was cleared of these accusations, he was found guilty of tax evasion “on what
prosecutors said was illegally obtained money” (CNN International 2006).
The involvement of one of the largest U.S. water companies in a widely-broadcast legal
case against a public official raised numerous concerns about the adoption of water PPPs. Even
though Atlanta did not privatize its drinking water system (since there was no transfer of the
system’s assets from the public to the private sector), this case became one of the most wellknown examples of a large-scale PPP failure in public debates.
This chapter seeks to review and analyze in detail the PPP established between Atlanta
and United Water in 1998. What were the reasons that led the city of Atlanta to adopt a PPP?
What was the role of former mayor, Bill Campbell, in this process? How was United Water
selected to operate the city’s water system? Who were the other competitors? What kind of

154

Hereafter United Water.
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strategies did the company implement to obtain the contract? Why was the PPP terminated after
only five years of operations?
In order to address these questions, this chapter is divided into two main sections. The
first explores the characteristics of the city, its water challenges and governing entities. Indeed,
the urban and water landscapes of the city as well as its politics remain key factors for exploring
the reasons that led the local government to delegate the management of the city’s water
services to a private company. The second studies the establishment of the PPP contract, while
focusing on the interests, resources and strategies of the U.S. subsidiaries of Veolia and Suez
that participated in the process.

The Territorial Embeddedness of Water and the Local Regulatory
and Institutional Framework
Atlanta is currently one of the largest cities in the United States in terms of population, with
447,841 inhabitants in 2013 (U.S. Census Bureau 2014e). The city is located in the South
Atlantic region, which includes nine U.S. states: Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, North
Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware and the District of Columbia (D.C.).
Atlanta is the capital of the state of Georgia, which had an estimated population of 9,992,167
in 2013 (U.S. Census Bureau 2014b) (see Map 14).
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Map 14 “The U.S. South Atlantic Region and the City of Atlanta

In Atlanta, the territorial embeddedness of water has been shaped by the limited sources
of water supply, the creation of low-density territories characterized by urban sprawl and the
historic dynamics of racial segregation. About 99 percent of Atlanta’s water supply comes from
superficial water sources. As there are no natural lakes in the Atlanta region, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (COE) built reservoirs in the 1950s in order to face both droughts and
floods.
Being dependent on superficial water sources raises numerous problems for a community,
such as the pollution of water bodies, calculating how to meet water supply and water demand
in accordance with weather variations, and determining the optimal water allocation between
upstream and downstream water users (Hutchinson, Varady, and Drake 2009, 314–315). While
Atlanta has faced all of the challenges of arid regions, its growth through a continuing process
of low-density urban sprawl has exacerbated urban water challenges.
In the words of Bullard (2000), “Atlanta is basically flat and landlocked, with no major
bodies of water or mountains to constrain outward growth” (Bullard, Johnson, and Torres 2000,
7). Its geographic location has led to a process of “annexing and de-annexing unincorporated,
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contiguous territory into or out of city limits” (Atlanta Regional Commission 2010, 23). This
phenomenon has been demonstrated by the numerous delimitations of Atlanta’s metropolitan
area that currently exist at the federal and regional levels. 155 While these delimitations vary in
terms of number of counties and municipalities, as well as jurisdictional boundaries, all of them
are concerned with the continuous growth of the region.
The current urban landscape of Atlanta’s metropolitan area is characterized by
“unplanned growth” and “low-density settlement sprawl” (Bullard, Johnson, and Torres 2000,
1).156 If one compares the density of Atlanta to that of Los Angeles, two cities that are
characterized by their urban sprawl, one notes that the latter is almost three times denser than
the former. In this manner, while Atlanta had 3,154 people per square mile in 2010 (1,217 per
km2), Los Angeles had 8,092 the same year (3,124 per km2) (U.S. Census Bureau 2014e;
2014b).
A pattern of low-density urban sprawl settlements entails a constant increase of costs for
infrastructure construction, maintenance and renewal. In terms of water services, larger
distribution water pipes are needed, as well as sewers and storm drains. These costs, in turn,
become an important issue for the residents of a metropolitan area (as tax payers) and for local,
regional and state public authorities (as planners and operators).
In addition to the spatial expansion of urban areas and the resulting infrastructure costs,
Atlanta’s urban sprawl development involves an important racial dimension. As the following
sections reveal, Atlanta has been at the core of racial and ethnic tensions since its foundation.
While the city reached its “regional dominance” during the 1960s (Bullard, Johnson, and Torres
2000, 8), the two following decades were characterized by an important migration of black
communities within the city.

Definitions of Atlanta’s metropolitan area differ in terms of size, population and geographic delimitation. At
the federal level, the U.S. Census Bureau Statistical Areas delimited the Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Roswell
metropolitan area to 29 counties at the end of 2013. The U.S. EPA provides a second delimitation concerning the
air quality non-attainment area (NA) boundaries that affect the metropolitan area. According to this classification,
the metro area is composed of 20 counties. At the regional level, the Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) calls
the “Atlanta region” a “10-county area designated by State law to be the area-wide planning agency for all federal
and state programs which require or encourage area-wide planning” (Atlanta Regional Commission 2012). Finally,
the Metropolitan North Georgia Water Planning District (Metro Water District), an organization responsible for
water planning in Atlanta’s metropolitan area, delimits the metro area to 15 counties and 91 municipalities.
156
For more information on metropolization and urban sprawl in the U.S., see Ghorra-Gobin 2005; 2003; Lang
2003; Orfield 2002; 1997; Garreau 1992; Jacobs 1961.
155
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During the 1990s, Atlanta experienced “housing and job booms” (Bullard, Johnson, and
Torres 2000, 10), which attracted numerous newcomers who settled outside the city’s limits.
Gradually, the center of the city became an “increasingly black and poor” area, particularly with
the “flight of jobs and white, middle-income families to the suburbs” (Bullard, Johnson, and
Torres 2000, 11). While this migration from the center to the suburbs was not exclusive to the
white population, Bullard states that
Black expansion into Atlanta’s suburbs quite often reflected the segregated housing
pattern typical of central-city neighborhoods. It is not uncommon to find enclaves
of mostly black “apartment ghettos” in Atlanta’s close-in and older suburbs […].
However, a number of obstacles still keep many blacks out of the suburbs, including
low income, housing discrimination, restrictive zoning practices, inadequate public
transportation, and fear (Bullard, Johnson, and Torres 2000, 11).
Dynamics of racial segregation in Atlanta have resulted in the implementation of
exclusionary housing practices (Nelson 2001). These practices, also known as “exclusionary
zoning,” refer to a “suburb adopting large-lot zoning or other density controls that reduce the
supply of developable land, thereby driving up prices and making housing unaffordable for
lower-income households” (Serkin and Wellington 2013, 1). The creation of segregated and
poor zones has generally been accompanied by the provision of lower quality public services
(Bullard, Johnson, and Torres 2000; Bollens 1997). In the case of Atlanta, improvement of
water services and the installation of wastewater facilities in black neighborhoods have been at
the center of public debate.
Today, Atlanta faces two main challenges in terms of planning and housing trends. On
the one hand, growing cities in the metropolitan area are experiencing the development of new
housing types such as lofts, townhomes and multi-family condominiums. Substandard housing
units are being demolished and historic neighborhoods renovated (City of Atlanta 2011, 81).
An example of this trend is the construction of the Centennial Olympic Park in downtown
Atlanta. Before its construction in 1996, the neighborhood’s landscape was dominated by many
abandoned industrial buildings and vacant lots. Today, this 85,000 m2 public park has become
part of the daily public experience and receives three million visitors each year (Centennial
Olympic Park 2014) (see Figure 30).
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Figure 30 “Centennial Olympic Park: Revitalizing Downtown Atlanta”

On the other hand, the 2005 economic recession and the resulting housing and real estate
collapse led to the massive mortgaging of properties, unoccupied housing and unfinished
buildings (City of Atlanta 2011, 81). As a consequence, Atlanta’s local government is actively
pursuing a “transformation housing” policy that promotes “mixed-income, mixed-transactions
that include public-assisted housing” (Atlanta Housing Authority 2014). Despite the
implementation of these policies, the city continues facing sprawl-related problems such as
traffic congestion, air pollution and the loss of vegetation. In 2012, nearly 66 percent of
Atlantans drove alone to work, while only 7.5 percent carpooled. The predominant use of the
automobile is evident: according to the same data, only 10.6 percent of the city’s population
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use public transportation to get to work and only 5.9 percent walk (U.S. Census Bureau 2012).
The lack of public mobility alternatives has led to a degradation of the quality of life of Atlanta’s
residents and to negative impact on the environment, particularly on air and water quality (see
Photos 10 and 11).

Photo 10 “Multi-lane Highways as Part of Atlanta’s Urban Landscape”

© J. Valdovinos, 10 March 2011.
Highway in Atlanta. As the photo shows, multi-line highways are part of the current urban
landscape of Atlanta. The car dependency of the city’s residents has led to frequent traffic
gridlocks, air pollution and public health problems.
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Photo 11 “Atlanta, a City Built for Cars”

© J. Valdovinos, 10 March 2011.
This photo was taken at the crossroads of North Avenue NW and Luckie St NW at 2 p.m. CocaCola Headquarters are in the back of the photo and a small part of the Georgia Institute of
Technology is on the right side of the photo. While the location is in the middle of Atlanta’s
downtown and the lively neighborhood Midtown, there are practically no pedestrians in the
street.

1) Characteristics of the City
The limits of the city of Atlanta lie mainly in Fulton County, while around 10 percent of the
city extends to the neighboring Dekalb County. Fulton County is the most populous county in
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the state of Georgia, with an estimated population of 984,293 in 2013 (U.S. Census Bureau
2014c). The county is also one of the 29 counties that are part of the Atlanta-Sandy SpringsRoswell metropolitan area, the tenth most populous metropolitan area in the U.S. at the end of
2013 (see Map 15). According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the Atlanta metropolitan area had an
estimated 5.5 million inhabitants as of 1 July 2013. While the city population remains steady,
the metro area has been characterized by rapid population growth and a large in-migration
movement over the last 40 years. Atlanta’s metropolitan area population climbed from 3 million
in 1990 to more than 4.2 million in 2000, an increase of nearly 40 percent (U.S. Census Bureau
2000). The number of residents in the metropolitan area continues to grow today: from 2010 to
2013 the area’s population increased by 4.5 percent (U.S. Census Bureau 2014a) (see Map 15).

Map 15 “Location of the City of Atlanta”
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The Atlanta metropolitan area was the 17th largest export market in the U.S. at the end of
2012. Accounting for 56.1 percent of all merchandise exports of Georgia, the Atlanta
metropolitan area is a leader in the exportation of transportation equipment, machinery (other
than electrical), computer and electronic products, chemicals and food products. While 29.1
percent of the Atlanta metropolitan area’s merchandise exports go to Canada and Mexico,
Singapore, China and Japan are also important export destinations (U.S. Department of
Commerce 2013).
The foundation of Atlanta dates back to 1837 as the “terminus” of the Western & Atlantic
railroad line (City of Atlanta 2014a). This project was sponsored by the state of Georgia and
operated from Chattanooga, Tennessee to what is today the city of Atlanta. Before the city’s
official founding in 1847, the area was mainly settled by the Creek and Cherokee tribes. After
their “forcible removal” (Ambrose 2013) and the construction and expansion of two other
railroad lines in Georgia, the future city of Atlanta became home to a growing number of new
settlers. As Ambrose (2013) highlights, the history and development of Atlanta have been
driven by three main forces: transportation, race relations and the “Atlanta Spirit” (Ambrose
2013).
The development of different means of transportation has greatly contributed to the city’s
growth. While railroads brought the first settlers into the region, the automobile gradually took
on a major role in Atlanta’s social and urban dynamics (Preston 1979). The initial development
of streetcars in the late 1890s was replaced by an increase in the use of the automobile in the
1920s (Dawn and Peponis 2009, 1). The construction of the city’s first large streets was
followed by the introduction of interstate highways in the 1950s. These urban developments
gave rise to important consequences regarding the growth of the city and the settlement of black
communities.
In the words of Ambrose (2013), the growing use of the automobile “helped to disperse
the city’s residential population farther into the suburbs, sparking a suburban real-estate boom
and the creation of a ring of middle-class […] two to five miles from downtown” (Ambrose
2013). Furthermore, Atlanta’s suburban metropolitan growth was accompanied by the
intensification of residential racial segregation between 1940 and 1970. While white elites
moved away from the city center, particularly to northern suburbs, more than 67 thousand
residents were forced to leave the city center between 1956 and 1966. As Godshalk highlights,
most of these people were black and did not receive any relocation aid (Godshalk 2005, 271).
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Although the city’s housing policies continued to create fragmentation and racial segregation
well into the 1970s, it was at this moment that the African-American population also began to
gain more political power.
Historically, the city of Atlanta has had a significant black population, which initially
included “enslaved African Americans and free persons of color” (Ambrose 2013). Atlanta’s
position as a regional commercial and manufacturing center, particularly in cotton processing,
encouraged black migration in the early 1900s. While in 1860 there were fewer than 2,000
African Americans in the city, this number jumped to 35,727 by 1900, representing 40 percent
of Atlanta’s total population (Ambrose 2013; Godshalk 2005, 19).
The political and electoral strength of Atlanta’s black residents increased after the Second
World War. The rise and expansion of the civil rights movement in the region led to the
implementation of a number of policies and court-orders that sought to diminish racial
segregation. Although discrimination in housing and lending did not totally disappear, new
social and economic opportunities began to open for black communities.
On the one hand, the establishment of federal government agencies following the war
contributed to the emergence of a “new class of black professionals” (Godshalk 2005, 267).
White business and civic leaders began cooperating with black elites, with the goal of
portraying Atlanta as “an urban center of regional and national prominence” (Ambrose 2013).
On the other hand, the increasing political power gained by the black population led to the
election of the first African American vice-mayor, Maynard Jackson, in 1969, and the first black
congressman, Andrew Young, in 1972. Only a year later, Jackson became the mayor of the city
of Atlanta and “blacks gained equal representation on the city council” (Ambrose 2013). Since
1973, the city of Atlanta has been governed by black mayors157 and African-Americans
currently occupy executive positions in business and politics.
While the automobile greatly influenced the current urban landscape of Atlanta (Preston
1979), Atlanta has developed an important airline industry and infrastructure sector since 1930.
The construction of a U.S. $21-million air terminal at the Atlanta Municipal Airport in 1961

157

Maynard Jackson (1973); Andrew Young (1982); Maynard Jackson (1990); Bill Campbell (1994); Shirley
Franklin (2002) and Kasim Reed (since 2010).
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made the city “one of the busiest air hubs in the nation” (Ambrose 2013).158 The idea of
converting Atlanta into a “transportation hub” and, in consequence, a business and tourism
center, was greatly influenced by the so-called “Atlanta Spirit.”
In 1902, Thomas Martin referred to Atlanta’s “spirit of transcendent energy, which
surmounts all obstacles and builds even on disaster the fabric of success” (Martin 1902, 115).
In 1916, Louie Newton, editor of the City Builder magazine coined the term “Atlanta Spirit” to
“promote the personal qualities of the city’s leading businessmen and to inspire Atlanta citizens
with confidence in their leaders” (Gilligan 1999, 67). With the goal of promoting Atlanta as an
emerging city, the “Forward Atlanta” campaign was launched in 1925 by Ivan Allen Sr. Forty
years later, a second campaign was promoted to encourage the establishment of company
headquarters in the region, resulting in the construction of skyscrapers and business districts
(Ambrose 2013). Over the years, Forward Atlanta campaigns have raised significant amounts
of funds and initiated the development of several regional programs. The 2007-2012 campaign
raised U.S. $27 million, and it is expected that this amount will increase to U.S. $30 million by
the end of 2017 (Saporta 2012).
Today, the city of Atlanta portrays itself as “a diverse and thriving City, with a welcoming
spirit and true international character” (For Atlanta Team 2014, 18). Over the last twenty years,
Atlanta’s local authorities have actively sought to raise the international status of the city.
Hosting the Olympic Games in 1996 gave the city visibility and contributed to the construction
and revitalization of several downtown facilities, including the Centennial Olympic Park (see
Figure 30). Today, Atlanta serves as headquarters of high-profile companies such as Coca-Cola,
Home Depot, Delta Airlines and AT&T Mobility, and has been ranked as the 22nd best place
for business and careers in the U.S. (Forbes 2014).

2) Water Challenges and Governing Entities
The city of Atlanta obtains its water supply from the Chattahoochee River through withdrawal
permits allocated by the Georgia Environmental Protection Division (EPD). 99 percent of the
metropolitan area’s water is supplied by surface water coming from the Chattahoochee, Coosa,

The airport’s current name is Hartsfield–Jackson Atlanta International Airport. Since 2005, Atlanta’s airport
has been the busiest operations airport at the international level, with more than 250,000 passengers a day (City of
Atlanta 2014b).
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Flint, Ocmulgee, Oconee, and Tallapoosa river basins. Less than one percent of the
metropolitan area’s water supply is from groundwater sources (Atlanta Regional Commission
2011, 4).
Most of the metro area’s population water supply comes from the Chattahoochee and
Etowah Rivers. In the 1950s, the COE dammed these rivers, creating two federal reservoirs:
Lake Sidney Lanier and the Allatoonna Lake (Atlanta Regional Commission 2014).159 These
reservoirs were created with the goal of storing water during the rainy seasons, for use during
periods of drought. Their functions are not limited to water supply, but also include flood
protection, hydroelectric power generation, navigation, recreation activities, as well as fish and
wildlife management (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 2012).
Regarding their location, Lake Lanier is situated in the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint
(ACF) river basin, while Lake Allatoona is located in the Alabama-Coosa-Tallapoosa (ACT)
river basin (see Map 16).

159

Commonly known as Lake Lanier and Lake Allatoona.
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Map 16 “Location of Lakes Lanier and Allatoona in Corresponding River Basins”

Atlanta’s drinking water, wastewater and stormwater services are provided by the
Department of Watershed Management (DWM). Operated and owned by the city of Atlanta,
the DWM was created in 2002 with the goal of consolidating all water operations into one
department. The DWM provides water supply and treatment to an area greater than 650 square
miles (1,683 km2), which includes the city of Atlanta and almost all local municipalities in
Fulton County. The cities of Fairburn, Hapeville and Union City, as well as the counties of
Coweta, Clayton and Fayette are served by the DWM on a wholesale basis (City of Atlanta
2011, 183). In 2013, the DWM produced 120 million gallons (454 million liters) of drinking
water every day, serving about one million people in the metropolitan area (City of Atlanta
2013a, 1).
The city of Atlanta owns and operates the Chattahoochee and Hemphill water treatment
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plants, which together produce 75 percent of the area’s drinking water. The Atlanta-Fulton
County plant is jointly owned by the city of Atlanta and Fulton County, which produces the
remaining 25 percent. Since January 1991, Atlanta and Fulton County have partnered with
Veolia Water North America along with Khafra Engineering Consultants and Multi Energy
Group for the operation of the Atlanta-Fulton County water treatment plant (Veolia Water
2010). This PPP contract was first awarded in 1990 for a 15-year period. In 2006, Atlanta and
Fulton County renewed the contract for another five years with two separate 2-year renewals.
The private consortia currently operates the plant under the second renewal that remains in force
until 1 April 2015 (Atlanta-Fulton County Water Resources Commission 2013, 2).
Map 17 shows the retail and wholesale customers of the DWM as well as the area of the
Metropolitan North Georgia Water Planning District (Metro Water District). Created in 2001,
the Metro Water District is “a water planning organization for the greater metropolitan Atlanta
area” (Atlanta Regional Commission 2011, 1). The District’s area includes 15 counties and 91
municipalities.
Map 17 “DWM’s Drinking Water Treatment and Distribution Service Area”
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The DWM provides wastewater services to an area of 225 square miles (583 km2),
including the cities of Atlanta, College Park, Hapeville, East Point and Sandy Springs as well
as some parts of Fulton, Dekalb and Clayton counties. The Department directly provides
wastewater services to certain jurisdictions as “Interjurisdictional Partners” (IJ). These IJ pay
for part of the facility and for the collection of system costs (Atlanta Regional Commission
2011, 190).
Atlanta owns and operates three water reclamation centers (WRC): Clayton, Utoy Creek
and South River. The Atlanta-R.L. Sutton (owned by Cobby County) and Camp Creek (owned
by Fulton County) wastewater treatment plants also treat a portion of the wastewater flow
coming from Atlanta (City of Atlanta 2011, 190) (see Map 18).
Map 18 “DWM’s Wastewater Treatment Service Area”

Source: (City of Atlanta 2011, 191).
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In 2011, around 148 thousand drinking water customers and 120 thousand wastewater
customers were served monthly by the DWM (City of Atlanta, Watershed Management 2011).
The DWM owns and operates 35 percent of all stormwater infrastructure in the city of Atlanta,
while the remaining 65 percent of stormwater infrastructure is privately-owned and is not under
DWM’s jurisdiction (City of Atlanta 2011, 201). The DWM operates as an enterprise under the
authority of the mayor and is overseen by the Atlanta City Council with regard to certain
activities, such as rates approval. Its operations are mainly funded by the revenues obtained
from water and sewer bills, as well as from the Municipal Option Sales Tax (MOST). This
financial instrument involves the application of a 1 cent tax on most goods and services
purchased in Atlanta.160 It is estimated that in 2012, 73 percent of DWM’s annual funding came
from water and sewer rates, 20 percent from the MOST, and 7 percent from other revenues,
such as interest earnings and inter-jurisdictional revenues (City of Atlanta 2013b). The adoption
of the MOST has allowed the city to limit increases to water rates and to fund water
infrastructure renovations, which are particularly necessary considering that the city receives
500,000 workers and visitors each day.
Today, Atlanta faces important water challenges in terms of quantity and quality.
Historically, the gap between the insufficient development of public water systems and the
city’s growth has been a constant trend. As in other U.S. cities, the growing needs for water
were linked to fire protection and industry development. While the most prevalent ways to
obtain drinking water included the purchase of spring water or the use of personal wells (Melosi
2008), Atlanta was a pioneer in confronting water shortages.
In 1891, the city’s water commission recommended withdrawing up to 10 million gallons
per day (mgd) from the Chattahoochee River (MWH/KHAFRA Joint Venture 2009, 4–2). A
pipeline was constructed on the east bank of the river in 1893 with the goal of pumping river
water to the Hemphill water treatment plant. Two water mains were added to the water system
in 1910 and 1923 (MWH/KHAFRA Joint Venture 2009). As the city kept growing in terms of
population and geographical expansion, the construction of a second water treatment plant
became necessary.
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The MOST was approved in 2004 by Atlanta residents and reauthorized in 2008 and 2012. Its adoption was
intended to cover the minimum debt obligations that the city contracted when issuing federal bonds, instead of
transferring it to users by raising water rates. Atlanta’s local government estimates that the MOST has generated
U.S. $700 million since 2004, an amount that would have represented an increase of 25 to 30 percent for current
water and sewer rates (City of Atlanta 2013b).
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In 1961-1962, the Chattahoochee plant was built and currently provides drinking water
for the Buckhead and South Fulton areas (City of Atlanta, Watershed Management 2014).
Finally, a third wastewater treatment plant, the Atlanta-Fulton County, was constructed and
began operating in 1991.
Along with the development of a drinking water system, the need for constructing sewers
to address public health concerns emerged as a key topic in the public arena in the late 1800s.
The question of sewage treatment became a lobbying issue for the city’s Chamber of Commerce
in the early 1900s (Solomon 2011, 188). In February 1910, the city obtained a U.S. $1.5 millionbond for the construction of a metropolitan sewer system formed by three wastewater treatment
plants: Proctor Creek, Peachtree Creek and Intrenchment Creek (MWH/KHAFRA Joint
Venture 2009, 3–2). Three other wastewater treatment plants –R.M. Clayton, Utoy Creek and
South River– were added to the regional wastewater system between 1935 and 1945.
The rapid population growth in Atlanta’s metropolitan area led to an increase of water
supply needs for residents and business clients. This situation raised two main issues that have
largely influenced the elaboration of water policies in both local and regional contexts. On the
one hand, the fact that the Chatahoochee River remains the principal water supply source for
Atlanta’s metropolitan area has led to conflicts related to the share of the river’s water between
Georgia and the neighboring states of Alabama and Florida. On the other hand, the development
of the metropolitan area as a low-density region, characterized by urban sprawl, has raised the
growing investment needs for the expansion and maintenance of water and wastewater
infrastructure.
Warnings about the Chatahoochee River’s capacity to supply water to this region
have been periodically issued since the beginning of the 1960s. Already during the 19th century,
emerging cities along the Chatahoochee River in Alabama and Georgia withdrew water under
the tradition of riparian rights.161 As time went on, political leaders and industrial operators
within the state of Georgia and the city of Atlanta sought to elaborate a regional water agenda
In the U.S. there are two main legal systems for water allocation. The first refers to “riparian rights,” which
establish that landowners bordering a waterway have the primary right to use water. While this doctrine was
initially adopted as a “natural flow rule,” riparian states have now determined that riparian landowners have to use
water in a “reasonable” way. The second system is called “prior appropriation” and is based on the “first in time,
first in right” principle. According to this doctrine, the primary use of water depends on its usage and not on land
ownership. In addition, Getches (1990) identifies a third system, the so-called “hybrid doctrine” also known as the
“California doctrine.” This system refers to states that have changed from the riparian rights doctrine to the prior
appropriation doctrine (Getches 1990, 3–7).
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that would promote Atlanta’s rights as an upstream user. As one of their first lobbying actions,
the city’s leaders negotiated with the U.S. Congress and the COE for the construction of a dam
that could guarantee Atlanta’s water supply in the long term. Negotiations resulted into the
construction of the Buford Dam in 1950 and the first filling of Lake Lanier six years later. The
search for a secure supply of water was not limited to the city of Atlanta. On the contrary,
“suburban governments hungry for water to feed development were forced to negotiate
purchase agreements with the large systems” (Basmajian 2011, 315). These systems were
represented by the city of Atlanta and Dekalb County.
The growing demand for water from northern Georgia led to the emergence of legal
conflicts with the states of Alabama and Florida over the use of water in the ACF river basin.
The creation of the Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) in 1971 and its consolidation over
time as the leader of water supply plans for the region strongly influenced the orientation of the
interstate dispute (Basmajian 2008).
Accordingly, in 2009 a lower court decision denied metropolitan Atlanta access to Lake
Lanier for water supply after several complaints were issued by the states of Alabama and
Florida. On 29 June 2011, the 11th Circuit Court of the U.S. Court of Appeals reversed this
decision, establishing the supply of water to Atlanta as an authorized purpose of Lake Lanier
(Rankin 2011). Eight months later, the states of Florida and Alabama requested a review of this
decision, but the U.S. Supreme Court refused to hear their appeal. Since June 2012, the COE
has been studying “metro Atlanta’s request to withdraw up to 705 million gallons [2.7 billion
liters] a day to meet the region’s needs through 2030— far more than the roughly 360 million
gallons [1.4 billion liters] the region now uses” (Bluestein and Malloy 2013). The results of this
study will be of great importance for all downstream users, particularly for “farms in South
Georgia, power plants in Alabama and aquatic species in Florida” (Bluestein and Malloy 2013).
For the states of Alabama and Florida, water supply was not the only concern. The
disposal of wastewater coming from the Atlanta metropolitan area into the Chatahoochee River
gradually led to higher levels of pollution and to its general degradation. The lack of a regional
regulatory framework for water issues became evident in the 1960s. Furthermore, emerging
environmental groups and a more active federal government became new forces that influenced
the public debate on water issues.
Within this context, the U.S. Study Commission on Southeast River Basins conducted a
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final report on the ACF basin in 1963.162 The negative results of this report led the General
Assembly of Georgia to stipulate in the Georgia Water Quality Control Act (GWQCA) that “...
by 1975 all municipal and industrial sewage treatment facilities would provide secondary
treatment before discharging waste into any of the state’s surface water” (Basmajian 2011, 316).
The new legislation concerning water quality issues was strongly oriented to reduce the impact
of the pollution highlighted in the report’s findings. The major problems that Atlanta’s
metropolitan area faced at the time were maintaining combined sewer overflows (CSO) and
directly dumping untreated wastewater into surface waters (Basmajian 2011).
While the introduction of CSOs into U.S. cities in 1855 was perceived as a real
improvement over the first urban cesspools (Tibbetts 2005), CSOs gradually became a major
concern due to water pollution. The main problem regarding these sewers is tied to their design
and functioning. These systems collect rainwater runoff, domestic sewage, and industrial
wastewater, all within the same pipe. During periods of rainfall or snowmelt, there is always a
potential danger that the system’s capacity will be exceeded, leading to an unavoidable
discharge of untreated wastewaters into waterways or onto land (U.S. EPA 2012). Overflows
and spills of untreated sewage in the city of Atlanta have been recurrent. As a consequence, the
city was fined U.S. $20.7 million for water quality violations between November 1992 and May
1999 (U.S. EPA 1999).
In order to meet federal and state water quality requirements, the city currently operates
under two federal consent decrees and a state consent order. The first consent decree was the
result of a lawsuit against the city of Atlanta, filed initially by the Upper Chattahoochee
Riverkeeper fund, the Chattahoochee Riverkeeper association (CRK), and the citizen W. Robert
Hancock Jr. Their complaints concerned the discharge of raw sewage and other pollutants into
the Chatahoochee and South rivers as well as into their tributaries (Chattahoochee Riverkeeper
2013). The U.S. EPA and the Georgia EPD joined the plaintiffs, alleging that the city of Atlanta
had violated the terms and conditions of its National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) as well as those of the Clean Water Act. According to them, the city of Atlanta did
not comply with “the pretreatment requirements of the Act, by discharging pollutants form
unpermitted point sources, and by failing at all times to properly manage, operate and maintain
162

This federal commission was established on 28 August 1958. Its mission was to promote water conservation
and to elaborate land development plans in the river basin areas of the states of Alabama, Georgia, Florida and
South Carolina. The commission was dissolved four years later (U.S. National Archives and Records
Administration 2013).
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all collection, treatment and/or control facilities or systems” (Kilpatrick Stockton LLP 1998,
6).
In light of these complaints, the mayor of Atlanta at the time, Bill Campbell, signed a
consent decree that became effective in September 1998, which stipulated several obligations
for the city, including the payment of a U.S. $2.5 million penalty and the implementation of
remedial actions to meet water quality requirements of the Clean Water Act and the GWQCA
by 2007. The city of Atlanta was also required to adopt a U.S. $27.5 million environmental
project for creating a Greenway corridor and a one-time clean-up of certain waterways (U.S.
EPA 1999).
A few months later in May 1999, the consent decree was amended and new actions
designed to eliminate water quality violations from sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs) were
included. The city committed to carrying out numerous sewer improvements by 1 July 2014.
“Remedial actions” included the installation of a maintenance management system and a capital
improvement program, engineering certification for the construction of wastewater treatment
facilities, and the evaluation of ongoing sewer rehabilitation projects (City of Atlanta 2010a;
U.S. District Court 1999). This consent decree also required the city to pay a civil penalty of
U.S $700,000163 for SSOs and unpermitted discharges, of which U.S. $250,000 was earmarked
for the U.S. Treasury and the rest for the state of Georgia (U.S. EPA 1999).
In order to address all these actions to come into compliance with the federal consent
decrees, the city of Atlanta elaborated a long-term water management plan called “Clean Water
Atlanta.” This program represents the guiding principles for the city’s water policy and focuses
mainly on the improvement of CSO and SSO management, pollution reduction and water
quality monitoring (City of Atlanta 2010b).
Meeting federal and state water quality requirements represents a significant challenge
for the city of Atlanta, whether in terms of capital investments or regional stability. The growing
water needs of Atlanta’s metropolitan area represent a potential source of conflict at both the
local (between suburbs) and regional (between neighboring U.S. states) levels. The continuous
rival use of water resources seems to have remained the major challenge for the region in the
years thereafter. Exploring Atlanta’s spatial, social, political and economic characteristics
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This amount was in addition to the U.S. $2.5 million penalty stipulated in the 1998 consent decree, making the
total combined penalty U.S. $3.2 million. According to the U.S. EPA this has been “... the largest Clean Water Act
penalty ever assessed against a municipality” (U.S. EPA 1999).
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permits the identification of the main driving actors and forces that influence the management
of water services within the city and its metropolitan area. As explained in Chapter I.B, the
study of the territorial embeddedness of water as well as the institutional and regulatory local
frameworks remain fundamental for understanding the role that water TNCs play in water
governance at the local scale. Following this overview of the city of Atlanta, its main
characteristics and its current major water challenges, it is now time to explore the city’s PPP
experience.

The Power of TNCs: Interests, Resources and Strategies in the
Establishment of the PPP
While the organization Public Citizen referred to the PPP between the city of Atlanta and United
Water as a “water privatization fiasco” (Public Citizen 2003), the New York Times highlighted
the “bitter disappointments for all sides” that resulted from the partnership (Jehl 2003). As these
statements show, Atlanta’s PPP experience was extensively covered by high-profile national
and international media. Indeed, given that Atlanta’s contract represented “one of the first large
privatization awards in the U.S.” (Melosi 2011, 51), it had motivated other U.S. cities such as
New Orleans or Stockton to consider adopting a privatization approach.
Despite high expectations regarding the success of this contract, the city of Atlanta and
United Water announced the “amicable dissolution” (Atlanta City Council 2003) of the
partnership after only five years of operations. This section explores the context within which
the PPP was signed, including key dates and main actors. In addition, the bidding and
negotiation process is explored in detail, with the goal of identifying the strategies implemented
by U.S. Filter (a subsidiary of Veolia Water) and United Water (a subsidiary of Suez
Environnement). Finally, the last section analyzes the reasons that provoked the early
termination of the contract as well as the main results of this partnership.

1) Antecedents
The 1998 and 1999 federal consent decrees were signed within a context characterized by the
diffusion of alarming warnings concerning the degradation of the Chattahoochee River. This
situation revealed the disastrous conditions of Atlanta’s drinking water and wastewater
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services: decaying infrastructure, inefficient management of sewer systems, lack of capital
investment, and a fragmented institutional vision.
Frequent discharges of untreated sewage into the Chattahoochee River affected not only
Atlanta and its metropolitan area, but also communities all along the borders of the states of
Georgia, Alabama, and Florida. Under the provisions of the Clean Water Act, the city of Atlanta
and the state of Georgia were forced to clean up the river. In addition, “Georgia set a deadline
of December 31, 1993, for the city to fix the sewer overflows. Failure to comply would result
in fines of [U.S.] $100,000 per day” (Snitow, Kaufman, and Fox 2008, 67)
This situation led to the emergence of a highly politicized debate on possible plans to
solve the problem. On the one hand, a group of Atlanta’s municipal politicians promoted the
building of small sewage treatment plants. On the other, environmental groups supported the
idea of either creating two separate sewer systems (one for sewage and the other for
stormwater), or constructing two tunnels to store excess water runoff (Solomon 2011, 188;
Snitow, Kaufman, and Fox 2008, 67–68). The latter proposal was promoted by Bill Campbell,
Atlanta’s mayor from 1994 to 2002. At the beginning of his term, Campbell announced the
construction of an eight-mile (13 km) sewerage tunnel. As Osborne explains: “the tunnel would
transport untreated waste from the R.M. Clayton Wastewater Treatment Plant, on the north side
of town, directly underneath low-to-moderate income and predominantly African American
neighborhoods, to an expanded facility at Utoy Creek in southwest Atlanta for treatment”
(Osborne 2008, 182).
As in the majority of big cities in the U.S. South, the correlation between race and the
exposure to environmental hazards had gained importance in public debates in the early 1990s;
indeed, the construction of sewerage tunnels in southwest Atlanta was perceived as a sensitive
issue that touched on race relaltions. As a consequence, African-American communities in the
neighborhoods concerned by the project raised demands for environmental equity. Their
complaints received a great deal of media coverage, particularly in light of Atlanta’s image as
an “exemplary symbol of the New South” (Garland 1971, 152). As Harold explains, “the city’s
cautious and moderate approach to racial issues won Atlanta a national reputation as “a city too
busy to hate” (Harold 1987, viii).
The claims of Atlanta’s black communities were part of a growing environmental justice
movement in the U.S. At the national level, the publication of “Toxic Wastes and Race in the
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United States” in 1987 by the United Church of Christ’s Commission on Racial Justice was a
key moment in the study of this question. This report concluded that “race proved to be the
most significant among variables tested in association with the location of commercial
hazardous waste facilities. This represents a consistent national pattern” (Commission for
Racial Justice United Church of Christ 1987, XIII). In this manner, race was identified as the
major factor that oriented public waste policies, rather than socio-economic status. Along with
these findings, the U.S. EPA started including the concept of environmental justice in its
programs and the First National People of Color Leadership Summit was organized in 1991.
These two aspects represented key moments in the history of the U.S. environmental justice
movement.
In Atlanta, African-American communities condemned the “historic and intentional
expansion” of Atlanta’s water supply “... in a north-south direction, serving primarly middle
and upper-class whites” (Osborne 2008, 177), and organized an opposition campaign against
the tunnel project. Their demands were part of a broader “battle” that began in 1991 when the
city proposed to construct the Utoy Creek CSO treatment facility in John A. White Park, a
public property located in an African-American neighborhood. Under the leadership of
Environmental Trust, an environmental organization created in 1993, affected communities
managed to convince Atlanta’s city council to construct a separate sewer network instead of the
CSO treatment facility (Osborne 2008, 179–181).
A few years later, when the tunnel construction project came to light, threatened
communities took advantage of their earlier experience and mobilized strategies to block the
plan announced by the city’s mayor. In 1994, a lively protest took place within the Atlanta city
council chamber and outside of city hall, leading to the establishment of a 90-day moratorium
so that city council members could make a decision. With a vote of 12 to 6 in favor of the
residents who opposed the project, the tunnel construction plan was finally dropped (Osborne
2008, 183).
Once the tunnel project was abandoned, Atlanta’s local government began searching for
other potential solutions. Bill Campbell played a key role in this process. Though Campbell had
been in favor of the tunnel project while he had been a city council member, he withdrew his
support when he became mayor of Atlanta in 1994. The recently elected mayor adopted a new
discourse that focused on “the need for environmental equity” (Environmental Justice Resource
Center 1995) in public services, including water, transportation and waste. It was at this point
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that, contrary to all expectations, Bill Campbell decided to explore the option of privatizing the
water system.
This development occurred within an explosive context. On the one hand, as already
mentioned there had been increasing pressure from a multi-actor coalition led by the non-profit
organization Chattahoochee Riverkeeper (CRK) that eventually resulted in the filing of a
lawsuit against the city of Atlanta for violations of the Clean Water Act. As part of this lawsuit
the U.S. EPA and the Georgia EPD pursued an enforcement action, leading to the 1998 consent
decree (Chattahoochee Riverkeeper 2013).
On the other hand, changes in the regulatory framework concerning tax-exempt bonds
allowed the establishment of long-term contracts between public and private partners.
According to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Revenue Procedure 97-13, a city would be
able to sign a 20-year contract with a private entity without giving rise to private business use.
In other words, within the framework of these management contracts, private companies would
not have to pay taxes on the public sector bonds already issued for the financing of publicowned facilities (“Revenue Procedure 97-13” 1997). The adoption of this revenue procedure
was part of a broader regulatory framework that promoted the involvement of the private sector
in the management of U.S. public utilities.
The idea of establishing PPP contracts for the construction and operation of water
pollution control facilities had gained in prominence since the 1970s. The strengthening of
federal and state environmental legislation and the availability of tax incentives for private
investment in public utilities largely contributed to this trend (U.S. EPA 2000, 5). After the Tax
Reform Act of 1986, which had reduced the benefits of adopting a privatization model, a new
wave of tax bills and rulings restored a number of these incentives.
Aside from the IRS Revenue Procedure 97-13 on qualified tax-exempt bonds, a number
of Presidential Executive Orders issued at the beginning of the 1990s gave a renewed boost to
privatization. In 1992, Executive Order 12803 gave greater freedom to state and local
governments to privatize infrastructure assets with the simplification of federal requirements
for the sale or lease of federal grant-funded infrastructure facilities (Bush 1992). Moreover,
Executive Order 12875, issued in 1993, focused on reviewing the regulatory requirements of
federal agencies (Clinton 1993). Finally, according to Executive Order 12893 (issued in 1994),
“agencies shall seek private sector participation in infrastructure investment and management.
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[They] should work with state and local entities to minimize legal and regulatory barriers to
private sector participation in the provision of infrastructure facilities and services” (Clinton
1994, 2).
All these reforms allowed the establishment of a greater number of PPPs in the U.S. water
and wastewater sectors. For Atlanta’s former mayor, the idea of adopting management contracts
for both systems was the most convenient way to solve the city’s water problems without raising
water rates. In order to do so, Atlanta’s local government created a panel of individuals from
industry, government, and academia, with the goal of analyzing the appropriateness of the PPP
project. Under the initiative of Clair Muller, the Atlanta city council’s utilities committee chair
at the time, this panel was tasked with writing a report on the advantages and potential
difficulties of contracting a private operator. After two months of open hearings and expert
testimonies, the commission’s final report recommended local authorities to “be very careful
about entering into a [PPP] contract” (Barry Bozeman, interview with author, 11 March 2011,
Atlanta). Three main alternatives were proposed by the consultant team:
(1) re-engineering of current operations and facilities, combined with outsourcing
of non-core functions, (2) contract operations of all or some combination of the
City’s two water plants and three wastewater treatment plants, and (3) shifting total
system management of the City’s water, wastewater and / or sewer system to the
private sector (Labovitz 1999, 3).
After evaluating these options, Atlanta’s mayor opted to delegate the management of the
city’s drinking water system and the R.M. Clayton wastewater reclamation center to the private
sector. The city was to undertake a re-engineering program of the remaining water and
wastewater facilities (Labovitz 1999, 5). In March 1998, “the mayor’s plan” (Labovitz 1999,
6) was finally accepted by Atlanta’s city council.
Campbell’s decision to opt for a private operation scheme was strongly influenced by the
mayor’s reelection campaign in late 1997. Marvin Arrington, the city council president at the
time, was Bill Campbell’s main opponent. Both candidates supported transferring the
management of water services to a private contractor and used the idea as a political flag
(Snitow, Kaufman, and Fox 2008, 71). In November 1997, Bill Campbell was finally elected
to a second term with a 53 percent of the municipal vote (Sack 1997).
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As Atlanta’s re-elected mayor, Campbell decided to accelerate his plan. In the words of
Barry Bozeman, one of the co-chairs of the panel that addressed recommendations to the city
council concerning the pros and cons of PPPs:
[Members of city council] basically ignored almost everything we said. They
jumped right into the contract, because there was another force that was operating
at that time, which was the mayor. The mayor Bill Campbell was very interested in
getting this done quickly [...]. He didn’t want to sit around and deliberate, so he
moved forward as quickly as he could to get the contract (Bozeman, interview).
In this manner, the former mayor dismissed all ideas concerning the creation of a public
entity to oversee the performance of the private operator and sought to speed up the release of
a Request for Proposals (RFP) on the basis of two main arguments. On the one hand, the city
would obtain U.S. $30 million in annual savings from the PPP experience. In an interview with
the Atlanta Business Chronicle newspaper, Campbell stated that this amount “would […] cut
the city’s expenses by refinancing bonds at lower interest rates and reinvesting city employees’
pensions” (Ramage 1998). On the other hand, Campbell was forced to drop the idea of
transferring the management of the entire sewer system to a private company and focused solely
on the drinking water system. This was imposed by Georgia state law, which only permitted
the establishment of a 20-year contract for drinking water, excluding sewer systems (Snitow,
Kaufman, and Fox 2008, 73).
On 25 March 1998, the city issued a combined Request for Qualifications (RFQ) and a
RFP, which were prepared by the firms Price Waterhouse and Brown & Caldwell (Labovitz
1999, 6–7; Ward 1998). The schedule was tight: bids were due on 2 July 1998, the contract
would be awarded a month later, and the private firm would start its operations on 4 September
1998 (Snitow, Kaufman, and Fox 2008, 73). The hurried bidding and negotiation process
became the catalyst for the emergence of visible opposition to privatization from different
actors. Although it would be overstating reality to suggest that there was an organized
opposition movement at the time, numerous opponents nevertheless raised their voices to
denounce the opaque and hurried process.
A first well-identified actor was the Atlanta Metro Group, an organization defined in local
media as a “committee of business people and other citizens who criticized the city’s water
privatization process” (Yarbrough 1999). Other local media referred to Metro Group as a “local
public policy group that has made its mark during the past [...] years hammering Atlanta Mayor
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Bill Campbell and city government” (Griffis 2001). Finally, a local newspaper defined the
group as “a sort of watchdog organization” (Atlanta Business Chronicle 1998). According to
one of its co-founders, George Heery, the Atlanta Metro Group is “a self-appointed group of
do-gooders with no authority” (Donner 2000) that severely criticized the privatization process.
Although the Metro Group made headlines in local media, the group was discredited by city
hall representatives who dismissed it as a “misguided, unfactual and politically motivated
[group]” (Donner 2000). In the words of Campbell, the Metro Group “trie[d] to be a shadow
government, and its efforts are the ‘sour grapes’ of former political leaders who do not have the
clout they once had in City Hall” (Ramage 1998).
With regard to environmental organizations, Todd Rasmussen, a professor at the
University of Georgia, highlighted the significant role played by Sally Bethea, founding
director of Chattahoochee Riverkeeper. According to Rasmussen, she was at the forefront of
the lawsuits that the city of Atlanta faced in 1998 for violating federal and state water quality
requirements (Todd Rasmussen, interview with author, 11 March 2011, Atlanta).
Despite the fact that certain environmental organizations succeeded in raising their voices
prior to the signing of the PPP contract, there was no real community opposition. According to
Janet Ward, responsible for communications and public outreach for Atlanta’s Watershed
Management Department, it was common knowledge that Mayor Campbell “had serious
corruption issues, so everybody just assumed that he signed this long-term deal with [the
private] company because he was getting kick-backs or [...] they were his friends or something
like that” (Janet Ward, interview with author, 9 March 2011, Atlanta).
Though the community did not represent an important concern for the mayor when it
came to possible opposition to his PPP plan, the reaction of labor unions did. When the mayor’s
plan was announced, utility employees expressed their opposition and raised concerns about
the potential loss of jobs. For Rasmussen, these concerns responded to the general assumption
that “... a government worker [has a] certain job security that a private company can’t
[necessarily guarantee] that well” (Rasmussen, interview). In addition to labor unions, a number
of politicians, particularly those with racial minority constituents, also backed this argument,
leading to a split within city council (Bozeman, interview).
Indeed, the claims of labor unions had a highly politicized dimension, since the majority
of the employees who were concerned by the PPP project were African-Americans. A political
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consultant for United Water who participated in the contract’s negotiations explained to the
author: “in the 1970s and 1980s the way for black Americans to move into the middle class was
only through the public sector. You needed to have a federal job or a local job in government
that paid well [since] there were not a lot of opportunities in the private sector” (United Water
Political Consultant, interview with author, 8 March 2011, Atlanta).164
The prospect that the PPP contract could result in the firing of employees who represented
a racial minority was not minor. According to this political consultant, opponents to the mayor’s
plan did not lose the opportunity to mobilize around this question. In his words, one of the
biggest adversaries to the project was Remedios del Rosario, commissioner of the department
of water at the time:
She was vehemently opposed to privatization [...]. She hated the idea of
privatization; she wanted nothing to do with it. The mayor, he just point blank told
her: “we’re going to privatize the system,” and she gave all kind of excuses why it
should have not be done [such as] security issues for the drinking water, the
possibility of terrorist attacks […].
[In addition] she told [the mayor that] if a private partner came in, they were going
to [fire] all the black employees and hire nothing but white employees. [… She
argued that there was] going to be a significant class of black Americans in Atlanta
[who] were going to be impacted, by this privatization, and lose their jobs. [All of
this] because […] the private partners were going to come in, get rid of all of them,
and bring in employees who they would pay less money to (United Water Political
Consultant, interview).
In the words of the political consultant, these statements were only “... scare tactics [for]
trying to scare the politicians into not making the [privatization] step.” From his perspective,
labor unions did not represent a real opposition for the implementation of the partnership:
The unions were not an issue because there was a significant effort on the part of
United Water […] to work with the unions and to develop concessions […]. They
were on board, because there were significant concessions that we made in terms
of the agreement between United Water and the union leaders, in terms of
supporting them and making sure that they knew that the employees would be
protected, which is really all they wanted. They just wanted to make sure that the
employees would not lose their jobs (United Water Political Consultant, interview).
In addition to the future status of the city employees, concerns about the length of the PPP
contract were raised in public discussions. As Janet Ward explains, some city council members
raised concerns about the risk of creating a monopoly by accepting a long-term contract (Ward
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The interviewee preferred to remain anonymous.
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1998). This was particularly the case of Clair Muller, chair of the utilities committee at the time,
who stated that “the city of Atlanta [did] not have a stellar record of management, and to be
looking at a 15 to 20-year contract [didn’t] strike [her] as a good idea” (Ward 1998). In her
opinion, the city had not given enough consideration to all potential solutions and only focused
on the economic aspect of the privatization project (Ward 1998). As the next section will show,
even though different actors rose opposition arguments towards the PPP project, Mayor
Campbell remained steadfast in pursuing his plan.165

2) Bidding and Negotiation Process
The bidding and negotiation process began three months after Mayor Campbell announced his
plan to transfer the management of the city’s water system to a private company in December
1997. The city of Atlanta, together with consulting firms, including Brown and Caldwell,
Pricewaterhouse Coopers, LLP and Harrington George and Dun, undertook the first actions of
the PPP project. In this manner, the management contracts for the drinking water system and
the R.M. Clayton wastewater center as well as the re-engineering of the sewer system were
prepared in early 1998 (Atlanta City Council 2000).
The procurement process started in March 1998, when the city issued a RFP. Five
companies responded to the request: 1) United Water Services Atlanta (a joint venture of United
Water Services LLC and Williams-Russell & Johnson Inc.),166 2) Atlanta Water Alliance (a
team formed by Air and Water Technologies Corp., Philadelphia Suburban Corp and
Compagnie Générale des Eaux), 3) Atlanta Water Corp. (led by the French firm SAUR SA), 4)
OMI Atlanta (formed by CH2M Hill Cos. Ltd and the British company Thames Water OMI
Inc.), and 5) the U.S. Filter Team (consisting of Aquarion Co. and U.S. Filter Corp.) (Solomon
2011, 190; E. Rubenstein 2000).
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After the contract between the city of Atlanta and United Water had been signed, initial opposition to
privatization took the form of numerous complaints from water services users. While some consumers stated that
“brown water [was] pouring from their taps” (The Center for Public Integrity 2013), advocacy groups such as
Public Citizen and Food and Water Watch denounced the increase in water rates.
166
United Water-Atlanta had two guarantors: Lyonnaise American Holding, Inc. (LAH) and United Water
Resources (UWR). When the contract with the city of Atlanta was executed, these two entities (LAH and UWR)
were linked to the French company Suez Lyonnaise des Eaux. LAH was its subsidiary and UWR was partially
owned by Suez. In July 2000, LAH acquired UWR and both became subsidiaries of Suez. LAH is now known as
Ondeo North America (Office of Atlanta’s City Internal Auditor 2002).
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It is important to emphasize that almost all the firms that responded to the RFP were tied
to the largest European water TNCs that led the global water services market at the time.
Atlanta’s contract not only represented a major opportuntiiy to enter the U.S. water services
market, but also to develop a market of long-term concessions. Most of these companies
implemented an inter-frim business network strategy by establishing strategic alliances and
joint-ventures with national companies. In the case of Veolia and Suez, both companies decided
to bid on the Atlanta contract by partnering with a U.S. firm: while Veolia allied with U.S.
Filter, Suez did the same with United Water.
For Jérôme Cardineau, a Veolia senior executive who has overseen the firm’s
development all around the world and who currently directs the Water Division of Proactiva
Medio Ambiente Mexico, this practice was common at the time and sought to facilitate the
arrival and development of water TNCs into new markets:
There was a great deal of local competition [... particularly from] construction
firms, because they are usually in charge of such projects since they have the
commercial networks [and] investment funds to enter into funding schemes. Their
weak point [was] the operative part and it is here where in one manner or another,
we [water TNCs] always finish in a [good] position from an operational point of
view. We have know-how and an attitude to do things (Jérome Cardineau, interview
with author, 20 February 2012, Mexico City).
This vision was also adopted within Suez’s corporate policy. According to the firm,
strategic acquisitions with local partners “...represent good business opportunities, enable the
company to get closer to customers, add to [their] product and service offerings or deepen [their]
bench strength” (United Water-Suez Environnement 2010, 2).
Once all private companies had submitted technical and cost proposals, the city started
its evaluation with the help of 12 teams, each comprised of 3 to 5 city employees (Labovitz
1999, 8). The proposals were then evaluated by each team on the basis of a 100-point system
and interviews with each bidder were carried out (see Table 17) (Labovitz 1999, 8).
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Table 17 “100 Point System for the Evaluation of Proposals”
Criteria

Score (in points)

Cost Effectiveness

30

Quality of Technical Approach

20

Quality of Management Team

20

Equal Business Opportunity Plan

15

Employee Relations/Transition Plan

10

Performance Capabilities

5

Source: Labovitz 1999, 8.
The evaluation of the technical and costs aspects of the proposals was followed by the
submission of a Best and Final Proposal (BAFP) by all bidders. Each BAFP included two
proposals, one for a 10-year contract and another for a 20-year contract. The 12 teams applied
a value index that consisted of dividing the BAFP final score by the sum of the BAFP first year
service plus the city’s oversight expenses (Labovitz 1999, 9). After evaluating all BAFPs,
Atlanta announced that the 20-year contract bid by Atlanta United Water Services had obtained
the best score. Atlanta’s city council finally awarded a U.S. $428-million management contract
to United Water in October 1998 (Labovitz 1999, 9; Salo, 3).
While the bidding process has been qualified as “competitive” by some authors (Labovitz
1999, 6; E. Rubenstein 2000), Atlanta city council’s final decision has also received numerous
critiques. According to United Water’s bid, the private firm would operate and maintain the
city’s drinking water system for an annual fee of U.S. $21.4 million. This amount represented
almost half of the U.S. $49 million that the city had spent to run the water system before signing
the contract (Brubaker 2001, 11). As a result, the city expected to obtain U.S. $20 million in
savings per year, which meant more than U.S. $400 million over the duration of the contract
(United Water Resources News 1998).
As these numbers illustrate, United Water’s strategy for obtaining the contract was
focused on a purely economic basis. By presenting the lowest bid, the company offered the
highest savings for the city, a key factor in its final decision. Moreover, the company benefitted
from the hurried bidding and negotiation process, which was strongly influenced by the political
ambitions of Atlanta’s former mayor, Bill Campbell (Arnold 2012, 584). For Cohen and
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Eimicke (2008), these developments are best explained by “... an attempt [of the local
government] to solve a fiscal crisis rather than to deal with a water supply or quality problem”
(Cohen and Eimicke 2008, 187). This argument was also raised by Rubenstein:
One reason for the tight scheduling was that the savings anticipated through
privatizing the water system had to be “bankable” when the city sold its next issue
of tax-exempt water bonds. Otherwise the rating agencies would have downgraded
the securities and interest costs would have risen [...]. The city needed to have a
contractor identified with a guaranteed level of savings when it went into the bond
market in late 1998 or early 1999 (E. Rubenstein 2000).
This statement shows that the decision of establishing a PPP contract in Atlanta was
mainly linked to the city’s need for new capital spending in order to deal with fiscal challenges.
In other words, budgetary and fiscal issues were the main priorities in the search for solutions
to improve the management of water services. In addition to the city’s fiscal challenges, the
bidding and negotiation process also had an important impact on the strategies implemented by
the water companies that responded. On the one hand, the competing firms were forced to
present low bids if they wanted to be considered by the city as potential options. By August
1998, even United Water recognized that “... the contract was unlikely to be profitable in the
short-term –one to three years” (Solomon 2011, 190). On the other hand, a “lobbying war”
between the two strongest competitors, United Water (Suez) and U.S. Filter (Veolia), took place
prior to the contract’s signing.
Though this information has not been documented in the academic literature or by the
media, the lobbying strategies deployed by these companies during the bidding process in
Atlanta reflect in fact the conditions within which PPP contracts were commonly established
during the 1990s. According to the aforemention political consultant who played a key role in
the negotiations between United Water and the city of Atlanta and who prefers to remain
anonymous, both firms hired political consultants to present the PPP model to Mayor Campbell.
The consultant explained in a 3-hour interview with the author how United Water succeeded in
obtaining the contract:
When United Water arrived to the game, Vivendi167 was already there and they had
good relationships with the mayor through Rickey Roe, who presented their [PPP]
concept to the mayor. Since United Water arrived late, we started a campaign with
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Today Veolia. For more details concerning the history of Veolia, see Chapter II.B.1.
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the media to say negative things about Vivendi, like that there were corrupt political
people within the company, that the process wasn’t fair, etc.
The media started looking at this –I mean you know how it is, you just have to start
a little bit and then it continues. The idea was to put a light on the other firm using
different arguments, such as: the non-existent experience in water issues of this guy,
Ricky Roe, the major legal partner representing Vivendi, and who was leading the
process at the time; the disadvantaged conditions of the competition; and the wellknown fundraising practices of the mayor.
Since I had a good relationship with the media, I could put in negative news items
every week. The mayor never knew that United Water was behind this. If he had
known, he would never have given us the contract. But, since for the mayor his
reputation was extremely important, even though he had promised Vivendi to award
them the contract, he was forced to finally say “no” and chose United Water under
the argument that it represented the main firm that “was not political” (interview
with author, 2011).
The contract in Atlanta was without a doubt a good opportunity for both French groups
to enter the U.S. water market. By hiring political consultants and deploying powerful lobbying
strategies, these firms sought to build an image and reputation among local private players and
to internationalize the PPP model. In the case of United Water (Suez), important financial and
human resources were mobilized to build an active political communication strategy. The
creation and circulation of rumors concerning Veolia’s reputation strongly influenced the
opinion of the mayor of Atlanta and the final decision of the city council. Furthermore, it
allowed United Water to gain more visibility as a “legitimate” private operator by harming the
image of its rival firm. It is also interesting to highlight the key role played by United Water’s
political consultant, whose business networks with local actors were very useful for the
company.
In the case of U.S. Filter (Veolia), the firm adopted a more low-profile lobbying strategy.
When the mayor of Atlanta announced its project to adopt a PPP model for the city’s water
services in 1998, U.S. Filter benefited from growing visibility at the national level.
Furthermore, Atlanta had experience working with U.S. Filter through a contract operating the
Atlanta-Fulton County water treatment plant since 1990 (Veolia Water 2010).168 After several
renewals, the Atlanta-Fulton County contract is still in force today and will currently continue
until April 2015 (Atlanta-Fulton County Water Resources Commission 2013, 2).

168

For the purposes of this contract, U.S. Filter formed a group with other two firms, Khafra Engineering
Consultants and Multi Energy Group.
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While the idea of contracting an “in-house firm” was largely favored at the beginning of
the bidding process, the imminent purchase of U.S. Filter by Vivendi (today Veolia) in 1999
changed the scene. On 22 March 1999, Vivendi acquired U.S. Filter for U.S. $6.2 billion, as
the “largest corporate purchase in the U.S. by a French company” at the time (Fleming and
Journal 1999). United Water mobilized the uncertainty around this merger as a lobbying
strategy, attracting public attention to a legal case that Vivendi was facing at the time.
Implementing lobbying and political communication strategies was key for the
development of the French groups. Both companies actively sought to enter the U.S. water
market and the Atlanta contract represented the largest PPP for water operations at the time;
however, it is more than valid to ask whether United Water’s bid was truly feasible in terms of
costs and time. Did the firm consider the real challenges involved in the operation of an aging
drinking water system such as that of Atlanta? Was United Water’s proposal economically
viable? What were the results of this PPP? The next section explores these questions.

3) Results
Atlanta’s local government answered these questions only a few months later. Even though the
contract seemed promising, the difficulties of running a decaying system with important
investment needs became clear from the very beginning. The firm took over on 1 January 1999
and was quickly faced with the management of a water system dating from 1875 (Jørgensen
and Bozeman 2002). The bad conditions of the system represented important challenges for the
firm in terms of infrastructural repair needs, including broken water mains, fire hydrants, and
meters. In addition, the firm inherited “... a backlog of between 4,000 and 7,000 outstanding
requests for service, some of which were three years old” from the city (Brubaker 2001, 13).
During the first months of 2000, a growing number of consumers complained about the
quality of the drinking water services. As William Johnson, a resident of the Ansely Park
neighborhood, related in his complaint letter of 4 September 2001:
Our water service since the June 25th time frame has had two outages and been of
poor quality. The quality of the water is brown and muddy about every 9 days and
it requires me to drain my hot-water heater as red clay sediment is too thick, it soils
my clothes in washing, toilet bowls, and tub enclosures [...]. There have been no
return calls from UWSA [United Water Services Atlanta] (Johnson 2001, 1).
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Other complaints called attention to the existence of “pools of water on the street […],
erratic customer service and ‘boiled-water’ advisories to residents in upscale and working-class
areas” (Snitow, Kaufman, and Fox 2008, 79). The growing number of complaints led the city
and the firm to blame each other concerning the poor quality of water services.
In addition, according to the contract United Water was responsible for operating and
maintaining two water treatment plants (Hemphill and Chatahoochee), twelve water system
storage tanks, seven zone transfer pumping stations, 25,000 fire hydrants and around 2,400
miles (3,862 km) of water distribution mains (United Water Resources News 1998). Thus, the
tasks of water supply, treatment and distribution, billing, and commercial service as well as the
provision of certain capital repairs and improvements were part of the firm’s responsability
(Labovitz 1999, 6). The city, in turn, was in charge of “capital improvement planning, rate
setting, negotiating and providing legal support for all intergovernmental and wholesale water
agreements, developing and maintaining policy guidance, and all other governmental
functions” (Labovitz 1999, 6).
Although it seemed that the contract included all the necessary clauses concerning the
responsibilities of each partner, the evident decrease in the quality of water services resulted in
disagreements between both parties. The contract was described by Mayor Campbell as “a winwin situation for all involved” (United Water Resources News 1998). In the opinion of Steven
Labovitz, former chief of staff for the city of Atlanta from 1994 to 1997, the agreement
“includes specific, objective performance standards to measure the quality of contractor
performance and contains clear procedures to assure that corrective action is taken if such
performance is inadequate” (Labovitz 1999, 10). However, despite the fact that the mayor and
his staff intended to present the PPP in positive terms, the number of complaints kept growing
and forced the city to inquiry about the company’s performance.
A first reason for contention between the city and United Water was concerning the
expected cost-savings for the city. While United Water promised annual savings of nearly U.S.
$20 million per year, the city only obtained U.S. $3 million per year (Barraqué in Melosi 2011,
51). A second major issue was the quality of water services and capital investments. From the
city’s perspective, United Water did not invest enough capital in mains and fire hydrant repairs,
resulting in conflict over the poor performance of leaks (Barraqué in Melosi 2011, 51; Snitow,
Kaufman, and Fox 2008, 76). In addition, the company did not install the number of water
meters that both parties had agreed on and sent regular notices to customers indicating the
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pertinence of boiling water (Ohemeng and Grant 2011, 294). According to a Food & Water
Watch report, the city blamed United Water for unacceptable maintenance backlogs, long
delays in repairing broken water pipes, inefficiency in operating water meters and lack of
transparency in billing records (Food & Water Watch 2010, 2). Facing all these accusations,
the company sought to transfer the responsibility to the city by arguing that
On numerous occasions the company asked the city to spend additional capital on
replacing sections of the water system which were causing recurring taste and odor
complaints and brown water, in spite of repeated localized flushing efforts by their
crews. United Water also demanded that capital expenditure (CAPEX) funds be
spent to replace the malfunctioning instrumentation and control system at major
pumping stations […]. By United Water’s accounts, it felt constrained by the city’s
unwillingness or inability to support United Water financially (Freund 2005, 38–
39).
This issue was similarly raised by the former United Water political consultant, who
claimed that the city’s drinking water system was much more broken than they had been told
when the firm signed the contract:
We found that a lot of the data that [the water commissioner] had given us in the
contract was absolutely erroneous. We found that in every instance the number of
water meters that were broken was three times as many as what had been put in the
original solicitation; fire hydrants, that weren’t working properly; meter leaks;
uncollected billing, or revenue; all of it was much higher (United Water Political
Consultant, interview).
Morever, beyond the poor condition of the water system, the former United Water employee
stated that the firm’s performance was greatly affected by the absence of support from city
employees and the water commissioner:
There were times when we really wondered, “what have we gotten ourselves into?”
I mean, we’ve got a contract with a mayor who views us as a stepchild. I mean we
were not his favorites, we were not his pick. We’ve got a water commissioner who
did not want privatization, who hates the idea of privatization because we’ve taken
away the majority of her employees. [Moreover,] the mayor has set her loose on us
as the watchdog […]. It was really sort of tragic for us. She became the watchdog
over our contract. I mean, it’s like the fox watching the hen house (United Water
Political Consultant, interview).
It was within this context that United Water asked for a U.S. $4-million increase in its
annual contract fee at the end of 2001. The firm argued that this increase should be applied for
the entire duration of the contract, including retroactively covering the previous three years
during which the company had been operating the system (Snitow, Kaufman, and Fox 2008,
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80). In order to avoid the renegotiation of the contract, this increase was to be dealt with by
means of change orders.169 The approval of these legal renegotiations by Atlanta’s public
authorities became a crucial issue for both the city and the private company. While United
Water succeeded in obtaining Campbell’s signature for these change orders only a few days
before he left office, the former mayor did not receive the support of the water commissioner.
The summary indictment that Campbell faced a few years later for racketeering activity and
fraud relays in detail the change orders passage:
A city official tried for several months in 2001, without success, to persuade the
City’s Water Department Commissioner to sign agreements to provide additional
compensation for the water company [United Water]. In early December 2001, the
city official reported to CAMPBELL [sic] that the Water Department
Commissioner refused to sign the proposed amendments [...]. On December 19,
2001, the water company submitted letter agreements drafted for CAMPBELL’s
signature granting millions of dollars in additional compensation to the water
company.
On December 31, 2001, a water company executive received a voice-mail message
from an assistant to CAMPBELL stating that [he] had signed the letter agreements.
On January 2, 2002, two sets of seven-letter agreements, each one individually
signed by CAMPBELL, were sent through the United States mail from
CAMPBELL’s office to the water company executive. On October 4, 2002,
following the publication of a newspaper article about the letter agreements with
the water company, CAMPBELL denied signing the letter agreements and
subsequently issued a public statement that he did not “knowingly” sign the letter
agreements (The U.S. Department of Justice 2004, 8).170
The former United Water political consultant suggested that Campbell agreed to sign the
change orders in return for financial compensation from the company:
I don’t know all of the particulars on what happened. The increase did occur. It’s
sort of one those things that no one really knows at the end of the day what happened
with all of that […]. You hear different things, and of course there was a lot of
scrutiny, with exactly what went on, but to this day nobody admits anything, of that
whole group. [I only know that Campbell] and the person who sort of was the chief
operations person for the city at the time, they both spent quite a bit of the time over
in Paris. It was a very hard lobbying effort […] to get them (United Water Political
Consultant, interview).
While the interviewee was reserved concerning the details of Campbell’s trip to Paris, the
indictment summary of the former mayor provides more information:

169
170

Change orders are legal tools that allow the modification of certain terms of a contract.
The newspaper article was written by Bennett (2001) and appeared in the Atlanta Journal-Constitution.
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In July 1999 [...] CAMPBELL and his Chief Operating Officer [the “COO”]
received and accepted from the water company [United Water] and its parent
company [Suez Environnement] personal benefits totaling over $12,900 for hotel
rooms and a car and driver for CAMPBELL, a personal friend of CAMPBELL’s
and the COO to visit Paris, France, without disclosing to the City and its citizens
the benefits they received. [...] After receiving the undisclosed personal benefits
from the water company, CAMPBELL directly and indirectly took actions intended
to benefit the water company (The U.S. Department of Justice 2004, 8).
This information only came to light a few years later during Campbell’s legal trial, and
in the meantime the city of Atlanta had elected a new mayor, Democrat Shirley Franklin.
Indeed, at the time that the newly-elected mayor took office in 2002, it seems that no one really
knew how the change orders presented by United Water had been signed. In addition, the
number of complaints from users regarding the quality of water services continued to grow.
All these factors led Franklin to order a report to evaluate the performance of United
Water (Snitow, Kaufman, and Fox 2008, 81). It is interesting to note that her decision was not
linked to an ideological opposition to PPPs or privatization. Quite to the contrary, Shirley
Franklin had been an active promoter of the model as the chief exective officer and co-founder
of the consultancy company Urban Environmental Solutions, L.L.C. This firm was created in
1997 with the goal of “assisting municipalities and private sector clients in privatizations of
underperforming assets and foresting public-private partnerships such as water and waste
treatment facilities; municipal owned electricity systems and transportation related facilities”
(Urban Environmental Solutions 2014). Even more revealing of her background concerning the
issue, Franklin’s firm had been providing consultancy services to water companies such as
American Water and U.S. Filter.
The business collaboration between these firms had allowed Franklin to represent U.S.
Filter in the 1998 bidding process for the Atlanta contract (Ramage 2000). As Atlanta’s new
mayor, Franklin became responsible for evaluating the performance of United Water, which
was not only the operator of the city’s water system, but had won against its main rival, U.S.
Filter. While Franklin ordered audits on the work of United Water, she also sought to develop
business opportunities for the firm that she represented in 1998. In this manner, after only eight
months of Franklin’s term, Atlanta’s city council awarded a U.S. $20-million 20-year contract
to U.S. Filter for the development and management of a wastewater reuse program (U.S. Filter
2002).
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The report ordered by Mayor Franklin sought to analyze the overall performance of
United Water, focusing on operations and management, billing, maintenance and recordkeeping issues. The results were not satisfactory: the report raised significant concerns about
problems with staff reduction, maintenance backlogs, delayed leak repairs and poor customer
service (Snitow, Kaufman, and Fox 2008, 81; Solomon 2011, 192; Food & Water Watch 2010,
2).
In consequence, the mayor gave United Water a 90-day ultimatum in August 2002 to
carry out a series of specfic tasks. The newly-assigned tasks included the installation of
backlogged water meters within 15 days, repairing water breaks within an hour and minor leaks
within one day, and the collection of at least 98.5 percent of water services revenues (S.
Rubenstein 2002). In the case of non-compliance, the city would terminate the PPP contract.
In the following months, Mayor Franklin ordered two further audits. The first was
intended to measure United Water’s financial performance (2002) while the second was focused
on cost-savings and water revenues collection (2003). These audits revelead a number of
inefficiencies in the management of the city’s water system on the part of United Water. The
2002 audit concluded that the firm “has partially complied with the agreement requirements
[…] but has not been in complete compliance througout the agreement period” (Office of
Atlanta’s City Internal Auditor 2002, 3). The report concluded that United Water had only
complied with a portion of the reporting and financial condition requirements agreed to in the
contract, and subsequently made five recommendations. Two recommended that the company
provide all financial statements and information required by the contract in order for an audit
to be carried out by an independent accounting firm. The third recommendation required United
Water to maintain credit from a U.S.-owned bank in Atlanta. The forth recommendation
suggested that the firm present certificates of insurance signed by an agent licensed by the state
of Georgia. Finally, the report indicated that “the City should determine and take the necessary
steps to recoup the [U.S.] $2.1 million the City reimbursed United Water-Atlanta for insurance
premiums” (Office of Atlanta’s City Internal Auditor 2002, 19).
Though United Water agreed with the first four recommendations, the last became a
major disagreement between both parties. Arguing that there had been a misinterpretation of
the language used in the contract, the firm conveyed its “vigorous disagreement” and asked for
the elimination of this recommendation (Office of Atlanta’s City Internal Auditor 2002, 54).
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This point of contention was only one among several factors that led to the rapid degradation
of the relations between the city and its private contractor.
A few months later, the second audit was released on 2 January 2003. Its results did not
help to improve the image of United Water in the eyes of the city. The 2003 audit concluded
that the firm “fell far short of the requirements of the agreement. The company has collected
only 95 percent of the amount it has billed since January 1999, while the agreement requires
annual collections of 98.5 percent. This gap resulted in at least [U.S.] $23.7 million of
uncollected water and sewer revenue through August 2002” (Office of Atlanta’s City Internal
Auditor 2003, 2). The audit also pointed to the non-implementation of collection enforcement
procedures and actions established in the contract. These negative results led auditors to
emphasize their “uncertainty regarding the future of the agreement with United Water-Atlanta”
(Office of Atlanta’s City Internal Auditor 2003, 6–7).
Taking into account the 90-day ultimatum and the unsatisfactory results of these audits,
Mayor Franklin announced the “amicable dissolution” of the contract on 24 January 2003.
According to the mutual dissolution agreement, the partners “desire to amicably dissolve the
partnership under the O&M agreement, and to effect an orderly transition of the operation and
maintenance of the System and certain employees of UWSA to the City” (Atlanta City Council
2003, 2). This agreement stipulated that United Water would operate the water system until 28
April 2003 and that the city would become the new responsible entity the following day.
Along with the contract’s dissolution, United Water agreed to pay U.S. $6 million to the
city within the 30 days of the agreement’s effective date. In turn, the city of Atlanta committed
to pay U.S. $1 million to the firm thereafter. Both parties also agreed to fund a retention bonus
plan for employees who worked through the expiration of the contract and to jointly conduct
an inventory of equipment, supplies and materials (Atlanta City Council 2003, 1–5). As one of
the most important clauses of the dissolution agreement, both parties consented that the contract
was “amicably dissolved” and not “terminated by default.” According to this clause, “parties
will not make official comments to the public or to the media that are negative or disparaging
regarding one another based on events known at the time the MDA [mutual dissolution
agreement] becomes effective” (Atlanta City Council 2003, 9).
While the early-termination of this partnership had already made a lot of noise in local
and international media, this clause sought to lessen the negative impacts on the firm’s
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reputation. As United Water stated in a 2010 refutation document addressed to Food & Water
Watch:
[Although] United Water and the city may have disagreed on some issues pertaining
to billing and staffing, all of them were discussed and corrected. In the end, [...
United Water’s] efforts resulted in increased efficiencies, environmental protection
and cost savings to the city and a significant improvement in quality of service for
Atlanta’s residents (United Water-Suez Environnement 2010, 4–5).
In the opinion of the United Water political consultant, Mayor Franklin had decided to
terminate the contract from the moment she took office. In his interview with the author, he
discussed how the company perceived the contract’s termination:
When the new mayor came in […] we knew that we were in trouble because Shirley
Franklin was […] a representative for one of the other teams that had gone after the
contract [in 1998]. We knew it was just a matter of time. She hated –she was one
of many who hated that we won [the contract] and she came in and said all the right
things […] like “oh no, I’m not going to terminate your contract, I’m gonna work
with you.”
But we had information coming to us from some of our contacts around the country.
[They told us] that when she initially came into office, she [had already] started
reaching out to consultants in other parts of the country who could come in and tell
her how to terminate the contract. And this [was] like months after she took office.
She was doing this behind our backs but she was telling us face to face, “oh I’m not
going to terminate your contract, of course not.” So we knew it just a matter of time
(United Water Political Consultant, interview).
For the political consultant, the 90-day ultimatum was just a legal procedure that the city
had to undertake in order to end the contract:
She terminated [the contract] based on a termination of convenience clause. We
called it the “poison deal” and that was the thing that we wanted taken out of the
contract, but the [former] Mayor Campbell never removed [it]. Basically, it’s just
this clause that says that they can terminate for convenience, if they decide to, with
a 90-day notice. And, so, that’s what she opted for [...]. She put us on an
improvement plan as she called it and she said we had not met all of the
improvements that she had wanted us to meet. But they were improvements that no
one could have met. I mean getting rid of the entire backlog of broken fire hydrants
[…], you could [only do it] if you hire people and work 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. We weren’t in a position to do that, we weren’t going to do that as a company,
not with the kind of risk and exposure that we had (United Water Political
Consultant, interview).
Faced with the clear intention of former mayor Franklin to terminate the PPP contract, United
Water decided to play a last lobbying card. The firm decided to provide a substantial financial
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donation to the city with the hope that the contract would remain in force:
Near the end [of the contract] we brought in another guy to run the local operations.
He thought he had a very good relationship with Mayor Franklin […]. Somehow
he convinced our company that if Suez wrote a check to the city for something she
was trying to do, some improvement that the city wanted to make, […] this would
make us better friends with her. And so we wrote a check for a million dollars to
the city to assist in that. Six months later she terminated our contract […]. [The
donation] was for parks I think, or something like that, it was something totally
unrelated to water quality issues. It was a way to try to impress her and gain her
favorability (interview, 2011).
This statement is extremely revealing for the analysis of the power of water TNCs at the
local scale and its potential limits, and provides a clear example of how United Water lobbied
local authorities at the time. Giving important financial donations for municipal projects, which
in several cases were not linked to the operations of the private contractor, was a common
practice for influencing decision-makers.
Furthermore, the mayor’s “favorability” toward a private company was not always related
to its performance. In the case of Atlanta, the city was not satisfied with United Water’s
operations and the company was working under an agreement that did not reflect the real costs
of operating the city’s water system. As Freund points out, the two parties had been working
on the basis of “contractual imbalances [and] significant ambiguities” from the very beginning
(Freund 2005, 39). The lack of clear stipulations in the contract concerning investment
responsibilities, performance incentives and penalties led to numerous disagreements between
the city and the firm. While United Water expected to renegotiate the contract shortly after
signing (a common practice of water TNCs during the 1990s), the perception that Mayor
Franklin had already made the decision to end the contract led the firm to favor a lobbying
strategy rather than trying to improve its performance.
After the dissolution of the contract between the city of Atlanta and United Water, the
question of whether former mayor Campbell had signed the controversial change orders
presented by United Water surfaced in the public debate. By August 2004, Campbell was
indicted for “eleven acts of racketeering, that made up one count; three counts of accepting
corrupt payments or bribes; and three counts of federal income tax evasion” (Matthiew Charles
2013).
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Following a six-and-a-half-year long federal corruption investigation, Bill Campbell was
found guilty by a federal jury on felony tax charges on 10 March 2006. Three months later,
Atlanta’s former mayor was sentenced to serve 2 years and 6 months in a federal prison.
According to David E. Nahmias, the U.S. Attorney who led the investigation:
The court found that Bill Campbell intentionally failed to report more than [U.S.]
$160,000 in mostly cash income on his tax returns for three years while he was
mayor, [an income that] came from criminal conduct, specifically, corrupt
payments from a City contractor. [He also] engaged in sophisticated efforts to
conceal his crimes, [...] refused to accept responsability for his crimes, and [...]
obstructed and attempted to obstruct the investigation and prosecution of this case
(Nahmias 2006).
After serving his sentence, Campbell was released from prison and home confinement
on 24 October 2008. Since the contract’s dissolution, the management of Atlanta’s water
services has returned to public hands under the Department of Watershed Management.

a) Exploring Causes and Consequences of Atlanta’s PPP
Experience
The PPP established between the city of Atlanta and United Water remains one of the most
revealing case studies to date for the analysis of PPPs in the United States. The development of
this partnership was greatly influenced by a series of contextual factors as well as by certain
particular aspects related to Atlanta’s water challenges and politics.
The PPP contract between the city of Atlanta and United Water was established in late
1990s. This decade was characterized by the intense promotion by private companies of water
privatization as a “magic solution” for all accountability and infrastructural challenges (Marin
2009). At the same time, several international organizations such as the World Bank, the IMF
and the OECD actively endeavored to give this issue central importance on the global water
agenda. The idea that a private company was a more efficient actor than the public sector for
the management of water facilities gained traction in numerous cities all around the world
during these years. Moreover, the context was similar for cities in both developed and
developing countries.
Along with the fact that the city of Atlanta was a one of the first large U.S. cities to
consider the option of privatizing its water system, the contract awarded to United Water was
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the “nation’s largest PPP for water operations” at the time (United Water Resources News
1998). The promotion of PPPs at the global scale was accompanied by the internationalization
of the largest water TNCs. In the case of Veolia and Suez, the contract in Atlanta represented a
significant entry point that held the potential to increase their presence in the U.S. water and
wastewater services market in general. Indeed, expanding their operation in the U.S.
represented a major interest for both companies at the time –as it still does today. In order to
obtain this contract, the French groups mobilized a large number of financial, reputation and
organizational resources. Moreover, they deployed effective and powerful strategies, including
business networks, political communication and lobbying tactics.
One example of these strategies was the acquisition of national companies as subsidiaries.
When the city of Atlanta issued the RFP in March 1998, French companies were on the cusp of
purchasing leading U.S. water firms. Whereas Veolia (Vivendi at the time) acquired U.S. Filter
in 1999, Suez Environnement had bought United Water one year later. Through these
subsidiaries, French water TNCs succeeded in strengthening their presence the U.S. water
market. After acquiring U.S. firms, Veolia and Suez sought to build a corporate image of as a
“local player” with extensive know-how and vast experience in the establishment of PPPs, with
the goal of obtaining more contracts. Atlanta presented an ideal opportunity for French firms to
heighten their visibility and be recognized as efficient private operators in the U.S. water sector.
Over time, these expectations were revealed to be more than premature. After only five
years of operations, United Water had lost millions of dollars and its business image had been
negatively affected. According to the United Water political consultant, the firm’s losses ranged
from U.S. $30 to $40 million:
The highest number I ever heard was [U.S.] $48 million. When we took over the
contract the city of Atlanta was operating the system at a level, or a budget of $48
million dollars a year. We agreed to do it for [U.S.] $21 [million]. That money, it
had to go somewhere. It was a lost leader. We were absorbing that deficit […].
United Water did not want anyone to know, they really didn’t, just how much
money they lost. It caused a lot of shifting of positions and people lost their jobs at
a great level because of it (United Water Political Consultant, interview).
Moreover, the situation became “a PR [public relations] disaster,” which made other water
privatization opportunities in the U.S. exceedingly difficult. For instance, in the case of New
Orleans:
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I was in New Orleans trying to convince [the] mayor they need[ed] to privatize. […
I met with him and told] him what a great job we’re doing in Atlanta. And then,
they’re coming in with the news articles that say that meters aren’t being fixed,
hydrants aren’t being repaired. How do you deal with that? You can’t. I mean, he’s
like: “I hear what you’re saying, but this is what’s in writing. You guys are killing
us.” And he liked us! This mayor in New Orleans really liked us, but for that reason
he decided not to touch it.
He allowed the sollicitation to occur but he wouldn’t make a decision and he went
out of office and turned it over to the new guy, [… who] didn’t want to have
anything to do with it. So, it went away. We chased that project for about three
years and I invested about 7 million dollars in that exercise (United Water Political
Consultant, interview).
The negative results of Atlanta’s partnership led United Water to mobilize a greater
number of human, financial, reputation and organizational resources. While the experience of
Atlanta negatively affected the image of the company and alerted other cities about the possible
pitfalls of adopting PPPs, United Water continued deploying a powerful lobbying strategy.
Indeed, lobbying tactics continue to represent a key element in water TNCs’ development in
the U.S.:
In every respect, for large projects, you’re going [to] have that kind of political
patronage, positioning and making those kinds of investments […]. After Atlanta,
we were facing New Orleans. We went to one of the water institutes. It was out in
L.A., and we had a booth out there, [an] exhibitional [booth]. We had a number of
politicians from different cities that were of interest to us, we took all them out to
dinner, we took them to Lakers’ games, we rented a suite at the stadium, where the
game was being played, we wined and dined them all night. It’s part of the game,
it’s what you do, dinners, it’s just what happens, it’s how deals are done (United
Water Political Consultant, interview).
In addition to the contextual factors (the global environment surrounding PPPs and
internationalization of water TNCs), the results of the partnership between the city of Atlanta
and United Water were also influenced by local politics and the conditions of the water system.
From the perspective of the local government, Atlanta’s policy-making was intimately linked
to the figure of the mayor. The decision-making power of Bill Campbell as the top municipal
authority and head of the city largely influenced the decisions of the city council. Although the
water department commissioner and other members of his staff were opposed to the PPP
project, Campbell succeeded in implementing his plan.
Atlanta’s former mayor not only sought to impose the idea that the “only options [were]
privatization or raising rates” (Ward 1998), but also to present PPPs as the best option to avoid
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the emergence of concerns over environmental racism. As shown in the first part of this chapter,
Atlanta is a low-density city with a high degree of urban sprawl. The location of black
neighborhoods was a major issue when the city’s mayor explored different solutions to solve
Atlanta’s water and wastewater problems. The initial project of constructing wastewater tunnels
in an African-American area was met with strong opposition from the communities that would
have been affected. As a result, Campbell opted for a PPP approach with the goal of protecting
his reputation as a mayor who “embraces and is committed to diversity” (Campbell 2001).
The decision of Campbell to adopt a PPP model was strongly motivated by his desire to
be recognized as a mayor committed to addressing Atlanta’s historical racial issues. In the
words of the United Water political consultant, “the mayor saw [this partnership] as a legacy
moment, something that could really sort of put him in lights and make his administration”
(United Water Political Consultant, interview).
A final factor that influenced the results of the partnership between Atlanta and United
Water was the condition of the city’s drinking water and wastewater systems. As mentioned
above, the city and the private firm signed a contract that presented a faulty estimation of the
real costs and needs of the system. On the one hand, the city was highly indebted and faced
growing investments needs in infrastructural renewal. The city’s water system was not only old
but also faced the perennial problems related to rapid demographic growth and low density
(Barraqué in Melosi 2011, 51). On the other hand, United Water sought to gain the contract by
all means and proposed a bid that was not financially viable.
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Conclusion
Atlanta’s PPP experience has received widespread attention from media, academia and local
governments across the U.S. and internationally. Today, 16 years after the contract’s
establishment, the partnership remains a case of reference in the study of water PPPs. While
opponents to water privatization generally present this case as a symbolic example of private
sector failure in the management of water utilities, promoters of the PPP model consider it as
having suffered from its pioneering character as one of the first major contracts established in
the U.S. water sector.
This chapter has explored the establishment of the PPP contract between the city of
Atlanta and United Water from 1998 to 2003. The first section showed how local factors can
greatly influence the terms, negotiation and results of a PPP. The study of spatial, social,
political and economic characteristics of the city highlighted how the convergence of all these
elements had an impact on the way water is managed and governed at the local scale. By
portraying a current panorama of the city of Atlanta from a local, metropolitan and a regional
perspective, three main challenges were identified as factors that frame the current management
of the city’s water services: limited water supply, low-density territories characterized by urban
sprawl and historic dynamics of racial segregation.
The fact that the metropolitan area of Atlanta continues to grow while depending almost
exclusively on superficial water sources raises significant problems concerning the latter’s
sustainability and the ensuing impact on neighboring states. The city not only faces challenges
concerning the allocation of water between upstream and downstream water users but also in
terms of water infrastructure. Increasing investment needs for water facilities have been
exacerbated by the region’s urban landscape, which is characterized by unplanned growth and
low-density settlement sprawl (Bullard, Johnson, and Torres 2000, 1). Furthermore, the historic
dynamics of racial and ethnic tensions have largely influenced the political and social
mobilization surrounding water and environmental claims.
After addressing key aspects related to the territorial embeddedness of water and the
regulatory and institutional local framework, this chapter analyzed the process leading to the
establishment of the PPP contract. This partnership was studied from a historical perspective,
by focusing on its antecedents, bidding and negotiation process as well as its results.
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The case study of Atlanta reveals two main conclusions concerning the power of water
TNCs in water governance at the local scale. First, the involvement of Veolia and Suez in the
bidding process of the contract demonstrated that the local context remains a key arena for
implementing lobbying tactics with elected decision-makers. While the French groups have
mobilized resources and created capabilities as a result of the establishment of PPP contracts
all around the world, Atlanta represented a pioneering experience within the U.S. context for
both water TNCs.
The excessive political power of the mayor of Atlanta, Bill Campbell, led to an
insufficient regulation of United Water’s performance. Moreover, the limited experience of the
French groups in operating water facilities in the U.S. contributed to fact that United Water
neglected to pay sufficient attention to certain fundamental contract elements during the
contract’s negotiations. This is explained by Veolia and Suez’s customary practice of
renegotiating their contracts a few years after they are signed. While these companies have
successfully implemented this strategy in several other countries, the case of Atlanta shows that
the contract’s renegotiation provoked significant legal and political battles with local
authorities.
Over the last decades, Veolia and Suez have broadened their understanding of the U.S.
regulatory and institutional framework concerning water at multiple political-administrative
levels. Moreover, they have also better learnt the rules framing competition within the water
industry as well as the U.S. way of “doing business” with local authorities. As transnational
actors, Veolia and Suez have incorporated this knowledge as part of their competitive
advantages via a continuous learning process.
A second conclusion involves the impact that the local operations of water TNCs have
had on the debate surrounding water PPPs in the U.S. at different levels. Although Atlanta’s
contract was established 16 years ago, the field work conducted for this dissertation showed
that the PPP model is nevertheless presented as a “new option” for local governments in
national platforms. For instance, one business executive described PPPs as a “new option for
value creation and local solutions” during the conference “The Future of Water Partnerships in
the West,” attended by the author (Field Work Journal).
Sandra Sullivan, vice-president of government and industry relations for Veolia Water
North America, has also illustrated this point by commenting on the “lack of people in the field”
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while explaining the benefits of the PPP model. As she pointed out during the 113 th NAWC
Conference, it is necessary to build a “dialogue with a non-typical audience” in order to fight
“against inaccurate information about [the water] industry” (Field Work Journal). 171 All these
statements show that for the promoters of water PPPs, the contract between the city of Atlanta
and United Water is not perceived as an obstacle for the development of the model in other U.S.
cities; rather, it is presented as an experience from which lessons can be learned.
Following the early-termination of the partnership in Atlanta, a large number of water
and wastewater PPPs have been signed across the U.S. As previously mentioned, this
dissertation seeks to understand how water TNCs have contributed to the evolution of models
of water governance: are U.S. local authorities more cautious now when delegating the
management of public facilities to a private company? How have water TNCs adapted their
strategies within the U.S. context over time? Does the PPP model truly constitute a “new
option” for local governments? These questions will be addressed in the next chapter through
the study of the PPP contract between the city of Milwaukee, Wisconsin and Veolia Water.
This partnership was signed ten years after the experience of Atlanta, and currently represents
the largest wastewater PPP in the U.S.

The “Future of Water Partnerships in the West” Conference was organized by the National Council for PublicPrivate Partnerships (NCPPP) on 28 September 2010 in Phoenix, Arizona, while the 113th Annual Conference of
the National Association of Water Companies (NAWC) took place in Tucson, Arizona from 10 to 13 October
2010.
171
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VI - Veolia Water in Milwaukee (2008-2018): Learning to
“Succeed” in a Highly Regulated Context
While the experience of Atlanta has been considered one of the pioneering water PPPs in the
U.S., the largest wastewater PPP in the United States today is the contract between Veolia
Water172 and the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District (MMSD).173 In March 2008, the
MMSD delegated the management of the regional wastewater system of the greater Milwaukee
area to Veolia Water. According to the U.S. $400 million 10-year contract, Veolia Water
became responsible for the operation and maintenance of two water reclamation facilities and
the District’s deep tunnel system. This PPP was established following an initial ten-year
contract between the MMSD and United Water that had finished in 1998. Despite United
Water’s attempt to have the contract renewed, the MMSD ultimately decided to change its
partner and awarded the contract to Veolia Water.
Since the beginning of Veolia’s operations, the private firm has portrayed this experience
as a “successful PPP” (Veolia 2010). According to the company, this partnership “has achieved
new levels of compliance, service, communication and innovation and offers a model for the
Great Lakes region” (Veolia 2010). Over time, this PPP has even received awards from state
and national entities such as the Clean Water America Alliance (with the U.S. Water Prize), the
National Association of Clean Water Agencies (NACWA) (with Platinum Awards), the
National Council for Public-Private Partnerships (NCPPP) (with a Distinguished Service
Award) and the Wisconsin Wastewater Operators Association (with the Platinum Peak
Performance Award for 14 Years) (Veolia Water 2013, 3–12; Veolia 2010).
This case study is especially pertinent for analyzing the development strategies of the
French companies Veolia and Suez, as well as the evolution of the PPP model in the U.S. water
sector in general. This chapter explores the reasons that led the District to decide not to renew
the contract with United Water and the strategies implemented by both Veolia and Suez during
the bidding and negotiation process. In particular, the focus will be on the power of water TNCs
at the local scale and the factors that explain the success of the PPP between Veolia Water and
the MMSD: How do the characteristics of the city influence the performance of private water
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The official name of the company in this contract is Veolia Water Milwaukee LLC. The term that will be used
throughout this chapter will be “Veolia Water.”
173
Hereafter, the terms MMSD and “the District” will be used interchangeably.
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companies? What kind of strategies did water TNCs implement in Milwaukee? What are the
main results of this partnership? Could this PPP constitute a potential model for other U.S.
cities?
The chapter is divided into two main sections. The first analyzes the specific
characteristics of Milwaukee and the main challenges of the city’s drinking water and
wastewater services. The second section explores the antecedents, bidding and negotiation
processes, as well as the results of the PPP contract between the MMSD and Veolia Water.

The Territorial Embeddedness of Water and the Local Regulatory
and Institutional Framework
As in the case of Atlanta, the territorial embeddedness of Milwaukee’s water resources remains
an essential element to understanding the water PPPs in question. The city of Milwaukee
benefits from an advantageous geographical location, which provides it with an abundant
supply of high quality water. Beginning with the establishment of the first settlers around the
Great Lakes region, the abundance of surface water has greatly influenced the region’s
economic activities and the development of its urban areas. Milwaukee is part of the U.S.
Midwestern region, which was known as the North Central Region prior to June 1984 (U.S.
Census Bureau 2013) (see Map 19).
This region, commonly known as “America’s heartland,” saw the emergence of cities that
were not only “centers for transports, wholesale and retail trade, and finance […but also]
producers of goods, manufactured and industrial” (Foss-Mollan 2001, 25). Along with cities
such as Chicago and St. Louis, Milwaukee developed an important manufacturing industry,
which attracted a large working-class population (Foss-Mollan 2001, 26).
The region’s economic activities, as well as the historic rivalry between Milwaukee and
Chicago, largely influenced the articulation between water and territories. While the city of
Milwaukee has had access to water via private vendors since the early 1840s, “city boosters”
began to call for municipally-owned water works ten years later (Foss-Mollan 2001, 48). Their
demand was greatly motivated by the goal of obtaining secure access to drinking water and
diminishing the pollution of the city’s main water sources –the Milwaukee, the Menominee and
the Kinnickinnic Rivers. Under the pressure of several industries that were in constant
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competition with Chicago’s emerging businesses, Milwaukee’s first water works were
established between 1872 and 1874 (The 2013 BLC Field School 2013). Downtown business
districts were the first properties served by drinking water distribution pipes. Although the city’s
Board of Public Works gradually extended its service area to new districts, south-side wards
remained unconnected to the distribution system for a long time. This gap in water services
provision led a larger debate on the political power of minorities, since these waterless wards
were mainly settled by Polish immigrants who arrived to the region after 1880 (Foss-Mollan
2001, 58).

Map 19 “Regions of the U.S.: the Midwest and the City of Milwaukee”

The early development of the city’s water networks and the initial municipal provision of
water services have largely influenced the current landscape of Milwaukee’s water governance.
As the following sections will show, multiple factors have characterized the articulation
between water and territory in the Milwaukee area. On the one hand, business has played a
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prominent role in water issues: while industries were key actors in the construction of the city’s
first water works, current municipal water entities pursue a policy of industrial attraction and
development. On the other hand, the provision of water services in Milwaukee has been
institutionally fragmented and rooted in a “proprietary” perspective.
Concerning the first aspect, two different entities manage today the city’s drinking water
services (Milwaukee Water Works, MWW) and wastewater services (MMSD). The fact that
the service areas of both entities differ, in terms of geographic limits and number of customers,
raises important challenges for infrastructure and institutional coordination.
With regard to the second aspect, water services have been provided in a “proprietary
fashion” since the very beginning. For Foss-Mollan (2001), this means that “a service is
provided to a known group of customers who are expected to pay for the service [...]. In a
proprietary service, profits can be made and may be used for whatever purpose desired by the
managers of the service” (Foss-Mollan 2001, 56). In this manner, municipal entities have
conceived of the provision of water services from an entrepreneurial perspective, which seeks
to maximize efficiency and make a profit.

1) Characteristics of the City
The city of Milwaukee is located on the southwestern shore of Lake Michigan, the sixth-largest
freshwater lake on earth. Lake Michigan is part of the Great Lakes Region, which is comprised
of four other lakes –Superior, Huron, Erie and Ontario– as well as thousands of smaller inland
lakes (see Map 20). This region represents the largest fresh water system in the world, with an
estimated “90% of the United States’ and 20% of the world’s surface fresh water” (Austin et
al. 2007, 1).
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Map 20 “The Great Lakes Region”

Milwaukee is the largest city of the U.S. state of Wisconsin, with a population of 599,164
inhabitants at the end of 2013 (U.S. Census Bureau 2014e). With a land area of 250.71 km2, the
city is the seat of Milwaukee County, the most populated county in the state, with an estimated
956,023 inhabitants in 2013 (U.S. Census Bureau 2014a). Milwaukee County is part of the
Milwaukee-Waukesha-West Allis metropolitan area, which also includes the counties of
Owaukee, Washington and Waukesha (see Map 20).
The Milwaukee metropolitan area reached a population of 1,569,659 inhabitants in 2013
(U.S. Census Bureau 2014b) and was the 34th largest U.S. export market area in 2012 (U.S.
Department of Commerce 2013b). Accounting for 37.5 percent of merchandise exports of the
state of Wisconsin, the Milwaukee metropolitan area is a leader in exporting machinery,
computer and electronic products, transportation and electrical equipment, as well as chemicals
(U.S. Department of Commerce 2013b)
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Map 21 “Location of the City of Milwaukee”

While the origins of the city of Milwaukee officially begin in 1836, the first settlers of
the Milwaukee area were Native American tribes, including the Iroquois, Sauk, Chippewa and
Potawatomi (Historical Society 2011). With the arrival of the first European missionaries in the
early 1600s, the native population greatly declined and the region gradually adopted a new
social and economic dynamic (Mortimer 2004).
Since the very beginning, the city of Milwaukee was characterized by a fragmented
structure in terms of territorial settlements. The area was occupied by three different explorers,
who later became Milwaukee’s founders: Solomon Juneau (on the East banks of the Milwaukee
River), Byron Kilbourn (on the West bank of the Milwaukee River) and George Walker (on the
North bank of the Kinnickinnic River) (Foss-Mollan 2001, 37–38; Historical Society 2011).
Over time, the idea of founding a “future metropolis” (Still 1948, 8) that would benefit from
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the intersection of natural rivers that flow into Lake Michigan took force. The city of Milwaukee
was created through the unification of the three towns led by the explorers, with a total
population of roughly 10,000 inhabitants at the time (Historical Society 2011).
The city of Milwaukee has been characterized as an important center of industrial and
commercial activities, as well as a magnet for consecutive migration waves. In the 1800s, the
city’s economy was greatly influenced by German migration, which resulted in the
development of breweries and a growing industry for wheat production and distribution.
Following the American Civil War, Milwaukee continued to attract a large number of skilled
workers from the eastern part of the U.S. and from countries such as Poland, the U.K., Ireland,
Scandinavia, Serbia and Russia (Historical Society 2011). This new demographic composition
had an important impact on the city’s economy and social composition throughout the 20th
century.
In terms of economic activities, Milwaukee transitioned from being the leader in the
wheat trade to developing a larger range of industries, including iron and steel manufacturing,
tanning, meat-packing and flour-milling. While Milwaukee’s industrial success continued until
the 1970s, the city started experienced major changes in terms of economic development and
population growth.
A first change about as a result of employment losses in the manufacturing sector, which
has accounted “for nearly 95% of all jobs lost in Milwaukee since 2000” (City of Milwaukee
2010, 92). While the sector remains important for the city’s economy, a large number of
manufacturing firms have been relocated to the suburbs of the Milwaukee metropolitan area.
This situation was also influenced by the transfer of industrial production to “lower-wage
locations” (City of Milwaukee 2010, 93) in emerging countries, as well as the increase in
productivity through technology innovation. Today, the economic activities of Milwaukee are
centered on manufacturing shipments, wholesale goods, as well as health, education and
businesses services (U.S. Census Bureau 2014e; City of Milwaukee 2010, 93).
A second change occurred with the population decline that the city experienced from
1960 to 2000. In the 1950s, Milwaukee’s urban landscape was largely divided between the
south and southwest suburbs (industrial towns with major blue-collar populations) and the north
and west suburbs (residential suburbs with upper-middle class populations) (Dewey 1948, 119).
Over the following decades, city dwellers and families started moving to the city’s suburbs with
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the goal of “avoid[ing] certain disadvantages of the city without depriving themselves of the
urban services to which they have become accustomed” (Dewey 1948, 118). The expansion
towards outlying areas of the city of Milwaukee has gradually stopped and the city’s population
has stabilized since 2000.
The early migration movement within the area brought another major change to
Milwaukee’s identity. While the settlement of newcomers in the Great Lakes region led to racial
tensions and the development of the “country’s most segregated cities, it also created an
increasingly integrated industrial workplace” (Austin and Affolter-Caine 2006, 11). The
growing number of people working in factories led to the emergence of a strong labor
movement that contributed to the integration of minority groups and the emergence of an
identity around pro-labor rights. This tradition has continued over time and currently occupies
a key role in Milwaukee’s businesses and politics. In the words of Richard Abelson, Executive
Director of the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME),
District Council 48-Milwaukee:
The right to organize [is a key aspect of Wisconsin’s identity]. We have a very long
tradition in Wisconsin of being very pro-rights […]. It goes back a hundred years
to what we call the Robert La Follette era, the progressive party and progressive
politics […]. Wisconsin people are very rights–oriented, you know, we get very
upset when someone tries to take away something that we think we deserve
(Richard Abelson, interview with author, 26 March 2011, Milwaukee).
As will be shown in the following sections, the active presence of labor unions in the
city’s political and social life represents a crucial element of analysis concerning the
establishment of PPPs in the water sector. While the city of Milwaukee has delegated the
management of its wastewater system to the private sector since 1998, the attempt to privatize
drinking water services in 2009 was met with a clear refusal from the city’s population and
labor unions.
Finally, the current structure of Milwaukee’s government has also marked the city’s
political color. As part of a long tradition of local governments that have been Democrat,
Milwaukee has been governed by the Democrat mayor, Tom Barrett, since 2004. Additionally,
a 15-member Council holds all “policy-making and legislative powers of the city” (City of
Milwaukee 2014a). The council’s members are elected every four years and administer the 15
Districts into which Milwaukee is divided.
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2) Water Challenges and Governing Entities
Milwaukee’s water supply comes from Lake Michigan, the second-largest of the Great Lakes
and the only one located entirely within U.S. borders. The lake’s richness as a natural water
source has been recognized throughout history. Before the arrival of European missionaries,
the Chippewa tribe gave the lake its name, calling it “Michigani” or “Great Water” (Mortimer
2004, 2).
Lake Michigan is part of the Great Lakes system. Most of the inhabitants of this region
are concerned about water pollution impacts, the development of wetlands, biodiversity and
habitat degradation, as well as water withdrawals (U.S. EPA 2012e; U.S. EPA 2011; The
Environment Report 2010). Waters of the Great Lakes basin are regulated by a set of bilateral
treaties, federal and state laws, regional and municipal enhancements, as well as multi-actor
initiatives.
Each municipality is in charge of the management of its drinking water and wastewater
services as well as the compliance with federal, regional, state, sub-state and local regulations.
The provision of water services in Milwaukee entails important challenges in terms of
management structure, institutional cooperation and policy coordination between operating
entities, as well as future trends in water demand.
First, several public and private entities are involved in the provision of water services.
The publicly-owned water utility Milwaukee Water Works (MWW) is responsible for the
supply, treatment and distribution of drinking water. MWW provides drinking water services
to 861,249 residents in 16 communities across a service area of 510 km2 (Milwaukee Water
Works 2012, 1). MWW has two types of customers. The utility sells water to 11 wholesale
customers who manage their own water utilities. At the same time, MWW provides full water
services (supply, distribution, billing and water system maintenance) to five retail customers
(see Map 22).174 In 2012, around 101 million gallons (382 million liters) of water were pumped
daily and 33 billion gallons (124 billion liters) of water were sold (Milwaukee Water Works
2013a). The mayor and Common Council of Milwaukee set water policy for utility regulation.
The U.S. EPA and the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR) regulate water
facilities, operations and water quality. Finally, the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin
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MWW provides billing services to West Milwaukee, but does not manage the maintenance of the water
distribution system.
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(PSC) is responsible for rates and accounting.

Map 22 “Milwaukee Water Works Service Area”

Source: Milwaukee Water Works 2013b.
Contrary to many U.S. cities within which the same utility operates both drinking and
wastewater services, Milwaukee’s sewerage system is managed separately by the MMSD.
Created as a regional government agency by state law, the MMSD provides flood management
and water reclamation services to 1.1 million people. The District’s service area covers 1,064.5
km2 and involves 28 communities of the Greater Milwaukee area (see Map 23) (MMSD 2014a).
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Map 23 “MMSD Service Area”

Source: (City of Milwaukee 2010, 117).

The MMSD is governed by an 11-member Commission, which is responsible for
establishing and enforcing the District’s policy. The Mayor appoints seven commissioners
(subject to the approval of the Common Council) and the rest are appointed by the Executive
Council of the Intergovernmental Cooperation Council (ICC).175 In addition to managing the
sewerage system, the MMSD also undertakes activities in the fields of water quality research,
175

The ICC puts together representatives of different cities, towns and villages of the Milwaukee suburban
municipalities, with the exception of South Milwaukee.
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green infrastructure, household hazardous waste collection, industrial waste monitoring, and
planning and engineering services (MMSD 2014a).
The fact that the drinking water and the sewerage systems are managed by two separate
entities has allowed public authorities to explore distinct management models. While the
drinking water system is run by a utility owned by the city of Milwaukee, the operation of the
wastewater system has been delegated to the private sector since 1998. In that year, the MMSD
signed a 10-year contract with United Water for the operation and maintenance of the
wastewater system. For an annual fee of U.S. $29.8 million, the company became responsible
for the management of two wastewater reclamation facilities (Jones Island and South Shore) as
well as the maintenance of Milwaukee’s deep tunnel network and the sewer interceptor system
(United Water Resources 1998). When the contract ended in 2008, the MMSD decided not to
renew its partnership with United Water. Instead, the District signed a 10-year contract with the
French company Veolia Water. Veolia has been operating and maintaining Milwaukee’s
regional wastewater system since that time.
The fragmented structure for managing drinking water and wastewater services has
entailed important challenges for institutional coordination between MWW and the MMSD.
While the drinking water utility seeks to increase water demand by encouraging research and
business development in the area, the MMSD has been concerned with overflows entering into
the sewerage system. If it is true that these goals are contradictory (increasing the drinking water
demand while reducing wastewater volumes), both entities have oriented their policies towards
the promotion of Milwaukee as a hub for water technology and research.
One of the MWW’s main goal is making the city’s water supply a competitive advantage
for business. In the words of Rosalind Rouse, water marketing specialist at MWW, this guiding
principle is a result of the constant decline of water use since the 1970s. According to Rouse,
the current trends of water demand in Milwaukee have been influenced by several factors. The
first includes a loss of a large number of water-demanding companies:
We have lost large brewing companies […], at one point we had twelve major
breweries the size of MillerCoors, Schlitt’s, Papst, Blatt’s, Kettlemen […]. We also
had a big […] grain trade. In other words, with the railroads, the Great Lakes port,
we could take grains grown, we use it in the brewing, but we also were a huge
shipping industry. Milwaukee was a huge port back even starting in the 1800s and
all of that processing required water. And then there were tanneries. At one point
there were 14 independent tanneries in the city; there’s one left now. We were
making all of these products that either used water in them, or you needed water to
cool things. And then, there was meat processing. We had a huge [number of] meat
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processing companies. There’s one left now. All of this industry was built on the
abundance of water (Rosalind Rouse, interview with author, 23 March 2011,
Milwaukee).
In her words, the shift from an industrial to a service economy as well as the decrease in
residential water use have also affected Milwaukee’s water demand:
Everybody is getting more efficient. [For example] MillerCoors176 has a program
now to cut the amount of energy and water that they use making beer […]. That’s
all efficient processes. And then, you think about in peoples’ homes, they’ve got
low-flow toilets and showerheads and faucets, and just in general, people’s
conserving.
Every year people use less water in Milwaukee […]. In 2005, the typical person in
terms of what we see in residential water use, they used to use 55 gallons [208 liters]
a day per person, and now in 2010 it’s down to 45 gallons [170 liters] a day per
person […]. So, that’s 8 million gallons [30 million liters] less each year that is used
(Rouse, interview).
In the opinion of this water marketing specialist, this landscape entails important
challenges for the utility in terms of operating costs and water services rates:
The cost of chemicals, the electricity, labor, transportation and gasoline have all
continued to climb as water use decreases. But, even though we’re using less water,
we still need this much to treat this less [sic]. So […] we’re selling less water, we’re
making less revenue, while these costs keep going up. So what do you do? You
have to raise your [water] rates to cover your operating cost. And yet, people
continue to use less and less. The “turn off your water when you brush your teeth”
is fairly ridiculous when you look at Milwaukee, because what the utility can save
in one year would take consumers a decade for it to even match up a bit (Rouse,
interview).
As Rouse points out, Milwaukee’s water abundance has played a key role in the
implementation of public water policies by local authorities:
We really don’t actively pursue a conservation program here, because the less water
people use, the more it will cost them. And because the water use is not shipped out
of the watershed but is returned through the sewage district to the lake, there’s a bit
of justification for not actively saying, “everybody, stop using water, we’re running
out,” because we, in effect, are not running out (Rouse, interview).
These arguments have led MWW to implement policies designed to encourage business
development. Water rate discounts, or the sponsoring of FaB Milwaukee, a regional cluster
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MillerCoors is a brewing company with a historic presence in Milwaukee. Created in 1855 as Miller Brewing
Company, this private firm is today one of the largest customers of MWW. In 2008, MillerCoors committed to
maintain its presence in Milwaukee by investing U.S. $50 million in the city’s brewery every two years starting in
2008 (Milwaukee Water Works 2013c, 2).
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network of food and beverage industries are among these policies (Milwaukee Water Works
2013d; Metropolitan Milwaukee Association of Commerce/Milwaukee 7 2012).
MWW’s vision of making of Milwaukee a competitive place for business has
entailed institutional cooperation with the MMSD concerning the resulting larger volumes of
wastewater to treat. Milwaukee’s sewerage system is composed of separated sewers (which
serve around two-thirds of the city) and combined sewers (which serve the remaining third)
(see Map 23). While separated sewers continuously face the risk of non-point source pollution
into lakes and rivers, combined sewers are prone to overflows, especially during storm events
(City of Milwaukee 2010, 173). With the goal of reducing the risk of overflows, the MMSD
has increased its storage capacity of wastewater by building a deep tunnel system (see Map 23).
The construction of this system began in the 1980s and continued over three different phases
(MMSD 2014b). Over time, the Greater Milwaukee region has invested more than $4 billion
into the sanitary sewer system, resulting in a net decrease of overflow volumes (MMSD
2014c).177
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Before the construction of the deep tunnel, around 8 to 9 billion gallons (30 to 34 billion liters) of sewage went
directly into Lake Michigan. In 2013, the overflow volume was slightly more than 1 billion gallons (3,785 billion
liters) (MMSD 2014c).
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Map 24 “Sewer Areas Delimitation and Deep Tunnel System”

Source: MMSD 2014b.
Despite the fact that MWW and the MMSD have different concerns, developing greater
coordination between policies and institutional cooperation between both entities remains an
important challenge. In the words of Rosalind Rouse: “[The MWW] collaborate[s] with the
MMSD on some public awareness things, but generally we’re separate” (Rouse, interview).
Moreover, the Executive Director of the MMSD, Kevin Shafer, states that both entities:
… should be a combined utility. […] I don’t know, in the history of Milwaukee,
why it formed as two different utilities. Drinking water, they still are a unit of [the]
government of the city. When we started providing wastewater services to the other
27 communities […] in the 1970s, they made us a regional government [agency]. I
think it was after the Clean Water Act, when we were having to spend a lot of
money to stop overflows. The flow of that money just forced us to become more of
a regional entity as opposed to the city, because there was a lot of political strife at
that time. But right now, I think that we would be more efficient [...] if we were one
utility. We would be more able to manage the entire cycle as opposed to just looking
at half of it. But that’s really more of a political discussion than it is a technical one
(Kevin Shafer, interview with author, 24 March 2011, Milwaukee).
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These statements highlight the fragmented institutional structure around the management
of drinking water and wastewater services in Milwaukee. While in the case of drinking water
services, management remains in public hands and is subject to electoral control, wastewater
services are managed in a quasi-autonomous manner by the MMSD. The region’s changing
economic environment, the future trends of water demand and the need for more institutional
coordination will remain the biggest challenges for Milwaukee’s water governance in the
coming years.

The Power of TNCs: Interests, Resources and Strategies in the
Establishment of the PPP
The case of Milwaukee is pertinent for study for the analysis of the power of water TNCs at the
local scale for two main reasons. On the one hand, the MMSD has had the experience of
working with United Water and Veolia Water, the U.S. subsidiaries of the two largest water
companies worldwide. The transition of responsibilities between both firms permits a more indepth analysis of the interests, resources and strategies that were mobilized by each company.
In addition, it also offers the possibility of studying how the MMSD perceived these strategies
and to what degree such strategies had an impact on the District’s decision to change private
contractors.
On the other hand, the contract signed between the MMSD and Veolia Water is the largest
PPP in the U.S. wastewater sector. Taking into account the District’s first experience with
United Water, the MMSD has gained an extensive degree of experience in the field of PPPs.
This section explores the antecedents, negotiations and bidding process, as well as the results
of the PPP contract between the MMSD and Veolia Water. The following questions are
addressed in three sub-sections: Why did the MMSD decide not to renew the PPP contract with
United Water and chose Veolia Water instead? What kind of strategies did these companies
implement during the bidding and negotiation process of the contract? After six years of
operation, what are the main results of this partnership?
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1) Antecedents
Prior to the current PPP between the MMSD and Veolia Water, the District signed a 10-year
contract with United Water on 5 January 1998. According to the contract, the private firm would
become responsible for the management of the Jones Island and South Shore wastewater
treatment plants; the production of Milorganite, an organic fertilizer produced through the
sewer sludge process; and the operation of sewer interceptors and the city’s deep tunnel system
(United Water Resources 1998). The MMSD retained ownership of the facilities and had
oversight authority over United Water.
This contract was signed within a context characterized by a general perception of
“private-industry professionals” (Schneider 2011, 188) as efficient and highly skilled-operators.
Although in most PPP experiences these professionals “were the exact same operators as before
[but] rehired by the new company” (Schneider 2011, 188), a growing number of municipalities
delegated the management of their wastewater services to private companies.
The involvement of the private sector in the wastewater industry greatly accelerated
during the 1960s and 1970s. The emerging “business of water pollution,” also known as the
“water pollution control industry,” included a large number of operating firms, consulting
engineers and technical associations (Miller and Lewicke 1972). The passage of the Clean
Water Act of 1972 and the promise of federal grants for the construction of wastewater
treatment plants made water pollution a potential market for business (Bowen 1970; Schwartz
1966). In 1972, the first PPP contract for managing wastewater services was signed between
Envirotech Operating Services (EOS) –now Veolia Water North America– and the water utility
of Burlingame, California (Veolia Water North America 2010a). Private firms have favored the
operation of wastewater facilities rather than their construction ever since. This trend continued
over the next twenty years, and by 1997, “736 wastewater plants in the United States were
privately operated” (Schneider 2011, 188).
As in the case of other U.S. cities, Milwaukee began exploring the possibility of either
delegating the management of its sewage treatment plants or selling the facilities to a private
firm in 1995 (Romell 1995). After “a two-year study-and-negotiation process […] and its
discussion with six other companies interested in the partnership” (Mathew n.d., 7), the MMSD
awarded the contract to United Water. According to the firm, this partnership would allow the
District to “achieve [U.S.] $130 million in taxpayer savings over a 10-year period” (United
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Water Resources 1998). In order to reach these savings, United Water proposed to reduce the
number of employees, enter into long-term energy contracts and automatize plants (Schneider
2011, 192).
Despite the fact that the four unions representing the District’s employees were opposed
to the establishment of the PPP (Journal Sentinel Staff 1997), the contract’s negotiation
followed its course.
In the words of Kevin Shafer, executive director of the MMSD since 2002, this was
greatly influenced by the determination of his predecessor, Anne Spray Kinney, who
Decided that we needed to turn to private participation […]. She decided to privatize
the operation, we went out for bids for that, did a contract and awarded it to United
Water in 1998. It was a ten-year contract. I think the strength of any type of
relationship like this is in the contract itself. We were very fortunate that in ‘96,
‘97, when we developed the contract, we did a pretty good job on writing that first
contract. So then, when we got through the 10 years with United Water and came
to, like, year seven, and started looking at the contract internally, saying, “ok it’s a
good contract, but how can we tweak it, how can we make it better […] for us”
(Shafer, interview).
As a result of the negotiation process, United Water committed to a number of guarantees
for the utility’s employees which included no layoffs, no reduction of wages or benefits and the
maintaining of city pensions for workers (Schneider 2011, 192). For Richard Abelson,
executive director of the AFSCME 48-Milwaukee, United Water was forced to adopt these
commitments, since the strong opposition from the utility’s employees was a real obstacle for
the PPP. In an interview with the author, he explains the general environment of opposition
within which the contract was signed:
We [the AFSCME] work with a number of different organizations [opposing water
privatization]. We worked with a bunch of the environmental groups. And we got
a tremendous amount of help from Food and Water Watch in Washington D.C.,
which has had experience, of course, in other privatization efforts of water
departments across the United States. They were absolutely essential to our appeal
(Abelson, interview).
In his opinion, although the mobilization of the unions that represented MMSD
employees could not prevent the establishment of the PPP contract, it did guarantee that worker
benefits would be retained:
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When they privatized wastewater we maintained our representation status, so the
employee continued to be represented. We had a […] first […] 10-year contract
with United Water, which was shortly after they […] were purchased by Lyonnaise
des Eaux. And then they were merged with Suez and they became Suez-Lyonnaise
des Eaux.
The employees for this 10-year contract were represented by us. And we still
represent them, even now that Veolia has won contract. [United Water] agreed not
to lay anybody off, and they maintained their former status in their old pension plan
[…]. New hires were in a different pension plan, but the people who came over
from MMSD stayed in their old contract with their old pension (Abelson,
interview).
Concessions regarding labor conditions of the utility’s workers were part of United
Water’s development strategy. While the major interest of the company at the time was to
strengthen its presence in the U.S. water and wastewater services market, the firm’s strategy
was built on the mobilization of a broad set of financial, human and organizational resources.
The strategy implemented by United Water to obtain the contract in Milwaukee,
representing the largest PPP for municipal wastewater services in the U.S., relied on a low-cost
bid, the promotion of the firm as an efficient operator with technology innovation capital, and
the deployment of lobbying practices. Concerning the two first aspects, United Water portrayed
itself at the time as “a leading provider of water and wastewater services in North America […].
The company combines the best resources of global technology with American know-how. It
has a proven track record of reducing costs, improving environmental compliance and
upgrading technology and training” (United Water Resources 1998).
While the firm largely based its strategy on the promotion of its competitive advantages
as an experienced operator of water services, the question of cost reduction was primordial in
the negotiation process. David Sherman, president of United Water Services at the time,
discussed the ability of the firm to produce savings:
Managing water and wastewater systems and working with municipal clients like
the MMSD to leverage their infrastructure systems into taxpayer savings is what
United Water does best. In the case of Milwaukee, we will achieve [U.S.] $130
million in taxpayer savings over a 10-year period (United Water Resources 1998).
Lobbying practices were mainly directed at MMSD’s Commission and labor unions. In
order to allay the concerns raised by the utility’s employees, the District and United Water
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established a “Transferred Workers” Agreement and a Memorandum of Understanding.
According to these documents,
Approximately 300 individuals who were employees of MMSD working at the
facilities […] became employees of United [Water]. The Transferred Workers
provide[d] generally the same services at the same locations and with the same
equipment […]. United has [also] agreed not to lay off any Transferred Workers for
a period of 10 years. Upon the Agreement’s termination at the end of the 10-year
term, full responsibility for operating and maintaining the wastewater system will
revert to MMSD, and the Transferred Workers may resume employment with
MMSD (U.S. Department of Labor 1999).
For United Water, this agreement represented a way to maintain a skilled labor force,
which ensured the transfer of knowledge and experience in operating the District’s facilities to
the private firm. In turn, the terms that had been agreed upon allowed the MMSD to obtain
certain concessions from United Water regarding employee status and working conditions.
After the contract’s negotiations, United Water began the operation of Milwaukee’s
wastewater system in March 1998. Throughout the 10-year length of the contract, the private
firm faced a number of problems concerning sewage overflows and non-compliance with the
terms of the contract. According to a Food and Water Watch report, the private firm received
“20 notices of contract non-compliance for problems such as sewer overflows and sewage spills
by November 2007” (Food & Water Watch 2010, 4).
At the end of 2012, it was estimated that around 9.6 billion gallons (36 billion liters) of
untreated sewage from the MMSD combined sewer had been dumped into Milwaukee area
waterways since the contract started (Millard 2012). While the District attributed these
overflows mainly to heavy rain, there were also “dry-weather overflows in the system that
[were] the result of human error” (Millard 2012). Considering that United Water was in charge
of the system’s operations for ten years, the District audited the company in June 2003. Less
than a year later, the private firm was audited a second time after the dumping of “4.6 billion
gallons [17 billion liters] of raw sewage” (Rohde and Schultze 2004) into the city’s waterways
in May 2004.
This second audit was required by the mayor of the city of Milwaukee, Tom Barrett, as a
part of his 100 Days Action Plan. While the final report “did not identify UWS [as] a significant
contributor” to the May 2004 overflows, it did raise concerns about the number of available
“skilled technical staff” and the firm’s capacity to prevent overflows (Mayor’s Independent
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MMSD Audit Committee 2004, 9). These issues had already been identified in the 2003
Performance Evaluation. According to the report, the reduction of one-third of the employees
and the “deferred maintenance of non-critical equipment” (Mayor’s Independent MMSD Audit
Committee 2004, 12) could have had a negative impact on the system’s performance.
Despite these concerns, the 2004 final report rated United Water’s general performance
as “satisfactory” and the contract remained in force until its expiration in 2008 (Mayor’s
Independent MMSD Audit Committee 2004, 11). Tony Harding, CEO of United Water at the
time of the contract’s expiration, declared that the results of the partnership “include[d]
substantial savings and stabilized rates as well as significant improvements in operations,
employee development, community relations, minority business opportunities and
environmental compliance” (United Water 2008).
Although the executives of the company touted the positive results of the PPP, the MMSD
decided not to renew the contract with United Water. Without abandoning the PPP model, the
District awarded a second 10-year contract to Veolia Water, which began operations in March
2008.

2) Bidding and Negotiation Process
The debate around the pertinence of renewing the PPP contract with United Water became more
heated two years before its expiration date. At the end of the PPP, the MMSD had three main
options: renewing the contract with United Water for another ten years, partnering with Veolia
Water, or reverting to public management (Global Water Intelligence 2007). While the latter
option “really didn’t make sense financially” (Shafer, interview), the MMSD decided to issue
a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) and a Draft Request for Proposals (DRFP) on 23 January
2007 (Veolia Water Milwaukee and the MMSD 2007, 1). Three companies responded to this
RFQ: United Water, Veolia Water and Evansville Indiana IMC. In the words of Kevin Shafer,
the third company [IMC] was not considered in the procurement process since
It was a very small company [which was] proposing a different model for what we
wanted to do. What they wanted to do was bring in basically a management team
of about ten people, ten or fifteen people, and all we would do is hire them for those
fifteen people. And then all the workers that had become United Water workers, the
actual technicians and operators, would come back and become public employees
again. So, we’d have public employees managed by private operators. We didn’t
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really think that model works so well for us especially because we had already had
the 10-year experience with United under the different model. And they were pretty
small; they had a hard time providing some of financial backing that we were
looking for. So they kind of dropped out, and it just became United Water and
Veolia (Shafer, interview).
Once Evansville Indiana IMC was excluded from the procurement process, only United
Water and Veolia Water remained as competitors for the MMSD’s contract. Each of these firms
implemented its strategy and mobilized a broad set of resources over the course of the bidding
and negotiation processes.
This was particularly attractive since winning the contract proved to be a major
challenge for both companies at the time. For United Water, it was a matter of being recognized
as an efficient and performing operator of water services not only in the Milwaukee area, but
also at the national scale. In the case of Veolia Water, this contract presented a great opportunity
to expand its operations within the region and to position itself as one of the leaders in the
provision of U.S. water and wastewater services.
In an interview Scott Royer, general manager of Veolia Water Milwaukee, explained in
detail Veolia’s experience of the bidding and negotiation processes for winning the contract
with the MMSD:
The RFP came in January [2007], the proposals were due in August and [the
MMSD] wanted to have what they called a signable agreement by the time we
submitted our proposal [...]. United’s contract was going to expire February 28th,
2008, and they wanted to have somebody selected […] so that they could transition
by March 1st, 2008. In that interim, the District started doing dual negotiations with
United and us [Veolia Water]. So, basically we would meet with the District staff
and negotiate for a week and then the Distract staff would meet with United and
negotiate for a week [...]. Ultimately we were bidding on the same contract (Scott
Royer, interview with author, 24 March 2011, Milwaukee).
For this manager, the fact that United Water and Veolia were competing for the same
contract was a positive factor for the establishment of the terms of the partnership:
It was really [...] a good process for a number of reasons. [First] we ended up
bidding on the contract that we were going to use for the next 10 years [...]. It was
of benefit to us more than United, I would think, because [the] District didn’t know
us and it gave us the opportunity to, number one, learn what it was that the District
really wanted and, number two, develop at least the beginnings of a relationship
with the District staff, so they could see how we were going to act on a long-term
basis. [… Second] there were a lot of things in the contract that we could see drove
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the prices up. So, in our submittal we had a little attachment that said “you wanted
this, this is what that costs” [...]. We have a bunch of pages of that (Royer,
interview).
The proposals were submitted in August 2007 and the negotiations between the
companies and the District continued until the end of October. On 12 November 2007, each
firm submitted its final best offer. As Scott Royer related to the author, the MMSD’s
Commission decided to award the contract to Veolia Water in December 2007 after reviewing
the terms of the agreement in detail:
After they reviewed the proposals they did a BAFO, best and final offer, and that
was due in November [2007]. So, between August and November we had further
discussions on the contract and what they wanted to see. Then, we submitted [on]
November 12th, 13th, something like that. We were selected on December 3rd. The
Commission accepted our proposal and we signed the agreement on December 3rd
of 2007. And then our transition period was from then until March 1st 2008. We had
that period to get tentative agreements with the four bargaining units, get everybody
set up for payroll, uniforms and all this other stuff […]. It was tight but it was
manageable to get everything done in that period of time (Royer, interview).
As this statement demonstrates, the early negotiations of the contract between the District
and the bidders were essential for Veolia Water. It gave the private firm the opportunity to be
in contact with the District’s staff and to identify the client’s demands.
Contrary to this long-term process, the leaders of the unions proposed a counter-bid to the
District just a few days before the MMSD Commission voted on the final decision. While there
was “plus or minus [a] six or seven million dollars [difference],” between the bids of United
Water and Veolia (45 million versus 39 million) (Shafer, interview), the bid proposed by the
unions was in between. According to Kevin Shafer, the District selected Veolia Water since the
bid presented by the union leaders did not offer solid guarantees for the District:
The unions were not really watching it that close, they weren’t really doing a whole
lot, but then the last four days before we were going to the commission, we started
getting phone calls from the unions saying “oh we got a deal, we can really help
you here.” So, on Sunday afternoon before the Commission meeting, [around] 4
o’clock, we had a meeting with the unions, and of course they hadn’t taken anything
to their membership. This was just the leaders of the unions saying “oh we’ll do this
[and] this” and we [said], “well, you can say that now and then your membership
could vote against it.”
And their price, I want to say it was less than United Water’s, I think it was 43
million. There was no guarantee on it. We’re here; we had a contract [with Veolia]
that both sides agreed to. So we went to the Commission on that Monday, had a big
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crowd of union folks show up, and voiced their concerns. The Commission voted,
it wasn’t unanimous, but it voted to approve it (Shafer, interview).
Ultimately, while the bids of United Water and the union leaders offered important
savings, the District chose Veolia Water’s bid. According to Veolia, the District would obtain
U.S. $35 million in savings over the life of the contract. While this was much lower than the
U.S. $164 million saved by the District over the term of the contract with United Water (MMSD
2014d, 8), the savings-difference was explained by the increased energy costs in 2005. While
under the contract with United Water, the private firm was responsible for the District’s
monthly energy bills, the new contract stipulated that energy costs would be split between both
partners. In this fashion, the District became responsible for paying 75 percent of the bill and
Veolia Water had to cover the rest (MMSD 2014d, 38; Global Water Intelligence 2007).
Veolia Water won the contract by implementing a strategy based on a lower bid, which
meant greater savings for the District. In addition, the firm adopted a political communication
strategy through which Veolia portrayed itself as an actor committed to local challenges. The
negotiations on the future labor conditions of employees who were working for the utility’s
operation under United Water’s contract was one of the main challenges addressed.
The labor unions raised a number of concerns regarding the status of the 215 employees
working under United Water at the end of the contract (Behm 2007). As a result of the
negotiations between Veolia Water and the unions, the private firm agreed to “recognize the
Unions representing the Affected Employees performing Work and agrees to an assignment
and assumption of the collective bargaining agreements with respect to such Affected
Employees in effect […] as of June 30, 2007 between the Prior Operator and such Unions”
(Veolia Water Milwaukee and the MMSD 2007, 54).
As Scott Royer explained, this clause in the contract translated into the hiring of almost
all employees working for the utility during the contract’s transition:
We brought a few managers, but essentially the way the RFP was written there were
two types of employees. [Those] called “affected employees” were employees who
were originally employed by MMSD and those employees remained at the
public[ly]-defined benefit retirement plan. And then, there were employees that
were hired after 1998 by United Water that aren’t on that plan. So there were about
140 affected employees and another 50 or so unaffected employees. We were
required to hire all of the affected employees, and it was our option on the rest. So,
in actuality we hired about 95 percent of the existing employees and then we had
maybe 3 or 4 new people that we brought in (Royer, interview).
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The final agreement between Veolia Water and the MMSD was signed on 3 December
2007. The U.S. $400 million contract resulted in an 800-page document that included 30
different schedules (Veolia Water Milwaukee and the MMSD 2007). Even though it was clear
that Veolia Water won the contract, its competitor United Water tried to convince the District
to change its decision until the very last moment of the process. As Kevin Shafer explained:
[After we selected Veolia Water] I called the United Water person that had been
here working on the project and said: “John, I need to talk to you […], I’m leaving
town,” and he [said] “I’ll meet you at the airport.” So he drove to the airport to meet
me there because I was getting on a plane. I sat in this little restaurant in the airport
and said: “we’re not awarding you this project, we’re recommending Veolia”
(Shafer, interview).
Thinking that the discussion had finished, Shafer left to board his airplane.
However,
[...] by the time that I got up from that little restaurant, walked to go through security
my phone was ringing. As I was walking through security my phone was on the
conveyor belt and I could see a call. So I get through security, I pick up my phone;
it’s the President of United Water. I mean this was 3 minutes [later]. [… He told
me]: “Kevin, is there anything we can do to change your mind?” I’m flying to St
Louis, and I [said], well no. And he [said], “well we’re gonna work on our price,”
cause they were like, 6 million dollars more, and I said “no, there’s nothing you can
do” (Shafer, interview).
Yet again, Shafer imagined that this was the end of the discussion, and left for St Louis
where he was presenting the next day at a conference. Nevertheless, the firm had not given up,
and by the next morning they had come up with a counter offer:
I guess they worked all night, and at 7 o’clock the next morning, the phone rings:
“we have a counter offer for you.” And sure enough, someone knocks on my door
at the hotel and there’s the counter offer [of United Water] in an envelope […].
They were trying to undercut Veolia’s price. My concern with that was, number
one, we’d spent a year, a year and a half, through a pretty good process to get to
where we were, and I wasn’t sure what they had cut to get down to what they
thought Veolia’s number was. So, I just said “well thank you, but no.” [There were]
a lot more phone calls, but finally we got to the Commission meeting and then, it
was approved. There [was] a lot of arm-twisting. Not by Veolia but by United Water
(Shafer, interview).
The U.S. subsidiaries of Veolia and Suez deployed the greatest possible resources during
the bidding and negotiation processes. While the preparation of the RFQ and the RFP required
a large degree of financial and technological resources, both firms mobilized human and
organizational resources during the negotiations with the District’s staff.
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These companies also implemented strategies built on their competitive advantages and
the general characteristics of the procurement process. Veolia Water’s strategy mainly relied
on the promotion of the firm’s technological innovation capacity and a lower bid. The firm’s
strategy also focused on strengthening its visibility as an “efficient and trustful” private operator
of wastewater services.
In the case of United Water, the company directly lobbied the MMSD’s Executive
Director with the hope that the District’s decision could be reversed. Indeed, the firm’s
performance was generally qualified as satisfactory in the MMSD’s audits and none of the main
actors interviewed expressed criticism regarding this issue, perhaps leading United Water to
believe that it could still save the contract. However, MMSD local authorities were clear in
stating that the bids put forward by both companies constituted the determining factor for their
decision, and Veolia had succeeded in proposing a more competitive offer. Finally, once it was
public that Veolia Water had won the contract, United Water sought to enhance its image
through an active political communication strategy.

3) Results
Veolia Water began operating Milwaukee’s regional wastewater system on 1 March 2008. With
a 1,036 km2 service area, Veolia Water is responsible for the management of a 2,600-mile
(4,184 km) deep tunnel system of sewage collection and the Jones Island and South Shore
wastewater reclamation facilities. After five years of operations, the private firm describes its
performance as efficient, in complete compliance with environmental requirements, and on the
way to obtaining the expected $35 million in savings over the duration of the contract (Veolia
Water 2009a). The PPP contract between Veolia Water and the MMSD stipulates strict
performance standards and reporting requirements for the firm.
According to the contract, Veolia Water is required to “provide uninterrupted operation
and maintenance of the System in a cost effective and business-like manner” (Veolia Water
Milwaukee and the MMSD 2007, 47). Moreover, all the management, operation and
maintenance activities carried out by the company have to be in compliance with “all
Applicable Laws or […] the standards, guarantees, procedures and requirements […] set forth
in th[e] agreement” (Veolia Water Milwaukee and the MMSD 2007, 47). Compliance with
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these requirements is evaluated by the MMSD, which oversees Veolia Water’s general
performance. The District has two main oversight instruments.
On the one hand, Veolia Water is required to “prepare and deliver one copy of the
operational data for the immediately preceding Billing Month” (Veolia Water Milwaukee and
the MMSD 2007, 189). In addition, the firm has to prepare quarterly reports (stipulating the
service fee allocation to unit process costs) and annual reports (summarizing yearly costs and
operational data).
On the other hand, the MMSD’s Commission organizes monthly meetings with a
representative of Veolia Water, the District staff and a consulting engineer. The goal of these
meetings is to review all the reports provided by Veolia Water as well as all “on-going items,
data and other information relating to the Parties’ obligations under th[e] agreement” (Veolia
Water Milwaukee and the MMSD 2007, 190). Furthermore, the contract stipulates that in the
event that Veolia fails to provide the required reports by the dates indicated, it may be subject
to withholdings.
The contract’s terms concerning the performance standards and the reporting
requirements are well known by both partners. In the following statement, Scott Royer, General
Manager of Veolia Water Milwaukee explains how the firm is regulated:
[The District] has a staff of contract compliance officers. We have this 800-page
contract. We have multiple deliverables within the contract, and it defines what we
do and what we’re not responsible for. So it’s those contract compliance officers
who make sure that we’re doing our job and they report up to [the MMSD]. The
contract administrator and I make a presentation to the [District’s] Commission
every month. [In the cases of non-compliance] there are liquidated damages; there
are specific liquidated damages or withholdings in the contract for specific
deficiencies. And then also there’s a general statement. Schedule three of the
agreement basically lays out the things that we are supposed to do and so there’s
one liquidated damage that just applies to anything that we don’t do in schedule 3
that’s not otherwise stated (Royer, interview).
In the words of Kevin Shafer, MMSD’s Executive Director, the District plays an essential
role in the regulation of Veolia Water’s performance:
We’re still the ones responsible for building everything we own. So we get input
from Veolia on what to build, how to build it. My staff helps with that. We still
have a lot that we use directly with the Commission just for capital improvements.
We’re kind of like the doorway, and the Commission is on one side and Veolia is
on the other side. Everything passes through us to the Commission or through us
back to Veolia (Shafer, interview).
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While Veolia Water reports to the District’s Commission, the MMSD does the same to
the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR). According to the MMSD’s
Capacity, Management, Operation and Maintenance Program Annual Report 2012, Veolia
Water meets all the performance standards stipulated in the contract. In terms of operation and
maintenance of the tunnel system and the treatment facilities,178 Veolia Water has provided an
updated overflow response plan for both SSO and CSO (MMSD 2013, 1–4). The private firm
has also reviewed the equipment of the two reclamation facilities and has installed the required
digital video inspection system in the tunnels. According to the report, this inspection video
resulted in “no significant changes in structural condition or maintenance issues [of the tunnel
system] since the last inspection, which was performed in 2002” (MMSD 2013, 3–5).
Finally, in terms of wastewater treatment performance, Veolia Water has “provide[d]
effluent quality that meets or exceeds WPDES permit requirements and effluent quality goals”
(MMSD 2013, Attachement 1–page 10).179 Veolia Water has received the Platinum Peak
Performance Award of the NACWA in 2013, thanks to compliance with the WPDES permits
over the last five years (Veolia Water North America 2010b). Generally speaking, Veolia
Water’s performance has been satisfactory. For Joyce Harms, Communications and
Community Relations Manager of Veolia Water Milwaukee, the company’s main challenges
are the improvement of wet weather operations and maintaining transparent communication
with the client (Joyce Harms, interview with author, 24 March 2011, Milwaukee).
Keeping the encouraging results of this PPP in mind, it would be tempting to assume that
the performance of Veolia Water could be replicated in any other local context. However, other
experiences in the U.S. and worldwide have shown the opposite to be true. This raises a number
of questions related to the PPP model and the involvement of each partner: What are the factors
that determine the success or failure of a PPP? To what extent is the private operator’s
performance a key aspect for the successful execution of the contract? What role should public
authorities play in the partnership? These questions remain fundamental when analyzing the
results of the PPP between Veolia Water and the MMSD. The case of Milwaukee is somehow
particular, since multiple factors have favored the contract’s performance from the very
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With the transition of private operators from United Water to Veolia Water in 2008, the District became
responsible for watercourse maintenance and watercourse emergency response. Veolia Water, therefore, “is not
responsible for responding to watercourse issues with the exception of the stormwater pumping station located at
North 42nd Street & West Mt Vernon Avenue in the City of Milwaukee” (MMSD 2013, 1–5).
179
Wisconsin Pollutant Discharge Elimination System.
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beginning.

a) Characteristics of the Milwaukee’s Sewerage System
As in the case of several other U.S. cities, Milwaukee’s sewerage system traces its origins back
to the latter half of the 1800s. The management of the city’s sewers remained in the hands of
public authorities until the signing of the first PPP contract in 1998. The sewerage system
transitioned from being managed as a department of the city to an “Enterprise Fund” (City of
Milwaukee 2014b, 13). Thanks to continuous evaluation of the sewerage system’s conditions
and the implementation of renovation programs by the local government, Milwaukee today has
one of the best performing regional sewerage system in the U.S. (MMSD 2014d, 14). In the
words of Kevin Shafer, this aspect strongly influenced the MMSD’s decision to contract a
private operator while retaining the ownership of the system:
When we privatized in ’98 we maintained the ownership of the asset. We still
owned the plants, we still owned the pipes, all the pump stations, everything; we
own it. We do all the capital improvements to it [and] we hire someone to operate
and maintain it. […] We had just put all the investment in the 1970s after the Clean
Water Act, ’70s and ’80s I should say, our system had not so many problems, as far
as being old, restoring old pipes, and I think my predecessors did a really good job
of maintaining what we had. So [...] we were able to maintain the asset (Shafer,
interview).
In order to guarantee the financial performance of the District, the MMSD operates under
an enterprise fund. The District has two different budgets, each of which is funded by different
sources. The first is the operations and maintenance budget which is used for the operations of
the wastewater reclamation facilities and the control of point and non-point sources of pollution.
The main funding sources are use charge bills, sale of the fertilizer Milorganite, interests and
other income, and two cost recovery programs (MMSD 2014d, 17). The second is called the
capital budget, which is used for all needed capital expenditures related to water reclamation
facilities, the conveyance system, watercourse projects, facilities planning and net debt service.
The capital budget is funded by tax levy, non-member community bills, federal and state loans,
interest income and District’s bonds. In 2014, the MMSD’s total funding was U.S. $306,642,
from which U.S. $87,508 corresponded to the operation and management budget and U.S.
$219,134 was attributed to the capital budget (MMSD 2014d, 17) (see Figure 31).
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Figure 31 “2014 MMSD’s Operation and Maintenance and Capital Budgets”
Total Capital Budget
(U.S. $219,134)
Tax Levy

10%

Non-member Billings
16%

42%

1%

Federal and State Aid
State Loans

17%

Interest and Other Income
District Bonds

12%

Use of Available Funds

2%

Total Operations & Maintenance Budget
(U.S. $87,508)
4% 1%

User Charge Billings
9%
Milorganite Sales

9%
Other Operating Income
77%

User Charge Stabilization Fund
Applied
Surplus Applied

Source: elaborated by author based on (MMSD 2014d, 17).

In addition to organizing the District’s finances into two separate budgets, the District
has undertaken multiple long-term initiatives to identify and anticipate the sewerage system’s
future needs. As a part of the District’s 2035 Vision,180 the Commission approved the Regional
Green Infrastructure Plan in 2013 (MMSD 2014d, 38). This plan has the goal of installing and
maintaining green infrastructure in the region for capturing rainfall and reducing the number of
overflows and basement backups. Moreover, the use of landfill gas pipeline and turbines in the

The MMSD’s 2035 vision focuses on two main elements: integrated watershed management and climate change
adaptation and mitigation, with a focus on energy efficiency (MMSD 2010, 1).
180
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treatment of wastewater since 2014 will permit the District to reduce energy costs in the coming
years (MMSD 2014d, 38).
In terms of investment in long-term assets, the MMSD is currently preparing a Capital
Improvement Program (CIP), which seeks to “ensure that the District appropriately plans for
future capital needs” (MMSD 2014d, 109). The CIP has identified several projects from which
the “2020 Facilities Plan” remains essential for the evaluation of the PPP model. The 10-year
facilities plan was conducted in 2007 and “address[es] future population, land use, and
wastewater asset needs within the District’s service area. [… Its goal is] to identify capital
improvements necessary for wastewater, conveyance, treatment, and watercourse and flood
management needs through 2020” (MMSD 2014d, 109).
The MMSD has prepared capital improvement and long-range financing plans for the
next six years. All these long-term initiatives have a clear impact on the execution of the PPP
contract. While the District covers most capital expenditures, Veolia Water focuses on
operational efficiency.

b) Contract’s Terms
The delimitation of each partner’s responsibilities in a detailed 800-page contract has also
influenced the results of the PPP between the MMSD and Veolia Water. In contrast to the case
of the 1998 contract with United Water, the District discussed the terms of the contract with
Veolia Water in great detail. During a two-year bidding and negotiation process, the District
was able to clearly identify its goals and requirements in terms of performance standards and
regulatory instruments. In this manner, the contract not only includes economic incentives for
the private operator, but also penalties in cases of non-compliance. In an interview with the
author, representatives of the MMSD and Veolia Water Milwaukee recognized the importance
of this aspect for the PPP’s performance. In the words of Joyce Harms:
All indicators that we have are that things are going better between the District and
Veolia than they did between the District and United Water […]. We do have a very
good relationship with them, actually. And I know that [thanks to] their first
contract [with United Water], they learned a lot. When they set up the bid and the
contract for what is now the second contract […], they were able to much better
define in their contract what they wanted their outcomes to be (Harms, interview).
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It is interesting to note that Harms refers to a “learning” process through which local
authorities succeeded in defining their needs and establishing specific requirements to the
private contractor. In her opinion, the fact that the District had established a first contract with
United Water largely influenced the negotiation and execution of the partnership with Veolia:
Whoever filled the second contract would have a better time of it because you know
they knew much better what they [wanted]. It’s like anytime you try something the
first time, you’re just kind of finding out. It really is when you find out what the
questions are, you should even be asking […] (Harms, interview).
This vision was also shared by Kevin Shafer, Executive Director of the MMSD, who
distinguished between the District’s two PPP experiences: “it was different between the first
time and the second time. The first time we didn’t have the agreement yet. The second time,
when we put out the RFP, we said here, this is what the language of the contract would say”
(Shafer, interview).
In this way, after a first PPP experience the MMSD was able to carry out a more targeted
negotiation process for its second contract. Furthermore, the two-year procurement process led
to more competition between United Water and Veolia Water, which actively sought to obtain
the contract. Ultimately, this was of capital importance for the final terms of the PPP agreement,
since both companies were forced to improve their bids in terms of savings and technical
performance.

c) Active Involvement of Labor Unions
Since 1998, the labor unions that represented MMSD’s employees have expressed their
concerns regarding the PPP impacts on the future status and labor conditions of workers.
Thanks to their active involvement in both PPP experiences, the two companies contracted by
the District agreed to include a “no layoff” guarantee and to maintain the same compensation
benefits packages as those proposed by the District. The negotiation capacity of labor unions
was a result of their historical presence in the city’s political and social life.
Since Milwaukee’s foundation, workers have constituted a driving force for the
industrialization and urbanization of the city. The arrival of skilled German workers in the
1860s and 1870s greatly influenced the construction of an emerging labor union movement in
the region (Foss-Mollan 2001, 43). The first labor unions in Wisconsin were formed in
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Milwaukee with bricklayers in 1847, and carpenters a year later (Wisconsin Historical Society
2014). Thanks to the liberal background of German immigrants and their support for the
Democrat party, Milwaukee gradually became a place for “working solidarity and unionism”
(McCarthy 2005, 277).
In 1886, the Bay View Massacre took place in Milwaukee, one of the most horrific
moments in the city’s history. The city opposed thousands of workers who advocated an 8-hour
work day. On 5 May, as workers were marching toward the Bay View Rolling Mills, the state
militia (the Milwaukee Sheridan Guards) opened fire and killed five people (Milwaukee Free
Press 1910; Wisconsin Historical Society 2014). The 1886 tragedy remains in the spirit of the
city’s inhabitants and has influenced the historical development of Milwaukee’s labor
movement.
Over time, Milwaukee became a progressive city with “strong and well-organized trade
unions,” which represented the “bulk of Milwaukee’s Socialist Party” (McCarthy 2005, 277).
Although the leadership of socialists in the city diminished after the Second World War, the
“union movement became […] part of the broader political and social fabric of Milwaukee and
Wisconsin” (Holter 2005, 357).
Today, there are many local and state labor unions in Milwaukee, most of which are part
of the Milwaukee Area Labor Council. This council was created in the 1950s through the
merger of the American Federation of Labor (AFL) and the Congress of Industrial
Organizations (CIO). In 2014, the Milwaukee Area Labor Council included 52,000 members
from 140 local and parent unions (Milwaukee Area Labor Council 2014).
The employees concerned about the establishment of the PPPs between the MMSD and
private contractors were represented by the AFSCME 48. The active involvement of this labor
union guaranteed that the same working conditions would be retained after the signing of the
PPP contracts as those given by the District. While the MMSD succeeded in negotiating with
labor unions and was able to adopt a PPP model on two occasions, the idea of privatizing the
drinking water system in 2008 was largely rejected.
In October 2008, Milwaukee’s Comptroller, W. Martin Morics, proposed the idea of
delegating the management of the drinking water system to a private company through a 75 to
99-year lease contract. According to Morics, this contract “could bring one-time payment of
$550 million to $600 million. That money would then be invested to create an endowment that
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could generate about $30 million a year to help run city operations” (Egan and Sandler 2009).
Convinced that a PPP would provide new revenue sources for the city, the Milwaukee Common
Council authorized the issuance of a RFP to form a “Sell Side Advisor Team.” This team would
be tasked with providing “a complete range of sell side services, including valuation, financial,
technical and legal related services for a potential long-term lease of the utility” (City of
Milwaukee 2009). A total of seventeen firms responded to the RFP on 9 April 2009, the closing
date for proposal submissions.
After reviewing the proposals, the Council met on 15 June 2009 to vote on the
privatization plan. With about 200 people protesting at the City Hall, the city’s Common
Council finally abandoned the initiative (In the Public Interest 2014).
The opposition was led by the “Keep Our Water Public” coalition, whose coordinating
members were part of labor unions and environmental groups.181 This movement actively
demonstrated the coalition’s rejection of privatizing the drinking water utility and called for
political and legal action. While Milwaukee’s Mayor Tom Barrett and most city councilors did
not openly express their position concerning the project, opponents “call for candidates to run
against any public official who supported privatization” (Sandler 2009).
While the private sector has been operating the sewerage system since 1998, the idea of
involving a private company in the management of the drinking water system faced strong
public opposition. This gives rise to a number of questions: What were the main reasons that
motivated the opposition movement? Why has the sewerage system been managed under a PPP
model, whereas the operation of the drinking water system remains public? In the words of
Scott Royer, General Manager of Veolia Water Milwaukee:
There is more than one reason […]. I think part of it was […] related to the process
they took. And I think it was viewed that they were trying to just push it through,
rather than getting public input. There was also a lot of pushback from NGOs and
the unions [such as] AFCSME. [This] public union […] actually originated in
Wisconsin. They’re very strong here, they represent the city workers. They were
certainly against it. And then […] there’s this public perception in some areas where
they don’t like to see private companies take over water systems. I think part of it
too was related to, it was almost perceived as an ownership situation […] of the

The coalition’s members were: AFSCME Council 48, Campaign Against Violence, Food & Water Watch,
Institute for Wisconsin's Future, Making Milwaukee Green Coalition, Milwaukee Inner City Congregations Allied
for Hope, Milwaukee Riverkeeper, Riverside Park Neighborhood Association, Sierra Club and Water Works Local
#952 (In the Public Interest 2014).
181
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system as opposed to what we have [with the MMSD], which is [a PPP] (Royer,
interview).
For the MMSD’s Executive Director, Kevin Shafer, opposition to drinking water system
privatization is also a question of public perception of water resources and services:
When you boil it down, you know, drinking water, you drink. So it’s very personal
to you knowing that it’s clean. Wastewater you send somewhere else, you don’t
really worry about it. So, you kind of boil it down to that base, personal relationship
with water, whether it’s drinking water or wastewater. People feel much closer to
their drinking water than do to their wastewater (Shafer, interview).
This idea was also emphasized by Richard Abelson, Executive Director of the AFSCME
48 and one of the leaders of the movement against the privatization project. In his words,
wastewater and drinking water:
…are two completely different products. I mean there are not a whole lot of people
out there who want to buy wastewater. There are a lot of people who want to buy
water. Water is the fundamental resource of any community […]. I mean you can
create transportation systems, you can create infrastructure, but if you don’t have
an abundant supply of clean water, it will most definitely hinder any urban growth.
Now Milwaukee, I mean obviously we are right next to a huge lake. And the Great
Lakes system is the largest supply of fresh water in the world (Abelson, interview).
For this representative of public employees, MMW encarnates the significant value
attributed to drinking water by the region’s inhabitants:
Milwaukee’s water department is a tremendous resource to both our community as
well as the surrounding communities […] which purchase water from the city of
Milwaukee. [Furthermore] people wanna keep their fundamental public resources
and they don’t wanna put those in any danger. They don’t wanna see a private
company come in and control a fundamental resource like that (Abelson, interview).
In addition to the public perception of water, Kevin Shafer points out that the project of
privatizing the city’s water utility did not function due to the lack of an adequate communication
strategy from MWW:
What the city tried to do […] a year and a half ago was basically a 100-year lease
where they were giving […] a company the asset. So, number one you have people
wanting to make sure that their water is clean, because they’re very close to it. And
then number two, they were trying to sell the asset, and they didn’t say that. I think
that if they had adopted a model like we had, it would have been much more well
received. The Comptroller for the city said “we are not going to be able to pay for
the replacement of this 100-year old, whatever aged, water system. We want to give
it to someone else and let them have to worry about the capital replacement of it.”
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Whereas on our system, because we had just put [in] all the investment, we were
able to maintain the asset (Shafer, interview).
In Shafer’s words, there is a significant difference between adopting a PPP model and
privatizing the system:
As I tell folks, our contract is like me hiring someone to mow my grass. I still own
the grass, I still own the yard, but someone else mows it and maintains it. Scott
[Royer is] my mower and he maintains and operates my treatment plant for us
[…]. It’s a simple analogy that people understand, more than saying privatization
(Shafer, interview).
For Rosalind Rouse, water marketing specialist at Milwaukee Water Works, privatizing
the city’s water utility would also entail the loss of a potential tool of political bargaining for
the Department:
In the political arena, the municipally-owned utility, is a bargaining tool. Now, in
the 1960s, when people started moving to the suburbs, [they said to the city]: ‘well,
we’re going to need water out here; hey, send us your water, will you?’ Well, many
of the city officials [said]: ‘with all of these people moving out, we are losing our
tax base. There aren’t enough people to pay the taxes and keep the water utility
running. They can come in and come downtown and eat dinner, but they’re out of
here, they don’t pay taxes, we’re losing that.’ So they [responded to people living
in the suburbs]: ‘well, we’ll give you our water, but you have to pay for it’ […]. So
then it became a negotiating tool. Now, to privatize that, well, you sold the asset.
Not only have you sold an asset, but you’ve lost that bit of political control (Rouse,
interview).
In this manner, as Rouse explained retaining the drinking water system as a publiclyowned water utility was also a question of local political control. Selling water to other
communities permits the city of Milwaukee to implement a sort of “bargaining chip.” As she
explained in an interview with the author, the city of Milwaukee has used its control over water
resources to “politically manage […] the social welfare of the people in the communities around
Milwaukee” (Rouse, interview). This political control has been used particularly in public
transit policies and public housing policies for low-income residents.
The final aspect that was highlighted by interviewees was the difference between the
organization and functioning of the MMSD and MWW. As Claus Dunkelberg, Business
Development Director of the Milwaukee Water Council claimed:
The District here is really a separate, quasi-government agency, where the water
department is actually a department within the city function. The […] mayor and
the council people have […] nothing to do with the District, whereas the water
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department, there’s a direct line there. So the perception of the people is a lot
different. And I think that’s […] partially what plays a role. If the department of
water was run like the District, as a quasi-government agency, I think it would be a
lot easier for privatization to occur (Claus Dunkelberg, interview with author, 24
March 2011, Milwaukee).
For Rosalind Rouse, this “autonomy” of the MMSD is also reflected in terms of electoral
pressure. As she explains,
[MWW doesn’t] make the decisions. The decision about [drinking water] rates and
who we sell water to, in terms of other municipalities, is all made by the Mayor and
the Common Council. In the end it was their decision as to whether to privatize the
utility or to keep it in the city government. The Common Council has to report to
the electorate directly, whereas the sewage commissioners already represent their
communities. They may or may not have been elected to the position. In fact, I think
most of them are appointed. It’s not closely tied to the electorate, the people who
actually set the [District] policy (Rouse, interview).
Rouse’s statement is highly revealing since it raises the potential impacts that the links
between water and politics can have over local authorities’ water policies. As shown by the
Mexican cases, the adoption of a public or a private management model for water services can
be largely influenced by electoral processes and local politics (see Chapter III).
All these factors contributed to the final decision of the Council against the privatization
proposal. After the Council voted down the project, a resolution ensuring that the city of
Milwaukee will continue to own and operate the drinking water system was submitted to the
Council in September 2009.

d) The Creation of Milwaukee as a Smart and Sustainable City
The fourth and last aspect to take into account when analyzing the results of the PPP between
the MMSD and Veolia Water is the development of multiple initiatives to make Milwaukee a
smart and sustainable city.
From a broad perspective, the city of Milwaukee is currently considered one of the
leading U.S. cities in the urban sustainability movement (Slavin 2011). Its abundant natural
resources and the implementation of innovating public and private initiatives have greatly
contributed to the recognition of the city as a leader in urban sustainability.
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Milwaukee has received several “sustainability recognitions” at the national and
international levels over the past five years. In 2009, the city became an “innovating city” of
the U.N. Global Compact Cities Programme and was named one of the 25 Solar American
Cities by the U.S. Department of Energy (City of Milwaukee 2013, 8). Two years later,
Milwaukee was selected as one of the 24 cities that received a Smarter Cities Challenge grant
from the firm IBM to support urban aquaculture research (IBM’s Smarter Cities Challenge
2011, 2).
The city of Milwaukee and the MMSD were awarded the 2011 Leadership in
Stormwater Management Award by the Great Lakes & St. Lawrence Cities Initiative. The
MMSD also received the 2012 U.S. Water Prize from the U.S. Water Alliance, and the
Milwaukee City Hall Complex was awarded the Existing Building Gold Certification (City of
Milwaukee 2013, 8). A final example of Milwaukee’s leadership in sustainability was the
honorable mention of the 2013 U.S. Conference of Mayors to the city’s mayor, Tom Barrett,
for his work in energy efficiency (The U.S. Conference of Mayors 2013, 9).
Milwaukee launched its first sustainability plan, ReFresh Milwaukee, in July 2013. This
plan was developed on the basis of the work of a public-private “Green Team” that was formed
by the city’s mayor in 2004. With the appointment of a new team in 2012, the city sought to
create a “roadmap on how to do more better, but with less” (City of Milwaukee 2013, 4).
ReFresh Milwaukee promotes a series of “sustainable actions” in the fields of housing,
mobility, energy, resource recovery, foods systems, water, human capital and urban
ecosystems. This plan was designed to be implemented within the next ten years and seeks to
make Milwaukee “America’s Fresh Coast Capital” (City of Milwaukee 2013, 11).
In terms of water, this plan aims to brand Milwaukee as “America’s Water-Centric City”
(City of Milwaukee 2013, 63). In so doing, ReFresh Milwaukee has the goal of reducing storm
water runoff entering the sewer system and improving the water quality of Lake Michigan and
Milwaukee area waterways (City of Milwaukee 2013, 63). This plan proposes multi-actor and
multi-sectoral actions on the basis of a broad vision of urban sustainability and long-term
planning.
The characteristics of the city of Milwaukee, in terms of natural resources, research,
technology, and public policies, have become key factors for business development. This
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argument led to the creation of the Water Council in 2007, an organization that seeks to make
the Milwaukee region a “World Water Hub” (The Water Council 2014a).
The Water Council was originally part of the group Milwaukee 7, a regional economic
development platform for seven counties in southeastern Milwaukee. This initiative was
launched in 2005 with the goal of attracting, retaining and growing world-class business and
talent (Milwaukee 7 2012). The Milwaukee 7 worked initially as a consulting panel on a
voluntary basis (Dean Amhaus, interview with author, 24 March 2011, Milwaukee). Over time,
this platform focused on economic growth and water issues became a “separated branch” under
the name of the Milwaukee 7 Water Council.182 As Dean Amhaus, Executive Director of the
Water Council, explained:
All the other aspects of the Milwaukee 7 made sense to the traditional economic
development people […]. But water did not make sense to them because there were
no codes for water at all. And so they did not recognize or they did not see […]
water as an industry […]. [It’s] a code for meters, or valves or manufacturing but if
you start looking at it there is water that ties it all together. But they are looking so
strictly at the codes that they couldn’t see how it all connected (Amhaus, interview).
Since then, the Water Council has defined itself as “an economic development group”
that wants to “solidify Milwaukee’s position as an international leader” (Amhaus and
Dunkelberg, interviews). The Council has the goal of “expanding” the role of Milwaukee as a
“World Water Hub for water research, economic development and education” (The Water
Council 2014a). In the words of Dean Amhaus, Milwaukee has all the necessary characteristics
for becoming a world water hub:
What makes [Milwaukee] a water hub is the fact that we have the businesses that
are here. These are businesses that touch upon that full cycle of water, these are
business that have been around for, some of them, well over a 100 years […]. It’s
engrained as part of who we are. That separates us […] the full cycle, the diversity,
the long-term aspect.
And then […] we say that we’re the Silicon Valley of water. When you think of
Silicon Valley, you think about the technology companies that are there. But the
reason why Silicon Valley became what it was, was Stanford University. And it
was the intellectual property coming out of Stanford, and starting up the new ideas.
[When] you look at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, there’s a very much of
a bio-tech global leader. It started at the university, and there are spin-offs that now
created the companies. That’s what makes us unique as well (Amhaus, interview).
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Today, it is known as “the Water Council.”
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For the Council’s Business Development Director, Claus Dunkelberg, Milwaukee also
owes its leadership as a world water hub to the economic value of water resources: “What’s
unique here, and a lot of people living in the Milwaukee region are surprised, is that there’s 10
billion dollars that comes out a year anyway just in water, and that’s 3 out of the 5 percent of
the entire market for the world” (Dunkelberg, interview). Today, the activities of the Water
Council focus on network development and “new marketing.” In the words of Claus
Dunkelberg, one of the major abilities of the Council is to
Pull the many different groups together that are in the water space from investment,
to academia, to industry, to government and the NGOs and [bring] them all together
in a room without creating too much strife […]. [This] really creates a very
collaborative environment for the water industry. And it’s that environment that is
key in growing and establishing the water hub (Dunkelberg, interview).
In addition, the Council pursues an active marketing strategy for broadening Milwaukee’s
visibility. This was the case of the U.N. Global Compact Cities Programme that designated
Milwaukee as an innovating city. As Claus Dunkelberg related to the author, the Council played
an important role in Milwaukee’s inclusion in the program:
We submitted our first proposal, which was really talking about who we were, and
what kind of organization, and how it was formed. And their response [from the
U.N.] was: ‘ok, that’s nice. But what are you going to do?’ This designation was
not an award at all, it really was an assignment […]. We wrote a second, a followup to that, and outlining 15 different projects that we were working on, related to
water. We presented those, and then were accepted into the city’s program
(Dunkelberg, interview).
In Dunkelberg’s opinion, this recognition gave the Council and all its members “a certain
amount of credibility in the water space, especially when you start talking about collaborating
and working together” (Dunkelberg, interview). The Council currently operates the “Business
Research Entrepreneurship in Wisconsin” (BREW) program, with the goal of “unleash[ing]
unique water technology start-ups […] and creat[ing] opportunity in the water industry” (The
Water Council 2014b).
In support of this program, the Water Council led the creation of the “Global Water
Center” in 2013. This Center is portrayed as a “water research & business accelerator center,”
which “houses water-related research facilities for universities [and] existing water-related
companies” (The Water Council 2014c). The creation of this center is part of a broader set of
initiatives that are at the crossroads of business and urban sustainability issues. While the
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impacts of these projects are not directly involved with the results in terms of technical
efficiency, these initiatives do influence the interactions between public city authorities and the
private contractor.
Since the beginning of Veolia Water Milwaukee’s operations in 2008, the company has
developed strategies of business networks, agenda setting and political communication. One of
the most striking examples is the establishment of what the firm calls “community
partnerships,” which can include project funding, event organization and collaborative research.
Portraying itself as an “active community partner” (Veolia Water 2009b), Veolia mobilizes
financial, human, reputation and organizational resources with the goal of strengthening its
corporate image. A concrete example of this was the participation of Veolia Water as one of
the seven “golden sponsors” of the Global Water Center (The Water Council 2013a). The
company had an active presence during the “Milwaukee Water Week 2013” and is now
physically represented on the 4th floor of the Center (see Figure 32). This has been highly
advantageous for Veolia, since executives from the company can be in direct contact with
representatives of other water-related businesses, local authorities and research entities.
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Figure 32 “Veolia’s Business Networks Strategy: Sponsorship of the Global Water
Center”

These images are extracts of the Milwaukee Water Week 2013 Program. On the first day of the
event, 9 September 2013, Veolia Water organized a walking tour at the Jones Island Water
Reclamation Facility, which is one of the two plants operated by the company. The second
image shows the sponsors of the Global Water Center. Thanks to its financial contribution,
Veolia Water appears as a “gold sponsor.”
Source: Adapted from (The Water Council 2013b).
Alongside these community partnerships, Veolia has developed a number of initiatives
the firm refers to as “educational programs.” By portraying Veolia as an actor “committed to
providing educational tools and resources” (Veolia Water 2009c), the company organizes
regular tours of the Jones Island Water Reclamation Facility. These guided visits are important
sites for Veolia’s political communication strategy. They permit the company to enhance its
public image and make the challenges related to wastewater management public. Figure 33
shows four photos concerning the free public tours that Veolia Water organizes to the water
reclamation facility.
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Figure 33 “Veolia’s Corporate Image Strategy: Free Public Tours of the Jones Island
Water Reclamation Facility”

Photo 1: Jones Island Reclamation Facility, 24 March 2011. Photo 2: Montessori School touring
the facility on 24 March 2011. Photo 3: Flyer advertizing free public tours of the water
reclamation facility during the “Doors Open Milwaukee” event, September 2013; Photo 4:
Production of the fertilizer Milorganite, 24 March 2011.
Sources: Photos 1, 2 and 4 (J. Valdovinos, 2011). Photo 3 (Facebook page of Veolia Water
Milwaukee).
Another example of educational programs is the “Water Box,” a science kit that includes
equipment for 25 water experiments that the firm offers to “5th grade teachers within the MMSD
service area” (Veolia Water 2009c). Finally, Veolia Water Milwaukee also focuses on the
development of research initiatives. In 2009, the firm funded a U.S. $1.5 million, 10-year
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research program for developing three projects on wastewater technologies. This program was
established as a partnership between the company, the Great Lakes Water Institute and the
MMSD. For Kevin Shafer, Veolia’s participation in water research benefits the whole region:
The ability of Veolia Water to support research at this level is a new and important
element to our partnership […]. The Great Lakes, water quality and the people of
our region are all beneficiaries of partnering with a company that has the capacity
to advance water research in a way that will truly impact our community (Water
World 2009).
While for the executive director of the MMSD, Veolia’s research funding is part of its
engagement in the PPP, Professor Val Klump of the Great Lakes Institute presents a more
moderate vision. As he explains:
It’s a fairly small program […]. As part of [the PPP] negotiations, [Veolia] agreed
to support a research program at UWM,[183] and then also Marquette [University]
was added, to the tune of $150 thousand a year for ten years to support research in
the area of water resources […]. In some respects it’s large, in other respects when
you think of Veolia, it has like a 32 million […] euro a year research budget, this is
nothing to them, it’s chump change, but it’s important (Val Klump, interview with
author, 22 March 2011, Milwaukee).
In addition to this program, Veolia has pursued engagement in research through the
development of the Water Impact Index and a carbon-water analysis (see Chapter I.A.3). The
goal of this combined analysis is to measure the environmental and economic impacts of carbon
and water activities in Milwaukee. The firm proposes analyzing the carbon and economic
footprints, as well as the Water Impact Index. As Figure 34 shows, this index takes into account
the volume and quality of water extracted and released back to the natural environment, as well
as the level of stress of the resource (Veolia Water 2010b, 6).
This tool has been widely diffused by Veolia Water in multiple communication materials
and in corporate presentations. The firm portrays it as a “new tool for ensuring sustainability”
(Veolia Water 2010b, 1) and as an innovating example of multi-actor cooperation. This was
raised by Laurent August, Senior Executive Vice President Innovation & Markets of Veolia,
who presented the water-carbon analysis during “The Blue Footprint in Milwaukee” on 19 July
2010. According to Veolia’s executive “public authorities, citizens and industries must all work
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University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (UWM).
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together to ensure the sustainable future of our local water resources. Richer and more robust
data is required for building the necessary solutions” (Veolia Water 2010b, 2).
Figure 34 “The Water-Carbon Analysis: The Milwaukee Example”

Source: (Veolia Water 2010, 7).

By applying this combined analysis to the city of Milwaukee, Veolia Water guarantees
close collaboration with multiple public and private actors, including MWW, the MMSD, water
and sewer utilities of Milwaukee’s adjacent communities, and the UMW. This strategy has
given broader visibility and credibility to the private firm, amongst other local actors. This was
demonstrated by the statement of Professor Val Klump:
I dealt a little with the United Water guys. The Veolia guys, I think are pretty good
[…]. We have an annual water summit now, it’s part of the Water Council […].
Last summer, the guy who is the CEO of North American operations for Veolia,
Laurent Auguste, […] gave a very interesting talk […] on water use index, sort of
like water footprint, or a carbon footprint. But to take into account not just how
much water it takes to make a piece of paper, but also to factor in the nature of the
reservoir for the water, from which it came from and the water quality and supply
issues. It’s not just a matter of volume […]. That was an interesting presentation
(Klump, interview).
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Val Klamp is not only an active researcher involved in studying Milwaukee’s water issues
but has also been in direct contact with people from both United Water and Veolia Water. His
perception of Veolia demonstrates that the development of this indicator grants greater visibility
to the firm as a “committed actor” to local water and sustainability issues.
All these initiatives have fostered a regular and close relationship between the
representatives of the MMSD and Veolia Water. Their collaboration goes beyond the terms of
the PPP contract and involves a broader vision of the domains within which they can cooperate.
On behalf of Veolia Water, Scott Royer highlights the good relationship that Veolia has
established with the District over the last six years:
I’ve been involved with quite a number of –either providing technical support or
managing public private partnerships– and from a relationship standpoint it doesn’t
get any better than this one. We do have a very good relationship, a good working
relationship. Basically we have this big thick document that we live by, and it
works. We’re members of the community […]. When we’re helping them in
planning and reviewing capital projects, we think of it as, not only are we providing
a service to the District, we’re thinking we have 1.1 million customers as well as
this one customer, MMSD. Not to mention the fact that we’re our own customers.
We live in the community. Anything that benefits the District is gonna benefit us
as greatly (Royer, interview).
On the side of the MMSD, the executive director affirms that both partners feel “pretty
comfortable with each other […]. We don’t treat Veolia any different that we do a fellow
employee or someone else that we’re working with […]. So it’s really just a lot of it does get
down to interpersonal relationships with people” (Shafer, interview). These statements raise the
strong possibility of the contract being renewed in 2018. As Shafer adds:
I’m 90 percent sure it’ll stay private […] and as long as Veolia keeps doing the
great job they already have been, they’d be viewed favorably just to renew the
contract. It won’t go till 2018, we’ll make that decision sooner than that. But, you
know, we’ve been very happy with Veolia’s work here. And they’ve been a great
partner on all this work. So, yeah, I think that’s a strong possibility (Shafer,
interview).
This section has shown that the results of the PPP between the MMSD and Veolia Water
have been largely influenced by a series of local factors. The local political control exerted
mainly by labor unions and a number of environmental organizations has greatly contributed to
more strict oversight of the MMSD concerning the company’s performance. In addition,
Milwaukee’s leading role in environmental and urban sustainability has opened a larger
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landscape of business opportunities. Within this favorable political and institutional framework,
Veolia Water has gained credibility and recognition among local actors in just a few years. The
company has built a development strategy taking into account its interests and resources, as
well as the general characteristics of the political local context. By understanding the major
local water challenges and building business networks with other public and private actors,
Veolia Water is pursuing the extension of its presence in the U.S. water market.
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Conclusion
Contrary to the case of Atlanta, the PPP established between the MMSD and Veolia Water has
been qualified as “successful” by both partners. The contract was awarded in 2008 following a
first 10-year contract between the District and United Water. The fact that the U.S. subsidiaries
of Veolia and Suez have both been involved in operating Milwaukee’s regional water system
and working together with the District is highly significant for a comparative analysis of the
similarities and differences between these companies and the strategies they pursue.
This chapter began with the exploration of two parameters for the territorialization of the
transnational space for water at the local scale. On the one hand, the territorial embededness of
water in the Milwaukee’s context showed how the city’s geographic location within the Great
Lakes region has conditioned its development since the city’s founding. The city of Milwaukee
benefits from an abundant and good quality water source given that it is supplied by Lake
Michigan, the sixth largest freshwater lake on earth. This beneficial geographic location has
largely contributed to the development of a regional economy based on the water industry. As
explained in the first section of this chapter, Milwaukee went from being a leader in wheat trade
to becoming a major industrial and manufacturing center by the mid-1970s.
Over time, the city’s economic and urban landscape has changed. Milwaukee has not only
has lost manufacturing jobs, but has also experienced a demographic expansion toward the
city’s periphery. As the study of the local regulatory and institutional framework showed, these
changes have led local authorities to develop a vision of the city as a competitive place for
business. Since the early 1990s, local authorities have been working on the creation of a
revitalized image of Milwaukee as a world water hub. Within this vision, local and regional
governmental entities seek to position the city as a global leader in water sustainability and
technology. While water abundance has largely influenced the elaboration and implementation
of water policies, the region still faces major challenges in terms of institutional coordination.
These challenges concerns in particular the MWW, the public entity that manages the city’s
drinking water system, and the MMSD, the regional public entity that has delegated the
management of the regional wastewater system to the private sector since 1998.
In addition, Milwaukee’s regulatory framework has been characterized by the historic
presence of labor unions. The regional state identity favorable to labor rights has largely
influenced the orientation of water policies and management models for water services. As
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shown, labor unions played a key role in the negotiation and terms of the contract awarded by
the District to United Water in 1998, and to Veolia Water ten years later, as well as in the refusal
to privatize the city’s drinking water system in 2008.
The second section of this chapter focused on the power of water TNCs by identifying
the interests, resources and strategies of United Water and Veolia Water. Two major
conclusions can be drawn. On the one hand, the 10-year gap between the two contracts
permitted local authorities and private companies to develop a learning process. The first
contract allowed the District to better identify the system’s needs and establish more precise
requirements and regulatory instruments. In turn, when United Water and Veolia Water bidded
on the second contract in 2008, these companies had a more in-depth knowledge of the
regulation of water utilities at different political-administrative levels and the economic,
political and social implications of adopting a PPP model. On the other hand, the study of
Milwaukee’s PPP demonstrated that even though Suez and Veolia share interests and mobilize
similar resources, they implement different strategies. While for United Water the use of direct
lobbying tactics was favored, Veolia Water chose to present a lower bid and promote a
corporate vision as a committed local actor.
Generally speaking, the PPP between the MMSD and Veolia Water provides benefits to
both partners. The abundant and good quality water sources, the maintenance of water
infrastructure over time, the strong involvement of labor unions and the high regulation of the
firm’s performance by local authorities have unquestionably conditioned the successful
execution of the contract. The convergence of all these local factors, however, makes this
partnership a very particular case that may be very difficult to reproduce elsewhere.
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Conclusion Part III
The third part of this dissertation was divided into three main sections. The first presented a
general overview of the U.S. water and wastewater sectors. The main characteristics of U.S.
water services as well as the institutional and regulatory frameworks at different levels of
government were addressed. After giving the reader a general introduction to the case studies,
Chapter V analyzed the PPP contract signed between the city of Atlanta and United Water in
1998 while Chapter VI examined the PPP contract established between the MMSD and Veolia
Water in 2008.
As explained in Chapter I, the territorialization of the transnational space for water can
be analyzed through the application of three parameters: the territorial embeddedness of water,
the local regulatory and institutional framework, and the power of TNCs. The study of water
PPPs established in Atlanta and Milwaukee has demonstrated that each of these variables is
essential for understanding the role played by business in water governance at the local scale.
The differing characteristics of each city and, in consequence, their diverse water
challenges, have influenced the execution of both contracts. The territorial embeddedness of
water not only influenced the interests of water TNCs, but also conditioned their operations at
the local scale. While in Atlanta, the poor conditions of the city’s water system entailed high
investments that neither the city nor United Water could afford, the better conditions of
Milwaukee’s regional wastewater system contributed to a balanced distribution of
responsibilities between both parties.
The study of the local regulatory and institutional frameworks has also been of great
importance to understanding the development of PPPs in the U.S. Though Veolia and Suez are
transnational actors, they operate in local territories. This means that institutions, laws, public
policies, funding programs and the “way of doing politics” at the local scale matter. The case
of Atlanta showed that excessive political control of a city’s mayor can entail a lower degree of
democratic scrutiny from other public entities and the population itself. In contrast, the
oversight authority of the Milwaukee District staff and the historic involvement of labor unions
in local matters led to a more transparent negotiation and bidding process between the MMSD
and private operators. The resulting PPP contract was an 800-page document that includes
clauses concerning the obligations for each partner, performance incentives, penalties and
unexpected situations.
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The third and last parameter analyzed in each case study refers to the power of water
companies in terms of their interests, resources and strategies. The PPP experiences of Atlanta
and Milwaukee showed that Suez and Veolia have created competitive advantages over time
via a learning process. In terms of their interests, these companies have transitioned from the
initial desire to enter the U.S. water market to the identification of targeted services, regional
markets and business models. The resources mobilized by Suez and Veolia to strengthen their
image among U.S. local authorities have also evolved. While United Water employed a large
degree of human, financial and organizational resources to lobby decision-makers in Atlanta
and Milwaukee, Veolia favored financial, technological and reputation resources in both cases.
Resources were mobilized within a broader context of corporate strategies. While these
firms continue to favor the financial dimension of PPPs by making the lowest possible bid, their
business networks, lobbying and political communication strategies have changed. While in the
case of Atlanta, United Water focused all its energy on improving the relationships with the
city’s local government, Veolia Water has developed an extensive set of business networks in
Milwaukee. The implementation of research programs and the development of tools such as the
Water Impact Index have allowed the company to collaborate with other local actors and to
reinforce its image as a “local player.”
Water companies are now more regulated at the national, state and local levels. The case
of Atlanta showed that the lobbying strategies implemented by United Water towards the
former Mayor Bill Campbell exceeded legal limits. Milwaukee’s experience, on the other hand,
provides a different perspective. While Veolia concentrated its lobbying efforts on presenting
a low bid and carrying out a long process of negotiations with the MMSD, United Water directly
lobbied the director of the District at the end of the process with numerous phone calls and an
unexpected counter bid.
Finally, the political communication strategies of French water firms have also changed
over time. Shortly after the acquisition of United Water and U.S. Filter (respectively), Suez and
Veolia focused their political communication strategies on promoting the advantages of fully
entering the U.S. water market. Today, these firms have become the leading water companies
in the non-regulated water business and benefit from broad national recognition. By portraying
themselves as innovative, sustainable and efficient local actors in the management of water and
wastewater services, Veolia and Suez seek to extend their leadership to other environmental
fields in the United States.
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VII - Conclusion
This dissertation has focused on the role of transnational corporations (TNCs) in water
governance. Departing from the observation that the global water sector has changed over the
last 20 years, this study has sought to understand how the current leading water companies have
succeeded in

overcoming these

changes.

Furthermore,

the convergence of

the

transnationalization of water businesses’ competitive advantages and the local character of their
operations has constituted a second main avenue of research.
In this study, I argue that water TNCs constitute active and powerful actors within the
transnational space for water. Conceived as an abstract space within which state and non-state
actors involved in the management of water resources and services establish networks
according to their interests, mobilizing resources and implementing strategies, this concept has
constituted the basis for the theoretical framework presented in this dissertation.
The main research question addressed in this study explores how water TNCs have
contributed to the evolution of models of water governance over the last 20 years. In order to
answer this question, it was proposed that the transnational space for water can be manifested
at the global, regional and national scales and territorialized at the local scale. This approach
has represented the basis for analyzing the operations of Veolia and Suez in Mexico and the
U.S. from 1993 to 2014.
The main empirical findings and conclusions of this study are structured around three
main research themes: 1) the evolution of private water participation since the mid-1990s, 2)
the power of water TNCs at different scales of water governance, and 3) transnational actors
in local territories. In the last section of these conclusions, possible directions for future
research will be considered.

The Evolution of Private Water Participation since the mid-1990s
This study demonstrated that private water participation has shifted from promoting water
privatization and long-term concession contracts to the diffusion of PPPs as new local solutions
for regions that are characterized as “high-potential” by the largest water TNCs. This revisited
model of PPPs emphasizes the characteristics of each local context and the needs of different
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types of customers. While the global private water sector has largely led this process,
international organizations, local authorities, and social actors have also contributed to the
evolution of the public-private models of water management. On the basis of the empirical
findings of this study, three elements are identified as the driving forces for this evolution:
changes in the policies promoted by international organizations at the global scale, changes in
the perception of public authorities at the national and local scales, and finally the learning
process of water TNCs.

1) Changes in the Policies Promoted by International Organizations
at the Global Scale
Other than the United Kingdom and Chile, which fully privatized their water systems, most
countries that adopted a model of private management during the 1990s opted for long-term
concession and affermage contracts. These contractual arrangements were part of a broad range
of PPPs promoted by international financial institutions (IFIs) (particularly the World Bank,
regional development banks and the International Monetary Fund) and the largest private water
companies. The conditionality approach adopted by these institutions in their policy-based
lending resulted in the adoption of neoliberal reforms by national authorities that promoted the
deregulation, decentralization and privatization of public services.
Chapter III provided compelling empirical findings concerning the role that the policies
implemented by the World Bank played in the establishment of water PPPs in Mexico. The
reforms adopted by the federal government towards the institutional and regulatory national
water frameworks in the early 1990s were accompanied by the active involvement of the World
Bank in the funding of PPP projects in water infrastructure. Furthermore, the two oldest PPP
experiences in the country (Aguascalientes and Mexico City) took place in an international
environment highly influenced by privatization policies.
As in the case of Mexico, a large number of countries around the world adopted a publicprivate management model, not only in the water sector but for several urban services. In the
1990s, water privatization was perceived by many as the best option for solving problems
related to supposedly inefficient bureaucracies and the lack of capital for water infrastructure.
However, as time went on water privatization and long-term concessions became less
popular. A significant number of cases involving private water participation resulted in the
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early-termination or non-renewal of contracts. As shown by the study of the PPP contract
between Suez Environnement-United Water and the city of Atlanta, this trend reached cities in
both developing and developed countries. The “amicable dissolution” of the contract in Atlanta
after only 5 years of operation underscored problems concerning the private operator’s noncompliance with the contact terms, as well as local authorities’ miscalculations of the real costs
and needs of the system.
The early-termination and non-renewal of PPP contracts in several cities around the world
had a generalized impact on the perception of private water participation among public
authorities. In some cases, the early exit of private companies led to legal disputes between
national governments and private operators. In others, their departure was due to the activism
of social movements opposed to water privatization. Faced with this scenario, promoters of
private water participation began diffusing a revisited model of PPPs that could be implemented
in different contexts. The revisited model was based on the supposed emergence of PPPs as
flexible solutions that can be adapted to the characteristics of local contexts and the different
needs of municipal and industrial customers. This approach was jointly created and promoted
by certain IFIs and a handful of water TNCs. In this manner, while the World Bank recognized
that “generalized prescriptions often fail and policies need to be country- and time-specific”
(The World Bank 2005, 7), leading water companies no longer portray themselves as capital
providers, but rather as “global leaders in environmental solutions” (Veolia Environnement
2012a).
This dissertation demonstrated that policies promoted at the global scale for private water
participation have been shaped by different driving forces that vary from one country to the
next. For example, whereas in Mexico, the federal government favored the establishment of
PPPs for the design and construction of wastewater treatment plants as an electoral strategy, in
the U.S., PPPs are promoted as “new solutions” for covering funding gaps between water
infrastructure needs and the budgetary deficits of local authorities.

2) Changes in the Perception of Public Authorities at the National
and Local Scales
The role of the private sector in the provision of water services has also changed in the eyes of
local authorities. During the 1990s, within a context clearly favorable to privatization, local
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governments delegated the management of their entire water system to the private sector in the
form of long-term concessions. Twenty years later, public authorities now favor the adoption
of shorter-term PPPs for the partial management of their water systems or the design of a water
facility. Generally speaking, the responsibilities of water businesses have become more limited
and no longer involve large capital investments.
The failure of pioneering PPPs has led local governments to be more careful with the
design of contracts and the evaluation of potential electoral and social conflicts that could arise
as a result of delegating the management of a public service to a private operator. This evolution
was clearly demonstrated by the study of the PPPs in the cities of Atlanta (Chapter V) and
Milwaukee (Chapter VI). The 10-year gap between both contracts sheds light on the temporal
evolutions that have taken place concerning the role played by local authorities with regard to
the establishment of PPP contracts.
The study of the experience of Atlanta showed that the city’s mayor at the time held
excessive political control and was highly influential in bringing about the bidding and
negotiation process for the PPP. The hurried and pioneering character of this partnership led to
the design of a contract that did not reflect the real conditions of the city’s water system.
Moreover, it overestimated the potential performance of the private operator and did not include
sufficient regulatory instruments for public authorities. Conversely, the case of Milwaukee
demonstrated that the extensive oversight capabilities of the Metropolitan Milwaukee Sewerage
District (MMSD) and the historical involvement of labor unions favored a more transparent
bidding and negotiation process. Furthermore, the MMSD’s experience derived from its prior
contract with Suez Environnement-United Water provided valuable lessons to local authorities
in designing and implementing the new PPP contract with its current partner, Veolia Water.
Today, the partnership in Milwaukee is regulated by an 800-page contract, which includes
clauses covering the rights and obligations of each partner, performance incentives, penalties,
and unexpected situations.
In addition to the terms of contracts, local authorities pay more attention to the potential
conflicts that might result from contracting a private operator for the management of a city’s
water system. The study of private water participation in Mexico (Chapter III) showed that
national water authorities have favored water policies that promote large-scale infrastructure
projects because they have a clear electoral impact. Furthermore, public authorities at the local
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scale in Mexico have limited the establishment of PPPs on the grounds that they might lead to
high political costs, such as electoral losses.
Changes in local authorities’ perception of private water participation have also
convinced several cities to return to public management. The recent “remunicipalization”
experiences of emblematic cities of private water management, such as Paris and Berlin, have
reinforced the idea that the PPP model is reaching its limits (Hall and Lobina 2013; Valdovinos
2012). The argument that a “water remunicipalization wave” is emerging among local
authorities has been raised by a significant number of NGOs and scholars (Corporate Europe
Observatory and Transnational Institute 2014; McDonald and Ruiters 2012; Hoedeman et al.
2012; Wollmann 2011; Hoedeman et al. 2005).
While it is true that a significant number of cities have decided to return to public
management, this study argues that the private sector will remain an active and powerful actor
in water governance. This argument is based on two considerations. On the one hand, it has
been shown that private water participation has been reformed and renewed by water TNCs,
which has led to the emergence of more flexible and adaptable models. On the other hand,
leading water TNCs have succeeded in adapting their interests, resources and strategies to
different time and space frameworks.

3) The Learning Process of Water TNCs
Over time, water TNCs have gone through a learning process concerning the selection of
markets, the profitability of sectors, the adaptability of business models and the potential limits
to their operations imposed by local contexts. The pioneering private water sector of the 19th
century, established mainly by small and family private entrepreneurs, has been replaced by a
global water sector that includes transnational corporations, regional firms, and national firms
(Chapter II). Even though the current private water sector has undergone important changes
(such as the rise of Chinese firms as national and potentially significant regional players), it has
been shown in the preceding pages that transnational European corporations remain the leaders
of the global water services market.
In this dissertation, it is argued that other regional and national firms do not represent
serious competition for European transnational corporations, at least not in the short- and
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medium- terms. In contrast to the argument of a senior water specialist at the World Bank,
which focuses on the emergence of private water operators from developing and emerging
countries as “significant players” (Marin 2009, 31), this study points out that their power
remains limited in comparison to that of European transnational corporations.
The French groups Veolia and Suez represent the worldwide leaders in the provision of
private water services. Throughout their history, these groups have accumulated experience and
have identified opportunities and risks as they adapted their activities and oriented them toward
potential growth areas. This study argues that in addition to changes in the policies promoted
by IFIs and the perception of local authorities, the lessons learned by Veolia and Suez are
essential for understanding the evolution of private water participation since the mid-1990s.
In terms of geographic locations, Veolia and Suez focus now on regions and countries
characterized by high economic growth and political stability. Indeed, their rapid
internationalization during the 1980s and 1990s did not always end in success. Quite to the
contrary, these companies have learned that there are differences when operating in countries
that have little experience in establishing PPPs, and breaking into markets that lack this
experience can be difficult. The creation and consolidation of a private water services market
not only entails the adoption of favorable national institutional and regulatory frameworks, but
is also accompanied by certain degree of social acceptance from local populations.
Alongside

concentrating on

“highly selective

international

growth”

(Veolia

Environnement 2013i), the research for this dissertation has shown that Veolia and Suez are
currently restructuring their offer of services by identifying potentially profitable markets.
While Veolia now focuses on the creation of services related to a circular economy, sustainable
urban systems and decommissioning, Suez has been favoring the development of value-added
solutions in both the water and the waste sectors. In an intriguing development, these companies
now portray themselves as consultants and creators of smart environmental solutions, rather
than as capital investors. Indeed, this development enables these companies to sidestep the
hazardous social and political issues concerning private sector participation, and instead present
themselves as “partners” that work together “as one team” with public authorities.
Another element of the learning process of these companies concerns the adoption of
ostensibly new business models. This trend is especially true for national contexts that
encourage the establishment of water PPPs. As shown in Chapter IV, Veolia and Suez
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implement adaptation strategies within the U.S. water services market that are based on the
diffusion of “innovative” business models. In the case of Veolia, Peer Performance Solutions
(PPS) are at the center of its strategy. Through this model, Veolia provides “advice, guidance,
tools and materials” to public authorities, without taking on the operation or management of
water utilities (Naylor, n.d. 2). The main idea of this model is to “preserve a public workforce
and public governance while infusing private-sector expertise” (Veolia Water North America
2010c).
For Suez, the Solution Concession model is at the crossroads of the search for efficiency
and the sources of funding necessary in order to cover increasing water infrastructure needs.
This model is presented by the company as an “innovative, cross-sector solution” (Suez
Environnement-United Water 2012b) that involves a partnership between Suez and a private
equity fund in the long-term management of a public water facility. In both cases, these
companies are portrayed as consultants and holders of specialized knowledge, rather than
sources of private investment. Even though Veolia and Suez seek to present these business
models as innovative forms of private participation, this assertion is debatable. It is precisely
through a strategy aiming at the creation of demand that these firms can limit their investment
responsibilities and question the traditional division between the activities of the public and the
private sectors.
The current restructuring of the geographic locations, services and business models of
Veolia and Suez responds to a new logic of adaptation. Over time, these companies have learned
that in order to succeed in different local contexts, it is essential to understand the potential
opportunities and risks specific to each local site.
In summary, the evolution of private water participation since the mid-1990s has been
made possible by the convergence of changes in how the actors involved in the establishment
of PPP contracts perceive the model. On the one hand, international financing institutions and
private companies have abandoned the water privatization approach and now favor a discourse
based on the notions of governance and policy dialogue. On the other hand, public authorities
are much more aware of the potential economic, political and social risks that contracting a
private water operator might entail. Finally, despite the fact that social actors have contributed
to broadening the public debate on private water participation to a larger number of actors and
platforms, their role remains limited.
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The Power of Water TNCs at Different Scales of Water Governance
The analysis of the role of water businesses in the evolution of private water participation since
the mid-1990s has demonstrated that leading water TNCs are active and powerful actors in the
construction and diffusion of models of water governance. One of the initial hypotheses of this
study postulated that, as the two largest water companies worldwide, Veolia and Suez have
sought to implement adaptation strategies at different scales of water governance.
The empirical findings that have come as a result of studying the operations of Veolia and
Suez in Mexico and the U.S. have validated this hypothesis. First, the fact that these companies
remain the largest and most active firms of the current global private water sector demonstrates
that they have survived the transformations that the water sector has undergone since the end
of the 1990s. Second, Veolia and Suez are powerful actors not only because they detain and
mobilize a large number of resources, but also due to their capacity to establish and drive multiactor networks.
This dissertation has argued that Veolia and Suez exercise their power by adapting their
interests, resources and strategies to all scales of water governance at which they are active as
well as to the different local contexts in which they operate.

1) The Global Scale
The concept of the transnational space for water as proposed in this dissertation has permitted
the identification of the main state and non-state actors involved in the management of water
resources and services, and has provided the framework for understanding the abstract space
within which water governance takes place (Chapter I). Moreover, by defining water
governance as an ongoing process through which these actors govern “with and through
networks” (Rhodes 2007, 1246), this study has pointed out that the power of water TNCs can
only be understood as the result of interactions and networks among actors. This argument is
particularly relevant at the global scale.
Generally speaking, the interests of Veolia and Suez are of an economic and political
nature. The increasing competitiveness of the global water services market has led these
companies to improve their economic performance and increase their presence in political
arenas. The main interest of the French groups at the global scale is to become key stakeholders
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in environmental governance. In order to achieve this goal, they rely on their reputation and
their ability to mobilize financial and organizational resources while implementing several
strategies within global platforms. One strategy involves lobbying practices and the
establishment of transnational business networks. This strategy is reflected by the active
participation of Veolia and Suez in international conferences, in which they target the decisionmakers of national delegations and representatives of global water sector clusters and
associations. Furthermore, the French state has played a key role in the establishment and
development of Veolia and Suez’s transnational networks. Their collaboration is made visible
by the simultaneous membership of governmental and business executives on the boards of
international organizations, the sponsorship of international water initiatives and the
implementation of an active revolving door practice between public and private institutions.
Transnational business networks provide Veolia and Suez with a basis for implementing
a strategy that focuses on agenda-setting and political communication. Through this strategy,
the French groups seek to influence the elaboration of a global environmental agenda,
participate in global forums and multi-actor think tanks, strengthen their visibility, and enhance
their corporate public images. The last strategy refers to corporate norm-entrepreneurship, or
self-regulation, which refers to the creation of instruments that regulate the business activities
of Veolia and Suez on an individual or sector-wide basis.

2) The Regional Scale
Veolia and Suez have changed the geographic orientation of their operations over time. As
shown in Chapter II, these companies are currently seeking to reduce their exposure to risk in
countries considered not economically or politically stable enough for the establishment of
PPPs. Moreover, they are pursuing selective international growth through the identification of
potential markets in particular regions and countries. The primary interest of Veolia and Suez
at the regional scale is to expand their operations to high-potential regions. This goal
necessitates the continuous identification of potential opportunities and the mobilization of
financial, physical, human, technological and organizational resources.
In order to increase their resources and capabilities, Veolia and Suez operate through
business networks. The study of the operations of these companies in North America showed
that the implementation of this strategy varies from one company to the next (Chapter III).
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Determining geographic zones as business regions has a direct impact on the establishment of
intra-firm networks (relations between different departments and subsidiaries within a firm)
and inter-firm networks (relations between two or more firms with the goal of obtaining shared
benefits). For instance, while the region of North America comprises Canada and the U.S. for
Veolia, for Suez the North American region includes Mexico as well. On the basis of this
geographic delimitation, Veolia operates in both countries through sectorial subsidiaries (water,
environmental services and energy) while Suez concentrates its operations in all three countries
within the Suez Environnement North America (SENA) business unit. Furthermore, the
operations of these companies in the North American region have entailed the establishment of
joint-ventures and strategic alliances, outsourcing contracts, and licensing and franchising
agreements.
The development of these networks has involved the implementation of a strategy of
technological innovation. The choice of partnering with another firm is unquestionably
conditioned by both partners’ assessment of their potential competitive advantages in terms of
technological resources.
The two last strategies deployed by the French groups at the regional scale are lobbying
practices and legal partnerships. While in the North American region, the North American Free
Trade Agreement’s (NAFTA) stipulations on water do not have a direct impact on the
operations of Veolia and Suez, these companies are regulated by European treaties and
directives concerning water services, water quality and competition (Lupton and Bauby 2010;
Guérin-Schneider and Breuil 2010; Ghiotti 2010). In response to this additional regional level,
Veolia and Suez mobilize vast human and financial resources in order to establish formal and
informal lobbying networks at the European level (Chapter II). Furthermore, the hiring of legal
experts as project managers and consultants with experience in the fields of international law,
trade, and bilateral litigation represents a recurrent element of their strategy.

3) The National Scale
The geographic diversification strategy of Veolia and Suez not only includes the identification
of high-potential regions but also of target countries. These companies exercise their power at
the national scale according to their central interest of consolidating their operations within each
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national market. In order to meet this goal, the French groups mobilize a large number of
financial, physical, human, reputation and organizational resources.
One of the first strategies that Veolia and Suez follow at the national scale is the
establishment of business networks. As shown in Chapters III and IV, the arrival of the French
groups in the Mexican and the U.S. water service markets occurred through strategic alliances
with national firms. Over time, these companies have extended their business networks to other
actors in the form of joint research and development programs with academic institutions,
private foundations, or non-governmental organizations (NGOs).
Maintaining these networks requires the implementation of active lobbying practices
within national platforms. This study has provided telling empirical findings that demonstrate
the active involvement of the French groups in national water associations in Mexico (National
Association of Water Companies) and the U.S. (National Association of Water Companies and
National Council for Public-Private Partnerships). Furthermore, the participation of Veolia and
Suez in the Strategic Committee of Eco-Industries (COSEI), a French governmental initiative
that seeks to develop French eco-industries in the national market and abroad, has proven to be
beneficial for these companies. The involvement of Veolia and Suez in this national body has
allowed them to be in direct contact with representatives of other water companies, trade unions,
professional associations, and public authorities. Moreover, they have been able to collaborate
closely with political decision-makers in the “development of the French school of water”
(Groupe Eau du COSEI 2013, 5).
Once a water company has succeeded in entering a national market, the implementation
of an agenda-setting and political communication strategy becomes crucial. The study of the
development of Veolia and Suez in Mexico and the U.S. showed that the implementation of
this strategy can be more profitable for water businesses within national contexts that favor
private water participation. Accordingly, while Veolia and Suez have mobilized a large number
of resources in Mexico and the U.S. in order to become key players in each national market,
their development and visibility vary greatly from one country to another. In Mexico, Veolia
and Suez are strong competitors in the national market; however, their operations remain
limited in terms of the number and scope of contracts. Conversely, the French groups have
become leading water firms in the U.S. water and wastewater markets and have managed to
improve their corporate images throughout the country.
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The establishment of legal partnerships constitutes the last strategy implemented by these
companies at the national scale. These partnerships not only seek to prevent risks for water
businesses, but also to provide experience and knowledge on the national institutional and
regulatory frameworks.

4) The Local Scale
The study of the operations of Veolia and Suez in two Mexican cities (Aguascalientes and
Mexico City) and two U.S. cities (Atlanta and Milwaukee) has provided crucial empirical
findings with regard to the strategies implemented by these companies at the local scale. First
of all, Veolia and Suez seek to maximize their profits from their local operations. In order to
reach this goal, they mobilize all six categories of resources: financial, technological, physical,
human, reputation and organizational. Veolia and Suez operate within local territories via the
establishment of joint ventures, strategic alliances and outsourcing. Moreover, these companies
establish extra-firm networks with multiple state and non-state actors with the goal of creating
and promoting a corporate image as a local player.
The establishment and maintenance of these networks are accompanied by the
implementation of strategies of lobbying, agenda-setting and political communication. All four
case studies analyzed in this thesis provide ample illustrations of how both companies employ
these strategies. For example, Chapter III showed that while Veolia seeks to build a local
corporate image through close collaboration with the business and political leaders of
Aguascalientes, Suez seeks to improve its political communication. Furthermore, Suez has also
pursued an active lobbying strategy with decision-makers to promote the reproduction of a PPP
model that the company implemented in the Algerian capital within the context of Mexico City.
The U.S. case studies similarly demonstrated the adaptable nature of these strategies. On
the one hand, the study of the PPP between Suez Environnement-United Water and the city of
Atlanta showed that the company was able to win the contract thanks to the implementation of
lobbying tactics that targeted the mayor of the city. On the other hand, the establishment of
“community partnerships” and “educational programs” (Veolia Water 2009b) in the city of
Milwaukee by Veolia Water permitted the company to find a place on the local and regional
environmental agenda. Furthermore, the participation of Veolia in the sponsorship of the Global
Water Center in Milwaukee in 2013 provided the company with a new opportunity to reach out
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and establish direct contacts with water-related businesses, local authorities and research
entities.
Finally, Veolia and Suez deploy a technological innovation strategy at the local scale.
While these companies pursue political interests mainly at the global and regional scales, it is
at the local scale that they seek to maximize their profit. In order to reach this goal, the French
groups have built their competitive advantages on the possession of unique technological
resources (Chauchefoin and Sauvent 2010). The PPP contract between Veolia Water and the
MMSD illustrates this argument. Indeed, Veolia emphasizes its status as a leader in wastewater
treatment technologies through the organization of guided visits to wastewater facilities, while
also promoting the creation and application of environmental indicators, such as water-carbon
analysis.
In Table 18, the three main elements of the power of water TNCs (interests, resources and
strategies) at multiple scales are summarized. On the basis of this general picture, I derive three
main conclusions. First, the economic and political interests of the leading water TNCs cannot
be dissociated. As transnational actors, water companies must focus not only on their economic
performance, but also on their ability to be active, adaptable and enterprising within diverse
political arenas.
Second, the accumulation of resources and the creation of capabilities over time constitute
key elements of the power of leading water TNCs. While holding resources and capabilities
does not necessarily guarantee power as an outcome (Allen 2003, 5), it provides water TNCs
with a foundation from which they build their competitive advantages and establish themselves
as indispensable actors in the global private water sector.
Third, the implementation of diverse strategies at multiple scales and within different
local contexts by water TNCs shows that their power is greatly conditioned by their capacity to
adapt. Current leading water businesses have reinforced this capacity through a learning process
that involves different spatial and temporal frameworks.
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Table 18 “Power of Water TNCs at Multiple Scales”
Scales

Global

Regional

Interests

Becoming a key
stakeholder in global
environmental
governance

Expanding operations
to high-potential
regions

Resources

Strategies

Reputation

Lobbying

Financial

Agenda-setting and political
communication

Organizational

Corporate normentrepreneurship or selfregulation

Financial

Business networks (intra- and
extra-firm)

Physical

Technology innovation

Human

Lobbying

Technological

Legal partnerships

Organizational

National

Consolidating
operations within a
national market

Financial

Business networks (inter- and
extra-firms)

Physical

Lobbying

Human

Agenda-setting and political
communication

Reputation

Legal partnerships

Organizational

Local

Profit maximization of
local operations

Financial

Business networks (inter- and
extra-firm)

Technological

Technological innovation

Physical

Agenda-setting and political
communication

Human
Reputation

Lobbying

Organizational
Source: elaborated by author.
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The Role of Business in Water Governance: The Relevance of
Scale to the Power of Water TNCs
As part of the second hypothesis of this study, it was posited that the national and regional
scales were of relatively low importance in determining the operations and strategies of water
TNCs. While this assumption was not entirely invalidated, the national scale was revealed to
be of greater importance than originally anticipated.
This study proposes to understand the role of business in water governance by analyzing
power as a cyclical process that directly connects the global and the local scales. In this manner,
it is argued that the power of water TNCs is largely created at the local scale through the
accumulation of resources and the creation of capabilities, which later become competitive
advantages. By employing a trial and error approach, these firms have enlarged their basis of
power in terms of resources, capabilities and strategies.
While water TNCs create their power at the local scale, they cultivate and diffuse it at the
global scale. Their active involvement in international platforms allows them to influence
agenda-setting on environmental issues, enhance their corporate images and establish multiactor transnational networks. The local nature of the services of water TNCs and their
increasing involvement in world arenas creates a mutually constitutive process tying together
the local and the global scales.
The study of the development of Veolia and Suez in Mexico and the U.S. has shown,
however, that this process is highly conditioned at the national scale and can be potentially
limited at the regional scale. On the one hand, the national scale proved to be a determinant
factor in a water TNC’s arrival and development in new markets. National institutions and state
public policy instruments function as “gatekeepers” that determine whether a company can
operate within a given country. Furthermore, the programs and policies implemented by
national-level governments can either encourage or limit the scope and spread of private water
participation.
The regional scale, in turn, was revealed to be of lesser importance for the case studies
analyzed in this study. In terms of direct implications, the only real impact of the regional scale
was on the organizational and management structure of Veolia and Suez within the region. The
fact that this scale is less significant for the development of the French groups’ operations in
North America is a result of the lack of a regional framework that directly regulates the private
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provision of water services. While this observation is valid for North America, it is most
definitely not the case for other contexts, such as in Europe where the European Union’s
directives and treaties on water quality and competition greatly influence the operations of
water TNCs.
On the basis of these findings, this dissertation emphasizes two main points. On the one
hand, the increasing involvement of a large number of state and non-state actors in water
governance has attributed broader relevance to all scales of water governance. As it has been
demonstrated, the power of water TNCs cannot be understood without looking at each of the
scales at which they are active and operate.
On the other hand, even though a clear connection between dynamics at the global and
the local scales has been identified, water TNCs are part of larger water governance structures
within which the state remains a driving actor. In contrast to the argument raised in the academic
literature that claims that the activities of transnational firms lead to the “erosion” of state power
(Sklair 2001; Strange 1996; Ohmae 1996; Vernon 1971) this dissertation argues that the figure
of the state remains decisive in the development of transnational actors that operate in local
territories (see Figure 35).
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Figure 35 “The Relevance of Scales of Water Governance for the Power of Water TNCs”

Scales of Water Governance

Relevance of Scales for the Power
of Water TNCs

Global

Regional

National

Local

Diffusion

Potential Limitation

Conditionality

Creation

Source: elaborated by author.

Future Research
The study of the development of Veolia and Suez in Mexico and the U.S. has enabled me to
reach numerous conclusions concerning the evolution of global private water participation, the
power of water TNCs and the relevance of scales of water governance for their operations.
Nevertheless, the empirical findings of this thesis are inevitably limited by the analysis of a
limited number of companies (Veolia and Suez), the sector of operations (water) and the
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geographic locations considered (Mexico and the U.S.). In order to explore the power of water
TNCs in a broader setting, two main future avenues for research are identified here.
On the one hand, it would be interesting to know if Veolia and Suez exercise their power
in a similar manner within their other sectors of operation. Though these companies have been
analyzed as water firms, they can also be studied as “environmental groups.” The idea of
looking at their operations in other sectors (particularly waste and energy) would require a
transversal perspective on environmental issues, which would equally require a different
conceptual framework. While the concept of the transnational space for water could provide a
basis for further study, focusing on the power of environmental TNCs from a multi-scale
governance perspective would necessitate taking into consideration a much greater number of
actors and networks. Furthermore, focusing on other sectors would require clear distinctions
between environmental resources, goods and services. Indeed, water is characterized by its
specificity as a natural resource that is territorially embedded, which entails specific
consequences for infrastructure and governance. Though comparable, waste and energy both
present numerous features that are quite distinct.
On the other hand, the empirical findings of this thesis have shown the influence of scales
of water governance over the way that water TNCs exercise their power. Consequently, it would
be pertinent to ask if these scales have the same impact over the operations of water TNCs
within different contexts. Though academic research has been carried out on water regulation
at the European level, it would be pertinent to explore how water TNCs are currently adapting
to a changing European water services market characterized by a broader number of
remunicipalizations and non-renewal of PPPs. Moreover, the analysis of the development of
Veolia and Suez in countries with a strong central state (such as in the case of China) could
shed more light on the impact of the national scale on the strategies of water TNCs.
Much has been said about the involvement of the private sector in the management of
water services. While some studies have focused on the negative economic and social
implications of water privatization, others have emphasized the emergence of hybrid structures
of water governance. Through the study of the operations of Veolia and Suez in Mexico and
the U.S., this dissertation has shown how these water companies have succeeded in
transnationalizing their power as economic and political actors, while operating in local
territories. For this reason alone, water TNCs are sure to remain active and powerful actors in
water governance.
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UNITED STATES (34)
Name
Bertrand Camus

Title
Chief Executive Officer of Suez Environnement-United
Water

Place

Date

Tucson

12 October 2010

Tucson

12 October 2010

Tucson

12 October 2010

Michael Deane

Director of Congressional Relations of the National
Association of Water Companies (NAWC)
Executive Director of the National Association of Water
Companies (NAWC)

Robert Renner
Alan Forrest
Jennifer C. Dussor

Executive Director of the Water Research Foundation
Vice President Tucson Area Manager of CH2M Hill
Hydrogeologist at CH2M Hill

Tucson
Tucson
Tucson

12 October 2010
16 February 2011
16 February 2011

Michael Gritzuk

Former Director and Consultant of the Pima County
Regional Wastewater Reclamation Department

Tucson

23 February 2011

Chuck Huckelberry

Pima County Administrator

Tucson

22 February 2011

John W. Sherlock

Acting Deputy Director-Treatment of the Pima County
Regional Wastewater Reclamation Department

Tucson

24 February 2011

Jackson Jenkins

Director of the Pima County Regional Wastewater
Reclamation Department

Tucson

1 March 2011

Ed Curley

Strategic Planning Manager of the Pima County Regional
Wastewater Reclamation Department

Tucson

1 March 2011

Anonymous

United Water Political Consultant

Atlanta

8 March 2011

Erika Berlinghof
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Carol Couch

Janet Ward
Barry Bozeman
Bryan Norton
Todd Rausseman
Nathan GardnerAndrews.
Adam Krantz
Rodrigo Riquelme
Manuel Contijoch
Oscar Alvarado
Elizabeth Kleemeier
Robert Weaver
Mitch Jones

Senior Public Service Associate at the College of
Environment and Design of the University of Georgia
Public Relations Specialist, Communications and Public
Outreach of the City of Atlanta, Department of Watershed
Management
Ander Crenshaw Chair and Regent’s Professor Public
Policy at the University of Georgia
Professor of Philosophy, Science and Technology at the
Georgia Institute of Technology
Professor of Hydrology and Water Resources at the
University of Georgia
Counselor of the National Association of Clean Water
Agencies (NACWA)
Managing Director, Government & Public Affairs of the
National Association of Clean Water Agencies (NACWA)
Water and Sanitation Senior Specialist at the InterAmerican Development Bank (IDB)
Senior Water Resources Specialist, Sustainable
Development Unit (SASSD) at the World Bank
Senior Water and Sanitation Specialist, LCSUW Latin
America and the Caribbean Region at the World Bank
Senior Water and Sanitation Specialist, Energy, Transport,
and Water Development at the World Bank
Attorney at Law at Kelly & Weaver
Senior Legislative and Policy Analyst, Water Program at
Food & Water Watch

Atlanta

9 March 2011

Atlanta

9 March 2011

Atlanta

10 March 2011

Atlanta

10 March 2011

Atlanta

11 March 2011

Washington D.C.

15 March 2011

Washington D.C.

15 March 2011

Washington D.C.

16 March 2011

Washington D.C.

17 March 2011

Washington D.C.

17 March 2011

Washington D.C.

17 March 2011

Washington D.C.

18 March 2011

Washington D.C.

18 March 2011
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Anonymous
J. Val Klump
Rosalind Rouse
Claus Dunkelberg
Dean Amhaus
Joyce W. Harms
Scott Royer
Kevin Shafer
Richard Abelson

Suez Environnement-United Water Senior Lobbyist for the
World Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank
Director and Senior Scientist at the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Water Marketing Specialist at Milwaukee Water Works
Business Development Director of the Milwaukee Water
Council
Executive Director of the Milwaukee Water Council
Communications & Community Relations Manager of
Veolia Water Milwaukee
General Manager of Veolia Water Milwaukee
Executive Director of the Milwaukee Metropolitan
Sewerage District (MMSD)
Executive Director of the American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees, AFSCME 48

Washington D.C.

18 March 2011

Milwaukee
Milwaukee

22 March 2011
23 March 2011

Milwaukee
Milwaukee

24 March 2011
24 March 2011

Milwaukee
Milwaukee

24 March 2011
24 March 2011

Milwaukee

24 March 2011

Milwaukee

26 March 2011

MEXICO (53)
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Delia Patricia
Montero
David Barkin

Title
Professor at the Metropolitan Autonomous University (UAM),
Iztapalapa
Professor at the Metropolitan Autonomous University (UAM),
Xochimilco

Place

Date

Mexico City

16 December 2008

Mexico City

17 December 2008
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Ricardo Martínez
Lagunes
José Luis Luege
Tamargo
Joaquín Enríquez
Alfonso Mercado
Carlos Alba
Gustavo Garza
Luis Aboites

Coordinator of Transversal Projects, Transparency and
Innovation of the National Water Commission (CONAGUA)
General Director of the National Water Commission (20062012) (CONAGUA)
Secretary-General of the Water Movement (MOJA)
Professor at the Colegio de Mexico
Professor at the Colegio de Mexico
Professor at the Colegio de Mexico
Professor at the Colegio de Mexico
Advisor on Strategic Projects, Focal Point for Water and
Climate Change at the National Water Commission
(CONAGUA)
Professor at the Colegio de Michoacan

Mexico City

18 December 2008

Mexico City
Mexico City
Mexico City
Mexico City
Mexico City
Mexico City

1 October 2011
1 October 2011
11 October 2011
11 October 2011
17 October 2011
17 October 2011

Mexico City
Mexico City

19 October 2011
24 October 2011

San Luis Potosi

26 October 2011

Hugo Contreras
Rubén Barocio

Corporate Communication Manager, Bal-Ondeo
Director of Business Development and Institutional Relations,
Bal-Ondeo
Water Consultant

San Luis Potosi
San Luis Potosi

26 October 2011
26 October 2011

César Herrera

Water Consultant for the World Bank and the United Nations

San Luis Potosi

26 October 2011

Eduardo Delgado
Barrera

Manager of the Center for Information and Documentation of
the National Federation of Municipalities of Mexico

San Luis Potosi

26 October 2011

Eduardo Viezca de
la Garza

Lawyer and Consultant of the National Association of Water
and Sanitation Companies (ANEAS)

San Luis Potosi

26 October 2011

San Luis Potosi

28 October 2011

Colin Herron
Patricia Avila
Ana Espina

Jack Benson

Chef Commercial Officer of the Water Environment Federation
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Humberto Blancarte
Roberto Olivares
Virgilio Martínez
Javier Negrete
María Luisa
Torregrosa
Hernán Mateus
Valdes
Ignacio Macias
Jose Luis Ramírez
Guillermo Alejandro
Saúl
Raquel Soto
Alex Caldera
Eduardo Guzmán

Enriqueta Medellin
Adolfo Madrid

General Director of Proactiva CAASA
General Director of the National Association of Water and
Sanitation Companies (ANEAS)

San Luis Potosi

28 October 2011

San Luis Potosi

28 October 2011

Manager of Severn Trent for Latin America and the Caribbean
Manager of Proagua and Representative of Severn Trent in
Mexico
Professor at the Latin American Faculty of Social Sciences
(FLACSO)
Director of Business Development at Proactiva Medio
Ambiente México
Manager of Social Communication at Proactiva Medio
Ambiente México
President of the Commission of Water Resources of the 56th
Legislature of the State of Aguascalientes and Member of
Parliament for the Political Party PVEM
General Director of the Water Institute of the State of
Aguascalientes (INAGUA)

San Luis Potosi

28 October 2011

San Luis Potosi

28 October 2011

Mexico City
Mexico City (by
Ismael Aguilar)

10 November 2011

Aguascalientes

5 December 2011

Aguascalientes

6 December 2011

Aguascalientes

6 December 2011

Aguascalientes
Aguascalientes

7 December 2011
7 December 2011

Aguascalientes

7 December 2011

Aguascalientes
Aguascalientes

8 December 2011
8 December 2011

President of the Commission of Drinking Water, Sewerage and
Sanitation of the City Council of Aguascalientes
Professor at the University of Guanajuato
Manager of the Wastewater Treatment Plants Department of
the Water Institute of the State of Aguascalientes (INAGUA)
Legal Representative of Conciencia Ecológica of
Aguascalientes
Consultant

24 November 2011
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Efrén Villalón
Beatriz Hernández,
Jaime Antonio
García, Rafael
Berúmen, Jorge
Antonio Rodríguez
Alfredo Reyes
Roberto Amador
Lorena Martinez
Otto Granados
Jacques Letondot
Grisel Medina
Luis Adrián
González Resendiz
Ramón Aguirre
Claudia Campero
Santiago Pérez
Manuel Perló

Director of the Local Representation of the National Water
Commission in the State of Aguascalientes

Aguascalientes

8 December 2011

Aguascalientes

9 December 2011

Deputy and Coordinator of the Parliamentary Group of the
Political Party PAN
Consultant at RAAM Consultores
Mayor of Aguascalientes (2011-2013)

Aguascalientes
Aguascalientes
Aguascalientes

9 December 2011
9 December 2011
10 December 2011

Governor of Aguascalientes (1992-1996). Director of the
Public Administration Institute at the Tecnológico of Monterrey
General Director of Bal-Ondeo

Aguascalientes
Mexico City

10 December 2011
7 February 2012

Mexico City

8 February 2012

Mexico City

8 February 2012

Mexico City

9 February 2012

Mexico City
Toluca, Valle de
Bravo

10 February 2012

Mexico City

14 February 2012

Department Managers of the Municipal Commission on
Drinking Water and Sewage (CCAPAMA)

Deputy Manager and Appraiser of Foreign Credit Projects at
the National Water Commission (CONAGUA)
Manager of Foreign Credit Projects at the National Water
Commission (CONAGUA)
General Director of the Water System of Mexico City
(SACMEX)
Consultant of Food & Water Watch and Member of the Blue
Planet Project
Legal Representant of the Mazahua Movement and
Environmental Activist
Researcher at the Institute of Social Research of the National
Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM)

12 February 2012
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Arsenio González
Boris Marañón
Jérôme Cardineau
Carlos Martín
Montes de Oca
Rubén Pineda
Antonio Carrillo
Chirinos
Mario Gerardo
Macay Lim
Nicolás Fierro
Rodríguez

Academic Technical Secretary of the Program of Urban Studies
(PUEC), Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM)
Researcher at the Institute of Legal Research of the National
Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM)
Director of Water Division of Proactiva Medio Ambiente
México
Subdirector of the Commercial System of the Water System of
Mexico City (SACMEX)
Manager of the Department Unit of Master Plans on Water
Systems of the Water System of Mexico City (SACMEX)
Subdirector of Investment Planning of the Water System of
Mexico City (SACMEX)
Subdirector of Planning of the Water Commission of the State
of Mexico (CAEM)
Manager of the Budget Department of the Water Commission
of the State of Mexico (CAEM)

Mexico City

16 February 2012

Mexico City

16 February 2012

Mexico City

20 February 2012

Mexico City

6 September 2012

Mexico City

30 August 2012

Mexico City
Naucalpan, State
of Mexico
Naucalpan, State
of Mexico

30 August 2012
29 August 2012
29 August 2012

FRANCE (15)
Name

Title

Place

Date

Olivier Jacque
Mathieu Souquière

Manager of the Water and Sanitation Technical Service of the
Department of Water Cleanliness of the City Council of Paris
Director of the Cabinet of Anne Le Strat

Paris
Paris

5 February 2009
11 February 2009

Jean Luc Touly

Manager of the Water Department of France Libertés

Paris

9 March 2009
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Philippe Grandjean
Marc Laimé
Alexandre
Braïlowsky
Hugo Contreras
Asit K. Biswas
David Hall
Yann Jaouan
Ronald William
Ribera
Shayda Nacify
Wenonah Hauter
Laurent Auguste
Francisco Barnés

Management Consultant for Veolia Environnement, France
Journalist and Consultant on Water Public Policies with Local
Collectivities
Director of the Department of Dialogue and Empowerment, Suez
Environnement
Director of Business Development and Institutional Relations,
Bal-Ondeo
Distinguished Visiting Professor of the Lee Kuan Yew School of
Public Policy
Director of the Public Services International Research Unit
(PSIRU) at the University of Greenwich
Project Manager, International Development Department, SAUR
President of the Management Board of the Cooperative
SAGUAPAC in Bolivia
Senior Organizer, International Water Campaign of Corporate
Accountability
Executive Director of Food & Water Watch
Senior Executive Vice President Innovation & Markets of Veolia
Director of the Environmental Commission of the Megalopolis of
Mexico

Paris

09 April 2009

Paris

13 April 2009

Paris
Paris-Mexico
(By telephone)

16 April 2009

Marseille

12 March 2012

Marseille

13 March 2012

Marseille

13 March 2012

Marseille

13 March 2012

Marseille
Marseille

14 March 2012
14 March 2012

Paris

25 July 2014

Paris

28 May 2014

27 May 2009
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TURKEY (4)
Name

Title

Place

Date

Roberto Olivares

General Director of the National Association of Water and
Sanitation Companies (ANEAS)

Istanbul

16 March 2009

Dominique Olivier

Senior Executive, Veolia Eau

Istanbul

17 March 2009

Martin Pigeon

Researcher at the Corporate Europe Observatory

Istanbul

18 March 2009

Anne Le Strat

Deputy Mayor of Paris in Charge of Water Supply,
Sanitation and Parisian Canals

Istanbul

19 March 2009
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Annex 1 “Sample Questionnaire for Interviews”
1. Personal Information
1.1 What is your name and current title?
1.2 When did you start working for the company?
1.3 How did you arrive at your current position?

2. History and Development of the Company
2.1 How would you describe the development of the company in terms of geographic
expansion and offer of services?
2.2 What is your perception of the development of the company in North America
(specifically in the U.S. and Mexico)?
2.3 How would you describe the arrival of the company in the water sector of the
region/country/city?
2.4 What is the current position of the company within the national market of water services?
2.5 What types of contracts does the company establish (concession, affermage, BOTs, etc.)
and in which water sub-sectors (drinking water, wastewater, desalination)?
2.6 What have been the most relevant challenges faced by the company in becoming a key
private operator in the national market of water services?
2.7 The company operates in the (x) and (y) sectors; are there future projects for expanding
the firm’s activities to other sectors?
2.8 What is the development strategy of the company?

3. Internal Organization
3.1 What is the general organization of the company (from headquarters to local operations)?
3.2 How is the company organized within the North American region?
3.3 How many subsidiaries does the company have in the country (applied to each case
study)?
3.4 In terms of management, what is the relationship between the company’s subsidiaries and
headquarters?
3.5 Do they have to report to headquarters? If so, regarding which matters (financial
statements, outsourcing agreements, selection of clients)?
3.6 Do the company’s subsidiaries in the country collaborate concerning certain projects?
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4. Characteristics of the Local Context
4.1 What are the main local water challenges in the region/country/city?
4.2 Is your company submitted to federal and local regulatory frameworks?
4.3 In your opinion, does the current regulatory and institutional framework encourage private
water participation?
4.4 How is the company perceived in the region/country/city?
4.5 Do water service users know that the company is a joint venture between a foreign and a
national company?

5. Characteristics of the Public-Private Partnership
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8

Did you participate in the bidding and negotiation process of the contract?
How would you describe this process?
Did local politics or economic forces play a role in this process?
Which actors are involved when the company signs a PPP contract?
Since the moment of your arrival, how would you describe the execution of the contract?
Would you qualify this partnership as a successful experience?
What are the main future challenges for this public-private partnership?
In your opinion, what will be the future trends of private water participation in the
region/country/city?

6. Interactions and Networks with Other Actors
6.1 In addition to local public authorities, does the company work with other national and/or
local actors (universities, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), water service users?)
6.2 Does the company fund local initiatives? If so, what kinds and with what goal?
6.3 Does the company participate in regional and/or global water platforms?
6.4 What kind of relationship does the company have with the World Bank and other
international organizations?
6.5 How can private companies contribute to adopting models of sustainable water
management?
6.6 What do you think the role of the private sector in water governance ought to be?
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Annex 2 “Water Infrastructure Projects Summary of the World Bank in Mexico, 1992-2013”

Annex 3 “Water Rates for Municipal Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Services in
Main Mexican Cities, 2011”

Source: Adapted from (CONAGUA 2012, 58).
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Annex 4 “Adjustments of Water Services Rates in the Renegotiated Concession Contract
Between Aguascalientes and Proactiva (CAASA), 1996”

CAPÍTULO VI
RÉGIMEN ECONÓMICO-FINANCIERO
VIGÉSIMA SEXTA.

INTEGRACIÓN DE LAS TARIFAS

LAS TARIFAS QUE EL CONCESIONARIO COBRARÁ A LOS USUARIOS POR LA
PRESTACIÓN DE LOS SERVICIOS ESTARÁN COMPUESTAS POR DIVERSOS
CONCEPTOS DIVIDIDOS EN DOS PARTES:
- UNA “PARTE CONCESIONARIO”.
- UNA “PARTE CONCEDENTE”.
LA PARTE CONCESIONARIO SE CONSTITUYE DE LOS GASTOS DE OPERACIÓN Y
MANTENIMIENTO Y DE LA RECUPERACIÓN DE LAS INVERSIONES RELATIVAS A
LOS SERVICIOS DE AGUA POTABLE Y SANEAMIENTO.
ESTÁ COMPUESTA POR LOS SIGUIENTES CONCEPTOS:
A) LA RECUPERACIÓN DE LA INVERSIÓN ACTUALIZADA CONFORME AL
ÍNDICE NACIONAL DE PRECIOS AL CONSUMIDOR EFECTUADA POR EL
CONCESIONARIO A LA FIRMA DE LA PRESENTE CONCESIÓN EN OCTUBRE DE
1993, ASÍ COMO EL SERVICIO DE LA DEUDA DE LOS PASIVOS EXISTENTES.
B) LA RECUPERACIÓN DE LA INVERSIÓN ACTUALIZADA CONFORME AL
ÍNDICE NACIONAL DE PRECIOS AL CONSUMIDOR, EFECTUADA POR EL
CONCESIONARIO PARA LA REALIZACIÓN DE LAS OBRAS DE AMPLIACIÓN Y/O
REHABILITACIÓN A SU CARGO.
C) LOS GASTOS DE ADMINISTRACIÓN EN QUE INCURRA EL
CONCESIONARIO EN LA PRESTACIÓN DE LOS SERVICIOS Y LOS GASTOS DE
OPERACIÓN, CONSERVACIÓN Y MANTENIMIENTO DE LA INFRAESTRUCTURA.
D)

LA UTILIDAD O BENEFICIO RAZONABLE DEL CONCESIONARIO.

E) EL
PAGO
DE
LAS
CONTRIBUCIONES,
PRODUCTOS
APROVECHAMIENTOS QUE ESTABLEZCA LA LEGISLACIÓN FISCAL.

Y

F) LA RECUPERACIÓN DE LA INVERSIÓN ACTUALIZADA CONFORME AL
ÍNDICE NACIONAL DE PRECIOS AL CONSUMIDOR QUE EL CONCESIONARIO
TENGA QUE REALIZAR PARA CUBRIR LOS DÉFICITS OPERATIVOS DE LOS
PRIMEROS AÑOS COMO SE OBSERVA EN EL ESTUDIO SOCIOECONÓMICO Y
FINANCIERO CONTENIDO EN EL ANEXO “G”.
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CON ESTOS INGRESOS, EL CONCESIONARIO DEBE CUBRIR LA TOTALIDAD DE
LOS GASTOS QUE SE SEÑALAN EN EL ESTUDIO ECONÓMICO-FINANCIERO
CONTENIDO EN EL ANEXO “G” ADJUNTO A LA PRESENTE CONCESIÓN Y QUE FUE
ELABORADO EN COORDINACIÓN CON EL CONCEDENTE.
LA PARTE CONCEDENTE ESTÁ COMPUESTA POR LOS SIGUIENTES CONCEPTOS:
A) LA RECUPERACIÓN DE LAS INVERSIONES QUE REALIZA EL
CONCEDENTE CONFORME AL OBJETO DEL PRESENTE TÍTULO Y QUE SE
CONVENGA TENGAN ESTE CARÁCTER, MISMA QUE PODRÁ SER TOTAL Y
ACTUALIZADA A CRITERIO DEL CONCEDENTE.
B) EL FONDO DE APOYO SOCIAL MENCIONADO EN LA CONDICIÓN
TRIGÉSIMA PRIMERA.
C) EL PAGO DE LOS DERECHOS DE CONCESIÓN QUE EL CONCESIONARIO
DEBERÁ ENTREGAR AL CONCEDENTE.
D) LOS DERECHOS QUE EL CONCEDENTE DEBERÁ PAGAR A LA COMISIÓN
NACIONAL DEL AGUA.
E) EL PAGO AL GOBIERNO DEL ESTADO POR CONCEPTO DEL
TRATAMIENTO DE LAS AGUAS RESIDUALES, DE ACUERDO CON LO QUE SE
ESTABLECE EN EL ANEXO “P”.
NO FORMARÁN PARTE DE LAS TARIFAS LAS SANCIONES Y RECARGOS DE
CUALQUIER ÍNDOLE QUE DEBIDO AL INCUMPLIMIENTO, SE APLIQUEN AL
CONCESIONARIO POR AUTORIDADES O LAS INDEMNIZACIONES QUE TENGA
QUE EFECTUAR A TERCEROS, POR CAUSAS IMPUTABLES AL CONCESIONARIO.
LOS INCREMENTOS EN LOS IMPORTES DE LOS CONCEPTOS DE COSTO ANTES
MENCIONADOS, ASÍ COMO LA DISMINUCIÓN DE LOS INGRESOS PREVISTOS,
DERIVADOS DE UNA EVOLUCIÓN DE EFICIENCIA FÍSICA Y COMERCIAL
DIFERENTE A LA PREVISTA EN EL ANEXO “G”, SERÁN CON CARGO AL
RENDIMIENTO DE CAPITAL DE RIESGO, SIEMPRE QUE SEAN IMPUTABLES AL
CONCESIONARIO.
AL RESPECTO, EN EL ANEXO “G” SE INCLUYEN LOS OBJETIVOS DE
PRODUCTIVIDAD DEL CONCESIONARIO LOS CUALES ESTÁN REFERIDOS A DOS
CONCEPTOS: COSTO POR USUARIO Y COSTO POR METRO CÚBICO FACTURADO.
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QUEDA ESTABLECIDO QUE CUALQUIER ELEVACIÓN CON RESPECTO A DICHAS
REFERENCIAS ORIGINADAS POR CAUSAS IMPUTABLES AL CONCESIONARIO
CONSTITUYEN UN RIESGO QUE ASUME EL MISMO.

VIGÉSIMA SÉPTIMA.

TARIFAS

LAS TARIFAS QUE EL CONCESIONARIO COBRARÁ A LOS USUARIOS POR LA
PRESTACIÓN DE LOS SERVICIOS SERÁN LAS QUE SE DETALLAN EN EL ANEXO
“F” DE ESTA CONCESIÓN. EL MUNICIPIO, EL GOBIERNO DEL ESTADO Y EL
GOBIERNO FEDERAL DEBERÁN PAGAR EL AGUA CON BASE EN LAS REGLAS
ESTABLECIDAS EN EL ANEXO “F”.
LAS

TARIFAS

SE

MODIFICARÁN

ADICIONALMENTE,

A

SOLICITUD

DEL

CONCESIONARIO, CUANDO SE JUSTIFIQUEN Y COMPRUEBEN VARIACIONES
POR LOS SIGUIENTES CONCEPTOS: (I) INCREMENTO EN LOS MONTOS DE
INVERSIÓN EN OBRAS DE REHABILITACIÓN Y/O AMPLIACIÓN A CARGO DEL
CONCESIONARIO CON RESPECTO A LOS QUE SE ESTABLECEN EN EL ANEXO “E”
DE ESTA CONCESIÓN, (II) CUANDO LAS APORTACIONES FEDERALES,
ESTATALES Y MUNICIPALES NO CUMPLAN CON LO ESTABLECIDO EN EL ANEXO
“E” Y PREVIO ACUERDO CON EL CONCEDENTE, EL CONCESIONARIO TOME A SU
CARGO TOTAL O PARCIALMENTE DICHAS APORTACIONES, (III) MAYOR ALCANCE
EN CUANTO A LA PRESTACIÓN DE LOS SERVICIOS O LA CALIDAD DE LOS MISMO
QUE EL CONCESIONARIO DEBERÁ PRESTAR A LOS USUARIOS, EN RELACIÓN AL
ANEXO “B” DE ESTA CONCESIÓN, (IV) INCREMENTO EN LOS DERECHOS O
CONTRAPRESTACIONES QUE DEBAN PAGARSE AL CONCEDENTE POR EL
OTORGAMIENTO DE ESTA CONCESIÓN, (V) CUALQUIER OTRO CONCEPTO QUE
INCIDA DE MANERA NEGATIVA EN LOS COSTOS DEL CONCESIONARIO, PARA LA
PRESTACIÓN

DE

LOS

SERVICIOS,

INCLUYENDO

LOS

EVENTOS

NO

CONTEMPLADOS EN LE PERIODO COMPRENDIDO ENTRE LA FECHA DE LA
ÚLTIMA SOLICITUD DE MODIFICACIÓN DE LAS TARIFAS Y LA FECHA DE LA
NUEVA SOLICITUD DE MODIFICACIONES A LAS MISMAS; Y (VI) QUE SE
REDUZCAN LAS INVERSIONES A CARGO DEL CONCESIONARIO; EN ESTE CASO
EL CONCEDENTE SOLICITARÁ REDUCCIÓN EN LAS TARIFAS DEBIDAMENTE
JUSTIFICADO Y ACORDADO CON EL CONCESIONARIO.
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EL CONCEDENTE SE OBLIGA A PAGAR AL CONCESIONARIO LOS DÉFICITS QUE
RESULTAREN DE LA NO ENTRADA EN VIGOR DE LAS TARIFAS QUE SE
ESTABLECEN EN EL ANEXO “F” Y SUS MODIFICACIONES CONFORME A LO
SEÑALADO EN EL PÁRRAFO QUE ANTECEDE, ESTAS OBLIGACIONES ESTARÁN
GARANTIZADAS

CONFORME

A

LO

ESTABLECIDO

EN

LA

CONDICIÓN

CUADRAGÉSIMA CUARTA DE ESTA CONCESIÓN.
UNA VEZ PRESENTADA LA SOLICITUD DE MODIFICACIÓN, DE LA QUE EL
CONCEDENTE SELLARÁ DE RECIBIDO, EL CONCEDENTE Y EL CONCESIONARIO
CONCILIARÁN EL MONTO DE LAS NUEVAS TARIFAS. EL CONCEDENTE
APROBARÁ LAS TARIFAS CONCILIADAS Y LAS PUBLICARÁ EN EL PERIÓDICO
OFICIAL DEL ESTADO DE AGUASCALIENTES Y ÉSTAS ENTRARÁN EN VIGOR EN
EL MES DE FACTURACIÓN INMEDIATO POSTERIOR AL DE SU PUBLICACIÓN.
SI A LO LARGO DE LOS DOS MESES SIGUIENTES A LA FECHA DE PETICIÓN DE
REVISIÓN FORMULADA POR UNA DE LAS PARTES NINGÚN ACUERDO HA SIDO
ALCANZADO, LA REVISIÓN SE HARÁ POR UNA COMISIÓN INTEGRADA POR
TRES MIEMBROS: UN EXPERTO NOMBRADO POR CADA UNA DE LAS DOS
PARTES Y UN TERCERO QUE PODRÁ SER UN TÉCNICO NOMBRADO POR LA
COMISIÓN NACIONAL DEL AGUA O EN SU DEFECTO, NOMBRADO POR AMBAS
PARTES DE COMÚN ACUERDO.
SE ENCARGARÁ DICHA COMISIÓN DE DICTAMINAR SOBRE EL DESACUERDO
EN UN PLAZO DE UN MES A PARTIR DE LA FECHA DE INSTALACIÓN.
EN EL CASO DE LLEGAR A LA CONCLUSIÓN DE QUE SE DEBE DE APLICAR UNA
REVISIÓN DE TARIFAS, SE TOMARÁ EN CUENTA EN LA DETERMINACIÓN DE LA
MISMA LA INFLACIÓN CORRESPONDIENTE AL PERIODO COMPRENDIDO ENTRE
LA PETICIÓN DE REVISIÓN Y LA APLICACIÓN DE LA TARIFA REVISADA.
EN EL EVENTO DE QUE EL CONCEDENTE NO AUTORICE LAS TARIFAS YA
CONCILIADAS O AUTORIZADAS ÉSTAS, NO SE PUBLICARAN CONFORME A ESTA
CONDICIÓN PARA SU ENTRADA EN VIGOR, Y QUE EL CONCEDENTE NO ACEPTE
PAGAR LOS DÉFICITS SEGÚN LO ESTABLECIDO EN ESTA CONDICIÓN, EL
CONCESIONARIO PODRÁ SOLICITAR LA REVISIÓN DE LOS TÉRMINOS DE LA
CONCESIÓN, PARA MANTENER EL EQUILIBRIO FINANCIERO DE LA MISMA O
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EJERCER SU DERECHO DE EXTINCIÓN SIN RESPONSABILIDAD PARA EL
CONCESIONARIO Y EJECUTAR LAS GARANTÍAS A QUE SE REFIERE LA
CONDICIÓN CUADRAGÉSIMA CUARTA DE ESTA CONCESIÓN.
EN CASO DE QUE EL CONCESIONARIO EJERZA LAS GARANTÍAS A QUE SE
REFIERE LA CONDICIÓN CUADRAGÉSIMA CUARTA, EN LO RELATIVO A LA NO
AUTORIZACIÓN DE TARIFAS POR PARTE DEL CONCEDENTE Y NO OPTE POR LA
EXTINCIÓN DE LA CONCESIÓN, SE OBLIGA A CONTINUAR PRESTANDO LOS
SERVICIOS OBJETO DE LA CONCESIÓN EN LOS MISMOS TÉRMINOS Y
CONDICIONES ESTABLECIDOS.
EN CASO DE QUE NO SE APRUEBE LA MODIFICACIÓN A LAS TARIFAS Y NO
EXISTAN RECURSOS SUFICIENTES PARA LA REALIZACIÓN DE LA TOTALIDAD DE
LAS OBRAS A CARGO DEL CONCESIONARIO QUE SE DESCRIBEN EN EL ANEXO
"E", O BIEN, PARA DAR UN MAYOR ALCANCE A LA PRESTACIÓN O CALIDAD DE
LOS SERVICIOS, TAL SITUACIÓN NO LIBERA AL CONCESIONARIO DE SU
RESPONSABILIDAD POR LA REALIZACIÓN DE LAS OBRAS Y SERVICIOS MOTIVO
DE ESTA CONCESIÓN, PERO SU ALCANCE SE LIMITARÁ AL MONTO DE LOS
RECURSOS DISPONIBLES. EL CONCEDENTE PODRÁ REALIZAR DICHAS OBRAS
EN FORMA DIRECTA EN LOS TÉRMINOS DE LA CONDICIÓN DÉCIMA CUARTA.
SIN PERJUICIO DE LAS DISPOSICIONES ANTERIORES Y PARA TOMAR EN
CUENTA

LA

EVOLUCIÓN

REAL

DE

LAS

CONDICIONES

TÉCNICAS

Y

FINANCIERAS, EL CONCESIONARIO Y EL CONCEDENTE SE REUNIRÁN PARA
VOLVER A DEFINIR EL ESTUDIO ECONÓMICO-FINANCIERO QUE SE DETALLA EN
EL ANEXO “G” Y LA PARTE CONCESIONARIO DE LA TARIFA EN LOS CASOS
SIGUIENTES:
1.

CADA 4 AÑOS;

2. EN CASO DE VARIACIÓN DE MÁS DE UN 20% DEL NÚMERO DE
USUARIOS CON RESPECTO A LA FECHA DE ENTRADA EN VIGOR DE LA
PRESENTE MODIFICACIÓN O LA FECHA DE LA ÚLTIMA REVISIÓN;
3. EN CASO DE EXTENSIÓN MAYOR A UN 20% DE LA LONGITUD DE LAS
REDES CONFIADAS AL CONCESIONARIO CON RESPECTO A LA FECHA DE
ENTRADA EN VIGOR DE LA PRESENTE MODIFICACIÓN O LA FECHA DE LA
ÚLTIMA REVISIÓN;
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4. EN CASO DE QUE AL TÉRMINO DE LA INSTALACIÓN COMPLETA DE LOS
MACROMEDIDORES Y LOS MEDIDORES DE LOS USUARIOS, LA RELACIÓN
ENTRE LOS VOLÚMENES MEDIDOS DE EXTRACCIÓN Y CONSUMO
RESPECTIVAMENTE, PRESENTE UNA VARIACIÓN DE MÁS O MENOS 5%
ABSOLUTOS EN COMPARACIÓN CON LA RELACIÓN TÉCNICA: VOLÚMENES
ENTREGADOS/VOLÚMENES EXTRAÍDOS QUE FORMA PARTE DEL ANEXO “G”
DEL TÍTULO.
5. EN
CASO
DE
MODIFICACIÓN
SIGNIFICATIVA
DE
LAS
INFRAESTRUCTURAS O DE LOS MEDIOS DE PRODUCCIÓN CON RESPECTO
A LA FECHA DE ENTRADA EN VIGOR DE LA PRESENTE MODIFICACIÓN O A
LA FECHA DE LA ÚLTIMA REVISIÓN;
6. EN CASO DE MODIFICACIÓN DE LOS REGLAMENTOS O NORMAS
LOCALES Y/O ESTATALES Y/O FEDERALES POR LO QUE CONCIERNE LA
CALIDAD DEL AGUA POTABLE CON IMPACTO SOBRE LOS TRÁMITES DEL
TRATAMIENTO Y DE LA DISTRIBUCIÓN DE AGUA; O POR LO QUE
CONCIERNE LA CALIDAD DEL AGUA RESIDUAL CON IMPACTO SOBRE LOS
TRÁMITES DEL TRATAMIENTO DE LOS SISTEMAS DE TRATAMIENTO BAJO
LA RESPONSABILIDAD DEL CONCESIONARIO;
7. EN CASO DE AUMENTO DE LOS IMPUESTOS Y TASAS A CARGO DEL
CONCESIONARIO O EN CASO DE APLICACIÓN DE UN NUEVO IMPUESTO;
8. LOS CASOS DE “FUERZA MAYOR” DEFINIDOS EN FORMA ENUNCIATIVA
MAS NO LIMITATIVA EN EL INCISO J) DE LA CONDICIÓN PRIMERA;
9. ANTES DE TERMINAR EL PLAZO DE VIGOR DEL TÍTULO, EN EL MARCO
DE SU RENOVACIÓN.
EL CONCEDENTE Y EL CONCESIONARIO RECONOCEN QUE CIERTAS
CIRCUNSTANCIAS IMPREVISIBLES, FUERA DEL ÁREA DE CONTROL DEL
CONCESIONARIO, PUEDEN OCURRIR, Y PUEDEN TENER LOS SIGUIENTES
IMPACTOS:
LLEVAR A UNA VARIACIÓN SIGNIFICATIVA E IMPREVISIBLE DE LOS
COSTOS DEL CONCESIONARIO EN EL MARCO DE LA APLICACIÓN DEL
TÍTULO;
LLEVAR A UNA VARIACIÓN SUSTANCIAL DEL CONTEXTO EN QUE
EL CONCESIONARIO CUMPLE SUS OBLIGACIONES DEL TÍTULO;
CAUSAR PERJUICIOS MATERIALES AL CONCEDENTE Y/O AL
CONCESIONARIO.
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EN DICHAS CIRCUNSTANCIAS, EL CONCEDENTE Y EL CONCESIONARIO SE
REMITIRÁN A LOS PRINCIPIOS SIGUIENTES EN SU NEGOCIACIÓN:
AMBAS PARTES CONVIENEN DE TOMAR EN CUENTA LA
DURACIÓN PROBABLE DE LAS CIRCUNSTANCIAS IMPREVISIBLES;
A CAMBIO DE SU COMPROMISO DE PRESTAR EFICAZMENTE LOS
SERVICIOS QUE LE FUERON CONFIADOS, SE LE AUTORIZA AL
CONCESIONARIO QUE PERCIBA UN PROVECHO RAZONABLE, DADAS
LAS CONDICIONES DEL MERCADO;
COMO COMPLEMENTO AL ANTERIOR, SE ANALIZARÁ LA POSIBILIDAD DE
REVISAR LA TARIFA ANTES DEL FINAL DEL PRIMER PROGRAMA DE INVERSIÓN,
A UNA FECHA QUE SE DETERMINARÁ CONJUNTAMENTE ENTRE EL
CONCEDENTE Y EL CONCESIONARIO.
VIGÉSIMA OCTAVA.

DERECHOS POR LA CONCESIÓN

EL CONCESIONARIO SE OBLIGA A PAGAR AL CONCEDENTE POR CONCEPTO DE
DERECHOS POR LA CONCESIÓN, EL 10% SOBRE EL MONTO DE FACTURACIÓN
DE LAS TARIFAS Y CUOTAS QUE SE FIJEN PARA LA DEBIDA PRESTACIÓN DE LOS
SERVICIOS Y QUE DEBA COBRAR EL CONCESIONARIO, MISMOS QUE SERÁN
PAGADOS AL TÉRMINO DEL PERIODO AL QUE SE HAYA EMITIDO LA
FACTURACIÓN DEL PERIODO CORRESPONDIENTE.
EL CONCEDENTE SE COMPROMETE A REINCORPORAR A LA CONCESIÓN, A
TRAVÉS DEL FIDEICOMISO MENCIONADO EN LA CONDICIÓN VIGÉSIMA NOVENA,
EL 80% DE LOS DERECHOS A QUE SE REFIERE ESTA CONDICIÓN DURANTE
TODO EL PERIODO DE LA CONCESIÓN. DICHA REINCORPORACIÓN, DEDUCIDA
DEL MONTO DE LOS DERECHOS POR LA CONCESIÓN QUE DEBA PAGAR EL
CONCESIONARIO POR EL PERIODO CORRESPONDIENTE, SE DESTINARÁ
PRIORITARIAMENTE PARA INVERSIÓN Y PARA PAGO DE ENERGÍA ELÉCTRICA.

VIGÉSIMA NOVENA

.

FIDEICOMISO

EL CONCESIONARIO DEBERÁ CONSTITUIR EN UN PLAZO NO MAYOR DE 60 DÍAS
NATURALES, UN FIDEICOMISO PARA QUE SE ENCARGUE DE LA
ADMINISTRACIÓN DE LOS RECURSOS QUE SE TENGAN POR LA PRESTACIÓN DE
LOS SERVICIOS DE AGUA POTABLE Y QUE SIRVA PARA MANTENER LAS FUENTES
DE REPAGO NECESARIAS, Y CUYA DURACIÓN SERÁ IDÉNTICA AL PERIODO DE
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ESTA CONCESIÓN, CUYOS RECURSOS SE DESTINARÁ PARA LOS SIGUIENTES
CONCEPTOS:
A) TODOS AQUELLOS PAGOS NECESARIOS PARA LA PRESTACIÓN Y
ADMINISTRACIÓN DE LOS SERVICIOS, CONTEMPLADOS EN EL ANEXO “G”.
QUEDA ESTABLECIDO QUE ESTE CONCEPTO SIEMPRE OCUPARÁ EL
PRIMER LUGAR EN EL ORDEN DE PRELACIÓN, CUALESQUIERA QUE SEA Y
EN SEGUNDO LUGAR, LOS DERECHOS DEL CONCEDENTE.
B) LA AMORTIZACIÓN DE CRÉDITOS PARA EL PAGO DE PASIVOS ASUMIDO
POR EL CONCESIONARIO AL INICIO DE LA CONCESIÓN, ASÍ COMO EL
SERVICIO DE LA DEUDA DE LOS PASIVOS EXISTENTES.
C) LA AMORTIZACIÓN DE CRÉDITOS A CARGO DEL CONCESIONARIO PARA
LA REHABILITACIÓN Y/O AMPLIACIÓN DE LA INFRAESTRUCTURA.
D) EL PAGO DE LA INVERSIÓN DEL CONCESIONARIO, PARA
REHABILITACIÓN Y/O AMPLIACIÓN DE LA INFRAESTRUCTURA Y,
E) EL PAGO DE DERECHOS AL CONCEDENTE POR LA CONCESIÓN.
TRIGÉSIMA.

LA

FACULTAD DE COBRO A USUARIOS

EL CONCESIONARIO TENDRÁ DERECHO, PREVIA DETERMINACIÓN DEL MONTO
POR PARTE DEL CONCEDENTE AL COBRO DE TODO TRABAJO O ACTIVIDAD
VINCULADA, DIRECTA O INDIRECTAMENTE CON LOS SERVICIOS AL COBRO DE
LAS CUOTAS DE CONEXIÓN Y DESCONEXIÓN DE LOS SERVICIOS, CUOTAS POR
CONTRAPRESTACIÓN, CUOTAS POR INSTALACIÓN DE MEDIDORES Y AL COBRO
DE TODO OTRO CONCEPTO ESTABLECIDO EN LA CONCESIÓN O EN LA LEY.

TRIGÉSIMA PRIMERA.

ELABORACIÓN Y COBRO DE LAS FACTURAS

EL CONCESIONARIO ELABORARÁ LAS FACTURAS CON LOS IMPORTES POR LA
PRESTACIÓN DE LOS SERVICIOS, LOS CUALES DEBERÁN CONTENER LA FECHA
Y LUGAR DE PAGO Y SER ENVIADAS A LOS USUARIOS BIMESTRALMENTE O CON
LA PERIODICIDAD FIJA QUE APRUEBE EL CONCEDENTE A PROPUESTA DEL
CONCESIONARIO.
LAS CANTIDADES A FACTURAR SERÁN EL RESULTADO DE LA APLICACIÓN DE
LAS TARIFAS VIGENTES A LOS CONSUMOS, TENIENDO EN CUENTA LOS
DIFERENTES RANGOS DE CONSUMOS.
PARA LOS EFECTOS DE LOS PUNTOS ANTERIORES, EL CONCESIONARIO SE
AJUSTARÁ A LAS SIGUIENTES NORMAS:
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A)

ESTARÁ SUJETO A LA SUPERVISIÓN DEL CONCEDENTE.

B) EL CONCESIONARIO DEBERÁ INFORMAR BIMESTRALMENTE
CONCEDENTE DE LA FACTURACIÓN Y DE LA RECAUDACIÓN.

AL

C) EL CONCESIONARIO SE OBLIGA A FACILITAR AL CONCEDENTE LA
INFORMACIÓN RELATIVA A LAS FACTURAS NO COBRADAS EN LOS MISMOS
TÉRMINOS QUE EL INCISO B) ANTERIOR.
D) LE ESTARÁ PROHIBIDO OTORGAR PRIVILEGIOS O TRATOS ESPECIALES
CON ALGUNO O ALGUNOS DE LOS USUARIOS DEL SERVICIO, SALVO
AUTORIZACIÓN DEL CONCEDENTE.
LA DEFINICIÓN Y LA APLICACIÓN DE DESCUENTOS Y EXENCIONES SERÁN
EXCLUSIVAMENTE UNA DECISIÓN DEL CONCEDENTE O DE UN ORGANISMO
NOMBRADO POR ÉL. ESTOS DESCUENTOS Y EXENCIONES SE FINANCIARÁN
POR UNA CUENTA DE SUBSIDIO MANTENIDA POR MEDIO DE UN CONCEPTO DE
LA TARIFA, LLAMADO “FONDO DE APOYO SOCIAL”. ESTE CONCEPTO ESTÁ
INCLUIDO EN LA PARTE CONCEDENTE DE LA TARIFA. CADA FIN DE AÑO, SE
REVISARÁ EL MONTO DEL FONDO PARA EL AÑO SIGUIENTE Y EN SU CASO EL
CONCEDENTE

PODRÁ

AUTORIZAR

LA

VARIACIÓN

DE

LA

TARIFA

CORRESPONDIENTE.
ES

RESPONSABILIDAD

DEL

CONCESIONARIO

VIGILAR

EL

NIVEL

DE

DESCUENTOS OTORGADOS POR EL CONCEDENTE CON RESPECTO A LO QUE
SE ACORDÓ COMO MONTO DE LA CUENTA DE APOYO SOCIAL. EL
CONCESIONARIO LE AVISARÁ AL CONCEDENTE CUANDO ESTE NIVEL DE
DESCUENTOS ALCANCE RESPECTIVAMENTE 25%, 50% Y 75% DEL MONTO
ANUAL DISPONIBLE.
AL ALCANZAR EL 75% DEL MONTO DISPONIBLE, EL CONCEDENTE DEBERÁ
DEFINIR SI SE MODIFICA LA TARIFA O REALIZA UNA APORTACIÓN AL FONDO
CON RECURSOS PROPIOS.

TRIGÉSIMA SEGUNDA.
AGUA

PAGO DE DERECHOS A LA COMISIÓN NACIONAL DEL
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EL CONCESIONARIO ENTREGARÁ AL CONCEDENTE LOS DERECHOS QUE LE
CORRESPONDAN A LA COMISIÓN NACIONAL DEL AGUA POR EL DERECHO DE
USO DE LAS FUENTES Y CAPTACIONES DESCRITAS EN EL ANEXO “D”.
EL CONCEDENTE EXPEDIRÁ EL RECIBO CORRESPONDIENTE EN EL QUE SE
SEÑALE QUE ESTAS CANTIDADES SON PARA PAGAR EL CONCEPTO ANTES
SEÑALADO.
LOS FONDOS PERCIBIDOS POR LA COMISIÓN NACIONAL DEL AGUA POR EL
DERECHO DE USO DE LAS FUENTES Y CAPTACIONES SERÁN PARCIALMENTE
REINCORPORADOS A LA CONCESIÓN CON EL OBJETO DE FINANCIAR
INVERSIONES DEDICADAS A LA MEJORA DEL SERVICIO PÚBLICO DE AGUA
POTABLE. LAS REGLAS DE ESTA REINCORPORACIÓN QUEDARÁN DEFINIDAS
EN UN CONVENIO FIRMADO ENTRE LAS PARTES INVOLUCRADAS.

TRIGÉSIMA TERCERA. COBRO DE LOS USUARIOS MOROSOS
EL CONCESIONARIO PODRÁ ESTABLECER EN LOS CONTRATOS QUE CELEBRE
CON LOS USUARIOS QUE COBRARÁ UN INTERÉS MORATORIO QUE SERÁ
EQUIVALENTE A LA TASA DE LOS CETES A 28 DÍAS O LA TASA DEL MERCADO
QUE EN SU CASO LA SUSTITUYA COMO TASA DE REFERENCIA, MISMA QUE SEA
VIGENTE EN EL MERCADO NACIONAL AL MOMENTO DE HACER EL COBRO,
RESPECTO DE LA FACTURA O FACTURAS QUE LOS USUARIOS NO PAGUEN A
TIEMPO POR LOS DERECHOS AL COBRO QUE SE DESCRIBAN EN DICHA
FACTURA O FACTURAS, SIN PERJUICIO DE PODER RECURRIR A LA SUSPENSIÓN
O RESTRICCIÓN DE LOS SERVICIOS, DE ACUERDO CON LO ESTABLECIDO EN EL
INCISO F) DE LA CONDICIÓN VIGÉSIMA.

TRIGÉSIMA CUARTA.

FINANCIAMIENTO PARA REHABILITACIONES

LOS TRABAJOS DE REHABILITACIÓN DE LOS SERVICIOS PODRÁN SER
FINANCIADOS O PAGADOS (I) CON RECURSOS CON CARGO AL PATRIMONIO DEL
FIDEICOMISO, (II) CON RECURSOS DEL CONCEDENTE A TRAVÉS DE LOS
PROCEDIMIENTOS ESTABLECIDOS PARA ESE EFECTO, RESPECTO DE LAS
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APORTACIONES FEDERALES, ESTATALES Y MUNICIPALES, LAS CUALES
DEBERÁN SER APORTADAS CONFORME A LA LEY Y CON LOS REQUERIMIENTOS
DE LOS PROYECTOS CORRESPONDIENTES, Y EN CASO DE QUE ESTAS
APORTACIONES NO SE LLEVEN A CABO, ESTE HECHO SE VALORARÁ PARA
DETERMINAR SI AFECTA Y DE QUÉ MANERA LA CALIDAD DE LA PRESTACIÓN DE
LOS SERVICIOS, Y (III) MEDIANTE CUALQUIER TIPO DE FINANCIAMIENTO A
CARGO DEL FIDEICOMISO. EN TODO CASO SE SUJETARÁ A LO PREVISTO EN
LAS CONDICIONES DÉCIMA CUARTA Y VIGÉSIMA SÉPTIMA.

TRIGÉSIMA QUINTA.

CONTRIBUCIONES

EL CONCESIONARIO SE OBLIGA AL PAGO DE LAS CONTRIBUCIONES FEDERALES,
ESTATALES Y MUNICIPALES QUE GRAVEN O PUEDAN GRAVAR EL EJERCICIO DE
LA CONCESIÓN, SALVO QUE EN LAS CORRESPONDIENTES DISPOSICIONES
FEDERALES, ESTATALES Y MUNICIPALES SE PREVEAN EXENCIONES O
ESTÍMULOS EN SU FAVOR.

ANEXO F
“TARIFAS / INDEXACIÓN”
SUSTITUYE AL ANEXO ORIGINAL
OBSERVACIONES GENERALES
1- EL CONCEDENTE AUTORIZARÁ EN SU MOMENTO LOS COSTOS DE LOS SERVICIOS
QUE PRESTE EL CONCESIONARIO A LOS USUARIOS COMO SON: LA CONTRATACIÓN
DE TOMAS Y DESCARGAS DOMICILIARIAS NUEVAS, ASÍ COMO CUALQUIER OTRA
INSTALACIÓN O ACCESORIO DEL SERVICIO.
LAS TARIFAS POR EL SERVICIO SERÁN LAS QUE APARECEN EN LAS SIGUIENTE
FÓRMULA TABULADA PARA LOS USOS ESPECIFICADOS Y ESTARÁN VIGENTES A
PARTIR DE SU PUBLICACIÓN EN EL DIARIO OFICIAL :

2- EL GOBIERNO DEL ESTADO, EL AYUNTAMIENTO Y CUALQUIER OTRA
ORGANIZACIÓN DE CARÁCTER PÚBLICO PAGARÁN EL COSTO DE LOS SERVICIOS
MATERIA DE ESTA CONCESIÓN.
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EL ANTERIOR COBRO SE APLICARÁ A LOS SIGUIENTES USOS:
- EDIFICIOS PÚBLICOS.
- PARQUES Y JARDINES.
- ÁREAS VERDES (CAMELLONES Y JARDINES).
- ESCUELAS.
- HOSPITALES Y/O CLÍNICAS DE SALUD.
- IGLESIAS.
- Y CUALQUIER OTRA INSTALACIÓN NO CLASIFICADAS CON
ANTERIORIDAD Y DE UTILIZACIÓN O PROPIEDAD MUNICIPAL O ESTATAL.
LA FACTURACIÓN POR PARTE DE LA CONCESIONARIA SER REALIZARÁ CON BASE
EN LAS REGLAS DE DETERMINACIÓN VIGENTES PARA LOS USUARIOS DE
CATEGORÍA “DOMÉSTICO B”.
EN EL CASO PARTICULAR DE LAS ESCUELAS Y HOSPITALES PÚBLICOS SE DARÁ EL
TRATAMIENTO SIGUIENTE:
1. SE INSTALARÁN MEDIDORES A EFECTO DE DETERMINAR LOS CONSUMOS
REALIZADOS.
2. SE ESTABLECERÁ A MÁS TARDAR EL 31 DE DICIEMBRE DE 1996 EL RANGO DE
EXENCIÓN DE PAGO

QUE CUBRA EL CONSUMO MÍNIMO REQUERIDO POR DICHAS

INSTITUCIONES EL CUAL SERÁ DETERMINADO DE ACUERDO A LOS PARÁMETROS
QUE SEAN FIJADOS DE COMÚN ACUERDO ENTRE EL CONCEDENTE Y EL INSTITUTO
DE EDUCACIÓN DE AGUASCALIENTES EN EL CASO DE LAS ESCUELAS Y EL INSTITUTO
DE SALUD DEL ESTADO DE AGUASCALIENTES EN EL CASO DE LOS HOSPITALES.
3. LOS EXCEDENTES DE CONSUMO DEL RANGO EXENTO SERÁN PAGADOS POR LAS
INSTITUCIONES

EDUCATIVAS

Y

HOSPITALES

QUE

SERÁN

FACTURADOS

DIRECTAMENTE POR LA CONCESIONARIA.
4. SE CONCEDE UN PLAZO DE UN BIMESTRE A PARTIR DE LA PRIMERA FACTURACIÓN
UNA VEZ QUE SE HAN INSTALADO LOS MEDIDORES A LAS ESCUELAS Y HOSPITALES
PARA QUE EN EL CASO DE QUE EXISTAN EXCEDENTES DE CONSUMO DEL RANGO
EXENTO CORRIJAN LAS FUGAS QUE PROVOQUEN TALES EXCEDENTES Y EN CASO
CONTRARIO LIQUIDARÁN TALES EXCEDENTES DE CONSUMO YA SEA POR LA
EXISTENCIA DE DICHAS FUGAS O BIEN POR EXCESO DE CONSUMO.
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ESTAS TARIFAS PÚBLICAS PODRÁN SER MODIFICADAS DE ACUERDO A LOS ESTUDIOS
DE CONSUMO
QUE SE ANALICEN HASTA DICIEMBRE DE 1997, CON EL FIN DE
MANTENER LOS INGRESOS PREVISTOS
EN LA PROYECCIÓN FINANCIERA DEL ANEXO
“G”
MECANISMO DE AJUSTE DE TARIFAS
LAS TARIFAS SERÁN PERMANENTEMENTE ACTUALIZADAS PARA INCORPORAR EL
EFECTO DE LA INFLACIÓN EN LOS COSTOS DE LA CONCESIÓN. ESTA ACTUALIZACIÓN
SE APLICARÁ AUTOMÁTICAMENTE DE ACUERDO CON EL PERIODO DE FACTURACIÓN
DEL CONCESIONARIO, EL CUAL SE ESTABLECE COMO MENSUAL A LA FECHA DE FIRMA
DE LA PRESENTE MODIFICACIÓN.
1. EN ENERO DE 1997, LAS TARIFAS SE ACTUALIZARÁN APLICÁNDOLES UN AJUSTE
NOMINAL DE 32% DE INCREMENTO.
2. A PARTIR DE FEBRERO DE 1997, LAS TARIFAS CONTINUARÁN SIENDO
ACTUALIZADAS MENSUALMENTE CON BASE EN LA FÓRMULA DE INDIZACIÓN QUE
SE DETERMINA EN ESTE MISMO ANEXO.
3. EN ENERO DE 1998 Y EN ENERO DE 1999, SE ACTUALIZARÁN APLICÁNDOLES
INCREMENTOS EN TÉRMINOS REALES DEL 7% DE ACUERDO A LO ASENTADO EN LA
PROYECCIÓN FINANCIERA DEL ANEXO “G”.

LA FÓRMULA DE ACTUALIZACIÓN ES LA SIGUIENTE:

% Aumento Tarifas = Ca/Ct*Ia + Cb/Ct*Ib + Cc/Ct*Ic + Cd/Ct*Id + Ce/Ct*[ (Ie-1)*0.3 + (If-1)*0.35
+ (Ig-1)*0.35 + 1] + Cf/Ct*If + Cg/Ct*Ig + Ch/Ct*Ih + Ci/Ct*Ih

EN DONDE:
1.TODOS LOS COSTOS QUE SE INDICAN A CONTINUACIÓN SERÁN TOMADOS DE LA
CORRIDA FINANCIERA EN EL PERIODO A ANALIZAR:
Ca = COSTO DE MANO DE OBRA.
Cb = COSTO DE ELECTRICIDAD.
Cc = COSTO DE DERECHOS DE EXTRACCIÓN A CNA.
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Cd = COSTO DEL FIDEICOMISO.
Ce = COSTO DE MATERIALES.
Cf = COSTO DE MAQUINARIA Y EQUIPO.
Cg = COSTO DE PUBLICIDAD.
Ch = COSTO DE OTROS.
Ci = COSTO DE OPERACIÓN DE LA PLANTA DE TRATAMIENTO DE AGUAS
RESIDUALES.
Ct = COSTO TOTAL = (Ca + Cb + Cc + Cd + Ce + Cf + Cg + Ch + Ci )
2.LOS ÍNDICES QUE SE ILUSTRAN A CONTINUACIÓN ESTARÁN EXPRESADOS EN
TÉRMINOS DE SUS RESPECTIVAS VARIACIONES MENSUALES.
Ia = INDICE NACIONAL DE PRECIOS DE SUELDOS Y SALARIOS.
Ib = INDICE NACIONAL DE PRECIOS DE ELECTRICIDAD Y GAS.
Ic = COSTO DE LOS DERECHOS DE EXTRACCIÓN POR METRO CÚBICO.
Id = COSTO DEL FIDEICOMISO.
Ie = INDICE NACIONAL DE PRECIOS DE LAS INDUSTRIAS QUÍMICAS Y
PRODUCTOS DE HULE Y
PLÁSTICO.
If = INDICE NACIONAL DE PRECIOS DE
MAQUINARIA, APARATOS Y
REFACCIONES.
Ig = INDICE NACIONAL DE PRECIOS DE LA INDUSTRIA DE LA CONSTRUCCIÓN.
Ih = INDICE NACIONAL DE PRECIOS AL CONSUMIDOR.
EN CASO DE QUE ALGUNO DE LOS ÍNDICES OFICIALES COMPRENDIDOS ENTRE LOS
ANTERIORES, SEA PUBLICADO POR EL BANCO DE MÉXICO CON RETRASO CON
RELACIÓN A LA FECHA REQUERIDA PARA PUBLICAR LAS TARIFAS, DICHO ÍNDICE SERÁ
SUSTITUIDO POR EL ÍNDICE NACIONAL DE PRECIOS AL CONSUMIDOR. UNA VEZ QUE EL
ÍNDICE RETRASADO SEA PUBLICADO, SER PROCEDERÁ A REALIZAR EL AJUSTE
CORRESPONDIENTE EN LA FÓRMULA DE INDIZACIÓN.
SE ADICIONA EL DIRECTORIO DE COLONIAS DEL TEXTO ORIGINAL, MISMO QUE TENDRÁ
QUE SER ACTUALIZADO A LA FECHA DE ESTA MODIFICACIÓN Y ANUALMENTE POR EL
CONCEDENTE.

Source: (CCAPAMA, CAASA 1996, 23–30; 1–3).
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Annex 5 “Ubifrance’s Brochure for Participating in the French Pavilion at the 2013
WEFTEC”
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Source : (Weftec 2013).
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Annexe 6 “Request for Expressions Of Interest (EOI) Form Issued by
the Miami Dade County, November 2013”
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Soure: (Miami Dade County 2013, 8–10).
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Les firmes transnationales dans la gouvernance de l’eau. Veolia et Suez au Mexique et aux EtatsUnis (1993-2014)

Résumé
La participation du secteur privé dans la gouvernance de l’eau a considérablement évolué au cours des vingt
dernières années. Aujourd’hui, les firmes transnationales de l’eau ne sont pas des opérateurs locaux mais sont
devenues des acteurs économiques et politiques dans la gouvernance mondiale de l’environnement. Leur
vaste offre de services et l’expansion de leurs activités sur des marchés internationaux ont largement
contribué à construire une image de ces entreprises en tant qu’acteurs-clés, à coté des autorités publiques
locales. Le rôle des firmes transnationales dans la gouvernance de l’eau ne se limite plus à la gestion des
services dans des territoires locaux spécifiques, mais comprend également la création et la diffusion de
modèles de gouvernance de l’eau à l’échelle mondiale.
Cette thèse étudie les firmes transnationales de l’eau en tant qu’acteurs actifs et puissants dans la gouvernance
de l’eau à des échelles multiples. Le pouvoir des deux plus grandes firmes de l’eau dans le monde, les groupes
français Veolia et Suez, est analysé en termes d’intérêts, de ressources et de stratégies dans le cadre de l’«
espace transnational de l’eau ». Ce concept est utilisé pour analyser les stratégies de développement et
d’adaptation de Veolia et de Suez au Mexique et aux Etats-Unis de 1993 à 2014.
Les échelles de gouvernance de l’eau s’avèrent déterminantes pour le pouvoir des entreprises transnationales
de l’eau. Alors que Veolia et Suez créent leur pouvoir à l’échelle locale, elles le cultivent et diffusent à
l’échelle mondiale. Ce processus est toutefois conditionné à l’échelle nationale et peut être potentiellement
limité à l’échelle régionale.
Mots clés : eau, gouvernance, partenariats public-privé, firmes transnationales, Mexique, Etats-Unis,
Mexico, Aguascalientes, Atlanta, Milwaukee.

Transnational Corporations in Water Governance: Veolia and Suez in Mexico and the United States
(1993-2014)
Abstract
The involvement of the private sector in water governance has greatly evolved over the last 20 years. Private
water companies have gone from being local operators to becoming economic and political actors of global
environmental governance. Their vast array of services and the expansion of their operations in international
markets have contributed to building the image of these companies as key stakeholders alongside public
authorities. The role of transnational corporations (TNCs) in water governance is no longer limited to the
provision of services in specific local territories, but also includes the creation and diffusion of models of
water governance at the global scale.
This dissertation studies water TNCs as active and powerful actors in water governance at multiple scales.
The power of the two largest water companies worldwide, the French groups Veolia and Suez, is analyzed
in terms of interests, resources and strategies within the framework of the “transnational space for water.”
This concept is used to analyze the development and adaptation strategies of Veolia and Suez in Mexico and
the U.S. from 1993 to 2014. The study argues that scales of water governance are central to understanding
the power of water TNCs. While Veolia and Suez create their power at the local scale, they cultivate and
diffuse it at the global scale. This process, however, is conditioned at the national scale and can be potentially
limited at the regional scale.
Key words: water, governance, public-private partnerships, transnational corporations, Mexico, United
States, Mexico City, Aguascalientes, Atlanta, Milwaukee.
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